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PREFACE 

Orren, when I have been reading various portions of 

lyrical Greek, both in the course of private study and as a 

‘schoolmaster with a form, I have been impelled to doubt 
the validity of the correspondence, in strophic-antistrophic 
composition, between one long and two shorts. The 

examples of the correspondence so frequently appeared 

to me to be associated with readings either obviously 
corrupt or at any rate of great difficulty, and the corre- 

spondence itself seemed to be so distinct an exception to 

the prevailing laws of choric composition, that my suspicions 

_ became thoroughly aroused. 
But my ordinary reading enabled me to come to no — 

_ definite conclusion. A group of tragedies, or even a book 
of Pindaric odes, contains by itself insufficient data for 

such a purpose. 
Consequently I determined to go through Greek lyrical 

poetry as a whole in search of a solution of the problem. 

I began with Bacchylides (my notes on whom I have since 
revised in the light obtained from the study of other 

lyrics), and went on with Pindar. I then worked through 
half Aeschylus and all Sophocles. Up to this point, [ 

seemed to find my doubt amply confirmed. 
Next, I approached Euripides. Several plays of that 

author fell at once into line. But other of his plays proved 
As 
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perplexing in the extreme. LHither he freely admitted (in 
some plays only) the disputable phenomenon; or else his 
text has suffered corruption, in those plays, in ways and 

to a degree not usually suspected. After considerable ° 
hesitation, I proceeded to adopt the latter alternative as 
a working hypothesis. I believe that I am justified by 

the results. 
When I had done what I was able with Euripides, | 

turned to such parts of Aeschylus as I had left over, and 

to various outlying fragments. 
The conclusion is to my mind irresistible—the corre- 

spondence is unlawful always and everywhere (that is to 
say, within the scope of the laws of the Dorian lyric). 

But the argument is purely cumulative; and—lI regret to 
say—I have over and over again been obliged to suggest 
emendations that, though possibly right, cannot possibly 
by themselves carry conviction. My case does not depend 

on my emendations—that fact I do not regret. | 
If I am in error as to the conclusion which | draw, 

I have at least the consolation of knowing that I have 
collected material for the investigation of other scholars. 

Wide tracts of the Classics are still in effect virgin soil. 
I take the expression avti jas from Triclinius. It is 

the marginal note by means of which he calls attention to 

the occurrence of an example of the phenomenon which 

I discuss. 

ANTIVARI, 1908. 
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P. 342. Substitute for ll. 20-22: ‘In that case, conformably with 
the primitive metre, we should probably adopt the structure which 
Terpander inherited, rather than that which he originated.” 

P. 394, 1. 35, for “improved” read “ unproved ” 

ANTI MIA. 



CHAPTER I 

PINDAR 

INTRODUCTION 

THE following series of ‘“‘emendations” deals, as far as 
Pindar is concerned, with a mass of passages which (for 
the most part) have remained unemended, not because 
first-rate scholars have not wanted to emend them, but 
because they have been unable to do so. 

My objection to the correspondence of two shorts with 
a long has probably been entertained in some measure by 
almost every editor. 

It does not seem to me that I am justified in holding 
back my attempts from publication, either through fear 
of their being ridiculed (which some of them may probably 
deserve to be), or from a modest feeling that I ought not 
to rush in where angels have feared to tread. 

| have been a student of Pindar for nearly twenty 
years, and therefore | feel that I am bound to print, and 
to let the survival of the fittest prevail. 

But this I want to make plain. I hate conjectural 
emendation, and, had I not felt impelled by a duty to my 
brother scholars, I should never have embarked on, to me, 
so distasteful a task. 

It is a proved fact that, as in the eleventh epode of 
Horace the line ‘“Scribere versiculéds, amore percussum 
gravi” corresponds to the line ‘“Inachia fureré, silvis 
honorem decutit,’ so in accordance with the metrical laws 
followed by Pindar there are certain places in which a 

VOL. I 1 B 
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long syllable may answer to a short, a short to a long, in 
the correspondence of strophe with antistrophe and of 
epode with epode. 

But it is not a proved fact that Pindaric laws permit 
the correspondence of one long syllable with two short 
syllables. Three views on this subject have been enter- 
tained: (i.) that the correspondence is universally per- 
missible ; (ii.) that it is permissible in certain cases, but 
not in the second portion of a diiambus; (iii.) that it is 
altogether impermissible. Most modern editors incline 
in practice to the first view, although they make Pindar 
sow with the hand and not with the whole sack. The 
second view was that of Hermann, who in the seventh 
volume of his Opuscula writes with regard to Pyth. v. 2, 
“ Ac vel per se tam invenusta est solutio in fine dipodiae 
iambicae, ut non possit a Pindaro admissa credi.” 
I follow Hermann as far as he goes; but personally 
I should like to emend his statement, and write: “ Per 
se tam invenusta est solutio quaelibet, ut non possit 
a Pindaro admissa credi.” 

I will proceed to examine in detail the alleged instances 
of the ‘“‘solutio” and of its converse, ‘‘ contractio,” that 
occur in our existing Pindaric text. They are numerous, 
but not more numerous than might be expected in the 
text of a lyric poet on the assumption of their being due 
to corruption ; they are confined in a remarkable degree 
to particular odes; they are nearly all susceptible of a 
special kind of emendation, namely, not an emendation 
that consists in substituting dissimilar words, but an 
emendation the essence of which is a strict adherence 
to the ductus literarum. I call special attention to my 
notes on the last Isthmian. I have read a fair amount 
of Tzetzes’ Chiliads, and believe I can tell versus politicr 
when I see them. But it is easy to deceive one’s self. 
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OLYMPICA 

First OLYMPIAN ODE 

A 

The first, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth 
strophes or antistrophes (I know of no term that includes 
both strophes and antistrophes) of this ode present a long 
in the second syllable of their ninth lines. The first 
antistrophe and the second strophe resolve this long into 
two shorts. 

The lines are as follows : 

(a) 1. 9. copay pytiecct, Kedadeiy 

(b) 1. 20. dre map ’Argded otro Séuas 

(c) l. 38. é pavov diay te Limvdov 

(d) 1. 49. payatpa tdépov cata pérn 

(e) 1. 67. Tos evavOewov & OTe dua 

( ti ) 1. 78. é "Aro, Kpate. de mwéNacov 

(g) l. 96. dxpat 7 icydtos Opacirove 

(h) L. L077: eyou TovTo Kados, “lépwv 

The initial corruption was, I think, in 1. 20, and 
then spread into the adjoining~strophe. I suppose the 
original reading to have been 67 aud’ "Arges. audi with 
the dative, meaning ‘by the side of’ (equivalent to wapd), 
and not ‘on both sides of,’ was unknown in later Greek. 
That it was nevertheless Pindaric, is proved by Nem. iv. 
85 aud’ “Ayépovte varerdwv. The idiom is preserved in 
Lycophron (Alex. 1843): dpous érn€ev audi Uqvevod rortois, 
“He made the bank of Peneus his frontier.’ Add to this 
the fact that by haplography OTAM®AAGEOI would almost 
inevitably become OTAAGEQI. This would naturally be 
expanded into dre rap ’Ardew. 

Compare the very general substitution in Ol, xiii. 107 
of év “Apyei for aud’ "Apyei, The scansion of the former is 
supported only by Aéca in |. 7, which surely is itself a 
mistake for Arca, ‘Si vis pacem, para bellum.” 

In lL. 838 of our ode I believe that the combined 
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effect of the corruption in 1. 20 and the difficulty of 
understanding what I suggest Pindar wrote, caused rov 
evvouwtatov és épavov to supplant an original és edvopwrtarov 
dixvov. For the word dixvoyv see my discussion of Pyth. 
iv. 31, where the correctness of my emendation is more 
clearly obvious than in this passage. 

The ép of épavoy is the és of a slightly corrupt reading 
és alxvov. That variation necessitated the substitution of 
to y for és before edvouwratrov. Hence the later tov 
evvowwTatov és €épavor. But the other reading is és 
edvouotatov épavov. ‘That is nearer the original. 

B 

]. 64 (the sixth of the third strophe) begins in the 
Byzantine MSS. with the word @éccav (3rd person plural 
of an alleged sigmatic first aorist of ri@nus). Whatever 
may be thought of the accidence, the metre (-v) is that 
of all the other strophes and antistrophes. 

The Ambrosian (A), Parisian (C), and Medicean (D) 
codices present the unmetrical 0écav airov (the adrov being 
superfluous). 

On these facts some editors (as Fennell) proceed to 
read éecav. 

Mommsen reads 6év wv; others @jxKav. 
As there is no particular reason for conjecturing éecayv, 

it is unnecessary to discuss the point further. 
In favour of @j«av it may be urged that the original 

OEKAN may easily have passed into OEICAN. 

SECOND OLYMPIAN ODE 

A 

In this ode the eleventh and twelfth syllables of the 
third line of the first strophe consist of two shorts. The 
same is true of all the other strophes and antistrophes in 
the ode, which with the first strophe are ten in number, 
except that the first antistrophe has at this point one long 
syllable. Hence there are nine examples against one. 

The lines are these : 



(a) I. 

(b) 1. 

(c) 1. 

(d) 1. 

(e) 1. 

(f) 1 

(9) 1. 

(h) 1. 

(2) 1. 

(k) 1. 

PINDAR § 

3. row Ilica péev Ads: “Odvpmiada 8 éotacev 

“Hpaxréns te 

10. ddOarwos, aio 8 (v.l. 7°) épere popoipos, rrodTOV 

Te Kal yapw ayov er 
23. Kddpmoro Kovpais, érafov al peydra, TévOos Se 

. mitvel Bapv gt 
30. “Ivo? reray@ar tov drov audi xpovov. row 

Bpotav ye KéxpiTat 
43. reihOn 5 Oé€pcavdpos epurévte Llorvvedxes, 

véows év aéOXots 
50. “IcOuot te xowal Xdpites avOea rteOpinmav 

Suwdexadpopav 
63. écrol véuovtar Biotov, ov yOova tapdocortes 

év YEpos aKa 
70. wuyay, érecdav Avds 0ddv mapa Kpovou tipow: 

év0a paxdpeov 
83. ’“Aods te maid’ AidioTma. qTorrXa po. vr 

ayKkavos @xéa BEéXn 
90. é« padrOands atte dpevds evKréas diaTods 

cs 3 , 

LEVTES 3 ETL TOL 

1. 10 offends not only against metre (if I am right), 
but also against Doric grammar. The two errors must be 
cured by one process. 

Thrice in Pindar aidv has, beyond all question, its 
Doric (feminine) gender : 

Pyth. iv. 186. rav dxivdvvoyv . . . aidva 

Pyth. v. 6, 7. krvtas aidvos 
Nem. ix. 44. aiav dapépa 

Nine times the gender is left undetermined : 

Ol. ii. 
Pyth. 

66, 67. ddaxpuy .. . aidva 
il. 86. aiav 8 aadaras 

Pyth. viii. 97. peidgryos aiov 
Nem. il. 7, 8. evOumropos aiwv 
Nem. x. 58,59. rodrov . . . efder aidva (W. Christ 

points out that todroy refers to 
Tétpov, not to aidva, which means 
“world without end’’) 
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Isth. ili. 18. aiwv . . . é&adrakev 
Fr. 126. repmrvos aiwv 
Fy, 131. aldvos eidéwXov 

Fr. 165. icodévdpou . . . aidvos 

Once it appears as masculine, but in such cirecum- 
stances that an alteration of the gender of the article is 
metrically possible and will suffice to make aiéyv feminine: 

Isth. vi. (vii.) 41, 42. érrecws yhpas & te Tov popoipov 
at@va 

Tav popoipov aidva would be a very slight change: and 
[I confidently propose it. 

Thrice it is distinctly masculine : 

Ol. ii. 10. aiov & édbere popoimos, mrodTOv Te Kab 
yap ayov 

Ol. ix. 60. ma) Kabéro. viv aiwv wotpov édbaas: but 
this is surely a rather amusing 
misreading for yu) KaOérot viv ald 
ToTmos édarpats 

Isth. vii. (viii.) 14. mwavddr0s yap aiav éx avdpacu 
Kpéuata EXicowv Biov ropov: but 
I would read: wavédonos yap aiav 
é7 avodpac. xKpepata Fericoe 
Biov répov. Non-sigmatic verbals 
often vanish 

Once there is a reading disputed from antiquity : 

Nem. iii. 75. Aristarchus read 6 @vatos aiwv. The 
MSS. present either @vatds (without 6) éay or 6 
paxpos aiov. Note the e of éév; it is only a way 
of writing a. ‘The true reading is, I strongly 
believe, éwarKos aimy (echoed in Aesch. Ag. 108 
aKa cvpduTos aiwv). Ovaros is an ancient gloss on 
8uarxos—they were born together, and they will 
die together. Cf. Deuteronomy xxxiii. 25 “ As 
thy days, so shall thy strength be.” 

It is consequently evident that the present passage is 
the only one in Pindar where aiév in the masculine is 
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really firmly established. I believe myself that the 
feminine popowos was taken for masculine, and that in 
consequence ayovca was felt to be impossible. Cf. rev (for 
Tav) popopov aiava (Isth. vi. |vi.| 41). But I do not 
think that this alone accounts for what has taken place. 
Observe that ayer stands at the end of the line, and can 
never have been a@yovo’. But what if the original clause 
ran dyouo’ ... aiay, and if aia itself became dyor ? 
Short a is a pitfall to copyists (see my emendations of 
Ol. xi. |x.] 105, and of Pyth. v. 91). 

I have come to the deliberate conclusion that the line 
admits of being reconstituted, and fortunately admits of 
being reconstituted in one way only, as the words will 
only scan in one order. 

Therefore [ write : 

OpGarwos, & popoywos ayouo epee TAODTOY TE Kal yapLV 
“4 

aL@v 

a means ‘where,’ and the Al has served as a bait to 
aiwr. 

I have no occasion elsewhere, except in the last 
Isthmian, to deal with so serious a dislocation of the 
text. It may be observed that Hermann retains the 
ordinary reading, with the addition of o before Aodrov. 
In metrical principle I consequently have him at my back. 
Heyne inserts not o, but év’, and reads éASov for tAodrovr. 
Schwickert reads povpidsios dA Bov. 

B 

In the same set of lines that I have just considered 
two short syllables stand eight times before the final 
iambus. On two occasions a long syllable replaces them : 

(a) |. 3. row Tica pév Atos: 'Odvpriada 8 éotacev 

“Hpakréns 

(b) 1. 10. dbOaryuds, aidv & edere popowos, mrodrdv Te 
kal xdpw dyov, or with the emendation 

suggested above, which does not affect 
this point of metre 
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(c) 1. 23. Ka8uovo Kovpars, éxaBov ai peyada, trevOos dé 

muiTver Bapv 

(d) 1. 30. “Ivot reTaxOar tov bdov audi xpovov. rot 
Bpotav ye KéKpitas 

(e) 1. 48. retbOn 88 Cépcavdpos eperrévte Tlodvvetxer, véous 
év aéOrous 

(f) 1. 50. "Ic@uot re xowal Xapites avOca teOpimmev 
dumdexadpopov 

(g) 1. 63. éorot véwovtar Biotov, ob xOdva tapdocovTes 
év XEpos aKa 

(h) 1. 70. Wuydy, érecrav Atos 68dv apd Kpovou tipow: 
é&v0a pakapwv } } 

(2) 1. 83. *Aods re ratS AiOiora. Toddra pou tT ayKavOS 
aKkéa Bern 

(k) 1. 90. é parOaxas atte dpevos edxdéas diatods 
iévtTes ; él ToL 

In Ol. xi. (x.) 1. 25, the MSS. read— 

Bopov é£apiOpov “Hpakréns éxticcarto, 

where Bopov é€apiOuov is a superfluous addition, derived 
from Ol. v. 5 (so Boeckh). The metre requires simply 
v--vuu--vy. All that the sense demands is ‘ Hercules 
founded.’ ‘Triclinius omits Papov é€dpiOuov and for — 
“Hpakréns reads Bin “Hpaxdéos. Perhaps he is right, except 
for the » of Bin: at any rate he is illuminating. In 1. 3 
of Ol. ii. we must read ‘Hpaxdéos is. This expression 
occurs in Hes. Th. 951. 

In 1. 23 the present wirve? is grammatically awkward, 
let alone the doubt or more than doubt as to the circum- 
flexed forms. Hesychius tells us that one meaning of 
TeTavvums 18 Kouvdifo. That is the word we want here. 
Read witvaro. If I am at all on the right track in my 
emendations, they tend to show that this is exactly the 
curious sort of partial corruption of words which character- 
izes the Pindaric MSS. 

C 

The fifth line of all the strophes and antistrophes 
begins with a spondee, except that all the MSS., save 
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only those that embody Moschopulus’ recension, replace 
this spondee in the fifth line of the fourth strophe by the 
word xeveav. 

Tycho Mommsen scans xevedy as an iamb, thus not 
making it an example of the phenomenon which we are 
investigating, but an instance of an initial syllable of 
varying quantity. 

But it seems to be beyond dispute that we ought to 
follow Moschopulus, as do the great mass of editors, and 
read xevav. 

In view of the version presented in perhaps the most 
‘deservedly admired of modern English translations of 
Pindar, it may be desirable to call attention to the fact 
that xeivay and xevay are different words. 

D 

The sixth line of the five strophes and five antistrophes 
of this ode normally presents a long syllable immediately 
before the cretic which precedes the caesura before the 

_ six final syllables; but in the second strophe and in the 
last antistrophe this long syllable is replaced in the MSS. 
by two shorts. The lines run thus: 

(a) 1. 6. yeyornréov, dmv (leg. cum Hermanno érw) 

Sixavov Eévwv, epeucp “AxpayavTos 

(b) 1. 13. dé0rxov re Kopupav mopov tT ‘Ardeod, tavOels 

aobais a 
(c) 1. 26. xepavvod ravvéOepa Lewéra, dire? SE pu 

Iladras aiel io 
(d) |. 33. areipet abv dyad TedevTAcomer, poal 8 addoT’ 

adnrat ae 
(e) 1. 46. d0cv oréppatos éyovta pitay mpémer Tov 

Aivnavddpou +4 
(f) 1. 53. 6 pav rrodros dpetais Sedavdarpévos péper TAY 

Te Kal TOV ia 
(g) |. 66. Oedv, ofrwes eyarpov edvopkias, ddaxpuv 

/ 
VEMLOVTAL 
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(h) 1.78. ra pev xepoodev am ayadv devdpéwr, towp 

& adra dépBee 
(t) 1. 86. yarifer. copds 6 Torrdd Fevdas hud, pabovres 

58 AdBpot * 
(k) 1. 98. receiv pj tu’ éxarov ye Feréwv rorw dirous 

avopa paddov Pi. 

In |. 26 I have come to the conclusion that the true 
reading is xepavvoio Leuéha taviOp&. The corruption of 
Kepavvoio into xepavvod necessitated the reconstitution, 
ravuébepa Xeuéra. But observe how the copyist has 
refused to depart, even in emendation, from the main 
ductus literarum of ravvOpié. | 

But with all his care, he seems to me to have made a 
false quantity. There are adjectives both from éep and 
from éepa. See Archilochus’ Jobaccha (xpucoéberp) and — 
é0ep in Suidas and H#. M., also Heliodorus i. 2; but a 
feminine tavvéGepa would surely be impossible in classical 
times. tavis+éepa would normally yield tavuéberpos, the 
feminine of which (were it separate in form from the 
masculine) would be tavvedeipa. An adjective of this 
type is ayAaéPeapos. See also my treatment of Huripides, 
Orestes, 322. 

The only authority that I can discover for the @ 
feminine form consists of two passages: Maximus Epirota, 
Ilept xatapy. 95, 220 (xpvcodbepa Pecartis), and Nonnus, 
Ev. sec. S. Jo. xi. 4 (xarréPerpa), which may be dismissed, 
and one passage in Anacreon apud Hephaest. (Bergk 76), 
where evéOerpa ypucotreTne Kovpa conceals evéOerpe ypucdmeTA€ 
xovpe (one of Bergk’s readings), or evéOepa ypuodmemde 
KoUpe. 

On the other hand, a purely masculine form tavvé@epa, 
ace. tavuébepav, would not be analogically impossible, 
though Dionysus for example is never so described. 

Tplawa yields 1 in Pindar the masculines edtpiawa, dydao- 
tpiawa and dpcotpiawa, with accusative short (dydao- 
Tpiawvar). 

I can conceive that a lyric poet might call Poseidon 
evayxupa: but did vais edayxupa exist, it would be Nonnine 
and not Greek. 
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What I have said has reference only to compounds of 
trisyllabic proparoxytone feminine substantives. The 
disyllabic paroxytone 7éfa stands on a different footing. 
Not only is the substantive tpaefa (which in origin can 
hardly be anything but an adjective meaning ‘the four- 
footed one’) feminine, but the adjectival forms dpyuporefa 
(lhad passim, and Pyth. ix. 8) and gowsxorela (Ol. 

vi. 94, and Paeans, ii. 77) are never anything except 
feminine. 

It is worth notice that there exists a half-way reading, 
ravébepa. 

In 1. 93 éxatov ye Feréwv (MSS. éxarov y' éréwv) ought 
to be éxatovf ernpwv, ‘no city among those that date back 
for a hundred years.’ The other MS. reading, éxaréy 7’ 
éréwv, 1s more manifestly a depravation of éxatovtaeréwr. 

This corruption is typical and of very high interest. 
The Greek word for ‘a hundred’ is éxaroy and not 
éxarovta, but the late Greeks formed compounds as: if 
the word were éxdtovra. It is beyond question to my 
mind that éxatovta- in classical Greek is always corrupt. 
éxarov- is preserved in Pindar in the following words :— 

éxatoyyua (fr. ap. Athen. xiii. p. 573 F). 
éxatoyxepara (Ol. iv. 7). 
éxaroyxpavos (Pyth. viil. 16): 
éxatoyxeipa (Oxyrhynchus Paean, viii. 31). 
éxatouBas (Pyth. x. 33). 
éxatopredat (Isth. vi. 32). 

éxatovta- has caused the correct reading in the present 
passage to disappear, and is corruptly read in the words : 

éxatovractet (Pyth. iv. 282). 

EKATOVTAKAPAVoS (Pyth. i; 16). 

éxatovtopyuov (Fr. ap. Schol. Arat. Phaen. 282). 

In the fourth Pythian the reading is écarovtaete? Buord. 

The hiatus after @vord is enough in itself to show that the 
true reading is @uoras. Hence we arrive directly at the 
metrical and correct éxatov Férecw Broras. 

In the fragment the +r of éxarovropywor will clearly go 
out. But the first Pythian is profoundly interesting. 
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In lL 16 for Tudes éxatovtaxdpavos we obviously 
must read Tudas éxatoyxdpavos. | 

But the corruption has affected all the other four of 
the five epodes. Take first 1. 56. Here we are affronted 
by the outrageous reading, “Iépwve eds, with eos scanned 
as one short syllable. It is evident that this was a 
desperate expedient on the part of the copyist in order 
to add a short syllable to the true original ‘Iépevos. 

In |. 36 for émt cuvrvyias read é icov tuyais (vy. Dem. 
261. 26). 

In |. 76 for Sarapivos read Larapir’. 
In |. 96 for xatéyee read oréyer, which goes much 

better with vav7a. 

E 

A phenomenon of quite unusual interest is presented 
in the first line of each epode. ‘The true scansion is— 

This is proved by |. 55, 

aotThp apifnros, éTumMTaTov : 
and 95, 

Onpwvos. arr aivov émréBa Kopos. 

But an attempt was made to remove one of the three 
successive short syllables. Hence we get in 1 95 a 
commonly printed v. 1. ddd’ aivov é8a Kopos (from I know 
not what MS. source, if any); while in 1. 55 éruyeratov 
was Clearly altered in some lost MS. or MSS. to ér#rupop, 
which (by the side of the genuine érupwtarov) survives in 
two mutilated forms (1) érupov and (2) érupwrtepor, a bold 

paraphrase of what some copyist took to be a new kind 
of comparative, viz. ér érupov (ETETYMON = éryrupor). 

In |. 75 the alteration would have been easy : 

Bovrais €v opBaior “PadapavOvos 

could readily have been changed into 

Bovrais év dpOais “PadapyavOvos. 

Probably it was so changed; but it was equally easy 
to change it back again. 
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In 1. 35 
cf \ a9 iA > ” Sw 

ovtTw 5é Moip’, & 7 ett Tatpaiov 
A > » a ” 4 

(rav8’ ever Tov evppova motpov) 

has been altered into 

oUtw dé Moip’,, & Te ratpdior. 

But editors have not seen this. Some indeed scan the 
a short; but they are the editors who read aivov &8a képos 
and soon. Others think the vowel is long and an instance 
of -Sunw 

How are these alterations to be accounted for? Very 
simply. In the first epode (ll. 15 et seq.) Pindar 
wrote: : 

rn / lal 

AowTr@ yéever. TV Sé TeTEepacpévov 
2 PA \ \ / ? / ee év Oika Te Kal Tapa Sixav amointov ovd av 

/ © / \ / / 

xXpoves 0 TavTwy TaTnp dSuvarto Béwev Epywv TéXos. 

The highly exact rerepacuévwv was inevitably corrupted 
into the clumsy verpaypéver. 

Then the vitiated metre of the first epode affected 
every other. As with zarpoiov, so with tempaypéver. 
Some say the first syllable is long, and equal to two 
shorts. 

I hope to show, in the case of the eleventh Olympian, 
that the true scansion has been preserved in one member 
only, all the rest having been altered. 

In dealing with the first Pythian (on Ol. i. 93) I have 
gone further, and have asked my readers to agree that all 
five epodes alike have had an extra syllable inserted—a 
corruption which had its birth when the Greek word 
éxatoyxdpavov was by the foul blotterature of barbarous 
copyists written éxarovraxdpavor, ‘ hundredty-heided.’ 

F 

The six last syllables of the fourth line of the first 
four of the five epodes have a long syllable before them : 
in the fifth epode this long is replaced by two shorts. 

These are the lines : 
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(a) 1. 18. AdOa Sé roTwp ody eddaiwow yévoiT av 

(b) 1. 38. & obmep exrewwe Adov dpios vids 

(c) |. 58. owas érvcar, ra 8 év Tabe Avos apya 

(d) |. 78. Tnreds te Kat Kddyos év toicw ddéyovrat 

(e) 1. 98. Epyou. érret Wappos apiOpov repuréhevryev 

The Triclinian reading in |. 98 substitutes for dpv@yov 
the apparently untranslatable ap@yor. 

It seems to me obvious that dpOpov is a corr uption of 
aOuov. aOuov is the accusative of d@ucs, Doric for pos, 
‘a riddle’ or ‘sieve. The meaning is: ‘It would be 
as easy to count the countless grains of sand that flow 
unhindered through the sieve as to tell the tale of the 
kind deeds done by Theron.’ 

It will be observed that on another numbering of the 
lines (employed by W. Christ) this line is not 98 but 108. 
On that reckoning it would stand quite close to 1. 110, 
which would have prefixed to it the Greek for 110, viz. pv’. 

I suggest that this marginal pc’ was taken as a correc- 
tion, and that thus the (to the copyist) unintelligible a@yov 
was expanded into api yor. 

An instance of this kind of corruption is to be found, 
I think, in Nem. i. 13, new reckoning ; 1. 16, old reckoning. 
The MSS. there read : 

U 
54 / > of. \ / 
eyelpe vuy aydaiayv Tia vace. 

The first syllable of é éeyeupe is metrically superfluous. 
The emendation ovefpe is generally adopted. But why 

should the very common word ozeipe ever have been altered 
to éyeupe ? 

I suggested some time ago that ¢ipe is the true reading, 
and that « uy’ eipe has become EryeLpe. 

But both there and here this would imply that the 
corruption took place before the adoption of the vulgate 
numbering. 

THIRD OLYMPIAN ODE 

No instances. 
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FourtH OLYMPIAN OpE 

No instances. 

Firre OLYMPIAN ODE 

No instances. 

SrxtH OLYMPIAN ODE 

No instances. 

SEVENTH OLYMPIAN ODE 

No instances. 

EigHTH OLYMPIAN ODE 

No instances. 

NIntH OLYMPIAN ODE 

No instances. 

THE OLYMPIAN ODE USUALLY NUMBERED X. (XI.) 

No instances. 

THE OLYMPIAN ODE USUALLY NUMBERED XI. (X.) 

A 

Before the two final syllables of the first line of the 
strophes and antistrophes a long syllable occurs nine 
times; whereas two short syllables occur once only, and 
that in a correction by Boeckh of a manifestly unmetrical 
(and not unanimous) MSS. reading. 

Here are the lines: 

(a) l. 1. tov "Odvpmiovinav avayvorté por 

(b) 1. 7. &eabev yap éredOav 6 pérrov xpédvos. 

(c) 1. 22. dmrovov 8 éxaBov xappa Tadpot Tues 

(d) 1. 28. wépve & Evpurov, as Adyéav ‘dtpov 
(ce) 1. 48. 6 & dp & Mlicg éxcais bdov te orparov 
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(f) 1. 49. werd Sadex” avaxtav Oedv. Kal mayor 

(g) |. 64. oradiov peév dpictevcer evOvy Tovov 

(h) lL. 70. dd Mavrwéas Lapos @dpoOlov (so Boeckh) 

(2) 1. 85. ra map’ edcréi Aipxa ypove pev pdvev 

(k) 1. 91. nat érav xara FépEas dowdas adrep 

In 1. 70 the ordinary MS. reading is Ldapos ijeidero. 
But the better MSS. and the scholiasts preserve a reading 
which is clearly much nearer the original, viz. cay’ “Anup- 
pobiov or cau’ ‘Adppobiov. Boeckh most perspicaciously 
emended to Yauos @rpoGiov; but he fell short of absolute 
correctness in that he did not perceive that considerations 
of metre, coupled with the fact of the -pp- of the MSS., 
demand not @dcpofiov (ie. 6 ‘ArdippoPiov), but aduppedov 
(i.e. 6 ‘AAuppooov). 

Hither Apollodorus has made a not very serious error, 
or else the same emendation should be extended to his 
account (and other accounts) of the man in question. 

B 

In the third line of each of the five epodes, with the 
exception of the third, a long syllable stands at the 
beginning. In the third epode it is replaced by two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1.15. wal ydrdxeos “Apns. tpdre S& Kuxvera paya 

Kal vmépBuov 

(b) 1. 36. od worden i8€ tatpida rodveréavoy bTd_cTEpes 

-— aruph 

(c) L. 57. depo@wa Svehov Ove Kal wevtaetnpids’ bras dpa 
(d) 1. 78. dpyats 5é rporépais éropevoe Kai vuv érwvupiay 

 -ydpw 

(e) 1. 99. edavopa row KxataBpéxov, maid éepatov & 

 ’Apyeatpdrou 

In ll. 56 and 57 the expression trav odéuo1o Soou 
axpoOwa Suehov éOve seems to contain a tautology. At any 
rate it is awkward to express both tav odéuovo Soow and 
axpoOuva. 

I suggest that the fact is that Pindar is etymologizing, 
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and that he implied, without expressing, axpd@iva by writing 
map Oiva, ‘by the bank of Alpheus.’ 

Graphically axpo-, or at least axp-, is not far removed 
from nap, and this seems to me to be the kind of mild 
alteration in which Pindaric copyists delighted. 

C 

I have now to deal again in another, and much more 
interesting, aspect, with the same set of lines that I have 
just been handling. 

The third line of each of the first four epodes ends 

The third line of the last epode ends --v-, viz. 
“Apyeotpdrouv. 

The proper name is certain, and so is the scansion. 
If the four instances that constitute the majority can 

readily and without duresse be induced to come over to 
the minority of one, the coincidence of possibilities of easy 
emendation in four separate passages will not by any 
reasonable man be considered fortuitous. All my argu- 
ment is cumulative, and the accumulation provided by 
this ode appears to me highly important. 

Here are the lines once more :_ 

(a) 1. 15. Kal xarKeos “Apns. tpate 5& Kukvera paya 
kal vmépBoov 

(b) 1. 36. od wordov i8€ rarpisa TONVKTEAVOY UTO TTEPED 

Tupl 
ey. 57. ‘ical (or, as I have suggested, rap Oiva) 

Sieh@v Ove cal trevtaernpiS’ bras apa 

(d) 1. 78. dpyais 88 mporépais Erropevoe kai vuv érovupiav 

yap a 
(e) 1. 99. eddvopa wodw xataBpéyov, raid éparov & 

"Apxeotpatov 

(a) For «ai iwépBuov read xuTrép cov. 
I doubt whether «ai iépBiov is really possible in 

Pindar. The similar instances (not numerous enough to 
be convincing by mere weight of numbers) may possibly 

VOL. I O 
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be contaminations from the epic metre, and due to the 
copyists. 

Take e.g. Ol. i. 83 morrAd pot im ayKdvos. The 
scholiast on Aristoph. Av. 928, 930, tells us that Pindar 
is there ridiculed for his use of éuiv, a word which does not 
occur in the present Pindaric text. Probably we should 
read dvd’ éuly or even 7rovAdkd pv. The latter would be 
totally unintelligible to any copyist. 

(b) For creped mupi read orepp@ mupl. 
That oreppos became doubtfully intelligible is sufficiently 

proved by the fact that Lycophron revels in its use (Alem. 
205, 233, 434, 1170), while never using orepeds. oreppos 
does not occur, it is true, in the extant writings of Pindar ; 
but orepéos is only presented in one other place, viz. 
Pyth. iv. 221, where doubtless ocrepedy dduvay is quite 
genuine. | 

(c) l. 57 is the only one that presents a difficulty ; 
but I think the difficulty is seeming rather than real. 

The true early accusative of such words as wevtaernpis 
is not in -ida but in -iv. 

mevtaetnpl can perfectly well be read in this place. I 
suggest that we ought to read it, and also to substitute 
mwas for éras. Hither of the two words can equally well 
be used in the indirect construction. 

I conjecture that evtaernply mwas was deliberately 
altered into revtaernpida més, and that the latter was in 
its turn changed to revtaernpiS’ bras under the influence 
of the éa in |. 56. 

The accusative of wevraernpis occurs in two other 
Pindaric passages—Ol. iii. 21, and Nem. xi. 27. In both 
of these the MS. form is nenraerupid’, in elision. In both 
I would restore wevtaernpiv. | 

A further point, unconnected with the metre, arises, 
It is true that the -a- of wevra- does not stand on quite 
the same basis as the -ra- of éxarovra-. 

But I for one cannot believe that Pindar employed the 
late form. Consequently I carry my emendation further, 
and maintain that the true Pindaric form is zevteFernpis, 
arevteF ernpiv. 

(d) For éravupiay ydpw read éravipvav ydpuv. 
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Compare vevupros in the 51st line of this ode.  ér@vup- 
vos enriches the lexicon. 

Have I or have I not peaceably converted the four 
stalwarts ? 

D 

The fifth syllable of the last line of the first four epodes 
is along. In place of this long the last epode has two 
shorts. 

The lines are as follows: 

(a) 1, 21. werdpioy opydoar Kréos avnp Oeod cv Tardy 

(b) 1. 42. ar@cros dvtdcas Odvatov aimdy oik ékébuyev 

{c) 1. 63. dydviov éy ddfa Oéuevos ebyos Epyw Kabedhov 

(d) 1. 84. xrddoa 88 (porrd mpds Kddapov avtidéee 
peNE@Y wer 

(e) 1.105. dvadéa Tavupndes Odvatov [sic] adadrke ody 

Kuzpoyevet 

In 1. 105 it is clear that @dvaroy will not scan. It 
appears to come, as W. Christ points out, from Theognis 
207 Odvatos avaidjs. Mommsen conjectures popov, Schmidt 
TOT LOD. 

It is to be observed that Ganymede was never in any 
danger of dying a shameful death; and, by whatever 

word Pindar may have expressed the thing, death, it is 
not in his manner to add to the substantive a merely 
otiose adjective, such as dvadéa. 

Furthermore, any ordinary Greek would probably have 
felt that the received text leaves out something of import- 
ance that ought to be plainly expressed. 

“Tithonus,’ he would have said, ‘‘was saved from 
‘@dvatos’ or ‘ uopos’ or ‘ rorpos, Whether avadjs or not; 
but it proved no blessing.” ‘So also,” a better informed 
reader might have added, ‘“‘ was Glaucus; and it was no 
blessing to him either.” 

Ganymede had the additional gift of everlasting youth ; 
and at this the existing readings do not so much as hint. 

I propose to read dvav Tavupjde: Savdiov, avy is the 
abstract. from advo or dveo@au. 
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avo is etymologically the English ‘wane, and 
Herodotus’ dvouevoy éros (vii. 20) and the like show that 
avy could well mean ‘waning’ or ‘old age.’ More suo 
the copyists have turned dvay into dvadéa: and I believe 
that Savasv became Odvarov. For a short av contributing 
to a corruption compare Ol. ii. 10, and my emendation 
of the line. 

Apollonius Rhodius (ii, 183) imitates, apparently, the 
true reading : 

ynpas pev emt Snvaov tadrev. 

It will be observed that a principle of Pindaric emenda- 
tion is at stake. In reading davaiv | assume that Odvarov 
is not remote from the ductus literarum of the original. 
Those who read péporv or rétpov make it out a mere gloss. 

TWELFTH OLYMPIAN ODE 

No instances. 

THIRTEENTH OLYMPIAN ODE 

A 

We now approach one of the most curious corruptions 
that I know of in the Pindaric text. The fourth line in 
each of the five epodes, except the last, begins with one 
long syllable: the last epode presents in this place two 
shorts. 

The lines are: 

(a) 1. 20. ris yap immelios ev evtecow pétpa 

(b) 1. 48. cca 7 év Acrhoiow apioredoarte 

(c) 1. 66. Tladvrds aveyn’ é& ovetpov © avtixa 

(d) 1. 89. ro€stav Bad\XrX@v yuvaiketov otparov 

(e) L112, roMes, a t KEvBow. Kal racav kata 

It would be very plausible (though perhaps impossible) 
to scan 7odves as a choree, treating the iota as a y. 
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But this is not the true solution. odes itself is 
wrong. 

Look at the whole passage, with its string of proper 
names, in the midst of which comes the weak, inept 
TONES : 

1. 106. ta & ém odpvi Ilapvacia 
év "Apyei’ 0 dcca kai év OnBas, doa 7 ’ApKas 

avacowr (*) 
paptupyaet Avxaiov Bwpos ava€, 

"Et. é 
Tlé\Xavad te Kat Xwxvav cat Méyap’ Aiaxidav 7 

evepKes AAGOS, 

1.110. & 7 ’Enevols cal Avrapa Mapabdr, 
tai @ tm Aitvas trirohov KadditAovToL 
modus, &@ T EvBoa. 

Sicily and Euboea are set side by side, rorvpnros Luxedia 
(see Ol. 1. 12, 13) and the “land of goodly kine.” The 
meaning of EvSova makes it almost necessary that the 
sheep of Sicily should be mentioned. 

Is it not obvious that the only possible reading is oies ? 

tat @ tim Ailrvas infpcrogou KAAALTTAOUTOL 
8 ¢ > BA 

oles, & T EvBoa 

is fine poetry. Moreover, it seems to me that the A of 
momes is nothing but the F of éFves, which was by mistake 
written in its uncontracted form. 

I have seen nothing more beautiful than the shores 
and mountains of Sicily. These Pindar recalls to the 
mind with great charm of accuracy. On Ktna proper no 
sheep could pasture. It is the magnificent expanse of 
uplands beneath, and dominated by, the volcanic peak 
that the poet indicates. 

But there is a further reason for the close juxtaposition 
of Etna and Euboea. Seen from the sea, the southern 
promontory of Euboea is a replica in miniature of the 
swelling Sicilian uplands that lie beneath the higher 
mountain-range. I know of no othet Greek headland 
which presents the same appearance of rounded undulation. 
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Sicily must inevitably have reminded a Greek traveller of 
the island at home. vay 

B 

All five epodes, except the fourth, present in the sixth 
line a long before the two final syllables: the fourth epode 
substitutes for this long two shorts. 

The following are the lines : 

(a) 1, 22. éaréOnn’; ev 88 Moto’ ddvzrvoos 

(b) 1. 45. wept wAnOer Karov, ws pay capes 

(c) 1. 68. dye Pirrpov tod tarevov déxev 

(d) 1. 91. Svacwrdcopat ‘For popov eyo 

(e) 1.114. dva, novoorow éxvedoar trociv 

For popov it would be easy to substitute «fp. But 
unnecessarily to assume a pure gloss would be to sin 
against a cardinal rule of Pindaric emendation. . 

I suggest with confidence that the word we ought to 
restore 18 popdr’. | 

Translate : ‘ His dark fate [ will shroud in silence.’ 
A fragment from Pindar’s Hymns (xlii. 4, 5), though 

not absolutely parallel, should be quoted in this 
connexion : 

ei O€ Tis avOpmmrotct Dedadotos dra 
, 

Tpootvyyn, TavTav oKOTEL KpUTTTELY EoLKe. 

I strongly suspect that a far-off echo of the true reading 
is to be found in the scholiast’s remark (on the passage 
under discussion): cata 8é twas Kal tuddodrau. 

C 

In all five epodes, except the third, there is, before the 
last three syllables of the last line, a long syllable: in the 
third epode this long syllable is replaced (in B, C, and D, 
but not in the “ Byzantine” MSS.) by two short syllables. 

The lines are : 
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(a) 1.23. & S& "Apns avOei véwy ovdiais aiypaiow 

avdpov. here 

-(b) 1. 46. ob« ap eideinv Aéyew Tovtiay wadov apiOpor. 

(ec) 1. 69. cal Aapaie vv Otwv tadpov dpyavra Tarpl 

detEor. 
(d) 1. 92. rov 8 & Odrdpr@ garvar Znvos apyaiar 

déxovTat. s 
(e) 1.115. Zed rérxev, aide SiS0r Kar TUyav TEpTVaV 

yAvuKetav. ae 

In 1. 69 the ‘“ Byzantine” MSS. read the perfectly 
metrical tatpov dpyov marpt Sei€ac; but there is little 
doubt but that this is a reconstitution of the text due 
to the same motive that is actuating myself. 

Tt is difficult to see how, even with the help of the za- 
of warpi, an original dpyov could have become the much 
less familiar dpydavra. 

Hermann proposes dpydév, comparing Aesch. Ag. 116 
6 + éforw apyas. But I am by no means satisfied that 
apyas (i.e. dpydevs) could by any possibility have an 
accusative dpyav. apyis, gen. dpyjros, has dapyfra for 
accusative. ‘T'he rare dpyijs, gen. dpyéos, would yield dpyéa 
(the nominative does not actually occur). There was 
an accusative dpydv (also dpyjv): see Harpocration and 
Hesychius. But it seems to mean either ‘a snake’ or 
a particular kind of snake. 

I suggest that the error is in the word zarpi. 
Hesychius (s.v. adpiBdras) says that Aeschylus uses 

avpi (an emendation, approved by Dindorf, of the MS. 
avjpvov) in the sense of rayéws. If Aeschylus, then probably 
Pindar. 

matpt is not wanted, and one might propose the 
reading— 

\ / 4 nr > an ? 24 a 
kat Aapaim vw Ovwv tavpov apyavt avptl detEov. 

For all one knows Pindar might have even written 
aFpi. But I do not propose that reading. I propose— 

\ / / a > a > a lal cal Aapaiw viv Ovwv tadpov apyavt ape SetEov. 

aprantapt: would easily be expanded into dpranta 
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natpi; and in any case dptv in the sense of ‘now’ would 
run a good chance of being expelled from the text, because 
it militated against a well-known grammatical canon, 
seeing that the use with an imperative is virtually future. 
See Phrynichus and Lex. Rhet. Bekk. 

The scholiast writes: dpydvra 5€ viv, Tov éExdnrov TH 

peyéber. 
I do not by any means assert that apyavr’ dpti detEov 

is the original reading. What I am fairly confident of is 
that it is the reading of which our present text is a 
corruption. Conceivably there may be something in 
avpt after all. 

FOURTEENTH OLYMPIAN ODE 

This ode presents a metrical difficulty of a peculiar 
nature. It consists of two strophes only (without an 
epode). The eleventh line of the opening strophe (1. 11) 
runs : 

Tlv@cov “AmroAXwva Opovous 

The corresponding line of the closing strophe (1. 23) 
takes two forms in the MSS. : 

(@) KoAmous rap’ eddo£ov Iicas 

(b) Korrovor map’ evdofou Iicas 

There are minor variations which need not be con- 
sidered. 

B, C, and D give «orrover: EK reads «odrrois. 
If x«xoAvos is correct, there is an instance of the 

phenomenon that | am investigating. 
In that case I should emend [v@cov to Iv64 (from 

IIvdevs, v. Steph. Byz.). 
If «orrrovox is right, I should read, with Ahrens, v@déov. 
As the MSS. are strongly in favour of «0Azrovor, there 

is a preponderance of evidence in favour of [v@éov: but 
the matter does not seem certain. 
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PYTHIA 

First PytrH1an ODE 

The fifth line of each of the five epodes, except the first, 
begins with a long syllable: in the first epode two shorts 
are substituted. 

The lines are these: 

(a) 1.17. Kirixvov Opéev rodvevupov avtpov: viv ye 

pav 
(b) 1. 37. rowdy ooecOar orehivoisi vw immo Te 

KAUTaV 
(c) 1. 57. tov mpocéprovta ypovorv, av épatar Karpov 

5500s 
(d) 1.77. picOov, ev Sardptra & epéw mpd KiOaipdvos 

peadyav | 

(e) 1. 97. od8é pev hoppuyyes trwpodiar Kowvoviav 

I do not think that 1. 17 is, after all, very corrupt. 
I suggest that a copyist simply prefixed the K:- of 

_ Kedixvov in order to make sense (following Pyth. viii. 16 
Sa Kiné), and that the rest, viz.— 

Aixtov Opévrev Tohvavupov aVTPOV KT. 

is hardly at all changed from the original reading, namely— 

Atxvov EOperey ToAvaVipou avTpov KTH. 

I cannot pledge myself to the possibility in Pindar of the 
hiatus involved in rodvevipov avtpov: I ought perhaps to 
write rodvwvipo (i.e. todvavipoo). But the question is 
merely graphic. 

Mevov (‘cradle’) is rather wanted in the passage, and 
is a reminiscence of Jlvad ii. 783— 

ely “Apipos, 601 dact Tudwéos Eupevar evvas. 

I suppose that favourable critics will call this emenda- 
tion ingenious. It isnot. J have mechanically followed 
the ductus literarum. 

My point is that the repeated possibility of obvious 
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emendation, when the phenomenon I am discussing 
presents itself, amounts to a moral demonstration that 
the phenomenon has no real existence. I invite special 
criticism of almost the next emendation that I am called 
upon to make (Pyth. iv. 31). 

To my mind it is sane, rational, and (considered as one 
of a long series) certain. But I shrink from trusting my 
own judgement. 

Seconp PyrHIan ODE 

No instances. 

Tuirp PytrHIan ODE 

voov should be read (with Triclinius and Boeckh) in 
]. 5 instead of voov. One long syllable is required. 

Hermann’s alternative suggestions of vdéu’ or (more 
probably, as he thought) yyy’ seem to me a trifle too far 
removed from the ductus literarum. 

FourtH PyTHtan ODE 

The fourth Pythian Ode stands to the other odes of 
Pindar in the relation of the 119th Psalm to the other 
Psalms. It is so long that it affords instances of nearly 
everything that is Pindaric ; and yet it is not too long to 
be consulted as a microcosm of Pindar’s thought and 
language. 

In this ode there are no less than 663 instances of 
combinations of two short syllables. In three of these 
cases only do the two short syllables coalesce (according 
to the MSS.) into one long; and these three cases of 
coalescence are all in one series of metrical correspondence, 
as against twenty-three places in the series where there is 
no coalescence. 

In the ode there occur the prodigious number of 2301 
long syllables, excluding syllables in any sense final or 
“ancipitis quantitatis”; and only one of these 2301 longs 
appears in the guise of two shorts. 
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Consequently, out of a grand total of 2964 possible 
opportunities for the occurrence of the phenomenon which 
lam investigating, we find that advantage has been taken 
of four only. 

I leave these figures to speak for themselves. 

A 

In the fifth line of all the strophes and antistrophes, 
except the first strophe, the two last syllables are preceded 
by a long: for this long the first strophe substitutes two 
shorts. There is a further variation in the metre. The 
long syllable in question is everywhere preceded by another 
long, but the two short syllables of the first strophe are 
preceded by a short. 

The exceptional line runs thus : 

l. 5. ob« aodapov ’ArddAN@vos TUYOVTOS iépea 

For iégpea Boeckh conjectures ipéa, which is sufficiently 
obvious, but does not do anything to cure the quantity of 
the last syllable of ruyovros : it is certain that neither (ep- 
nor ‘p- is digammated. Ahlwardt substitutes Hv@/a. This 
reading yields perfect metre; but in many places in this 
treatise I argue, and, I think, prove, that it is dangerous to 
assume the intrusion, without special reasons, of glosses 
into the text. 

My own suggestion is that Kippaia ought to be read. 
The local description Kippaia is specially appropriate in 
view of ov« amodapov ’“AmdAXwvos TuxovTos. The short a 
would almost inevitably come to be written ¢, as indeed 
even long a was often written. Kuppéa, with or without 
the aid of a gloss iépea, would very easily pass into ‘épea, 
via «al iépea. ‘The scholiast on 1. 4 writes wapedpos Kai 
iépea. 

My reading seems to supply a much-needed Greek 
basis for the common Latin use of Cirrhaeus in the sense 
“Delphic.” Compare Lucan, Phars. v. 114-116: 

Nee voce negata 
Cirrhaeae moerent vates, templique fruuntur 
Tustitio. 
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B 

CHAP. 

The series of lines which presents the three exceptions 
is as follows :-— 

(a) 1. 

(b) 1. 
(fey 1 
(d) 1. 

(p) 1. 
(q) 1 
(vr) 1. 
(s) 1. 
2 he 
(v) 1. 
(ey; <1. 

(y) 1. 
beh’ 
(za) 1. 
(zb) 1. 
(zc) 1. 

8. 

16. 
31. 
39. 
54. 
62, 
vis 
85. 

. 100. 
. 108. 
AA98. 
. 181. 
. 146. 
154, 
169. 

. hes 

192. 
200. 
215. 
223. 
238. 
246. 

. 261. 
269. 
284, 
292, 

Tokw év dpywoevre (Hermann dpydevte) 

pacre 
Avos év "Appovos OepéOrots 
Rare Pi L, nA 
ELV €TrayyeAXNOVTL TPWTOV 

évadiou Bayev ody adpya 

Poi Bos dupvacer Oéuroow 
ea pe 
Baothé apdhavev Kupdva 

xOova porAn KrELTaS “l@AKOd 

év ayopa mAnOovtos dydou 
/ 

KaTapavats eimé yévvav 
/ 

AiorX\o Kai traici, Tia 
ST} EA lal 

yovov iO@v KaddXMoTOY avdpav 
Ree. > ‘9 > n ” 
iepov (iapov ?) edfoas adwrov 
ie / la) / 

omoyovols, alba Karvrrat 
\ \ A a Dy Ta pev avev Evvas avias 

atap *ldcwv avitis On 

Euorev, evaivntos ‘'Opdevs 

Kpéuacav aykvpas drepbev 

TiOopevor* Kapvée 8 avdrois 
/ / / év adutw bévEaica KvKA@ 

yAukvv év addAdrovor piEat 

dtvacw Aintas ayacbels 

Tékecay dv wrayal ovddpov 

Suavéuey Ociov Kupavas 

éov épnudcaica yapov 

tuabe 8 bBpilovta puceiv 

peTaBoralt AnEavTOs ovpov 

It will be seen that the dubious expressions are 
(1. 31) Seiav’ érayyédrovts, (1. 54) BotBos aupvdcer, 
(1. 108) AvorAw Kal racot. 

and 
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These three all come fairly close together, and, if 
corruptions, are probably to some extent mutually 
interdependent. 

(c) lL. 31— 
W. Christ prints vr érayyéddov7, Bergk’s conjecture, 

and says that Se?rv “sins against metre” (‘‘ quod 
quamvis contra metrum peccet”). Mommsen conjectures 
dérras. 

Both conjectures are wrong; but de?’ is not right. 
Eustathius (1714. 64) tells us that there are four forms 

—dixrov, aixdrov, dixvov, aixvov; and Athenaeus (Iv. 139 B) 
and other authorities show that these words were Lacedae- 
monian Doric for Se?tzvov. érarkdov and érdixdov were 
Lacedaemonian for éridevrvov. Pindar, in the third line of 
the third strophe (1. 15) of the fifth Paean, appears to use 
the word aixrov (Ilavdepou “EpeyOéos aixdov). The line in 
question is, by obvious accident, totally omitted in the 
papyrus. But opposite the third line of the eighth (the 
last) strophe, edpeve? déEacbe vow Oepdrovta, are discernible 
the words nandwpovepexy . . , and then axdon. The metre 
seems to show that this is the end of the omitted line. 
(See Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt.) 

AEIMNN could at a somewhat late period have properly 
enough been written AIMN. 

Between AIKN and AIMN there is palaeographically 
hardly any difference, and it is with the greatest confidence 
that I propose to read : 

+» ,’ > / lal 
aikv eTayyéAXNOVTL TPWTOY. 

I do not think that the fact of the previous word 
(evepyérav) ending in AI has any real bearing on the 
corruption. 

Cf. my emendation of Ol. 1. 38. 
I consider that in the present passage some copyist 

either directly corrupted dixv’ into deity’, or else mistook 
a gloss, Seirv’, for a correction. In the latter case the 
gloss would not have obtruded itself into the text as a 
gloss, but owing to the accidental fact that it so closely 
followed the ductus literarum as not to be thought a 
gloss at all. 
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(e) lL. 54— | 
It will be well to quote this line with its context : 

\ \ / "ak. b] , 

TOV pev Todvyptowm TOT év Samat 

Doi Bos aupvacer Oémiocow 
v6cov vadv xatraBavta ypove 

, . xP 7 / \ / / lal >? a nr 

totép@ vderot Trodeis ayayeiv Netdoto mpos tiov Téemevos 
Kpoviéa. 

Oeno, Spermo, and Elais, grand-daughters of Apollo, 
and daughters of Anius, king of Delos (who was son of 
Rhoeo, nominally by Zarex, but actually, as the legend 
went, by Apollo), were called Oivorporo. and &dBes (vid. 
Lyc. Alex. 580, and Tzetzes’ note thereon). 

This is enough to bring ®aes into connexion with 
Apollo. 

In 1. 60 of this ode Pindar calls the Delphian 
priestess Méduooa, a word proper not to the Pythoness 
but, as the scholiast tells us, to the priestesses of 
Demeter, and here employed “ cataypnorinds.” (Cf. 
Callim. Ap. 110.) 

The Dodonean priestesses of Zeus were called [léevae 
and Ilededdes (vid. Herod. 11. 55, 57, Soph. Trachiniae 
172, Paus. vii. 21. 2, x. 12. 10, Hesych. s.v. wérevac), 

Tlévea and dp are almost indistinguishable in 
meaning. 

The word ®o7Gos is not wanted. The mention (1. 55) of 
the “‘ Pythian temple” shows sufficiently what god it was. 

appvace. seems not to be a mere mistake for duvaces, 
but to conceal dvayvdce: (M for NA). The ordinary spelling 
would be dpuvace (cf. duvdcOnv, Theocr. xxix. 26, from 
bpptpvdoKopac). 

Consequently it is possible to suggest : 

pais avauvace. Oéuioow. 

The by-form ¢afis, for Pay, is preserved (with a slight 
corruption) in Georg. Syncell. Chron. p. 172 a ’A8uara 
Ouyarnp Ktpucbéws év "Apyes tepdtevoev ern dn’s ai 8 amo 
TavTns THY lepwatvnv SiadeEduevar Padides éxadodvTo. Read 
paBides, not, as Vales., dacivides. 

But would there be any special point in this passage 
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in calling the Pythoness a dove? I think so. In ll. 4 
and 5 of this ode she is described as ypucéwv Avds ainrdv 
mapedpos . . . tépea (Kippaia’?). It seems to me that the 

imagery of the dove perching unharmed between the 
eagles under the protection of Apollo, of the lion, so to 
speak, lying down with the lamb, is sufficiently piquant to 
make ¢afis a far better expression than ®ofGos. If it be 
asked why a mystic name of a priestess is brought into the 
ode at all (and that question, apart from ¢aBis, is made 
necessary by the use of yédvcoa-in |, 60), the answer prob- 
ably is that Aristotle, the ancestor of Arcesilas, owed his 
name Battus to the fact that he was himself a priest. The 
legend that he stammered never won general acceptance, 
and it is improbable that Barros has anything to do with 
Barrapifew. Thrige was the first to point out the similarity 
between the name Barros and the appellation Byocoi, ap- 
plied to the Dionysiac priests of the Satrae; and Barra«ns 
was one of the legendary founders of the order of Tada. 
Further than this it seems to be impossible to take the 
matter, owing to the lack of evidence. But péruooa, and 
still more pédvcca plus gaBis, seem to suggest some totem- 
istic origin for the name Barros. 

Although ®o?Sos offends in exactly the same way as 
Seixnv in |. 31, W. Christ, who, as we have seen, refuses 
the latter, yet prints the former,and that without note or 
comment. He either assumes, or, at any rate, acts on 

the assumption, that Pindar sometimes ‘“‘ contra metrum 
3) 

The whole expression is : 
/ 4 \ ” / 

tav tote Zevs wracev NayeTa 
/ 

Aior@ Kai taici, Tidy. 

W. Christ lets this also pass in silence. 
I can find no trace in Greek of a form ’A/oXos. 
Aeolus, the son of Hellen, is certainly meant ; but I do 

not think that he is really alluded to by name. He and 
his children were alike, according to one legend, aides 
Avs, because Hellen was (in that legend) a son of Zeus. 

Consequently I suggest that waci means not the sons 
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of Aeolus, but the sons of Zeus, the nominative of the 
sentence (which term would include Aeolus himself), and 
that the words Aiodr@ «al are a corruption of av’ “lawd«ov. 

Read : 
tav tote Zevs wracev NayéTas 

av ‘lawXKov tratol Tipmav. 

The long form *Iawdxov, instead of the familiar Iwrxor, 
bewildered the copyists, who, following very closely the 
ductus literarwm, reconstituted aniawdKxon into the per- 
fectly intelligible and mythologically correct aohkoxa, and 
left out the s of Aayéraus. 

An indication of the true reading is preserved in the 
scholiast’s observation: o Zeds éyapicato re Aidd@, Kal 
Tois €avTOD TaLoLy. 

I am aware that this will be called a violent emenda- 
tion; but I ask the reader to consider the strong a priort 
improbability of it being due to blind chance that the 
highly appropriate dv’ “IawA«dy should fit so well the 
ductus literarum of what, on W. Christ’s own showing, 
must be a corrupted reading. , 

C 

In 1. 8 the word dpywoevte might be taken as a 
fifth exception over and above the four, if scanned 
dpyivoevtt. But W. Christ scans dpywdevrs, and treats the 
place where the -y- occurs as a “syllaba anceps.” 

Probably Hermann’s dpydevt: is right. 

Kirra PytTHian ODE 

We have now reached that portion of Pindar which 
has been considered with some thoroughness by Hermann. 
That great scholar, though not going the whole length of 
excluding all correspondences between a long and two 
shorts, nevertheless made various emendations in certain 
cases of the phenomenon, some of which seem so convincing 
as to make it unnecessary to discuss the passages at 
any length. 
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A 

In the second line of each strophe and antistrophe of 
this ode, except the first strophe, the initial amphibrach 
is followed by a long syllable. The first strophe alone 
presents in this position two short syllables. 

4 > ” / rn 

(a) 1. 2. érav tis dpetad Kexpapévov Kxabapa 

(b) 1. 13. dépovre nai trav Oedcdotov Sivayw 
(c) 1. 33. roSapkéov SH8ex’ av Spduov réuevos 

(d) 1. 44. vép tov edepyérav travtidcas 

(e) lL. 64. deéopar’ dv8pecot Kal yuvarkl véuer 

(f)1. 75. tcovro Orpavde, pares AiyeiSac 

(g) 1. 95. &auev, pas & érevta NaoceBns 

(h) 1.106. 7d Karrtrixov AvTApiov Sarravaiv 

On |. 2 Hermann writes (Opusc. vii. pp. 144, 145): 
“statim initium, etsi quam continet sententia alibi simil- 
limis verbis a Pindaro posita est vitil suspicionem facit. 
. . . Recedit enim secundus versus ab ea forma, quam 
reliquae strophae omnes habent. . . . Ac vel per se tam 
invenusta est solutio in fine dipodiae iambicae, ut non 
possit a Pindaro admissa credi. Quamobrem eum scrip- 
sisse puto : 

Stay Tis opya Kexpapévov Kxabapa.” 

Hermann is clearly right in his reading. 
épya occurs ten times in Pindar; and in every case 

except one it signifies ‘temper’ in the sense of ‘ mettle,’ 
not ‘temper’ in the sense of ‘anger.’ Even in the case 
of the one exception (Pyth. iv. 141), I doubt whether it 
can be said to have the full later meaning. 

Hence, the Pindaric sense being unfamiliar to copyists, 
épya was here changed to the palaeographically similar 
apera; and in Nem. iii. 14 dpyav was replaced by the 
rather absurd, but not much less palaeographically 
similar, dyopav. 

B 

In the fifth line of each strophe and antistrophe, ex- 
cept the second strophe, the initial choree is followed by 

VOL. I _ 
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two short syllables. In the second strophe these two 
shorts are represented by one long. 

(a) 1. 5. & @edpop’ ’ApKecira 
(b) 1. 16. éoot peyaray rroriwv 

(c) 1. 36. rextovov Saidan dyov 

(d) 1. 47. Kai Tedd péyav Kdpatov 

(e) 1. 67. és mparidas edvopuiay 

(f)l. 78. &Oev dvadeEdpevor 

(g) 1. 98. évri, weyarav & dperay 
(h) 1.109. xpéccova pév adsxias 

In 1. 86 6daéSar’ is Hermann’s emendation for the 
unmetrical daddrpar’. 

For textovev he proposes TEKTOVLG. 

There is not much doubt but that texrovey is in 
substance, though perhaps not in primary origin, a gloss 
on xepiapav, ‘craftsmen,’ the last word of the preceding 
line. | 

But I do not think that it was as a gloss that it 
established itself in the text. It was on account rather 
of its palaeographical resemblance to the original reading. 

As few will deny that rexrévwr is corrupt, I am not as 
much concerned as usual to provide an emendation. My 
business is not to correct the text as an end, but only in 
order to show that a certain metrical phenomenon is 
insufficiently supported. } 

But although Hermann’s texréma is possible, I should 
prefer to read évoréma, ‘ bridles.’ 

It is near the ductus literarum, and for my own part 
I fail to understand how any articles much more bulky 
than bridles can have heen hung up in the temple, as is 
described in |. 34. 

C 

The initial iamb of the seventh line of each epode, 
except the first, is followed by a long syllable. In the 
first epode we find two short syllables instead. 

The lines in question are these : 
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(a) 1. 29. sy focodea Sduous Oewioxpeoyvtwv 

(b) 1. 60. 6 & apxaryeras édwx >AmroAXNwv 

pep |. OF. ahageus pores Tediaoa TropTrais 

(d) 1. 122. Ards TOU voos péyas KuBepva 

Hermann is certainly right in reading dd¢ixra for 
adixero in |. 29. But he does not explain how ddixero 
arose. 

It would have been impossible, | maintain, for ad¢ixrax 
to have been changed straight into adixero, because adixrac 
must in the context have made complete sense even to the 
copyists. 

But there was a stage, and that a fairly early stage, 
when as was commonly written «. 

adixre would easily have passed into adixe (from tx) ; 
and adixe would metri scholiastice gratia have been altered 
into adixero. 

D 

In the same seventh line of each of the epodes except 
the third, the three final syllables are preceded by a long 
syllable: the third epode substitutes two shorts. The 
previous syllable is in every case short. 

I repeat the lines : 

(a) 1. 29. 6 she Sopous Depo KpeovTov 

(b) 1. 60. 6 8 dpyayéras 8x’ ’Arédrwv 

feyl 91. is dc medidda Tomas 

(d) 1. 122. Ards roe voos péyas KuBepra 

In 1. 91 Pindar is describing the famous flagged road 
at Cyrene to the temple of Apollo, which was used by the 
religious processions in honour of Apollo Paean, the patron 
of the Battus and Arcesilaus house. 

The full passage is as follows (ll. 90 et seq.) : 

evOvTovey te xatéOnxev “ArroAXwviaLs 
/ a 

are Bporos medidda troprtrais 
Eupev immoxpotov 

\ e / ” lal > Le) 5) / fal , 

cKupwTtav obov, évOa tpupvois ayopas emi Sixa Keira Saver. 
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The passage makes no sense as it stands. 
éupev has to be left out in translation. 
éuwev distinctly shows that Aristoteles Battus laid 

down something to be a flagged road. That something 
is not mentioned. 

The substantive must be concealed in one of the two 
adjectives ed@vrovoy (this, and not the MS. ev@drouer, is 
supported by the scholiasts) or wedvdda. As it is medudda 
that is metrically under suspicion already, it is this word 
that we should examine to see whether the ductus 
literarum will not guide to the desiderated substantive. 

Let us go back to the uncial stage. 
MEAIAAA is almost identical with MEAIANA. 
nraava would (it is unnecesary to labour the point) 

have been written vedva in many texts; and the noting 
of the variant in any given MS. would lead directly to 
the confusion reaava.. 3 

That is all I want. | 
I think that I have lighted by a strict sequence of the 

ductus literarum on a strikingly bold and characteristic 
expression, in Pindar’s happiest style. 

If I am right, the poet says that Battus laid down 
the ed@drovos paean of the worshippers in the conerete 
form of a highway, paved with stones, and trampled by 
horses’ hoofs. 

In other words he translated into a straight, steep 
highway the straight, steep music of the ép@v0s_ vopos. 

With this the sense of «aré@yxev excellently corresponds: 
the road was literally an avatara of the hymn. 

It is interesting to note how ev@drovov with av passed 
into ev@drowov, when it was deprived of the support of its 
substantive madva, the presence of which alone really 
made its use natural. The short a of wadéva played its 
part, no doubt, in banishing the word, exactly as it must 
have played its part in transmuting Savaidv into @dvarov in 
Ol. xi. (x.) 105. 

It seems to me a very probable corollary of what I 
have written that the cxvpwra odos at Cyrene went in 
ancient times by the name Iady: by a similar concrete 
use of language we speak of the ‘ Confession” in 
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St. Peter’s, and of a ‘‘miserere.”’ There is still a road 
of the kind at Delphi. The excavators call it ‘Odds 
Tlasavor. 

It will be recalled that an equally complete corruption 
of raéva is presented in Aesch. Ag. 246, where aidva (as 
is generally agreed) stands for that word, aidva was, | 
suppose, arrived at after an intermediate corruption into 
the non-Dorie ra:dva. 

The leading Pindar MSS. are much more conservative. 
They blunder; and they reconstitute when they see 
supposed necessity: but they would hardly alter raéva 
into maiva. edvdda is an honest attempt to get sense 
out of a jungle of letters unintelligible to the copyist. 
Moreover, it is, in its way, a clever attempt. madva and 
ai@va are stupidities. 

I suppose that only the most intelligent copyists were, 
as a rule, entrusted with the lyric poets. 

E 

The beginnings of the last lines of the several epodes 
exhibit so much variation as to make the recovery of the 
true metrical scheme a matter of some difficulty. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 31. b8are Kacrarias Fevwbels yépas dapbéBare 

-Teaiow Kopats 
(b) 1. 62. d¢pa py tapia Kupdvas atedjs yévorro 

— pavredpacw 
(ec) 1.93. oKUPWTaV odov, évOa mpupvois ayopas emt 

dixa Kettat Saver : 
(d) 1. 124. edyowat viv "Ordvpria Todto Sdmev yépas ere 

— Barrov yéver 

W. Christ is of opinion that the metrical scheme opens 
with vv vo. Other editors share his view. To my mind 
there is just as much, or as little, to be said for the 
possibility of such a metrical (or rather non- metrical) 
arrangement as there is to be said for the possibility of 
such readings as the famous 7dev "yo. 
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But, if the metricians are after all right, then the first 
two syllables of #Sa7: in |. 31 are two shorts corresponding 
to one long in each of the other similar places. 

But before we can attempt the emendation of dédaru, 
we must discover what the proper quantity is of the 
syllable following the one long or two shorts. It is also 
necessary to determine whether the initial syllable of the 
line is really and in very truth a long and not a short 
syllable. The first syllable of é¢pa leaves this point in 
doubt: and the v of cxvpwray is usually considered to be 
short. 

I will begin with the latter question. 
]. 124 has every appearance of being quite sound, and 

there is no ambiguity with regard to its opening quantities. 
Consequently I scan é¢pa as a choree, and consider that 
the v of cxvpwray is long. 

It is true that oxvpos has considerable authority ; but 
the scholiast on this very passage writes cxdpos. Perhaps 
there are two forms, cxipos (cxvpov) and cxipos (oxvpous). 

As to the other question, the second syllable of é¢pa 
and that of evyoua: are both incontestably short. There- 
fore the second syllable of cxvpwravy must be altered. 
cxupwtavy goes as far back as Hesychius. Therefore | 
assume very early corruption, and in order to account 
for the w of cxvpwrav, I suggest that oxipoev?’ was the 
original reading, and that it was altered while omicron 
and omega were still represented by the same sign. 

Kustathius warns us against assuming that Ilvdos in 
Homer is masculine on the mere strength of the fact that 
the apparently masculine forms of 7jaGdes are coupled 
with it. 

Spooot TiOévres in Aeschylus is familiar to all scholars. 
Consequently it would seem that Pindar may well 

have written cxvpoev? oddv: and, if he did, it is highly 
probable that the form would have been altered. Some 
unusual form is necessary. 

Nor would it be a sound argument to urge that the 
occurrence of -evs feminines in the Orphic literature would 
have caused their perpetuation in the Pindaric text. 
Copyists fit to be set to work at the transcription of the 
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Doric poets had presumably some grammatical training, 
and would be more or less on their guard against what 
were doubtless considered by the learned to be vulgar 
errors. 

Taking then as proved that the true scansion is ~¥V 
I unhesitatingly emend dédatz into dati. Look at the 
whole expression “‘ daitl Kaoranias EevwOeis.” 

F 

There seems to be another error in the same set of 
lines. 

(a) 1. 31. dare (or Saiti) Kaorarias Eevabels yépas 
appéBare tealow Kopacs 

(b) 1. 62. dé¢pa yr tapia Kupdvas aredjs yévouro 

pavrevpaci Kies 
(c) 1. 93. cxvporay (or cxvpoev@) odor, 20a mpupmvois 

ayopas én diya Keita Oavev 

(d) 1. 124. edyouat vw ’Odvpria todto Sopev yépas emu 
Barrov yéver 

In 1. 62 the middle syllable of yévoiro is long, and 
corresponds to two shorts in the similar place of each 
of the other three lines. 

It has already become apparent that this ode is more 
than usually corrupt, and it would not be surprising if it 
were sometimes impossible to restore the text with anything 
approaching reasonable certainty. 

I suggest reading : 

dppa yu Tapias Kupavas évérror of atedéa pavTevpacwy. 

My contention is that enenoicp became enenorto, the @ 
being misread o as in Ol. xiii. 91. évérovro was very 
reasonably “corrected” into yévovro, and a transposition 
effected in consequence. tamac and rama are almost 
identical. 

SixtH PytrHIAN ODE 

This is one of the odes that consist of strophes only ; 
but that fact has not brought in its train any unusual 
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circumstances to claim our consideration. ‘There is only 
one instance of the phenomenon under investigation. 

The third line of all the six strophes, except the last, 
presents before its three final syllables two shorts: in the 
last strophe these are replaced by one long. 

(a) 1. 3. dvaronifoper, duparov épsBpopou 

(b) 1. 12. orparos dpeidrrxXos, ovr’ dvemos és pvyxous 

(c) 1, 21. ra or’ év ovfpeot pavti peryadoa bevel 

(d) l. 30. ds darepépOcro TATpOS, évapiuBporov 

(e) 1. 39. plato pév Oavdro.o Kopiddv ratpds 

(f) lL. 48. ddixov ob? itrépoAov HBav Spérwv 

In l. 48 for 78av Hermann suggests avddarap. 
In the form af arav, this is correct. 
In all the best MSS. the metrically superfluous word 

admacav is inserted at the end of |. 46. This dmacap 
Hermann considers to have been shifted from its earlier 
position, which was immediately before 7@av, and from it 
he obtains his advdrav. 

The whole corruption can be accounted for, in my 
opinion, with unusual ease. I[ suppose that the first hand 
of some MS. wrote addrav, with the av diphthong, but that 
a diorthotes, or perhaps a chance reader, observed that the 
av had to be short. He therefore put a mark under the v, 
and wrote in the margin the words *) Bad, meaning ‘ or vav’ 
(i.e. the Hebrew letter 1). Vav has in the Hebrew alphabet 
the same force that digamma has in the Greek alphabet. 
There have been Jews at Constantinople from time imme- 
morial, and in the Christian Church the custom of chanting 
the Hebrew alphabet in the course of the Lamentations 
of Jeremiah seems to date back to a remote antiquity. 
Hence there is no improbability in the occurrence of the 
note 7 Bat. Modern Greek (and all Greek from Alexan- 
drian times onwards is for this purpose modern Greek) 
cannot represent the sound of the word ‘ vav’ except by 
either Bad or B48, and the use of a final 8 would be suff- 
ciently inelegant to militate against the latter spelling. 

7) Bad most easily passed into 7#Bav, and avaray was 
consequently expelled from its proper place. But it was 
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not totally banished. Only the Byzantine MSS. have 
rejected altogether its corrupt offspring, éracav. To the 
MSS. of how many authors can the same fidelity be 
imputed ? 

SEVENTH PyTHIAN ODE 

No instances. 

EiautH PytHian ODE 

No instances. 

Ninto PytTHIAN ODE 

The last line of each of the five epodes, except the 
first, begins with a long syllable: the last line of the first 
epode begins with two short syllables. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 25. Uavov dvarickowca pérovta mpos aa 

(b) 1. 50. ef 8 yph Kai rap coddv avtudeplta 

fee 75. Sd£av imeptav ayayovr amo Aerdav 

(d) 1. 100. vidv evyovT, @ Tedecixpates, Eupev 

(e) 1. 125. moArd Se mpocQev mrepa SéEaTto viKav 

In l. 25 dvadicxowwa, metre apart, seems an unnatural 
word in the context. 

M. Schmid proposes addyjoxovea. srvov will then be 
a choree. The suggestion appears to me to be admirable, 
if only we change ardjoxovca to addyjoxoca. 

TENTH PyTHIAN ODE 

No instances. 

ELEVENTH PyTHIAN ODE 

This ode is extremely corrupt. 
After the two initial syllables of the fourth line of the 

first antistrophe, the third antistrophe and the fourth 
strophe and fourth antistrophe, come two short syllables : 
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in the first strophe, the second strophe and the second 
antistrophe, and the third strophe, there is instead one 
long. Honours, four each. 

The following are the lines : 

(a) 1. 4. parpi Tap Mediav xpvcéwy és advutTov Tpimod@v 

(b) 1. 9. dppa Ogu iepay TvOdva te kai opbodixav 

(c) 1. 20. Kaccdvipay Troue yartko abv *Ayapemvovig 

(d) 1. 25. evvuxor (évvdycor B) wapayov xotrau; To 8é 

véass adoyx ous 
(e) lL. 36. Tlapvacod moda vaiovt’: adda xpovip adv 

"Ape. — 
(f) l. 41. Moitoca, ro &€ Teov (rd S éreov MSS.), ef 

wade ouvetibev mapexety 
(g) 1. 52. trav yap ava Todw eipicxwy TA péca paxpoTépo 

(h) l. 57. KadXiova Bavérov év (ecxyev év D) yAveutara 

ryeved 

It will, I think, shortly become evident that in dealing 
with this series of lines I have before me two separate 
tasks: (1) to restore the text of the archetype from which 
our present readings are at some distance derived, and (2), 
when the text of the archetype has been restored, to 
reconstitute therefrom, as far as possible, the ipszssema 
verba of the author; and it will, I believe, be seen in the 
end that these and the archetype are by no means the 
same thing. This twofold task appears to me to be in 
this case capable, as it happens, of achievement. 

I regard it as beyond all credibility that the second 
syllable of a line in the earlier lyric style should in sober 
truth be “anceps.” Yet this is the phenomenon with 
which we are presented. 

In ll. 4, 9, 25, 41, 52, and 57 it is short: in ll. 20 and 
36 it is long. 

Taking into account 1. 9 (é¢pa Ou), 1. 25 (where B 
reads not evvuxol but évvixior), ]. 52 (where the MSS. do 
not read the rav yap au modw of the editors, but trav yap 
ava wodwv), and |. 57 (where the MSS. present «addiova 
Qavarov); and putting beside them the Kaccdvdpav of 
l. 20, and the Ilapvacod of |. 36, I think that it stands 
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to reason that the archetype proceeded on the belief that 
the first foot could be indifferently a dactyl or a spondee. 

I would read the whole series thus : 

(a) |. 4. patpi mapa Meriav 

(b) 1. 9. Sbpa Ou iepav 
(c) 1. 20. Kaccdvipay Troud 

(d) 1. 25. evviylot Taparyov 

(e) lL 36. Hapvacod 1é8a vat- 

(f) 1. 41. Motca, 7d 8& reov, ef 

(g) 1. 52. trav yap ava wrod ev- 

(h) 1. 57. Karrlova Oavdrov 

I apprehend that the archetype felt the second foot 
also to be a dactyl. 

In l. 4 (the metre being dactylic), the a of rapa would 
present no difficulty as to its long scansion in arsis before 
the initial M of MenXiav. 

In L. 9 the -w of @éuv would be felt to be long in arsis 
before i‘epav. 

l. 41 either would have seemed unmetrical to a slight 
extent or else would have been cured by reading 6 for 6. 

In |. 52 ava arédv was probably read. 
|. 57 seems to have been a puzzle, and the short -a 

of «adriova had to be as long as it could by grace of its 
position in arsis. 

A possible (but to my mind much less probable) reading 
in |. 4 of the archetype would be parep) rap Medéav. 

Hence we have the phenomenon which we are investi- 
gating carried back in the archetype from the second to 
the first foot. 

It may now be restated in its historically more 
original form. 

The fourth line of each strophe and antistrophe begins 
with either a dactyl or a spondee—six dactyls against two 
spondees. 

It might seem that we ought to set to work (in order 
to the reconstruction of the true text, for we have now 
reached the second portion of the task) to expel the two 
spondees. 
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But numbers are not everything. 
Though Iapvacod wééa (1. 36) might conceivably be a 

corruption of wap Uv- dda, at all events Kacodvépay is 
unimpeachable. It is surprising to see with what readi- 
ness the six dactyls fall into line. 

I propose to reconstitute the original text as follows 
(not allowing the first syllable of the second foot to be 
“anceps,” because I see no necessity) : 

a) 1. 4. parpt mpos Mediav ypucéav és dduTov TpiTodev 
1. 9. ipav dpa Béuw v0dvd re xopOodixav 
], 20. Kaccdvépay troid yartee odv ‘Ayapepvovia 
1, 5: évyuxyvou Tapayov Koirat; TO dé véals adoxots 

|. 36. Llapvacod moda vaiovr: addga xpovim adv 
"A peu 

|. 41. Motoa, omevoréov, ci pic@@ cuvetibev trapéyew 
l. 52. Tdv yap Kam TOdW ebipickwv Ta péca paKpo- 

TEP@ 
(h) 1. 57. karraiw Oavarou Favay yAvevtarav yeved 

(a) I think that in |. 4 the copyists did not appreciate 
that the wp- of zpos could make position: hence apa was — 
substituted. 

(b) As we shall have occasion to see, when we come to 
Bacchylides, ‘pds seems to have been unknown even to the 
writers of papyri. epds was usually substituted. In this 
passage obvious metre made the substitution impossible, 
unless accompanied with a transposition. Consequently 
both substitution and transposition have taken place. 

(c) |. 20 is in every way a sound and standard line, a 
beacon irradiating an unsubstantial mist. 

(d) &vvyvos never occurs: but I submit to the judge- 
ment of those familiar with dialectic Greek the proposition 
that évvvyvo. is nevertheless a fair and _ reasonable 
emendation. 

(ce) 1. 36 is not quite as certain as |. 20; but to 
that line alone is it inferior in authority. They both 
absolutely agree. 

(f) omevoréov seems to me as agreeable to the sense as 
it is to the metre. 

(g) Kam ody would certainly be written xara codu, 
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and xara médv would be changed into ava wodw or rrodw 
by the imperious demands of metre. 

(h) |. 57 and its context demand separate treatment. 
The MSS. read : 

POovepot 8 auvvovt 
dra (ata schol.), ef tus dxpov édr\av Hovyia Te vepomevos 

aivav bBpw 
amépuyev, péravos 8 av éoxatiav 
Kaddiova Oavatov év (ecxev ev D) yAveutata yeved 
evavupnov KTedvav Kpatiotay (Kkpatictov B') yapw oper. 

Hermann reads dyivovta: Gra, ei. This involves crasis 
of the last syllable of dra with ¢, a remarkable phenomenon 
worthy of ‘“ Herondas.” Leopold Schmidt conjectures 
apbvovtas pact, e. Perhaps he is right. 

For péravos & Hermann reads pérava &, Schmid péravos. 
W. Christ describes the passage as ‘“‘misere corruptum,” 

and writes “ dubitanter” : 
pérava 8 ay éoxatiay 

KaddTrev Oavatot aicav yAuKUTATaY YeEveEd, 

eVOVULOY KTEdVOY KpaTicTaY YapLY Troper : 

Dissen reads : 
/ take aie ah EES \ 

Hédava 8 ay éoxatiav 
/ / £ / A 

Kaddova Yavatov cynoel, yAUKUTaTa yeved 
é L 

>/ / / 4 / 

EUWYULLOY KTEAV@V KpaTLoTaV yaply Tope. 

Other emendations have been attempted. 
It is obvious to any one who takes the trouble to wade 

through the scholia on the passage that the text, in its 
former state, or one of its former states, spoke not of a 
glorious or honourable death, but of the life of one faithful 
in well-doing even unto the time of death. 

I propose the reading : 
péXavos av éoxariay 

Kadraiw Oavdtov Favay yAuKuTatav yeved 
KNnU@VULOY KTEdVwWY KpaTiocTaY ydpLY TropwY. 

I translate : 
‘Having given to his kin the joy of an old age most 

sweet of noble life up to the very brink of black death, 
and the grace of a good name, better than all wealth.’ 
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The accusative xadAaiw recalls the emendation of 
Ol. ix. 60, that I had occasion to make in the course of 
the discussion of Ol. 11. 10 (aid corpos for ai@y rotpor). 

For dva, meaning “old age,’ see what I have said on 
Ol. xi. (x.) 105. There, if I am right, dvav davavov means 
‘lingering old age.” 

Here the first a would have to be long: but is not the 
variation of quantity exactly what would be expected of 
a word from the root in question ? 

I have been dealing, I know, in this ode with problems 
of surpassing difficulty: but the fact that imnumerable 
obstacles have not arisen to check me on the path along 
which my hypothesis (and not any uncontrolled desire of 
emendation) is leading me, surely tends to prove with 
such proof as the very nature of the case alone admits 
that my hypothesis is sound, and that modern editors 
-have built on insecure foundations. 

I invite the reader to draw a sharp line of distinction 
between those emendations which affect the esse and those 
which merely affect the bene esse of my contention. 

To digress a little from my strict subject matter, I 
must confess to grave doubts as regards the authorship 
of the eleventh Pythian. 

It is manifest that the text has not had the same 
history as that of, at any rate, nearly all the odes with 
which I am dealing. 

Considering its position as last ode but one of the 
Pythians, it may be either an “extravagans,” really by 
Pindar, but not added till a comparatively late date to 
the standard editions of his works, or else not by Pindar 
at all, but by some contemporary. 

See W. Christ’s remark as to the mythology being 
apparently borrowed from Aeschylus. 

The victory of Thrasydaeus is dated 478 B.c. I would 
observe that Simonides did not leave Athens for Syracuse 
till at least 476 B.c. The Oresteca was not produced till 
long after this date: but the Oresteia probably followed 
Athenian tradition. Simonides could have written this 
ode or a finer: not so Bacchylides. 

I cannot abstain from pointing out the essential 
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resemblance of véa xepara (Pyth. xi. 35), which does 
not smack of Pindar, to the expression (usually read) of 
Simonides’ most beautiful fragment, cadrov mpocwror. 

But I must not stray too far. 

TWELFTH PYTHIAN ODE 

No instances. 

NEMEA 

First NEMEAN ODE 

No instances. 

SEcoND NEMEAN ODE 

No instances. 

THIRD NEMEAN ODE 

A 

The sixth line of each strophe and antistrophe, except the 
first antistrophe, presents a long before the final syllable. 

The lines are as follows : 

(a) 1. 6. dapqA S€ mpdyos adXo pév aArov 

(b) 1. 14. @knoav, dv raraiparov dryopav 

(c) lL. 27. dxpay éuov moor mapapel Beart 

(d) 1. 35. wat rovriav Oérw karéwapvev 

(e) 1. 48. Kévravpov acOpaiver éxoputev 

(f)1. 56. vipdevoe & adtis dyadKaptrov 

(g) 1. 69. Kat cepvdv ayraaior pepipvats 

(h) 1. 77. méurrw peprypévov pére eve 
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In 1. 14 Kayser reads pay instead of dyopav. 
Rauchenstein conjectures d\«ay or oppar. 

opnav is very near to what I consider to be the true 
reading, namely dpyav. Compare Hermann’s conjecture 
of opya for dpera in Pyth. v. 2, and my remarks on that 
passage. 

B 

The fourth line of each epode, except the first, presents 
two shorts before its two final syllables: the first epode 
substitutes one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 20. dvopéas trepratrais éréBa trais “Apiotopavens - 
Shae Rese eh 

OvKETE TPOTW 

(b) 1. 41. ds 88 SiddKer eer, Wedevvis dvip ado adra 

Tvéwv OV TOT aTpEKéi 

(c) 1. 62. Ai@cdrecot meipas ev dpact mdéal’, sires 

opict pn Koipavos oTricw 

(d) |. 83. tiv ye pév, edOpovov Knreods eeroicas, deOXo- 
/ / iA 

hopov Anpwatos evexev 

In 1. 62 I have substituted without question for 
the absurd MS. yeZpas the true reading zeipas, which I 
published some years ago. 

For ov«éte mpoow in |. 20 Hermann reads ovxéri rporépa. 
He is led to this emendation by the fact that the scholiast 
uses the word zepartépo. 

I do not feel sure but that epa:rtépw may be an 
explanation of pdce itself, not necessarily of mporépa. 
In view of the final syllable of od«ér: and the possibility 
of haplography, 7d mpéem seems to me a quite conceivable 
alternative. 

FourtH NEMEAN ODE 

No instances. 
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Firroh NEMEAN ODE 

A 

The fourth line of each strophe and antistrophe, except 
the first antistrophe, presents a long syllable before its 
four final syllables: the first antistrophe substitutes two 
shorts. 

The following are the lines in question : 

(a) lL 4. Adwravos vids Iv0éas edpucbevys 

(b) 1. 10. Oéccavto Trap Bopov tarépos ‘EXXaviov 
(c) 1. 22. mpddpwv 8 Kal xeivous aed év Tarlo 

(d) |. 28. wetoasc’ dxotrav TovKidous | Bovrevpaci 

(e) 1. 40. morpos 8& xpiver ouyyeriys Epyov rept 

(f) 1. 46. Nicov 7 é& edayxet Modo: yalpw 8, bre 

In |. 10 Hermann reads wartpos @ ‘EdXaviov, with a 
consequential emendation in the next line of witvay 7° into 
mitvayvt (which latter is also the Triclinian reading). 

I am not concerned to decide between the claims of 
this reading and those of another which I suggest for 
consideration, namely warpds LeddXaviov. 

I need not stay to speak of the Lérrw or “Edda at 
length. As a religious title, “EAAdvos may well have 
retained its original initial >. 

B 

In each of the three strophes and antistrophes of this 
ode, except the first strophe and antistrophe, after the 
first three syllables of the last line a long syllable occurs. 
The first strophe and antistrophe substitute two shorts in 
this place. 

The following are the lines : 

(a) l. 6. orm yévuct paivwv tépewav partép’ oivdvbas 

érdépayv 
(b) 1.12. "EvéaiSos dpiyywres viol «al Bia Poxov 

KpéovTos — 
VOL. I E 
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(c) 1. 24. doppuyy’ ’AmroAX@v éErtayAwooov ypvcéw TrA- 

KTp@ Ovw@KoV 
(d) 1. 30. & dpa vupdeias erreipa xeivos ev RéxTpas 

"AKdotou 
(e) 1. 42. Nixas év dyxdvecot ritvey Twoxirov &paveas 

dpuvov 
(f) 1. 48. ic6s, yruKetay ror Mevavdpov ody tixa poxbov 

aporBav 

It is obvious that the first strophe and antistrophe are 
interdependent. In 1. 6, for yévvc. Hermann substitutes 
the dative singular yévv. This is indubitably right. 

The vw diphthong was always causing difficulties. 
The scholiast is thought to have read yévvov (at least 

Heyne thought so); but though he does speak of rap 
yeverddov avadvow, nevertheless he writes: o 6& vods- 
ovdérra ev TH yeverdds Sevxvds. Thy amradjv opav. 

The fact is that Heyne was not considering the 
possibility of the scholiast reading yévw, but was merely 
investigating the only question at that time existing, 
namely whether the scholiast read a dative or whether he 
read the nominative yévus of Byzantine MSS. 

It is a strange fact that this Byzantine reading is 
nearer to the truth than the yévvov of the early MSS. I 
fear that the explanation is not that the Byzantines had 
sources of information unknown to us, but that they had 
feelings very hke my own with regard to metre. 

Hermann cures the metrical defect in 1 12 by reading 
"Evdados of apiyvwtes viol. He scanned of and the d- of 
apiyvwres as one syllable by synizesis. Merely as a matter 
of orthography we must go a little further and read 
dpiyveres. ‘The corruption in that case stands in no need 
of explanation. 

SixtH NEMEAN ODE 

A anp B 

(A) There are three epodes; the sixth line of both the 
first two begins with a pyrrhic ; the third epode substitutes 
a long syllable. 
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The lines are these: 

(a) Eve. Nepég dé tpis 

(b) l. 47. Bordva ré vw 

(c) |e deapivi KEV 

(B) The eighth line of the two first epodes begins with 
a long syllable. The third epode replaces this with a 
pyrrhice. 

The following are the lines : 

(a) 1. 24. Lwwreida (read wxreida’, Le. Lwxreidao 

elided), ds imépratos 
(b) 1. 49. vndcavt épepe Sackiors 

(ce) 1. 74. icov etroume Mednoiav 

The obvious metrical corruption in |. 49 is not in a 
part of the line to affect my argument. Hermann reads 
viKavt pede Sackiows. Schmid reads weacavr éped’ ackioss. 
It was Triclinius who suggested acxios. But this by 
the way. 

To deal with (A) and (B) together, I will set out the 
last epode at length. 

\ 

edyos ay@vwv amo, Tovs évéTToLoLV LEpous, 
b] / / , b ] / 

Adkiwidas TO y émrapKece 
KNeLTA yeved* Svo pev Kpoviov wap Tewéver ith evel pév Kp p Tepéver, 

n , , / 

70 mai, o€ t évoodgice cal Llodvtipiday 
lal \ BA > 

KNapos mpotreTIs avOe “Odvyrriddos * 
a f/f 

derdivi Kev 
/ ’ vA Tayos Ou amas 

icov eltroiut Mernolav 
ro / 

75 - xetp@v Te Kal tayvos dvioxor. 

No one has emended derdiv. For ioov etzroups, etxafoupue 

and icov omoiy. have been suggested, as well as other 
equivalents. 

There are two objections to the last sentence, taken 
as it stands. 

It is singularly unconnected with its context; and it 
attributes to Melesias an entirely inappropriate excellence. 

The words can only mean that Melesias was as swift 
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in the brine as a dolphin, not that he surpassed other 
persons in his proper business as much as a dolphin 
surpasses other fish in respect of swiftness in the brine. 

To say that Melesias was a swift dolphin in the brine 
would be a bold but intelligible metaphor: to say that he 
was as swift in the brine as a dolphin is an unintelligible 
simile. 

Though the scholia do not go the whole length that 
logic requires, they recognize at least that it is swiftness 
that the received text attributes to Melesias. 

This point is also brought out in Gianbatista Gautier’s 
excellent translation : 

Dird intanto, che all opra 
B veloce Milesia 
Qual Delfino nel pelago, 
KE, qual’ cocchiere e mani, e forza adopra. 

I will first give my emended reading, and then my 
textual reasons. I propose to read as follows: 

iadderdov év 
- Py eo] e¢ 

TaYOS OL AApmas 

appiotrouwe Merdnoiav 
75 yeipav Te Kal Layvos avloyov. 

aphiotoius is from apdéro. 
I should paraphrase thus: ‘Super alta vectus una 

eidemque celeritate, qua Alcimidam aggredior, Melesiam 
foveam.’ 

I believe that the expression 8’ dduas corrupted -derdov 
év into derpivi xev, and that ica-, being unintelligible where 
it stood, was transposed to the beginning of |. 74. 

io’ apdhiorome would easily pass into io’ av eizrouu. 
@ is often taken for a crossed out omicron. 

This would make sense of a sort: but the presence of 
both «ev and a must eventually have changed ic’ dp 
into icov. 

W. Christ follows Bergk in reading eixafouw, and he 
says that the reading lcov eirrouw “ex glossemate natum 
esse coarguunt scholia.” 

The scholia do nothing of the sort. It is true that a 
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scholiast writes: dvtl tod: icov dv elroy. But this does 
not “co-argue” a gloss. 

The circumflexed icov shows that the scholiast had 
before him another possible late correction of ic’ av eizroupn, 
viz. io” elo. 

The neuter plural of icos was used apparently semi- 
adverbially in classical Greek, and wholly adverbially in 
late Greek. 

Cf. Sophocles, OT. 1187— 
e e al ” \ \ \ , > lal 

@s vas ica Kal TO pndev Cwocas évapOua, 

and, as a strong example of the decadent idiom, Dio 
Cass. Hxc. p. 32. 97— 

\ a a n a / 

TO G@pa ica Tols Tavy TOV oTpPAaTLWT@Y EppwTo. 

Therefore to the copyists Serdiw . . . io? av eirouw 
meant ‘ perinde ac delphinum dicerem.’ 

It will be observed that é tayos supplies a connexion 
with the rest of the poem, and does away with the abrupt- 
ness of the last clause. 

SEVENTH NEMEAN ODE 

A 

After the seventh syllable of the sixth line of each of 
the five strophes and antistrophes, except the second 
antistrophe, two short syllables are presented : the second 
antistrophe substitutes one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 6. eipyen S& métu@ buyévO’ Erepov Erepa. ody 

dé rly 
(b) 1.14. épyous 88 Kadrois ecorrpov icapev él ody 

TpoTr@ pad: 
(c) 1. 27. rAevpov Eidos: bv xKpdticrov “Ayiréos atep 

pax i aoae 
(d) |. 35. xetras Upudpou rodw Neotrorewos érel mpdbev 

(ce) 1. 48. evévupov és Sixav. pia Férea Siapxéoes 
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(f+) 1. 56. edSapoviav a&racay dvedopevov: odK exo 

(g) 1. 69. e& map péros Epyowar Waryov dapov évvérav 

(h) 1. 77. cipew oreddvovs éradpov: avaBdadreo. Moica 

TOL 
(2) 190. & tiv « eOéro1, Tiyavtas bs eOdpacas, 

EUTUXOS 
(kK) 1.98. ef yap cdiow euredocbevéa Biotov apyooas 

In 1. 35 W. Christ has rightly restored NéézdAeuos in 
place of Néomronrepos. 

In 1. 69 ayvov is unimpeachable (see Hesychius), but 
Triclinius read ywéyov. Ahrens actually tried to introduce 
a gratuitous example of bad metre by proposing wWedndox, 
to which Schneidewin alludes in these terms: ‘ Hgo 
Ahrentis eximiam emendationem weddov praetulissem, nisi 
ubique in hoc carminis loco solutiones regnarent.” The 
italics are my own. | 

I cannot resist the impression that Schneidewin con- 
sidered that the first omicron of NeomwrédAewos remained 
short before zr. 

B 

After the initial syllable of the seventh line of each 
strophe and antistrophe, except the fourth strophe, we 
find a long syllable: the fourth strophe substitutes two 
shorts. . 

The lines are as follow: 

(a) 1. 7. wal mais 6 Qeapiwvos apera Kpibels 

(b) 1. 15. e¢ Mvapoctvas éxate \wrapaprruKos 

(c) 1. 28. Eavdd Mevéra Sduapta xopicar Ooais 

(d) 1. 36. ra ‘Kat Aavaol révncav: 6 & arom éov 

(e) 1. 49. od aed dus 0 paptus Epypacw émictatet 

( a ) 1. 57. edrety, tive Todo Moitpa tédos éurredov 

(g) 1. 70. Evéevi8a matpabe Sdyeves, arouvda 

(h) lL. 78. KOANE xpucdv év te evov erdéhavl’ apa 

(2) 1. OL. vatew ratpt Lwyévyns atardv audérovr 

(k) 1. 99. iBa rape Te ynpai Svamdéxols 
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Hartung does unnecessary violence to the text of |. 70 
by reading Evéewids Lwyévous rarpa. 

The words Evéevida razrpade are tautological to the 
verge of impossibility. Sogenes could not possibly be an 
Euxenid except by descent. 

A reference to the context shows that the literal 
meaning of the root of the name of the Euxenid clan 
has to be emphasized. 

To me it is obvious that the right reading is ev€evwve 
matpabe. ‘These words denote that Sogenes was ‘ancestrally 
favourable to strangers’: they connote that he was an 
Euxenid. 

No doubt there was a gloss, Evfevida, on the whole 
expression, evfewve watpade: but the important fact is that 
it did not oust wartpaée, and was only admitted by the 
copyist, not gua gloss, but because it closely followed the 
ductus literarum of evé&euve. 

ErautH NEMEAN ODE 

No instances. 

Ninto NEMEAN ODE 

No instances. 

TentH NEMEAN ODE 

No instances. 

ELEVENTH NEMEAN ODE 

No instances. 
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ISTHMIA 

First IstrHM1IaAn ODE 

No instances. 

SEcoND ISTHMIAN ODE 

No instances. 

THirD IsTHMIAN ODE 

(Otherwise Third and Fourth Isthmian Odes) 

A 

In the third line of each of the five strophes and 
antistrophes, except the fourth antistrophe, the three 
initial syllables are succeeded by a long syllable. In the 
fourth antistrophe this long is replaced by two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 3. d&os etroyias aorav peuiyOat 

(b) lL. 9. eore S¢ cal Sidtipov déOrov Mericow 

(c) 1. 21. ipwetépas aperas Buvo SudKevv 

(d) |. 27. UBpuos: bcca §& éx avOpwrovs dnra 

(e) 1. 39, rovbe Tropa yeved Oavpactoyv vmuvov 

(f) 1. 45. rovdde Tay téT édvtav PiAN doidav 

(g) 1. 57. Ocorreciov éréwv Aovrois &OUpewy 

(h) 1. 63. Spvei Tereorada. TOMA yap eiKws 

(2): J27 vavtiriact Te TopOmov dpepdcars 

(kK) 1. 81. tumupa yxadkoapav OKT® OavovTwv 

It will be seen that 1. 63 presents the exceptional 
phenomenon as part of a proper name. 

Let me only premise that Tedreovada might (at least 
metrt gratia) be written Tedrecovada (witness Aesch. Ag. 
700 rerecci¢pwv), and then proceed at once to set forth 
the whole antistrophe in question. 
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, a / a 7 \ e 

mpoppovev Moody tvyowmev, Ketvov ayar Tupooy buvov 
\ / / ’ ] > ’ 

kai Medicom, Tayxpatiov otepavam érakior, 
Bd “ U / \ >. 1X 

épvei TeXectada. TorAma yap Eixws 

Ovpov épiBpewerav Onpdv Aedvtwv 
> / n S aN , & ate ov ef ’ > / e/ B 
€V TOV, TW arorne, ToU a T avaTriTvapéva pouPov 

layer * 
\ \ a ” a \ > / 

xpn S€ trav épdovta pavpdca Tov éyOpov. 

From this is it not patent that the true reading is dpvi 
Tereoordda? Melissus (‘Busy Bee’) is his father’s Lamb ; 
but for daring, he is a very Lion, and for artfulness, a Fox. 

B 

In the last line of each of the epodes, except the 
fourth epode, the four final syllables are preceded by one 
long: the fourth epode substitutes two shorts. 

The following are the lines : 

(a) 1.18. aidy 8é xvdrwdopuévars dyépars GAN GAXoT’ 
éEadrakev: atpwtoi ye pav taides Oedv 

(b) 1. 36. viv & ad peta yerpépiov roixitoy pnvav Cédov 
xOav ate howikdorow avOnoev podots 

(c) 1. 54. & vu«rl rapov rept Fd pacyave poudav exer 
maldecow “EXXdvev, doo. Tpwavd eBay 

(d) 1. 72. trav mupoddpov ArBiav, Kpaviors bdpa Ever 
vaov Iloceddwvos épépovta axébot 

(e) 1. 90. yopua wemOav rorvBotr\o. civ "Opcéa Sé 
vi Kopatoua, TepTVvav émictalwyv yapw 

Hermann emends the Iloce:Sawvos épépovra of 1. 72 to 
Tlocedaves of épémrovra— probabiliter,” says W. Christ. 

épérrew, ‘to cover’ or ‘roof,’ was not recognized in 
post-classical times. It was thought to be the active of 
épéertecOar, ‘to munch’; as appears plainly in Pollux 
vi. 41 Kal épémrew Edeyov Td cuvtoves éoOieww. 

But it survives in Pyth. iv. 240. 
We have already seen how unsubstantial o¢’ became, 

owing in part to its being read co, with o crossed out. 
Hermann’s emendation should be received. 
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FourtH IstHmM1an ODE 

(Otherwise called Fifth Isthmian Ode) 

No instances. 

Firta Istamian ODE 

(Otherwise called Sixth Isthmian Ode) 

In the sixth line of the second and third strophes and 
antistrophes before the two final syllables two shorts are 
presented: the first strophe and antistrophe agree in 
substituting one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 7. Buraxlda vixdvtos: ein S& tpirov 

(b) 1. 16. 6 Kyeovixou mais: éya & ttOpovov 

(c) 1. 82. Fé@vea, kai tov BovBorar oipei Ficov 

(d) 1. 41. 6 & dvareivais obpave yelpas dudyous 

(e) 1. 57. Duraxisa yap HrOov, & Moica, rapias 

(f) 1. 66. OcopirAH vatovcr: Adwrov 88 perérav 

It is obvious that the first strophe and the first anti- 
strophe do not offer independent evidence, but are in a 
conspiracy to back up one another’s story. 

Without further argument I will propose tpitatov and 
irpivoOpovor. 

SixtH ISTHMIAN ODE 

(Otherwise called Seventh Isthmian Ode) 

No instances. 

SEVENTH ISTHMIAN ODE 

(Otherwise called Eighth Isthmian Ode) 

Under the heading C, I shall have to discuss a fact of 
extraordinary interest. A portion of one (or more) of 
Pindar’s lines will sean accentually as a trochaic dimeter 
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eatalectic followed after a caesura by words that, with a 
slight alteration, will make a trochaic dimeter brachycata- 
lectic, also accentual. 

This form of the versus politicus must have appealed 
mightily to the copyists. Pindar for once was using an 
intelligible and human metre. 

The result was that they extended the accentual 
scansion to every corresponding line in the whole ode. 

Consequently, out of the seven times that the line 
recurs, we six times gravely read in our present text an 
accentual trochaic dimeter catalectic of the most approved 
medieval construction ; and the seventh time we find it 
very nearly perfect. 

The latter portions, after the caesura, are never quite 
perfect specimens of accentual trochaic dimeters brachy- 
catalectic ; but I maintain every one of them is a later 
attempt to bring that metre into conformity with quanti- 
tative scansion. 

The type is: 

6. Moicav. é« peyddov S€ trevOéwv AvOérTEs. 

The scholia break off at 1. 26 (old style), now Ll 138: 
To 5€ mpd Todds. 

It is tempting at first sight to assume that a scholium 
on |. 5, viz. cuvtéraxtas yap 7d) emt KatopOepact Tots 
(lacuna) 78 rodéue, is a mutilation of a statement that 
the ode has been constituted, on the basis of the emenda- 
tions of some editor. But the scholia of Victorius fill up 
the lacuna with the word "EXinow. As Boeckh points 
out, catopPopacr. and “EAAnow do not go well together. 
One must surely read :—ouvtéraxtas yap 1) @62) éml KaTtop- 
Q@acact tois “EXAnow dn Torgum. When xatopPacacr 
passed into catopAepacr, the masculine “EAAnow became un- 
intelligible, and was generally omitted. I am not prepared, 
in view of the context, to argue that this form of the 
scholium is non-original. Still, the perfect is a little 
curious. If by any chance the scholium did originally 
speak of a reconstitution (which I do not attempt to con- 
tend), then 75 wodéum cannot well conceal the name of 
any scholar except that of Palamedes (‘ Eleaticus”’), the 
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contemporary of Athenaeus, who wrote an ‘Tzropynpa eis 
Ilivéapov. 

But before passing to C, I must deal with A and B. 

A 

The five initial syllables of the first lme of each of that 
series of strophes which compose this ode, are followed in 
the existing MSS. by two shorts, except in the fourth 
strophe, where one long is substituted. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1. Knredvip@ tis dduxia re AdTpov 

(b) 1. 11. aroAparor “FAAS. poyxOov. adda 

(c) 121. aed. és vacov Oivorlay éveyxov 

(d) 1. 81. érel Ocopdtov ikovoay.  irrev 

(e) 1. 41. dovrwv 8 és dbOurov avtpov evOvs 

(f) 1. 51. yedbipacé 7 ’Atpeidaror vooror 

(g) 1. 61. 7d Kal viv dépes AOyor, Ecovtai Te 

In Ll. 31 jxovcay is clearly a little corrupt: in any case 
the Doric is axoveav. 

To get rid of the long in place of two shorts Hermann 
conjectured first da axovoay, and afterwards adopted 
Trichnius’ édx«ovear. Schmid reads éodxoveay, and 
Boeckh the outrageously violent ‘“ cuvievv. éevmev.” 

Personally I propose the reading évaxovcay, on account 
of the -wv of decdarwv. I understand évaxovear as éodxovear, 
with the dialectic év for éve. 

eicaxovw With the genitive is classical. 
The metrical scholia demand attention. The author of 

them writes: 70 dydoov eidos povorrpodixoy éote kal Siarpetrat 
KaTa K@Aa eikocldvo, @Y TO a Padaixeov. eidos Means ‘a 
particular presentation (of Pindaric metre),’ and is in 
practice synonymous with ‘ode.’ ‘The form of the eighth 
ode is monostrophic, and it is divided into twenty-two 
cola, of which the first is a Phalaecian.’ A strict Phalaecian 
isa dactylo-trochaic hendecasyllable, -¥-vs-v-v-» (with 
a dactyl in the second foot), “‘ passer mortuus est meae 
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puellae.” The scholiast seems to use the term so as to 
include a trochaic hendecasyllable with a dactyl not in 
the second foot. — 

There is a marginal annotation on the statement 70 a’ 
Paraixeov, which runs thus: “Hd¢aiotioy 6& Iwéapixdv 
ovomater, cuvictapevoyv €€ avticTractou yopiapBov Kal iauBuxis 
Katakhedos. év TH TpiTN pév TOL atroddce avTl yoprauBou 
poroocos keira. ‘But Hephaestion designates it Pindaric, 
composed of an antispast, a choriamb, and an iambic 
termination. However, in the third correspondence a 
molossus stands in the place of a choriamb.’ 

The “third correspondence” seems to me to be the 
fourth strophe, which we are discussing: the first strophe 
would be, [ suppose, the “ protasis.” But what is the 
meaning of Iwéapixdv dvowater ? | 

A “Pindaric” is an anapaestic dimeter acatalectic, 
though why so called I cannot imagine. It is true that 
]. 1 of the ode may be read as ending with an anapaestic 
monometer ; but it is impossible to torture the line into 
even the semblance of an anapaestic dimeter, and in no 
strophe except the first is there so much as the false 
appearance (caused by a mute and a liquid) of an anapaestic 
ending. 

Consequently, Hephaestion either 
(1) used ‘‘ Pindaric” in a metrical sense otherwise 

unknown, or 
(2) read something quite different from what we 

read, or 
(3) merely said that the ode was Pindaric. 

The second explanation seems to me highly probable. 
Hephaestion lived at Alexandria before the time of 

Suidas. 

B 

The second line of each of the seven strophes, except 
the sixth strophe, begins with a long syllable. The sixth 
strophe substitutes two shorts. 
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; U bs / 2. evdofov, ® véol, KawaTov | 

I. 12. pot Seiwa pév traporyopevov 

]. 22. xowparo, Siov tba réxes 

1. 32. e’Bovros év pécoicr Péwis 

(e) 1. 42. Xelpwvos adtix aryyedtat 

eee: ‘Erévav 7° édvcato, Tpolas 

(g) 1. 62. Mocaiov appa Nexordéos 

I will quote the context in which the suspicious 1. 52 
stands. 

"Ayinéos - 

© kat Miovov adpredoev 
aipmate Tyrépov pérave paivov hove medion, 
yedtvpwoé tT ’Atpeidarce voortor, 

“Erévav rt édAvcato, Tpoias 
divas éxtapov Sopi, Tat viv pvovTd mote wayas évaptuBporou 

epyov év media Kopvacovta, Méuvovos te Biav 
brépOupov “Exropa 7 adddXovs T apioréas. 

AveoOar means either ‘to ransom’ or ‘to loose from 
one’s own person. ‘Therefore, although etymologically 
“Enévav édvcaro could mean ‘ caused Helen to be released,’ 
nevertheless no Greek author could with propriety employ 
the words in such a sense, especially when speaking of a 
soldier fighting in the field. 

Pindar did not write ‘EXévay 7 édvcaro. 

Achilles ransomed nothing and nobody ; but it is true 
that by returning to the fight after sulking in his tent, he 
put from his own person an important something, namely 
“« reproach.” 

I therefore confidently propose to read dévvov instead 
of ‘EXévav. . 

I think it conceivable that the corruption dates from 
very early times, anterior to that of the graphical duplica- 
tion of letters. AENON might easily lead to EAENAN. 

For the use of Av» in such a connexion cf. Ol. iv. 
21-238: 

dep KXupévoro traida 
 Naprviddov yuvaikov 
éAvoev €& atipias. 
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I think that there Pindar might have said that the son 
of Clymenus atuuiay édvoaro. 

The scholia do not extend as far as this line. 

C 

Before the four final syllables of the fifth line of the 
first, second, sixth, and seventh strophes a long syllable 
occurs: in the third, fourth, and fifth strophes, two shorts 
are substituted. The shorts, though only occurring thrice 
as against a long four times, will ultimately, | think, be 
seen to have the right on their side. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 5. déOrwv bre Kpdtos efebpe. 1O Kal eyo, Kalrep 
AY VUPEVOS 

Oupov, aitéowar ypucéayv, Kadéoar 

Moicav. é« peyarov Oe trevOéwv AvOEVTES 

(b) 1.15. éXiccwv Biov wopov: iata 8 ott Bporois adv 
y éXevOepia 

kal ta+ ypn © ayabav édrid avdpl pédrevv * 
xpn 8 év értamiroor OnBais tpadévta 

(c) 1 25. dpiorevoy viées vidwy + apnidiros raises avopég 
yarKeov otovoevt audérrev Guadov * 
acadppovés T eyévovto TiwuTot Te Oupor. 

(cL) 1. 35. SudbEex yept tprddovtos + dpammaxérov, Ai te poyo- 
peéevav 

% wos tap’ adedXdpeoiow. adda TA pev 
mavoate* Bpotéwy Sé Aeyéwy TUYOICa 

(e) 1. 45. Advou Kev yariwov dd’ ijpwi wapbevias. Hs dpdto 
K povidais 

évvérrotaa Ded Tol 5 emi yrehdpors . 
vedoav abavatoiow* émréwy S5é KapTros 

(f) 1. 55. brép@vpov “Exropd + addovs 7 apiotéas: ols 
Saya Depoehovas 

paviwv ’Axidevs, odpos Aiaxidar, 
Aiywav odetépay te pilav mpodpaiver. 

(g) 1. 65. evixace 8) Tote Kat xKeivos avdpas adpvct@ epi 
, KNOVvEwD. 

TOV pev Ov KaTEeyYEL KPLTOD yeveEed 
Tatpaderpeod: adixov TH Tis aBpov 
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It will be seen that the third member of this prodigious 
line (which member is to all intents and purposes a line in 
itself) is divided into two parts by a caesura after the sixth 
syllable in the case of the first six strophes. In the seventh 
strophe the metre is proved by the absence of caesura to 
have gone to pieces, 

It is difficult to believe the evidence of one’s senses ; 
but it is perfectly manifest that in the first six strophes 
the ante-caesural portions of the third members of the 
lines are nothing more nor less than accentual trochaic 
dimeters catalectic of the medieval type. 

In versus politict a subordinate accent, which I will 
graphically denote by a circle above the line, is placed 
at regular intervals, missing out one syllable each time, 
on the otherwise unaccented syllables of any word long 
enough to receive it. 

For example, a@avdroiow.(1. 45) scans accentually as if 
it had three accents, viz., d0avdroiv ; and, to take a really 
long word, Aristophanes’ cadruyyodoyyurnvddac would in 
medieval times scan as cddrruyyéroyydbmrnvada.. 

Here are the six dimeters with the accentual scansion 
marked : 

(a) Moicay ex peyddov &é 
(b) xpy & &v &rrarvroci 
(c) ce&dpovés 7 éyévovrs 
(d) matvoaté: Bporéwv 8é 
(ce) vedcav G0avatociy - 

Aiywav oderépav Té (f) Auy gperép 

(g) may easily be reconstituted in the same metre by 
reading— 

matpadeAgeod aBpov 

If these are a chain of accidental coincidences, then 
many a man has gone to the gallows on weaker evidence. 

In order to make the series true examples of versus 
politict, the caesura should in each case be followed 
by a line of a length different from that of the ante- 
caesural system. 

There is clear evidence that this was once the case 
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with the series | am discussing, and that the post-caesural 
metre was that of a trochaic dimeter brachycatalectic. 

_ These brachycatalectic dimeters were in their turn 
brought back into a semblance at least of quantitative 
seansion; but the accentual metre has left visible traces. 

In 1. 15 the long first syllable of ©7@acs ought, on my 
theory, to be two shorts. Pindaric order makes very 
strongly in favour of putting tpadévta between érrarvnro.ce 
and @78as. Also I think that most Grecians will agree 
that the passage would be much the better for the 
addition of a ye. 

I suppose that the passage originally ran— 

xp?) © év értamvroot ye tpadévta OnBars 

Although 
yé tpagévta OnBars 

is a perfect specimen of an accentual trochaic dimeter 
brachycatalectic, it nevertheless could not stand as the 
second member of a versus politicus, because the 
versus politicus was stricter than Pindar with regard 
to caesura rules, and would not suffer an enclitic word to 
be placed immediately after the caesura. Consequently 
ye tpadévta OnBas had perforce to be altered to OnBaict 
Tpadéevta. : 

This latter, when an attempt was made to restore 
quantitative scansion, was changed in its turn to the 
really unmetrical reading of our existing MSS., O78as 
Tpapévta. 

In 1. 55 the long syllable of figav is very simply 
explained on an identical hypothesis. 

It is manifest that the only possible way (without 
extreme violence to the text) of getting two shorts in 
place of the long, is to read wpoépawve fpifav. This will not 
scan at all as a trochaic dimeter. Neither, it is true, will 
pitav mpodaverv: but pitay rpddawév ye (though somewhat 
barbarous) scans excellently on accentual principles. 

I maintain that pifav mpodawev is nothing but pifav 
mpopawév ye with the ye left out in the interests of 
quantitative scansion. 

VOL. I F 
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If we now turn to |. 5, we shall, it is true, find a more 
dificult problem: but the problem admits, if not of a 
certain, at least of a reasonable, solution. 

Instead of mevOéoy we want a word, in the. original 
text, of anapaestic scansion. That word is almost 
certainly Tabeav. 

But what possible temptation could there | be to 
corrupt adéov into mevOéov? The accentual theory 
supplies an immediate answer. 

Neither 
Tmavéwy AvOEVTES 

nor 

mwevOéwy dAvOévTes 

will scan as a trochaic dimeter. 
I cannot think of any rough equivalent in sense and 

form, that will scan accentually, except— 
/ 

qovov exruvbevTes. 

When zévev éxdrvOévres came to be turned back into 
quantitative metre, the wov- of movwy became the zev- of 
TevOéwr. ; 

In 1. 25 wuwvvtot te Ovpov very probably is a correct 
reconstitution of what Pindar actually wrote: but I 
suggest that it is in the highest degree possible that it 
had to pass through the stage of 

° U 4 

mTivuToOvmol TE. 

|. 35, as it stands, is faulty in two ways. There is no 
expressed nominative for Tuxoica to agree with, and the 
final short syllable of tvxoica stands in hiatu. 

I imagine that the existing line is an attempted 
quantitative reconstitution of some such accentual line as— 

mavoaté* Bpotéwy Sé a Tvyoica AéxTpaV 

The matter is most uncertain, but a possible original 
reading would be: 

mavoal + a& Bpotéwy S€ mpotvyoica NéxTpwv 

That line would itself scan accentually: but it would 
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offend, as the practice of elision is in versus politict con- 
fined within narrow limits. 

In 1. 55, I have already suggested rpoépawe pigay ; but 
there is another metrical fault. The long second syllable 

_ of Aiyvav is intolerable. I propose to read the member 
as a whole thus: 

“Avovay odetépay te Tpoépaie pifar, 

thereby upsetting the accentual scansion of the former 
portion also. 

Hione is mentioned, though almost certainly as a 
result of corruption, in Bacchylides (xvi. 112), and is 
spoken of in various other authors. I propose that the 
name should be read. 

I suggest that, according to the legend Pindar follows, 
she was none other than Thetis. 

Achilles by his heroic deeds showed not so much that 
_he was an Aeginetan, as that he had the blood of gods in 
his veins. 

1. 65 has been corrupted beyond all possibility of 
_ certain reconstruction. I suggest that the original read- 
ing was something like— 

Tatpavenged + attiy’ aBpov arikwv Tis 

The accentual stage may have been— 

Tatpadérpeov: aBpov aE ody avT@ Tis 

I wish to emphasize the fact that the ante-caesural and 
_ post-caesural portions stand on different ground as regards 
the accentual scansion. In the case of the former it is an 
undeniable fact: in the case of the latter it is only an 

| overwhelmingly strong presumption. 
I have left far too much of it remaining ante caesuram. 

Further emendations might, some will say, restore more of 
the original : 

TO Topaw 8 éotl codpois aBartov 
Kacohois: ov uv SuwEw. Keivos Env. 

The presence of traces of versus politics in this ode 
would seem to be most naturally attributable to some 
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interference with the text by or under the influence of 
John Tzetzes, the chief of the early exponents of the 
accentual metre. It is true that in his hands and in the 
hands of medieval writers generally the versus politicus 
assumed the form of an accentual iambic dimeter acata- 
lectic followed by an accentual iambic dimeter catalectic, 
whereas in this ode we seem to see an accentual trochaic 
dimeter catalectic followed by an accentual trochaic dimeter 
brachycatalectic. But this very variant of the strictly 
normal type of versus politicus is of the commonest 
occurrence in modern Greek poetry, and must inevitably 
have sprung into existence almost, if not quite, contem- 
poraneously with the longer iambic form of the verse. As 
early as the year 602 a.D. part of the greeting accorded by 
the Blues in the Hippodrome to Phocas took the form 
(though with a different metrical connexion) of the very 
trochaic dimeter catalectic with which we have to deal. 
They chanted “Md6e tiv adjOevar,” though they prefixed 
to this dimeter an iambic dimeter acatalectic. 

It is well known that Tzetzes annotated Pindar. That 
he also emended (‘“‘ cleansed,’ é«d@npe) his text, is made 
almost certain by an epigram given on the page of addenda 
at the end of the second edition of Potter’s Lycophron 
(Oxford, 1702), and there stated—this is important—to 
have formerly been prefixed to copies of the Pindaric odes. 
It runs: 

*lwdvvev ypappatixod eis Badavetov exov Ilivdapov. 

Aide ce, Ilivdape, wadrov euois éxadOnpa peéOpors, 

Kai xev adpiotov tOwp totpov &pnoba povor. 

If this had been an epideictic epigram on a bath con- 
taining a statue of Pindar, and if the bath itself had been 
personified as speaking, it would have been difficult to 
extract any real sense from the couplet, and it would 
have been ludicrous to prefix it to the odes. Clearly an 
emender is speaking, not a bath. 

The epigram occurs twice in the Ninth Book (Emée- 
«tixa) of the Anthology, once after the 628th Epigram, and 
once after the 680th Epigram, each time following an 
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epigram about a bath. The double presentation (rare, but 
not unparalleled, in the Anthology) is suspicious. The 
first time it occurs, the epigram is said to be tod adrod (i.e. 
by John the Grammarian, who is otherwise called Philo- 
ponus, and wrote about 620 a.p.); the second time it is 
set down as ‘Iwdvvov roimrod tod} BapBoveddov (the poet, 
Barbuealus, or Barbucallus, of Albucella, flourished circa 

550 a.v.). ‘The first time it is described as eis @repov 
 Aoutpov, the second as eis Nourpov éyov livSapor. 

Neither John Barbucalus nor John Philoponus was a 
Pindaric scholar. John Tzetzes was; and this non- 
_epideictic epigram from his pen has been interpolated, 
with conflicting guesses at his identity, at two separate 
points of the “Eridexrixd of the Anthology. : 

Tzetzes flourished circa 1150 a.p. The earliest MS. of 
the Isthmian odes is of the end of the twelfth century 
(Vaticanus 1512, known as B), but, owing to the loss of 

_ sheets, contains of the Seventh Isthmian ll. 1-18 and 39-63 
only. Hence it presents no more than four. out of the 
seven lines with which we are dealing; but those four are 

_ enough to show that the processes of alteration and re- 
alteration were already complete. If Tzetzes innovated 

_ about the year 1140, and if the MS. was written ahout the 
_ year 1190, the intervening half-century would afford time 

_ for his successors to recast his innovations. The earliest 
_ MS. of the whole ode is of the thirteenth or fourteenth 
century (Mediceus 32. 52, known as D). 

| I have occasion to suspect in several plays of Euripides 
_ the presence of paraphrases into the Political Metre (of | 

the normal type) of the original quantitative choruses : 
but, if I am right, the accentual metre has in its turn 
been emended back to such an extent as to leave less 
distinct traces, at any rate for the most part, than are 
left in the Seventh Isthmian. I also think that the 
prose arguments of the particular Euripidean plays in 
question, and of no others, show distinct signs of having 
been originally composed in the Political Metre. This 
field of investigation is probably new, and certainly 
difficult. 



CHAPTER II 

; PINDAR (continued) 

A 

THE OLYMPIAN ODES 

So far as the Olympian odes are concerned, the result of 
this inquiry is that I have been able to discover nineteen 
instances of the phenomenon under investigation in‘a total 
of 997 lines. 3 

Nine odes out of fourteen, containing 537 lines, as 
against five odes containing 460 lines, show no trace of 
the phenomenon. The five odes include Ol. 1. and iL, 
containing 216 lines, which furnish eleven of the nineteen 
instances. ‘The second ode alone supplies nine instances. 

Everything here is out of proportion. Are we to 
account for the lack of proportion by attributing to the 
first, second, eleventh, thirteenth and fourteenth Olympians 
(the odes which contain instances or possible instances) or 
to most of them some metrical peculiarity not shared in 
by the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, 
tenth and twelfth Olympians (which present no instances) ? 
Or shall we rather conclude that the odes which present 
instances (or most of them) have been more favourite 
subjects of study in the schools than the other odes, and 
that in consequence the metrical principles of an age 
posterior to Pindar’s have been applied to them with a 
more lavish hand ? 

To avoid highly disputable technicalities, I will sum 
up in simple language what appear to be the leading 
metrical characteristics of the various odes. 

Let us first take the group of five. 
Ode i. seems to consist for the most part of a series of 
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dactyls, spondees, trochees and tribrachs. I honestly do 
not think that any one can say with truth anything more 
precise about its structure. | 

Ode ii. consists of cretics, trochees, (perhaps) spondees, 
and first, third, and fourth paeons. | 

: Ode xi. seems to be a mixture, in the main, of dactyls, 
trochees and tribrachs. 

Exactly the same is true of Ode xiii. 
The same is true of Ode xiv. 
To turn to the other group, in which we are confronted 

with the serried array of Odes i. to x. inclusive, Ode ii. is 
_ a combination of dactyls, spondees and trochees. 

Ode iv. is just like Odes xi, xiii. and xiv. in the 
other group. 

Ode v. is similar, except for the absence of tribrachs, 
and for its peculiar stanza-like arrangement. Its authen- 
ticity was doubted in antiquity. i 

Ode vi. is predominantly dactylic and spondaic, with an 
infusion of trochees. Here, if anywhere, we should expect 

_@ priori to find epic rules as to the interchangeability 
of dactyls and spondees in operation ; but, though the ode 
runs to 105 lines, it furnishes no instance. 

Ode vii. is of a similar character. 
So is Ode vii. 
Ode ix. appears to consist almost entirely of trochees 

interspersed with (no doubt cyclic) dactyls. 
Ode x. is on the whole similar to Ode xi. ete. in the 

other group. | 
Ode xii. is dactylic and spondaic and also admits trochees. 
It therefore appears quite impossible to draw any 

satisfactory distinction on metrical grounds between the 
bulk of the one group and the bulk of the other. It is 
indeed to be observed that in the case of the second ode it 
is in the short syllables of the paeons that the phenomenon 
presents itself: but I can hardly imagine any one claiming 
for paeons a “ privilegium ” in this respect. What is very 
easy to understand is that late metricians and copyists 
must have found the paeon a thing of perplexity and 
wonder, and have been only too glad to reduce it, when 
conveniently possible, to a more familiar form. 
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B 

THE PytTrHian ODES 

In the Pythian odes I have found nineteen instances 
in 1203 lines. 

The odes that furnish examples are seven out of 
twelve, and contain 881 lines, as against the 332 lines of 
the remaining five odes which are without examples of the 
phenomenon. 

It will be seen that the proportion of examples to 
lines is rather less than in the Olympians. This is just 
what, on my view of things, we should expect. The 
Pythians were never quite as favourite a school-book as 
were the Olympians. 

Owing to the length of the fourth Pythian, that ode 
contributes five instances, or.at any rate four. The other 
odes of the group contribute one each, except that the 
fifth Pythian is responsible for six, and the eleventh 
Pythian for four. 

Let us now see whether there is any difference of metre 
observable between the two groups, or between the bulk of 
the odes in the one group and the bulk of the odes in the 
other group. 

Let us take first the group of seven odes which present 
examples. 

Pyth. i. consists of dactyls and spondees with very 
occasional trochees. 

Pyth. iii. consists of dactyls and spondees, with a few 
trochees. 

Pyth. iv. is made up of dactyls, spondees and trochees, 
Pyth. v. appears to be for the most part logaoedic, 

admitting trochees, dactyls and a large number of tribrachs: 
but the first five lines of each strophe and antistrophe are 
composed of mingled paeons and cretics. Four of the six 
examples occur in the logaoedic portions of the odes, while 
the remaining two are examples of resolved cretics. The 
paeons do not contribute at all to the number. 

Pyth. vi. consists of trochees, dactyls and tribrachs. 
Pyth. ix. is built up of dactyls, spondees and trochees. 
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Pyth. xi. is composed of trochees, dactyls and tribrachs. 
It seems impossible to set the other group (of five odes) 

in any separate category. 
Pyth. ii. has for its component parts tribrachs, trochees 

and dactyls. : 
Pyth. vii. is similar to Pyth. ii. and consequently 

similar also to a number of odes in the other group. 
Pyth. viii. does not appear to be essentially different. 
Pyth. x. chiefly consists of dactyls and trochees. 
Pyth. xii. has a marked dactylic and spondaic measure, 

with an infusion of trochees. 

C 

THe NEMEAN ODES 

I have succeeded in the Nemean odes in discovering 
nine instances in 755 lines. ‘This is approximately at the 
rate of one example in every 84 lines. The approximate 
rate in the Olympian odes is one instance to 52 lines ; in the 
Pythian odes, one instance to 63 lines. It is interesting 
to observe how the phenomenon becomes proportionately 
rarer the further we pass from the high road of the 
Olympian Epinicia into regions less trodden by the feet 
of the schoolmasters of old. 

The nine instances are contained in four odes (out of 
eleven) containing 318 lines, as against seven odes (which do 
not present examples) containing 437 lines. 

After what we have seen in the case of the Olympian 
and Pythian odes, it may seem superfluous to inquire 
whether the Nemeans present two groups of such different 
metrical quality that the one admits the phenomenon, the 
other not. But for the sake of completeness the matter 
may be briefly dealt with. 

Let us take first the group of four odes that supply 
examples. 

Nem. iii. seems to consist of dactyls, trochees and 
tribrachs. 

Nem. v. is made up of dactyls, trochees, spondees and 
(if the solution be allowed, but not otherwise) tribrachs. 
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Nem. vi. consists of dactyls, trochees and, perhaps, 
spondees. _ 

Nem. vii. seems to be partly logaoedic, but partly also 
to be composed of paeons, antispasts and choriambs. The 
examples presented in this ode are one instance of solutio, 
and one of the converse phenomenon, both occurring in 
what appear to be essentially quadrisyllabic feet. 
To turn to the other group, 
Nem. i. is composed of dactyls, trochees and spondees. 
Nem. ii. is likewise composed of dactyls,. trochees 

and spondees. 
Nem. i. is considered to be an example of the dactylo- 

epitrite metre, Vem. 1. of the logaoedic: but, although | 
do not deny the possibility of the absolute correctness of 
these descriptions, | am unable to understand the con- 
fidence with which modern metricians label the two odes, 
both of which are made up of different combinations of 
precisely the same feet. 

Nem. iv. is similar to Nem. ii, except that it is not 
so clear that it admits spondees. 

Nem. vii. resembles Nem. i. and consequently also 
Nem. v. in the other group. 

Nem. ix. consists for the most part, at any rate of 
choriambs, with a few cretics. 

Nem. x. seems to be made up of dactyls, spondees and 
trochees. 

Nem. xi. is very similar. 
Consequently the groups cannot really be separated. 

D 

THE ISTHMIAN ODES 

The Isthmian odes present, so far as | can find, nine 
instances in 704 lines. 

These are contained in three odes, which together make 
up 383 lines, as against four odes without instances, the 
agoregate of the lines of which amounts to 321. 

The approximate rate of the occurrence of the examples 
is one to 72 lines. 

But if we exclude the last Isthmian ode, which must 
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be admitted to have had an unique textual history, we 
must state these facts in a very different form. 

The first six Isthmian odes seem to yield four instances 
of the phenomenon in question, in 552 lines. 

These instances are contained in two odes, totalling 
together 231 lines, as against four odes without instances, 
which contain in all 321 lines. 

The approximate rate of the occurrence of the examples 
is one to 138 lines. We see that the [sthmians were still 
less read in schools and the like than the Nemeans. 

Let us turn to the group which contains instances. 
Isth. ii. consists of dactyls, spondees and trochees. 
Isth. v. is very similar. 
Isth. vii. is composed of trochees and dactyls. 

_ In the other group— 
Isth, i. is composed of dactyls, spondees and trochees. 
So is Jsth. ii. 
So is Isth. iv. 
Isth. vi. appears to have the same features. 
It is clear that the groups cannot be differentiated. 

E 

SUMMARY 

Taking all four books of the odes together, we find 
a grand total of 56 instances, in 3659 lines, or an approxi- 
mate average of one instance in every 65 lines. 

Given the notorious corruption of lyric texts, this 
average is not sufficiently high to create any serious 
presumption of the originality of the phenomenon. Any 
slight presumption that it may raise, vanishes, if once it 
can be shown that the examples existing in the text are, 
even for the most part, susceptible of rational and easy 
emendation, and that it is possible to give reasons that 
readily account for the alteration of the suggested primordial 
readings. 

I must leave scholars to judge whether or no I am right 
in thinking that I have;shown that the examples are sus- 
ceptible of such emendation, and that I have given sufficient 
reasons to account for the corruptions of the text. 



CHAPTER III 

FRAGMENTS OF PINDAR 

THe fragments of Pindar at present generally accessible 
present very few consecutive passages of sufficient length 
to give an opportunity of judging the relations of strophe 
with antistrophe, and none at all of comparing epode with 
epode. 

In the few cases where portions of strophes with anti- 
strophes have been preserved side by side, there is no 
instance at all of the phenomenon into which I am 
inquiring. 

I am awaiting with interest the publication of the 
Paeanic fragments. I anticipate that their evidence is 
likely to be similar to that of the papyrus of Bacchylides. 
(They have since been published, and I proceed to deal with 
them. ) 

OxyYRHYNCHUS PaAPYRI 

These Papyri of Pindar, so far as they have been 
published up to the date on which I write (February 28, 
1908), cannot in absolute strictness be said to exhibit 
any instance that is necessarily an instance of the exact 
phenomenon which I am investigating. 

This fact is highly important, in view of the circum- 
stance that the papyrus which contains a quantity of the 
Paeans, apart from which manuscript very little of Pindar 
has been found at Oxyrhynchus, is a manuscript of quite 
unique value and excellence. It presents in the margin 
readings of Aristarchus and Zenodotus, and is evidently 
informed with the spirit of the very best Alexandrian 
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tradition. It is overwhelmingly superior to the papyrus 
of Bacchylides. 

But with the papyrus of Bacchylides it is possible that 
it may share one defect. 

That papyrus unquestionably falls into the error of 
sometimes treating a particular strophe with its antistrophe 
as of a slightly different metre from that of other strophes 
and antistrophes in the same ode. 

If we assume that the papyrus of the Paeans was 
written under the same misconception, in that case there 
is nothing in the latter papyrus to give countenance to the 
theory that the phenomenon I| am discussing is legitimate. 
Nowhere is there an example of a strophe presenting a 
long and of its particular antistrophe substituting two 
shorts, or vice versa. 

In the Sixth Paean the penultimate syllable of the 
ninth line of the first strophe is a long: the first anti- 
strophe is missing. The latter portion of the ninth line 
of the second strophe is missing: the ninth line of the 
second antistrophe agrees in scansion with the ninth line 
of the first strophe. In the third strophe alone the pen- 
ultimate long of the ninth line is replaced by two shorts : 
all of the ninth line of the third antistrophe, except the 
first two letters, has perished. 

This state of things is quite consistent with the 
hypothesis that the writer of the papyrus presented 
examples of the phenomenon I am discussing : it is equally 
consistent with the hypothesis that he regarded strict 
correspondence.as confined to a particular strophe and its. 
particular antistrophe. 

The epodes of the Sixth Paean are three in number. 
Consequently they can by no possibility be divided into 
sets of two. They certainly present one prima facie 
example of the phenomenon I am investigating. That 
example may, however, be equally well accounted for by 
saying that the copyist regarded the second and third 
epodes as an equipollent pair, and the first epode as 
something slightly different. ‘They also present, not in 
the extant text, but as a result of an apparently inevitable 
filling up of gaps, another prima facie example of the 
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phenomenon. That example can only otherwise be 
accounted for on the supposition that the copyist changes 
his point of. view, and for the moment regards the first 
and second epodes as the equipollent pair. 

That assumption is doubtless improbable, but it is not 
altogether impossible. The same doubt applies to a pruma 
facie example of the phenomenon, which presents itself in 
], 56, and in that case there exists into the bargain a 
marginal note which tends to show that Zenodotus pre- 
ferred a reading of normal scansion. As there are no other 
instances, pruma facie or otherwise, to be discovered of 
the phenomenon in question, | am justified in the cautious 
statement that the Oxyrhynchus Papyri cannot in absolute 
strictness be said to exhibit any instance that is necessarily 
an instance of the exact phenomenon which I am in- 
vestigating. 

But I may go a little further. The third line of none 
of the epodes, except of the second epode, is extant. The 
third line of the second epode begins with the plainly 
written word éide. The metrical importance of the 
diaeresis is enormous. It shows that Alexandrian tradition 
clung to my main position with sufficient tenacity to 
preserve by means of a diacritical mark a most unfamiliar 
transitional form in spite of the obvious temptation to 
fall back on the familiar cider, Not only does iden 
bear eloquent testimony to the teaching of the true 
metricians: it also encourages us to adopt in various 
other passages of lyrical Greek the diaereses of what in 
Attic are diphthongs, that have been suggested by sundry 
emenders. It seems to prove at any rate that.we ought 
to be on the look-out for intervocalic digamma—sigma 
disappeared much earlier—in Pindaric Greek. But it 
also seems to show that in such cases intervocalic digamma 
existed in Pindar only in its effects, not by way of actual 
presence. Assuming that before a digamma the augment 
is necessarily 7, not e (and it is difficult not to assume 
that), the digamma of #Fidev must have disappeared before 
the » could by any possibility be shortened ante vocalem 
into e. I imagine that both in Doric and in Attic the 
contraction into 750v was prevented by the existence of 
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i8w, ‘Souw, ie and idetv, The paradigm would tend to 
keep #idov uncontracted until such time as was necessary 
for it to pass into édov. Here in the Paeans we catch 
that transitory form. In Attic we find only its ultimate 
result, eidov. 

Hardly less important than the éien of |. 106 is 
the deuat of |. 80 of the same ode. Apart from the 
value of this form to my general argument, it seems 
to show that the tradition is right which assigns to cédas 
the contracted dative céAa¢ instead of the usually printed 

oda. Only cérgav could yield cédq. I cannot see any 
influence like that of the paradigm of ide’v, mentioned 
above, that can be supposed to have kept an original 

_eédai uncontracted for a sufficient time to produce cérdi. 
Therefore I assume that cédai (or déuai) shows the original 

_ quantity, and that the dative cédq¢ is an error of writing. 
I will proceed to the instances. 

SixtH ParAn 

A 

| In the ninth line of the first strophe the penultimate 
_ syllable is a long: the first antistrophe is missing. Of 
the ninth line of the second strophe nothing remains 
_ except the first five letters: the penultimate syllable of 
_ the ninth line of the second antistrophe is a long. In the 

ninth line of the third strophe the penultimate long is 
replaced by two shorts: of the ninth line of the third 
antistrophe nothing remains but the first two letters. 

The lines are these : 

(a) lL 9. dphavov avdpdv yopevovos %Oov 

(b) 1. 30. (This line has wholly perished.) 
(c) 1. 70. tov wa (The rest of this line has perished.) 
(d) 1. 91. erpabev, ct ph piraccer ’Ard{r]A\ o |v 

(e) 1. 131. Saipova Kal trav Oepikevor dper| dv | 

(f) 1. 152. vo (The rest of this line has perished.) 

Now it is not at all improbable, though quite incapable 
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of proof, that Il. 9, 30, 70, and 91 all exhibited an 
identical scansion (two of them certainly did), and that 
ll. 131 and 152 agreed together in a variation of that 
scansion in the unmutilated papyrus. In that case, as I 
have pointed out, it would not be the precise phenomenon 
I am investigating that would be in question. We should, 
on the other hand, have an instance of the kind of 
corruption, exhibited in the Bacchylides papyrus, which 
causes an individual strophe with its antistrophe to 
deviate a little from the metre of the other strophes and 
antistrophes. 

In either case, the fact that it is the word dperay that 
deviates from the normal metre of the ode must awaken 
some suspicion in the mind of a student of lyric poetry. 
épya possessed in Doric the meaning of ‘temper’ or ‘spirit.’ 
Tragedy was not ignorant of the word in the same sense. 
But in ordinary Greek épy7j meant nothing except ‘ anger.’ 

In the epinician odes, forms of épya in the Doric sense 
seem at least twice to have been displaced, once by a form 
of daperd. In the second line of the fifth Pythian ode, 
where dpera is the MS. reading, Hermann is almost 
certainly right in emending to dpyé. In the fourteenth ~ 
line of the third Nemean ode it is, unless [ am quite 
mistaken, épyav that is replaced in the vulgate by dyopav. _ 

In a word, épya in its Doric sense appears to have 
been liabie to be transformed into any similar combination 
of letters that would more or less yield a meaning in the 
context. : 

I do not hesitate to read : 

Saiwova kal Tav Oepikevoy dpyav 

I consider—and I invite the reader to weigh the point 
—that a “spirit of justice towards strangers” is a much 
more natural expression than a “ virtue of justice towards 
strangers.” I know that dperd is a wider word than 
‘virtue’: but, even so, dpera jars in the combination. 

It is to be observed that in the Fifth Nemean Pindar 
speaks of the peyarnropes dpyai Aiaxod raiswr Te. 

I think it not improbable that the missing ninth line 
of the third antistrophe was corrupted so as to match 
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syllable for syllable the papyrus reading of the ninth line 
of the strophe. 

B 

In the twelfth line of the first epode the penultimate 
syllable is mutilated, but it must be a long: im the twelfth 
line of the second epode the penultimate syllable is again 
mutilated, but again it must be a long: in the twelfth 
line of the third epode the penultimate Jong is replaced by 
two shorts. 

These are the lines : 

(a) 1. 54. ara rapbévor yap icov| o luo 7 loaf c | 

(b) 1. 115. SF 
-[wev |Oopovta, pn pur edppov’ és oil ulov 

(c) 1.176. (The beginning of this line has perished, 
but not the end) [d]eipovas aperas 

In |. 54 the third and fourth letters of the last word 
(ov) are not clearly legible: but the former of them is 
certainly either O or C, not A. This fact makes icovowotca 

certain. There is not room for tcovoyodca. It is plain 
from the papyrus remains that neither icovoyedoar nor ica 
véworra Was presented. 

| In 1 115 the papyrus gives-EYT@PON’. ‘This means 
_ evppov as opposed to étdpor’, seeing that the copyist fre- 

_ quently places the acute accent (but not the circumflex) 
_ on the first vowel of a diphthong. Compare XOPEYTCIOC 

in the sixth line of this ode. 
| Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt, in their admirable edztio 
| merers. have unfortunately emended |. 54 into the 

orm : 
adra twapbévor yap icov ye vémoucar. 

They seem to be chiefly influenced by a desire to keep the 
first syllable of ico- short, though they point out themselves 
that “it is lengthened in the compound icodaipwv, Nem. 
iv. 84.” The combination of ydp and ye condemns the 
possibility of their reading. (Professor Bury, surely by 
some oversight, suggested the addition of the ye.) 

VOL. I G 
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They are of opinion that in this papyrus the con- 
traction or crasis of icovouéoucas would appear unaltered as 
icovouéorcat, Scanned icovougorcar. They do not seem to 
take into account the fact that the o. of Pindaric feminine 
participles is the impure diphthong, which in Attic, probably 
with a different shade of pronunciation, is written ov. 

Before the Euclidean alphabet, or its analogue, was 
applied to the Pindaric poems, I fail to see how the un- 
contracted icovoyéocat can have been written in any other 
way than ICONOMEOCAI. ‘The impure diphthong which 
results from the lengthening of o to compensate for the 
loss of a preconsonantal v, is in Attic and Ionic written, 
in post-Huclidean times, ov: but in Aeolic and in Pindar 
it is written o.. Hence we have both Avovea and Avoca: 
but both of them must once have been written ATOCA. 

There are two other shades of the impure o-diphthong 
(there are really more than two, but two only are concerned 
in this argument). 

If an e and an o are contracted together, the result in 
Attic is an impure o-diphthong, which is written ov (eg. 
vovoouev) : the result in Ionic and in Doric is an impure o- 
diphthong, which is written ev (e.g. zovedpuev and srovedues). 
But on the pre-Huclidean system zowodpev was written 
MOIOMEN. It seems impossible that voedwev and rovedpes 
can have been written otherwise, before the adoption of 
something like a Kuclidean system, than MOIOMEN and 
MOIOMEC. 

Again, the contraction of an e together with an already 
existing impure o-diphthong produces in Attic merely an 
impure o-diphthong, which in the Euclidean alphabet is 
written ov, but in the pre-Huclidean alphabet was written 
O (e.g. MOIEOCA, otherwise zo:éovea, yields MOIOCA, other- 
wise zovovoca). Similarly in lonic the contraction of an e 
together with an already existing impure o-diphthong 
yields merely an impure o-diphthong, which in the later 
alphabet was written ev, but in the earlier alphabet cannot, 
one would think, have been represented by any other 
symbol than O (e.g. MOIEOCA, otherwise ro:éovca, yields 
MOIOCA, otherwise Tovevoa). | 

In the Pindaric dialect the impure o-diphthong was 
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in post-Euclidean times graphically represented in two 
different ways according as the diphthong arose from the 
extrusion of a v, in which case it was written as o, or 
was the result of the contraction of ¢ and o, in which case 
it was written ev. But it is abundantly plain that neither 
of these two forms of the impure diphthong is anything 
other than an impure diphthong. Neither the « nor the v 

has a substantive existence. 
Consequently, in the absence, so far as I know, of 

- direct Pindaric evidence, we may infer from the concurrent 
analogy of other dialects: that in Pindar the word icovo- 
péorrat was capable of being contracted (compare rovedoae 

and ovodcas) into a form which in Pindar’s own day 
would have been written ICONOMOCAI Whether the 
exact minutiae of Pindarie pronunciation ought to have 
impelled Euclidean scribes to represent the impure 

o-diphthong in this word by the symbol ev or by the 
symbol ov, it is impossible to say. Personally I incline 
to the former alternative. But the matter is one of such 
complexity, that no one need wonder, if the Euclidean 
copyists in such a case transliterated the ancient O into 
the symbol (o:) to which they were accustomed in Pindaric 

participles, rather than into the symbol ev, which is the 
only reasonable alternative. 

The papyrus of Bacchylides once presents ET as the 
contraction of « + the impure diphthong which results 
_ from the lengthening of an o to compensate for the loss of a 

re-consonantal v, viz., in the third person plural OIKETCI 
. Ode viii. 43). This is evidence that contraction of some 
- sort is possible. 

Therefore it would not in the least surprise me, if in 
_ this passage icovowoica: were the traditional reading, with 
roots as far back as the first transliteration from the 

primordial script. 
: The editors, in order to make |. 115 fit in with the 
metre which by arbitrary emendation they have assigned 
to 1. 54, are forced to adopt Professor Bury’s suggestion 
of placing a diaeresis over evfpov’, which they write éd¢por’. 
The manuscript, as we have seen, goes out of its way to 
guard against any such scansion. 
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It is in 1. 176 that the papyrus presents the word 
that gives rise to an instance of my phenomenon, if 
instance it really be. 

Under heading A, we had to deal with dperdy. We 
now have to deal with dperds. The coincidence is 
significant. 

All that is left of this line is EIPONACAPETAC, and 
there is no context left except a few letters at the end of 
the previous line. In the absence of context it is difficult 
to discuss readings. But dperas itself gives rise to some 
suspicion (see Pyth. v. 2 and Paean vi. 131). If, as 
seems highly possible, the editors of the papyrus are right 
in expanding EIPONAC into dzretpovas, it is dificult not to 
be reminded of Euripides’ ypucéwv évortpwv Aevocove 
aréppovas eis atryas (Hec. 925-6). 

AMEIPONACATTAC would easily become AMEIPONAC- 
ATTAC (compare Pyth. ix. 62, where Bergk has corrected 
to avyais the MS. readings adrais and airais, which are 
manifestly the result of early uncial corruption), and then 
be mended into ANEIPONACAPETAC. 

But this is not a fair passage to be set to discuss. Yet 
it must be remembered that, if the absence of context 
shields the reading from attack, it equally shields my 
contention from any attack based on this particular papyrus- 
reading. A reading without its context is not an argument 
but an allegation. 

C 

In the fourteenth line of the first epode the second 
syllable is a long: in the fourteenth line of the second 
epode that long is replaced by two shorts: the beginning 
of the fourteenth line of the third epode has perished. 

The lines run as follows :— 

(a) 1. 56. matp) Mvapoo| tv lq te 

(6) L117. GEE 
-wev Biov: [a|udimorous dé 

(c) 1. 178. (The beginning has perished) TPOIAN: 1 

It is impossible to say whether the person responsible 
for the text merely equated two of the three epodes as 
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strophe or antistrophe, leaving one epode out in the cold, 
or whether he felt himself to be presenting an example of 
the phenomenon under discussion. But, from the general 

features of the papyrus, I much doubt whether he can 
have regarded the phenomenon as per se legitimate. 

Here is the context of 1. 56 :— 

Grra Tapbévor yap icor| o |wol t|oae 

TavTa xe| Nat |vepet ouvv 55 
\ 4 Tatpl Mvapoo| vv Ja TE 

todtov éxxet|e Te |udr, 
KADTE vuD. 

Opposite 1. 55, but a little above it, appear the 
remains of the letter y. This, as the editors have seen, 
is a part of the abbreviation Z’, standing for Zyvodoros 
(compare the margin of Paean iv. 58). After the », but 

on the level of the line in the text, there is a slight gap, 
and then the letters eda. 

The editors conjecture on these data a marginal note: 
_Z xerawedéi. Why Zenodotus should have been so pre- 
_posterous as to create a perfectly gratuitous example of 
the phenomenon I am discussing, is not explained. 

There cannot be much doubt that we ought to fill up 
the marginal note thus: Z” xedawede? te. Observe how 
this reading improves the scansion: 

Gra Trapbévor yap icovopotcat 
TavTa Kedaiwedpel TE 55 
avy tatpl Mvayociva te 
TodTov éayete TEO mor, 
KADTE VUV. 

Homoeoteleuton caused ve to disappear from the end 
of |. 55. This caused no obvious gap in the metre, 

because ody was ready to fill the place of re, and rarpi 
became two longs instead of two shorts. 

Indeed, in combination with wy many copyists must 
have fancied that it was impossible for a short vowel to 
form a syllable short by position. 

An additional argument for this reading of l. 55 is 
to be found in the fact that it gives to the last syllable of 
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that line its proper short quantity. In tragic chorus | 
more than incline to the belief that synapheia is universal. 
In Euripides in particular the assumption of universal 
synapheia in lyrical passages seems to me to give over 
and over again the one clue needed for the elimination of 
manifest corruption. But of Pindar I cannot say more 
than that synapheia is very general. It must be re- 
membered that synapheia may in its nature coexist with 
compulsory diaeresis or caesura. Nevertheless, unless 
our existing texts are hopelessly distorted, there are 
diaereses in Pindar which excuse breach of synapheia. 

If Zenodotus did not read xerawede? re, what else in 
reason is there that he can have read? It was not a 
totally different reading: it contained the letters eda 
towards the beginning of it. It appears to me that I 
have not indeed positive proof, but still strong reason for 
claiming that one or other of the two great grammarians 
who bore the name Zenodotus was on the same side as | 
am with regard to the problem with which J am dealing. 

SUMMARY 

The Paeans of Pindar, so far as they have been 
recovered, present three instances of the phenomenon 
I am investigating, or conceivably of a phenomenon closely 
akin to it. There is such an amount of mutilation in the 
papyrus, that it is of no use to count lines with a view to 
an average. All three instances occur in the only Paean 
that has escaped practical wreckage, and even that Paean 
has been dreadfully battered. 

If [ seem to be critical of the editors and of Professor 
Bury, it is only because neither they nor anyone else can 
avoid doubtful conclusions in a first edition. The skill 
and patience with which they have treated the papyrus — 
seem to me to be nothing short of marvellous. But the 
marginalia, which are in an abominable script, appear to 
have been in several places quite wrongly deciphered, if 
I can trust my own eyesight and that of some of my 
younger friends, on the evidence of the specimen facsimile 
plate. 



CHAPTER IV 

BACCHYLIDES 
a ie 

AND FRAGMENTS OF OTHER Lyric Ports 

BACCHYLIDES 

Tse papyrus of Bacchylides, which apparently dates 
from the first century B.c., contains matter (allowing for 

subtraction in the case of partly mutilated lines) very 
roughly and approximately equivalent to some 800 lines 
_ (new reckoning) of Pindar. We have seen that the 3659 
lines of the four books of the Pindarie Odes exhibit 

altogether 56 cases of a long syllable in a strophe, anti- 
strophe or epode being answered in correspondent strophes, 

_ antistrophes or epodes by two short syllables, or vce versa, 
_ that is approximately one such instance to every 65 lines. 

On that reckoning we should expect to find in 
Bacchylides about twelve examples. As a matter of fact 
we find eighteen. But of these eighteen, four can be 
banished by means of what are almost graphic devices, 

_ while of the remaining fourteen four occur in whole or 
in part within the compass of one set of seven lines, and 
four present themselves in two pairs, each pair in one line 
apiece. Except in the third and seventeenth odes the 
instances are of the simplest nature, variation from the 
norm being in fact confined to one single strophe, anti- 
strophe or epode, and not complex, as often in Pindar. 
The inference is obvious. 

Few scholars, after considering the examples on their 
individual merits, are likely to think the impugned 
correspondence due to the pen of Bacchylides. It would 
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be of great interest to have access to a good papyrus of the 
first century B.c. I suppose that such things existed ; 
otherwise our present texts of the classics must be due to 
emendation in imperial times to an extent that seems 
highly improbable in view of the presumable absence of 
sufficiently qualified emenders. 

In any case the papyrus of Bacchylides is clearly not a 
first-class manuscript: it shows manifest traces of serious 
corruption at various points. 

I follow the numbering of Jebb’s edition. 

OvE | 

(Five strophes and antistrophes, and three epodes 
sufficiently intact for comparison. ) 

No instances. 

OpE II 

(Strophe and antistrophe sufficiently intact for com- 
parison. ) 

In the second line of the strophe the fourth and fifth 
syllables (this rests on indubitable restoration) are two 
shorts: in place of these two shorts the second line of the 
antistrophe presents one long. 

The second and third lines of the strophe and anti- 
strophe are these : 

(ct) TL. DiS CK aes 20 + EPANXAPITOQ 
NYM - - ®EPOTCAITEAIAN 

Read, with Dr. Kenyon : 

és Kéov tepay, yaptTo- 

-vupov pépova’ aryyediav. 
(b) ll. 7, 8. adyévs IoOpuod Cabéav 

Nurrovtes Evéavtida va- 
-OOV 

I can have no manner of doubt but that we should 
emend iepdv into ipdv. The same thing must be done in 
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the fifteenth line of the third ode. It may be questioned 
whether Bacchylides ever employs the form iepds. It is 
true that in Ode xvii. 1, 2 we read: 

Baciked tTav IEPAN ‘A@avar, 
tav aBpoBiov avagk "lover, 

but I question whether in that passage IEPAN does not 
stand either for fepaév or iapav, adjectives from iov, ‘a 
violet.’ The same question arises with regard to the 
fourth Pythian ode of Pindar, |. 131. 

The presence, at least metrical, of the digamma at the 
beginning of Ic@uod is to be noted. Ode in. 40 and Ode 
xvi. 131 lead me to suppose that Bacchylides graphically 
expressed this letter. 

Ope III 

(Ten strophes and antistrophes, and five epodes 
sufficiently intact for comparison. ) 

A anp B 

The first line of each of the seven strophes and seven 
_ antistrophes (and they are all but one sufficiently intact 

for our purposes, so far as the first line is concerned) 
of this Ode is an iambic trimeter catalectic. The first 
syllable of the third foot is common (long in the first, 
third, and sixth strophes, and in the second and fifth anti- 
strophes, but short in the second, fifth, sixth and seventh 
strophes—this part of the fourth strophe is lost—and in 
the first, third, fourth, sixth, and—apparently—seventh 
antistrophes), and, as is natural in that case, is invariably 
followed by a caesura. 

On either side of this common syllable we find 
variations. 

The second foot is normally an iamb; but in the 
second and seventh strophes it is a tribrach. The fourth 
strophe is defective at this point. 

The third foot is normally either a dactyl or a tribrach, 
accordingly as the common syllable is long or short; but 
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the second and seventh strophes and the seventh anti- 
strophe present an iamb. The fourth strophe is again 
defective. So in a minor degree are the third strophe — 
and the sixth antistrophe: but in the latter case at least 
there is no possibility of doubting the metre. 

The lines are these : 

(a) l. 1. dpluc}roxdpmov SuKxedias xpéovoav 

(b) 1. 5. [cevov]ro yap obv imepdyw te via 

(c) I. 15. Bpves pév bepa Bovbbrous éoptais 

(d) 1.19. mdpowbe vaod, 760. péyilot]ov ddoos 

(ce) 1. 29. pirak ’AqddArwv: [6 8 és d]errrov dap (So 
Jebb) amet 

|. 33. van[o]at’, év0a oily adoy@] te xed va] 

143. * * « * * * & & & v dotU 
l. 47. ra wpocGev (read with Dr. Kenyon mpoce) 

& [éy]Opa dita: Oaveiv yd0KicTOV 

l. 57. amricrov ovdév 6 tle Oedv pé]pimva 

1. 61. 8? eboéBeav, bre pelyota Olvarav 

(7%. [tomdd]xwv te pépo[s éyovtja Movody 

(m) 1. 75. [Sordjecoa 8 édmls ta[d Kéap déduxev] 

(n) L. 85. dpovéovt[e] ovvera yapvo ° Badds peév 

(0) 1. 89. yfpas Odrfevaly adtis dryKopicat (Dr. Kenyon 

drycopiccar: but Pindar shows we should 
read ayxopuitav) 

It is apparent that the lines requiring our attention 
are numbers 15, 85 and 89. The two last fall within the 
compass of the seven lines mentioned in the remarks 
with which I introduce the discussion of the phenomenon 
in Bacchylides. 

It will be observed that this third ode furnishes an 
altogether disproportionate number of instances of the 
phenomenon. The reason is obvious. The ode, though 
the last in date, is the first in order of the three odes 
addressed to Hiero. This inversion of chronological 
sequence is enough to show the popularity of the poem. 
Consequently it must have been far more familiar in the 
schools than was the rest of Bacchylides, and must conse- 
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quently have undergone processes of revision, to which 
the other Bacchylidean odes were fortunately to a much 
less extent submitted. 

We may confidently emend (it is hardly to be called 
emendation) |. 15 into the form: 

Bpver pev ipa BooOvtoas éoprais. 

On the use of ipos I have just spoken (Ode iz 2). With 
reference to foo@vras, it is only necessary to quote 
BooBockos, BooyAnvos, Booduntnp, Booerdys, Booliyiov, Booxde, 
Booxrorros, PBodxpapos, PBooxpavos, Pooxtacia, BooxtiTos, 

Boovoyos, Boompocwmos, Booppaictns, BoocKdtros, Booccdos, 
Booctacia, Booctdciwv, Booctacis, Booatiuxtos, PBodctodos 
(in Nonnus: MS. Boocroros), Boordayia, Bootpodos, and, 
especially, Soo@vrns in Suidas. 

It must be remembered that we are dealing with 
uncials. BOO could not very well become BOY. But in 
the pre-Euclidean alphabet the impure diphthong resulting - 
from the contraction of two omicra, as distinguished from 
the pure diphthong with a real v-element, was written O. 
Therefore Boofvros was BOOOTTOC, and BovOutos was 
BoerToc. ‘The difference is inconsiderable, and the © 
would greatly increase the chance of confusion. 

The case of ll. 85 and 89 is not so simple: but I do 
not think that any insuperable difficulty will be found to 
exist. 

This is the context : 

o 8 avaké [’Amo\Xor] 
[0 Bovo]dos eire Pépn[tos vir]: 
Ovarov etvta ypn Sidvpous aékewv 

, ° , 

yvopas, OTL T avpov drreat er. S. 
- , fovvov adiov daos, 80 

XOTL TevTHnKOVT éTEa 
fwav Badvrdovtov Tenreis. 
54 a ” / a“ \ dora Spav cipparve Ovuov~ TovTO yap 
Kepdéwv viréptarov. 84 
dpovéovt|s| cuvera yaptw* Babds per orp. €. 
aiOnp apiavros: bdwp dé movTov 

> / > / > e , 

ov aatetals|: evhpociva 8 0 xpovos: 
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avipt & [od O|éuss mwodvov map |évra 
ynpas Oarlea|y adtis ayxouica (1 have shown we 

must read dyxopi€ac) avr. ©, 
nBav. 90 

It is clear that in 1. 85 the dative ¢povéovrs must have 
been the reading of the papyrus. It is equally clear that 
the words echo Pindar’s dwvdevta cvveroiow (Ol. ii. 85), 
which was probably penned in the year 476 B.c., that is 
to say about eight years before the victory celebrated in 
this ode (468 B.c.). Chronologically therefore it is quite 
possible that Bacchylides may have imitated the second 
Olympian: but it surely would be an act of incredible 
meekness for him to have imitated the very passage in 
which Pindar makes his ferocious onslaught on himself and 
on Simonides. Look at Pindar’s words :— 

TOAAG por UT ayKavos wKéa BEAN 
YA > \ / évoov évti hapétpas 
pavdevta cvvetoiow: és S€ TO Tay Epunvéwy 
yaTtifer. copes 0 TOAAa Eld@s hud: 

/ 

pabovtes Se aBpou 
maryyNoo ota, Kopaxes @S, akpavTa yapveTov 
Avos mpos Spviya Oeiov. 

This argument by itself is sufficient to breed the 
gravest suspicion that it is the copyists and not Bacchylides 
who are responsible for this particular resemblance to 
Pindar. The coincidence of the two-fold metrical abnor- 
mality both strengthens that suspicion, and also lends 
weight to the grave doubt whether the abnormality in 
question is not in all cases the result of corruption. 

It is worth special notice that the end of Apollo's 
speech (Il. 78-84) is not marked by any recapitulatory 
clausula, such as rovadr’ eirev 6 Geos. The absence of such 
a clausula is very unusual in Greek. In this ode itself 
the termination of the speech of Croesus (1. 47) is marked 
by the words too” efzre, eal xtr. (1. 48). 

On these combined grounds I read |. 85 thus :— 

A be] 5) / >] ¢e / \ \ 

hpovedvt éyapy o auvetos: Babus per. 
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In the pre-Euclidean alphabet ¢poveivr’ éydpu’ o cuverds 
would have been written ®PONONTEFAPTHOCTNETOC. 
Not much importance attaches to the spelling dpoveiv7’, 
but I wish to point out that gpovedvra must have been 
written ®PONONTA, because the contraction of eo cannot 
possibly produce the pure but only the impure ev-diph- 
thong. This fact ought to have a bearing on dialectic 
orthography. I suspect, to turn to the main point, that 
we are dealing with a variety of alphabet that was in the 
main pre-Euclidean, but had dropped the rough breathing 
H. That assumption makes my suggestion easier, but it 
is not absolutely necessary. 

I consider that TAPYHOCYNETOC or, | should like to 
say, TAPYOCYNETOC was mis-transcribed into the later 
alphabet as FAPYOCYNETOC. ‘That process would almost 
immediately produce a line: 

hpovéovta yaptw auvetos. Babds peév. 

Imperative metrical considerations would require the 
remodelling of such a line. 

I suggest that the best the inferior Alexandrian copyists 
(as opposed to the better class, who have preserved part 
of Pindar’s Paeans), with their theories of permissible 
correspondence and their recollections of Pindar’s second 
Olympian, could do with it was to write, as they did write : 

hpovéovts auveta yapvw+ Babds per. 

I translate my reconstruction thus: ‘Wisely spake 
the god of wisdom.’ If anyone doubts the application of 
the participle ¢povéovra to words as distinguished from 
persons, I can refer him to a much stronger example of 
the same figure in Sophocles (Oed. Col. 74): 

ba” ay Néyouer, travO opavta rAéEoman. 

We now pass on tol. 89. 
Kither this line is correct as it stands, in which ease. 

the whole of my theory of metrical correspondence falls to 
the ground, or else its metrical abnormality can only, so. 
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far as after long consideration I am able to see, be removed 
by one process. 

I suggest that @arevav adris is an Alexandrian correction, 
effected on obvious metrical grounds, of an earlier reading 
Oarecav wep avtis, and that Oareav ™ep adres 1s in its turn 
a. corruption of an original Oarevav réputis, ‘that bloomed 
in years bygone.’ 

It is not necessary to have recourse to Villon’s “ ‘ Mais 
ot: sont les neiges d’antan?” and to argue that ‘last year’ 
is used in some > metaphorical sense. répvov (and therefore 
the Doric wéputis also) meant not only ‘last year,’ but also 
(a fact recognized by Stephanus, but not by Liddell and 
Scott) ‘in days gone by.’ Hesychius interprets it by the 
words mapednrvO0Ta ypovov. Xenophon (Hell. iii. 2. 7) 
writes : éopev oi adrol viv Te Kat Tépvot. 

And the extended meaning is agreeable to the 
etymology of the word. 

The Sanscrit is 74, derived from W and 44, and 
meaning simply ‘in another year.’ 

C 

The fourth line of each epode is an iambic dimeter 
acatalectic. The first foot is intact in six out of the 
seven epodes, and is invariably a spondee. The second 
foot is also intact in six epodes, and is an iamb, except in 
the third epode, where it is a tribrach. Hence there arises 
an instance of my phenomenon. The third foot is intact 
in five of the epodes. In four of these it is a spondee, 
but in the fifth epode the first hand and the diorthotes 
differ as to reading and quantity. The fourth foot is 
intact, or partially so in all seven epodes. In two it is 
unmistakably an iamb: in two others the last syllable is 
long, but the first syllable is missing: in two epodes the 
last foot is an iamb with a vocalic ending, and the first 
syllable of the next line is in each case missing: in the 
first epode the diorthotes changes the original reading, 
but both readings are words of two short syllables ending 
in a single consonant, and the first word of the next 
line is ofSe, which probably retains its digamma. 
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The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 12. wrelerapyov ‘EXrdavov yépas (So diorthotes. 

First hand rENOcC. Next word oiée.) 
(b) 1. 26. Zyvds rerelvcodcar xpilow (So Jebb. Next 

word Sdpéves. ) 
(c) 1. 40. [mirvove]w ’Ardvalt|ra Sduor (So Herwerden. 

Next word missing. ) 
(d) 1. 54. Aapmpov Sidi| coer pélvos (So Jebb. Papyrus 

AIAi. Next word Zeds.) 
(e) 1. 68. [rus pw] p@ov@ TAINETAI (So Papyrus. A 

diorthotes, in Roman imperial times, added 
mM, to produce MIAINETAI. Beginning 
of next word lost.) 

(f ) l. 82. fwav Babdtrovtov Tereis 

(g) 1. 96. -1d (i.e. ciwrd): ov 8 ddableia] Kardv 

In |. 40 the probable explanation of the tribrach 
is that “Advdatra stands for “AdFadrra. 1. 68 of this 
ode and |. 131 of Ode xvi. leave me in little doubt 
that Bacchylides and his very early copyists wrote 
digamma, and wrote it in the form A. In both these 
lines A has been mistaken for A, and consequently omitted 
at the date of the omission of digammas. =I do not know 
whether here the digamma was confused with the previous 
A, or whether, Alyattes being a proper name, it was 
merely found impossible to drop the digamma without 
replacing it by Y. A could not be corrupted, in the 
ordinary sense of the term, into T. 

In lL. 68 neither éaiverac nor miaiverac will scan. It 
is abundantly certain that ‘aivw has no initial digamma, 
and the first syllable of waive is long. Both in this 
passage and in Ode xvi. 131, 

dpéva iavbeis, 

the Papyrus presents /aivw as if it had a digamma. [| 
shall shortly discuss the latter passage at length, as the 
corruption in it has contributed to the creation of an 
example of my phenomenon in the preceding line (xvi. 130). 
Here (iii. 68) we should read Asdéferar, and there 

hpéva racbels. 
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AIAZETAI and AIAC@EIC have been mistaken for AIAZETAI 
and AIAC@EIC. ‘The papyrus-readings are the result. 

D 

We now come to another difficulty arising in the 
bewitched circle of the seven lines. 

Five out of the seven epodes have the beginning of the 
fifth line intact. In the first, second, fourth, and seventh 
epodes it opens with a trochee: in the third and fifth 
epodes there is a lacuna at this point: in the sixth epode 
the line opens with a tribrach. In the fifth epode a word 
conjecturally restored admits of being scanned at beginning 
either with a trochee or with a tribrach. 

These are the lines: 

(a) 1.13. of arupyobévta mrolitov py» perap- (i.e. 

perappapéi) 
(b) 1. 27. Sdpdies Tepol dv éropbedivto otp|are (So 

Prof. Housman. ) 
(c) L 41. *# * & & & & & % puplor 
(d) 1.55. Zebds emictdcals pedayxev|Oés védos (So 

Dr. Kenyon.) | 
(e) L. 69. [@codc]rH Pirvrmov advdp alp|jiov (OcopirH 

Herwerden ; dpyiov Blass. ) 
(f) 1. 83. dora Spdv evppawe Ovpov: rodto yap 

(g) 1. 97. Kal periyrdooor tis tuvicer yxdpw 

In 1. 69, though Oeo¢:rH will scan, I should prefer 
to read OevgirAn. It is well known that compounds 
with @eo- admit of contraction, when the @eo- precedes 
the accented syllable of the word, but not otherwise in 
the best Greek. Yet even Qevxpitos and @ov«piros are not 
unknown. ‘The pre-EKuclidean form of @euvgirAj, equally 
with that of OeodsAH, must have been OOPIAE. See my 
remarks on Bacchylides iii. 15. 

In |. 83 OCIA is to my mind a mistake for OEIA. A 
copyist thought that the ink had run along a papyrus-rib 
through the first two letters. I am not sure that @e?a 
Spav edppawe Ovuov would have been quite intelligible in 
the mouth of a male Athenian. Attic seems to have 
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restricted, at least in the main, the adjective Oeios to the 
acts etc. of the gods themselves. But it was not so in 
Doric. Plato writes in the Meno (99 D): of Adxaves, 

bray Twa eyxopidfwow ayabov dvdpa, Ocios avnp, haciv, odTos. 
_ Women at Athens, Plato also tells us, expressed them- 

selves in the same way. I presume that a Oeios avjp could 
most properly be said @eia dpa. 

OpvE IV 

(Consisting of two strophes, both substantially intact. ) 

No instances. 

OpE V 

(Consisting of five strophes, antistrophes and epodes, 
and presenting very few mutilations. ) 

~*~ No instances. 

OvE VI 

(Consisting of two strophes, both substantially intact. ) 

No instances. 

Opt VH 

(Twenty-seven lines in whole or in part are extant.) 
No antistrophic correspondence can be traced, except 

that the first antistrophe appears to begin at |. 8, 
_ but only three lines of that antistrophe are intact or 
substantially intact. Some think that Il. 39 onwards 
are part of another ode. 

| The small portion of traceable antistrophe is not very 
faithful to the strophe, but presents no instances of my 
phenomenon. 

es) a Ope VIII 

(Consisting of four strophes, antistrophes and epodes, 
all more or less intact except one strophe and one epode.) 

No instances. 

VOL. I H 
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OpE IX 

(Consisting of two strophes, antistrophes and epodes, 
all sufficiently intact for comparison. ) 

No instances. 

OpE X 

(Consisting of three strophes, antistrophes and epodes, © 
several of them being absolutely intact, and all except the 
first strophe sufficiently intact for somewhat detailed 
comparison. ) 

No instances. 

Ope XI 

(Consisting of one strophe and the first line of an 
antistrophe. ) 

The two corresponding lines present no instances. 

OpE XII 

(Consisting of seven strophes and antistrophes, of 
which four strophes and five antistrophes are sufficiently 
intact for comparison ; and seven epodes, of which six are 
preserved. ) 

No instances. 

Ope XIII 

(Consisting of one strophe, antistrophe and epode, 
all sufficiently intact, and of a small mutilated portion of 
another epode. ) 

No instances. 
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OpE XIV 

(Consisting of three strophes, antistrophes and epodes, 
of which two strophes, one antistrophe and two epodes 
can be compared. ) 

No instances. 

OpE XV 

(Consisting of one strophe, antistrophe and epode, all 
fairly intact.) 

This ode does not really present an instance of my 
phenomenon, but editors have insisted on reading AEIA, 
with a lacuna before and an erasure after it, as dée/a in 
17. Jebb’s note is: ‘“‘ddeta: there is no other example 
of diaeresis in this word; but it is certain here.’ Now 
adeia is a vox nihili, and if the papyrus could be proved 
actually to have contained it, we should be constrained to 

-emend to déeca without diaeresis, and so to create an 
_ example of the phenomenon I am discussing. But there 
is not the slightest reason to suppose that the papyrus 

read déeia. : 
The strophic and antistrophic passages in question 

are these: 

meee 6966-10... ... NEITAPEMANOEMOENTIEBPOI 
Tig Piece PAAAETAIHAOAIXATXENIKT| 
gees tear AEIAN®.ENATEPMOMENOC 
emer ti oe AIKHIMAIHONON 
ANOEAMEAOIXNEIN 
MYOraANOAAON. 

(>) ll. 17-22. ENO’AMOAAIAOCETPTNE®EIKHNAIOI 
ZHNIOTENBAPYTAXEACENNEATATPOTC 
ATOT’OPCIAAQIAAMACIXOONIME[ 
AEKOPAIT’OBPIMOAEPKEIAZTTA| 
MAPOENOIA@ANAI 
YTYIKEPANBOTN. 

In 1. 7 the first N stands in litura. Apparently the 
original letter was I. 
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Jebb reads the passages thus : 

(a) ll. 5-10. [és Oedv] eit’ ap’ én’ dvOepoevts “EBp@ 
[ Onpotv a |yadrerau ) Sodvyavyevt KUKV@, 

[dit a|deia dpéva reprropevos, 
[wéxpe IlvOdva|8 ten marnovev 
avOea tedovyveiy, 

Tlv6c’ ”Azrodrov. 
(b) IL 17-22. &@ dao Aaid0s etpuvede? Knvaio, 

Znvi Ovev Bapvaxyéas évvéa tavpous 
S00 T dpaidr@ SapaciyOov péd- 
-Ae KOpa T OBpimodepKed afuya 
Tap0éva “Adava 
tnpixépav Bodv. 

But surely the god of music did not go 

Down the swift Hebrus to the Lesbian shore 

in order that he might shoot wild beasts and swans. 
That would be the only justification for @ypolv, though 
Jebb thought he chased the beasts and listened to the 
swans. “Swans sing before they die,” and presumably 
Phoebus repaired to the scene of Orpheus’ death, in order 
that he might hear them and other birds sing. 

Read something on the lines of : 

daly ayddreTas i) Sotvyatyert KK, 
eipndé ia ppéva Teprropevos. 

Ope XVI 

(Comprising two strophes, antistrophes and epodes, 
all of unusual length, and presenting only the slightest of 
lacunae. ) 

This ode in the course of its 132 lines exhibits nine 
examples of my phenomenon. It is apparent up and 
down the ode that the original metre has been rudely 
disturbed. 

A anp B 

In the sixth line of the first strophe and antistrophe, 
and of the second antistrophe, the fifth syllable is a long : 
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in the sixth line of the second strophe this long is re- 
placed by two longs, which readily but wrongly admit of 
emendation into two shorts. The same line in the second 

antistrophe, on a false division, ends with another example 
of my phenomenon. 

The lines run thus: 

(a) 1 6. Bopniar mitvoly] avpar 

(6) 1. 29. -xe (Le. xarexe) plilrw. ei wai ce xedva 

(ce) L 72. idov tépas xelipas TéTAaTcE 

(d) ll. 95, 96. Ta rewpioy + dppatov Sdxpv 
xéov, Bapeiay éridéypevor avayKav 

It is obvious that ll. 95, 96 are wrongly divided, and 
_ Jebb is right in reading : 

Ta Neipiov T oppatwv Sa- 
-kpu xéov, Bapeiav éridéypevor avdyxav. 

But it does not seem to have been noticed that the 
undue prolongation of the line in the second antistrophe 
is responsible for the deliberate prolongation of the corres- 
ponding line in the second strophe. It is true that 

id@v Tépas yetpas TETATOE 

does not exactly answer to 
’ \ / >» 3 , Ta NEl—pioy T Ompatwy SaKpu, 

but it is meant to do so.as far as circumstances will 
admit. It is a glaring fault of the Bacchylides papyrus 

to bring an individual strophe and antistrophe into 
relation without regard to the other strophes and anti- 
 strophes. The locus classicus consists of the first strophe 
and antistrophe of the fifth ode. 

In 1. 72 we should probably read : 
>] \ / a 3 »” 

tomy Tépas yelp étage. 

I take éracce as the Doric aorist of ttaivw. Compare 
éroace, by the side of érvye (later also rérvye). 

Wilamowitz reads: 

Lowy Tépas TETACE xelpas. 
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It seems to me extremely difficult to justify in this 
case so violent a remedy as transposition. 

C anp D 

The fourteenth line of the first strophe (if we follow 
Blass’ ingenious piecing together of the papyrus and 
restoration of a slight lacuna) is of the scansion : 

Pe SA PANS OS Se 

The fourteenth line of the first antistrophe is of the 
scansion : 

The fourteenth line of the second strophe is of the scansion : 

wnmyyvurveS Y. 

The fourteenth line of the second antistrophe is of the 
scansion : 

There can be little doubt but that the scansion in the 
line of the first strophe is correct. The line of the second 
antistrophe, as compared with this, yields two instances 
of my phenomenon. 

It is interesting to observe that no two of these lines 
completely correspond. It seems to me that the reason 
for this is that a very slight slip in transliteration from 
the pre-Euclidean alphabet resulted in the sixth syllable 
in the line of the second strophe becoming a short instead 
of remaining a long, that in consequence the line of the 
first antistrophe lost a final short in order that it might 
preserve a total equipollence of metrical value, and that 
also in consequence three shorts are made to appear at a 
point, really illegimate, of the line of the second antistrophe, 
but where they nevertheless correspond to the three last 
of the five medial shorts in the corrupted line of the second 
strophe. 

Of course to take this view is to regard the less learned 
of the Alexandrian copyists as not much more trustworthy 
than those of Constantinople in the Middle Ages. That 
is my view, and it appears to be borne out by the facts. 
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In quoting the lines in question I am compelled to 
give also the preceding and following lines : 

(a) ll. 138-15. 8 AevKdy rapnidwr * 
Boalcé] 7 “Epi8oa yandko- 

Oépalxa Ia]vdiovos 
(b) ll. 35-38. ToowWaw, ypicedy 

té of Socay tomAoKot 

KGNUL La Nopnises 
(c) ll. 79-81. Tocedav tréptarov 

Kré0s yOova kar évdevdpor. x p 
as eimes TO SO ov mdaduv 

(d) ll. 102-104. eure Nypéos or- 
-Biov Kopas* amo yap ayda- 

n / / I 

-ov NapTre yviwv céras 

In |. 80 which, as I have~said, seems to be the root 
of the whole corruption, Dr. Kenyon suggests, and 
editors generally accept, the emendation jiderdpov. This 
appears to me to be right, and an instance of facile error 
in transcription from the older alphabet is doubtless the 
cause of the mischief. 

In ll. 37, 38 editors incline to the view that the 
first syllable of xaAvupa should stand at the end of 
the earlier line, though Professor Housman actually 
supposes that the omission of the final short syllable in 
]. 37 is legitimate. If we begin 1. 38 with the second 
syllable of xcadvpya, we rightly begin that line with a long 
syllable instead of a short. In that case we must either 
insert between xdAvyya and Nopmnides a short syllable 
beginning with a double consonant, or else elide the final 
of xddvppa and insert a trochee beginning with a vowel. 
Ludwich inserts aév, Mr. Platt ciya. Jebb, with very 
- reason, rejects both, suggests that é@a would be 
etter, and then rejects that also. 

Mr. Nairn has pointed out that Didymus, in his 
commentary on Bacchylides (quoted in Ammonius), states 
that some grammarians distinguish between the Nereids 
(i.e. the daughters of Nereus) and the lawful daughters of 
Nereus by his wife Doris, and Mr. Nairn has shown that 
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the text of Bacchylides does not draw this distinction : 
indeed Didymus does not say that it did. 

More complete than the passage from Didymus is one 
from Kustathius (Odyssey, p. 1954. 4), where that writer 
quotes, without naming, Didymus, and adds matter of 
hisown. His words (given in full in Dindorf’s Stephanus, 
s.v. Nnpevs) are : 

totéov OTe Kowas pev Nypnides tacar ai tod Nypéws 
Ouyatépes, mapadédotas 5é ddrXws Ott ev brropyyjpate Baxryvridov 
Tov dupixod dvadhopa Nypeldwyv déperar cal Nnpéws Ouvyarépov 
ovTws: eloly of hace Siadépew tas Nypeidas tav tod Nypéws 
Ouyatépwv, kal tas pév éx Awpidos yvnoias adtod Ouyarépas 
vomiterOar, tas dé && adArAwY KowoTepov Nypeldas KareioBar - 
miBavov ody Tas pev &€x pds Ths Awpidos yrnowtépas Tov 
ddrwv ovaoas Nypéws Ovyatépas réyer Oat, Nopeidas dé TAS 
CUvEercaKTOUVs. Kal Gpa év TOUTOLS (printed év Tovrous) TO 
Nopeidas Kowov ov 7) Kal “Artikov+ TO yap Nnpeidas itwvix@tepov 
éx THs Nypios ‘lover yevixis. 

Of course tiouvnwa means ‘commentary, not ‘manu- 
script’ in this passage. 

I can only conclude that, while indeed Bacchylides 
cannot possibly have distinguished between the Nupnides 

-on the one hand and the Nypéws Ouyarépes on the other, 
because the two expressions necessarily mean the same 
thing, he did as a matter of fact distinguish in this ode 
between the yryjovar Nnpnides and the Nypnides or Nypéws 
Ouyatépes who did not happen to be yo. He probably 
made the distinction in this very passage. Theseus is 
claiming to enjoy equally with Minos the prerogatives of 
divine descent. ‘‘My mother,” says he, ‘was wedded 
to Poseidon, and the Nereids crowned with violets gave 
unto her a veil of gold.” It is apparent that Theseus 
may very well have enhanced the dignity of his mother’s 
marriage by referring to the givers of the veil not simply 
as Nereids, but as Nereids of the lawful stock. A gift 
from them, and from them alone, would have been a 
recognition not merely of the fact, but also of the 

lawfulness, of his mother’s marriage. 
Consequently I wish to read something, that will scan, 

of the general meaning KddAupm’ éreovnpnides. 
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I strongly suspect that as a matter of fact Bacchylides 
distinguished the legitimate Nereids simply by their 
number, and I would suggest the reading : 

Tloce:dav, ypvceov 
, e / 7 . U 

Té of S0cav (tomXOKOL KAa- 

-upp érta Nypnides. 

l ean discover no evidence as to the traditional number 
of the legitimate daughters of Nereus and Doris accepted 
by those of the ancients who did not hold that all fifty 

_Nereids were legitimate. But three, seven, or twelve 
are surely the only small numbers with which a self- 
respecting legend would deal; and of these numbers seven 

_is altogether the most mythological and artistic. g 
No ordinary copyist would tolerate an expression so 

absurd to him as érra Nypnises. Moreover the text may 
have been KAATMMHNHPHIAEC. The Paeans of Pindar 
prove the use of alphabetical numerals at an early date, with 
values as above the books of Homer. Hence H, not Z, = 7. 

It is a matter of much greater difficulty to restore 
iL 102, 103 to anything that may possibly have been 

their original form. 
The scansion of |. 102 as it stands is: 

ll. 13, 36, 79 show that the scansion ought to be : 

Dr. Kenyon emended thus: 

édeccev Nayptos on- 
/ / ’ 5. \ >? -Biov Kopas* amo yap aya- 

-@Vv dpe yviwv cédas. 

Blass at one time read the same, with the exception of 
édeice for édevcev. Afterwards he adopted a suggestion of 
Mr. Richards : 

édero’ oABiovo Nn- 
~phos Kopas+ amo yap ayha- 
-Ov NauTe yviwv cédas. 
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It is obvious that neither e€ecev Nyphos 6rBiov nor 
édecce Nnpfos odBiov will give the required scansion in 
1. 102. Mr. Richards’ reading certainly puts that line 
into due metrical shape, but it does so at the cost of 
an unusually violent transposition. Jebb says that the 
transposition “may be regarded as certain.” Did he take 
into consideration that the latter of the words to be 
transposed actually extends into another line? Moreover 
Mr. Richards leaves untouched the two instances of my 
phenomenon in |. 103. Whatever may be thought of the 
phenomenon in itself, at any rate two instances in one 
line surely argue corruption. 

An inspection of 1. 103 shows that what has really 
happened is that the three short syllables, avo yap, have 
been pushed into a later position in the line than they 
ought to occupy, and so pushed (it seems to me) owing, 
at least in part, to the influence of the corruption in |. 80. 

I therefore suggest that in ll. 103, 104 we ought to 
read (expelling the -Biov of d\Piov) : 

, ON A 2 ; 
Kopas* amo yap ay\awTa- 

y, 

-Tov Naprre yulov cédas. 

This of course leaves us in great perplexity as to |. 102. 
It is impossible to make either Nypéos or Nypios scan, if 
the line is to begin with éece. 

Mr. F. J. G. Mella suggests to me (and I believe that 
he is right) that the true remedy is to cut out the 
unnecessary participle ‘doy in 1. 101. In that case, 
instead of 

ToOu KAUTAaS idwv 

éSecae Nypéos on- 
/ /, > \ \ > -Biov Kopas-. amo yap ayXa- 

r / ls 

-@v Aare yviwv cédas, 

one would read 

ToOu KAuTas edeL- 
-ce Nypios oABiov 
Kopas* amo yap ay\awTa- 
-ToOV autre yuiwv cédas. 
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E anp F 

The twentieth line of the first and second strophe 
and of the first antistrophe has for its fourth and fifth 
syllables two shorts, and for its sixth syllable one long: 
the twentieth line of the second antistrophe substitutes 
for the two shorts one long and for the one long two 
shorts. The continuation of the sentence in the twenty- 
first line of the second antistrophe is manifestly corrupt, 
two longs standing instead of two shorts. | 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 20. eipév re- Avds vie deptdrov 
(b) 1. 48. @Setv daos, émel Tuy" 70¢| wr | 

(c) 1. 86. ral[gplev dé Avos vios évdobev 

(d) 1. 109. idler] (a corrector «idév) te watpos adoxov 

pirav 

|. 109 and its context present not only an interesting 
opportunity for scientific emendation, but also an illumin- 
ating example of the unlicensed liberties that editors of 
European reputation take with a corrupted text. 

I]. 109-11 run in the papyrus: 

l[Ac- NTEMATPOCAAOXON®OIAAN 
CEMNANBOOQNIEPATOI 
CINAM@ITPITANAOMOIC: 

that is to say (dismissing the accentuation ider, because 
the circumflex is apparently due to the corrector who 
made it into cider) : 

idev (or eidév) te Twatpos ddoyov Pidav 
ceuvav Bowmuw épatot- 

>’ / / 

-ow Apditpitay Sopmois. 

In sense there is nothing to which exception can be 
taken, but the word ceuvay corresponds to two short 
syllables in the first strophe and antistrophe and to one 
long syllable (an impossible synizesis, which I shall simply 
correct under the heading G) in the second strophe. 

Observe the violent manner in which scholars have 
removed this difficulty. Professor Housman, without a 
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shadow of justification, transposes dev (which he turns 
into iée) and ceuvav, and so reads: 

, \ ” / 

cEeuvav Te TaTpos aroyov pidray 
ide Bowriv éparot- 

-ow “Apditpitrav Sopocs. 

Jebb follows Professor Housman to the extent of 
printing his transposition in the Bacchylidean text. 

Mr. Richards suggests a further transposition of the 
words wazpos and ddoyov, and changes te into tor. His 
reading is: 

oeuvav TOT adoxov TATPOS piray 

ide Bowmiv épartot- 
-ow “Apdutpitav Sopors. 

Of this proposal Jebb speaks approvingly. 
Sitzler regards ceuvay as a gloss on Bodrw, and reads trav 

in place of it; as if an obvious gloss could oust so familiar 
a form as the accusative singular of the definite article. 

I maintain that it is altogether illegitimate to have 
recourse to wild assumptions of unexplained transpositions 
unless and until the normal method of sound emendation, 
namely a careful study of the ductus literarum, has proved 
infructuous. I do not think that that is the case here. 

Instead of ceuwvay we desiderate two short syllables 
which shall bear a strong graphic resemblance to some at 
least (the more the better) of the letters of CEMNAN. 
CEMA would do very well, but it could not in conjunction 
with the letters AN at the end of the previous line form 
a Greek word. OEMA would do equally well. We must 
remember the ribbed nature of papyrus, and the tendency 
of ink to run laterally along the ribs. OEMA might easily 
be read CEMA, the reader thinking that the ink of the 
middle stroke of the E had run. OEMA will combine 
with AN to produce dv@epa. 

What then, if we read, experimentally, and as a stage 
in emendation, the following ? Q 

idev Te TaTpos * * * * * & Gir’ ap- 
-Ocya, Bowmw éparot- 

-cw “Apditpitay dépors. 
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In that case Amphitrite is described as ‘ dear treasure 
of his father’s—, obviously ‘of his father’s bed,’ or 

_*bosom,’ or the like. 
The Greek expression dyxddvcya surely gives the clue, 

and we ought to read : 

idev TE TaTpos ayKxanav gir av- 
-Ocya, Bodmiv épatoi- 
-cw ‘Apditpitay dopocs. 

The plural dv@eva in such a context need cause no 
surprise. There are obvious parallels in Greek, and we 
may also compare the Latin deliciae. 

I do not mean to say that this restoration possesses 
more than a certain degree of probability. If I were an 
editor, | should not dream of admitting it to the text. 
But possibilities 7 hoc genere have to be exhausted before 
the quaestio infinita of violent transpositions can even be 
thought of. 

G 

In the twenty-first line of the first strophe and anti- 
strophe the first two syllables are short: in the second 
strophe they are a short and a long, scanned, it seems, 
by a remarkable synizesis as one long: in the second 
antistrophe (which I have just corrected) they appear as 
two longs. 

These are the lines : 

(a) 1. 21. dovov odnére Tedv 

(6b) 1. 44. od Saudoeas déxov- 
-Ta 

(c) l. 87. xéap, xéXevcé Te KaT ov- 

-pov 

(d) 1. 110. cepvav Bodriw éparoi- 

-OlV 

In lL. 110 I have already proposed to read : 
ay- 

-Oeya, Bodmiv épatot- 
-OlV. 
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At this stage I can state what I conceive to be the 
main reason for the distortion of -Oewa into ceuvav. It was 
simply the fact of the occurrence of «éap xédevoe in |. 87. 
Some copyist thought that |. 87 did not begin with a long 
syllable by synizesis, but with an iamb. Consequently he 
made the second antistrophe correspond to the second | 
strophe. It is another instance of the copyists treating 
a strophe with its antistrophe in Bacchylides as a unit 
metrically independent of the other strophes and anti- 
strophes. He meant the first syllable of ceuvav to be 
short. Theoretically that scansion is very possible. 
Aeschylus and Euripides tolerate, though seldom, the 
liberty of treating py as if the combination were that 
of a mute and a liquid. See Aeschylus, Agam. 90, 
Kuripides, Bacch. 71, and, as bearing on Dorie, Epi- 
charmus 69. 

It is necessary to quote the context of 1 87. IL 
86-89 run thus: 

taldlev dé Avos vids évdo0ev 
Kéap, Kédevocé TE KAT ov- 

-pov ioyew evdaidarov 
na cal b] Ss. > / 5 4 eas 

vaa* poipa  éTépay émropouy odor. 

To my mind it goes without saying that one ought to 
read évevoe for xédevoe. The change is of the minutest 
order, except as regards the omission of the initial K. 
That insertion of that K may be accounted for in either of 
two ways. It may be due to a species of diplography, 
because of the fact of xéap beginning with KE: or some 
copyist may have begun to write «al. What really 
astonishes me is the fact that évevoe, as far as I know, has 
not been suggested by anyone. I take for granted that 
only a handful of critics would be likely to emend on the 
sole strength of the occurrence of an instance of my 
phenomenon, though a great many would feel vaguely 
uneasy in their minds: but I do not take it for granted 
that the Grecian world should acquiesce in such a synizesis 
as that of xéap. 

No one can entertain a profounder respect than myself 
for German scholarship; but it is most unfortunate that 
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consideration of ‘“‘ Metrik” has passed almost exclusively 
into the hands of a school of thinkers, however eminent, 
who have not been brought up to practise almost from in- 
fancy Latin and Greek verse-composition. Without that 
practice no man is qualified to deal with the niceties of 

poetic diction and scansion in the ancient languages. 
That practice Englishmen in the past have enjoyed. Sic 
fortis Etruria crevit. 

H 

The ninth syllable of the twenty-third line of the first 
_ strophe and antistrophe and of the second strophe is a 
long. In the second antistrophe the papyrus, which in 

any event is corrupt in the passage, also in my view 
presents a long, but the editors (on the strength of a 
diaeresis, which I consider not to be a diaeresis in the 

- modern sense) take the papyrus as presenting two shorts. 
The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 23. O[vpdr]- loxe rogl acting (Atk jpes Biav 

(b) 1. 46. Se[i]Eopev- ta 8 émridvta Saline Kpuvet 

(c) 1 89. vaa- Hoipa [do] érépav émropaur" (the aug- 

ment is deleted by a line) 68dy 
(d) 1. 112. & vw aupéBarrev (Kenyon rightly audéBarev) 

AIiONA qopdupéav ~ 

Assuming for the moment that AIONA is original, 
we are bound either to take it as an accusative, denoting 

some kind of garment, or else as a nominative, which 
nominative can only be the Doric form of Eione. 

In the former case the line will run : 
Les ov 

& vw aupéBarev aiova tropdupéar. 

Hence we have an instance of my phenomenon. 
In the latter case the line will run: 

ort. 
& vw aphéBarev ’Arova tropdupéar. 

This reading does not give an instance of my phenomenon. 
Some years ago I argued that ’Avova was the right 

reading. 
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I recede from that contention, only to substitute for 
it a claim for ’Avéva not indeed as what Bacchylides wrote 
but as what the copyist read. 

I understand the copyist to have identified Amphitrite 
with Eione. He would have translated: ‘And she, 
Hione, flung about him a purple robe.’ 

Observe the way in which a single strophe and anti- 
strophe are isolated by the transcribers. A later hand 
thought the meaning of the letters to be aova, an accusative 
singular ; and consequently altered érépovr’ in |. 89 into 
wopouv’, in order that the strophic and antistrophic lines 
might (on the theory of the lawfulness of the phenomenon 
to which I object) correspond. That is to say -pay mopo- 
is answered, in that version of the text, by aova. 

I need not labour the pomt that a diaeresis is 
frequently used to indicate a subscript vowel as opposed ~ 
to a second element of a diphthong. The long mark over 
the A means the same thing. In combination with v the 
first element of a diphthong cannot be long. As regards 
v, moderns would only be consistent if they wrote » and 
o instead of nv and wv, which are not really diphthongs. 

No satisfactory emendation has been proposed. By 
far the best is Mr. Richards’ ropdupéav oudova. 

cwddova suits the ductus literarum more than fairly 
well, but the transposition is scarcely to be tolerated. It 
was not the habit of copyists to use such trenchant 
methods. 

It is essential that at this point the recovery by 
Theseus of the ypvceov yeupds dydadv xoopor (either a ring 
or an armlet), which Minos had thrown into the sea, 
should be expressly mentioned. ‘The action of the ode 
largely hinges on the restoration of this trinket. Hven 
at the cost of much arbitrary alteration words denoting 
the ornament in question would have of absolute necessity 
to be introduced into this line. 

But fortunately no very grave change is required. 
Read : 

ad viv appéBarev audiov tayypvceor. 

Some copyist regarded the pw of audio as a dittography 
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of the ud of audéBarev. At the same time there were two 
words, ’Au¢iova (apparently another name of Amphitrite : 
see C. W. Hermann’s discussion on the word in an in- 
scription of Drerus in Crete), and ’Acéva (Hione). Between 
them these words sufficiently account for the intrusive a 
at the end of AIONA. 

dudiov, ‘res curcumiecta, occurs in classical Greek in 
the 370th fragment of Sophocles only ; but it emerges into 
common use in later times (see for example Anna Comnena 
viii. p. 224, and Ducange s.v.), when it either means an 
ornament generally, or in particular an ornament of the 
altar. The history of the word, in short, is very like that 
of wioraé (moustache) and vapos (vepo). 

That wayypiceov (which seems to me imperatively 
demanded by the sense) should have passed into ropdupéav 
may appear at first sight to be a more violent assumption 
than those I am in the habit of treating as permissible. 
But prejudice against it ought to disappear when it is 
remembered that the v is short. The scansion ypiods is 
peculiar to Doric, and must unquestionably have proved 
a serious stumbling-block to the less erudite class of 
copyists. 

My conjecture is just a conjecture: but this is a case 
where conjectural emendation is the only possible remedy. 

Si quid novisti rectius istis, 
Candidus imperti: si non, his utere mecum. 

I 

In the fourth line of the first epode the third syllable 
is a long: the second epode substitutes two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 50. Od{p|oos: ’Ariov re yapBpoe yorol car’ Frop | 

(b) 1. 116. Saxe S605 (papyrus AOAIC, with O super- 
scribed) "Adpodira pddous épeuvov 

If it were not for the alteration of the papyrus in 
1. 116, I should confidently propose in |. 50 to read 
"Achiov. That the a of déxos may be short in Doric is 

VOL. I I 
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proved by Sophocles, Trach. 835, Euripides, Med. 1252, 
and Lon 122. 

But AOAIC suggests that ’Adiov may be right, and that 
for AOAIC we ought to read darls. 

Hesychius contains the entry: dadidas+ tas peyvnotev- 
pévas. I imagine that darAls “Adpodita might mean 
‘Aphrodite, goddess of betrothals.’ In the context it 
seems not a little harsh to allude to the goddess of wedlock 
as d0XL0s. 

I have written ’AdXiov, not ‘Adriov with the editors. 
The papyrus does not mark the breathing. I cannot 
imagine that duos is genuine Doric. I discuss the question 
at some length in my remarks on Euripides, Hippol. 850. 

K 

In the eighteenth line: of the first epode the third 
syllable is a long: the second epode substitutes two 
shorts. 

These are the lines : 

(a) 1. 64. eiceat 0 ai K euas KUN 

(b) 1. 130. Adde, yopoto. Kniwv 

I must give the context in the second epode. The 
lines run : 

Adnue, yopotor Kniov 130 

dpéva iavbets (®PENAIANOEIC), 
drale Ogorourov écOdav Tuxdv. 

As in Ode ili. 68 Awaferar has become iatveras, so here 
in |. 131 AvacBeis has become faveis. The original writing 
was AIACOEC, which was mistaken for AIACOEC. It is 
certain that ‘aivw has no digamma. ‘Therefore corruption 
is undeniable. 

It is obvious that AAAIEXOPOICI (Aadwe xopoicr) is 
almost identical with AAAIEX©POICI (Aarv’ éyOpoict). 

I therefore read : 

Aan’, éyOpotcr Kniwr, 130 
hpéva Aacbeis, 
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I strongly suspect that éy@potc. Kniwy is aimed at Pindar. 
He had attacked the two Ceian poets, Simonides and 
Bacchylides; and this is Bacchylides’ retort. 

Whether this be so or not, if éy@potc. and Nacbels are 
right, then |. 132 must be turned upside down in sense. 

I think that Il. 75-77 of the second Olympian ode 
of Pindar yield a valuable clue. Pindar writes : 

dcot 8 érdApacay éotpis 
4 , , > \ / LOL v 

éxatépwbs peivavtes ato Taptray adixav eye 
¢ / 

Wuyay, érevav Avos oddv mapa Kpovou tipow. 

In the light of this remarkable Doric interpolation of 
araumav between a preposition and its noun, I do not 
hesitate to read here: 

° / lal 

drat’ avev Taprav écOd\@v Tvyav. 

It must be remembered that Oedroy7ov scans as 
Geiroprov. Moreover I suspect that the text passed 
through the intermediate stage, dvevfe rayrav. | 

Ope XVII 

(All four strophes almost completely intact.) 
This ode departs from ordinary lyric form in being a 

Series of strophes without epodes. 
The fifth line of the first strophe begins with a trochee : 

the second strophe replaces this trochee with a tribrach, 
and the third and fourth strophes with a spondee. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 5. 4 tus dperépas xOovds 
(b) 1. 20. Sd, ds isyds héptatos 

(c) L 35. 4} podvov ody bmrroow (Weil érdocw) 

(d) 1. 50. knituctov Kuvéav Adxat- 

-Vav 

It will be seen that the papyrus as it stands goes a 
good deal further than to present an example of the 
phenomenon I am investigating. It is not merely the 
fact that the first long syllable of these lines appears once 
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in the form of two shorts, but the whole first foot is 
variable: it presents itself twice as a spondee, once as a 
trochee, and once as a tribrach. Hence there is: even 
more licence than is ordinarily allowed in the first foot of 
a tragic trimeter, and this kind of licence very few scholars 
will on reflexion allow to lyric poetry. In fact the 
copyists have overreached themselves, and have sufficiently 
disproved the authenticity of my phenomenon in this 
passage by making it part and parcel of a more patent 
metrical anomaly. 

Fortunately the remedy is easy. In every case we 
can with the utmost facility read a dactyl, thus: 

(a) Hé tis aperépas yOovos 
(b) Xiwrw, ds ioyde épratos 
(c) He povov abv bmraocw 
(d) KnvUTUKOV Kuvéav AdKat- 

-vav 

né was written by Bacchylides EE. povov and podvoy 
must have alike been written (I suppose) MONON, because 
the ov of wodvoy is not, I take it, a pure diphthong, but a 
compensatory lengthening of the o. Compare the Doric 
pavos. Indeed I doubt whether, if Bacchylides had 
wanted to use the long form, he would not have had to 
say wavov. lonic forms in the older lyric writers are most 
probably due to mistranscription. With regard to Livy, 
there is abundant evidence in the MSS. of Aristotle and 
elsewhere of a form (whether a corruption or not) Sis: — 
but I write 2@7w rather then Sivvw, chiefly on the strength 
of the Homeric Sivries. That the nu of xnituxrov indicated 
a diaeresis is highly probable. Otherwise we could hardly 
expect the papyrus to be so strictly Doric as not to write 
KEYTYKTON. Dr. Kenyon “on metrical grounds” reads 
) movov and kndtv«ov. He has not gone quite far enough. 

Ove XVIII 

(Strophe, antistrophe and epode fairly intact.) 

No instances. 

> ee 
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OpE XIX 

(Only a portion of the first strophe remains.) 

Necessarily no instances. 

FRAGMENTS 

Fragment 16 (apparently a drinking-song) is the only 
one in which strophic correspondence can be traced. It 
consists of the latter half of one strophe followed by two 
other strophes. It presents no instance of the phenomenon 
I am discussing. As the fragment is preserved by 
Athenaeus only, it is of some interest as indicating 
approximately the state of the Bacchylidean text in the 
third century a.p. The corruptions are not considerable, 
and are probably later than Athenaeus. There is enough 
to show that Athenaeus possessed a text as good, or 
very nearly as good, as that of the papyrus, though it 
is unfortunate that the papyrus does not include this 
fragment. 

FRAGMENTS OF OTHER Lyric Ports 

As in the case of the fragments of Pindar, so in that 
of those of the other lyric writers there are not many 
instances of portions of corresponding systems surviving 
side by side. Sometimes too the text has come down to 
us in so corrupt a state as to make the division into 
strophe and antistrophe a matter of doubt. 

I have only found three pruma facie instances of our 
phenomenon, one in Aleman, one in Anacreon, and one in 
‘Timocreon. 

A 

ALCMAN 

The usage of Aleman is specially important, as he is 
traditionally credited with the invention of the lyrical 
antistrophe. 
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In the papyrus of the Partheneion (Bergk, 23) the fifth 
and sixth lines (which editors of Pindar would treat as 
one line) present (at the beginning of the fifth line) an 
initial long syllable in the fourth and seventh strophes. 
The fifth strophe substitutes two shorts. The other 
strophes are mutilated, so as to afford no evidence. 

Here are the lines: 

(a) ll. 40, 41. “Ayidds 7d Gas: opp gr’ aduos, dvmTEp 

Gov 
b) ll. 56, 57. S&csabddav—ri tor Aéyo ;— Aynovyopa, pev” ova ynorXop 

(c) ll. 82, 83. adda ats Sots aol, dé€ac®. .... 

In the fifth strophe, which contains ll. 28, 24, 
Agesichora is compared to a race-horse : 

5 by ec on e \ p ? / e \ / 

7 ovk opns; oO pev Keds “Evetixos, a 5€ yaiTa 

Tas éuads avelruas ’Aynovyopas érravbet 
XpuTos WS akNpaTOS, TO T apytptov mpoowTrov 

Siapddav—ri tor héyw ;—'Aynoryopa, pév’ atta.— 
a& 8& devtépa réd’ “Ayidav TO Eidos 
~ > / / \ Qn 

immos ebBnve Kodak aiés Spapeirac. 

Whether wév aira or Bergk’s very ingenious pév’ abta 
is preferred, it is apparent that dvadddav has no verb. 
This is a very violent aposiopesis, not, I think, to be 
paralleled in any Greek lyric author. 

opadatew is the technical term for that movement on 
the part of horses which Virgil describes in the words 
et micat artus. 

I believe the existing reading to be a corruption of 
/ > 

TO T apyvpiov Tpocwror 
diacpaca. 

I regard wpdcwroy as accusative of respect, like the 
artus of Virgil. 

For the future tense, ‘will toss her head,’ compare 
the future Spayetrac just below. 

Of course [ do not suppose that Aleman wrote 
Siachada. I think that he wrote facdada. 
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The first syllable of facgdaéa is only long by virtue of 
the og. An original fa¢d8av would be impossible. 

facgada would give great point to Bergk’s pév’ atra— 
almost ‘ Whoa, there!’ 

B 

ANACREON 

In the twenty-first fragment of Anacreon (Bergk’s 
numbering) the third line of each strophe or stanza, except 
the first and the fifth, begins with a long syllable. The 
first strophe or stanza substitutes (apparently) two shorts 
and the fifth one short. 

The real explanation is that this is a satyric poem, 
composed not in strophes at all but in stanzas, and not 
lyric in the Greek sense. There is no corruption. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 2. 6 mepidopntos ’Apténov 

toy. 1 . 5. Treuphor ae = 77 

for lL 8. xi BSnrov evpicxwv Biov 

(d) 1.11. meyovd 7 extetiApévos 

fe) 1 14, yuvaitly atros .. . 

The last line of the second, third and fourth verses 
begins with a spondee, that of the first with a tribrach, 
and that of the fifth with an iamb. 

B 

TIMOCREON 

In the first ode of Timocreon, on Themistocles, the 
third line of the strophe ends with an ionic a minore, 
while the third line of the antistrophe ends with what 
the editors treat (rightly on the received reading) as 
a molossus. That is to say, the antistrophe substitutes 
--— for the »»—- of the strophe. 

These are the lines: 

(a) 1. 3. dvdp lepav am A@avav 

(b) | al araaee TaTpio ‘Tarioov 
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‘Iddvoos has three known scansions. 
In Homer it is y-~—v. 
In Pindar it is »v-vy, 
In the Anthology it is -vvv. 
I propose to combine the scansion of Homer with that 

of the Anthology, and to treat the word in this passage as 
vv-—~ (the last short long by position). 

Read : 
’ / oe a 
és TaTtplav laXvoov. 

The existing reading presents an absolute solecism as 
regards the quantity of the initial iota. In the Anthology 
the iota is only long on the principle that any fourth 
paeon may have the first syllable lengthened metri gratia. 
Compare fépupin in the Odyssey. That this principle had 
a deeper root than in epic convenience or convention, and 
was derived from the métrique of the language itself 
rather than from that of poetry, seems to me to be 
indicated by the persistence throughout Greek of the 
initial long alpha of a@dvaros. 

D 

TIMOTHEUS 

No lyrical poetry of Timotheus (if indeed any of his 
extant fragments are lyrical) survives in sufficient mass 
to admit of the detection of strophe and antistrophe. 

The Persae is not lyrical, but aulodic. Aulodic and 
lyrical metre, though allied, are not the same thing. 
Consequently "Timotheus in the Persae knows nothing of 
strophe, antistrophe, or epode; but uses instead the 
remotely analogous divisions of the post - Terpandrian 
nome. 

The aulodic nome has nothing to do with my subject 
matter: but I am compelled to speak of it at some length 
in my discussion of the dpydrevov pédos in the Orestes of 
Euripides, because that dirge, which is really aulodic, and 
conforms to the divisions of the nome, has been mistaken 
for a lyrical composition. 
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CHAPTER V 

AESCHYLUS 

PROMETHEUS VINCTUS 

AEScHYLUS has always been a name of terror to feebler 
scholars. Sophocles and Euripides have never been 
popularly supposed to present a tithe of his peculiar 
difficulty. The fact is that Aeschylus adhered more 
closely than either of his brethren to the non-Attic 
traditions of lyric poetry. Hence we may suppose, with 
great probability, that his copyists were usually not of 
tuyovres, but, like those of Pindar, men who possessed a 
certain knowledge of dialectic Greek. 

Add to this the official preservation of the text of his 
writings by the Athenian government, and the fact that 
the volumes containing this text were secured by the 
Alexandrian library. 

Aeschylus has indeed been corrupted almost beyond 
belief: but at least he has been saved in large measure 
from corruptions of the kind and of the date which 
disfigure the great mass of the MSS. of Greek poets. 

Yet, even so, it is surprising to find that the Prometheus 
Vinctus presents only one instance of the phenomenon I 
am investigating, or at the most two instances, it being 
uncertain whether the passage in which the latter occurs 
is or is not antistrophic. 

There is good ground for supposing that the text of 
the Prometheus Vinctus, however corrupt in some respects, 
is in others uniquely sound. 

Solon and his followers at Athens wrote their iambics 
| 121 
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in pure Ionic. It is consequently to be expected that in 
early tragedy the iambic portions should have retained a 
more distinctively Ionic flavour than that of the existing 
texts. 

In the Prometheus Vinctus the Medicean MS. presents 
cicovyvedow (1, 122, in anapaests), édpys (1. 203, in iambics), 
aitinv (1. 228, in iambics), wwredpevae (1. 646, in iambics), 
vavtyor (1. 728, in iambics), and @a«os (1. 832, in iambics). 
I do not know anything to parallel this group, except the 
isolated form ipvedcar in Euripides, Medea 421. 

But the passage from the Medea runs thus : 
a / > > a 

podoa, 5é maravyevéwy AjEove’ aovddv 
\ an / Tav éuav vpvevoal amioToovvar. 

The Doric terminations make it clear that tpvedoas, if 
genuine, is the Doric and not the Ionic contraction. 
Nothing can be built on the fact that damicroctvn is a 
characteristic Ionic word. Luripides writes not amro- 
cuvnv but amictocvvap. 7 

I am therefore justified in treating the Medicean MS. 
of the Prometheus Vinctus as bearing unequalled witness 
to the antecedently probable existence of a period when 
tragedy [onized much more widely than at a later date. 

Therefore I regard the Prometheus Vinctus as a most 
crucial play for the purposes of my object. If its testimony 
went against me, | should surrender at discretion. 

But its testimony is overwhelmingly in my favour. 

First Cuorvs (Il. 128-187) 

No instances. 

Second CHorvs (Il. 399-436) 

The first line of the second strophe begins with a long 
syllable; the second antistrophe substitutes two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 415. Kodxidos te yas evoror 

(b) 1. 420. "ApaBias 7 apevov avOos 
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In the antistrophe Martin reads ’Apias, i.e. ‘of Persia.’ 
I think he is right, and that ’Apa@ias is either a dittography 

or a mere correction of ’Apias. 
The initial alpha of "Apia is no doubt short by nature ; 

but it must have been impossible for a Greek to abstain 
from deriving the word from ”Apys. Consequently we 
should expect to find the vowel occasionally long. or 
"Apias T dpevov compare *Apes “Apes. 

Hermann reads Yapyaraév instead of ’ApaBias. The - 
acceptance of this emendation would imply the existence 
of corruption in the text of the Prometheus Vinctus to an 
extent contradicted by the available evidence. But I 
should not consider a similar emendation very violent in a 
chorus of Sophocles. 

Tuirp CuHorus (ll. 528-609) 

It is possible that the ten lines from 568 to 577 (so 
numbered) inclusive are really a strophe and antistrophe. 
Most extraordinary difficulties stand in the way of making 
the first five lines and the last five lines agree; but if 
it be a case of strophe and antistrophe at all, the last 
syllable but one of the fourth line of the strophe is a 
long, whereas the fourth line of the antistrophe substitutes: 
two shorts. — 

The lines, as they stand, are these : 

(a) 1. 566. tov pupiwrdv elcopdca Bovray 

(6) 1. 570. xuvayere? wrAavG Te vhoTW ava Tdav 

It is simplicity itself to read dv ray. ay should 
not be written ay. The grave accent on prepositions 
is purely decorative, and in the case of monosyllabic 
prepositions is only written when there is no breathing 
(e.g. mpos, but eis). In medieval Greek «card rodrov and 
kata Tov dvdpa are written; but the accentual scansions 
are Kadta TovTovy and xata Tov avopa, everything depending 

on the accent of the noun or pronoun (rdv dvdpa being in 
effect one word, tovavepa). 
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Fourtu Cuorvs (ll. 889-910) 

No instances. 

SUMMARY 

The Prometheus Vinctus presents, at the most, two. 
instances of the phenomenon I am investigating, both of 
them susceptible of easy emendation. 

SUPPLICES 

First Cuorus (ll. 40-161) 

A 

The third line of the second strophe has for its pen- 
ultimate syllable a long: for this long the second anti- 
strophe substitutes two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 56. 80€dce tis dxovew (MSS. axovwov) dra Tas 
Typetas (. . . adddoxou in next line) 

(b) 1. 61. EvvtiOnor S& maidds popov, ws adTopoves 

Read of course, with Professor Tucker, Tnpedas. 

B 

In the fifth lme of the third strophe the second syllable 
is a long: the third antistrophe substitutes two shorts. 

The lines are as follows : 

(a) l. 68. Seyuaivovca porous, tacde duyas 

(b) 1. 75. eos 8& Kaw mroréuou revpopévors 

Read, with Enger, éorw Kak. 
In the strophe Professor Tucker’s rouaivovca poBous 

seems very reasonable. 
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C 

? In the first line of the fifth strophe the fourth and 
fifth syllables are two shorts: the antistrophe replaced 
them with one long. The corruption in the strophe is 
so obvious that it is only for completeness’ sake that | 
mention the instance. 

The lines run thus: 

(a) 1. 86. idares 88 amidav af’ inpuripyor 

(b) 1. 93. idéc0@ 8 és (edd. rightly eis) bBpw KTH. 

Hermann seems to have been the first to correct &é 
amioev into 8 érridov. 

Seconp CuHorvs (ll. 333-420) 

A 

In the third line of the first strophe the eleventh 
and twelfth syllables are two shorts: the first antistrophe 
substitutes one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 835. ie péyav (Stephanus ve trav: Scaliger pe 
cav) ixérw puydda Tepidpopov 

(b) 1. 346. od 8€ rap’ dYuyovov pale yepadpover 

For yepadpovev Professor Tucker with great probability 
reads yepaia hpovav. 

duyada epidpopov and wade yepara dpovev are dochmi. 
ide pe Tav (or cay) ixérw and od &€ rap’ dWeyovov are not 
dochmii. On the other hand the MS. reading id péyav 
ixérwv, though meaningless, is a good dochmius. 

ov 8& rap dywod would be a good dochmius, and 
would supply the needed antithesis to yepasa povar. 
vos, not yévos, 1s in question. 

The Medicean MS. originally read not péyay ixérw but 
péyav ixérnv. I am convinced that this conceals pe yarerh. 
The fact of the reading being ‘xérnv, not ‘xéray, 1s 
important. 

The meaning of yazerj requires that we should emend 
Tepiopomov into Tepitpopov. 

~ 
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B 

The seventh line of the first strophe begins with a long 
syllable: the first antistrophe substitutes two shorts. 

The lines are as follows : 

(a) Mest ae aNK- 
/ TicvVvos pépLv- 

& [Bo €. 

(b) 1. 340. iepoddxa [? fepoddxous]. I will not enter into 

the question of the proper reading of the rest of the line. 
Hermann saw that some form of (podcxcos should be 

read. 

C 

In the third line of the third strophe the eighth 
syllable is a long: the second antistrophe substitutes two 
shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 379. pwhyap opiopa yapou dvodpovos 

(b) 1. 889. ddina péev Kaxois, dora 8 évvdpors 

Professor Tucker- with considerable probability reads 
yapmou vumépppovos. 

The want of correspondence between pihyap opifopar 
and déica pév xaxots is not of a kind which I am directly 
investigating ; but it is clear that I cannot afford to treat 
heresies as to dochmiacs lightly. 

Hither phrase constitutes a good dochmius, but the 
two phrases cannot correspond. Possibly, though it does 
not affect the metre, Professor Tucker is right in reading 
pixos: certainly Arnold’s raé:ca is an improvement on 
aéuca, though it does not seem to me a very natural 
expression. Wecklein’s é\depa involves the assumption 
that a mere gloss was substituted for the original reading. 
I am not disposed to combat the probability of this 
contingency so strongly as I should be, were a similar 
emendation to be attempted in Pindar. Nevertheless the 
text of Aeschylean choruses seems to me to possess a 
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certain affinity to the text of Pindar, and I believe further 
that what is true with regard to glosses in Pindar is true 
with regard to glosses in Greek poetry as a whole. 

It has occurred to me that dévca may possibly stand 
for an original éaia. 

D, E ann F 

We now come to a series of three examples of our 
phenomenon within the compass of a few lines. 1. 403 
differs syllabically from 1 408, |. 407 from 1. 412, and 
]. 414 from |. 418. 

Editors have endeavoured to remedy the discrepancies : 
but Professor Tucker (no one who deals with the Supplices 
ean either disregard his opinions, or avoid the repeated 
mention of his name), though elsewhere cautious with 
regard to resolution, considers that this lyric passage is 
so composed as to tolerate the correspondence of resolved 
with unresolved cretics. I venture to disagree with him. 

D 

The second line of the fourth strophe begins with a 
Jong syllable (the first of a cretic): the second line of the 
fourth antistrophe resolves this long into two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 403. ravdixws edoeBys 

(b) 1. 408. rorvbéwy puotac- 

Geioav 

The context of the antistrophic line is : 

pnd idns pw e& édpav 
ToAvbéwy puciac- 
Oeicav, @ 

nr / SYA / 

mTav Kpatos éywv xOovos. 

Heimsoeth reads ravOéwv, Kiehl rovAvdéwr. 
It is obvious that a compound of @es, owing to the 

double possibility of scansion, is not a very favourable 
example for those who maintain the laxer theory of 
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metre. If Kiehl's sovaAvdéwy be right, we can readily 
understand that'a desire to treat -@éwv as two syllables 
would prompt the alteration to woAv@éwr, even apart from 
the form zrovAv-. 

But, for my own part, | am not prepared to assent to 
the introduction of movads or its compounds into lyric 
poetry. Both odvs and zoddos are used by Pindar, but 
never movAvs. rovduvs 18 essentially epic, not even being 
used in good Ionic prose, let alone in Dorie. 

This seems to me to put movdAvééov out of court. 
mwavOéwv appears intrinsically improbable. Therefore I 
suggest : 

é& édpav 
qrov Oewv. 

E 

The fourth and fifth syllables of the last line of the 
fourth strophe are two shorts: the fourth antistrophe 
substitutes one long. 

The lines run as follows : 

(a) l. 407. SveAéos dpopévav (M writes an over the 
second o of dpopévav) 

(b) 1. 412. nat puraka KOTOV 

For opopévay Turnebus, followed by various editors, 
reads dppévav, and surely rightly. 

F 

In the third line of the fifth strophe the third and 
fourth syllables are two shorts: the fifth antistrophe 
substitutes a long. 

The lines run thus: 

(a) 1. 414. Sixas dryopévav 

(b) 1. 418. peeves Sperxretver 

Sixas dyouévay seems in the context to be absolutely 
sound. 

i i 
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The antistrophic context runs : 

iO. yap maior trade Kal Somos, 
orrorépav (Turnebus, rightly, ovdrep’ av) xtions, 
péver Specxteivery | 
ouoiav (Prof. Tucker, with probability, trav opuotav) Oéuwy. 

The general sense is plain: ‘ You must choose between 
justice and injustice: but as you do, so will your children 
and house be done by.’ 

I suggest that péver Speereivew is a corruption (va 
"Ape xteivew) of pévers dp extivew, and that péves ap 
éxtivey is in its turn a mere amplification for the sake 
of further clearness of an original péveis dpa river. 

I translate: ‘Thou art destined after all—know it 
well—to bring upon thine own children and house which- 
ever sentence thou shalt establish.’ 

Specxteiveey 18 not a convenient word to rely on in 
support of the view that cretics may be resolved without 
regard to syllabic correspondence. 

TuirD CuHorvus (Il. 508-583) 

| A 

In the sixth line of the second-strophe the second and 
third syllables are two shorts: the second antistrophe 
replaces these by one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) ]. 527. mwodrdka Bpotdv SiaperBopuéva 

(b) 1. 536. Tlaupirwv re (the rest of the line is very 
uncertain ) 

On oda Bpordv Professor Tucker writes: “6A 
avipav Meineke propter antistropham IlaudivAwv. Sed 
nominibus propriis conceditur aliquid.” 

The investigation of similar problems in Pindar seems 
by no means to establish that ‘“nominibus propriis 
conceditur aliquid.” At the same time I cannot accept 
Meineke’s emendation. It is too violent. | 

For moda Bpotar I suggest 7oAddPpwr, i.e. ToAvOpdwr. 

VOL. I K 
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morvOpoos occurs elsewhere in this play. The possibility 
of compounding with woddds as well as with odds is 
apparently demonstrated by the existence of the word 
modnoyewos, & kind of grape from which inferior wine was 
made. 

My supposition is that soAd\cOpav became roddoBpar, 
which was naturally “ corrected ” into zodAa Bpotay, perhaps 
under the influence of | 

n b t 4 

To\A@v 6 avOpotav idev aoTea Kal voov éyva. 

It is to be observed that 1. 716 begins with the word 
ToAvopomov, corresponding to the first four syllables of vijas 
érdevoav in the antistrophic |. 723. In that passage I 
incline to suspect that Aeschylus wrote zrodAodpopou. 

B anp C 

The fourth lines of the third strophe and antistrophe 
are lyric iambic trimeters. The scansion of the former is 

ieee || om lum; 
of the latter 

vuvlyn-l|—--l|y-j--lu- 

Hence there are instances of our phenomenon in both 
the first and the second feet, while the third and fifth feet 
disagree in another way. 

The lines are these : 

(a) |. 543. rNeepaova xvovoBocxor, dvt érépyeTat 

b) 1. 552. Borov écopavres Sucyepés prEouBpotov ial acs sro A? p 

The meaning of the antistrophic line and its context 
is that the inhabitants of the places through which Io 
passed wondered at her half-human, half-bovine form. 

I suggest that the line originally ran : 

piEopBpotov écopavtes és Siyerp Boror. 

The possibility of dixesp aS A NOMinative or accusative — 
neuter 1s sufficiently attested by the fact that Pollux ‘ 

a 

gives éxatoyxevp, though the nominative in extant literature — 
IS éxaToryyeELpos. 

‘ 
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My contention is that the és of és Séyerp was regarded, 
owing to the unfamiliar ending of the adjective, as a 
direction to read divepes: and that dStvepes, being a 
vox nihili, was in its turn speedily altered into dvcyepes. 

The line would then run : 

pukouBpotov éecopavtes Suvayepés Boror. 

The spondee in the fourth foot necessitated a trans- 
position of the words of the line. The only transposition 
possible was to : 

Borov écopavtes Suaxepes purEduBporor. 

I base my alteration not even mainly upon metrical 
grounds. The word dvcxepés makes no real sense in the 
passage, and the parallels that have been suggested by 
editors are not to the point. diyep on the other hand is 
surely wanted, 

A good deal has been written at various times as to 
the Aeschylean conception of the appearance of lo after 
her metamorphosis. 
_ The well-known expression, tas Bovxepw mapOévou 
(Prometheus 588), seems to me (in the absence of contrary 
evidence, which I am unable to find) to be fairly conclusive 
that Aeschylus regarded Io as a maiden, but with the 
horns, and perhaps the head, of a heifer. As a maiden, 
she would have arms and hands. That it should be 
expressly mentioned that she had two yeipes, and not 
merely that she possessed yefpes, is natural and almost 
necessary. To possess two yetpes is a distinctly human 
attribute: tetpayecp is late Greek, but it cannot be doubted 
that a classical Greek would have used it on occasion, 
when referring to certain kinds of lower animals. 
the picture which I suggest Aeschylus drew of Io is 
ne for difference of sex) exactly that of the Egyptian 

pis. 
An objection to the predominantly human shape of Io 

has been founded upon the notion that the object of her 
metamorphosis was to render impossible her union with 
Zeus. But it must be remembered that the meta- 
morphosis was effected not by Hera, but by Zeus himself, 
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and that in any case the jealousy of Hera is only an after- 
thought, intended to account to some extent in later times 
for the bovine features of lo, which an earlier generation 
would have regarded as only natural in a deity. 

In the seventh line of the third strophe, an iambic 
trimeter, there is a double want of syllabic correspondence 
with the corresponding line of the fourth antistrophe. 
Neither anomaly is an instance of the phenomenon I am 
investigating ; but in the general interest of the strictness 
of metre which I advocate, I will quote the lines, and 
emend one of them. 

(a) 1. 564. AaBodca 8 Eppa Aiov arpevdel Oyo 

(b) 1. 572. Ards ro8 Epyov kai rd8 av yévos Aéyou 

Is it not clear that the strophic line should run : 

AaBodca 8 AS Eppacov drvbet royo ? 

D 

The third line of the fifth antistrophe is an iambic 
trimeter, pure, except that the first foot is a dactyl. The 
third line of the fifth strophe consists of five pure iambic 
feet, lacking the initial dactyl. An attempt has been 
made to supply the missing dactyl by means of a 
conjectural spondee. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 576. . . . matyp dutoupyds airoyerp, avak 

(6) L. 581. ovrivos aveabev nuévov oéBer Kpdrn 

Professor Tucker, quite consistently with the sense 
required, reads the metrically dubious : 

el yap watnp puToupyos avToyep, avak. | 

Hermann reads edré ye. | 
It is possible that we ought to read érdeo matnp «Tr. 

The word érAeo is sufficiently unfamiliar, especially in 
view of its uncontracted termination, to have puzzled 
copyists ; and its MA closely resembles the MA of TaTNp. 
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Fourth Cnorvs (ll. 614-679) 

In the fourth line of the third strophe the third 
syllable is a long, according to the MS. reading: the 
third antistrophe substitutes two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 654. ayopos KiPapus 
(b) 1. 662. mpdvopa 88 Bpdratos (Prof. Tucker Bor’ 

arypois) 

On reference to the context it will be seen that it is 
not absolutely impossible to construe dyopos KiPapis in 
apposition with the previous word Aovyés. 

But Plutarch (Amat. 758 F) quotes the passage in 
a mutilated form. Fortunately the mutilation hardly 
affects the two words which constitute 1. 660. Plutarch 
gives them as dyapw axifapw. Porson has made the 
certain restoration : 

v > / 

ayopov axiOapuv. 

This side-light on the existing text of Aeschylus is of 
the utmost importance with regard to the problem which 
Iam discussing. Without serious detriment to the sense 
the MSS. have corrupted an example of strict syllabic 

correspondence so that it has become a very strong 
example of the equivalence of a long and two shorts. 

Without Plutarch’s aid I should have endeavoured to 
suggest an emendation; but to support the necessity of 

-emendation I should have had nothing to rely on except 
my root contention as to regularity of metre and the 
cumulative evidence of the passages which I discuss 
throughout this book. Plutarch’s witness shows that, in 
this passage at least, my principles would not have led 
me astray. 

Firra Cxorvs (ll. 747-875) 

This chorus may for critical purposes be divided into 
two distinct portions. 

The first three strophes and antistrophes, embracing 
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ll. 755-798 inclusive, constitute the first portion. This 
section is distinctly corrupt, but the corruptions have 
not proceeded to such a length as to obscure the main 
features of the text. 

The rest of the chorus, consisting of the fourth, fifth, 
sixth, seventh and eighth strophes and antistrophes, namely 
ll. 799-870 inclusive, is in a most frightful condition. 
Accidence and syntax, metre and sense, have alike in 
ereat measure disappeared. It is impossible in this part 
of the chorus to trace with clearness the relation between 
strophe and antistrophe. I have, however, extracted from 
it one passage where it seems plain that the MSS. intend 
correspondence of the kind which [ doubt. 

A 

In the less corrupted portion of this chorus, the third 
line of the third strophe has for its fifth and sixth syllables 
two shorts: the third antistrophe substitutes one long. 

The lines run as follows : 

(a) 1. 780. Adouwa+ pdyipa S émide watep 

(b) 1. 788. guyadsa patator mrodvOpoo.s 

Even here the text is in such confusion that MS. 
authority goes for hardly anything, while on the other 
hand emendation must necessarily be unsafe because it is 
uncontrolled. 

It would perhaps be difficult to better Paley’s 

AVoupa* payay & emide, watep. 

B 

In the highly corrupt portion of the chorus, the sixth 
strophe presents in its second line a long second syllable : 
the sixth antistrophe substitutes two shorts. 

The lines, which apart from the metrical difficulty do — 
not appear at first sight corrupt, are these : 

(a) 1. 811. ahpnevta Topov 

(b) l. 822. ardpeatBovov bdwp 
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For daApjevra Hermann reads dapidevta, Hartung 
GAmupoevta. 
 &ddeciBowov seems to me to be more probably corrupt 
than drujevta. tdwp is the Nile, and dadrdeciBouv must 
bear, instead of its Homeric meaning, the sense of ‘ cattle- 
fattening.’ ‘The only other instance of this use of the 
word is to be found in an elegiac fragment of Alexander 
Aetolus, a writer of the third century B.c., who speaks 
of Tlespyiyns . . . adrdeciBovov tdwp. But I dispute the 
rendering of the word in Alexander Aetolus. A refer- 
ence to Pausanias (il. 3, par. 2, 3) will show that the 
water of Pirene was considered to possess a peculiar 
excellence, and was used in the tempering of Corinthian 
bronze. I suggest that the elegiac writer simply meant 
to convey that a draught from Pirene was worth many 
oxen, and that he used the word dAdeciBouov in its Homeric 
sense, though not in its Homeric context. 

This consideration increases the difficulty of supposing 
that Aeschylus could use ddrd¢eci8oov in the sense 
‘ cattle-fattening.’ 

It seems not improbable that for aadeciBouov we should 
read some compound of audi descriptive of the bifurcation 
of the Nile which forms the Delta. For the term Delta 
to have come into use, two main streams, not more, must 

have been present to the Greek mind. 
Accordingly I suggest : 

aupictavpov vdwp. 

dupicravpos is the only suitable compound I can dis- 
cover. Dindorf’s Stephanus simply says: ‘ Audiotaupos, 
6, Bifurcatus, Gl.’ 

[ have not convinced myself, and certainly do not expect 
to convince others, that dudictavpor is right. But it is 
possible ; and a possible alternative is all that is required, 
at least for my purposes, in a chorus so exceptionally 
corrupt as that with which we are at present dealing. 
My sheet-anchor throughout is the ductus lterarum: 
in this hurricane it has dragged, and there is no security. 

If, however, even here it is possible to take the ductus 
literarum as moderately trustworthy, it seems to me that 
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the aB of dddeciBowov is more likely to have replaced 
crp than any other combination of letters. This cireum- 
stance might well induce us to read dudiorporBov, which 
word (see crpoc8ds in Stephanus) would presumably be a 
depravation of an original dudictpowBov. | am assured by 
a learned egyptologist that it was a common practice 
among the Egyptians to blow trumpets by the banks of 
the Nile, especially at the time of the rise of the waters. 
Compare mei sen Helen 169: 

tov AiBuv XwrTov. 

SixtH Cuorvs (ll. 988-1043) 

The second line of the first strophe presents an initial 
long syllable: the second strophe substitutes two shorts. 
But the corruption in the strophe is so obvious, that, except 
for the sake of showing what MSS. are capable of, it is 
waste of time to set forth the lines. 

They are these : 

(a) 1. 989. paxpas Oeovs yavaevtes (Pauw yavaovtes) 

ToNLOVYOUS 
(b) I. 1005. divatar yap Aws adyytota odv “Hpa 

Stanley, for waxpas, restored pdxapas. 

SUMMARY 

The Supploces of Aeschylus presents sixteen instances 
of the phenomenon in question, and a seventeenth instance 
has been conjecturally introduced. One of the sixteen 
examples is shown by a quotation in Plutarch to be non- 
original: three examples are beyond all possibility of 
question corrupt: two others are purely graphical: two 
others again fall under extreme suspicion owing to the 
fact that they are both presented within the compass 
of the same line. Of the remaining eight, not more than 
four cause even the slightest difficulty to the emender. In 
a play so notoriously corrupt as the Swpplices there is 
nothing surprising in these figures. 
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PERSAE 

In this play I shall have occasion to consider a small 
number of examples of the accustomed kind, one instance 
in a short anapaestic system of peculiar appearance, and 

_ sixteen alleged correspondences within a compass of fifty- 
three lines, which, I shall maintain, are not lyric at all, 
but are a corrupted presentation of a series of anapaestic 

_ Iines of the ordinary type. 

First Cuorvs (ll. 66-138) 

No instances. 

SEcoND Corus (ll. 255-284) 
‘ | 

The first four syllables of the first line of the first 
strophe are all short: the antistrophe substitutes a long 
syllable followed by a syllable which may be either long 
or short, followed in its turn by a short syllable. Conse- 

- quently, either the long first syllable of the antistrophic 
line corresponds to the two short syllables at the very 
beginning of the strophic line, and the second syllable of 
the antistrophic line is short; or else the long first syllable 

of the antistrophic line corresponds to the short first 
syllable of the strophic line, on which assumption the 
second syllable of the antistrophic line must be long, and 

_ aust correspond to the second and third syllables of the 
strophic line. I will adopt the former hypothesis as the 
less irregular of the two. 

My meaning will, I hope, become apparent, when I 
quote the lines, which run as follows : 

(a) ]. 255. dv’ dvia Kakd, vedxora 

(b) 1. 259. i) paxpoBioros 65e yé TIS 

ave dva are instances of the neuter plural of an 
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adjective dvios, equivalent in meaning to dympds. In 
1. 1054 of this play dw’ da is used interjectionally, and 
also in |. 1061, where the identical expression recurs, 
corresponding metrically with itself, so that we are thrown 
back on |. 256 for the determination of the quantity of 
the iota. 

I strongly suspect that there is no such adjective as 
dvios, and that the right reading in Il. 1054 and 1061 is 
avia avia, the substantive. 

The scholiast on 1. 256 writes aviara. 
It seems to me in the highest degree probable that 

aniania is a not very serious miswriting of antaa, and I am 
not sure that the scholiast’s supposed gloss dviara is 
anything more than a misread marginal restitution of the 
original word. 

Consequently I restore : 

(a) ]. 255. dvrata kakd, veoKxora. 

(b) 1. 259. 4 paxpoBios 68 yé Tus. 

B, C anp D 

The second syllable of the second line of the second 
strophe is a long: the second antistrophe replaces it with 
two shorts. The fourth and fifth syllables of the strophic 
line are two shorts, the antistrophe substitutes one long. 
The seventh syllable of the strophic line is a long: instead 
of a long the antistrophe presents two shorts. The 
antistrophic line has in the middle a redundant short 
syllable, or, more probably, the strophic line lacks a short 
syllable. 

The existence of three instances of my phenomenon in 
two corresponding lines is strong evidence in my favour, 
and evidence proffered by a hostile witness. 

The lines are these : 

(a) ]. 264. ra qodr\a Bédrea Tappeyi 

(b) lL 276: adiSova cTopara ToAuBadi 

An attempt has been made to rewrite the antistrophic 
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line; but that line is hardly such as to be the result of a 
corruption. 

On the other hand the strophic line is scarcely in- 
telligible in its context, which is this: 

OTOTOTOL, “aTaV 
Ta ToANa BédNea Tappiyh 
yas am "Aacidos HAO én’ aiav 
Siav “EdAdda yopav. 

Bérea is not at all the word wanted: we require 
‘hosts,’ ‘ nations,’ or the like. 

I propose to read the passage thus : 

OTOTOTOL, paTav 
dpa modvva éOve avameyh 
yas am ’Acidos HAO er aiav 
Siav “EAAdda yodpar. 

I think this emendation is sound; but in any case it 
is only incidental. My main point is the improbability 
of Bérea. I contend that the Greek masters were in the 
habit of writing reasonable sense. 

TuirpD CHorvs (ll. 543-600) 
os 

In the second line of the first strophe the second and 
third syllables are short: for these two shorts the first 
antistrophe substitutes a long. 

The lines run as follows: 

a) 1. 544. yat’’Acias (Aowds H. Stephanus) éxxevoupéva fries: p 
(b) 1. 554. omomrepor KvavaTrLoes 

Blomfield rightly emends to ’Acls. Hermann restores 
metre to the rest of the line by reading éxxexevopéva. 

B 

The third line of the first strophe has for its fourth and 
fifth syllables two shorts: the first antistrophe substitutes 
one long. 
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The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 545. Bépéns pev yap ayayev (MSS. iyayev) trozot 

(b) 1. 555. vées peév aryayor, OTOL 

Read : 
[raze fd \ Zz a EépEns pev ayaryev, trozrot. 

C 

In the sixth line of the first strophe the initial syllable 
is apparently long: the first antistrophe replaces it with 
two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) lL. 548. Bapivecor TOV Tials 

(b) 1. 558. dua S “lacveyv (Hermann &d y “lacvev) 

xépas 

It is apparent that there is dittography in diadiaoneon : 
consequently I propose to read 6 “ladvwv, and to scan as 
short the first syllable of Papideco.. The traditional ~ 
accentuation is not Bapis, but Bdpws. There is some 
question whether some author did or did not employ a 
word Sapi8drns—probably indeed the word is a fiction. 
But it is very hard to disregard the traditional evidence 
as to the existence of Bdpus. 

FourtH Cuoruvus (ll. 636-681) 

The sixth line of the first strophe has two initial short 
syllables: the first antistrophe substitutes one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 641. dvaBoacw 

(b) l. 648. olov ouTw 

It seems to me probable that we should read diaBdca, 
and scan as short the diphthong of ofov. 

The locus classicus for the omega-forms of the verb 
meaning ‘to shout,’ as far as tragedy is concerned, is 
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|. 1023 of this play (1054 on Dindorf’s numbering), where 
Dindorf convincingly reads camiBo for camiBoa. 

ll. 695-703 

Immediately after the fourth chorus come thirteen 
ordinary iambic trimeters spoken by Darius. Then (1. 695) 
the chorus interpose with two anapaestic dimeters brachy- 
catalectic, followed by one anapaestic dimeter catalectic 
of the kind which concludes a regular system of anapaestic 
dimeters. ‘Then Darius resumes his speech, but this time 
in ordinary trochaic tetrameters. After three lines of 
these tetrameters the chorus again intervene with two 
more anapaestic dimeters brachycatalectic, which con- 
stitute an echo, in sound and syntax, of the two former 
lines of identical metrical structure: they then close the 
system, as before, with a familiar anapaestic dimeter 
catalectic. But this second catalectic dimeter begins 
with a long, whereas the former began with two shorts (a 
variation of a perfectly ordinary type, on the assumption 
that we are dealing with a system subject not to lyric, 
but to anapaestic rules). Then Darius resumes his trochaic 
tetrameters. Atossa shortly afterwards joins in, and the 
trochaic tetrameter measure is kept up for 56 lines. 

It seems to me that as ordinary anapaestic dimeters 
are commonly used to herald the advent of a character 
about to speak in iambic trimeters, so here a peculiar 
variety of anapaestic dimeters, with the diaeresis after the 
third and not after the second anapaest (a measure exceed- 
ing the ordinary anapaestic measure in length much in 
the same way as trochaic tetrameters exceed iambic 
trimeters) is employed to escort Darius to that new 
position on the stage from which presumably he would 
deliver his trochaics. 

The passage runs thus ; 

1. 695. XO. céBowar pev mpocrdécOa, 
céBowar 8 avtia réEar 
céOev apyaiw tepl tapBev. 

AA. aan érel Kkdtobev ArOov cois yoo Tereopévos, 
py Te pakioThpa pvOov, adda otvTOMOY Aéywv 
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1. 700. elTé Kal Tépawe TavTa, 7 éunv aiod pebeis. 
XO. Sdeloua (Ven. B Siouar) pév xapicacba, 

Setouar (Ven. B Siowar) & avria ee 
AéEas SvoAeKTa Hidovow. 

For \é€as Hermann reads poréyor. 
To my mind both cédev and ré£as are sound. Aeschylus, 

if the text is trustworthy, seems to have cleverly avoided 
a decision as to whether the unfamiliar brachycatalectic 
dimeters ought or ought not to be subject to lyric law by 
using the device of the echo, a device which is sometimes 
employed (for quite other ends) even in iambic trimeters. 

For example, in Aristophanes, Plutus 447-8 : 

épnuov amodurovte trot pevEovpeba 
THvOL SedvdTe, nde Siapaxyovpucba, 

there is an appreciable echo of the dual dzodurovte in the 
dual Sedsore, and a more marked echo of the contracted 
future devEovmeba in the contracted future Svapayovpeba. 

Or to take anapaests, Plutus 495, an anapaestic tetra- 
meter catalectic ends : 

Badvetrar KovK atroneinver, 

whereas the next line ends: 

dhevécitar, KaTa Toot, 

where there is a distinct double echo. 
But when Aeschylus came to the familiar anapaestic 

clausula, there was no reason at all why he should not 
avail himself of anapaestic liberty to the full extent. 
Consequently I decline to impugn Aé£as. 

Yet I am by no means convinced that a paroemiac can 
be tacked on as a clausula to a series of non-regular 
anapaestic lines. Copyists indeed appear at one period 
(perhaps under the influence of ideas as to choric metre 
similar to those of Seneca) to have regarded the paroemiac 
as a possible clausula to any chorus, whether anapaestic 
or not. See, for example, the ninth chorus of the Rhesus, 
and my remarks upon it. 
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It would be perfectly possible to read here: 

XO. céBopar céBopar pév mpooidécOa, 
céBowat céBopar 8 avria réEar 
céGev apyaiw repli tapBe. 

XO. Sdiewar Sieuar pév yapicacPar, 
diewat Slewar 8 avria dacbar, 
nNéEas SvorAeKTa piroworv. 

Firrnx Cxorvs (ll. 854-1048) 

A AND B 

The third lines of the third strophe and antistrophe 
are dactylo-spondaic pentameters acatalectie. 

The first foot of the strophic line is a spondee, of the 
antistrophic line a dactyl. 

The fourth lines of the strophe and antistrophe are 
dactylo-spondaic hexameters acatalectic. 

The second foot of the strophic line is a spondee, of the 
antistrophic line a dacty]l. 

The lines run as follows : 

(a) ll. 872-3. ota (Ven. B ofa) AécBos, édravodutos Te 

Sduos, Xios 
nde Ildpos, Na&os, Muxovos, Tyvm tre cur- 

dmtous 
(b) ll. 877, 878. wal ‘Podov 758 Kvidov Kurpias rte 

ToNELS, Tlddov, 
> 

noe Lorovs, Larapivad te, Tas vov 

paTpoTous TaVS 

Hermann apparently takes the diphthong of ofa as 
short, and for xal ‘Podov he reads ‘Podov 7. I cannot 
accept this emendation, because it is insufficient to cure 
the real mischief. 

The chorus are setting forth a list of the islands that 
were formerly included in the dominions of Darius. 
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The whole passage runs thus : 
val , > A % a. % ee / 

vaco. @ al Kata tTpav adLov TeEpixAvaTOL oTp. 

Ta0E Ya Tpoonpevat, 871 
/ , 

ola AéoBos, édavopuTos te Xapos, Xéos, 

nde Lldpos, Na&os, Mvxovos, Tyvm te cuvadtrtove 
"Avdpos ayxuyeitov" 
Kal Tas ayxiadous éxpatuve pecdKTovs, avr. 
Ay "lea 0 & npVoV, LKapov €00S, 876 

xa “Podov 7dé Kvidov, Kutrpias te modes, Uddor, 

noe Lorous, Larapiva te, Tas vov patpoTous Tavs 
aitia oTevaypmov. 

It will be observed that the word ofa in |. 872 is 
unnecessary. It would be harmless, but for two con- 
siderations. An almost identical ofa: has been used just 
before in 1. 864; and ofa here ought to have the effect of 
shortening the last syllable of wpoojpevar in the previous 
line, whereas the last syllable of éos in the second line of 
the antistrophe is unquestionably long. 

Therefore I consider that ofa is a mere epigraphic 
interpolation, of which the unmetrical neuter plural ofa 
(most MSS.) may well be the original form. 

I therefore read |. 872 thus : 

AéoBos, édavdgutos te Ydpuos, Xios —vv (or —v-, because 
the minutest of emendations will produce a long 
syllable at the end of the corresponding anti- 
strophic line). 

It is to be remarked that some kind of an adjective 
with Xios is needed to balance the édraodutos of Sapuos. I 
suggest that the opening words of the next line, viz. 76é 
IIdpos, conceal #éuxpds (which stands for aévxpds), and that 
IIdpos is not really mentioned. I take dduxpas as hinting 
at the Chian wines, and therefore as strictly parallel to 
the mention of the Samian olives. ev«pds is used both 
of wines ‘well mixed’ and of climates ‘well tempered.’ 
Compare also yadatoxpds, weduxpds, and xadxoxpas. 

I have now brought the two lines into this condition : 
U / 

AéaBos, édavodutos te Lapos, Xios aduxpas, 
Ndfos, v-UL—, Muxovos, Thvm te cuvartova’ 
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A momentary glance at a map shows the two islands 
close to Naxos that have been left out. Read: 

Ndé€os, “Awopyos, “los, Mixovos Tim te cuvarrova. 

I suggest that “Apopyos “Ios was dropped out because 
of the similarity of part of auoprocioc to uuKonoc : Moreover 
auoprocioc would be apt to be taken as one word, and that 
one word an adjective. 

The passage is now completely cured, except in one 
icular: ddvepds in |. 872 necessitates a final long 

Fllable in l. 877. Therefore, instead of 6 aie I read 
Tladov 7’. 

At l. 885 we come to the end of what some editors 
consider to be the tragedy of the Persae. Xerxes now 
enters, and a strange scene of lamentation and recrimination 
ensues. I hope to be able to show that the finale is not 
in reality of the grotesque nature that is usually imagined. 
To my mind deliberate corruption has at this point been 
practised on a large scale. Some 70 lines (ll 902-972 
inclusive) appear to me to have been rewritten in the Doric 
dialect, in order to make them lyrical; and some 60 of 
them (ll. 911-972 inclusive) have been distorted out of 
the ordinary anapaestic metre into a semblance of three 
strophes and antistrophes. These changes were not 
effected without ruin to the dignity, indeed to the 
intelligibility, of various passages. Exact reconstruction 
throughout is manifestly impossible: but the playwrights 
have not done their work so thoroughly as to leave us 
without signposts pointing to the proper path. 
_ A special reason which prompts me. to suppose that 
IL 911-972 were not originally composed of strophes and 
antistrophes is the fact that in this narrow compass the 
text as it stands presents no less than sixteen examples 
of the phenomenon which I am investigating. Even 
those who believe in the phenomenon will not be disposed 
to admit so much of it in so short.a space. Quite apart 
from my other reasons for thinking the lines to have 
formed originally regular anapaestic systems, it seems to 
me simpler to suppose such to have been the case than to 

VOL. I L 
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attempt to emend in detail the sixteen examples. They 
are these : 

C, D, E, F, G, H, 1, K, i, M,N, O, P, Q, eee 

C, D, E, anp F 

The second lines of the so-called first strophe and 
antistrophe after the regular anapaestic system present 
four examples. 

(a) 1. 912. pédeos yea ya Te TaTPOE (so Heath: 

Hermann TAT POU : MSS. mrapia) 

b) 1. 919. SdcOpoov avdav. Saipwv yap 68 ab std acts pov yap 60 

G anp H 

The last lines of the first so-called strophe and anti- — 
strophe present two examples, | 

(a) LOL, Teo, seo sel laxyav (MSS. Téa bis) | 

(b) 1, 924, KrxdyEo & av yoov apidaxpuv 

I anp K 

The ninth and tenth lines of the so-called second 
strophe and antistrophe present two examples. 

(a) ll. 933-4, Lovcas erayov, [Kal quod certe 
delendum] Aorayas 4 

no "AydaBaras, WVappis, Sovovcxavns T 

(b) ll, 944-5, Méxudis, Oapufis, kat Mac- 

iorns “AptewBapns tT 70 “Toraiypas 

L 

The last lines of the so-called second strophe and — 
antistrophe present one instance. 

(a) ]. 935. ’AyBarava Nurdv 

(b) 1. 946. tade o érravépopat 
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M 

The first lines of the third so-called strophe and 
ntistrophe present one example. 

(a) 1. 947. i& id pow, Tas wyuyious KATLOOVTES 

(6) 1. 960. ivyya pou Sar ayabav érdpov vropimvycKers 

(Hermann Stropiveus) 

N 

The fifth lines of the so-called third strophe and anti- 
trophe furnish one instance. 

(a) 1. 951. 4 Kat rap Hepoav avtod 

(b) 1. 964. ai pay adro (manifeste dAnrov) ye TroPodpev 

O 

The seventh lines of the so-called third strophe and 
mtistrophe supply one example. 

(a) 1. 953. pupia pupia wewractar 

(b) 1. 966. Bavéw (MSS. Bavénv vel EavOov), cipevov : 

"Ayxapnv 

iy 

The eighth lines of the third so-called strophe and 
intistrophe furnish one example. 

(a) 1. 954. Batavéyou raid, “AXmiotov 

(b) 1. 967. Aiavkiv T 0 “Apodeny 

Q 

The tenth lines (the ninth line of the strophe is 
supposed to have been lost) of the third so-called strophe 
and antistrophe supply one instance. 

(a) 1. 956. rod Yevodpa rod MeyaBara 

(6) 1. 969. Kyydararav Kai Avdiwvay 
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l. 8322 of this play shows that the name is Yevduas, 
not Levoapuas. 

R ann 8 

The eleventh lines of the third so-called strophe and 
antistrophe provide two examples. 

(a) 1. 957. IldpOor te, péyav 7 OiBapny 

(6) 1.970. Torporv 7° aixuas aKxopectov 

I will now set out Hermann’s text of ll. 886-972 
inclusive, and then, before entering upon detailed argu- 
ments, will exhibit my own suggested version. 

HERMANN’S TEXT 

EEPEH> 

io, 
Svornvos éy@ oTuyepas polpas 
Thade KUpHncas aTEKpmapToTaTNs, 
e > / / re as apoppovas daiuwv évéBy 

fal lal / / / 

Ilepoav yeveas ti 7malw TrAHpODP ; 890 
AEAUTAL Yap EuaV yviwvy pwoun 

/ 3 e / > ‘ ’ > an 

THVO HALKiaY éoLooVT aoTaV 

VRPETOTPOPOVS . . 2 6. ewe ee 

el® dere, Zed, nape pet avdpov 895 
TOV olyopévav 
Oavatrov Kata moipa Kanrvrrau. 

ee eS 

XOPO® 

> na fel a > n 

6ToTot, Bacied oTpaTias ayalis 
kat Ilepoovopou Tihs peyandns, 

/ > > a 

KOomoU T avopor, 900 
ovs viv Saipwv éréxerper. 

ya © aiafer tav éyyaiay mT powodo 
jBav Bépéa xtapévar, “Adov 
adkxtopt Ilepodv: adoBata yap 
TodAoL Pawtes, Ywpas avOos, . 905 
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Tofoddpavtes, wavy yap pvaTis 
pupias avdpav é€ehOwrar. 
aiai, aiat Kedvas aXKas* 

"Acla 8 yer, Bacired yaias, 
aivas aivas émt yovu KéxduTaL. 

ee TF IA > \ 
68 éy@v, olot, ataKxTos 

/ a 2 

pér€os yévva Ya TE TAaTP@G 
/ 

KaKov ap éyevouay. 

XOPO 

U / / \ 

mpocpOoyyov cou vootov Tav 
> 

kakoddti6a Body, KakopédeTov lav 

Mapvavduvod Opnvntijpos 
méurbo, Téurrw trodvdaxpuy iaydy. 

~ > > \ / ter alavnv tavduptov 
dSvcOpooy avddv: Saipwv yap 65 ad 

> 

meTatpomros ém épwoi. 

XOPO> 

How ToL Kal tavdupTos 
Saimabéa cé8wv adituTd te Bapy 
Toews yévvas tevOnTipos ° 
Kray—w KrayEwo 8 apidaxpuy taydr. 

BEEPS H> 

*Idvav yap amrnipa, 

‘lavav vabdpaxtos “Apns étepardkis 
/ 

puyliav TAdKa KEepodpevos 
/ / 

dvocdaipova T axtay. 

149 

910 

OTp. a 

915 

> ’ 
avT. a 

920 

otp. B 
926 
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XOPO> 

oiotot Boa, Kal mavr éxrrevOouv. 
mov dé dikwy addos dydos, 930 

mov S€ col TapacTaTat, 

oios Hv Papavddkns, 

Lovcas, [lerAdyov, Vays, Aordpas 
7d “AydaBatas, Yovovcndvns 
ta Batava tpodTov ; 935 

REPEHS 
OXNOOUS aréANELTTOV avr. B 

’ al 4 Tupias é« vaos éppovtas ér’ axtais 
$3 / ; s 
aramiwiacr otupédov 
4 ? a Geivovtas ér aktas. 

XOPO> 

oiovot Boa, trod cor Dapvodyos, 940 
"Apiopapdos 7 ayabos, 
mod d¢ Yevddrxns avaé, 
 Airavos edtrdtap, 
Méxudis, OdpvBis cal Maciotpas, 

“ApreuBapys 7 78 “Toraixpas ; 945 
Tabe o érravepopar. 

EEPEH> 

37 eA \ > / / i@, (@ pol, Tas wYUYyiovs KaTLOOYTES oTp. ¢ 
\ > 4 / » ea 4 oruyvas “A@dvas mavtes évi riTire, 

Le ee. é @ é @ 
TAdpoves aoTaipover yYépow. 950 

XOPO > 

9 \ \ a > a 

% Kat tov Llepoav avrod 
> \ TOV cov TioTOV TavT opOadpov 

pupla pupia mewTractay 
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Batavéyou maid’ “AXrictov 
St a ae. cw ie 955 

Tov Xnodua tod MeyaBara, 
IldpOov te péyav +t OiBapny 
édutres édumres, of, ® ® Saar, 

Ilépcaus ayavois Kaka tpoxaka déyers ; 

BEPEH> 

»” / a-.9 > lal e ’ ¢ e / > , 

luyya poe Snr ayabav étdpav bTropivers avT. 
; / 

GdaoctT ddNacta oTUyva TpoKaka éyor, 961 

Boa Boa 
\ / »” bd 57) peréeav évtocbev Top. 

XOPOX 

\ \ A A 

Kal pnv adrXov ye ToVovper, 
Mdpdeav avdpav pupiddapyov, 965 
— f fa] ” / 222 / 

FavOiv, apewov t Aryyapny, 

Aiaéiv 7 48 ’Apoanny 
immtavaKkTas, 

Knydadatav cat AvOipvav 
ToApov tr aiypads axopeotor - 970 
” ” > > \ ~ 

eTahoyv etadov: ove audi oKnvais 
TpoxnraToow, dTibev ETT OEVOL. 

SUGGESTED VERSION 

(I retain Hermann’s numbering) 

EEPEH> 

io, 
SvaTHnvos éya oTuvyepas polpas 
Thode Kupnoas aTexpmapToTaTns, 
as wpodpoves Sainwv évéBn 
Ilepo@v yevea+ ti Td0@ TAHpor ; 890 
AEAUTAL yap euav yviev pon 891 
THVS HrAtKiav éoLdovToS * 892 
el® dere, Zed, nape pet avdpav 895 

lal > 

TOV olyopwévov 
/ / val 4 Gavdtov Kata poipa Kadvrat. 
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XOPO > 

oToTOL, Bacided oTpatias ayabhs 
xa Ilepoovopou Tims peyadns, 

KOoMoU T avopar, 900 
ods viv Saipwrv é7éxerper - 

na ] >7 \ > / yn © aidler tHv éyyaiav 
ABnv BépEn xrapévnv, “Acdov 

, n ¢€ / \ 

caxtopt Ilepcav: adoBarar yap 
TodrAol HATES, Ywpas avOos, 905 

tofoddpartes, Tavu yap pvaoTis 
\ > al es 

pupias avdpav é&épOuvtar 
yalas. alat Kedvis adKhs. 
*"Acia 8€ xOdv, Bacired yaias, 

aivas aivas mpoyvu Keira. 910 

SEPEHS 
CANA _ , , A > \ > A 

65 éyov, olot, ataxTos éun 
/ / ra 

Méeos yevvn yn TE TaTpo@a 
> vy > 

Kak ap eKTnpaL. 

XOPOS 

mpocpboyyov cov vooTncayTos 
KaKopnmov od, KakopeNTTTOV iad 915 
Mapiavdvvod Opnvnthpos 

/ 4 > / Tero, Torvdaxpuv taxyny. 

EEPEHS 

ler aiavn kal mavoduptov 
dvcOpoov avdjv: Saipwv yap 6S ad pw 
atpotros trot (through the stage imvoi: vide 

passim). 920. 

XOPO*S 

TjowW oToVaynY al TavodupTor, 
SvoTrabé olfwv adiactd T ayn, 
Todas évyns mevOnThpos * 

/ 9 ee." ale 4 téyéo 8 avynv apidaxpur. 
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BEPSH> 

"lovey yap Kaptos amnvpa 925 

vavdpaxtos “Apns adXoTpocandXos 
vuylay TAaK aKHV 

ctpevos Sucdaipmova T aKTHV. 

XOPO > 

oiot te Boa, wav T éx7revOou. 
mov 8 éott dhitwv adrdav byXos ; 980 

mov S€ tapactdta, of T éaanves, 931 
Dapavddxns, Lovoas, Iedayar, 932 
WVappis, Aorduas, “AydaBarns, 933 

LovoicKxavns T, 

apyol tov ‘“AyBatavaiwn ; 935 

EEPEH> 

ddoovs EXutrov Tupias éx vaos 
éppwyvias nO avtaiow 
Larapividor 

/ o. % / otudedfopuévous emi métpais. 

XOPOS 

oiot, Tod cot, Tod Papvodyos T 940 
> / / > > / na J 5 

Apwopapsos t ayabos; tov 8 ad 
/ § 93 7. re 

Levarxns, ov, nd evawp 
éote Aidawos, Méudis, OdpuBis, 

kat Maciorns, ‘ApreuSdpns, 945 
nd “Toraixpns ; 

Tade 89, Tdde o, @ Tai, épodpar. 

EEPSHS 

Tol Y, ® pmol pol, Tas wyuyias 
éeoxataPSavTes 

otuyvas OnBas, wodw émtarrvdor, 
KéaTar TAHMOVES 

avopav oraptav évi yépow. 950 
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XOPOS 

4S \ \ a a 5 a 

» Kat tov tov Ilepoa@y adtod 
\ \ \ / > > \ Tov gov miotov TavT opOadpov 

/ / peupia pupia mewTactTHy, TOV 
Batavwyou maid’, "Adriorov, Tov 954 

a“ / a 

Tov LYevodew Tod MeyaBdra, 956 
/ 

[lap@ov te péyav 
/ , 

tov tT OiBdpnva déXdorTas ; 
x x x x x x U oO oO ® ® ® Synov 

/ a ‘ Ilépcais ayavots Kaka XacKers. 

EEPEHS, 
37 / a 3 an 

iu: Tl we ONT ayalav éErdpav 960 
VITOMLMLVNTKELS, 
2 / 2 Bas oe a yy 
aMactT adlacT aaTolol ayn ; 

a > a 

Boa wat pou 
/ 4 pedéwv evtos TuOév HTop. 

XOPO > 

Kal pnv GrXov ye ToOodpév Tia 
Mdpdov avdpav pupiadapyor, 965 
Eavdw, dpeov t avdp ’Ayydpny, 
noe AcaiEwt nd ’Apodxnpy, 
imTiavaktas, KnyoadaTny, 
kat AvOipvar, 

Tormov 7 aixpis axopectov. 970 
érahov yap, oT ovK audi oxnvas 

Tpoxeddorous eldoy ErovTas. 

This version is in many places quite as near to the 
MSS. as is that of Hermann, as will be apparent to the 
reader who consults a critical edition of the play. 

From 1. 911 to 1. 972 exact balance both as regards 
lengths of systems and as regards lengths of speeches is 
preserved. But the correspondence is not syllabic. In 
other words, we have the characteristic feature of elaborate 
anapaestic composition, but we have not the lyrical 
feature of strophe and antistrophe. Yet how easy for 

—— ee ee 
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an innovator to invest such a composition with a lyrical 
semblance ! 

That the passage was not originally written in Doric 
but in the lonizmg Attic appropriate to anapaestic 
systems is strongly suggested by two facts. In 1 947 
the reading of the MSS., évavépowar, in what is certainly 
anapaestic metre of some sort, cannot well stand for any- 
thing else than @ rai, épodua. Now épodmar is present 
in meaning; but the present é¢péoua, as against epopas 
(not to speak of épw7a), is distinctly Ionic. A still 
stronger argument may be derived from 1. 956. We 
know from |. 322 of this play that the middle syllable 
of Yevcayas is short. Consequently the Doric genitive 
Yecdya will not scan in the anapaestic context, and one is 
driven nolens volens to the Ionic genitive Yecapew. 

With regard to my contention that the lines are of 
the ordinary anapaestic type, I will call special attention 
to the recurrence of anapaestic dimeters catalectic, and 
also to the fact that at least two passages, which make 
sheer nonsense and are not anapaestic at present, regain 
together both sense and anapaestic metre. 

Let us first look at the speech of Xerxes which takes 
up the lmes numbered by Hermann 948-950. Xerxes has 
already (ll. 936-939) mentioned the death off Salamis of 
certain Persian officers who had sailed in a Tyrian ship. 
Then the chorus ask him as to the fate of Pharnuchus, 
Ariomardus, Seualces, and others. It is enough to turn 
to Il. 37, 38 of this play, 

Tas T wyuyias 
OnBas épérav ’Apiopapsos, 

to see that this second list is a list not of sailors but of 
officers in the land-army. They were never on shipboard 
at all; and yet the MSS. make Xerxes reply : 

7\ > 

i@ t@ LOL, 
\ ’ / / 

TaS wyuyias KaTLOoYTES 
\ / 

atuyvas “A@avas, mavtes évi TiTUAe, 
\ / 

€7) €), TAdpoves aoTraipovet yépow. 

‘Woe, woe unto me, because they despised’ (or 
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‘having beheld’) ‘that ancient city, the city Athens, the 
abhorred, all with one measured motion, alas alas, wretched 
men, pant upon dry land.’ 

So far as such trash has any meaning, it conveys (as 
editors have seen) the impression that the men in question 
have been taken from the sea, and are dying on dry land, 
like fish out of water. Moreover it is to be observed that 
they are still panting at the date of Xerxes’ arrival at his 
capital. He does not say that he left them panting, but 
simply: ‘They pant.’ Can absurdity go further ? 

It does not need Il. 37, 38 to show us that ‘ Ogygian’ is 
an epithet of Thebes, not of Athens. It is true that both 
in Pindar and in Aeschylus the adjective is applied to 
hills and caves, in some such sense apparently as ‘ ever- 
lasting’; but it is not till we come to Callimachus that 
we find the word applied to cities other than Thebes. 
Hesiod’s a@ytywov Xruyds bdap (Theogony 806) is perhaps 
enough to show that that portion of the Theogony is not 
ancient. 

Consequently one is inclined (and ll. 37, 38 convert 
inclination into compulsion) to substitute @7@as for the 
non-anapaestic “A@dvas. Indeed there is nothing violent 
about this: OfBac and ’Aerinac, OdfBac and ’Aednac are 
surprisingly similar. 

We must read then ©7@as, and understand that 
Xerxes, having told of Salamis, is now telling of an 
engagement by land in Theban territory, possibly even, 
though not necessarily, of Plataea itself. 

It is historically true that Plataea was fought some 
seven or eight months, at the very least, after the probable 
date of Xerxes’ return to Susa: but Aeschylus throughout 
the play antedates by about a year the complete destruc- 
tion of the Persian forces. See the Messenger’s words in 
], 254: 

oTpatos yap mas dAwdre BapBapov. 

Still more important are ll. 477-9: 

atpatos © o roros év TE Bowwrav yori 
SiwAAVO’, of ev ahi Kpnvatoy yavos 
Sin movodvtes, of 8 bm aoOmatos Kevoi KTH. 
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There Plataea is hinted at, but only to be both slurred 
over and antedated. Any express mention of an out- 
standing war still being waged by Mardonius would have 
interfered with the completeness of the catastrophe, and 
yet Plataea was too important to be passed by without 
any allusion. An unobtrusive antedating was the only 
escape from the difficulty. ll. 788-833 (in which the 
Messenger is point-blank contradicted) and ll. 845-6, are 
unintelligent interpolations. (See the Appendix entitled 
“ Aeschylus and Plataea.”’) 

mavres évi miTUAw are Words without reasonable meaning. 
But it is obvious that, if we rightly restored @78as, then 
évi mitddkw 18 a corruption of émrdmvAov, and mavtes can 
hardly be anything else than zon. 

In the next line the ridiculous present dozaipovor seems 
to conceal some case of the national Theban adjective 
oraptos.  avdpav oraptav évi xépom is the natural thing 
for Aeschylus to have written. Probably he wrote it. 
In that case é) & almost certainly represents xéara:, in 
its depraved stage of xéare. 

Hence, without the slightest violence, and by the most 
natural deductions, we arrive at the reading (I need not 
justify two minor changes) : 

ToL Y, @ fol pol,.TAas wyvylas 
éoxataBavtes 

aotuyvas OnBas, wodw émratuvor, 
KéaTaL TANMOVES 
avdpav otaptav évi yépoo. 

I ask the reader to observe particularly the fact that. 
as we restore sense, not arbitrarily but under strict 
guidance of the ductus, 80 pari passu we restore the 
ordinary anapaestic metre. 

The other passage to which I desire to call special 
attention consists of the two lines 971,972. As they stand 
they are most marvellous nonsense. 

The MSS. read : 

érapov étaphov ovK audi oxnvais 
TpoxnrdToow Omicbev 8 éropuevor. 
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Some scholiasts interpret éradoy as é@avov, others as 
éragnoav. The prevalent modern interpretation of the 
lnesis: ‘I marvel. They are not about thy wheeled tent, 
seeing that they follow behind.’ This of course involves 
the omission of & after émi@ev. One editor apparently 
takes the nominative participle as the object of éradov. 

It appears to me almost certain that the second éradop 
is simply a corruption of the paleographically similar 
rapor, 1.€. yap oT. 

Consequently I read the first line thus : 

érahov yap, 6t ovK audi oxnv- (we must 
consider whether the acc. or the dat.) 

appl . . . émouevoe. seems to conceal audiérovtas in 
tmesis, and the -vc@ev of ducer is surely eidov. 

As audiérew governs the accusative, we have now got 
as far as: : 

éradhov yap, br ov« audi oKxnvas 
ree OREN elOov émrovTas * 

I take the right word at the beginning of the second 
line to be the perfectly regularly formed tpoyeddorous. 
Therefore I read : 

4 / ee > > \ \ 

eTapoyv yap, OT ovK audi oKnvas 
Tpoxeraotous eldoy émovras. 

My reading of |. 915 is of some metrical importance : 
it seems to me clear that the unintelligible xaxopuéderor is 
an alteration of xaxduedrrov, and the interjections appear 
to me almost certain. _ 3 

In ll. 919, 920 it seems difficult to deny that at one 
stage the MSS. must have read : 

8 / \ 7) ’ 

aimov yap 00 av mu 
aTporos imvol. 

irobv was commonly written tzvodv in MSS.; see Prom. 
Vinet. 364. 

In ll. 923, 924 the MSS. read: 

TOwS Yyévvas TevOnTHpos 
Kray—o 8 ad yoov apidaxpur. 

ae 
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I read: 

Todas évyns tevOntipos 
téyEw & avynv apidaxpuv. 

I understand the chorus to say that they will fulfil 
(I read wAjcw for ow chiefly in order to avoid hiatus after 
imot, which does not end a system) the lamentation of 
grey-haired mourning women, just as in |. 916 they say 
they will employ the dirge used by Mariandynians. 

I suggest that the former of these two lines is parodied 
in Aristophanes, Acharnians 610: 

non tjwempécRevxas od Todos Ov &n ; 

The neighbouring |. 613 of that play runs: 

oidéy Tis Uuov TaxBatay % Tos Xaovas ; 

In 1. 926 I have substituted ddrompdcarros for 
éteparxys. 1 do not think that érepad«yjs has any real 
meaning in the context. ‘The revisor appears to me to 
have substituted an inappropriate for an appropriate 
Homeric word of remotely similar sense with a view, I 
take it, to softening the harshness of the reproach. 

In 1 937 éppwyvias seems to me the only possible 
correction of épporvras. But it seems to involve (as indeed 
do some of the other suggestions that I am making 
hereabouts) that atthe time of its mutilation, whether 

intentional or unintentional, the text of this portion of 
the Persae was written, if not in the pre-Euclidean 
alphabet, at any rate with the pre-Euclidean vowels. It 
seems to me rash to assume that pre-Euclidean works 
were invariably transcribed into the Euclidean alphabet. 
It is quite conceivable that copies in the earlier script 

May occasionally have been made even as late as the 
_ third century B.c. 

In 1. 963 I do not hesitate to read eros tuOev for 
&vtocGev, I presume that the preposition, when employed 
postpositionally, retracts its accent. 

The reason why all these anapaests should have been 
converted into lyrics is not far to seek. The dialogue 
between Xerxes and the chorus is long, and destitute of 
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action. It doubtless possessed its own charm for the 
contemporaries of Aeschylus. The spectacle of fallen 
majesty, the mysterious remoteness of atmosphere pro- 
duced by the use of strings of extraordinary names, and 
the acknowledgement of the prowess of Greece involved 
in the lamentations of Persia—all this must have con- 
tributed at one time to induce the audience to admire the 
termination of the Persae. 

But when the democracy of Athens had broken down 
in large measure the restraint and dignity that were 
the characteristics of the best Greek art, then a passage 
such as this came to be regarded as intolerably dull. It 
is an extreme example of the kind of longueur which 
Aristophanes in the frogs represents Euripides as 
denouncing. Therefore we can well understand that some 
playwright, if he could not get action, was determined at 
all events to have dancing, and so for the solemn move- 
ment of regular anapaests substituted a succession of lyric 
systems. As a ballet, the result may have been a success. 
The words perhaps mattered no more than they do in a 
modern opera. 

es 

The sixth line of the first strophe (after 1. 972; 
otherwise the fourth strophe) begins with two short 
syllables: the corresponding antistrophe substitutes one 
long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 978. Siampérov oiov Séopxev dra 
(b) 1. 984. Svemdreuov 8 yévos rd Tlepoav 

In the context, I suggest that for Svc7édAeuov we should 
read Sis édcuevov. Hermann reads mdyxaxov instead of — 
Svarrpérrov, but I consider my correction much simpler. 

Vv 

In the eleventh line of the second strophe (after 1. 972) 
the second and third syllables are two shorts: the corre- 
sponding antistrophe substitutes one long. 

” CO ee ey 
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The lines run thus: 

(a) 1. 995. “ladvev rads od duyatypas 
(b) 1. 1006. pirwv aTaLol TovTiatow 

Hermann reads ‘Idov. He also suggests ‘Iovav, because 
“in hac fabula lones nusquam aliter quam aut “Iaves aut 
Idoves vocantur.” He is referring in reality to ll. 925, 926, 
where he twice reads "Idvav. “Iaves is a ghost-word. The 
true choice here is between “Idwv and the Doric contraction 
of “Iladvev) “Iavev. I prefer the latter as being a trifle 
nearer the MSS. 

Xx 

In the fifth line of the third strophe (after 1. 972) the 
fourth and fifth syllables are two shorts: instead of two 
shorts the corresponding antistrophe presents one long. 

These are the lines: 

(a) 1. LOLL. tue péros opod tiBeis 

(b) 1. 1019. érropOiaté vuv yoous 

_ This example is interesting, as showing almost the 
extreme extent to which copyists ordinarily permitted 
hemselves to carry transposition. It is also interesting, 
as presenting a very good instance~of two corruptions of 
jhe same part of the same word standing side by side in 
she text. 

I do not doubt but that Aeschylus wrote: 

ivo, idrdewov O° te. 

_ In ped- we see a transposition of -Aew- and in -iei- a 
ransposition of 0° te. 

-hewov appears as pédos, and also as opod. 
_ All this is quite in accordance with the grammar of 
extual corruption. 

SUMMARY 

The Persae presents thirty instances of the phenomenon 
T am investigating; but of these thirty sixteen occur 

VOL. I M 
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within the compass of fifty-three lines, which I have 
shown reason for supposing to have been originally not 
lyrical but anapaestic. Of the remaining fourteen 
examples, one is in all probability anapaestic like the 
sixteen above mentioned: three occur within the limits of 
a single line: two present themselves in a mutilated list 
of place-names, which geographical considerations enable 
us to emend with facility: one other instance is almost 
certainly corrupt. The seven examples that stand over 
admit of easy treatment, and none of them are of a kind 
to engender belief in the legitimacy of the phenomenon. 

SEPTEM CONTRA THEBAS 

Fortunately the Septem is not a very important play 
for the purpose of my discussion. It presents only a 
handful of serious instances of the phenomenon under 
investigation. Consequently I am only called upon to 
touch here and there the existing text of the choruses. But 
had: I to deal with them in a less incidental manner, I 
should feel myself to be in a position of great difficulty. 
There is widespread corruption of so rampant a character, 
that over and over again the only reasonably clear fact is 
that we read something widely different from that 
which Aeschylus wrote, it being difficult to the verge of 
impossibility to determine in what sort of direction 
emendation ought to endeavour to proceed. But the 
task I have set myself hardly brings me into relation with 
the most serious problems which an editor of the play 
ought either to attempt to solve or else to abandon as” 
insoluble. Yet I cannot completely avoid them. 

Frrst Cuorvs (ll. 78-162) 

In the fourth line of the third strophe, the seventh 
syllable (the last) is a long: in the fourth line of the 
third antistrophe for that long two shorts are substituted. 
It is also to be noticed that in the strophic line the final 
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long syllable is preceded by a trochee, whereas in the 
_antistrophic line that trochee is replaced by an iamb. 
This is sufficient proof of considerable corruption. 
The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 154. érepopdvm (but Par. C érepodpave: v.l. 
érepoppove) oTpaT@ 

(b) 1. 160. perdopevor & aprjEate 

_ The reading of Par. C is almost proof positive that 
we ought to substitute érepdOpe for érepodove. 

Read : 
e A 4 

éTepoOp@ otpatevmate. 

When érepo@p was expanded into érepodwve, then 
TTPATEVLATL had to be cut down to otpat® in order to 

reserve some semblance of correspondence. 

SEconD Cuorvs (ll. 184-224) 

No instances. 

TuirpD CHorus (ll. 270-349). 

omer 

In the second line of the first strophe the eighth and 
ninth syllables are obviously a short and a long, but the 
ong syllable is only lengthened by the presence of uv, so 

hat there is a sort of theoretical possibility of treating 
she two syllables as two shorts: in the second line of the 
inst antistrophe, if that line is in any way to be equated 
ith the strophic line, we have the phenomenon of one 

long syllable replacing the two syllables above mentioned. 
In the strophic lime, the two syllables are preceded by an 

amb: in the antistrophic line the long syllable is preceded 
y a trochee. 

These are the lines : 

a) 1. 271. yeltoves 5€ Kapdias pépimvat p eet 
(b) 1. 287. tac® dpeov, éyOpois adévres 
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There are two rival emendations. Hermann reads: 

Tacd dpevov, éEadhévtes éxOpois. 

Oberdick reads : 

Tacd dpeov, éevotdtas aévTes. 

I think Hermann is right. A muddle between the 
first syllables of éEagpévres and éy@pots may well have 
caused the corruption. 

B, C anp D 

In the sixth line of the third strophe the fifth and 
sixth syllables are two shorts: in the sixth line of the 
third antistrophe those two shorts are replaced by one 
long. One MS. introduces two further examples of the 
phenomenon. 

The lines run thus : 

(a) 1. 333. dpmayat 8 Siadpopav (v.l. Sdvadpoudv) 

uaiwoves eo 

(b) 1. 344. Suwtdes 8 kawornoves véat (Par. B omits 

véat: Ven. Breads duatdecr 88 xawvorrnpovect 

véas) i an al 

Both the strophic and the antistrophic context are in 
a state of extreme corruption: but I see no reason to 
question the integrity of the vulgate reading of the anti- 
strophic line itself. It is far otherwise with regard to the 
strophic line. 

Hermann thinks that line means “et rapinae fiunt, 
sorores discursationum.”’ I have two objections to this 
rendering. First, he supposes an ellipse of the word 
meaning “ fiunt’’—it cannot be supplied from the context. 
Now the copula may certainly be omitted: but can the 
substantive verb, when it is not used as a copula? 
‘‘Rapinae sunt sorores discursationum ’’ would be another 
matter. 7 

Secondly, I do not think that Sadpouai, “ runnings 
about,” can with the slightest propriety be personified 
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as the sisters of dpmayai. The case would be different, 
were the word not Sva8pouai, but “ battles” or “ victories ”’ 
or the like. 

The edition of Dr. Verrall and Mr. Bayfield translates 
in quite another manner. We there read: “ And the little 
ones are chased and seized: lit., the brothers and sisters 
(of the babes) become the prey of pursuit.” On this I 
ean only say that the useful exercise of translating through 
a brick wall may, if resolutely persisted in, blind even 
eminent scholars to the possibilities of sane speech. 

The strophic corruption, as may be seen by a glance 
at the context, is so profound, as to leave me in grave 
doubt with regard to the general sense. 

I tentatively read : 
e \ % = td 7 

aptrayal 5€ duodppovay opaipoves. 

“ Violence is the twin-sister of Enmity,’ is a natural 
expression. As regards the plurals of abstracts, the use 

them is in accordance with Greek idiom. . 
I imagine that ATC®PONAN would be not unlikely 
to pass into AIAAPOMAN. Even so, there is a hiatus 
before dprayai which gives me pause. 

I must particularly guard myself against being supposed 
to build anything on the basis of my highly uncertain 
-emendation. : 

Fourtu Cuorvs (ll. 398-402, 433-7, 462-6, 
502-6, 544-8, AND 607-611) 

A 

The second dochmius of the second line of the first 
_ Strophe is of the form »--~-: the second dochmius of 
the second line of the first antistrophe is of the form 
every, 

i The lines are these : 

: (a) 1. 399. @Oeoi Sotev, ws duxaiws TONES 

(b) 1. 434. xepavvod Sé pv Bédos érvayeBor 

In the antistrophic line Brunck rightly changed pw 
to wv, and Hermann émicyéOor to nacyébor. 
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I do not see that it is possible to assign to émioyébou 
a rational meaning. ‘The word could govern Bédos very 
well, but not wv. I suppose that the copyists must have 
taken it in some such impossible sense as that of 
‘inhibere.’ 

B 

In the second line of the third strophe the first 
dochmius is of the form »---v-: in the second line of 
the third antistrophe the first dochmius is of the form 

These are the lines: 

(a) 1. 545. tpeyds 8 dpOc0s mACKapos toraTaL 

(b) 1. 608. sperépas TereiO’, ws modAUS evTUYA 

Blomfield plausibly, :but without explaining the 
supposed corruption, reads in the strophe «al tpiyos 
dpOvos. It is really the antistrophe that needs attention. 
The fact that all MSS. give perépas, not dperépas, 18 
almost proof positive that the word is a substitution for 
something else. 

The antistrophic context is this: 

KAvovTes Oeot Stxaiovs ALTAaS 
e / an? 4 / > an 
nueTtépas Tere’, ws TOS EvTVYD. 

Some MSS., as might be expected, present dicaias 
instead of Seaiovs. But a later hand in M (the first — 
hand of which writes Sccaias Autas wetépas) has by 
superscription, going on the opposite tack, changed the 
reading into Sscaiovs Adyous merépovs. That variation 
appears as the actual text in Lips. Cantabr. 2. Robortellus 
(a.D. 1552), following the almost certainly corrupt tradi- 
tion which exhibits Adyous, but also following what seems — 
to be a tradition of quite a different character, prints : 

, 

KAvovTEs Oeol SiKaiouvs Aoyous 
> / i lal / > Cal 
EMOUS, EU TENELTE TOALY EVTUYELD. 

This reading removes, inter alia, the rather questionable — 
®; unaccompanied by dy after an imperative. It also — 
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_ brings the second dochmii of the second line into complete 
accordance. And it banishes the phenomenon to which 
I take exception. 

Hermann supposes that Robortellus may be incorporat- 
ing a Triclinian emendation. But (see the Agamemnon 
passim) Triclinius notes indeed, but does not emend, 
instances of what he calls dvr) pas. 

__ If it were not for the » of #perépas, I should hesitate. 
As it is, I am inclined to regard the Robortellian reading 
‘as, with a slight variation, sound. I propose: 

/ / 

KAvovTes Geot Stxaiouvs ALTAS 
b] / 5 Ta / > al 

euas, ev TedElLTE TOALY EVTUXELV. 

Disagreeing with Hermann, | think that the play on 
ed is in the Aeschylean style. 

FirrtH CuHorvs (ll. 667-689) 

No instances. 

SrxtH CuHorvs (ll. 701-772) © 

A 

In the second line of the fourth strophe the tenth and 
eleventh syllables are two shorts: in the second line of 
the fourth antistrophe those two shorts are replaced by 
one long. 

The passages are these : 

(a) ll. 748-9. Bapeias natadrayai: ta 8 doa 
TeNOmEV (v.ll. Tedopeva,  TaddOoueva, 

TeANGpeva, TEAOpEV, TEANOMEV’, TEAOU- 
pev’) od TmapépyeTat 

(b) ll. 754-5. Ocol nal Evvértion rodeos, 

TodvBoTos T aimy BpoTav 

Hermann reads, with great probability : 
fal \ \ / / e col kal Evvéotio. rodeos, O 

/ / ’ a TorvBoTos tT aiwy BpoTar. 
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B 

In the second line of the fifth strophe the second and 
third syllables are two shorts: in the second line of the 
fifth antistrophe those two shorts are replaced by one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 760 éyévero péreos aOALov 

(b) 1. 767. ébiicev émixétous tpopds 

It is particularly to be noticed that, instead of éyévero, 
Codex Guelferbytanus and Codex Taurinensis 253 give 
yévero. | can hardly imagine, in view of the copyists’ 
dislike of unaugmented forms, that yévero is a corruption 
of éyévero. It is much more likely to be an attempt to 
deal with the unfamiliar éyevro. 

éyevro would remove all difficulty. In the sense of © 
éyévero the word is not only classical but also lyrical in the ~ 
fullest sense. It is found once or twice in Pindar (Pythians © 
vi. 28, and ? Fr. 147); as well as in Hesiod’s Theogony 
(Il. 199, 705), in Sappho (Fr. 16), and in Alexandrian 
literature passim. I suppose that the word owes its © 
existence to some mistaken imitation of the Homeric © 
yévto (‘cepit’): but all the same it existed, and it looks” 
as if Aeschylus used it. 

SEVENTH CuHoRus (Il. 812-988) 

This. chorus is divided into two essentially different 
portions. The first portion ends at |. 931. That 
portion is lyrical: the second portion is an aulodic threnos, 
composed, presumably in accordance with the rules that 
govern Carian aulody, on a complicated principle unknown 
to lyric poetry. That principle involves the use of © 
something analogous to the lyrical strophe and antistrophe : 
but inside the aulodic strophe and the aulodic antistrophe 

. : : 1 
there is a further correspondence of lines one with another — 
of such a kind as to produce a subordinate strophic- 
antistrophic arrangement ; and some of the aulodic portion — 

ee eT _ 

3 

‘ 

of the chorus is subject only to this linear correspondence, — 
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and is not included in any strophe or antistrophe in the 
larger sense. I! regard it as quite uncertain whether 

 aulodic rule does or does not forbid, either as regards the 
main strophes and antistrophes or as regards the sub- 
ordinate quasi-strophes and quasi-antistrophes, the 
phenomenon which, as I am endeavouring to show, is 
forbidden in lyrical poetry. In any case, it matters little, 
for the purposes of this discussion, what aulodic rule 
allows or disallows. 

It is quite plain that, at any rate, some kinds of 
‘Attic chorus, as exemplified in Aristophanes, admit the 
oe that I am discussing: and that fact has 
hardly any bearing on the rules of Doric lyrical poetry. 

First PortTIoN oF THE CHORUS 

A 

The third line of the first strophe is an iambic trimeter, 
of the scansion v-v—-v-vevv-vv: the third line of the 
first antistrophe is an iambic trimeter of the scansion 
—-v---v-v-v-. Neither line presents any distinctively 
Doric forms, nor, for that matter, any distinctively Attic 
forms. It is obvious that the lines, as they stand, are 
non-lyrical senarii, and that therefore there is no question 
of lyrical correspondence. But I view with grave suspicion 
the occurrence in an Aeschylean chorus (I should not say 
the same of Sophocles) of isolated tragic lines in a lyrical 
chorus, closely connected in sense with their context. 
Therefore I fear that there may be deep-seated corruption : 
but I can do nothing more than quote the lines, which 
are these : 

(a) 1. 814. Kaxov we xapdiav tu TepeTritver Kpvtos 

(b) 1. 822. Bovrai & amictos Aatov Sunpxecar 

B, C, D, E, F, ano G 

: ‘The second strophe and antistrophe of this chorus, 
which consist mainly of lyrical iambic lines, have been 
corrupted in such a way as to make extraordinary havoc 
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of sense, and to produce, within the compass of two lines, 
five examples of the phenomenon I am investigating. A 
generally received emendation of the former of the two 
lines creates a sixth example. 

Before I proceed to give the technical description of 
the six instances, I will set out the strophe and antistrophe. 

They run :— 

Ta8 avTodnra: TpovTTos ayyédouv ROyos" otp. B 
Surat pépruvas, (M Sirdais pepiuvais) Sidup’ avopéa 

(v.11. didup dvopa, Sidupdvopa, dvdvpavopia, 8160- 

pavopéa: Hermann didvp’ dyavopea) Kak’, 

avtopova, (v.ll. avtopova, adtodpovov), Siporpa, tédeva 

(clearly for Stuopa rédea), trade (v.ll. ra, 8& ra) 

man (v.ll. wadeiv) ti $0; 830 
ti & GdXo xy 4 Tovoe Tovar Sopav éhéotior ; 
ara yoov (v.l. yor), & ira, Kat’ odpov (v.IL 

KaT ovpyov, KaKkovpy@v 
épécoer aul xKpati (v. ll. Kpartet, Kparet) TOM TTLLOV 

yepotv avt. 8 

aiTUNOV (v.1. TUTUNOD), Os  avev (v.l. aiel, ael) be 

"Ayépovt apeiBerat 

trav (v.ll. TV, Ta, TaV vov) dorovov (vl. doronXov) 

peNayKpokov (v.1. pedaryKpoKay)  patotorov bew- 

piiagu: 835 
trav (v.lL tHv,) aoriB} ~AmodAdror (Pauw rightly 

TroAN@UL), TAY avadLov 
Tavdokoy €is apavh Te xépoor. 

From this exhibition of the text it is evident that the 
second line of the second strophe is a lyrical iambic 
trimeter catalectic, of which the first foot is either an 
iamb or a spondee, and that the second line of the second 
antistrophe is a lyrical iambic trimeter non-catalectie of 
which the first foot is a tribrach. Moreover, on Hermann’s 
reconstitution the fifth foot of the strophic line is a 
tribrach, whereas the fifth foot of the antistrophic line 
is an iamwb. 

It is also evident that the third line of the second 
strophe and the third line of the second antistrophe are 
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both meant to be lyrical iambic trimeters non-catalectic, 
though the former has had its scansion disturbed by slight 
graphical errors, and the latter has suffered the interpola- 
tion of a cretic between its fourth and fifth feet. Making 
allowance for what is obvious, we have a strophic line 
with its first foot a dactyl, and its second, third, and fourth 
feet tribrachs, but an antistrophic line with its first foot 
a spondee and its second, third, and fourth feet iambs. 

So much for more or less technical description. 
| When we turn to the sense of the passage, we are 
- confronted with the fantastic conception of the measured 
motion of mourners’ hands, beating their heads, being 
made to serve as the measured motion of oars to row the 
dead over the river Acheron. There is no similarity 
between the action of beating the head and the action of 
rowing. Furthermore the existing text puts a full stop 
at the end of the last line but one of the strophe, and 
starts the meaning of the antistrophe with the last line of 

_ the strophe, without even a comma to separate strophe 
and antistrophe. 

This is quite impossible. Also there are obscurities of 
a grave kind. 

I cannot doubt but that there was a stop at the end 
of the original strophe, and that 6 ¢édaz in the last line of 

the strophe conceals (as elsewhere) épedos or some cognate, 
_ the real meaning of the line being: “There is no use in 

mourning.” But, though mourning is useless, prayer is 
useful. Therefore in the antistrophe the chorus betake 

themselves to prayer. They clearly pray some person or 
persons to row the dead over the Acheron. ‘There was 

_ only one rower, namely Charon. Therefore Charon must 
be addressed, and the verb must be in the singular. 

‘A strict attention to the ductus literavrwm, coupled 
with the requirements of metre, leads me to the following 

reconstitution : 

Tad avTodnra, TpovTTOS ayyédouv oyos. otp. B’ 
Sumdai pépysvar, Sidvm’ ap wdpopev Kak, 
avtohova, Simopa, Tédkea Tade TAOH. Ti GH; 830 

ti & ado ¥ 7 TOTHOUS Souwv epeotious ; 
ara youv TO y ddhedw’ apavpor. 
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” 5) yy? © A , l n > , 
épeaa —eé@ eis Kpateits ov—TouTipmov yepow avtT. B 
aA A 3\ Dh 3 / > > y 4 

vrav, Os atev d& Ayeépovt’ apeiBn, 

aiova péeXavoxpoKarov, ava Oewpiav 835 
\ 7 ie eek \ oo ak 

Tav acoTiBH TOAKMMML, TAY avadLoy 

mavodoKov eis apavh Te yépoor. 

I suggest wpopev in |. 829, because that rare Homeric 
form of the perfect may easily have been thought to be 
the transitive aorist, and so have caused accusatival 
sigmas to be superscribed above the nominative termina- 
tions of durdai pépysvar. Hence, I suggest, the reading 
SuTrais pepipvass. 

In 1. 832 I should be at least equally ready to read 
GNA yoov yap Sherm’ apaupor, 

were it not for the fact that at the end of a strophe a 
mere comma is hardly a heavy enough stop. 

In 1. 833, I must call attention to the important 
readings «pare? and xparev. 

In |. 834, nothing but a second person at the end will 
give catalectic scansion. 

1. 835 must begin with a vowel, in order to make the 
last syllable of dwe¢@y short. 

aiéva is a word that everlastingly gives rise to corrup- 
tion.  didva peéravoxpdxarov (‘the shore with its black 
shingle’) is very like the MS. readings and accounts for 
all of them. vavcrodov Oewpida is merely ava Pewpiav 
(‘on the last pilgrimage’) with dorodov, meant as a 
correction of derovoy, erroneously inserted between the 
two words. It is easy to see how, in the naval context, 
Gewpiav, ‘ pilgrimage,’ was changed into the uncially similar 
Gewpida, ‘ embassy-ship.’ 

I think that the only emendation that calls for 
explanation is dpedu ayavpov in |. 832. dpedrwa has 
Sophoclean authority. In uncials it is singularly like ~ 
® dira. auavpds passes from ‘dark’ into a sense more or 
less equivalent to ‘ineffectual.’ | 

I do not suppose that duavpov passed straight into 
cat otpov. I conjecture that it passed into dv’ odpov, and 
that dv’ odpov had metri gratia to be converted into 
kat ovpov because of the corruption @ ¢irau. 
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; To prevent misapprehension, it may perhaps be 
_ desirable that I should also state my view as to éAav in 

1, 834. Nothing is commoner in the way of corruption 
than the addition of a few letters to words in order to 
suit a supposed sense. When dye(8y (perhaps written 
apeiBeat, uncontracted) passed into dpeiBera, it became 
inevitable that édrav should be turned into a masculine 
form, capable of serving as antecedent to os. Seeing 
that the immediately preceding word is yepotv, I consider 
that drav may well have passed straight into witvAev with- 
‘out any extraneous assistance. But assume (a natural 
assumption) that there was a gloss wirvv. That would 
lead to wirvdAorv inevitably, the gloss being mistaken for a 
correction. 

The whole of the depravation appears to me to be 
uncial. 

I lay no stress on minute details: but I venture to. 
think that in this passage, which is of an exceptional 
character, I have been able with strong probability to get 
back—as regards all main features—to what Aeschylus. 
wrote. It is very seldom that I am able even to approach 
to any such claim. 

SECOND PoRTION OF THE CHORUS 

l. 932 consists of a non-tragical trimeter, divided 
between Antigone and Ismene. Then follows a dialogue 
between the two sisters, each of whom delivers in turn 
a short line, each short line in the mouth of the one being 
answered, antistrophically so to speak, by the following 
‘short line in the mouth of the other. 

This system of composition ends at 1.940. An aulodic 
‘strophe begins at |. 941, and ends at 1. 956. Its anti- 
‘strophe begins at |. 957 and ends at 1.972. Unfortunately 
there is a good deal of undenied corruption in the text : 
but it is quite evident that throughout the greater part 
of the strophe and antistrophe a subordinate system of 

_ short strophes and antistrophes, like those of ll. 933-940, 
_ is continued, in spite of our having now come within the 

region of a long strophe and antistrophe. Hence there 

Ww 
7 

aoe 
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is a two-fold thread of correspondence. ‘The short corres- 
pondences are mostly of the ordinary strophic-antistrophic 
type: but once in the main strophe and once (at the same 
point) in the main antistrophe we have a tripartite 
sequence, such as is occasionally presented in the cee 
strophes of lyrical poetry. 

So much is evident, but it is also evident that only 
the greater part and not the whole of the main strophe 
and antistrophe is complicated by subordinate corres- 
pondence. 

Immediately after the end of the main antistrophe, 
the poet reverts to the system of short correspondences 
only, which he has employed in the passage preceding the 
main strophe. ‘This system is kept up from l. 973 to 
I. 980. 

Of ll 981-988 it is difficult to speak with any 
certainty. The text is mutilated and the metre doubtful. 
With |. 988 the chorus closes. 

I am not discussing aulodic law, and am quite unable 
to say whether the phenomenon that | dispute in lyric 
poetry is or is not lawful in some kinds of aulodic 
poetry. : 

Examples present themselves in |. 951 as compared — 
with |. 967, in |. 973 as compared with 1. 974, inl. 979 © 
as compared with |. 980, and possibly (a question of a 
repeated io, and subject to the doubt as to the true system 
of correspondence at this point of the chorus), in |. 983 as 
compared with |. 986. 

If the chorus were lyrical, I should merely say that 
these examples of the phenomenon—four in all—occur in 
such violently corrupted contexts that it is alike useless 
to attempt to emend them and impossible to argue from 
them. But we are dealing with aulody and I will draw 
no conclusions at all. | 

It is important to observe that on various occasions 
up and down the argument of this tractate I may, for all 
I know, be dealing with aulodic and not with lyrical 
choruses. If that is so, then it seems to me to follow 
from the generally homogeneous character of all the choruses 
with which I deal for the direct purpose of my argument 
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that there is no difference between the rules of lyrical 
poetry and of one kind of aulodic poetry. Be that as it 
may, there are certainly some kinds of aulodic poetry 

which are subject to rules of their own. Examples of 
such aulodic poetry are the nome (which has rules very 
different from the rules of lyric poetry), and the concluding 
pee of this chorus (which is subject to rules more or 
less analogous to those of lyric poetry). Iam not indeed 
‘sure that I ever bring into my direct argument any chorus 
that is not strictly speaking lyrical. I find a difficulty 
in supposing that there existed so fundamental a cross 
division inside aulodic poetry that a whole province of 
that poetry should be subject to the rule of an alien law. 
But I know that it is customary to say that numerous 
tragic choruses are aulodic. 

SUMMARY 

_ The Septem presents in its prima facie lyrical portions 
sixteen examples of the phenomenon I am investigating : 
but two of these arise from the vagaries of a single MS. 
and six occur in a violently distorted passage. Of the 
eight that remain over, not more than three can be 
considered capable of bearing even summary investigation. 

A portion of the last chorus of the play is composed 
in accordance with a system of aulodic law, which differs 
widely from lyrical. Here, in the midst of great corruption, 
three or possibly four instances present themselves. Even 
if they are genuine, they do not come within the purview 
of the argument. 

AGAMEMNON 

First CuHorvus (ll. 104-242) 

A AnD B 

In this long chorus the only examples of the doubtful 
correspondence that forms the subject of our inquiry are 
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to be found in the text of the first two lines of the first 
strophe and antistrophe. One of these examples has long 
since been remedied by the graphic device of a diaeresis : 
the other has not yet been cured; bnt I am about to 
suggest a simple treatment. | 

The first line of the first strophe is a dactylic hexa- 
meter: the first antistrophe substitutes a spondee in the 
first foot. 

The second line of the first strophe is one dactyl 
shorter than the first line, but otherwise identical in 
structure: here again the first antistrophe substitutes a 
spondee in the first foot. 

The first four lines of strophe and antistrophe are as 
follows : 

(a) ll. 104-107. xvpios eiuse Opoety b8c0v Kpatos dicvov 

avdpav 
extehéwv: ere yap Ocd0ev Katamrveie 

mela poAmay, 

adxavy (read with Hermann ddx@) 
ovppuTos ator. 

(b) Il. 118-121. Kedvos 8& orparopavtis dav Svo0 Ajnpact 

Suscovs 
"Atpeldas payiwous éddn Aaryodaitas 

Troumovs apyas* 
ovtw 8 eime tepatwr. 

Monk rightly corrected ’Arpeidas into ’Azpeidas. 
I suppose that hardly any scholar can have read care- 

fully that antistrophic passage without being struck by a — 
certain awkwardness of diction. The omen of the eagles — 
and the hare has just been mentioned. ‘Then, according 
to the received text, it is said that the seer, having looked 
on the two sons of Atreus, men of divergent mood, under- 
stood the meaning of the birds that feasted on the hare 
and of the sign sent to the army on its way, and declared 
the interpretation thereof. 

This is complete sense: but it is not complete balance. 
There is no statement that the seer looked on the eagles 
as well as on the Atridae. There is no statement that he 

a eae eee eee 
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mystically identified the two birds and the two captains. 
‘Either statement would be sufficient: one of the two is 
wanted, not indeed for intelligibility, but for the sake of 
fully articulate expression. 

_ Therefore I read with confidence : 

si a Lie i 

xedvos ide otpatopavtis: idev S00 Ajpace Siocovs 
"Atpeldas payipous: éddn Nayodaitas 
Tommovs T apyds: 

ef > S U 

oUt O etme Tepalar. 

- ‘The good prophet of the host beheld it: he beheld 
the two sons of Atreus, differing in spirit, men of war: 
he had understanding of them that made the hare their 
meat and of the sign upon the road: and thus he declared 
the interpretation.’ | 
_ The absence of connecting particles until the conclud- 
ing oftw 8 cie, seems to me fully appropriate. It is not 
until the sum of the whole matter is reached that the 
necessity for 6é arises. 

I may perhaps be permitted to wander a little from 
my theme in order to discuss a monstrous reading in the 
epode, |. 137. 
I will quote the passage : 

/ + e \ 
Toocov Tep evdpwv a Kara 

/ a a 

Spocoict eTrTO’s padepav NEovTOD, 
’ 

TavT@V T aypovopav hiroudoTois 
Onpa@v o8pikddoot TepTrvd, 

TovTwov aite EvwBora xpivas, 
Sea pév, Katdpouda 58 ddcpata otpovbdr. 
> Sw / al 

iniov dé karéw Ilasdva, 

pH Twas avtutvoovs Aavaois xpovias éxevpdas amoias 

Teven. 

The line 

Sefia pév, Katapoudpa Sé dacpata otpovdav 

is supremely ridiculous, and to leave out ctpovddy is to 
leave out the most prominent and important feature. 

I suggest that the line has become attached to the 
VOL. I N 
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wrong sentence. ‘There should be a full stop after epivat. 
Then Calchas continues : 

defia pev Séxouas, Katdpouda dé ddopat atwba: 
iniov d€ KaXéw KTA. 

I suggest that ¢dcpar dod was misread dacpata 
oe, and that wd (perhaps via an intermediate od 
64;) became orpov0dv. For the appropriateness, to say 
the least, of aw66, compare the next word, iniov. 

Be iipiae perished for three separate reasons, its similarity 
to Seka (wherein lies its appropriateness), the similarity 
of -wat to wev, and the similarity of -wae to xar-. 

Seconp Corus (ll. 352-466) 

This chorus is of considerable value as supporting my 
central contention that the alternation in strophe and 
antistrophe between one long and two shorts is due not 
to the writers but to the copyists of Greek lyrics. 

In one sense the chorus supplies four examples of the 
correspondence in question: but it will be seen that it 
supplies them in such a sense only as is highly favourable 
to my contention. 

A 

The sixteenth line of the first strophe has, immediately 
before its final iamb, two short syllables: the sixteenth 
line of the first antistrophe has one long in place of these 
two shorts. 

The passages are these : 

(a) Il. 367-8. AaKticavts peyara Aixas 

Bopov eis adbdverav 
(b) ll. 384-5. foyvve Eeviay Tpare- 

a / 

Cav KXoTTAaicL yuvaLKos 

Canter emended the senseless word peydda into the 
plainly right word péyar. 

It is important to note the authority on which peyadda 
rests. There are only two MSS. for this part of the 
Agamemnon, namely the Florentine MS. (fourteenth 
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century), and the Farnesian MS. (also fourteenth century, 
containing the emended text of Triclinius). 

: The Florentine reading of the strophic and anti- 
_ strophic lines is that which I have given above. 

Triclinius on the other hand reads : 

(a) ll. 367-8. ékraxticavte peydra = Aixas (gloss : 
peyaras, avTl pas 

Bopov eis adavecav 

(6) ll. 384-5. goyuve tHv Eeviay tpare- 
an / 

fav KXOTTAaLoL yuVaLKos 

One may plausibly conjecture that Triclinius altered 
Aaxticavts to éxdaxticavts and inserted ri before Eeviav 
‘with a view to strict conformity of metre. That result 
could more simply be effected by reading the present 
Naxrifov7rr, and not adding rv or tay. I admit that I 
do not consider AaKticavts sound. 

: But the point of importance is that the certainly 
_ depraved peydda has only such prestige as the Florentine 

MS. and Triclinius can give it. Ifthe Medicean MS. were 
extant in this portion, we might reasonably expect to 
find the original péyav. 
_ The second gloss, dvtl yds, is Triclinius’ invariable 
method of noting the occurrence of an example of the 
phenomenon which I am investigating. It means; ‘two 
short syllables instead of one long.’ 

B 

In this example we find that while Triclinius presents 
a regular correspondence, the Florentine MS. makes two 
shorts and a long correspond. Both versions make 
perfect sense, so that there is no reason to treat Triclinius’ 
Yeading as an emendation, We have already seen that 
he does not object to the doubtful phenomenon. The 
instance is this. In the fifth line in the second strophe 
Codex Florentinus gives as the sixth and seventh syllables 
two shorts, replacing them in the second antistrophe by 

one long. ‘Triclinius gives one long both in strophe and 
in antistrophe. : 
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_ The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 390. arAnra rhdca* modd & avéctevoy (sic Floren- 

tinus; Triclinius rorra & écrevov) 
(b) 1. 406. BéBaxev dis od peOvarepor 

If od peOvcrepov is authentic, we need not hesitate to 
accept woAda 8 éorevov, though to my mind it would be 
a priori rather to be expected that word 8 dvéorevoy 
should have been corrupted into mova 8 éorevov, than 
that the reverse process should have taken Place. 

But it seems to me extremely harsh to use ‘not after- 
wards’ in the sense of ‘straightway’; neither am I| 
aware of any close parallel. 

I have already said enough to show that no argument 
in favour of the irregular correspondence can be drawn 
from this example: but at the risk of weakening my — 
contention by very uncertain conjecture, | would suggest — 
the following reading of the whole passage : 

l. 388. dyouod 7 avtigepvov “Ihim Plopar, OTP. 
BéBaxe pimda dia mvrar, 
7 a \ 2 "eed aTANTa TAGoa* TOA O averTeEvoY 
Ta® évyérrovtes Somov tpodhrat. 

, \ eee Se! > / \ Ce > 

]. 404, parav yap cdr av écOdd tis Spabwv opd, art. 
Tapadrayeioa Sia YEepav 

/ v id \ 7 
BéBarev Oris, b7r0 peOvorTeEpov 

n a9 + 

mTTEpois oTadova wmvov Kedawvois. 

. 

imaxorovbety means ‘to follow closely.’ It occurs — 
several times, always with corrupt v.ll. tdérecOa is found 
only in Appian (with v.l. éféecOa), but perhaps ought 
to be restored elsewhere. dzoradeiv is equivalent to 
itraxorovbeiv. It is hardly possible in the context to sub- 
stitute for od any word of similar ductus except t70. 

C 

The passage which we have now reached is of such a 
character that it is pre-eminently impossible to base upon 
it any metrical theories whatever. 

The sole authorities, Codex Florentinus and Triclinius, — 

—— OO DO 
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_ agree in reading the ninth and tenth lines of the second 
_ strophe and antistrophe respectively (I have added the 
necessary quantities, as gathered from the antistrophe) 
thus: 

vo wv — wv Vvrmr- Vere 

(a) ll. 394-5. wdpeote cvyas atipos adoidopos 
pisk > ss Vv FP INP GROSS Vv ee 

aductos adepévov idety 
oe ETE — Vv yes vr ovo 

(6) Il. 410-1. ro wav & ad? “Edddbos alias cuvoppévors 

mévOeva TAHTLKaPSLOS 

[next line Sopwv éxdotov mpérer| 

It is plain that ageu- of addeuévov is answered by tAqo- 
of tTAneLKaps.0s. . 

_ There seems to be no obvious reason for suspecting 
the text of the antistrophic passage. 
___ I cannot fairly be required to deal with a passage 
‘that has bewildered every editor, except so far as is 
necessary in order to point out its worthlessness as 
support for any metrical possibility. But I may be 
permitted, without prejudice to my general argument, to 
attempt an emendation of my own. 
I will keep the antistrophic lines exactly as they 
stand in the MSS., and in the strophe I would read : 

/ a 3 > . > , 

Tapectt oiy atevicpois adowdopois 
oA > / > a 

adictos adbGover tdetv. 

For this sense of dpovos it is sufficient to quote Plato’s 
Republic, vi. 500 a a&pOovev te kal mpaov dvra. 

_ I wish once more to emphasize the fact that in 
‘obviously corrupt lines it makes hardly the slightest 
difference to my argument whether my emendations are 
tight or even absurdly wrong. 

I think I should be making a mistake if I were to 
_ adduce a passage of this sort without adding my own 
_ emendation to that of previous scholars. In the multitude 

of counsellors there is wisdom. But I must clearly be 
understood as not claiming any especial wisdom for my 
own attempts. . 

i i a i i a i me eh LL 

bh Lo We Aabeiens Vb 2B bin TRE Rone eee eee 
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D 

We now come to a very manifest example of corruption, 
which also shows openly the whole process of an original 

_ long being corrupted into two shorts. 
As far as MS. texts go we are wholly dependent on 

Codex Florentinus and on Triclinius. But we have also 
the help of Cramer’s Anecdota. The eleventh lines of the 
third strophe and antistrophe respectively run thus: 

an- 
(a) 1. 428. rorpias Stal yvvacxos (so Cramer’s Anecd. 

Oxon. i. p. 119. 13) 
(b) 1. 446. reréOovtos ouTIS aAKd 

Here there is no want of correspondence at all. 
But the Florentine MS. corrupts é:al, reading : 

an- 
Notplas Sua yuvakds 

The Triclinian MS., or some source from which it 
borrows, perceives that &a is unmetrical, and accordingly 
‘corrects’ it by the introduction of the phenomenon to 
which I object. 

The result is that the Triclinian MS. reads as follows : 

an- 
(a) 1. 428. rAorpias ye Sua yuvarkos 

(b) 1. 446. reréOovtos ovTiS aKa 

I will not pause to inquire whether this decisive 
exemplification of the way in which the faulty correspond- — 
ence crept into our texts is due to Triclinius himself or 
was copied: from some ancient archetype. In hoe genere 
what a grammarian may have done in the fourteenth 
century A.D. another grammarian may have done in the — 
second century B.¢., or yet another still earlier. 

This example affords an object-lesson worth much 
gold. 
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THIRD CuHorvs (ll. 659-748) 

This long chorus presents only one example of the 
phenomenon | am investigating, and that example, though 
it was so classed by Triclinius, clearly does not represent 
any intended correspondence. Another instance emerges 
in the course of emendation. 

A anp B 

- In the sixth line of the fourth strophe the fifth and 
sixth syllables are two shorts: in the sixth line of the 
fourth antistrophe those two shorts are prima facie 
replaced by one long. But, on that assumption, the 

latter portions of the two lines are in hopeless metrical 
disagreement ; and it is obvious that the first of the two 
strophic shorts in question ought (as Hermann saw) to be 
a long. 
The lines run: 

(a) 1. 738. Saipova te Tov duayov, amrodewov, aviepov 

(b) 1. 746. dppace Node’ Gora mpocéBa Tod, Sivapev ov 

Hermann rightly changes the strophic line to 

Saimovd Te Tav dpayov, aTrodeuov, aviepov. 

If in the antistrophic line we simply omit the unin- 
 telligible rod after mpocé8a, we find that the eleventh and 
twelfth syllables (two shorts) of the strophic line are 
answered by the eleventh syllable (one long) of the anti- 
_ strophic line, thus: 

/ / \ ba > / > 7 

(a) Saiwova Te Tav auayov, aTroeuov, aviepov 
bd an > wo / / > 

(b) dppact NiTrode baa TpocéBa, Svvapiv ov 

Hermann, after thinking of zpocéBare, has recourse to 
mpocéwore. But | think it almost certain that rpocéBa tod 
must be a corruption of a middle third person singular in 
-ato, mpocéBato can be paralleled by mpoceByjcero and 
mpoceBncato, and by the analogy of éfaro as equivalent 
to én: but I hardly think that Aeschylus would have 
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used it. Very likely it was once read. If so, I suggest 
that it, in its turn, is a corruption of mpocécuto. A letter 
v in the original word, preserved it may be as an inter- 
lineation, seems to be wanted in order to account for the 
v of rod. 

It is to be observed that in the strophic line Codex 
Farnesianus (the Triclinian MS.) omits the word dyayor, 
but contains a Triclinian note: rov duayov, avtt judas. I 
think that it is more or less clear that the copyist of this 
Codex has mistakenly thought that Triclinius meant to 
exclude duayov from the text, on the ground of this note. 
He may even have supposed that dv7i yds meant in the 
context ‘tautological.’ By dvr was Triclinius intended 
to convey that the two first syllables of the expression tov 
dwayov present an example of the phenomenon which I 
am investigating in this tractate. ‘Triclinius notes such 
examples, but contents himself with noting them. In any 
case, the omission of the word duayov would do nothing 
whatever to ameliorate matters, but would make the 
strophic and antistrophic lines of wholly different length. 

It is commonly, but without sufficient reason, thought 
that at any rate the scholia, if not also the text itself, of — 
Codex Farnesianus were written by Triclinius with his 
own hand. An Aphthonius (dated 1298) and a Hesiod — 
(dated 1316), both written by him, are preserved, the one 
at New College and the other at Venice. If Triclinius 
wrote these scholia with his own hand, then he must have — 
failed to notice that he or some one else had accidentally — 
(for no sane man would have done it intentionally) omitted — 
dpayov from the text. This, in view of the note “ov — 
duayov, avtt pas,” is most difficult to suppose. But when — 
the Triclinian note had once been written, then that note 
might easily cause the intentional omission of duayov by 
the very next copyist. 

FourtaH Corus (ll. 942-993) 

A 

In the fourth line of the first strophe the fifth and 
sixth syllables are two shorts: in the fourth line of 
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the first antistrophe for those two shorts one long is 
substituted. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 945. pavrironre § axédreveros dpucOos aoudd 

(b) 1. 958. Opfvov “Epuds adredisaxros éowev 

The antistrophic context shows beyond a doubt that 
“Epwvds stands for a genitive. Consequently Porson and 
Hermann emend to the ordinary genitive. But I am not 

_ so sure that “Epuvvos is the immediate predecessor of our 
existing reading. An examination of the lexicon leads me 
to doubt, though the genitive singular is never found 
contracted (if I may use the word contracted), whether 

_Epivvids may not be a stage of corruption. 
aoda stands at the end of the strophic line before a 

-yowel. écw@ev at the end of the antistrophic line stands 
before a consonant. I do not think that in this style 
_éc@Ge would be a possible emendation. If it is not, then 
something is seriously wrong. 

The reading of Codex Farnesianus confirms me in my 
doubts. 1. 944 ends with the word qorara: (woraro would 
make no sense): but Farnesianus ends |. 944 with the 
elided word’, and presents |. 945 thus: 

BA ral > / 

autcos aoida, pavtitove 5 aKéXevoToOS 

Even so there is want of synapheia (unless we can read 
_ €cw@e in the antistrophe) at the end of |. 945: but I do 

not think that Triclinius would have dreamt of so trans- 
posing the strophic line simply in order to remedy an 

His reading is clearly wrong, if only because of the 
 elision of the last syllable of worarac: but it may well 
contain remnants of the right reading. 

I am inclined to think that it does, but in an extremely 
complicated manner. 

There ought to be a Triclinian note dvti pias attached 
to the word dxédevoros. I conjecture that this note was 

written at the end of the line. 
Now it is obvious that if the original reading was 

a ] 

pavtironet & axéXevatov aduicOov aodar, 
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perfect sense would be preserved, and at the same time 
the difficulty arising from want of synapheia would be 
removed, while the antistrophic line would only need the 
expansion of "Epwvis (which I have assumed as a stage) 
into a truly original “Epwvvos, in order to present perfect 
correspondence. 

Add to this the almost certain Triclinian note, and we 
obtain : 

a > / / nan 

pavtimrorve & aKéXevoTov apicOov aoidayv avtTl pias 

Now doday avi is so like aovda pavte- (especially if v be 
written ») that it would be very easy for the Triclinian 
reading and note to be corrupted into the shape 

a > VA ” a 

pavtiTronet & akédevoTtov apicbov adovda pavTitronel. 

This would give the impression that dovda-pavturoned 
was the Triclinian order. Given doida pavrerone?, and given — 
also the vulgate reading, which a copyist in a difficulty 
would naturally consult, any other correction than 

WoTar ° 
dutc0os dowdd, pavtitone? 8 aKédXevaTOS 

becomes almost impossible. 
Hence I conclude, of course very uncertainly, that 

Triclinius read : 
lal > A 

pavtimonet 8 aKéXevoTov apscOov daowdav 

Whether he did or not, that appears to me to be the 
right reading. 

B 

In the first line of the second strophe the fifth syllable 
is a long: in the first line of the second antistrophe that — 
long is replaced by a short and a long, which for the sake 
of sense and grammar are emended into two shorts. 

These are the lines : 

(a) 1. 968. para yap tou Tas Toddas byvelas | 

(b) 1. 981. 7d 8 emt yay reaovd” (Pauw rightly recli 

anak Oavdoipov 
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| We still depend for MS. authority on Farnesianus and 
- Plorentinus only. 

Editors have seen that the metre is paeonic: they seem 
not to have observed that zecov@’ in the antistrophic line 

_ must have arisen owing to an impression that it was 
-dochmiac. 

Hermann emends the strophic line into the form : 

pdra yé ToL TO TOdEOS yy Hytias. 

Conington suggests modéas instead of Hermann’s 
TOoNEOS +’. 

Paley writes: 

para yé ToL TO peydras byeias. 

_ For my own part, I would suggest that these emenda- 
tions in no way account for the MS. ras, and would read: 

, / \ / e /, fara yé TOL TO Taéas UYyElas. 

Ll consider that oddfs was a gloss on taéas, and that 
when taéas became tas, then woAdAjs was mistaken for a 
correctional addition, and so wod\as was put into the text. 
4 Compare Madvig’s KEKTNMLEVOS Tau \“pucior, for KEKTN[LEVOS 

7 ad Todv xpvaiov (Plato, Theaetetus, 175 C). 

~ 

C 

We now come to another place where I think Triclinius 
has been quite unduly discredited. 
__In the third line of the second strophe the first 
syllable is a long: in the third line of the second anti- 
strophe that long is replaced by two shorts, that is to 
Say, it is so replaced in Codex Florentinus, but in Codex 
Parnesianus there is no irregularity, except a neglect of 
synapheia. | 

_ The passages are these : 

. (a) ll. 967-70. dxopectov téppa. voces yap 
& yeit@v opmotoryos épeider 

(b) ll. 982-3. mpdrap dvSpds pérav alya ris dv 
Tadw ayKkaréoat érracidovr ; 
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So Florentinus: but Farnesianus: 

/ ? > \ A e mpoTrapo.?’ avdpos pédav ala 
/ > > / > > / Tis T ayKaréoat érracidor ; 

Now, as between mpo7ap and zpordpod’, | think we 
must decide in favour of zporap. That word is by far the 
rarer of the two, and a good instance of the way in which 
it was liable to be corrupted is to be found in John the 
Deacon (720, p. 344). We there read: os kat dvwrépo 
édjrov 60 Haiodos DAéyov “mpordpowWev “Eorrepidwv Ruyu- 
govov.” But the Hesiodic line (Theogony, 518) is: 

/ b] / / ¢ , , 

TELpaciv EV Yalns, TpoTrap Eozrepidwv ALyvpavov. 

It is indeed most difficult to suppose that an original 
mpordpod could be corrupted, especially, as here, obstante 
metro strophico, into mpdrap. 

mpotap avépos by itself cannot of course stand: but it © 
is So easy to account for the corruption by reading zpomap — 
av avdpos, that I do not hesitate to do so. 

But if we read mpérap av dvdpds, one of the chief 
objections to the Triclinian ris 7 dyxadéca7’, namely its — 
want of av, vanishes. 

But still ris 7 is objectionable in two ways. It 
leaves the final syllable of the previous line short, whereas 
it ought to be long, and it presents a meaningless 7’. 

Nevertheless I believe that tis 7 puts us well on the 
track of the true reading, which is: 

/ \ , 

TpoTap av avdpos pédav aim’ ovd- 
> 

-els ayKanréoait émracidwv. 

The first word of the very next line is ode This 
caught the eye of some copyist, and as a consequence 
the ovde- of oddels disappeared, leaving -is, which was_ 
probably transformed into ris in the copyist’s mind so 
rapidly that he put it on paper without conscious correction. 
This ris Triclinius, or perhaps some earlier corrector whom 
he followed, transformed metri gratia into ris 7. But 
the general fidelity of Triclinius to his authorities (in the — 
case of Aeschylus he certainly had access to MSS. now 

7 
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lost) is shown by the fact that he adhered to mpomdpo.d’ 
whereas mpérap dv would have helped his reading im- 

mensely. 
mTpoTap av requires the substitution in the strophe of 

axdperov for axopecrov: but dxdperov has the better real 
authority of the two forms, and we know that in similar 

_ words o is constantly interpolated. 
_ The vulgate reading of the antistrophe presents in 
1. 982 two final syllables which have no counterpart in 
the strophe. To cure this defect Blomfield (and he has 
been generally followed) inserted dei, reading : 

akopecTov Tépua. vodos yap adel 
/ 

yelt@v opmotoryos épeider. 

det certainly resembles the yei- of yelrov : but I feel 
persuaded that it is the antistrophe that is at fault. I 
regard the vulgate aiua tis dy rdw as merely an unmetrical 
attempt (partly due to ignorance of the force of dy- in 
ayxadécait, and partly to a desire to introduce ay) to 
amplify the obviously insufficient ris, which the Triclinian 

text, much more simply though wrongly, amplifies into 
ais T. 
_ We must remember that the vulgate of this passage 
-reposes, for MS. authority, on Codex Florentinus alone. 
Tt is hardly to be supposed that, were M extant at 
this point, we should read in that manuscript aia tis 
av wah. I do not hold up Triclinius as against the 
best MSS., though at all. times his treatment is 
worthy of consideration; but I certainly maintain that 
his readings are fully as likely to be correct, or on the 
way to being correct, as the readings of such a MS. as 
Codex Florentinus. 

Fiera Cuorus (Il. 1031-1136) 

We have now returned within the sphere of the 
_ Medicean and Guelf. MSS.: at 1. 1054 we also regain 
~ the help of Codex Venetus B. 
This chorus is extremely corrupt. It is mainly 
dochmiac, with iambic pendants. 
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A 

In the second line of the third strophe the second 
dochmius takes the form »v-~- in all MSS.: so does the 
second dochmius in the second antistrophic line in 
Codices Farnesianus, Florentinus, and Venetus B (which 
last MS., as now extant, does not resume until after the 
strophe); but in M and G we have the obviously correct 

As it so happens that it is possible by the mere ex- 
pansion of a crasis to give in the strophic dochmius in 
question v~v-v— instead of »y-~-, we obtain a sort of 
illusory secunda facie example of the phenomenon I am 
investigating, if we equate the emended strophic vev-v- — 
with that reading in the antistrophe which gives v»y»-v- 
because the first of the two initial shorts stands before a 
mute and a liquid (which begin a word), so that it is 
possible for ingenious perversity to express that antistrophic 
reading by the quantities -y-v-. And this, though 
it can hardly be doubted but that the antistrophic »»-v- 
is a deliberate adaptation of the true vy~-v- to suit 
the v»-v- of the strophe. But Hermann produces no 
evidence for his statement that this adaptation was made — 
by Triclinius. Triclinius may well have found it already 
in existence. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1050. atropova (so M, Farn., and Flor.; G 
avTopova) Kaka kxapravac (Farn. xaxd 
KapTavas . 

(b) 1.1055. wrasdpeva (G kratopéva) ra (M and G 
tase) Bpébn chayas a 

Hermann suggests, but does not adopt, «axa xab 
apTavas. : | 

The illusory example of the phenomenon under dis- — 
cussion arises from the equation : | 

(a) KaKa Kal apTdavas 

(b) ra Bpégn opayas 
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The passages are of intense difficulty. Neither 
_ avtodéva in the strophe nor «Aapeva in the antistrophe 
_ forms a complete dochmius. I can conceive no justification 
_ for the occurrence here of unsupported cretics, resolved 
or unresolved. I infer from the change of rdée into ra 
that most probably «davcpeva has been deliberately adapted 
to the metre of atvroddva. I do not mean that «raopeva 
itself is wrong, but I think that an iamb, a tribrach, or a 
‘dactyl has been left out before it, and that «Aavpeva is in 
reality a rare, but perfectly permissible, resolution of the 
final cretic of a dochmius. 
That radpueva is adapted to adtoddva and not vice 
wersa, 1 deduce from the fact that there is manifest 
‘corruption between the word avroddva and the word 
which immediately precedes it at the end of the previous 
line 

The strophic passage runs : 

Il. 1049-50. a4 @ (M and G alone have 4 @)+ pucobeor 
pev ovv, tordka Evvictropa (Farn. and 
Flor. cvvicropa) 

avtopova KTH. 

The violation of synapheia at the end of |. 1049 is of the 
most glaring character. Not merely is the short final a 
Of cvvicropa left unelided before a vowel, but it has also 
(as a reference to the antistrophe will show) to be scanned 
Jong. I cannot doubt but that a word (an iamb, a 
tribrach, or a dactyl) has disappeared before adrogova. 

_ Unless that word begins with a long vowel, preliminary 
to the iamb, tribrach, or dactyl, and with that long vowel 
elides the final vowel of cuvictopa (a rather unlikely 
supposition, because enjambement of dochmii, though 
quite lawful, is not particularly common), it must be a 
word beginning with a double consonant (unless indeed, 

as seems probable, initial 6 would make position in such 
acase). It ought to resemble the whole or some part of 

either cvvicropa or aitopova. It seems natural to imagine 
that it begins with &-, in order to account for the 

Strangely unmetrical fvvicropa which the MSS. (except 
Farnesianus and Florentinus) substitute for cvvicropa. 

—_——_--- 
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On these grounds, and on the ground of sense, I 
propose to read : 

/ \ 5S 

pucoPeov peév ovv, TOMA oUVicTOpPA 
7 > > / 

Evvwp avtodova Kaka Kal aptavas. 

cvvwpos occurs in Hesychius, and seems to me to suit 
the necessities of this passage better than any other word 
of which I can think. 

I imagine that the antistrophic line would gain con- 
siderably in force, if it were read : 

odayas KNatopeva Tade Bpébn, chayds. 

B 

In the second line of the fourth strophe the dochmius 
with which the line begins is of the form vuovvv—-~, or, 
more properly, as given by a corrector of M, vovvve-: 
in the second line of the fourth antistrophe the dochmius 
is of the form vev-~v-. 

These are the lines : 

(a) 1. 1060. té rode véov &yOos (a corrector of M dyos) 
péya. ; 

(b) rov opodémmov trocw 

Both péya and wécw are metrically superfluous, | 
think we should read : 

(a) ri T0de vv axos ; 
(b) rov opoddurcor. 

The next strophic line begins with the word yéy’. It is 
impossible to say whether this péy was first accidentally 
duplicated, and then the gloss on oyodéurov misunderstood 
as the missing antistrophic word, or whether first of all 
Tov opodéuviov was thought to be too short for a com- 
plete line, and therefore amplified with wéow from the 
margin, and then péya introduced into |. 1060 in order 
to balance it. One of the two processes seems to have 
taken place. 
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C 

In the second line of the fifth strophe the sixth and 
seventh syllables are two shorts: in the second line of the 

fifth antistrophe those two shorts are replaced by one 
long. 

These are the lines : 

(a) 1. 1074.  (G alone 4) Sietvoy ri x’ “Aidov ; 

(b) 1. 1085. tov tadpov: &v rérdovoew (G émdoor) 

Schiitz first restored ”AvSov. There is another error in 
_ the strophic line. The previous line which is dochmiac 

ends with the word d¢aiverax. Therefore 1. 1074 must 
begin with a consonant. The accentuation }, which all 
the MSS. except G present, is no mere mistake. Read: 

> 

pn Siktvov ti y “Acédou ; 

We have the later idiom px ri ye in the making in this 
passage. 

The last syllable of 1. 1085 (unless G be right in giving 
mémdowor) is prima facie long, because the next line begins 
with a consonant: the last syllable of |. 1074 on the 
other hand stands before a vowel at the beginning of the 
next line. But the next line in each case is a tragic 
pendant. That the trimeters are not lyrical is sufficiently 
proved by the dialect of the former of the two pendants 
(1. 1075): 

aXX adpkus H Edvevvos, 4 Evvactia. 

Before tragic pendants that occur in the middle of 
a chorus the last syllable is common, as if it stood at the 
final end of a system. 

D 

This example occurs at a point where I suspect to the 
very highest degree even the approximate integrity of the 
strophic text. Cassandra has been speaking words of most 
grave import, ending : 

ataais 8 aKkopetos yévet 
KaToNoAvEdT@ OvpaTtos AEevTipmou. 

VOL. I ) 
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The word Aevciwov is nonsense in the context: I[ 
suppose we ought to read Aoveipov. 

The chorus reply : 

Toiav “Epuwiv tyvde Sopacw Kéret 
erropOiafew ; ov pe haidptver Royos. 

They then continue with this statement : 

Il. 1080-3. és (G émel) dé xapdiay édpapye xpoxoBadis 
crayov ate cat (Farn. omits xal) Sdopia (so 

M: dapia G, Ven. B, and Flor. : dapia 
Farn. ) AR Te 

Evvavutet (G Evvavtei) Biov dtvros (M 
Svvovtos) avryais: 

tayela & dra médew. 

Now, even if we admit various emendations suggested 
by scholars of the highest eminence, I think we are forced 
candidly to confess that the whole idea of a saffron drop 
of blood running to the heart is so extravagant as to be 
impossible in the works of Aeschylus. 

The chorus have just asked what manner of avenging 
power (zroiav “Epwdv) Cassandra means. ‘That is very 
much the same thing as asking, though not quite directly, 
what the crime is that calls for vengeance. 

I strongly suspect that the chorus go on to say: 
‘There comes to my mind that figure, veiled in robe of 
saffron dye, that fell lifeless at the touch of the steel. 
Verily, there is a swift vengeance for this thing.’ 

I cannot get away from 

Kpoxov Badas 8 és médov xéovc’ 

in l. 224. Moreover Sopi mwra@cipos is very like 1. 219. 
I need not labour the evident truth that it would be 

entirely in keeping for the chorus at this point to recall 
the sacrifice of Iphigeneia. That was the causa causans 
of the death of Agamemnon. Clytemnestra’s guilty love 
for Aegisthus was not a cause, but only a means to a 
divine end. 

I should be going altogether beyond my province, 
were I to attempt a reconstitution of the passage on 
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these lines. I have said as much as I have said simply 
because an example of the phenomenon I am discussing 
oceurs in the very midst of this passage: but the treat- 

_ ment of the passage as a whole is, as it happens, in no 
way necessitated by or in the course of the limited object 
which | have in view. 

In the eighth line (counting, for the purpose of 
numeration only, tragic pendent lines as if they were 

_ lyrical lines) of the fourth strophe the tenth and eleventh 
syllables are two shorts: in the eighth line (if we adopt 

_ the same principle of numeration as in the case of the 
_strophe) of the fourth antistrophe those two shorts are 
replaced by one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1080. él (G émel) S& Kxapdiav &paye xpoxoBadis 

(b) 1.1091. awd 8 Oceopdtwv tis (M and G ts) 
ayaba artis 

I think that we ought to read xpoxoBadis Spdpe. 
Copyists do not lke unaugmented forms. Supposing 
kpoxoBadpiys Spdue to have been the original reading, it 
would probably have been altered into épaye xpoxoBadis. 

_ xpoxoBadis eSpaue would not scan at all; but éépape 

kpoxoBadys would scan to the ear of any copyist who 
believed in the legitimacy of the phenomenon which I 
attack. 

E anp F 

In the eighth line of the seventh strophe the fourth 
syllable is a long: in the eighth line of the seventh anti- 

_ strophe the reading of Venetus B and of Florentinus (M and 
G here again fail us) substitutes for that long two shorts ; 
but the reading of Farnesianus is difficult to accommodate 
in any way to the strophe. I am employing the same 

_ method of numeration of lines as in the case of instance D. 
These are the lines: 

(a) 1. 1122. veoyvos avOparrav palo 

(b) 1. 1183. «ai tis oe (Farn. ris ce Kat) Kaxoppovety TiAn- 

ot (Farn. omits réAnox) | 
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In Farnesianus the strophic line has the note dy) pds. 
Hermann, who never does Triclinius the barest justice, 
makes the astounding statement that by these words 
“ yeoyvos bisyllabum esse indicatur.” Of course Triclinius 
is calling attention to the occurrence of the phenomenon 
which I indicate more precisely by underlining. 

It is to be noticed that Victorius combines the two 
readings in the form Kai tis ce wal KrX. 

In the ninth line (reckoned as above) of the seventh 
strophe the second dochmius is of the form -Yv-v-: in 
the ninth line (reckoned as above) of the seventh anti- 
strophe the second dochmius is in Venetus B and 
Florentinus of the form -—VL-v-, but in Farnesianus of 
the same form as in the strophic line. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1123. wéadnypar (Farn. wérdnpwar) & bd (Farn. 
imal) SHypate powvio 

(b) 1. 1184. (In Venetus B and Florentinus) 7i@n- 
ot Saipwv tvrepBapis éumitvev 

(In Farnesianus) dainov ove? tmepBapds 
EMTLTV@V 

Hermann describes Triclinius’ antistrophic reading as 
a ‘‘foeda interpolatio.” How he can talk of interpolations 
in so severe a strain, when he has himself just printed in 
his text 1. 1122 in the form 

\ a / Kal Tais veoyovos av pabou, 

is not quite easy to understand; but he is evidently 
actuated by a positive hatred of Triclinius. 

I ‘propose to read the strophic passage thus : 

\ x > \ / veoyvos av atpatrov dot. 
/ > e \ / / TétAnypat & vrai Shypate hovvio. 

Compare Aristophanes, Ranae, 123: 

> b J 3 \ > \ 4 / arr’ éotiv atpatos Evvtomos TeTpimpevn, 
% Ova Oveias. 
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Cassandra has just stated that although she had been 
brought up by the banks of Scamander, she was like to 
prophesy ere long on the shores of Cocytus and Acheron. 
The chorus reply : 

, / \ »” 4 > / 

Ti Tobe Topoy adyav Eros épnpiow ; 

It is natural for them to continue: ‘A child can tell the 
road thither, the road that knows no turning.’ 

In the antistrophe Schiitz, because of the subsequent 
context, changes xaxodpovety into xaxofpovdv. I adopt 
this, together with Paley’s depGev Bapds, and read, as 
Paley reads: 

/ / n / Kal Tis ce Kaxoppovav TiPn- 
/ e \ > ld -ot Saipov, UTepbev Bapds éeurritver ; 

The -ds of Bapds is Triclinian. 

G 

In the tenth line of the seventh strophe (reckoning 
lines as above) the second dochmius is of the form 
vvvvvv-: in the tenth line of the seventh antistrophe 
(reckoning lines as above) the second dochmius is of the 
form vyvvvvvy », except that Codex Farnesianus presents 
vuvvv-vu. But it is to be observed that in the strophic 
line two short syllables have been interpolated between 
the third and fourth syllables in the dochmius in 
question. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1124. Sucayyet téya puvvpd (Farn. pivupa) Kana 

Opeopévas 

(b) 1. 1135. perifee dn yoepa Oavatopopa (Farn. 

davatndopa) Myra 

How did «axa creep into the strophic line? If it did 
so without excuse, and as a mere gloss on puvupa, then a 
good deal of evidence collected elsewhere in this book 
would seem to be, pro tanto, contradicted. 

But I think there is an easy explanation. pupa 
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would be quite unintelligible to the ordinary copyist. 
That by itself would hardly be sufficient to cause him to 
expel it from the text; but purvpa, which may very well 
at some period have been corrupted into pewupa, is 
immediately preceded by -yez téya. This -yei réya is 
very like puvvpa, and still more like pewvpa. Hence a 
somewhat ignorant and at the same time somewhat 
ingenious copyist might well leave out puvvpa or pewupa, 
taking it to be a mere accidental repetition of -ye? rvya, 
especially if it was a little smudged. uwvpa once omitted, 
it would soon be perceived that something had to be 
supplied, and the marginal gloss caxa would be misunder- 
stood as a correctional addition, and so incorporated in 
the text. Finally, from some other copy, which retained 
the true reading, yuvvpa would be brought in side by side 
with Kaka. 

Blomfield expelled «axa: Canter changed dvcayyei to 
dvoanyel. 

In the antistrophic line, @avatodopa is impossible. 
Triclinius is perfectly correct in esteeming @avarngdopa 
the true form of the word: see Lobeck’s Phrynichus, p. 
651. Only Oavarnddpa will not scan. 

I come in various places in this tractate (e.g. 
Euripides, Tvroades, 1066, where miccdpa, contracted from 
muccopoa, 18 written xvccoddpa) on difficulties arising from 
the copyists’ ignorance of the contractions of words in 
-00S. 

It seems highly probable that here we ought, for 
davatopopa, to read OavaroOpd, the contracted form of 
QavatoOpoa. This reading will yield an echo to @peopévas 
in the strophic line. There, Hermann, rather curiously, 
suggests for wwupd Kkaxad Opeouévas the emendation puwupa 
poBepoOpoa. 

SrtxtH CHorvus (ll. 1367-72 and 1387-92) 

This short dochmiac chorus has evidently suffered 
corruption, and accommodation of metre between strophe 
and antistrophe has been the result: it presents no 
example of the phenomenon I am investigating. 
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SevenTH CuHorus (ll. 1411-1544) 

_ This long chorus consists in one sense of five strophes 
and antistrophes, with five pendent anapaestic systems 
(or combinations of anapaestic systems), each anapaestic 
system (or combination of systems) being once repeated, 
not of course with syllabic correspondence, but in the 
way in which anapaestic systems repeat themselves : thus 
there are altogether ten anapaestic systems (or combinations 
_of systems). As nothing, as far as I am concerned, turns 
upon the distinction between those consecutive series of 

_ anapaests which make up one system only, and those 
_ which consist of more than one system, I shall describe, 
_ for the sake of convenience in dealing with this chorus, 
both kinds of series alike simply as systems. I appreciate 

that this course might lead to error, were my subject 
matter other than what it is. 

| Further simplification is possible. It is open to us to 
_ describe as a strophe—that is to say, for the purpose of 
_ simplification—a strophe proper plus its pendent anapaestic 
system, whenever, but only whenever, the antistrophe 

_ of that strophe has the repetition of the strophic pendant 
attached to it immediately in the same way that the 

_ strophic pendant is attached to the strophe. But when- 
ever the anapaestic pendant of a strophe is not repeated 
immediately after that strophe’s antistrophe, then it is 
obviously impossible to simplify description by calling the 
strophe and its pendant by the general name of strophe: 
they must be kept distinct in nomenclature. But, on the 
other hand, when a strophe and its pendant (as is once the 

_ ease in this chorus) are immediately followed by another 
_ strophe and its pendant, and then the whole series recurs 

in the form of antistrophe plus counterpart of strophic 
pendant, and second antistrophe plus counterpart of 
second strophic pendant, in that case the two strophes 
with their pendants and the two antistrophes with their 
corresponding pendants may, for every purpose which I[ 
have in view, evidently be treated as only one strophe 
and antistrophe ; and thereby a most important simplifica- 
tion is effected. 
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In the diagrams which I shall shortly give I exhibit 
first of all the strophes and antistrophes, systems and 
repetitions of systems, with connecting curves, adopting 
the ordinary nomenclature, which I give in small Greek 
letters, but adding the simplifying nomenclature in Greek 
capitals. 

But as the curves of the first diagram are drawn to suit 
the ordinary nomenclature, I add a second diagram, which 
is purely simpliste, exhibiting therein nothing, whether 
as regards curves or otherwise, that is incompatible with 
the utmost degree of simplification to which I can attain. 

I invite the reader to study these diagrams. They 
prove very serious tampering with the framework of the 
chorus. 

Diacram I 
Hermann’s numbering 

DTP. A OTP. oe Il. 1411-1417 
Rp fetes eS a’ ll. 1418-1426 

see Lae B ll. 1427-1429 
SYSTHMA A cbor nue. 6 y 1430-1435 
ANT. A avr. a’ . 1436-1442 
ZL=ZTHMA A (bis) ata B' (bis) ll, 14438-1448 

ll. 1449-1456 
' siormua ay ll. 1457-1461 

=TP. I orp. 8 : ll. pees 
ovornua 5 ll. 1465-1472 
avr, ay ll. 1473-1480 

, ovoTnya 7’ (bis: iisdem verbis) ll. 1481-1484 
ANT. P avr. 5 (iisdem verbis) ll. 1486-1488 

i fe obornua 5’ (bis) ll. 1489-1496 
2TP. A, oTp. € ll. 1497-1503 
ANT. B obornua a’ (bis) ll. 1504-1512 

G avt. B° ll. 1513-1515 
2YZTHMA B cvoTna ll. 1516-1527 
ANT. A avr. €' ll. 1527-1533 
ZY=ZTHMA B (bis) ciornua. € (bis) ll. 1584-1544 

DiacRamM II 

ANT. A 

STP. 1" 

STOTHMA B (bis) 
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Taking the simplified diagram, the exact nature of 
which I trust I have sufficiently explained, it is obvious 

that the chorus, excluding for the moment =TP. B’ and 
ANT. B’, consists of two interlaced groups (=TP. A’ to 

STSTHMA A’ bis inclusive, and =TP. A’ to =TZTHMA 

B’ bis inclusive), these two groups, though interlaced 
internally, having no interlacing as between one and 
the other, except as regards =TP. B’ and ANT. B’, which 
interlacing I ask the reader for a moment to put on 

one side: it is obvious that the only other element in 
the chorus consists of =TP. IY and ANT. I” which come 
together in the middle, separating the two other portions 
of the chorus. 

If we exclude =TP. B’ and ANT. B, the chorus is 
perfectly symmetrical. It consists, as we have seen, of a 
central strophe and antistrophe, with, on each side thereof, 
a series of members repeated in the same order. Nothing 
on either side of the central strophe and antistrophe 
corresponds metrically (excepting always =TP. B’ and 
ANT. B’) to anything on the other side of that central 
strophe and antistrophe; but the order of parts (still 
excepting =TP. B’ and ANT. B’) is identical on both sides 
of the central strophe and antistrophe, identical in the 
fullest sense, and not reversed. 

Now, there are two ways of making a complicated 
chorus, the analytical and the synthetical. Ifthe analytical 
method be adopted, the complication is much less. The 
latter portion observes the order of parts which is observed 
by the former portion. On the synthetical method, on 
the other hand, the order of parts in the former portion | 
is indeed attended to in the latter portion, but it is 
attended to in order to be reversed. On the synthetic 
method, it is possible to interlace main members far 
distant from one another, and to a very great extent. 
But on the analytic method, it is clearly impossible to 
interlace main members, unless the interlacing curve be 
drawn from the exact centre of each. Ifit be drawn from 
any other point of either of the two main members that it 
is desired to connect by interlacement, the inevitable result 
is that it must reach the other of those two members at 
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such a point as to produce an astigmatic effect, because 
ex hypothesi, the second of those two members has its 
parts arranged in the same order as those of the first, not 
in the reverse order. 

Therefore it is impossible symmetrically to interlace 
analytical choruses (though interlacement may take place 
inside their component parts, which parts may themselves 
be arranged not analytically but synthetically), unless indeed 
the interlacement be the interlacement of the exact centres 
of main parts. 

But in this chorus, which is indeed synthetic imside 
its parts, but analytic as a whole, a non-symmetrical 
interlacement between the first and third main part has 
been effected by the curve which extends from =TP. B, 
the second member of the first part, to ANT. B’, the 
second member of the third part. The result is a gross 
violation of harmony. 

In order to make that curve artistically possible, a 
synthetic arrangement would be necessary. In other words 
the third main part of the chorus (2TP. A’ to ST2THMA 
B’ bis inclusive) would have to be arranged in the reverse 
order to that of the first main part of the chorus (=TP. A’ 
to STZTHMA A’ bis inclusive). 

The result, in that case, would be perfectly symmetrical. 
I give the diagram of what it would be, though it is im- 
possible to reconstitute the chorus in such a manner. 

Diacram III 

[YZTHMA A 
ANT. A 
STZTHMA X (bis) 
2TP. 
ANE. PD 

SYZTHMA B (bis) 
ANT. B’ 
ANT.A 

But, as it is, a hopeless attempt has been made to 
combine synthesis and analysis. 

The mischief is entirely confined to =TP. B’ and ANT. B’ 
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My own suggestion is—if the reader will consider, he 
will see that, without root-and-branch alteration of the 
chorus, it is impossible to suggest anything else, because 
any other suggestion involves difficulties similar to that 
from which we are attempting to escape—TP. B’ was 
originally a strophe and antistrophe, corresponding to one 
another, and ANT. B’ another strophe and antistrophe, 
corresponding to one another. It is remarkable that at the 
beginning both of cvernya a’ and of cternpa a’ bis (parts of 
STP. B’ and ANT. B’ respectively) Doric forms are exhibited. 

| This suggestion would make the chorus, as regards the 
relations of its main parts, analytical throughout. It is 
to a certain extent borne out by the fact that a consider- 

able portion of =TP. B’ (as compared with ANT. B’) is 
missing, and that much of what remains is hopelessly 
unintelligible. I consider that both =TP. B’ and ANT. B’ 
have been rewritten, ANT. B’ throughout, but =TP. B’ only 

- in part, so as to leave a considerable lacuna. No doubt 
there has been any amount of reaction between the two. 

It is quite impossible to omit =TP. B’ and ANT. B’. 
Their general contents are necessary to the sense of the 
chorus. 

It must be remembered that this chorus is found only 
in Codices Venetus B, Florentinus, and Farnesianus. 

A 

| In the sixth line of the first strophe (I of course 
_ now depart from simplificatory nomenclature, and use the 
terms strophe and antistrophe in their ordinary meaning) 
the first syllable is a long: the sixth line of the first anti- 

_ strophe has a long syllable at the beginning, which long 
_ syllable corresponds to nothing at all in the strophic line, 
and after that long syllable presents two shorts answering 

the single strophic long. 
The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1416. wodda tAdvTOS yuvaxds Sid; (Farnesianus 

' apparently reads da) 
(b) 1.1441. poe kopaxos éyOpod crabels evyduws (Farn. 

> / 

€xvo0p.os) 
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In the strophic line the old editors perceived that a 
connecting particle was needed, and prefixed xal. 

The antistrophic context needs consideration. It runs 
(Il. 1440-42) : 

3 \ \ , / emt 6€ c@paTtos Sika 
/ bY lal \ b] / 3 / 

OL KOPAKOS €yOpod otabels EVVOLWS (or €xVOMwS ) 

vuvov vuvety émrevyerat. 

A Saivev has just been invoked in the vocative. We 
must either, with Schiitz, understand the passage as 
referring to Clytemnestra, and read cradeio’ for cradels, 
or else take it as addressed to the daivorv, and follow 
Canter in reading éevyea for érevyerar. Porson follows 
Schiitz, but there is a good deal to be said for Canter’s 
view. 

Hermann omits the quite unintelligible yo:, and gives 
cypuxos in place of xépaxos. He reads oradeic’. 

KnpuKos Suits Kat modda perfectly ; but it is hard to see 
how x«ypuxos, which is a very ordinary word, can have 
become poe Kopakos. 

I am strongly inclined to think that the whole metre 
at this point is dochmiac, and that very extensive corrup- 
tion has taken place. The occurrence of anomalous feet 
mixed up with dochmii must always engender grave 
suspicion. 

If this suspicion be sound, the dochmius that seems to 
emerge most readily from the ductus literarum of pot 
xopaxos éyOpod iS Kopaxos @pobpod. ‘This expression would 
suit the context very well. 

I should like to read the strophic line thus : 
\ / 

ToAU Te TAGdVTOS as yuvaikos S.ai ; 

I cannot help thinking that ds is an improvement to 
the sense. It gives a Homeric flavour to a Homeric 
incident. 

The next strophic line, 

mpos yuvaikos 8 amépOicev Pior, 

certainly makes against it; but it can hardly be main- 
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tained that that line, as it stands, proceeds from the pen 
of Aeschylus. 

This chorus very nearly reaches that point of corrup- 
tion at which attempts at emendation become altogether 
profitless. 

B 

In the third line of the second strophe the second and 
third syllables are two shorts: in the third line of the 
second antistrophe those two shorts are replaced by 
one long. 

I have pointed out above that the first systema and 
second strophe, which together make =TP. B’, cannot, in 
view of symmetry, be really answered by what now 
appear as the first systema bzs and the second antistrophe, 
which together form, as the text stands, ANT. B’. I have 
mentioned the existence of Doric forms in the two 
systemata in question; and | have stated my. opinion 
that, unless nearly the whole chorus is to be rewritten, 
=TP. B’ must be taken to be a corruption of a strophe 
and antistrophe answering one to the other, and ANT. B’ 
of another strophe and antistrophe, answering one to the 
other, but not answering to the presumable strophe and 
antistrophe of which | think =TP. B’ originally consisted. 

In further confirmation of this view, I would adduce 
the extremely imperfect correspondence that exists between 
orp. 8 and art. f’, even as they stand. 

I am therefore not concerned to attempt to disprove 
the particular example of correspondence, which in classical 
metre | reject, that presents itself in these two lines. It 
may well embody the actual work of some transformer : 
and it seems hopeless to try and get back to the untrans- 
formed original. | 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1429. pss epiSuaros avSpds difds 
(b) 1. 1515. arnGeia ppevav trovnces 

In the strophic line Hermann makes the obvious 
correction of oifvs for difds. What gps épidiuatos may 
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mean, if it means anything, is uncertain. I see no use 
in discussing the problem. 

C 

In the first line of the third strophe the fifth syllable 
is a long: in the first line of the third antistrophe that 
long is replaced by two shorts. The strophic line exhibits 
a redundant final short syllable, as compared with the 
antistrophic line. 

These are the passages : 

(a) ll. 1449-50. 4} péyav olxows toicde 

Saimova kal Baptvunvw aiveis 
(b) ll. 1473-74. @s pév avaitios ef 

Tobde hovov Tis 0 papTupHawr ; 

The strophic passage continues : 

hed hed, Kakov aivoy atn- 

-pas TvYas aKopéaTou. . 

I am disposed, after some hesitation, to agree with 
Hermann’s note: “Scribendum esse toicS afwova monui 
in adnotationibus ad interpretationem Humboldti. Sed 
eo nondum perfecta est emendatio: nam spondeum oixas 
vitiosum esse arguit versus antistrophicus. Grammatici 
haud dubie inventum est péyay oxo, ut metro consuleret, 
quum depravatam scripturam rofode Saiwova in codice suo 
invenisset, cum quibus verbis construi non posse videbat 
péeya. Scripsit Aeschylus 

Ah peya S@pmact Toicd 
aiwova kat Bapvpnviv aivels, 
hed hed, Kakov aivoy atn- 

-pas TUyas aKopécTov. 

Aiuwova Onpns in Iliade v. 49 wperitum significare 
volunt: vereor ne illic quoque ferocem intelligi oporteat 
et cruore gaudentem, ut in Hecuba v. 91 dictum est 
AvKov aipou yard.  Cruentatum significat in Aeschyli 
Suppl. v. 814.” 

In ll. 1463 and 1487 it seems to me clear that dovrl@w 
should be read for dori. 
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SUMMARY 

The Agamemnon presents nineteen instances of the 
phenomenon in question, and two other examples emerge 
in the course of reasonable emendation. But four of 
the nineteen instances have some MS. authority against 
them (reinforced in one case by a quotation in Cramer’s 
Anecdota): two examples are merely graphic: three 
instances are obvious miswritings: two others present 
themselves in passages that are recognized cruces. There 
remain eight cases out of the nineteen, and also the two 
examples that result from provisional emendation.- An 
examination of the context in each case tends to cast 
grave doubt on all ten instances, though perhaps two or 
three are not at first sight suspicious. 

CHOEPHOROE 

First Cuorvus (ll. 22-73) 

This chorus consists of three strophes and antistrophes, 
and of a short epode. At several points it has, as editors 
recognize, been corrupted in the course of transcription so 
as to make some havoc of the sense. But it presents no 
example of the phenomenon I am investigating. 

This indeed is not unnatural, seeing that the chorus 
has manifestly never been submitted to any extensive 
process of would-be correction, and that it is in the course 
of correction rather than that of accidental corruption 
that most examples of the phenomenon (I speak here 
without prejudice to the position that some examples of 
the phenomenon may be original and authentic) come 
into being. 

SEconD CuHoRus (Il. 145-158) 

This is a dochmiac chorus, which Hermann was the 
first to divide into strophe and antistrophe. The division 
is obvious, but Hermann’s consequential emendations give 
us pause. 
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The MSS. present : 

XO. tere Sdxpu Kavayes (G Kavaxes) oTp. 

OAOmEvoY OAOMEV@ (G apparently ddupeve) 146 
/ \ ” Seomrore, Tpos pupa 

TOOE KAKOV KEOVOV T 

amopotrov adyos amevyeTov 
Keyupéevav yodv (G your): Krde Sé pou Kode. 150 
acBaocw Séorota &€ duwavpds (G dpaupas) dpevos. 
OTOTOTOTOTOTOTOL LO. 152-38 aT. 
tis Sopvabevis avip 
avarvTnp Sdmev 155 

Lxvbirad 7 (So M, with xa superscribed: G =xvOns 
tat) év xepoty madivroy’ 

év épyw Bédn (first hand of G Bénrev) arUTaAX@V (G 

Tumaddwv) "Apns 
oxédiad T abToKaTa vanav Bédy ; 

A careful consideration of this text will show the reader 
that it presents only two examples of the phenomenon 
I am investigating, though there is a good deal of non- 
correspondence. At first sight, it might appear that the 
last syllable of i# in the first line of the antistrophe was 
an example; but it is obvious that something is missing 
at this point. It may be before i# that the gap comes, 
or else after it. In the former case é® would correspond 
with the last two syllables of odouévw in 1. 146: in the 
latter case, there is nothing to show that the missing next 
word did not begin with a vowel. I cannot admit or 
tabulate as an instance a case of merely conceivable 
correspondence emerging out of a lacuna, where there is 
nothing to show that an instance was ever intended in 
any stage of the text. 

The two instances are these. 

A anp B 

In the sixth line of the strophe the first dochmius is 
of the form vvv-v-: in the corresponding line of the 
antistrophe the first dochmius is of the form »---- 
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In the strophic line aforesaid the second dochmius is 
corrupt, but begins with a dactyl, which should probably 
be altered to a tribrach (that is to say as a merely ad 
interim emendation): in the corresponding antistrophic 
line the second dochmius is of the form v--v-. | 

The lines are these: : 

(a) B50. Kexupévov xody * Kroe O€ por xdde (Porson 

is clearly right in accenting «dwve dé pou 
x Kdwe) 

(bd) 1. 157. év &pym Bern ‘rimddr@v "Apns 

Hermann, though his restoration is exceedingly clever, 
creates in the course of it three new instances of the 
phenomenon. 

C, D, anp E 

I give his version, doubly underlining the three 
instances for which he and not the text is responsible. 

¢ / \ 

tere OdKpu Kavayes , oTPp. 

dAOMEVOY OAOMEVO 146 
Se amt 

/ \ ae Led SeomroTa mpos Epua yas 
/ / a ] 

Tobe Kedvov: Kaxav 6 
a] 

amotpoTrov dyos aevyeTov 
Kexupévov yoav. KAve Sé pot oéBas, 150 

KX, @ SéorroT, && dapaupas pevos. 

éToToTOTOTOTON, fee bare 

6totoToTo. ia, 

tis Sopucberijs avinp 
avaruTnp Somer | 155 
Levbinad te yepl wadivrova 
év Epyw Bédn ‘rirdddov "Apns 

oxédid T av’ToKoTTa voor Eidn ; 

As regards instance C, it is plain that Hermann has 
in the antistrophe neglected synapheia. He has also 
neglected the fact that in the MSS. the long interjection 
has one more syllable than he has given it. If, with the 

VOL. I P 
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MSS., we read not érotorototoro: but drotototrorototot, not 
only is synapheia observed but also perfect correspondence. 

In respect of instance D, Hermann has made the last 
syllable of érorororo? long before a vowel in the middle 
of a line. If we were to add one or- to the interjection, 
and treat the -o? as short, then we should secure complete 
conformity with the strophic line. But the strophic line 
itself is clearly corrupt. There is in the middle of it a short 
syllable too many to permit us to scan it as a dochmius, 
Moreover the next line begins with an unsupported cretic. 

It seems to follow that -yév@ deorora is a dochmius. 
Perhaps we ought to read : 

/ 

GTONOMEVOY aTrOXO- 
/ 

-uév@ Seorrora. 

In that case, in the antistrophe we should similarly 
have, very reasonably, to put éé at the beginning of |. 
154. The result would be: 

’ an 

OTOTOTOTOTOTOTOL, 

OTOTOTOTOTOTOTOL * 
3 7 / \ iw, tis Sopvobervns .. . 

But avjp will not complete the verse. 
I agree with Paley that, for Béry in |. 157, poros, or at 

any rate its equivalent in sense, ought to be substituted. 
The interrogative ris cries out for an optative verb. But 
I wholly disagree from Paley in his view, which Professor: 
Sidewick has unfortunately spread far and wide, that the 
optative can stand in direct questions without av. 

Therefore for dvyp I tentatively substitute av reryp. 
The Doric nominative tiras occurs in 1, 59 of this play. 

I shall not further discuss this chorus in detail, except 
to say that editors appear to think that the first syllable 
of xedvés may be short. 

It is manifest, quite apart from the consideration of 
the phenomenon I am discussing, that this chorus is far 
too corrupt to permit emendation of a very high degree 
of probability, except perhaps in one or two places. I give, 
for what it is worth, a restoration of my own, which 
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(though necessarily highly uncertain) appears to me to 
deal with certain points both of sense and of metre which 
no editor, as far as I know, has taken into consideration. 

I suggest : 

tere Sdxpu Kavaxes oTp. 
amroNOpevoy atroNo- 146 
-pév@ SeomoTa mpos épeuvav otéyav’ 
TO S€ KaKov Kevov T 
am@oTpoTrov TpéTrELY ANyos aTrevYETOV 

na ’ (ss lame Keyupévov xoadv: Kw @ SeordT, @ 150 
/ | ae oy > > > a / 

aéBas, éT, et wot, €& ayaupas téedpas. 
OTOTOTOTOTOTOTOL, avT. 
OTOTOTOTOTOTOTOL, 
ban / \ xX / io, tis SopuvcGevns ay tiTHp, 

x / 

avaruTip Sopwr, 155 
LevOinad 7 év yepotv toEa tadivtov éi- 
-vex évépwv poror (or perhaps 7éAov) "rimdddwv "Apns 
oxebid T avtoKoTra vonav Eid ; 

I half base my reading in |. 151 on Sappho’s 

adda tvidO éXO, al Tota KaTépwta 
a ” ” > / Tas Euas avdws alowca mnduL 

éxdues. 

Turrp CuHorus (Il. 312-469) 

This chorus, as restored by most editors, presents no 
example of the phenomenon I am investigating. An 
examination of the MS. readings yields six examples. 
Of these six, two (in different inflexional cases of the 

same word) are due to the mistaken employment of a 
diaeresis, and the other four are obvious errors of one sort 
or another. 

On the whole it may be said that this chorus furnishes 
strong evidence against the legitimacy of the phenomenon. 
The instances of it which present themselves are trans- 
parently corrupt, and are emended by general consent 
and not on the ground of the particular objection which 
I take to them. When it is seen that this chorus, apart 
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from two answering anapaestic systemata and a central 
isolated anapaestic systema, consists of no less than ten 
strophes and antistrophes, and none of them very short, 
the absence (except as a result of admitted corruption) of 
examples of the phenomenon becomes a fact of considerable 
importance. 

But the matter does not end here. This chorus 
presents a perhaps unequalled specimen of strophes and 
antistrophes symmetrically interwoven on the grand scale. 
I will proceed to give a diagram. The extraordinary 
feature about it is that—although there is plenty of 
corruption in detail—the text is amply sound enough to 
show editors at large, without a shadow of doubt, what 
the strophes and antistrophes really are (Schiitz indeed 
was so much astonished at the result, that he tried to 
re-urrange the chorus in another order). Now, highly 
interwoven choruses have. commonly gone to pieces to 
such a degree, that it is a matter of some difficulty to 
make out the true framework (I attempt the task several 
times in this tractate) and of great difficulty to restore 
a probable approximation to the original text. Here 
however there is no difficulty of that sort at all. The 
fact is that in a number of places in Aeschylus we have 
only that kind of corruption, bad as it is, which is due to 
bona fide error on the part of rather careless and rather 
ignorant copyists, not that more serious and far more 
specious corruption which has its source in deliberate 
alterations made by men of some little learning with a 
view to the improvement of texts that had already suffered 
perhaps serious but probably unintentional depravation. 
Many a play of Euripides, that presents a fair appearance 
on the surface, conceals festering ulcers beneath of a far 
graver character than the superficial, though disfiguring, 
scars that annoy us in the case of the elder tragedian. 
And the reason is that Euripides was par excellence the 
poet of the schools. 

I therefore think that this chorus possesses by itself 
more authority than half a dozen plays of Euripides put 
together. 

This is the diagram : 
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CTP. a 

Pag avT.a 
ovoTnma 
oTp. y’ 
avT. B 
avr. *y' 
ovoTnua 

orp. & 
oTp. € 

avr, o 
ovoTnua 
Tp. S: 

aT. € 
avr. 

o7p. © 
OTP. 79 | 

avr. "| 

aut. £ ; 
orp. 0 
avT. 6 

OT?p. v = 

avT. v 

It will be seen that the chorus up to the end of ar. = 
consists of two separate groups, viz.: otp. a’ to avr. 9, 
and orp. & to dvr. s’, These two groups are parted from 
one another by a ctornua of regular amapaests. But they 
are also bound together into a coherent whole by the 
occurrence in each at its central point of a subordinate 
cvornpa, also of regular anapaests, which two overrarta, 

though of course they do not correspond syllabically one 
to another, are nevertheless of exactly the same length. 
‘This means of imparting unity to two groups of strophes 

and antistrophes appears to me to be peculiarly elegant. 
| After avr. s complication gives place to simplicity, 
but it does so gradually. First we have the slight com- 

_ plexity of the occurrence of orp. »/ and avr. » within the 
embrace, as it were, of o7p. ¢' iad avr. €': and it is not 

till we come to the very end that we find two strophes 
and antistrophes (6 and v’) standing side by side and 

_ without any enlacement. 
Thus, as the crown of much subtle elaboration, we find 

Pa simple and unelaborate ending. This is characteristic 
of the best Greek art. 

It is almost a waste of time to record the instances of 
the phenomenon under investigation which are to be found 
in the MSS., so plainly are they due to faults of the 
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copyists ; but, if only for the sake of completeness, I will 
deal briefly with them. 

A 

In the third line of the first strophe the third and 
fourth syllables in G are two shorts; but M presents 
instead of these two shorts one long, although an inter- 
linear correction restores in M the reading of the other 
MSS.: in the third line of the first antistrophe all 
the MSS. substitute for those two shorts one long, and at 
a later point in the line a redundant short syllable is 
introduced. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 814. rdyouw? av Beaber (M dvnabev) oupicas 

(6) 1. 330. Séaus Tots émuTupPdiors 

In the strophic line Hermann at one time read adyxabev, 
but reverted to dv &adev on the right ground that dy is 
grammatically required. In favour of the view that 
aveabev in M really includes the particle av, | would lay 
some stress on the grave accent of the first syllable. 

It is evident in the antistrophic line that émitupBidious 
(as Hermann first saw) stands for émvrduPuos, and that the 
final letter of rois is really (as Hermann also first.saw) the 
accusative o, which is required ny the context. The 
MSS. read : 

Simrais tots émuTupBrdto1s 
Ophvos avactevater. 

Hermann first read roi o, but afterwards 8é o 68. It 
seems to me that rot o is obviously right. 

This brings us back to the consideration of the strophic 
line. dy is there certainly necessary ; but are we on that 
account compelled to disregard the authority of the first 
hand of M ? 

It seems to me that the true strophic reading is: 

Tuyo. av Kal’ év ovdpicas. 

This was originally suggested by Valckenaer. Liddell 
and Scott accept it, and assign unquestioningly to «a@ év 
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in the passage the sense of xafarafé. It must be remem- 
bered that few copyists would write ca & in two words, 
as the late nominative xaeis, which was very common, 
obscured the true construction of such expressions as 
Kal &. 

I do not think that the reading éwutupPidious can be any- 
thing else than a reminiscence of ésretupBidior Kopudadrides 
in the Harvest Home of Theocritus. Well-known ex- 

_ pressions have a tendency to intrude themselves wholly or 
partially into whatever texts offer to them even a small 
loophole. 

B 

In the fifth line of the first strophe the fifth and sixth 
syllables are two shorts: in the fifth line of the first 
antistrophe those two shorts are replaced by one long. 

The lines are : 

(a) 1. 316. cKxot@ dos icoripoupov 

(d) 1. 332. rdados S ixétas dédeKTAaL 

isotipopov is a vox nihilr. Turnebus reads icdpospor : 
Erfurdt with much more probability proposes dytipocpor, 
which word yields the required sense, and also accounts 
for the syllable -7:-. I suppose that the copyists regarded 
-riworpov as an Aeolism for -tiuwpov. But it is not very easy 
to see how they can have got ico- out of dav-. 

The only suggestion that I can make is that dvtipospor 
may have become unintelligible, and have been glossed 
for clearness’ sake with icov, that then dvtipoipov was 
Written separatim ay tipocpov, and that ultimately, seeing 
that cov could not be a gloss either on ay or on tipoupor, 
it was taken to be a bungled correction (for ico) of dv, so 
that icoripocpov was put into the text in consequence. 

This process, though not at all improbable, is rather 
complicated. If dvtivopov is right (and it seems to be 
the proper word in the proper place), no less complicated 
explanation of icoriwoupov will meet the circumstances of 
the case. The assumption of an arbitrary and violent 
alteration by the copyists is out of keeping with the 
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character of the text of this play. Consequently I feel 
pretty sure that ico- is no mere desperate conjectural 
modification of dv-. 

C 

In the sixth line of the fourth strophe the last syllable 
is a long (common at the end of the strophe): in the 
sixth line of the fourth antistrophe that syllable is replaced 
in G by a short and a long syllable (the long syllable 
being common at the end of the antistrophe, so that we 
have really two shorts); but in M the short. syllable 
before the long is omitted in the text, but interlineated 
by way of correction. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 380. xyeupi, toxedor & Spas Teretrar 

(b) 1. 894. Krdre Sé ra YOoviwn TETLLEVAL (M reripac) 

It is abundantly plain that we must read, with Franz : 

Krote 6€ TA yOoviwv te Tipal. . 

D 

In the first line of the fifth strophe the second syllable 
is a long: in the first line of the fifth antistrophe that 
long is replaced by two shorts. 

The following are the lines: 

(a) 1. 881. epuprioas yévorrd por | 

" (b) 1. 40 5. memddatat (M wemddate) § adré por dirov xéap 

Turnebus, undoubtedly rightly, restores wéadrau. 
There is a lacuna at the end of the strophic line and 

also at the beginning of the succeeding line in the 
antistrophe, a fact which stands in the way of verifiable 
emendation. 

E 

In the first line of the seventh strophe (a lyrical 
senarius) the second foot is an iamb: in the first line of 
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: the seventh antistrophe (also a lyrical senarius) the second 
- foot is a tribrach. 
These are the lines: 

(a) 1. 418. exoyra Koppov apevov (Hermann rightly 

"Apvov) eire (Hermann with probability é& 
te) xucclais (Robortellus and Turnebus 
rightly Kiocias) 

(b) 1. 439. reyes wartpdiov (so G: M _ sartpauov) 
/ > \ >] > / popov. éyo 8 amectatovy 

Porson first restored watp@ov. 
_ The next instance is substantially identical. 

F 

In the fifth line of the eighth strophe the fourth syllable 
isa long: in the fifth line of the eighth antistrophe two 
shorts are substituted for that long. | 

The lines are these : | 

(a) 1, 483, ere eyo vordpicas édoiuay (Turnebus rightly 
édolpav) 

(6) 1. 438. «Aver (Turnebus rightly KdveLs) TaTpwious 

(soG: M watpeuous Svcatipous : Stanley 

rightly Svas attwous) 

Porson first restored warpdovs. 

FourtH Cuorvs (Ill. 579-638) 

_ This chorus consists of four strophes and antistrophes. 

A 

____In the fourth line of the second strophe the fourth and 
_ fifth syllables are two shorts: in the fourth line of the 

_ second antistrophe those two shorts are replaced by one 
long, and in addition between the syllables which corres- 

: . to the second and third syllables of the strophic line 
or else, it may be put, immediately after what in both 
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lines is the third syllable) the antistrophic line presents 
a long syllable which has nothing to answer it in the 
strophic line. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 598. aupSaqriva (so M: G wupdah twa) mpovorav 
(b) 1. 607. Xpvscodunrorow oppous 

The strophic context demands particular attention. It 
runs (ll. 595-8): 

lotw 8 baTis ovy vmoTTEpoS 
ppovricw Ssaels trav (here G inserts a comma) dmaidodv- 
-was Tddawa Oecotias pynocato 
tupdantiwa (G mupdah twa) mpovovav. 

Hermann most rightly (see the metre of the corres- 
ponding antistrophic line) changed daels ray into ray Sacto’. 
The reason of the corruption is that the construction is a 
little complicated, so that Saeic’ was taken to be masculine 
and so quite naturally placed before rav. 

arradorvpas was first changed by Turnebus into 4 
madorvmas, and finally by Dindorf into 4 radodupas. 

We thus arrive at the reading : 
” 2 ¢ > € / lotw 5 batts ovy bmromTTEpOS 

/ \ a ? ¢ 

gdpovtiow tav dacio’ a tratdodv- 
\ 4 \ / 

-pas Tarawa Mcotias pnoato 

Tupoah Twa Tpovotay. 

But it is obvious that rwa cannot stand after the 
relative tav. totw tav Qeorias pyjcato wupdah twa mpovovay 
is not Greek, unless the words rav @ecrids procato be 
inclosed within the equivalents of brackets. That those 
words are not here so inclosed is proved by the fact that 
after the context which I have quoted the strophe con- — 
tinues with a feminine participle, xatai@ovoa, agreeing 
with @eorids. Therefore the words tav—ypjcaro are not 
within brackets. Therefore ria is out of the question. 

The scholiast interprets by the words: f#vrwa pyoato — 
mpovoray taddawa Ocotias 4) maorAvpas Kat tupdarjs. On 
the strength of this scholion both Turnebus and Victorius 
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_ read zrvpéa7s twa. Hermann on the other hand writes 
mupdanrw, Which accords very nearly with the reading 
of M. But he has metr gratia to alter ypuceodurjroow 
in the antistrophe to ypucoxpujrovow. This is violent. 
I think that with no violence a strophic emendation 
may be proposed which will at one and the same time 
account for the reading of M and for the scholium, and 
also suit the antistrophic metre. 
I believe that we should read rup8a7rpiav mpovorar. 

As dappaxeds yields a feminine dappyaxevtpia, 80 Tupdans 
may yield a feminine wupdayjrpia. Now, if rupdanjtpiav 
mpovocavy was the original reading, it would very probably 
be altered into rupSarjrpia rpdvorav, because of the greater 
simplicity of applying an adjective of such a class to a 
person than toa thing. But I would invite any reader 
to look at the context, and then to say whether an 
accusative rather than a nominative is not almost impera- 
tively demanded at this point in the sentence. The 
exceptional quantity of the final syllable of feminines in 
-tpia, and the consequent paroxytone accent must have 
considerably confused the copyists. Hence I do not 
wonder that M presents the half-hearted rupdafrwa, and 
G the full-blown rupsah twa. 

B 

In the sixth line of the third strophe the seventh and 
eighth syllables are two shorts: in the sixth line of the 
third antistrophe those two shorts are replaced by one 
long. It is also to be noted that the fifth and sixth 

syllables of the strophic lime are a short and a long, 
whereas the fifth and sixth syllables of the antistrophic 
line are a long and a short; and that it is impossible to 

} construe the strophic line in the context. 
_ These are the lines: 
5 

(a) 1. 618. és dvdpt Siow él Kota (so M originally, 

but with an alteration émidto: G én 
KoTw) oéBas a) 

(b) L. 626. Bpordv atiymwber olyeTar yévos 
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There is a quite unique feature about the strophic 
context. |. 617, which runs | 

ér avopl tevyer pope, 

and which is answered by the antistrophic line (1. 625) 

Geootvynt@m 8 ayer, 

and which therefore presents a startling example of the 
neglect of synapheia, is wholly absent from the text 
proper of both the codices. In M it has been added in 
the margin, although, as far as ink and handwriting go, 
it has the appearance of having been so added by the 
original scribe. In G it is interlineated in the ink and 
in the characters of the writers of scholia. 

The fact that both M and G in their first state are 
without the line suggests that it comes to us from some 
source outside the main stream of our textual tradition. 

On the whole, I am inclined to regard the line as 
authentic; but, partly owing to the repetition, but much 
more on account of the neglect of synapheia, I am disposed 
to look upon the words én’ dv8pi, at the beginning of the 
next line, as nothing else than a partial preservation of 
the line that was written in. 

It is fairly evident that 1. 618, 
’ 

ém avopt Sniows eri Kote céBas, | 

is meant by the copyists as a versus technicus. If that 
is so, the only wonder is that 1. 626 did not assume the 
form : 

Bpotav atimwbév aroiyetar yévos. 

But medieval correctors did not pay much attention to 
Aeschylean texts. 

The scholiast writes: é’ dvSpl doBepe Kal ceBact@ 
Kal mapa tots wokeuios. He must, I suppose, have read 
for céBas either céBar or céBa (I think céBa would be — 
more likely); but it is notorious that the oblique cases — 
of céBas are not in use. 

I can only suggest that we very possibly ought to read 
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Beri cxot@ cédas, the rest of the line being apparently 
beyond redemption. See the next line: 

/ > > / e / / tia 8 abéppavtov éotiav Soper. 

_ ‘The emendations of the various editors appear to me 
to repose on no kind of basis. 

Tt is manifest that such an example of the disputed 
phenomenon as this is evidentially worth nothing at all. 
_ This chorus is like the last: the phenomenon only 

urs where corruption is certain. 

Firta Cxorvus (ll. 770-823) 

_ This rather complex chorus is interesting as presenting 
an alleged and indeed at first sight a clear, example of a 
genuinely lyrical mesode. 
_ The scheme is as follows : 

OTp. a 

OTP. eh 
aQvT. a 
oTp. ‘Y' 
peowd. | 
avT. ¥Y’ 

OTP. 3’ 
avr. B 
dvt. Oo 

It will be seen that the principle of the structure is that 
three sets of strophes plus antistrophes (viz. erp. a’ + avr. a’, 
otp. ¥ + dv. 9, and otp. 8'+ drt. 8) follow consecutively, 
save that each strophe is separated from its antistrophe by 
a lyrical member. These lyrical members are necessarily 
three in number. The first and the last of them correspond 
one with another, and so constitute orp. ®’ and avr. B’. 
But owing to the unevenness of the number three the 

_ middle member has nothing with which to correspond, and 
_ 80 stands as an isolated mesode. 
, A system of anapaests might very well serve as a 

mesodie interruption of the chorus between op. 1 and 
 a@r. ¥: but to find a true lyrical mesode is surprising. 
q Imuch doubt whether any evidence of the possibility of 
: such a thing can be discovered, except indeed such evidence 
as is afforded by the text of choruses so highly corrupted 
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and mutilated as to afford little indication of the details 
of their original structure. In fact, apart from epodes 
and a few rare peculiarities, such as the invitatory in the 
Hippolytus of Euripides, I am inclined to look with 
considerable suspicion on any lyric member, whereyer it 
presents itself, that does not form part of a strophic- 
antistrophic arrangement. 

In this chorus, it is plain from inspection that the 
alleged mesode follows with considerable closeness, though 
not, as it stands, with anything that can be called accuracy 
in detail, the metrical scheme of otp. ’ and apr. B’. 

I am therefore, on the whole, of opinion that the 
variations between the metre of the so-called mesode and 
that of orp. 6’ and avr. f’ are, more probably than not, 
due to corruption; and that orp. 6’, the mesode, and 
avt. 8’ really form a triplet of metrically identical strophes. 
These triplets, though extremely uncommon, nevertheless — 
are unquestionably met with here and there in the choruses 
of the tragedians. They are a relic of a method of com- 
position that was distinctly exceptional even in the works 
of the lyric poets, properly so called, but of which the - 
seventh (otherwise called the eighth) Isthmian of Pindar 
and the seventeenth Ode of Bacchylides furnish excellent — 
examples. 

I therefore incline to emend the scheme of this chorus 
thus: 

OTP. a’ 

orp. B semel—) 
avr. ut coaked 

otp. B bis ) 
avT. y' 
orp. 5 

oTp. Y’ 

pol 
orp. B ter — 
avr. 6 

A anp B 

In the sixth line of the first strophe the first syllable — 
is a long; in the sixth line of the first antistrophe that 
long is replaced by two shorts. After the fourth syllable 
of the strophic line comes a long, which is answered by 

_—<—" @ F 

EEE Oe 
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_ nothing at all in the antistrophic line. The sixth syllable 
of the strophic line is a long, which long is answered by 
the fourth syllable, a short, of the antistrophic line: that 
short is variously emended into two shorts or into one 
long. 

The lines are these: 

(a) ]. 775. Svadixaoa may éqros 

q (db) l. 786. rodr iSety Samredov (Hermann yarresov : Blom- 

q field Ova médov) 

In the strophic line Pauw suggested &a Sixas for 
biadindoa, and he has been universally followed, except 
that Hermann reads «a8 S&icav, on the strength of a 
scholion : dcxcaiws, cata Sixav, 6 éote Kata TO Sixavov. I can- 

not extract from this scholion any: assurance that «ara or 
«ad ever stood in the text. I think Pauw isright. But he 
fails to see that Sadicaéoas way stands not for 8a Sikas wav 
but for dia Sixas dav. The final syllable of aay, though 
‘sometimes long, is short both in Homer and in Aristo- 
phanes. 

drrav in the strophic line suits Blomfield’s emendation, 
which is necessary on grounds of sense, of da wédov in 
the antistrophic line. LEither in that line ééeiv is corrupt 
(Blomfield suggests iSo:), or there is some other mistake 

_ in the neighbourhood of the line. ~But with that question 
~ Tam hardly concerned. 

_ As regards the opening syllables of the two lines, I do 
not think it is a fact that da is ever in reality a mono- 

_ syllable, nor do I consider the form 4 to be possible in 
the choruses of the tragedians except in compounds. 

— The fault lies with the word 7tod7, which makes no 
intelligible sense in the context. I suspect an uncial 
corruption, and would read : 

tad y ideiv (or idor) Sua wédov. 

C 

In the third line of the second strophe the second and 
third syllables are two shorts: in the third line of the 
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second antistrophe those two shorts are prima facie 
replaced by one long; but the context is fughly eh 
as regards both metre and sense. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 779. didupa Kal TpiTrAa es 

(b) 1. 815. Opoovcg (G Opoodca) Tpos oe Téxvey TaTpos 

avdav (G atdév) 

The antistrophic context differs but little in M and in 
G. M reads: 

émavcas TaTpos pre 
Opoovog 

/ \ 2»Q\ mpos oe TéxvoY TaTpos avday 
Kal Tepaiverv éripopwpav atav. 

G presents the following variations: é@zavoas for 
éravcas, Opootca for Opoovca, avddv for avddavy, and 
ériwouparav, with the symbol for avy written above the 4, 
for érripoppay adrav. Robortellus, if he is to be trusted, 
found in the codex which he peed éaBuoas instead of 
emaiva as. 

Franz, combining emendations made by Blomfield 
and by Seidler, reads : 

[v4 4 / es 

av dS€ Oapcady, btav Kn pépos Epyor, 
éravcas TaTpos avéapy 
Opoovoa téxvor, 

/ > > : Bees 4 
Tépaw ovKk éripoupoyv atav. 

It is impossible to resist the conviction that this line of 
emendation is right; but the details are not certain. No 
doubt the é epyp of maT pos épym has replaced avédav because 
of the words pépos épyav at the end of the preceding line ; 
and no doubt also this interference with TaTpos aveav in 
its proper place has caused the words ratpds avday to 
appear after réxvov. But it is very difficult to see how 
the gloss zpés ce can have passed into the text before 
téxvov, if Opoovca was the original reading. But if not 
Satotes but Opeouéva was the true reading, it is within 
the bounds of possibility that mpos ce may have been 
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mistaken for a mysterious correction of a word so un- 
_ familiar to the copyists, and so may have been interlineated 

instead of being kept in the margin. Now any attempt 
_ toemend Opeouéva on the supposition that mpds ce contained 

the ductus literarwm of the true reading could only result 
in @poovc>a. I suggest that this has happened, and that, 
as often, we have two stages side by side in the text. 

. Opeouéva presents no metrical difficulty at all. 1 know 
that I am suggesting something very uncertain; but in 
_the course of this tractate I seem to find repeated evidence 
of the desirability of paying particular and minute 
attention to the circumstances under which it is possible 
for a gloss to become incorporated in the text. 

If | am right in supposing, as the metre leads me to 
suppose, that what is ordinarily called the mesode is in 
reality the second of two corresponding strophes, I am 
nevertheless bound to admit that it has been distorted to 

such an extent that I can neither search in it for examples 
_ of the phenomenon I am discussing nor propose any 
_ reconstitution with a sufficient degree of probability to 
_ justify a detailed discussion. I mention this at this 
point, because it is with strophe and antistrophe §’, if 
with anything at all, that the alleged mesode corresponds. 

D 

In the third line of the third strophe the first two 
syllables are two shorts: in the third line of the third 
-antistrophe for those two shorts one long is substituted. 

_ These are the lines: 

(a) 1. 790. «rere cipdpoves Geoi 

(b) 1. 801. paéw odplay Orv (M 6érer) 
Hermann says: ‘‘Scribendum esse «djd7e vidit etiam 

_ Dindorfius.” I dare not for my own part express myself 
_ 80 rudely on the more or less numerous occasions when I 
_ find that editors have in practice, though not in theory, 
_ adopted my main contention. But my meaning is often 
_ the same as that which Hermann has here permitted 

himself to put in words. 
VOL. I Q 
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KE 

In the fourth line of the fourth strophe the second 
syllable is a long: in the fourth line of the fourth anti- 
strophe for that long two shorts are substituted. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 809. ouod Kpexrov yortwv (G yornrdv) vouov (G 

vouwv, written with contractions) 

[It is to be observed that in M oyod is written in 
litura, the original reading being completely erased; and 
also that in M the -ov of vouov replaces an earlier -or : 
both alterations seem to have been made not by the first 
hand. | 

(b) 1. 820. yapuros dpyds AuTpas, évdobev 

In the antistrophic line Blomfield alters Auvmpas to 
Avypas : Hermann adopts this, and further changes yaprros 
to yaputas. 

The strophic context imperatively demands an intro- 
ductory particle. Hermann reads : 

bud \ \ \ / 
apa S€ KpeKTOV yoaTay vomoy. 

But why should so simple an expression as dua 6é 
cause difficulty? Something so strange once stood in 
M that it has not been merely altered but erased 7 toto. 
[I think that the most probable explanation is that 
Aeschylus wrote @aya 6& The Doric @daya, ‘semul, 
invariably gives rise to confusion, and is often read @ dpa. 
If here it was so read, the 8¢ would very probably 
disappear, although the initial @ would of course be 
monstrous. If the first hand of M wrote @ dua (or, 
more probably, metri gratia, @ dua) without sé, I can 
quite well understand a revisor scratching the reading 
out, and substituting ouod. But 1 can understand nothing 

J 

of the kind on the assumption that dua 8 was the 
original. 
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F anp G 

| In the sixth line of the fourth strophe the second and 
third syllables are two shorts, and so are the sixth and 
seventh syllables: for each set of two shorts the sixth line 
of the fourth antistrophe substitutes one long. But the 
latter substitution can only be called visual, as at a 
very early point the two lines part company as regards 
metre. 

The lines run as follows : 

(a) 1. 811. euov euov Képdos aéFerar Td8e 

(b) 1. 822. tov aitiov & éEaTohUs mopov 

In the antistrophic line Turnebus, I suppose rightly, 
changes popoyv to popov. The line is the last but one in 
the antistrophe. The last line is altogether missing. 
One strophic line is very peculiarly circumstanced. 
Synapheia is neglected both before it and at the end of it. 

Here is the context (Il. 810-12): 

Ta & (G Tao ) ev 
, > \ / »/ / 

€u“ov éuov Képdos aéketau TOO«, 

ara (so G: but M arn) &drocrate? didov. 

‘In 1 810 ¢d must be short, before a vowel; but it is 
answered in the antistrophe by the long last syllable of 
Weis. Probably, with Hermann, we should elide the e of 

ode in |. 811, and split dra between ll. 811 and 812. But 
the two instances of neglect of synapheia throw some light 
on the state of the text. 
Read: 

Ta 8 ev- 
-mevov euol Képdos avéer 70d, a- 
-ta 8 amootatel didwv. 

~ Hermann suggested av&eu. That edpwerdv euol is necessary 
is shown both by the hiatus after ed, and, as will be seen 

_ at a glance, by the antithesis required by the context. 
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SixtH CuHorus (Il, 923-66) 

This chorus, which consists almost entirely of dochmii, 
is so corrupt as to present various problems of an almost 
insoluble character, although portions of it have yielded 
to the brilliant emendatory efforts of Hermann. 

It seems almost certain—against Hermann—that the 
true arrangement is as follows: 

OTp. a 

OTP. B. 

orp. 
avr. B 
avT. Y 

There are a number of irregularities in metre, obviously 
due to corruption; but only two examples of the 
phenomenon which I am investigating. This is remark- 
able. Allowing for a lacuna, twenty-seven dochmii or 
would-be dochmii are in this chorus answered by twenty- 
seven other dochmii or would-be dochmii. Now it is 
evident, that, if a dochmius of one form may be answered 
ad libitum by a dochmius either of the same or of any 
other form, there arises, assuming that only a moderate 
amount of resolution is employed, a presumption that at 
least half (if not a much greater proportion) of strophie 
dochmii will be answered by antistrophic dochmii that 
furnish instances of the phenomenon in question. But 
instead of thirteen, or even many more, examples of the 
phenomenon, we have only two. ; 

This fact is incidentally a convincing proof that the 
ae a 

arrangement of strophes and antistrophes which I have — 
adopted is not fallacious. 

A 

In the first line of the third strophe the second 
dochmius is of the form »--~-: in the first line of the — 
third antistrophe the second dochmius is of the form 

The passages are these : 
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(a) ll. 941-2. rdmep 6 Aokias 6 Uapvdcatos 

peyav éywov puyov YOovos KTH. 

(b) ll. 959-60. taya Sé ravers ypovos amet rerat 
mpoOupa Swuatov 

In the strophe Paley reads tdvrep for rtdep, and 
Ilapvaccias for Tlapydcows. The latter emendation is 
probably right in view of the context; the former 
emendation is introduced in order to fit in with other 
emendations of a purely conjectural character, and con- 
flicts with the metre of the antistrophic text. 

In the antistrophe, Elmsley, followed by Blomfield, 
reads yopds for ypdvos. Elmsley has been attacked for 
this emendation. On the whole I incline to think that 
he is right. Only, if we read yopds, we must change 
Gpeireras Into pédera. pwéArATecOa. with an accusative 
can bear the sense required. See Liddell and Scott. 

I conjecture that dyeierar was written instead of 
pédaveras because the word a’ had been corrupted in 
another part of the line, had been written in as an 
interlineation, and had been misunderstood. My whole 
reading is this: 

taxa S dw avtoka yopos pédrperac 
mpoOvpa Swparov. 

The intermediate corruption was éx’ advo. 

B 

In the fourth line of the third strophe the first dochmius 
is of the form -..--v-(emended by Hermann into the 
form -~/-v-): in the fourth line of the third antistrophe 
the first dochmius is of the form ~.--L (emended by 
Hermann into the form .-- -). 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 951. SratTopévav év xpovois Ocicav éroiyetat 

(b) 1. 962. cabapwots amrav éNaTHpvov 

Hermann gives the lines thus: 

(a) Pratrropéva ypoucbeicay éroiyerat * 
(b) Kaappoiow ardv éatnpiots. 
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xpovicbeicay is brilliant, and it is evident that the 
antistrophic line is rightly reconstituted. But the words 
immediately preceding the strophic line are ad0Aws Sodéas. 
It is manifest that these words will not conclude a 
dochmius. Hence, for dédorws Sortas Brarropévayv I am 
inclined to suggest : adodXous S0Aous évdrror. 

I look on Bndamropévay as a gloss Oh ypovicbeicav 

(Br\dmrrecOat is very common in such a sense), which, 
owing to the accidental resemblance of the ductus literarum 
of the word to that of évarrav, was taken to be a correction 
of évarrov. | 

But in this chorus I chiefly lay emphasis on the 
impossibility of arguing that either of the two examples — 
of my phenomenon which are found in it possesses any 
serious evidential value against my case: the fact that 
there are only two examples is greatly in my favour. 

SUMMARY 

The Choephoroe’ presents nineteen examples of the 
phenomenon I[ am investigating, to which nineteen 
Hermann adds by emendation three others. Of the 
nineteen, three sets of two each occur within the compass 
of single lines, and in one case a false quantity is in- 
volved: in two instances there is some MS. authority 
against the phenomenon: one example occurs in a vow 
nihil: two instances are purely graphic, and one instance 
is almost purely graphic. Seven examples remain, of 
which the majority are obviously tainted with some kind 
of corruption: 

EUMENIDES 

The Humenides, of all extant plays, bears the strongest 
witness to the truth of the theory which I advocate. The — 
Prometheus Vinctus contains two examples only of the 
phenomenon which I am discussing, the Humenides has 
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but one. And it is impossible to maintain that the 
Eumenides has been rewritten under the influence of late 
schools of metre. It is certainly corrupt; but the 
corruption is in the main extremely ancient. 

First Cxoruvs (ll. 146-177) 

In the first line of the first strophe the first dochmius 
is of the form v-~~-v-: in the first line of the first anti- 
strophe the first dochmius is of the form »--vv. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 146. tod tod réomakt. erdbopev ira 

(b) 1. 152. t& mat Acos, érixdoros rédy 

That there is some corruption in the antistrophic line 
is conclusively proved by the short quantity of the last 
syllable of Avs. It is to be remarked that codex 
Farnesianus, which, as containing the recension of 
Triclinius, is of far greater value than scholars inferior 
to Triclinius usually suppose, gives the antistrophic 
line as 

al / 

iw im mai Avos, éixXomros éX7. 

The duplication of the t® is almost necessary in order 
to duplicate the echo of the éod in the strophic line. 

It is difficult to suppose that the Furies or anyone 
else, if they began an address to Apollo with the word 
iw, would continue it otherwise than with the word [avap. 

Read : 
Pe >\ nr , / 

iw i@ Ilavav, émixdotos Tre. 

There is no difficulty in shortening an ae before a 
vowel, MAIAN has been read MAIAI with something un- 
intelligible after it, so that MAIAIOC came to be written. 

SeconpD Cuorvs (Il. 253-272) 

This chorus seems to have been so much corrupted 
that correspondence of strophe and antistrophe can no 
longer be detected. 
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Turrp CuHorvs (ll. 304-388) | 

No instances. 

FourtH CxHorus (ll. 483-554) 

No instances. 

Frrra Cyorus (ll. 770-782 and 797-809) 

No instances. 

SrxtH CHorus (ll. 823-833 and 857-867) 

No instances. 

SevENTH CuHorus (ll. 903-1002, including regular 
anapaests) 

_ No instances in the lyrical portions. 

Eicuta Cuorvs (ll. 1014-1102, including regular 
anapaests) 

No instances. 

SUMMARY 

The Eumenides exhibits only one example of the 
phenomenon in question. That example is not only 
corrupt beyond all doubt, but admits also of almost 
certain emendation. 

FRAGMENTS OF AESCHYLUS 

The extant fragments of Aeschylus afford no material 
for the purposes of this investigation. 
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SuMMARY OF AESCHYLUS 

_ The choruses of Aeschylus present 103 examples of 
he phenomenon | am investigating. Of these 103, 63 
we either plainly wrong, or else, for various reasons, very 
chly suspect. 40 instances remain, many of which are 
nly slightly less suspect than most of the 63. In all, 
nly ten or twelve would fail to awaken suspicion apart 
om the fact that they present the peculiar scansion, the 
gitimacy of which | am investigating. 
In addition to the 103 examples, there are five others 
hich are due to emendation. — 



CHAPTER VI 

SOPHOCLES 

OEDIPUS TYRANNUS 

First Cuorus (Il. 151-215) © 

A 

THE first strophe has its third line beginning with a 
spondee. For this spondee the first antistrophe substitutes 
a dactyl. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 153. OnBas ; exrétrapar, poBepay dpeva Seimare 

TAaNNwv 
(b) 1. 161. "Apreuw, & KuKdtdevr dyopas Opovov ediKréa 

baccet 

The lines are hexameters, a fact which introduces an 
element of confusion. It may be maintained that even 
choric hexameters enjoy ordinary hexametrical licence. 
But choric iambic trimeters are subject to lyrical rules, 
so that the presumption is that choric hexameters are 
similarly subject. 

Moreover the second, third, fourth and fifth feet in 
both hexameters are all dactyls; a point which makes 
strongly for strict lyrical correspondence. 

It may be observed also that the first lines of the 
strophe and antistrophe are also hexameters, and dactylic 
throughout: so too are the last lines. Add to this that 
the last lines but one run as follows : 

234 
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ll. 156-7. 4 mepereAAopévars Bpais Tadw éEavvces ypéos 

and ll. 164—5. ei more xal mpotépas dtas wep opvupévas 
j t 

TONKEL. 

These verses are manifestly cognate to hexameters, 
while it is plain that the lyrical correspondence between 
them is complete. 

It will also be seen that they jomtly admit a spondee 
into the third foot. This fact negatives the presumption 
that might otherwise arise from the dactylic nature of the 
first lines of the strophe and antistrophe, and the equally 
dactylic nature of the feet, after the first, in the third lines 
themselves, to the effect that it must be ”Apreww that is 
right, and ©78as that is wrong. 

On the contrary, I cannot myself conceive of any 
reasonable emendation of @78as, whereas "Apteyv could 
well stand for some less familiar name of the goddess, 
referably a name fairly closely resembling the letters of 

| “Aptepev. 
I wish to read “A-ypav. 

See Ruhnk’s learned discussion of "Aypa and its cognates 
(Polit. Tim. Lex. 222). 

B 

In the second strophe the second line has its fifth 
syllable long. In the second antistrophe instead of a 

corresponding long syllable we find two shorts. 
The lines run thus : 

(a) Il. 169-70. wyjpara: vooet S€ por mpoTras aTOXos, 

ovd’ év ppovtidos éyyos 
(b) ll. 179-80. vnréa 8€ yévéOra mpis Tédw Oavatodopa 

rn , 

KELTAL GAVOLKTWS 

I believe that vydéa is corrupt, and the restoration of 
an original trochaic adjective in the place of vyréa will 

_ give, with the help of the mute and liquid in yéveOda, the 
normal scansion, »— 8€ yéveOXa. | 

I object most strongly to vydréa for three separate 
reasons : 

te 

—— 

* 
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(1) vyAjs is a word with a very well established 
meaning, and that meaning is not ‘unpitied’ but ‘un- 
pitying.’ 

(2) Granting (which | cannot grant) that vyréa may 
mean ‘unpitied, then ‘unpitied’ is the last thing in 
the world that Sophocles would have dreamt of saying, 
because to say it would be to put into the line a monstrous 
tautology. avoikrws expresses the idea with the completest 
exactitude. 

(3) yéveOAa, without an adjective meaning ‘young,’ 
is insufficient both as regards clearness of expression and 
as regards the balance required by the context. The 
immediately succeeding lines are : 

év 8 addoxor todat T él partépes 
axtav Tapa Popov adrAofev AdAraL 
Auypav Tovev iKTHpes eTLTTEVayovOL. 

I therefore suggest with considerable confidence that 
the true reading is : 

vynpa oe yéveOda mpos Téd@ Oavatopopa Keitas avoiKkTas. 

vnpos is merely the contracted form of veapos. 
I believe that Hesychius actually read vypa in this 

very passage, and that he was unable to understand it, 
but thought that, judging by the context, it meant ‘lying 
on the ground.’ Hence his remark (observe the neuter) : 
vnpov, TO TaTreLvor. 

I suppose that vndéa arose out of a gloss on vypa, Viz. 
veanéa. 

C 

The second strophe in its fifth line has for fifth and 
sixth syllables two shorts. The second anita sub- 
stitutes one long. 

The lines are : 

(a) 1. 174. iniovy Kapatov avéyovor yuvaixes 

(b) 1. 185. Avypav wovev ixrhpes éemictevdyovow 

Is it not obvious at first sight that we should read 
ixeThpes ? 
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| It is true that we have only for the word ixérnp the 
_ direct authority of icernpis in the Septuagint and in the 

Orphic Hymns; but we have ixérys by the side of 
mpoixrns, if indeed rpotxrns be from this root, and (xryjp.ios 
stands side by side with ixernpzos. 

D anp E 

I now come to an emendation which [ consider certain 
and important. It is also, I think, interesting. 

The second syllable of the second line of ,the third 
strophe isa long. The third antistrophe substitutes two 
shorts. 

The seventh syllable of the second line of the third 
strophe isa long. The third antistrophe substitutes two 
shorts. 

Here are the lines: 

(a) 1, 191. preyer pe TeptBoatos avTtalov 

(b) 1. 205. Bérea Oérdouw’ av adduat (MSS. ddduacr’) 

evoaTteta Gat 

If I can kill two birds with one stone, I think I shall 
have gone far towards proving something. 

I will quote at length the first five lines of the anti- 
strophe : 

Avcev’ avak, Ta Te ca xXpvoooTpddav am ayKvrAdy 
Bérea Oddoww’ av addpar évdateicBar 
apwya tpoctabévta, Tas Te Tuphdpous 
"Aptéutoos aiyras, Edv ais 
Avki dpea Siaccen. 

Remembering Psalm xci. 5, 6: 
“Thou shalt not be afraid for any terror by night: 

nor for the arrow that flieth by day ; 
For the pestilence that walketh in darkness: nor for 

the sickness that destroyeth in the noon-day,” 
I assert without hesitation that AAAMAT is a corruption 
of ANAMAT, i.e. a’ dua7’, ‘by day,’ or rather ‘by day 
and every day.’ 
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The line originally ran : 

Oérouut Bére av dapat av dareicBar. 

av’ dwar having easily become aédduar’, and av SareicOa 
having no less easily passed into the familiar évéareic@a:, 
the difficulty was to supply @édouw, in the line as it 
stood, with its necessary a without doing obvious violence 
to the metre. This object could only be effected by means 
of the transposition of @édo.us in the form @érow and 
Bére in the form Bérca. The entirely unnecessary un- 
contracted termination of Bé\ea, where the word stands in 
the vulgate, is proof positive that it has been transplanted 
from a place in the line where the uncontracted form was 
metrically necessary. 

F 

The fourth line of the third strophe begins with an 
iamb. The fourth line of the third antistrophe has, not 
this iamb, but a dactyl. Hence the first syllable is in the — 
one case long, in the other short: after the first syllable — 
we have in the one case a long, in the other two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 194. Emroupov eit és péyay (L, first hand, érovpov: 

L, corrected, daovpov: most MSS., — 
amoupov: both readings were known to — 
the scholiast) 

(b) L207. "A ptéptdos aiynas, Evy ais 

The double want of correspondence, coupled with the — 
MS. variation between érovpov and dovpov, leads me to 
believe that both érovpov and dovpov are corrupt. 

é£épvov would sean perfectly, and would make excellent 
sense; but the difficulty is to see why this word, which 
was quite intelligible in later times, should have been 
corrupted either into érovpoy or into dovpov, which latter 
seems indeed to be nothing more than an alteration of 
érovpov With a view to obtain a better sense in the opinion 
‘of the innovator. 

Ss ee 
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The v of érovpov or drovpov is in particular most 

unlikely to have been foisted into an original éfopvov. 
I suggest myself that jiropoy has given rise to the 

whole difficulty. The v has been put before the p, and 
jm- has in desperation (for I can hardly imagine such a 
corruption occurring before the archonship of Euclid) been 
read ér-. 

ll. 198-9 run thus in the MSS. : 

Térer yap el TL VVE adn 
TOUT ém’ Hwap epyeTar. 

They are untranslatable, and no satisfactory emendation 
has been proposed. ‘The construction of ef with the sub- 
junctive is open to grave suspicion. The lines come 
between the expression of a hope that Ares may be 
banished into the Atlantic Ocean or into the Thracian 

_ Sea, and a prayer that Zeus may destroy Ares with his 
lightning. Consequently it is difficult to see what the 

sequence of night and day has to do with the context. I 
suggest that Sophocles, basing himself upon such state- 
ments as those of Pytheas, really says that the Atlantic 
Ocean and the Thracian Sea are places shrouded in night 
and never visited by the day, and says it as a reason for 
relegating Ares thither. 

The matter is of great importance as bearing on the 
conclusions with regard to synapheia to which my work 
on this treatise has led me. 1. 197 runs: 

Opyxiov KrAvdwva. 

The last syllable is short, and the next line begins with the 
word rére. The antistrophe shows conclusively that the 

_ last syllable of 1. 197 ought to be long. I therefore read 
_ the three lines thus: 

OpyKkiov Krvdov'+ év 
téder yap éote vve, aby 7 
ovK em uap épyerat. 

I translate, understanding éxe?, which I think it would 
be in accordance with Greek usage not to express: ‘ For | 
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there Night is queen, and Day draws not near with his 
torch’ (or ‘with his kindling’). addy, from drew, ‘to 
kindle,’ is used by Herodotus: there is a close connexion 
between Herodotus and Sophocles. 

I could leave the matter here: but I am not certain 
that réde itself is altogether sound. A comparison with 
the antistrophe will show that, if correspondence is to be 
complete, the first syllable of the word ought to be long. 
Syllabae ancupites are as frequent as possible at the 
beginning of lines; but an examination of this particular 
chorus seems to show that it does not admit the licence 
in question. Moreover, if Sophocles wrote é rérer yap 
gore vvé, no one hearing the words sung could possibly tell 
without some consideration whether the meaning was év 
Téher yap éote vvE or & 7 eres yap éors ve. The latter 
would make very respectable sense, for, although the 
Thracian Sea was not a marsh, the Cimmerian marsh, the 
traditional home of darkness, was reputed to be in its im- 
mediate neighbourhood. The difference of accent between 
év téhkee and éy 7 édes would vanish altogether in lyric 
poetry when sung: the artificial notes replace the natural 
accents. ‘There is no authority for supposing that rérex 
and 7 é\e were pronounced in two different ways. The 
yadhv op® story shows only that an aspirate after an elision 
was not pronounced (though of course it affected a pre- 
ceding mute consonant). 

Callimachus twice uses ré\@os in the sense of téAos, 
though a number of MSS. in either case present, in spite 
of the metre, the ordinary form. [ think that Callimachus 
shows us that réA@os was good Doric. Consequently I 
think it possible that Sophocles may have written : 

Opaxiov Krvdov’* év 
Teer yap éote vv&, ada T 
ovK eT Guap epyeTat. 

Seconp CuHorus (ll. 463-512) 

A anp B 

I will deal first with B and then with A. 
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B 

The seventh line of the first strophe presents two shorts 
immediately before its concluding syllable. For these two 
shorts the first antistrophe substitutes one long. 

The two lines are these : 

(a) 1. 470. wupi Kal oreporais 6 Ards yevéras 

(b) 1. 480. ta pecoudara yas atrovoa ilo 

It is necessary to quote the context of the antistrophic 
line : 

poita yap im aypiav 
ef > / > v \ 
vAav ava T aVTpa Kal 

metpaios (this line is a notorious crux) 6 radpos, 
Hédeos pedéw modi ynpevor, 

\ / a > / 

Ta pecoudara yas atrovocdifov 

payteia: Ta 8 adel 
CavTa TepiToTaTaL. 

The chief difficulty about arovocditwr is that the sense 
requires drovocdifopevos, or its equivalent in meaning. It 
is true that Sophocles departs habitually and intentionally 
from the nicer grammatical usages of the Attic dialect in 
order to attain that remoteness from everyday life which 
is a necessary characteristic of high tragedy—a remoteness 
at which Aeschylus arrived by means of the use of pnyal’ 
immoBdayova, and which Kuripides reached (if and when he 
reached it) by dint of the employment of wvs and c¢es, 
together with reyéwv repurtvyais and the like, peppered 
about in the midst of essentially idiomatic Attic. 

Consequently an active for a middle is nothing surpris- 
ing in Sophocles; but what is surprising is to find an 

active for a middle when that middle is distinctly and 
essentially middle in obvious meaning. 

It is apparent that a desiderative form of arovocdifouas 
would bring out the opposition between the last clause and 

the last clause but one of the antistrophe more forcibly 
than would the present participle amovocgifopevos, even 
were the latter metrically possible. And it must be 

VOL. I R 
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remembered that, in the case of desideratives, the active 
form is used, no matter whether the verb from which they 
come be middle or active. 

As xatdxema, middle, gives birth to the Homeric 
desiderative xaxxetovtes, active, 80 arovocditw and drovocdi- 
Cowa. would both alike engender a desiderative of the 
active voice. 

It is common to suppose that the only possible 
desiderative of verbs such as that in question, is the 
desiderative in -cetw: but I am not persuaded of the 
impossibility of the desiderative in -ovd (1.e. -ovde). 

gevéi 18 the MS. reading in Eurip. H. F. 638. 
Portus corrected this to gdevéetw, for which form, however, 
I have found no lexicographical authority. 

If g$ev& is right, it is obtained by the addition of -.a 
to the future stem. As devfoua gives devé&id, 80 amovocdi- 
coat would give arovocgicw® ; or, whether or no the 
‘“contracted”’ future has anything to do with it, as 
pevEoduar gives devéid, 80 arrovordiodwar (presumably the 
true Attic form) would give dovocgud. 

I suggest that either drovocgicidy, or, to my mind 
more probably, the very strange looking form drovecdudr, 
ought to be read in this passage. 

A 

In |. 478 the reading of the first hand of L, werpaios 6 
tadpos, has to correspond to duyd 7é6a veuay in the strophe. 
It is possible that Martin’s emendation zérpas icdravpos — 
is right. In any case we need not concern ourselves with — 
the obviously unoriginal zérpas &s tatpos of most of the 
MSS., or with the instance that it presents of the 
phenomenon under investigation, except so far as to note 
the readiness of the copyists to introduce the scansion 
which, I contend, is really no scansion at all. ey 

But, in view of the context following, I am rather 
doubtful whether any comparison of the fugitive to a bull 
is really appropriate. It will be observed that the poet 
mentions woods, caves, and rocks, but says nothing of 
another feature of mountain scenery at least equally im- 
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portant, namely, the torrents. I venture to suggest for 
consideration the reading : 

/ 4 

TEéTpas Kal avavpous. 

This is not palaeographically so close to wetpatos 6 tTadpos 
as is Martin’s wérpas icotavpos, but the K of KAI may 

easily have been read IC, and the AI may have been omitted 
by haplography because of the AN immediately following. 
I do not think that wertpaios 6 tadpos would have been an 
unlikely emendation of the resultant text. There is ample 
lexicographical and scholiastic authority for the use of 
avavpos, ‘a torrent, as distinguished from "Avavpos, the 
particular torrent of Jason’s adventure. I am not invoking 
the aid of any such late idiom as gives us ewrzpr and the 

like in Latin. 

THirD CuHorus (ll. 649-697) 

No instances. 

Fourta Cuxorvs (ll. 863-910) 

A 

7 The eighth line of the second strophe has for its sixth 
_ syllable a long: the second antistrophe replaces this long 

with two shorts. 
The lines are as follows: 

(a) 1. 891. 4} Trav aOixrov Oi~erar (so Blaydes: MSS. 

era) pardlov 

(b) 1. 905. o& ray te cav abdvatov aitv apyav 

I do not hesitate one moment in proposing dvarov in 
_ place of a@dvarov. The only question that arises is with 
regard to the correspondence of the short initial a of 

dvarov With the long last syllable of d@icrwov. But it is 
sufficiently manifest that musically a@icrwy ends in a 
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trochee. In the last line but one of this strophe and 
antistrophe we find 

et yap at Tolaide mpdfeas Tipeat 

balanced. by 
Kovdamod tiwais “Amo\Xov éudars 

It is more probable than not that the o of rovaide is short. 
I do not think that anyone is at present able to state 

with exactitude the conditions under which syllabae 
ancipites were tolerated. in the middle of lines, nor do I 
propose on this occasion to go further into this thorny 
question. It is sufficient that no one, so far as I am 
aware, would deny the metrical possibility of dvaroy in 
this place. 

B anp C 

The ninth line of the second strophe begins with two 
shorts: the second antistrophe substitutes one long. After 
the two shorts of the strophe come two other shorts : again 
the antistrophe substitutes one long. One remedy will 
cure both ills. 

The lines run thus: 

(a) 1. 892. ris ere ToT ép toiaS avnp Seay Bédn 

(b) 1. 906. plivevta yap Aaiov Tradaidata 

The latter portions of both lines are largely conjectural, 
but fortunately I have to deal with the beginnings only. 

The context of |. 906 is as follows : 

d0ivorta yap Aaiov raraidara 
Béchar eEapodcow Hn, 
Kovoapod Tyais “AmoAXov éudarys. 

This is sufficient to show that @ivovra comes at any 
rate very near to the meaning required, though I admit 
that I do not quite like the use of the active $@ivew as” 
applied to oracles, in view of the prevailing employment 
of this voice of the word in a physical sense. 

The epic long « of déivovra seems to me to be a serious, 
though not an insuperable, objection to the vulgate. | 

a 
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Read @ivoueva ta yap Aaiov radaidara, where O.v0- 
eva is strongly predicative. But this is only a stage. 

: mee wrote : 

tis ére wot év tototcd’ avnp Oedv Bédn 

and 
HOwopeva yap ta Aaiov raraidarta, 

or at least the first portions of those lines. 

FirtH Cxorvs (ll. 1086-1109) 

No instances. 

SixtH CuHoruvs (Il. 1186-1222) 

The second line of the second strophe (1. 1205) is thus 
' he in the MSS. : 

Tis év TOvols, Tis aTaLs aypiass 

The corresponding line of the second antistrophe runs 
(1. 1214): 

/ \ BA / / Suxale. Tov ayapov ydpov mdadat 

It is obvious, both on the ground of the Greek and on 
that of the metre, 1. 1205 is indefensible as it stands. 
Consequently an emendation of Hermann’s has been 
generally adopted : 

/ ” / 

tis atais aypiais, Tis év Tovots 

It is true that Hermann subsequently suggested 
another emendation, and that a few editors of less repute 

have also tried their hands. But it is unnecessary to 
consider violent alterations. 

7 Accepting for the moment, as most editors accept, 
_ though not merely for the moment, Hermann’s emendation 
i of |. 1205, we are confronted with an example of the 
phenomenon I am investigating. 

The two lines are: 

aa 

(a) 1, 1205. ris drais Gypiais, tis ev moves 
(b) 1. 1214. Sumdfer Tov ayapov yduov Tddat 
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The first syllable of aypiass is long, and corresponds to 
the two short initial syllables of tov dyapov. 

This may, I suppose, be fairly styled the received text. 
But Hermann himself would not have it. He con- 

sidered that the first syllable of daypiais was short, and 
- altered |. 1214 into: 

PS) A > a / / uwales T Ayapov yauov Tanat 

The whole difficulty disappears if we keep |. 1214 as 
it stands in the MSS., if we treat the first syllable of 
aypiats as short, and if we transpose with Hermann, but 
making a minute alteration, so as to read |. 1205 thus: 

/ / / / / 

TiS ATaloW ayplats, Tis €v TroVvoLS 

SevenTH Cuorvs (Il. 1297-1368) 

A anp B 

In the tenth line of the second strophe the opening 
dochmiac foot is almost entirely resolved, so as to consist 
of vyv-vvv: the opening dochmiac foot of the tenth line 
of the second antistrophe runs -vv-v-. 

It seems to be considered by editors that the first two 
shorts of the strophic line do not correspond with the 
initial long of the antistrophic line, but that the first 
syllable of all is anceps. Otherwise they would be 
driven, in order to obtain correspondence at all, to scan 
the third and fourth syllables of the antistrophic line (the 
two last syllables of dcos) as metrically one long syllable. 
But you cannot have a syllaba anceps in dochmiacs. 

In any case the two concluding shorts of the opening 
dochmiac of the strophic line correspond with one long in 
the antistrophic line, as the text stands. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1340. dadyer’ éxromiov btu TaxioTd pe 

(b) 1. 1860. viv & dOeos (so Erfurdt: MSS. dO\c0s) pév 
9.9 > / \ rat 

ei, avooiwy dé trais 

I do not mean to suggest that Erfurdt scanned d@eos 
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as an iamb: I only mean that there is no possibility, 
_ having regard to what a dochmius is, of reconciling 

_ IL 1340 and 1360, as they stand, without adopting the 
iambic scansion. Otherwise we should have a dochmius 

of the normal type »--~- (with regular resolutions) in 
the strophe, but a dochmius of the rarer type -vv-v~- in 

_ the antistrophe. 
But on the other hand I very much doubt whether 

_-v-v-is a dochmius at all. 
I believe that 1. 1360, with Erfurdt’s emendation, is 

absolutely sound, that the proper scansion of it is -vy-v- 
(the substitution of a dactyl for the initial iamb of a 
_dochmius being distinctly permissible), and that 1. 1340 
has to be brought into exact conformity. 

ll. 1340 to 1343 run thus (one dochmiac foot making 
a line for numerical purposes) : 

amayer éxtoTov Ste TadyioTd pe* 
amdyet & hiror Tov dréOpiov péyav (corrupt). 

‘ I suggest that the former darayer’ ought to be ayer’. 
It is unnecessary to quote instances of a simple verb being 
repeated in a compound form. If we read dyer’ it enables 
| us to substitute é« rowwv for éxtomiv. amrayet ex Tore 
would be a puerile expression, and was probably altered 

on that very account to dmdyer’ éxtémiov. But ravd’ dyer 
 é« rérov is a different matter, and that is what I argue 

_ that Sophocles wrote. 

SUMMARY 

2 The Oedipus Tyrannus contains about 151 strophic 
and about 151 antistrophic lines, in all about 302. These 

302 lines, or thereabouts (it is impossible on any existing 
system of numeration to secure an absolutely precise 
figure), present, on the highest computation, only fourteen 
examples of the phenomenon I am investigating. 
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OEDIPUS COLONEUS 

First Cuorus (Il. 117-253) 

This is a very complex chorus, and its arrangement 
is in places so unsymmetrical as to show that a portion 
of its framework has been tampered with, perhaps only 
or mainly as the result of omissions, since the time of 
Sophocles. It is sufficient to mention this fact. The 
chorus now consists of five strophes and antistrophes, 
with interspersed anapaestic systems. It is obvious that 
the first strophe consists of ll. 117-137, with its anti- 
strophe in Il. 149-169, and that the second strophe 
consists of ll. 178-187 with its antistrophe in ll. 
194-206, though ll. 199-202 in the second antistrophe 
answer to nothing in the strophe, which proceeds as if 
they did not exist. To find the remaining strophes and 
antistrophes, so as to be able to see whether our 
phenomenon occurs or not, is a matter of some search. 
But on careful inspection it becomes clear that the third 
strophe consists of Il. 207-210, a line having dropped 
out between 209 and 210, and |. 211 being either an 
interpolation or a corruption, as is shown by the common 
final syllable of the previous line and its antistrophic 
counterpart, which common syllable indicates the end of 
a system; and it also becomes clear that the third anti- 
strophe consists of Il. 237-240. The fourth strophe 
will be found to consist of ll. 216-219, with its anti- 
strophe 220-223. The fifth strophe begins at Ll 228: 
then six lines have perished, as is proved by the anti- 
strophe: it then resumes its course, and terminates at 
1.236. The fifth antistrophe extends from 1. 241 to 1. 253. 

This analysis accounts for the whole chorus, allowing 
for the interspersion of non-lyrical anapaestic systems, 
except that it should be added that immediately following 
the questionable 1. 211, which adheres as a parasite to 
the third strophe, there occur four lines of nondescript 
metre. These I regard as a clumsy botching of two 
non-lyrical anapaestic systems. 

The whole chorus will be seen to present five examples 
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of the phenomenon I| am investigating. As the first two 
occur in the second strophe and antistrophe, | will begin 
by dealing with these, and then, before attacking the 
remaining three, | will set out the latter part of the 
chorus (l. 207 and onwards) so as to exhibit the real 
correspondence of the various parts. 

A anp B 

The ninth and tenth lines of the second strophe run : 

(a) ll. 186-7. rérpopev adpirov dtroctuyeiv 
kal To dhirov céBecOau. 

The twelfth and thirteenth lines of the second antistrophe 
(which correspond, owing to the presence of extra lines in 
the antistrophe, to the ninth and tenth lines of the 
strophe) run 

(b) ll. 205-206. ris dv moddrovos aye; Tiva 
cov tatpiO’ éxmruOoiua ; 

I cannot doubt that, with a diorthotes of the Laurentian 
MS., we ought to read ris 6 7odvzroves, and, with Vauyvilliers, 
tiv av. This restores complete correspondence. I also 
think that cod smacks of the xow7 and ought to be ca». 
An original cav would more fully account for ri’ av 
becoming tiva. The deliberative-optative may well have 
crept in at a comparatively early date, seeing that it is 
characteristic of Greek writers very soon after the decline 
of the classical period to fail to understand the legitimate 
uses of the optative. 

With the vulgate reading, there are two possible ways 
of making the lines more or less agree. We may take 
them thus : 

(a) trétp |ohp (ev |a |r ov | ar oor |uy | ei 
b) ris | dv ‘gon | var | ov |\os |dy |eu; |r | a 

In this case there is want of harmony in the second and 
tenth syllables only. Or we could equate them in another 
way 

(a) rétpopev adirov atroatuyeiv 
b / x / ” / 

( ) TLS WY ToAVTTOVOS ayel; TiVa 
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In that case we should have two instances of our 
phenomenon. The two shorts at the end of térpodev 
would be answered by the long vy, and the final long 
syllable of doctvyeiv would be answered by the 
pyrrhic ria. But then the trochee in the middle of 
arootuyeiv would be balanced by the iambic dye. Yet I 
have a suspicion that this is after all the scansion in- 
tended, and that some one intentionally compensated for 
the shortening in the last syllable of the antistrophic line 
consequent on the omission of ay by lengthening 6 into av. 

C, D, anp E 

I will now set out the chorus from 1. 207. 

Ol. & Eévo, oTp. Y. 
> / > \ / 207 

amroTToNs' adda pn, 

XO. ti 10d atrevvérrets, yépov ; 

Ol. wn wy wn mw avépn tis etwe. 210 

[und éEerdons mépa patevov.| - Spurious line 

XO. ri rode; OI. deuva diow. XO. aida. 

(read XO. ti 708 ad; OL. Sey pious. XO. GAN 
avéa.) Anapaests 

OI. réxvov, @mor, TL yeyove ; 
(read réxvov, amor po, Th yeydve ;) 

XO. tivos ei oéppatos, Ecive, dover, matpoler ; 214—215 
(read tivos ef matpddev, Eéve, dover.) 

OI. apo eyo, ti rao, téxvov émor ; op. 6. 
AN. Néy’, érreimep em Exxyata Baives. 
Ol. arr épa od yap exw Kataxpuddy: 
XO. paxpa pédrer’ (adopt the emendation pérrerov), adra 

taxuvete (Paris A taydvare: read rayvvar). 

OI. <Aaiov icte tw’ aroyovov ; XO. tod iov. avt. 8’. 220 
(read OI. Aatov tote tw’ éxyovov; XO. tov.) 

OI. 70 te AaBdaxidav yévos; XO. & Zed: 

OI. dOdov Oidivrodav; XO. od yap 68 ei; 
OI. dé0s loyere pndév 60° adda. 
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@o® oo. OI. dvcpopos. XO. wo. Anapaests 
Ovyatep, Ti ToT avTixa Kipoet ; 
éo topaw Baivere yopas. 
& & brécyeo Tot Katabynoess ; 

> \ , / ¥ ‘ 
ovodevt poipidia TLOL EPXETAL. OT/p. €. 

wee. lo 

a ee a OP 

ee ee ae SP OP OS 

ae ae ee AP OT OS 

ae a AP OF MO SS 

ee pee es i Nah 

@v wpotddn To tive: amdta 8 ama- 229, 230 
e / La / 

-TaIS ETEpais ETépa TrapaBadXopeE- 
-va Tovov, ov xdpw, avTididwa. é- 

\ \ la) a7 ne / 4 ” -yewv, ov 5é€ Tavd édpdvwv TadwW ExTOTOS 
i A 7 A \ ” adOis adoppos éuas yOovos éxOope, 

bh Te Tépa xpéos 235 
éua mode mpocay a Toe Tp NS. 

@ Eévot avr. 9. 
aiddgpoves, adr’ érrel 

yepaov (the first diorthotes of the Laurentian adds 
daov: Venetus and Paris B read yepadv ddaov) 
matépa (my phenomenon) Tovd’ éuor 

ovK avéTrAaT épyov 

joo 

, h akovTwv aiovtes avody * 240 

> \ \ / / GXX ue Tav peréay, ikeTevomer, avT. €. 
® &évor, oixteipal’, & 
TaTpos vmép Tovmod povov avTopaL, 
dvTopat ovK adaois Tpocopwpéva 
Cuppa cov bupaci, &s Tis ap aipaTos 245 
bpetépov Tpopaveica, Tov dOALOv 
aidsods Kipcar: épv 
ipiv (read tipper) yap os Ge@ (my phenomenon) keiueba 

TAAMOVES * 
GX’ ite, vevoate Tay adoxntov yapw (not only has 

adoxnrov a redundant long syllable, but the final 
of yapwv is impossibly long before the consonant at 
the beginning of the next line. I read ray dddyov 
xapw, and alter the next word), 
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mpos o & te cor. pirov éx cébev dvtopar (read ec 6 
té oor pirov é« o€0ev dvTomat), 250 

i) Téxvov, 7) Novos (Reiske, plausibly but wrongly, Aéyos), 
) xpéos, % Oeds. 

ov yap ido av avabpdv (T Bpordv: read od yap idous 
av wimatbépiov Bpordr), 

doTis av, eb Oeds ayou (read Os, Oeds et pépor), eae 

expuyeiy Stvarto (read av éxpuyeivy Sdvacro). } 

In |. 251 it has always been plain that réxvov, doyos, 
xpéos, and Oeds are not all é« céOev: but that ré«vov alone 
is in this category. Therefore the 4 before réxvov cannot 
mean ‘either.’ It is equally impossible to take it as 
meaning ‘or,’ because téxvoy is most certainly é« cébev. 
Therefore the clause is untranslatable, and té«vov is 
corrupt. 

If I am right in my emendation trav adoyov ydpw in 
1, 249, exactly the same objection applies to Reiske’s sub- 
stitution of Aéyos for Adyos. 

Therefore I read 1. 251 with some confidence thus : 

el te TAéwY OYoS, 7) ypéos, 7) Geos. 

I translate: ‘And by whatever more powerful plea may — 
exist, be that plea a thing created, or be it the Creator.’ 

The corruption is early. EITEMAEQNAOPOC would not 
readily pass into HTEKNONHAoroc. But it is obvious 
that the similarity of the two expressions would be very 
close in the pre-Euclidean alphabet. I am constantly led — 
to wonder whether that alphabet may not have remained 
for a long time in partial use at least as the vehicle of — 
high literature originally composed in it. 

My reading of the whole sentence is : 

> 4 A / 

GX ire, vevoate Tay adoxov yap, 
v a / / > / + éo@ 6 Té cor pirov ex céOev avTomat, 

, f H , x / 
el Te TAEwWY OYOS, 7) Ypeos, 7 Oeos. 

We are now enabled to see that each of the three last 
strophic-antistrophic systems of this chorus presents one 
example of the phenomenon I have set out to investigate. 
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C 

The third line of the third strophe has for its fourth 
syllable a long: the third line of the third antistrophe 
replaces this long by two shorts. It is further to be 

remarked that the third syllable of the strophic line is short, 
of the antistrophic line long, and also that the latter line 
exhibits an ‘unusual variation of reading. Probably one 
rocess, if the right process, would remove all stumbling- 
locks together. 

The lines are : 

(a) 1. 209. ri ToS arrevvéres, yépor ; 

(b) 1. 238. yepadr (the first diorthotes of the Laurentian 
adds ddaov: Venetus and Paris B read 
yepaoy addaov) matépa tovd’ éwov 

I am inclined to suppose that adaov is a corruption 
of AaiSav, that yepadv is merely an uncial derivative of the 

, -répa of watépa, which should begin the line, and that revs’ 
is the remains of a gloss on Aaiéav, viz. Adiov or Aaiov. 

Therefore I read : 

matépa Aaiday épor. 

I cannot quite make up my mind whether Agiéav should 
have an iota subscript: on the whole | think it should. 

D 

The first line of the fourth strophe has for its seventh 
syllable a long: the first line of the fourth antistrophe 
substitutes for this long two shorts. 

These are the lines: 

(a) 1. 216. @yuor eyo, TL wa0w, Téxvov epmov ; 

(b) 1. 220. OI. Aatov tote tw’ dmoyovov ; XO. tod iod 

I have suggested above that the antistrophic line 
should be read : 

OI. Aaiov icre tw’ Exyovov; XO. iov. 

In classical Greek dzoyovos does not mean ‘son’ but 
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‘descendant,’ though Hesychius seems to bear witness to 
an opposite later use by defining the word as meaning 
vios 7 eyyovos 1) TUyyEVips- Cyril goes further. He says 
that dzéyovos means vrs, Bpéhos, traits. 

In writing &yovor, I must not be taken as doing 
anything other than simply conforming to the modern 
practice of not modifying the « of é«. By the strictly 
Attic rules of sandhi, éeyovoyv would become ¢yyovor (pro- 
nounced, I suppose, with two true gammas, and not with 
ng plus gamma); and so no doubt Sophocles wrote. 

E 

In the second surviving line, originally the eighth line 
of the fifth strophe, the fifth and sixth syllables are two 
shorts: in the eighth line of the fifth antistrophe these 
two shorts are replaced by one long. 

The lines are as follows: 

(a) ll. 229-30. dv wpordOy 1d tive: amdta 8 arda- 
(b) 1. 248. bpiv yap ws Oe@ Keiwela TNamoveES 

I have already corrected the antistrophic line, so that 
we get the correspondence : 

\ % (@) av mpotddn 7d Tivew: amdta § amd- 

(b) vupe yap as Ge@ xeipeOa Thapoves 

It can hardly be doubted that we ought to read: 

av mpoTtadn tivew* amdata 8 amda-. 

I regard the change of rivew to ro rtivew as due partly 
to a desire to introduce the Attic scansion of rivew, partly 
to a desire to present a series of dactyls uninterrupted by 
spondees. But |. 247 suffices to show that there were 
occasional spondaic interruptions. 

The lacuna of six lines, which, on purely metrical — 
grounds, I have demonstrated to exist between ll. 226 and — 
227, removes the necessity for attempting to construe 
those two lines together, a task which has baffled the 
ingenuity of editors. The context and construction of 
tive are unknown; but I strongly suspect the correctness 
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of av mporaby. In spite of current views, it remains 
unproved that dv can be omitted in tragedy in such 
sentences. The alleged instances are few and of doubtful 
authenticity. Therefore I regard as much more probable 
av (i.e. & av) rpordbn. 

SeconD Cuorvs (ll. 510-548) 

A 

The combined pairs of lines which open the first 
strophe and antistrophe respectively, run thus: 

(a) ll. 510-1. Sewvov pev rd madat Keipevov dn Kaxov, 

@ &ely érreyeipew 
(b) ll. 521-2. jveyeov Kaxotat’, @ Eévor, Hweyxov axov 

pév, Beds toto 

It is clear that the last syllable of the second jveyxov 
is superfluous (consequently Martin read jveyx’, though 
he left the first #jveyxov), and that the long first syllable 
of dxwy really answers the two short syllables of Kaxov. 
Therefore Martin rightly changed dxwy into déeov. Mr. R. 
Whitelaw completed the cure by altering the first jveyxov 
into jveyx otv. So we must read: 

” > i / > bs / 7 > oF / \ » 
qveyk ovv Kaxotat, w Eévor, hveye aéxwov pév, Oeds toto. 

Though the emendation of this line is comparatively 
easy and the problem has been already solved, I do not 
think that any commentator has pointed out the principle 
which underlies a portion of the corruption. The influence 
of versus technici (see my remarks on the fifth chorus of 
the Rhesus) led copyists of a period somewhere about 
1000 a.D. simply to count the syllables of lines without 
much regard to quantity. Consequently, when the second 
qveyx gained a syllable and became jveyxov, then, in order 
that the total number of syllables should remain unaffected, 
aéxwv had to lose a syllable and to become dkav. 

The next emendation will show the same principle of 
corruption very openly at work. 
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B 

In the third line of the first strophe the third and 
fourth syllables are two shorts: the corresponding anti- 
strophic line has instead one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 512. duos & épapyar mubécbae 

(b) 1. 523. rotrav & avOaipetov ovdév 

The latter line is beyond suspicion: the former will be 
seen to have been deliberately corrupted, and presents an 
object-lesson of, I think, great value. 

First let us deal with considerations of grammar and 
sense, and only after having done so revert to the metre. 
The strophic passage runs : 

\ / ale 

XO. dSewvov pév TO TWdrdas Keievov On Kaxov, @ Eeiv, 
ETrEryELPELD * 510, 511 

tig . a / duos 8 Epauar rubécOar 
OI. ti rovrTo ; 

XO. tas SevAaias amopov paveicas 
> / ® / anyndovos, & Evvéotas. 

Campbell quotes in support of ru@éc6ar with a genitive — 
in the sense ‘to inquire about’ Sophocles, Electra, 317 
ToD Kaovyyntov Ti dys; 

But there rod xacvyvyjrov is a partitive genitive after : 

the interrogative pronoun 7é. Similarly, particularly in~ 
Thucydides, we often find partitive genitives depending © 
on clauses that take the place of nominal or pronominal | 

substantives. Thus it would be perfectly good Greek to — 
Say: Tov Kacuyvytou elev Ott a7réGavev. In that case, rod 
cacuyyntov would be a partitive genitive (equivalent in 
the long run to a proleptic accusative) dependent on the 
clause érv d7éOavev, as if that clause were a substantive. — 
But no Greek could ever have said by itself: tod Kacuyyyrou — | elmev—‘ He spoke about his brother.’ Seeing that in this — 
passage of Sophocles wv@éc@au has after it a genitive not 
of the person to whom the question is put (which would — 
call for no comment), but of the thing concerning which — 
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- information is sought, I apprehend that exactly the same 
principle applies as in the case of pyué or eirov, and that 
such a genitive imperatively requires the support of some 
substantive or quasi-substantive. 

Therefore, given the passage as it stands, and given 
the premise that any alteration must be as slight as 
possible, we find that sense requires us to read: _ 

Suos & Epapai te mudécOar. 

Observe what additional clearness this minute addition 
_ gives to the words 

TL TOUTO; 

In the vulgate rodro refers to nothing in particular. 
Tt is just intelligible but in no way elegant. But on 
my reading it becomes precise and pointed. 

Now let us turn to metre. 
It will be seen that ll. 512 and 523, as they stand in 

the vulgate, can be equated in two completely different 
ways. (1) We may equate them in the way now fashion- 
able. We may say that both alike begin with a syllable 
extra metrum, the strophic line having that syllable long, 
the antistrophic line having it short. And, so far, we 
shall be right. Next we may treat the strophic line as 
proceeding with a dactyl and the antistrophic with a 
‘spondee, which dactyl and spondee are considered (though 
not by me) legitimately to answer one another. Then we 
may regard the strophic line as presenting a trochee and 
1 the antistrophic line a cyclic dactyl, which strophe and 
1 eyclic dactyl are (again not by me) thought to be lawful 
- counterparts one of another. The remaining portions of 
_ the two lines are identical in quantity. (2) We may take 
the view of a copyist familiar with versus technicr, and 
- say that after all quantity does not very greatly matter, 
but that the two lines each contain eight syllables. Of 

_ these eight syllables the second and the three last are of 
the same quantity in both lines. Even the third syllable 
of the strophic line may (to the copyist’s mind) very well 
have been long like the third syllable of the antistrophic 
line (I point out, in my remarks on the fourth chorus of 

VOL. I S 

a 
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the Hippolytus, that there is evidence that at some time 
or other the first syllable of gows was supposed to be long). 
Thus we arrive at the analysis : 

(a) 1. 512. -|-|¥ 
(DB) 1 528.5 \ . 

I think it will be seen that the second system of : 
equation produced the vulgate form of the strophic line: 
the first unquestionably perpetuated it. 

Let us hark back to our grammatical conclusion that — 
vt has been omitted after gpayar. Why was it omitted ? | 

If it can be shown that gpayac can easily and naturally — 
be an expansion by one syllable of another and at least : 
equally appropriate word, then we immediately have found — 
a reason why te should have been omitted, viz. im order 
to preserve intact the total number of syllables. 

I look on it as almost beyond question that the line 
originally ran : 

duos 8 apyat te trvdécOa. 

ee, dpwar is Doric for #pyar, the perfect passive of aipa. 
Some copyist, probably about 1000 a.p., regarded the” 
unfamiliar Doric form as a vow nihili, and by an obvious” 
conjecture substituted the extremely similar gpaya. He © 
left out 7« in order to preserve the number of syllables. 

As the emendation I propose involves questions of 
principle, | may perhaps not be thought too prolix if I 
point out that dpyas distinctly improves the sense. There 
is something almost brutal in the chorus saying: ‘It is a 
terrible thing to stir up sleeping anguish, but nevertheless 
I greatly desire to know’ etc. This sense of cruelty 
disappears, if we read dpya. The word suggests outside | 
compulsion, such as that of some supernatural force. 
Compare |. 1328 of the Oedipus Tyrannus : | 

/ > > fal / 

tis o émipe Satmovar ; 

C 
The fifth syllable of the fourth line of the second 

strophe is a long: the antistrophe substitutes two shorts. 
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| The lines are these: 

(a) 1. 537. pupiov x émotpogpal xaxdv. 
deuté- 

(b) 1. 544. -pay éraicas él voow vocor. 

_ It would be easy to read in the antistrophic line é« 
yooou vocov, but in that case not only could no sufficient 
cause of corruption be suggested, but also the characteristic 
acho of the repeated éwi would be lost. The real fault lies 
in the strophic line. 

I must quote the strophic context : 

XO. cai t ap eic’ amoyovot te Kal 
OI. xowai ye matpos adeAdeat. 
XO. io OL. io dhra 

pupiov y émictpopal KaKav. 

The expression pupiav émictpopal xaxdv is rather fine, 
jut unfortunately it does not emanate from Sophocles. 
The y sufficiently shows that pupiov y émictpodal Kxaxdv 18 
a continuation of xowai ye matpds adeddeai in corroboration 
of the chorus’ exclamation: cai 7 dp elo’ amoyovol Te Kal. 

Therefore éructpodal must conceal some words referring to 
Antigone and Ismene. 

We must certainly read : 
/ I] fo 3 ae \ ar 

MuUpL@vV yY «7 toa Tpopat KQAKOY, 

and we must put a colon after Sia. 
_ I translate: ‘Yea, equally with him nurselings of a 
thousand woes.’ 

___ For tpod in the plural see Hesychius : tpodoi (Meineke 
Tightly rtpopat)- Opéupara. I strongly suspect that Hesy- 
_chius is referring to this passage. 

D anp E 

In the eighth line of the second strophe the fourth 
syllable is a long: in the second antistrophe this long is 
replaced by two shorts. On one possible scansion the 
‘Same lines present a second instance of my phenomenon. 
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The following are the lines: 

(a) 1. 541. er@pérnoa morews ebedécOar 
b) 1. 548. voww Sé Kxabapos, aidpis és Tod HrOov pny tas r 

Hither the last two syllables of wédews are separate, in 
which case the long final syllable of that word is answered 
by the short final syllable of didpus, or else they coalesce, 
in which event the resulting long syllable is answered by 
the two shorts at the end of didpis, so that we have two 
instances of the phenomenon I am investigating, thus :— 

(a) 1. 541. éerrapéAnoa Todews éFeX Eo Oar 

(b) 1. 548. vouw 8& xabapos, adidpis és Tod HrOov 

Hermann cured the latter example by reading, very 
properly, oAeos: but the former has hitherto remained 
unremedied. , 

The strophic context, which yields no sense at all in its 
later part, runs : | 1 

Ol. edeEdunv 
S@pov, 0 pwHntToT éyw TadaKdpdzos | 
émadhérnaa torews é&erécbau, 

Scholars know this passage so well, and are, I shoul 
think, so heartily sick of the interminable discussions wit 
regard to it, that I will content myself with flinging down 
without a word of argument, my own emendation. 

It is this: 

Ol. eSeEd pny 
SHpov, 8 pijror eyo Taraxdpd.os 
OdAnma ToAEos Sherov eFerécOau. 

TuirD CHorus (ll. 668-719) 

In the ninth line of the second strophe the sixth an 
seventh syllables (it is clear from inspection that there i 
a corruption, and that these syllables are really the fift 
and sixth) are two shorts: the corresponding antistrophi 
line presents in their place one long. 
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The lines are these: 

(a) 1. 702. rd pév -tus odTe veapos ovdé yhpas (so the 

first hand of the Laurentian, but the 
diorthotes altered it to yjpac) 

(b) 1. 715. wperavct taicde xticas ayuais 

The last syllable of otve in the strophic line is plainly 
su ae and Porson partially restored the metre by 
reading simply od. This is apparently right; but the 
sense of the context has puzzled editors to such a degree 
that a whole crop of further emendations has arisen, none 
of them at all satisfactory. 

The passage runs: 

dhitevp axelpwtov avTdorotov 
> / / f 

éyxéov poBnua daiwr, 
0 Tade OddrAeL péyLoTA yopa, 700 
yAauKds madotpopouv pvAXov édaias * 
TO pév TLS OUTE VEeapos ovdE yhpat 
onuaivav ducer yepl Tépoas. 

The accent that the original writer of the Laurentian 
MS. placed on yfpa: seems to indicate that for some reason 
he did not regard the final iota as what we term subscript, 
but considered the -a as a real diphthong. Whether this 
be a genuine clue or not (and perhaps it is not, because 
‘yipac is probably the right spelling), I cannot help believing 
that the reading in the text is a corruption of 

\ / > \ de 4 
TO MEV TLS OU VEWPOS OVOE YyNTAaLS 

/ 

THLALVoV. 

This in its turn must be further emended into 

> 

\ / > \ »O\ , 

TO pév TUS Ov VvEewpos ovde YyaTaLS 
onpuatver. 

J 

_ _ We have here, to my mind, an instance of compensatory 
addition to make up for quantitative, not syllabic, sub- 
' traction. The copyist who emended vewpds into veapds 
did not observe that vewpos scanned as a trochee. He ~ 
_ thought that the first three syllables of the combination 
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ov vewpos formed a cretic. He also thought that by 
changing vewpds into veapds he had robbed this cretic of 
the equivalent of one short syllable. Consequently he 
deliberately made restitution by writing ore instead of 
ov, and so putting in a new short syllable by way of 
amends. 

I am inclined to suspect a paronomasia in tépoas. At 
any rate the Athenian audience must inevitably have 
thought of Ilépcas, in view of the legend, or perhaps fact, 
of the sprouting of the olive after its attempted destruction 
under Xerxes. 

FourtH Cuoruvs (ll. 833-843 and 876-886) 

No instances. | 

Firra Cuorus (Il. 1044-1095) 

In the eleventh line of the first strophe the third 
syllable is a long: the corresponding antistrophic line 
replaces this long with two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1054. é&@ oiwat TOV éypeudyay (alii dpeBarav) 

ap- q 

(6) 1. 1069. -TuKThpia padapa Tew 

These two passages, jointly and severally, present a 
complicated but not a very difficult problem. 

The whole latter portions of strophe and antistrophe 
run thus: 

ov moTVLaL cemva TLOnvodvTar Tédy 1050 
Ovatoiow, ov Kal ypucéa 
Ks éTl yAoooa BéBaxe 
mpooctodwy Evponrday * 
&v0 oiuar Tov éypeuayav (so the Laurentian, with the note 

yp. opeBarav: so also the majority of MSS., but two 
present dpe8arav in the text) 
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Oncéa nal tas SuoTodovs 1055 

adunras aderdas 
> 4 Mryky > , al avtapke tay éeupelEev Bod 

Tovcd ava ywpovs. 

Gdwocetar+ Sewvds 0 Tpocywpav “Apne, 1065 
\ \ a > s 

devva b€ Onoewdayv apa. 
A / 

Tas yap aotpamrTe: yadwvos, 
lal 7 > 

maca © opudta: cat ap- 
/ / , 

-TuKTNpLa Parapa TwdwY 
GpBacts, of tav immiav 1070 

tywaciw '“APavav 
Kal TOY TOVTLOY yaldoyov 

/ 

‘Péas dirov viov. 

Apart from all question of the correspondence which 
I impugn, it is self-evident that 1. 1054 must be corrupt 
either in one or the other of the forms which it assumes 
or else in both. It does not seem probable that the 
reading éypeudyay can have sprung from the _ reading 
dpe.Barav : the reverse also appears equally unlikely. 

], 1055 is hardly less certainly corrupt. As Dindorf 
and others have seen, the word «al is not wanted, the 
meaning being that Theseus is about to surround (éupetEe, 
transitive) the two maidens with the shout of battle, not 
that Theseus and the two maidens are about to mingle 
(éupeiEevv, intransitive) in the shout of battle; which latter 
statement indeed would naturally imply that they were 
going to do so as enemies. Moreover the short alpha of 
Oncéa raises grave suspicion. 

In 1. 1068 «az’, as it stands, seems utterly meaningless ; 
while in 1. 1069 ¢dAapa is generally regarded as a gloss on 
auruetnpia, though no doubt the copyist responsible for the 
present reading meant durv«rip.a to be taken as an adjective. 

It is interesting to observe in what sort of surroundings 
we not unfrequently find the examples of the phenomenon 
which I am investigating. 

Because of the varying scansions of the two rival 
readings of the strophic line 1054, it is desirable to obtain 
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(as far as possible) from the antistrophic passage the true 
scheme of metre. 

It is absolutely contrary to the whole of the experience 
derived from the consideration in this treatise of a very: 
large number of suspected passages to entertain the notion 
that ¢adapa (1. 1069) is a mere gloss. Glosses—and on 
this I insist—did not intrude themselves into the texts of 
lyrical or tragic poets except under special circumstances, 
as, for example, when words in the text had the same 
ductus literarum as the gloss in the margin, so that the 
gloss was taken not as a gloss but as a correction, or when 
there was a gap in the metre, and the gloss was supposed 
to be not a gloss at all, but the missing complement. 

I admit that here ¢dadapa is not original: I even grant 
that it may well have been a gloss. But if it was a gloss, 
it got into the text because there was already there 
something that closely resembled it, of which it was 
wrongly considered to be a correction. 

Fortunately, if we look at the sense, and write in plain 
Greek what the lines must necessarily mean, we shall see that 
we have reconstituted the spsissima verba of Sophocles, 
and we shall also see exactly how the present text arose. 

Read : 
Taca © opyata Kat ap- 
-TUKTHpas Yaddoaca TeNwY 
apBacis. 

car stands in tmesis. By haplography xedioaca 7 
became yaraoa. There was a gloss on durverijpas, Viz. 
parapa. This gloss was taken as a correction of yahatie 
Consequently dddrapa was substituted for yadaca. Finally 
aumruKriipas was changed into dyverypia in order to make 
sense, dumuxrnpia being intended as an adjective. 3 

In the strophic lines 1054 and 1055 we get exactly 
the scansion of the restored antistrophic lines, minus one 
long syllable, if we read both operBaray and eypeudyar, 
expelling the highly suspect @ncéa «at in order to make 
room for the latter. Let us read for the time being: 

5Y4 9 év0 oipat Tov opeiBatay — 
éypeuayav tas SiaTodovs KTA. 

a 
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Everything becomes absolutely plain, if we assume 
_ that the long syllable missing after dpeSdray is avébp’. 
i Read : 

év0 otwar Tov dpeBatav avdp 
eypemwdyay tas Suotddovs KTH, 

dpeSarav avdp’ éypeudyay became by haplography 
ope.Bdravdp’ éypeudxyav. This was very naturally read : 

7 opeBatayv yp. éypeuayar. 

Some, but not all, the copyists obeyed this direction. 
_ Others preferred opeBaray: while some preferred it so 
much, that when they found a copy containing éypeudyar, 

_ they went the length of adding yp. dpa8drav. Thus time 
_had his revenge. 

It will be seen that avép’ makes excellent sense. The 
_ man goes to rescue the maidens. 

I am not aware that anyone has yet pointed out that 
sense requires both dpeBdrav and éypeudyav. Theseus 
could not properly be called tov épeaBdrav alone: it was 
not his habit to walk mountains. Neither could he well 
be called tov éypeudyav: it was not his habit to stir up 
battle, but his thoughts were rather fixed on such matters 
as the cuvoixiows. But, with the verbal force of the -Bdrav 
of dpeBdrav, éypeudyav is here used in the same way as 

_ adjectives in such phrases as ~épyouar @addoows. Tov 
 dpeBarav dvdp’ éypewdyay means ‘the man who hath gone 
_ upon the mountains to awaken battle.’ 
: It is to be noted that though @ycéa is very probably 
a gloss, it, if so, came into the text not as such, but 
because it was mistaken for a marginal addition of the 

_ true reading of the lacuna caused by obedience to the yp. 
which had its origin in the 8p of dvdp’. Probably the «at 

_ after @ncéa was interpolated by some copyist who totally 
- misunderstood the passage. 

Sixta CHorvs (Ill. 1211-1248) 

The twelfth line of the strophe begins with two short 
syllables: the corresponding antistrophic line substitutes 
one long. 
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The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1222. drupos ayopos avarrépnve 
(b) 1. 1235. yijpas ddirov, ta mporavra 

It is to be observed that not only do these lines 
present this instance of my phenomenon but also there is 
a discrepancy in quantity in the last syllables of the lines 
immediately preceding them. It would indeed be possible 
to cure all metrical defects by reading Avypos for adupos 
(which may conceivably have been done at some stage of 
the text), but it is clear that dAvpos is required, if we 
consult the context. Consequently there is no remedy 
except some such violent transposition as that of Martin’s 
(which I shall shortly mention). But violent transposi- 
tions require special justification. I think I can give it. 

It is advisable that I should set out the whole strophe 
and antistrophe. But I must not be taken to acquiesce 
in the soundness of the portions which I do not correct. 

The strophe and antistrophe run : 

XO. dcTis Tod mAéovos pépous OTP. 

xpntver To peTpiov trapels 

Cwev, cKavocvvay duddo- 

-cov év é“ol KaTadnXros éoTal. 

émrel TOAAA Mev al paKpal 1215 

apépar KatéBevto 87 

AUTras éyyuTépw, TA Tép- 
2 > x BA vA 

-rovra & ovk av idois Orrov, 

éTav tis és WACOV TECH 
na > nw tod Oérovtos: ovd Em KOdDpOS icoTédECTOS, 1220 

y ¢ an? 
'Aidos 6te potp avupévacos 
BA »” > / 

adupos ayopos avaTrednve, 

Gavatos és TéeAEUTAD. 

pn pdvat Tov atravTa v- avT. 
An / ~ 

-Ka oyov: TO 8, émrel havy, 1225 
Bivat KetOev S0ev rep ii- 

/ / e "4 d / 

KEL TOAV SevTepov @S TAYLOTA (rea taylora): 

@s evT adv TO véov TapH 
Kkovpas adpoctvas épor, 
tis TAdYYON ToAvpmoyOos é- 1230 
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-Ew; Tis ov Kapatov eve; 
ovo, otdceis, Epis, payas, 

\ / , , . 

kal Oovos: TO Te KaTdpeurrov (various MSS., 
including L, cardrewrrov) émidéroyxe 

TUpaToV akpaTés ampocdutrXov 
a ¥ 7 / 

yipas adiNov wa TpoTavTa 1235 
Kaka Kaxav Evvoixel. 

Martin brings Il. 1221 and 1222 into harmony with 
the antistrophe by reading : 

” ” > / 

adupos ayxopos avupmevatos 
iB” alae > / 

poip oT “Aidos avarédnve. 

I consider that he is very largely right in his transposition. 
In showing special cause for transposition in the passage, 
I shall also show cause for modifying his reading. 

Violent transposition of this kind is only justifiable on 
the hypothesis that something has so seriously interfered 
with the ancient copyists’ capacity to recognize that the 
words scanned in their original order, as to have caused 
those copyists to re-arrange the order of the words in order 
to arrive at a more or less plausible scansion. It is 
difficult to see what that something can have been, unless 
it was an interpolation that threw the whole strophic- 
antistrophic sequence out of joint. It seems to me that 
we have real indications of such an interpolation in this 
strophe, and that the interpolation is of an absolutely 
unique character. 

In Il. 1215-8 the chorus state that the pleasures of life 
(ra réprrovra) fail in old age, and then add (Il. 1219-20): 

x4 > / / 
oTayv TIS €S TAEOV TECH 

a } Tov OéXorTos. 

The Laurentian gloss on rod OéAovTos is dytl Tob perpiov, Tod 
ixavod. This, in other words, is tod év pecdtnte dvTos. 
Rejecting Musgrave’s rod cbévovros and Reiske’s rod déovz0s, 
the former as unsupported by the gloss, the latter as 
remote from the ductus literarum, I read roddetrovtos (i.e. 
tod ddeidovros). The impersonal ddefAe is good literary 
Doric, as is proved by Pindar, Nem. ii. 6. 
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In the latter half of 1. 1220 it is customary to read : 

o & érixovpos icotéXecTOos, - 

and to make the words agree with @dvaros in |, 1223. 
I much doubt whether, even in such a passage as 

this, any Greek would have called Death ésixoupos, ‘an 
auxiliary.’ Certainly the copyists could not understand 
it. I also entirely dispute the grammar of dre dvarépnye, 
apparently in the sense of éray dvarrepnyy. I suggest that 
the original had no protasis with ére at all. 

In |. 1223 the use of és redevray for ‘at the end’ 
Hellenistic at the best. Apparently words have ieee 
omitted which would have the effect of making the real 
sense ‘ Death, that brings all things to their end.’ 

I will Rist state what I wish to read in the strophe, 
and then explain the way in which I account for the 
corruptions. 

I suggest : 

émel ToANa Mev al paxpal 1215 
/ \ apépar KatéBevto on 

, / / AUTras éyyUTépw, TA Tép- 
? > x ” a dete! -TovTa © ovk av dots Omrov, 

/ / F éTav Tis és TAO TECH 
> / Toupetrovtos* avaTépnve 8 iaotéXeoTos 1220 

f Ul adupos aYopos avupévatos 
a> "AS c/ oi) ay, ef potp “Aidos 6 T aywv aravtTa 

Oavatros és TeXevTap. 

The mention of ra téprovra recalls the philosophy of 
Epicurus: the mention of their failure in old age recalls 
the sad story of his lingering illness and death. The 
mention of és wAéov toddetrovTos recalls Aristotle at once. 

My contention is that at the end or in the immediate 
neighbourhood of |. 1220 some annotator wrote the two 
words: ’Emtxoupos, "Apsuotoréns. 

Now a mere adscript, recognized as such, could hardly 
have crept into the text: but “Apsororédns is so similar to 
icoréXecros, that some copyist took the whole emxovpoca- 
piotorerns to be meant as a correction of icoréxeoros. He 
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did not accept all of it (for that would have made sheer 
_ nonsense), but he adopted it so far as to read : 

dvamépnve & ésrixoupos 
iooréNeoTOS ddupos dXopos 

dyupévatos poip “Aidos 6 7 tad anravTa 

Oavatos és TeNeuTa. 

This had afterwards to be re-arranged in order roughly 
to suit the antistrophe. Owing to the intrusion of ézi- 
 Kovpos, Something had to be struck out. The apparently 
extra-metric words a@ywv dravta were selected for jettison. 
Indeed I strongly suspect they were read as dyoyn Tavra, 
‘the passage is a mass of _transpositions.’ 6 T was rather 
ingeniously turned into ére, which was made to serve as 

_ the relative of a protasis invented for the occasion. 
From dvarépnve & onward my readings correspond 

_ syllable for syllable with the antistrophe ; but toddeirovtos 
does not. 

_ At that point the antistrophe is corrupt. The MSS. 
_‘Tead : 

Tis ov KaudTov év ; 
povor, oTdceus, Epis, pdyar, 

Kal bOdvos: TO T KTH. 

_ rovdeirovros is thus answered by kai POovos 70 7. Because 
_ of the anticlimax Faehse reads : 

POdvos, oTdces, Epis, payxar, 
Kar povos, 

and Jebb follows him, although the strophe proves that 
the final syllable of é& must be left short. 

Two passages in St. Paul’s Epistles must be consulted. 
In Romans i. 29 we read: pectods POdvov, hovov, épidos, 

_ b0r0v, kaxonbeias. In Galatians v. 19-21 we have a list of 
_ the works of the flesh in these words: davepd 8¢ éorw Ta 

épya THs capKos, atwa éorw mropvela, axabapoia, acédye.a, 

elowAoXarTpeia, pappaneta, EXO pau, Epis, Shros, Ovuoi, épuOetar, 
Sixooraciat, aipécess, pOavor, povor (some MSS. omit ¢ovor), 
péOar, KOpmor, Kal Ta bpora TovTOLS. 

The passage in the Oedipus Coloneus is so similar to 
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that in the Galatians, that (whether or no ¢dvo: in that 
place is actually from the hand of St. Paul) we may 
reasonably suppose that it is from the Galatians that «ai 
dOovos comes into the Sophoclean text. 

I am somewhat inclined to read :— 

/ > 

gover, oTdces, épis, payat T 

aiGovTat. 

I may justly be charged with extensive alteration of 
this strophe. My plea is one of confession and avoidance. 
Though the strophe differs but little from the antistrophe, 
the difference is of the most vital nature, and can in no 
way be removed without far-reaching changes. When 
one is moving in a region of uncertainty, one can only 
make the best of such guidance as can be obtained. I lay 
no stress at all on the emendations I have suggested or on 
my reasons for suggesting them: I do lay the greatest 
stress on the fact that no imstance of my disputed 
phenomenon that is to be found in a passage so obviously 
depraved as this, is worth, from the point of view of 
evidence, the paper upon which it is written. 

SEVENTH CuHorws (ll. 1447-1499) 

A 

The fifth line of the first strophe ends in a long syllable : 
the first antistrophe substitutes two syllables, which are — : 
really a short and a long, but which may conceivably have 
been thought at some period to be two shorts. 

The lines with their immediate context are these : 

(a) Il. 1451-2. parnv (Heimsoeth, perhaps rightly, 
parav) yap ovdéy akio- 

-wa Saipovev eyo ppdcoat 
(b) ll. 1466-7. éwrnEa Ovpov. ovpavia 

yap aotpamh préyeo médw 

I include this instance, because it is just possible that 
at one stage of corruption, antecedent to the formation of 
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our present text, the neuter plural odpava may have been 
read in an adverbial sense. 

It is quite impossible to permit synizesis of iota in 
Greek. Consonantalization of iota is equally impossible. 
Even if it were possible, it would make the previous 
syllable long in this case, like the first syllable of the Latin 
abvete. 

In Homer there are two adverbs in -a&, pourdé and 
evpdé. The latter is interpreted by Tzetzes (in his note on 
Lycophron, |. 920) as meaning é« wdaylov. By the side 
of the Epic wouva€ we must assume an Attic wovdé. From 
povaé was formed the adjective povayds, cases of which 
used as adverbs (viz. the locative wovayf and the genitive 
povaxod) occur in Plato. It is proved that the strictly 
adjectival use of povayés never wholly ceased in classical 
times by the emergence of the word in Aristotle and its 
common use in Christian Greek. If the adjectival use of 
povayos had not been inherited from the past, Aristotle 
could no more have written povayés on the strength of 
povayy and povayod than he could have written zavtayés 
on the strength of TavTayy and ravrayod. TAVTAXOS had 

died in prehistoric times: povayés had not. 
But if there was a word povayds, there surely must also 

have been a word evpayds, meaning much the same as 
mrayios. So evpayds could be appropriately used to describe 
the apparently slanting motion of so-called forked light- 
ning. ‘Therefore I suggest as a conceivable possibility :— 

” / > \ errata Oupov. evpaya 
yap aotpara préyes dru. 

The actual existence of ‘a feminine edpaydy may be 
gathered from an entry in Photius and the Etymologicum 
Magnum: Eipayartes, ieovtes: paxias yap éxadovv Tods 
tpayeis Kal tapijKovtas torous. I suggest: Etpayay, rapn- 
coveav (‘slanting’)+ payias yap éxddouvv tovs tpayeis xal 
Tapynkovtras tomous. For this use of mapyxewv compare 
Xenophon, Cyn. 4. 1 wrevpas eis TO Ad yLov TapnKovcas. 

Suggested emendations of odpavia are duBpia (Bergk), 
ovpavod (Bothe), ovpia (Elmsley), ai@pia (Meineke), and 
apyia (Wecklein). 
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B 

In the ninth line of the first strophe the second syllable 
is short: Canter, on the supposed strength of a scholium, 
made this short into two shorts, and his alteration has 
been generally accepted: for the one short or two shorts 
the first antistrophe has one long. 

The lines, with context, are these :— 

(a) ll. 1453-5. opad opa tad del ypovos 
émrel ev EtEpa, 
rade wnat (so L) atOis avfov avo, 

or 748 éx’ jpyar’ (so B and Vat.) aids 
avéov advo, | 

or ta 6& rap iyap (Canter) adds 
avEov ave 

(The scholium runs: odda pév 
ab~ov tap huap) 

(b) lL 1468-70. ri pav adjoe rédos; Sé5ea (so L: 
most MSS. 8é8a) 

76d (so L and most MSS.: T and 
Farn. not 7d8, but &): od yap 
&ov 

apopua tor ovd dvev Evudopas 

It does not seem to me that the scholiast read zap’ 
jap: he was only paraphrasing the é2’ jar’ of two MSS. 

For éwel in 1. 1454 Hartung reads otpédwv, Meineke 
épels, and Wecklein éréywv. Surely the metaphor is from 
a pair of scales, and we ought to read pézav, with a transi- 
tive signification. fé7rouas is used as passive in Aeschylus, 
Supplices, 405, and both émippérm and xatappérw are 
employed as transitives, the latter in Antigone, 1158. 

If we accept fpérwyv, we are necessarily thrown back on 
the Laurentian reading of the next line, with only a slight 
alteration, viz. :— 

ta 8€ mr@par adOis abEwv dvo. 

The concrete use of mréya, apart from its meaning 
‘a dead body,’ is vouched for by Phrynichus. 

ee — 

ee 
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Nauck rightly restored the antistrophe :— 

Ti pav adnoe tédos; dédoi- 
> > \ ¢ -Ka 8. ov yap a&dtov 

apopud mor ovd avev Evydopas, 

except that he accepted F. W. Schmidt's conjecture of 
aOpncw for adyoer, a conjecture based on the fact that the 
first hand of L has simply adc. This may be right or 
wrong: I should be going too far afield were I to 
discuss it. 

C, D, anp E 

The fourth line of the second strophe consists of a 
pseudo-dochmius and a true dochmius. The pseudo - 
dochmius is of the scansion -~»v---: the true dochmius is 
of the scansion -vv-v-. 

The fourth line of the second antistrophe consists of 
two true dochmii, each of the scansion ---v-. Hence 
there are two examples of my phenomenon, and a third 
instance is presented on one reading mentioned below. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1480. Aas, 3) daipov, idaos, el TL ya 

(b) 1. 1494. HoceSovio (the MSS. vary between 
Tocedaovio, Uoredawviw, and Uocedavie ) 

n / 
Gem Tuyyavers 

We have come into the very thick of a set of corrupted 
dochmiacs. Certain restoration is impossible; but some 
slight degree of probability in emendation may be attained, 
if we consider the strophe and antistrophe as a whole. 
They run (it is no use complicating the matter by quoting 
non-Laurentian readings) : 

OTP. 

éa, a, idov par adlis apudhiotatar 
Siamrpvawos dToBos. 
iy, 9S / ¢/- ” a 

inaos, @ Saipwv, traos, el TL ya 1480 
/ / > \ / parépe tuyyavers apbeyyes péepov. 

VOL. I T 
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évatciov 6€ cuvTvYoLM, 
und dractov avdp dav 
aKepoh xapw peTaoyxoiul Tres * 
Zed ava, cot pave. 

> 

av. 

iw, Tai, Bab, Bal’, eit axpav 

émiyvanov * * * * * # 
llocedawvim Gem tuyxaveus 

4 e / ¢ / (/ Bov@utov éotiav ayidfov: txov. 
0 yap &évos ce Kal moducpa 
Kat dirous émaésot 
dixaiay yapw tapacyeiv trabav. 

> 

aisa @ vak. 

CHAP. 

1485 

1491-2 

1495 

Incorporating emendations of others, and adding several 
of my own, I propose to read : 

OTP. 

éa, idod par adOis apdhiotaras 
Stampvatos GtoBos. 
idaos, @ médov, traos, El TL Ya 

patépe Tuyyavers adeyyés pépov. 
évatciov S€ cov TUYoLpL, 
pnd aracTov avdp idov 
aKepon yapw peTdoyoipl Tras - 
Zed Ova, col hava. 

> 

avVT. 

1480 

1485 

im io, mpoBal, i@, e& Kal paxpay 1491-2 

mept yvar’ ari Spocép’ 
] , A". @ > 7 / 

eivanio Oem ‘4 dove TuyydveELs 
BovOutov éotiav ayifwv, ixod. 
¢ \ f \ / 

6 yap Eévos ce Kal Todkopa 
kal pirous émragcot 
Sixaiav yapw Tapacxeiv Traber. 
dico, aloo, avaé. 

My contention is that opposite |. 1494 

1495 

was written 

ee a, ne a 
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the word Toceda, intended as a gloss on eivarie 6e6, 
and that this gloss was misinterpreted as a correction of 

three words, which, taken together, very much resemble 
the uncontracted form Tloceddon. These three words 

are dpocép ... 'm dow. Consequently some copyist 
imagined that the element dpocép’ had got out of its place. 
_ Therefore he altered ’7’ dow to Tocedéw, omitting dpocép’. 
But the assumed original ’7’ dé caused variants, [oceddov 

and Iloceddor. | consider the transposition of 0e@ and 
‘the change of Iocedav into the adjectival form of the 
name to have been deliberate later alterations in the 
interest of metre. 

In |. 1477 the omission of one éa is due to J. H. H. 
Schmidt. In 1. 1481 adeyyés is the reading of the second 
hand of L, and is also the reading of Paris A. In 1. 1482 
the change of cuvriyouws into cod tvyouuw was made by 

Cobet. In 1. 1491 the second @ is an addition of 
_ Hermann’s. In |. 1493 Wecklein first changed éruyiadov 
into wepi yiar. In]. 1495 dyifwv is the reading of the 
-diorthotes of L, and is also found in several other MSS. 
In 1. 1495 icod and in |. 1498 wa@ev are generally read. 

Kicuta Cxorvs (ll. 1556-1578) 

A, B, anp C 

The beginning of the sixth line of the strophe has been 
manifestly corrupted. The MSS. vary, but L’s reading 

_ has some resemblance to the metre of the antistrophic 
line. It begins with a long answered by two shorts, and 
goes on with two shorts answered by a long. The last 
syllable but one of the strophic line is a long: this the 
antistrophic line replaces by two shorts. But this last 
instance is merely graphic. 
The lines run : 

(a) 1. 1561. par érurova pnd ént Bapvayei (so L: 

~ other MSS. pj’ érirova and prot 
= émitrova) 

(b) 1. 1572. ddduactov diraxa map’ ’Aida (for addya- 

- erov two MSS. have aSdpavtos) 
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It is obvious that, even if the disputed phenomenon 
be allowed, the first portions of the lines will not corre- 
spond. As to the last portions, Elmsley removed all 
difficulty (as far as any existed) by reading “Avédq instead 
of ’Avéa. 

It is hardly worth while to discuss instances of my 
phenomenon that are manifestly of not the slightest value 
as evidence of the permissibility of the correspondence. 

No doubt in the antistrophe we ought to accept 
Brunck’s addparov for adauacrov. In the strophe I accept 
Wecklein’s elegant emendation dova for par érisova. 
I think that pyr’ érimova was a gloss that was misunder- 
stood as a correction. 

But a considerable difficulty arises. 1. 1560 ends 
with the word Aliccoua. Its antistrophic counterpart 
(1. 1571) ends with the words é€ dvtpwv. It may be most — 
gravely doubted whether, the short middle syllable of — 
Aiccouqe is capable of being answered by the long middle — 
syllable of é& dvtpwv. But if, with Wecklein, we make 
1. 1561 begin with a vowel, we create an additional irregu- 
larity at the end of the previous line. Consequently either 
Maocowar or €€ dvtpwv must be emended. 

I am not at all sure that the best way out of the 
difficulty might not be to leave Accom, and for é& dvtpwv 
to read &«yvabov. The word would be apt enough in 
reference to Cerberus, and would be absolutely certain to 
pass into é£ayvabov. 

Ninta Cuorvs (ll. 1670-1750) 

A 

The second syllable of the third line of the first strophe 
is a long: the third line of the first antistrophe replaces 
this long by two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1672. dracrov aia dSvopopow orevatew 

(b) 1. 1699. omore ye wal rov &v yxepoty KaTeiyov 
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| I think that the antistrophic line admits of an emenda- 
_ tion both necessary and certain. 

It is from the context that the clue is to be derived. 
id. 1671-2 run: 

ov TO mév, aro Sé fun, TaTpos EupuTov 
” / s adactov aiwa dSvopopow otevaterv. 

The corresponding antistrophic lines (1698-9) are : 

kal yap 5 wndapa (MSS. pydauy) 8) 7o dirov dirov, 
OmoTe ye Kal Tov év yxeEpoiv KaTetyov. 

Brunck, altering |. 1698, read : 

Kal yap 5 pndaua 52) dirov wv diror, 
OmOTE ye Kal Tov év yeEpoiv KaTetyxov. 

Heimsoeth changes ordre to éws, and there are other 
violent conjectures. 

Surely the true reading must be: 

Kal yap 0 pndaua Sita didrov didov 
’ > nr nw 

@nrt, e ye Kal Tov év xepolvy Katetyor. 

I do not think that this reading necessarily involves a 
corruption due to the use of the pre-Huclidean alphabet. 
_A copyist might utterly fail to understand a7’, and might 
‘substitute ozore, etc., by way of emendation. 

The rarity of Sra in the sense of 67 would amply 
account for 8 76. 

B 

What, on a superficial inspection, appear to be the 
fifteenth and sixteenth lines of the first strophe and anti- 
strophe, together form a trochaic tetrameter catalectic. 
In the strophe the fifth foot of the tetrameter is a trochee : 
in the antistrophe it is a tribrach. 

These are the lines : 

(a) Il. 1684-5. wE ér’ dupaow BéBnxe. TOS yap 7) TW 

amiav : 
(b) lL 1711-2. was pe xp 7d cov Taddrawav adpavioa 

/ , ” 

Tocovd ayxos 
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It is noticeable that the Laurentian MS. in 1685 
reads Bé8nxe, as also does Paris A. Later MSS. give 
BéBaxe. 

aniay certainly here means ‘distant,’ and this is the 
only passage where the word in that sense has its first 
syllable long. But (putting the sense on one side) we 
know from |. 1303 of this play that "Aves can be used in 
ordinary trimeters. Therefore aziav here is no indication 
that the line is Doric. 

In fact we are dealing with absolutely ordinary trochaic 
tetrameters written in the tragic variety of Attic and 
incorporated in the midst of a strophic-antistrophic chorus, 
but not in the strictest sense forming part of it. Il. 1711-2 
are not really the antistrophic counterpart of ll. 1684-5. 
They only simulate so being. 

Aristophanes writes his choruses (exceptis excipiendis) 
in Attic. These choruses present a strophic-antistrophie 
structure, but it is not the Doric structure. They are of 
various kinds; but often they make no attempt to answer 
a long by a long only: two shorts are equally per- 
missible. 

In fact the real strophe and antistrophe exist only 
where the composition is not merely choric but also lyric, 
and therefore written in Doric. Attic and tragic-Attic 
compositions were often choric in nature, and further they — 
were not infrequently thrown into a form which presents — 
great analogies to the true strophe and antistrophe of lyric — 
poetry. But they were not subject to lyric rules. 

Of absolutely fixed and set metres the dochmiac, the 
hexameter and the really lyrical iambic trimeter alone 
were lyrical, alone had to be written in Doric, and alone 
were subject to the exigent rules of antistrophie corre- 
spondence. 

No emendation is required. 

C 

In the eighteenth line of the first strophe the fourth 
syllable is a long: for this long the first antistrophe 
substitutes two shorts. 
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Here are the lines in question, together in each case 

with the line immediately preceding : 

(a) ll. 1686-7. yav 7 rovtiov KrvdSv' ad@pevar Biov 
dvcoctov &Eowev tpopav 

(b) ll. 1713-4. i&- pH (so L: so also T, but with o 
written over pu) yas él Eévas Oaveiv 
éypntes, aXN 

Epnuos EBaves MSE pou 

Wecklein is clearly right in reading |. 1713 thus: 

amor, yas éml Eévas Oaveiv éxpntes, arn. 

In 1. 1714 I unhesitatingly propose dves, ‘thou didst 
wane’ or ‘thou didst pass away’ for é0aves. See my 
discussion of the 105th line of the eleventh (otherwise 
the tenth) Olympian Ode. 

| Strictly speaking, | might now leave this passage ; 
but I wish to propose further alteration... 

yy 9 Os Epynuos aves woe jot 

is no proper antithesis to 

yas émi Eévas Cavey éypnfes. 

Moreover, #8é wor is singularly weak, and pou is difficult 
in the context. 

I propose : ‘ 

@pmo, yas emi Eévas Oaveiv eypnfes, adr’ 
épeuvos aves ovdapoil. 

I translate: ‘Alas, it was thy prayer to die in a 
_ strange land, but now thou hast passed away by a dark 
road into nothingness.’ 

| I cannot approve the accentuation épnpos either in the 
_ lyrical or the non-lyrical portions of tragedy. The older 
_ épjyos should be read. But we must remember that in 

_ lyrics all accents are absolutely meaningless. The Greek 
accent was certainly tonic, and consequently had to be 
abandoned altogether in compositions sung to a tune. 
Really lyrics ought to have marked over them quite 
other musical notes than those which we are accustomed 
to call accents. 
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D anv E 

In the third line of the second strophe we have a 
dactyl followed by two iambs: in the third line of the 
second antistrophe we have a dactyl followed by an 
anapaest and an iamb. Gleditsch emends the anti- 
strophic anapaest into a tribrach, and so produces an — 
instance of my phenomenon. | 

In the fourth line of the second strophe we have a 
dactyl followed by three iambs: in the fourth line of the 
second antistrophe we have a spondee (containing an 
instance of my phenomenon) followed by three iambs. 

The passages run thus: : 

(a) 1725-6." AN, ipepos exee pe. 3. cis; 

AN. trav xOomov éoriav iSelv. 

(b) ll. 1739-40. XO. Kab wdpos amepevyetov (Gleditsch 

reads dzrepvyerov) 
a \ \ / an 

cPOW TO MN TiTVELY KAKO. 

Gleditsch’s full readings are : 

(a) AN. tuepos eyeo wé tis. Id. ths ofp; 
AN. trav yOovmov éotiavy iSeiv. 

(b) XO. Kal wdpos amrediryerov. AN. ri 8%; 
XO. chaw To ph Titvew KaKds. 

Hermann and Bergk go on more or less similar lines. 
I propose, as remedying all the trouble : 

(a) AN. tpepos y ever pe. I. tis ydp; 
AN. tav y@oviov éotiav ideiv. 

(b) XO. wat mapos tepevyerov. AN. ti; 
XO. ofwirepa pu) Titvew KaKds. 

F 

In the ninth line of the second strophe the first syllable 
is a long: the ninth line of the second antistrophe replaces 
this long with two shorts. 
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The lines are: 

(a) 1.1731. Iz. kal 70d ws AN. Ti TObE Mar avbis ; 

(b) 1. 1744. AN. foros eye. XO. kal mdpos éret 

(Wunder émetye) 

Read : 

(a) kate 70S as AN. ti TOde par adOis ; 
(b) poxos exer. XO. Kal wdpos éretye. 

G 

In the eleventh line of the second strophe the fourth 
syllable is a long: the eleventh line of the second anti- 

_ strophe has instead of this long two shorts. 
These are the lines: 

(a) 1. 1733. dye pe, nal ror évapi€ov (Elmsley with 

his usual insight érevdpiEov) 
(b) 1. 1746. péy’ dpa médrayos édayerov (Elmsley most 

soundly erayérnv) TL 

I cannot imagine how editors have allowed themselves 
to tolerate xai ror in the sense of cat eita. tore in Greek 
never means ‘ afterwards.’ 

Read in the strophe : 
7 2 > > / aye pe, kat Ora & érrevdpifov. 

The word é7a is almost necessary in order to account 
(by haplography) for the loss of the éw- of émevdpi£ov. 

s far as investigation into instances of my phenomenon 
has carried me, I should say that the final portion of the 
Oedipus Coloneus (upon which grave doubts have been 
cast) is perfectly genuine, and has only suffered quite 
superficial, though no doubt sufficiently troublesome, 
corruption. 

SUMMARY 

The Oedipus Coloneus exhibits somewhere about 203 
strophic-antistrophic lines, the counterparts of which are 
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in existence (and a few more, of which the counterparts 
have been lost), that is to say, a total of something like 
406 lines available for the purposes of this investigation. 
In spite of considerable corruption only twenty-eight 
examples of our phenomenon present themselves, and 
many of these are singularly suspicious. 

ANTIGONE 

First Cuorvs (ll. 100-154) 

No instances. 

SeconpD CuHorus (ll. 332-375) 

In the second line of the second strophe the ninth 
syllable is a long. For this long the second antistrophe — 
substitutes two shorts. 

These are the lines : 

(a) 1. 355. dpovnua kal dotuvopous dpyas édidaEato Kal — 

dutavrov ig 

(b) 1. 366. réyvas trép edi eywv Tote péev Kaxor, 4 

Gdror én’ écOddv pre 

For dpyas (V reads opyas) editors of more daring than 
discretion have proposed ayopas, dpetas, apyas and opypas. 
épyds is here used in its true lyric sense, and if my 
discussions of Pindaric readings prove anything, they prove | 
that dpy7j is not a bandit that goes about robbing other — 
words of their just rights: tout au contraire. 

To my mind toré is the intruder. There is another — 
reading, wore; but this may be neglected, as &@ wév—a 8é, © 
more pév—orée dé and the like have a strong tendency to — 
replace the demonstrative forms. 

I suggest that the true reading is viv perv. Compare — 
Aristophanes, Ranae 291 : 

\ \ na Rio RNG.” SD vd \ 5) 5 /, ToTé pev Bods, vuvi & apevs, tote S avd yuvn. 
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This sense of viv pév would, I submit, have been 
unintelligible in post-classical times. 

TuirD CuHorus (ll. 582-625) 

In the fifth line of the first strophe the tenth and 
eleventh syllables are two shorts: the first antistrophe 
substitutes one long. 

The following are the lines : 

(a) 1. 589. Opyocaciw epeBos tharov éridpaun mTvoais 

(b) 1. 600. pifas 5 rétato dados ev Oidirrov Sopors 

Is not d¢arov almost or altogether unintelligible? It 
is the surface, not the depths, to which the context points. 

I propose to read épeBos ef? Gov Spaun rvoais. 

FourtH Cuoruvs (Ill. 781-800) 

The fourth line of the, strophe ends in a spondee 
preceded by a dactyl: for the dactyl the antistrophe 
substitutes four shorts. 

The lines are: 

(a) 1. 788. Kai o° ob7 aBavatav Pvéipmos ovdels 

(b) 1. 796. vipdas, tdv peyddrov tapédpos év apyais 

We are treading here on very classic ground; but 
even this chorus, "Epws dvicate payav, xtr., has by no 
means escaped corruption. 

The context in the antistrophe is: 

vixa & évapyins Brehdpwv ipepos evrAEKTpov 
voppas, TOV peyddwv Tapedpos év apxats 
Gecuav: awayos yap éutraifer Oeos “Adpodita. 

It does not need argument to show that trav peydrwr 
mapedpos év apyais Oecuov is an impossible expression. 

The only variant is mapédpos (Doric for zapédpous), 
which the scholiast mentions side by side with the existing 
reading ; but it is interesting to observe that L originally 
had in the middle of wdpedpos the letters py, which were 
afterwards altered to 8p. 
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I suggest that wapedpos év dpyais is a corruption of 
apxos avapxyos. The meaning I take to be that Love, him- 
self subject to no law, gives laws which override in 
practice the moral order itself; ‘for when Aphrodite 
begins her sport, nothing can stand against her.’ 

dvapyos would easily pass into év dpyais. 
) Temporibus recentioribus apyés ‘latrinam’ significavit. 
Quid si addidit ineptior aliquis glossema ddedpov? Per 
contrarium, glossema apyés, nomini adedpev additum, apud 
MSS. Neophyti extare testatur Ducangius. Hac ratione 
-edp- in textum irrepere vel facillime poterat. 

Firrn Cuorvs (ll. 806-882) 

Owing, I suppose, to the fact that any copyist, how- 
ever ignorant of Doric, was thought good enough to 
transcribe a nominally ‘Attic tragedy, the choruses are 
often such a.welter of confusion, that it is difficult 
to present any emendation with that clearness and pre-— 
cision which are necessary to approximate conviction. I 
now, however, approach a passage in which I am about to — 
propose a correction which at least is uninvolved, clear- — 
cut and definite. } 

The seventh line of the second strophe has for its sixth 
syllable a long: the second antistrophe presents, instead 
of this long, two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 848. mpos &pypwa tupBdyworov épyouar Ttadou 

TOTALVLOU Cas 
(b) 1. 868. mpos ods dpatos, dyapuos, aS éya® péTovKos 

Epyouat 

The words dpatos ayapos are translated ‘ accursed, un- 
wedded.’ Both adjectives are of course feminine. This 
is the only place in which dpaios (‘ accursed’) appears 
as of two terminations. : 

The familiar rule to the effect that compound adjectives 
are of two terminations only ought to be supplemented 
by a corollary stating that all adjectives felt to be 
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derivative (with the exception of adjectives in -v«ds, and 
possibly a few other classes) may be at option declined 
with two terminations. 
 aya0s, Kaxos, pidos are non-derivative, and in sound pas- 
sages no one ever saw their masculine forms employed in 
a feminine sense. dos on the other hand is derivative, 
and therefore varies between two and three terminations. 
We might even infer from Thomas Magister that ¢:A‘a is 
hardly quite Attic. Thomas writes: $idvsos dypos 6 piduxos: 
Kal hirwos ods: Oovevdidyns Sé hidia orcs Aéryet. 

Accordingly dpaios in the feminine presents in itself 
no difficulty. But it is to be observed that in the case of 
those adjectives which, unlike ¢éAvos, were normally of 
three terminations, and only occasionally confined to two, 
the masculine form in the feminine sense was for the most 
part employed in order to avoid a jingle of terminations. 
Here however the reverse is the result. dpaios, dyapos 
and pérocxos all end in -os. 

It so happens that a sentence in Aristotle’s De Mundo 
contains (perhaps accidentally, perhaps by way of remini- 
scence) both the elements necessary for the reconstitution 
of the passage (De Mundo iv. 4): oti Se opicrdn perv 
aTpodns avabvpiacis Tis ayovos datos, dépos ev Tayvtépa, 
végous 5 dpatotépa. apatorépa in Aristotle is from dpacos, 
‘rare,’ ‘ unsubstantial.’ 

In Sophocles we must read : 
\ EN > \ > \ eQ? 2 A s 7 

TpPos ous apatos QT {LOS ao EY@ MeETOLKOS EpKXOMAL. 

Translate : ‘Unto whom I must go, an unsubstantial 
wraith, that I may dwell a stranger in their land.’ 

It is almost unnecessary to point out the facility with 
which ATMOC would pass into ATAMOC. 

As to the breathing of dpaiés I confess myself in doubt. 
As far as I can understand EKustathius, he seems to say 
that dpais, when of two terminations, has a smooth 
breathing, but that the feminine, when used in early 
Greek, was dpaid. His words are: dpauw) Sactivovew oi 
Tarai mpos dSiactodny tod drdos apawod. Perhaps we 
ought to read: dpaw) Sacdivovew oi radaol mpds Siactodjy 
Tod Widas apaod. Hven so, the evidence would not be 
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conclusive: grammarians are very fond of drawing 
distinctions. 

SixtH CuHorvs (ll. 944-987) 

A 

According to the generally received reading, the third 
line of the second strophe presents immediately before the 
vv-, with which it closes, two short syllables: for these 
two short syllables the second antistrophe substitutes 
one long. | 

The following are the lines: 

(a) 1. 970. Larpvdneces, tv” ayxiTods “Apns 

(b) 1. 981. & 8& oméppa pev apyaoyover 

It will be observed that the two lines as they stand 
are perfect specimens of the ordinary anapaestic dimeter — 
acatalectic, except that the former line violates the some- — 
what recondite rule (probably unknown to the ancient 
“restorer’’), which forbids the placing of an anapaest 
immediately after a dactyl. Of course the rest of the — 
chorus is in no sense anapaestic. 

It seems to me that the uncorrupted metre in the — 
strophe is preserved by L’, the Vatican, and a few other 
MSS., which read : 

Larpvdnocds, wv’ ayximrodus “Apne. 

I suggest that in the antistrophe dpyaioysvev should — 
be altered into a form that corresponds exactly with 
ayximrons “Apns, V1Z. apyatoyevéwr. 

Apart from the MS. reading in this passage, dpyavo-— 
yevys has as good authority as apyacdéyovos, though neither — 
occurs elsewhere in strictly classical Greek. 

B 

The seventh line of the second strophe is a lyric 
iambic trimeter of the scansion vey |v—|y-|y-|y-|yn 
The corresponding line in the antistrophe runs — 

= 

3 
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Deeulu-[u-|vuve|v—-|¥-. . The fourth foot in the former 
ease is an iamb, in the latter a tribrach. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 974. dradv aractépocw dppdtov KiKroLs 
(b) 1. 985. Bopeds duurros dpOdrodos brép tayou 

In 1. 985 dpOorovs wayos seems to me an incredible 
expression. It was the Boread and not the hill that was 
épOorous, and consequently I propose to read ép@dzovs in 
the nominative. Neither do I think that there is any 
reference to a hill in the passage. To my mind trép 
mayou is merely an alteration of treprayys. The gods had 
‘reared her form to stately height.’ Wordsworth’s poem 
presents a real parallel. 

Compare Plutarch (Lycurgus 16), speaking of an infant: 
et pev evtrayes ein Kal poparéor. 

I suppose that some copyist read iép rayns separatim, 
and in the interests of grammar “corrected” zay7s into 
mayou. 

Bopeds Guutrmos opOdrrous vreprayns 

seems to me to be a line entirely free from any possible 
‘objection, which is far more than can be said for the 
-vulgate reading. 

SeventH Cuorvs (Il. 1115-1154) 

No instances. 

Eicguta Cuorvs (ll. 1261-1347) 

A 

The second dochmius of the fifth line of the first 
-strophe begins with an unresolved iamb: the correspond- 
ing dochmius in the first antistrophe begins with an iamb 
resolved into a tribrach. 

The lines run thus : 

, (a) 1. 1264. @avdvtas Brérovtes éupudious 
(b) 1. 1287. mporéupas dyn, tiva Opoeis Adyor ; 
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For éudvaious I suggest ouodvriovs. Only opudduros, 
not ouodvrvos, is known to exist; but the existence of 
éugirsos by the side of éudvaos is a complete justification 
for ouoptros by the side of opodvaros. 

It is hardly necessary for me to point out that the 
second omicron of oyodvaiovs would have a distinct 
tendency to disappear in copying owing to its identity 
in form with the circle of the adjacent g. 

B 

I now come to a thoroughly and admittedly corrupt — 
passage. | 

The seventh line in the first strophe runs : 

1. 1266. i wai, véos véw Edy pope, 

whereas in the corresponding line of the antistrophe the — 
MSS. read : 

|. 1289. ri dys ® wat- Tiva réyers pow véov Oyo ; 

All sorts of emendations have been proposed. As the 
lines stand, véos vém is answered by at tiva réyes, a long — 
syllable being echoed by two shorts. 

It is indeed possible in the context to construe the 
masculine tiva (omitting Adyov), but it is very awkward. 

I suggest that tiva is simply a mistake for ri vdv, and — 
I wish consequently to read in the antistrophe : 

/, / a / al / / 

TL Dns, Wat; TL viv REyeEels pot veEor ; 

The alteration of ti viv into riva necessitated, almost, — 
the unmetrical addition of Adyor. | 

The line, as I read it, corresponds exactly with the © 
strophe. 

It possesses another advantage. im wai is answered — 
by the exact metrical equivalent +i $7s, wai, with the word 
mai in precisely the same place in both lines. The 
insertion of ® in the vulgate has a doubly destructive — 
effect. It deprives the repetition of wa? of its proper 
symmetry, and it disturbs metre by making the long 
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_ syllable é answer to the short initial syllable of véos, a 
_ phenomenon very strange in such a position. 

C, D, E, anp F 

In the second strophe the third line consists of two 
dochmiac feet. The scheme is as follows :— 

] ORO RORORO ROROLOE ROR 

The corresponding line of the second antistrophe on 
the other hand resolves its dochmii in a different way, 
the scheme being : 

vuyvevnHluvuVVYL 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1273. Ocds tor’ dpa TOTE Kéya Bapos pw éxov 

(b) 1. 1296. ris dpa, tis we moTpos ere Tepipéver ; 

It is clear that four examples of the phenomenon that 
I am investigating, when produced in the short compass 
of two corresponding dochmiac lines, are either (if they 
resist reasonable emendation) a destruction of my theory, 
or else (if they can all four be emended with one touch) 
a strong confirmation of it. 

I think that I can give the touch required. 
Read : 

(a) 1. 1273. Oeds tor dpa TOTE péya Bapos éu éyov 
(b) 1. 1296. ris dpa, tis gue mortpwos ere trepipéver ; 

The scheme of both lines alike is: 

vorvuvvyy | uuu YVYL 

_ There seems to be some sort of spell about dochmiacs, 
which prevents editors for the most part from moving 

_ freely in their presence. In reality much more is known 
about dochmiacs than about most other lyric metres. 

_ The dochmiac metre should be a help rather than a 
_ hindrance to the seeker after true readings. 

VOL. I U 
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G 

In the fourth strophe the last syllable but two of the 
second line is a long: the antistrophe substitutes two 
shorts (in the usually received version: the MSS. substitute 
an iamb). 

The lines are these: 

(a) 1. 1318. éuas dpwooe mor é& aitias 

(b) ]. 1340. 6s, & wat, cé 7 ovy éxav KaTéxavov (MSS. 

KaTéKTavor) 

Hermann’s «dxtavov is almost certain. 

H, I, anp K 

The fourth line of the fourth strophe runs: 

1, 1320. éyd, day’ érvpov- id mpdamoror, 

while the corresponding line of the antistrophe runs in L: 

l, 1842. Ome, mT@pos mpoTepov idw: mwa Kal 00+ Tata 

yap 
Some MSS. read TOTEpoV. 

There is a tendency on the part of editors to eject ora. 
Jebb’s reading presents three instances of the phenomenon 
that I have been engaged in investigating. 

He reads : 

(a) |. 1320. eyo, pap’ ETvpov: im mpoamTodos 

(b) 1. 1842. apos wérepov iS, 7a KuU0G* Tavta yap 

Each of these lines consists of two dochmiac feet ; but 
I imagine that anyone who supports the readings of Jebb 
and his brother authorities will be hard put to it to justify — 
either. of the dochmii (in |. 1342)-Vvvve- or -v--eR= © 
‘To my apprehension the latter of these is not a dochmius ~ 
at all, and the former, if a dochmius, is not such a 
dochmius as is used by Greek lyrical writers. I much 
question whether Greek lyrical writers (at least in the 
conventional dochmiac metre) ever permitted the dochmius 
to assume any other form than »---v-or-vv-v-, OF 
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resolutions of those two types; nor could, I think, the 
initial dactyl of the latter type be resolved. 

I believe that 1. 1320 is sound. 
_ Inl. 1342 I propose to read : 

Oma Téppova Tpoidw: TavTa yap. 

_ The reading of the Laurentian MS. is a combination 
f the real rpoiéw, disguised as 7a xai 04, with a gloss on 
éppova rpoidw. ‘This gloss, which was designed to explain 
1e compound zpoiéw, ran (I suggest) mpd rtéppov ido: 
nd this was in its turn disguised as zpétepov iw. 

L 

In the fifth line of the fourth strophe L reads : 

P ]. 1822. dyeré pw bre Tayos, ayeTé pw ex TrOdaD, 

md in the fifth line of the fourth antistrophe 

l, 1344. Aéypra Tad ev xepotv, Ta O él Kpati pot. 

Erfurdt’s reading in the strophe is generally adopted : 

| (a) 1. 13822. ayeré w’ Btu taywor’, dyeté w ex roddr, 

md Brunck’s emendation in the antistrophe : 

(b) 1. 1344. réypra trav yepoiv, tra & emi xpati por. 

_ Hence we have an example of our phenomenon. 
_ Of course it is necessary to emend both lines in order 
j0 make them scan as dochmiacs at all; but in the strophe 
he emendation has not been carried far enough. 
67% rdyos cannot be a gloss on dtu raxyor’, because 
™ Taxytor needed no gloss. 
_ What it is a gloss on, is as rdéyor’. os in this sense 
fas unintelligible in late times. s tdyvor’ restores the 
ight correspondence. 

SUMMARY 

_ The Antigone presents some 169 strophic and anti- 
Strophic lines, in all about 338. This total contains seven- 
teen examples of the phenomenon I am investigating. 
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AJAX 

First Cuorus (ll. 172-200) 

No instances. ; 

SeconD Cuorvs (ll. 221-232 and 245-256) 

No instances. 

THIRD CHoRws (ll. 348-429) 

A and B 

The first and second lines of the first strophe and 
antistrophe are regular dochmiac lines. The second 
dochmius of the first line runs in the strophevuv-v-, 
in the antistrophe -----. The first dochmius of the 
second line runs in the strophe »~~-v~-, in the antistrophe 
vevveve-. Hence there arise two instances of the corre- 
spondence which I question. It will be seen that the 
second instance is in large measure a repetition of the 
first. | 

The lines are these : 

(a) Il. 348-51. iro. vavBarar, povor éudv diror, 

povor ér éupévovtes 6p06 VOwo 

(b) Il. 356-9. —yévos valas apayov Téyvas, . 

&dcov (MSS. dniav) ds (v.l. d07’) éréBas 

éXicowv TraTav 

The limitations within which the Epic practice of 
allowing a long vowel or diphthong to stand, shortened, 
in hiatu in thesis is permitted in the chorus of Attic 
tragedy, have not been accurately ascertained; but it 
seems extremely doubtful whether o at any rate is per- 
missible before «. Strict Attic unites the combination by 
crasis into ov. ot éore becomes poicrr. I do not suggest 
that in lyrics, at least, if anywhere, wove. éuav would 
actually become povotpay or that pov é would pass into 

| 
4 
- 
q 
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 povodr’: but it seems to me that the theoretical possibility 
of crasis would operate strongly to prevent the collocation. 
I desire to read: 

(a) iro. vavBatar, povor pov didror, 
Movor THMEAODYTES GPA@ vomy. 

(b) yévos valas apwyov téyvas, 

Aiwvay bot éEBas éEXicowy wrarTa. 

pov is governed by tnpedodvtes. The use of rnpereiv 
vith the genitive, instead of the accusative, is well 
wuthenticated. 
_ The copyists thought that pov was possessive, and 
msequently substituted, with great propriety, the Attic 

uov. A copyist who knew enough Attic to detect what 
e considered idioms of his own common dialect in classical 
exts, was always a source of very insidious danger. 
4 Reehbinrres is obviously almost identical with é7 
[LmEVOVTES. 
_ dday is much more right than the modern “ correction ” 
r It preserves the “ductus literarum of uvay. py 
oes not necessarily make position. 
The 7 of éc7 is the source of the é- of éméBas. 
I suggest that 

3S 

> - Aiuvay Got EBas éXicewv TATA 

vi s actually known to Virgil in that form. See Aeneid 
i. 208, “ torquent spumas.” 

C 

q The ninth line of the third strophe begins with two 
horts : the third antistrophe replaces them with a long. 
__ The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 403. dr€@prov aixiver 

(b) 1. 420. edppoves ’Apryetous 

I do not think that we need hesitate in following 
‘Hermann, who reads éidpoves. 
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FourtH Cxorvs (ll. 596-645) 

No instances. 

Firta Cuorus (ll. 693-718) 

No instances. | 
| 

SrixtH Cuorus (Il. 879-960) : 
. 

A | 
; 

The first lines of the strophe and antistrophe are 
regular dochmiac lines. The second dochmius of the 
strophic line is of the structure --vv—, whereas the 
corresponding dochmius of the antistrophic line ru 
Oemo-, : 

The lines are as follows : 

(a) 1. 879. ris dv Shira (MSS. 87) pou, tis av piroTover 

(b) 1. 925. ewerres, Taras, Emedres ypove 

The whole passage runs : 
/ x el / / xX / 

tis av SnTd po, Tis av irdoTOveY 
q a 54 > + ba 

adiabdav éxwv admvouvs aypas, 
> an lal 

H Tis Odvpmiddav Seay, ) puTav 
Booropiov TroTapor, 

\ b) / y TOV @pmoOvpoV el trode 
/ / mralopmevoy NEVTTOV 

aTrvol ; 

The invocation of the Olympian goddesses conclusively 
demonstrates that ddaday (‘sons of fishermen’) is a mere 
mistake for the feminine aduddev (‘marine goddesses’). 
Indeed there is a reading dAvadév, which may conceivably 
be a corruption not of adaddv, but of drador. 

If dduadov be not read, there is no imaginable reason 
for the invocation of the Olympian goddesses rather than 
the Olympian gods, and the word ‘Olympian’ itself loses 
nearly all its point. = 
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Therefore I propose to make a beginning by reading : 
/ x &n , / b) / 

Tis av OTA mol, Tis audioTovaV 

‘ANtddov—. 

This of course involves the consequence that the 
masculine éyev is corrupt. 

Every principle of emendation forbids a radical and 
violent change into éyovc’. It seems to me that éywr is 
a corruption of Axa. 

_ Therefore I desire to read the passage thus: 

tis av SAtad pov, Tis audhiotover 
‘“Adiddav Aeyov av adtpas bypas. 

| I translate: ‘ Would, ah would that some one of the 
Daughters of the Deep, that sigh around me, looking 
through the damp vapours that shroud her bed, or that 
one of the Goddesses of Heaven, or of the sweet waters 
that meet Bosporus,’ ete. 

This reading suits the antistrophe. I do not think 
that the changes will be thought unnecessarily violent 
by those who agree with my contention that the existing 

text is absolutely nonsensical. | 
_ There are two objections to it which I have not yet 
mentioned. ¢iAo7révwy is not really an appropriate word : 
‘sailors do not love toil, but endure because they must, as 
‘Theoeritus, for instance, fully realizes. Next, éyov aimvous 
aypas is not a possible expression, except in the sense 

‘holding a sleepless quarry.’ But here it has to mean 
_ ‘sleeplessly engaged in fishing.’ I do not for one instant 
believe that Sophocles permitted himself to string to- 
gether more or less euphonious words without regard to 

_ precision of meaning. 
The most substantial objection that can be brought 

against my reading is the fact that dairy) has always 
_ elsewhere a diaeresis, except in Hesiod, Zheogony, 862 : 

/ / e 

autun Oeomecin Kal éTHKETO, KATOLTEPOS ws, 

where drpf is another reading. 
But if airy is a fictitious variation of arwj in Hesiod, 

avTwas may equally well be a fictitious variation of darpas 
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here. At any rate, whether aityas be original or not, the 
v must certainly have at one stage been in the word in 
order to produce dizvous. 

It will be observed that what I read, viz. : 

‘ANiddov Aeyav av adtpas bypas 

is in complete metrical agreement with the Laurentian 
version of the corresponding antistrophic line, viz. : 

/ ae. 5] / \ 
atepeoppwv ap éfavvocew Kaxkav. 

B 

The seventh line of the strophe, immediately after an 
initial cretic, presents a syllable which may be either long _ 
or short, followed by two shorts. ‘The corresponding line 
of the antistrophe, immediately after an initial cretic, 
presents, in lieu of the indeterminate syllable plus two 
shorts, a trochee. | 

An attempt has been made to scan the indeterminate 
syllable as long, and to treat the two shorts of the strophe 
as balanced in some mysterious way by the one short of — 
the antistrophe. But it does not need argument to show — 
that the framers of the existing text regarded the inde- 
terminate syllable as short, and the long syllable in the 
antistrophic line as corresponding to this assumedly short 
syllable together with the short syllable immediately 
succeeding it. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 887. amrvou ; oxéeThia yap 

(b) 1. 933. oddrAtm obv rade 

It is interesting to observe, that, whereas otAi@ ody — 
wé0e. has every mark of authenticity, the strophic line’ 
comes to us with very bad credentials. = 

In the Laurentian MS. the last syllable after amv- has 
been erased, and -o. added, apparently by a different hand, — 
in the erasure. Then comes a small gap. After the gap 
there is another erasure, this time of a word of not more 
than five letters in length. The erasure is incomplete, 
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as it leaves unobliterated a rough breathing and acute 
accent over what was once the initial vowel of the 
erased word. After the second erasure comes oyérMua yap. 

Pr, whose readings demand some respect, presents not 
amvoe but ave. 

Following the guidance of the unerased aspirate 
_ (implying a vowel) in L, we see readily that the form 

which has given rise both to dwvo and to amie can be 
_ nothing else than azucev (i.e. dricece elided). 

| The substitution in L (on the strength of dv in Ll. 879) 
of avo: for the apparently unmetrical and ungrammatical 
future indicative arvce, for so the optative arice’ must 
have been read, caused the aspirated word beginning with 
a vowel, of not more than five letters length, to be erased, 
and a word substituted which begins with a consonant, 
and which suits the copyist’s notions of correspondence 
with the autistrophe. 

. It is to be noted that the original erased vocalic word, 
_ being not more than five letters long, was in all probability 

a trochee and not a tribrach. Of course there are many 
tribrachs of less than five letters, but there are an over- 
whelmingly greater number of trochees. 

Yet I do not think that the Laurentian MS. read a 
trochee: neither do | think that the reading of the 
Laurentian MS. was the true reading, though much nearer 
to it than the pure invention cyérhua. 

If the Laurentian had not first corrupted the original 
reading, so that the passage became difficult to translate, 
I doubt whether cyérAra would ever have made its 
appearance. 

In view of the paucity of trochees and tribrachs at 
once aspirated and bearing an acute accent on the initial 
vowel, and in view of the much more marked paucity of 
such words of that kind as would suit (however roughly) 
the meaning of the passage we are discussing, I am driven 
to conjecture that the erased word in L is aya. 

A sort of sense can be extracted out of dya by forcing 
the meaning ‘accursed.’ But if L really read aya, then 
it would almost inevitably follow that dya must be a 
corruption of an original aiva. 
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Sophocles is the one tragedian who uses aivds in his 
lyrics. See |. 706 of this play. 

Read : 
> / 2 : ee. \ 
ATUGEL =; ALVA yap. 

SEVENTH CuHorws (Ill. 1185-1222) 

No instances. 

SUMMARY 

The Ajax contains approximately 151 strophic and 
151 antistrophic lines, about 302 in all. These lines 
furnish five instances of the correspondence under dis- 
cussion. I do not think that it can be said that any one 
of the five instances is of such a character as to lend any 
real support to the view that the correspondence is 
legitimate. Two of them occur in manifestly corrupt 
passages, one can be cured by a diaeresis, and the two 
remaining, which are in effect one, offer also a suspicious 
hiatus, and, as I have shown, are susceptible of very facile 
emendation. 

ELECTRA 

First Cxorvs (ll. 125-250) 

A anp B 

The fifth lines of the first strophe and first antistrophe 
are lyrical iambic trimeters. In the strophe the second 
foot is an iamb: in the antistrophe it is a tribrach. In 
the strophe of the third foot is a tribrach: in the 
antistrophe. it is an iamb. | 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 126. xan te yeupt mpodorov ; ws 0 Tdde mopar 

(b) 1. 148. & ofs dvdducis éorw oddeula Kakdv 

I propose to cure the double discrepancy by means of — 

a ae 
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a single transposition in the antistrophic line. I read as 
follows : | 

4 > 4 > , a 

éveotiv ols avddvals ovdepia KaKav. 

I contend that prepositional compounds have a tendency 
to be glossed in the MSS. by equivalents of a discrete 
character. I have suggested in my comment on Antigone 
1342 that an original tépyova mpoiso was glossed mpo 
téppov idm, which in its turn passed into rportepov idw. 

C, D anp E 

The fourth lines of the second strophe and of the 
second antistrophe are lyric hexameters. In the strophe 
the second foot is a dactyl, in the antistrophe a spondee. 
In the strophe the third foot is a spondee, in the anti- 
strophe a dactyl. In the strophe the fourth foot is a 
spondee, in the antistrophe a dactyl. 

The lines are as follows : 

(a) 1. 158. ota Xpucobews Samet Kal ‘Ididvacca 

(b) 1. 178. p90 ois éxOaipers UTrepax Geo pnt émridabou 

It seems to me fairly obvious that Sophocles wrote : 

ola Swe Xpvodbepwis_te val “Ididvacca. 

I believe that fee was placed after Xpvoodewis in order to 
ive to the line the usual epic caesuras. te had then to 

omitted, because grammar forbids its retention in the 
altered order of the words. 

It is only natural that ordinary epic usage should 
infect to some extent the comparatively few lyric hexa- 
meters with which copyists had to deal. 

F ann G 

The ninth lines of the second strophe and of the second 
antistrophe are, as they stand, iambic trimeters catalectic. 
In the strophe the second foot is an iamb, in the anti- 
strophe a tribrach. In the strophe the fourth foot is an 
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iamb, in the antistrophe presumably a tribrach (the last 
two syllables consist of the word 6eds). 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 163. Bnwate porovta tavde yav ’Opéctav 

(b) l. 183. 088 6 mapa Tov "Ayépovta Geos avacowv 

But it is manifest that there is some rather deep- 
seated corruption. 

Anpare Must have a causative sense, and come not from 
Baivw but from BiBafw. ravde yav is well-nigh impossible, 
because the word yé has occurred just before. I quote 
the strophic context : 

OABis, Ov a KrELVA 

ya tote Muxnvaiwv 
déEetar evrratpidav, Avds cippovt 

/ / / an > / Bnwate porovta:tavde yav ’Opéctav. 

It seems to me to be in the highest degree probable 
that Syuare is a mistake for ¢yjua. I need not labour the 
palaeographical similarity of the two words; but I may 
pause to point out that, if the evidence of the papyrus of 
Bacchylides holds good for the Doric of Sophocles, dja 
not ¢ddua would be the true form, because otherwise there 
would be Dorie alphas in two successive syllables of the 
same word. 

ravde yav | regard as a mere interpolation. épyoua (of 
which gwoAov is a tragic aorist) is by itself pure Attic for 
‘Il come home. A late copyist would not appreciate 
this fact. 

Consequently it seems natural to read the strophic 
line thus : 

dynua porovt ’Opécrar. 

Nothing more is wanted for the sense, and the line is 
an excellent iambic dimeter catalectic. 

If we turn to the antistrophe we are conscious of a 
certain heaviness. 6eds seems to be an entirely unnecessary 
explanatory addition. Compare the unmetrical addition 
of @eds in a similar passage, viz. Pindar, Pyth. i. 56, which 

———— os a 

ee ee 
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I have discussed in the course of section D of my remarks 
on the second Olympian Ode. 

Perhaps it is not hypercritical to find the two articles 
in 6 mapa Tov ’Axépovra a trifle prosaic. I suggest that the 
words are a gloss. 

I wish to read, in strict conformity with the metre of 
the restored strophic line : 

¢ 

ov? “Axépovt avacowr. 

I translate: ‘ Nor he that ruleth Acheron.’ 
There are two reasons which would operate in the 

direction of corrupting this expression. 
First, it is notorious that the crasis of 6 with a suc- 

ceeding alpha was a phenomenon that copyists could not 
understand. | 

Secondly, I make dvdcowy govern an accusative. This 
anomaly is, I submit, quite in the Sophoclean manner: 
Sophocles was always innovating in small points of 
grammar. But it must have baffled the copyists. 

In the Oedipus Tyrannus 904 Sophocles writes Zed, 
mavt avacowv. In the context of that passage it looks to 
me very much as if wavr was a direct accusative after 
dvacowv, and not an accusative of respect or the like; but, 
be that as it may, we find the passive dvdccecOa: not only 
in Sophocles, but also in Homer, Theocritus, Callimachus, 
and other writers. The Homeric use would by itself be a 
sufficient basis to enable Sophocles to build thereon the use 
of the active dvdcow with an accusative of the external 
object. 

In cases where the text itself is unintelligible to the 
copyist, he is likely to assume that glosses are meant for 
corrections. 

H anv I 

The eighth syllable of the tenth line of the second 
strophe is a long: the second antistrophe substitutes two 
shorts. 

The second syllable of the eleventh line of the second 
strophe is a long: the second antistrophe substitutes two. 
shorts. 
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The lines run as follows: 

H 

(a) 1. 164. 60 y eyo axdpata mpocpévove’, dTexvos 

(b) 1. 185. arn eve pév 6 words dmodérourrev HSn 

I 

(a) 1. 165. tara" avipdevtos aidy oiyva 

(b) 1. 186. Bioros avédricrtos, ov er apd 

Very few readers are likely to be quite satisfied with 
the two lines of the antistrophe: 

GXN ewe fev O TOAVS amroAéNOLTTEV HON 
Biotos avédmictos, 00d et apKa 

It is extremely difficult to attach to davédmitos a 
meaning at the same time linguistically possible and 
suitable to the context. Neither is it clear what 0 qodds 
Bioros means. 

Let me quote sufficient both of strophe and antistrophe 
to exhibit the surroundings of H and I. 

oO Tp. 

OABtios, Ov a KAELWA 
ya mote Muxnvaiwr 
dé£erau evrratpidav, Atos eddpove 
dyug porovt ’Opéctav [sic ego: vide ante]. 

HA. 6v ¥ éy® dkdyata tpocpévovo’, aTEKVos, 
Tdraw avvpevtos aiey oiyva. 

> 

aVT. 

ovTe yap 0 tav Kpioay 
Bovvopov éywv, axtav 
mais ‘Ayapepvovidas amepitpotros, 
ov ‘Axyépovt’ avdcowy | sic ego: vide ante]. 

HA. aan ee pev 0 Todds amodéXouTTev HSN 
Biotos avédmictos, 00d ET apKa. 
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Corruption has gone so far, that certain emendation 
seems quite impossible; but I will try to do my best. 

It is abundantly manifest that Apollo and Pluto are 
the gods of Crissa and Acheron to which the antistrophe 
refers. It is true (see Lycophron) that Zeus was wor- 
shipped under the name “ Agamemnon.” But that does 
not make vais ’Ayapeuvovidas a possible equivalent of 
Apollo in this passage. Consequently we are driven to 
accept Kramm’s reading tofs ’Ayapepvovidass. 

A little consideration suffices to show that Electra 
ought to reply to the consolations of the chorus by stating 
that Apollo and Pluto have both failed her. 

In 1. 185 I can hardly doubt but that 6 orgds 
amonédoiTev 18 a corruption of ’AwédAA@y AéAouTev. There 
is no play on the words in what I conceive was the 
original text. But I suppose that a copyist introduced 
a play by writing *“Aro\Awy arodédourev. Then a further 
play (reminiscent of the Agamemnon of Aeschylus) was 
added by the insertion of a gloss on ’AroAXar, Viz. aodXds. 
Hence 6 wodvs dazrodéXorrrev. 

The next line is far more puzzling. (Piortos is needed 
in order to give a substantive to the corrupt 6 odds 
in the depraved text ; but @ioros seems to me to be nothing 
more than a corruption of aicroc, through an intermediate 
‘stage motoc. I take dvérrvoros to be in essence this same 
aictoc. #07 seems to me to conceal “Avins &. 

Consequently I read, very tentatively : 

GXN éw oO pev “ArodArwv AédrouTrev, “Avdns & 
dictos: ovd ér apKo. 

I translate thus: ‘Nay, Apollo hath failed me: the 
Unseen God is afar in his world of shadows; and I have 
no more strength.’ 
I account for what seems to me to be the repetition of 
dioros under two different disguises in 1. 186 by the 
assumption of a marginal or interlinear correction of one 
of the two corruptions. 

In the strophe dvipdevtos aigy is a similar double 
_ presentation, plus emendatory insertions, of an original 

_ ay dov. Electra would naturally haunt the shore, waiting 
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for her brother’s ship to come home. drexvos is indelicate. 
Surely we should read ar’ éxvous. 

I cannot emphasize too strongly the fact that I make 
no pretence to be able to restore the original, when the 
text has gone so hopelessly astray as in the present passage ; 
but I have done what I have been able with possibilities 
and probabilities, and therefore I venture to set out the 
two sets of lines, as [ read them, embodying an alteration 
in the strophe of axapata into dxayas. Forms of dxdapas 
have elsewhere been similarly corrupted. 

OTp. 

OABtos, Ov a KAELVa 
ya mote Muxnvaiwv 
déFerau evratpidar, Avos evdppove 
priya ponove’ ‘Opéoray. 

HA. 6v y’ eye axdpas Tpoo pevoud’, air &xvous, 
Tadaw av dov oye. 

> 

aT. 
” \ ¢e \ K lal 

ovTe yap o tav Kpicav 
Bovbvowov éywv axtav 

A > 

tois Ayapeuvovidats amepitpotros 
ry ¢ / oF Pe ov0 ‘AxyépovtT avacoar. 

HA. adn ép o pev ’AmorAd@v DAédouTrev, “Avdns & 
dictos: ovd éT apKo. 

K 

The first two syllables of the fourth line of the third 
strophe are two shorts. The third antistrophe replaced 
them with one long. 

The lines are as follows : 

(a) 1. 196. yevriov apydbn raya 

(b) 1. 216. éurimres obtws aixds 

I see no difficulty in reading éwzimres. I imagine 
that the disappearance in tragic chorus of many com- 
pounds differing slightly from the ordinary forms is due 

=— a ee 
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to tae: whatever except the fact that there have been 
no surrounding circumstances sufficient to Byerrve them. 

S 

L 

_ The fifth and sixth syllables of the sixth line of the 
th ird strophe are two shorts: the third antistrophe 

bstitutes one long. 
_ These are the lines : 

(a) 1. 198. Sewav Sewds rpoputedioavres 
(b) 1. 218. od SvoOdp@ rikrovo’ del 

‘The Laurentian MS. originally had zpodntedcavtes and 
P retains that reading. I take this as an indication that 

2 original was qutevoaytes. It is unnecessary to point 
ont the confusion between ditevm and putea. 

M 

The seventh line of the third strophe has a long third 
8) syllable: the antistrophe substitutes two shorts. 

_ The lines run as follows: 

a , (a) 1. 199. popdav, ett’ oty Beds elite Bporav 
_ 

(b) 1. 219. Wuyd rorépous: ra S& tots Suvarois 

I do not think that we ought to hesitate to read for 
SD siuov. the much more appropriate word zadwods. A 
glance at a dictionary will show that raduos suits yuyd 
idmi og I take yvyé not as locative in sense but as 
lativus mcommodn. 

N anp O 

The ninth line of the third strophe ends »»-vv (the 
last word being dyépa before a vowel at the beginning of 
the next line): the third antistrophe substitutes ---. 
Hence there are two instances of the correspondence 
which I dispute. 

VOL. I x 
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The lines run as follows: 

(a) 1.201. & racav xeiva mréov dpépa [édOodc’ at 

beginning of next line] 
(b) 1. 221. Seevois qvayKacOny, Sewois 

But in the antistrophe the MSS. read: 
> al > / > Lal 

év Sewots nvayeacOnv, év Sewvoits. 

However, I do not think that the MS. reading really 
affects the metre. It seems to me that the repeated év 
has its origin in each case in a superscribed ev, which was 
written with the intention of correcting each of the two 
words Sewots into Sévveis. dévvors (‘ by reproaches’) would 
make sense; but whether it is the original reading or no, 
I should be sorry to say. 

I take the corruption to be in the strophe. 
The passage runs : 

95 a / / c / 

® Tacav Kelva TEOY apmepa 

EModa’ éyOiota 8H po. 
3 / 9S / » SES a ® vv&, @ SeiTv@yv appntev 
54 ar a éxtrayn ayn. 

The only MS. variation is an original dwepav (altered 
to duépa) in the Laurentian. 

The strangeness of the comparative wacaév mdéov in 
conjunction with the superlative éy@icra is apparent at 
first sight. The double expression is perfectly gram- 
matical, but at the same time it distinctly savours of 
tautology. éy@icra must be a superlative. In form it 
might be a verbal from éy@ifouac: but no verbal from 
éyOitouat is known to exist. 

It is plain that, with strict correspondence, dpépa will 
in no part of the strophic line suit the scansion of the 
antistrophic line, which consists entirely of long syllables. 
Moreover a little consideration shows that no word for 
‘day’ is wanted in the strophic line. vv comes in the 
next line but one. dyépa has to refer to exactly the same 
period of time as vv& Consequently the antithesis of 
‘day’ and ‘night’ is wholly artificial, and unworthy of 
Sophocles. 
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It seems to me that the true meaning of éd@od0’ éyOicra 
has been missed. A reference to Oedipus Tyrannus 
1357-8 

ovKovv Tatpos y av overs 
7HrAGor, 

will show that €\@odc’ éy@icta 8 por can very well mean: 
‘that has come to be most loathsome in my eyes.’ The 

chorus has just been speaking of the murder of 
Agamemnon, 

elt’ obv Oeds cite Bporav 
WV 0 Tav’Ta Tpdccwr. 

I suggest that Electra replies, brushing aside all veils 
beneath which the chorus has discreetly hidden the name 
of the murderess : 

@® Tacadv Keiva TavTOAM@V 
EModa’ eyOiota 81 por. 

Compare Choéphoroe 430 dala mavtodwe patep. 
It is comparatively unimportant whether this emenda- 

tion is right or wrong. What is important is that I 
should carry my readers with me to the point of admitting 
that the vulgate is so suspicious that no confidence can be 
placed in its metre. 

P and Q 

In the fourteenth line in the third strophe the fourth 
and the ninth syllables are each of them long: these long 
syllables are replaced in the third antistrophe by two 
shorts in either case. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 206. @avarous aixets ecupee xerpotv 

(b) 1. 226. rin yap ToT av, @ pidia ja yevéOra 

The context of the antistrophic line is this: 
, tive yap Tor av, @ diria yevéOra, 

/ 

mpoohopov akovoaim Eros, 
/ a tive ppovovytTe Kaipia ; 
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In the antistrophic line the first hand of the Laurentian 
has no a. 

I suggest that by. haplography after wor more than dy 
was omitted, viz. ai7’ ay (atv being aire elided), and that 
® is a compensatory metrical addition. 

I propose to read : 

, (a) Oavarous detxeis Sidvparor yepolv 
and (b) tive yap wor avt av, pidrtov yevéOXov 

SEconD CuHorvs (Il. 472-515) 

In this chorus there is no instance of the phenomenon 
in question, though the fifth lines of the strophe and 
antistrophe do not correspond in other respects. 

Tuirp Cuorvs (ll. 823-870) 

No instances. 

Fourtu Cuorus (Il. 1058-1097) 

In the fifth line of the second strophe the fourth 
syllable is a long: the second antistrophe replaces this 
long by two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1086. 7d pa) Kadov Kxaborricaca Svo0 pépew ev Evi 

oy 
(b) 1. 1094. BeBdcav: & &é wéyior’ EBracTe vopipa, THVdE 

pepopuévav 

I follow J. H. H. Schmidt in regarding caordicaca as 
a gloss on an original reading drodaxticaca. 

It must be remembered that paraphrase came in the — 
course of time to be cultivated for its own sake, and not — 
as a help to understanding the text. I do not think that 
quite simple and ordinary words and expressions were ever 
glossed systematically ; but words no more difficult than — 
atonaxticaca were frequently glossed by equivalents 
hardly plainer than the original. If on the other hand — 
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xaborXicaca had been in the original text we might very 
probably expect some such gloss as cato omAicaca. 

On the assumption that xaSordicaca is a gloss on 
 @modaxticaca it would not be difficult for it to creep into 

the text. The general run of the letters of the two words, 
in spite of differences at places, is so similar that a slight 
obliteration of a very small portion of drovaxticaca would 
cause a copyist to regard cafordicaca not as a gloss but as 
a correction. 

Fiero Cuorus (Il. 1232-1286) 

No instances. 

SrxtH Cuorus (Il. 1384-1397) 

No instances. 

SeventH CuHorvs (Il. 1398-1441) 

No instances. 

SUMMARY 

In all, Sophocles’ Electra contains approximately 142 
strophic and 142 antistrophic lines, making a grand total 
of about 284. These 284 lines furnish seventeen instances 
of the phenomenon | am investigating. But it is exceed- 
ingly remarkable that sixteen out of these seventeen 
instances are to be found in the first chorus. 

It looks as if we had here a still stronger instance of 
what I have referred to in my comparison of the Olympians, 
Pythians, Nemeans and Isthmians inter se. The scholiastic 
metricians appear to have tackled the beginning of the 
Electra but to have left the rest of the play severely alone. 
I would suggest that this tends to show that just the 
beginning of the Hlectra was at one period read in the 
schools; but that it was considered too difficult a book to 
teach in extenso. 
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TRACHINIAE 

First Cuorus (ll. 94-140) 

No instances. 

Seconp CuHorvs (Il. 205-224) 

This chorus is not antistrophic, so that it can furnish 
no instances. 

TurrD CHorus (ll. 497-530) 

No instances. 

FourtH Corvus (ll. 633-662) 

In the third lines of the second strophe the fourth and 
fifth syllables are two shorts: the second antistrophe 
substitutes one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 649. ypovov, meddysov, iSpres ovddév 

(b) 1. 657. mplv tavde mpos TOMY avuceELE 

It would be very easy to read ori instead of zpos: 
but is the strophic line sound ? 

Here is the context : 
a > / ” a 

OV ATOTTTOALY ELYOMEY TAaVTA, 

dvoxadekaunvov aupévoveat 
/ f y > / 

“povov, Teddytov, iSpues ovdér. 

meddywov has to agree with dv, ie. Hercules (I write 
‘Hercules,’ not ‘ Heracles,’ deliberately, because I am 
writing in English, and ‘ Hercules’ is the English name 
of the person in question); whereas it would certainly be 
more obvious to take it as agreeing with ypovov. Indeed 
the insertion of zeAdyiov between the subordinate clauses 
dvoxadexdunvov aupévoveat xpovoy and iSpres oddév is SO harsh 
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that I wonder that editors have tolerated it. It is the 
reversion to the nominative in i8pues ovdé that jars most. 

_ After the accusative weAdyov one naturally expects another 
accusative, not a nominative. 

Moreover the use of weAdyov can only be justified on 
the assumption that the chorus believed that Hercules 
spent a whole year at sea. Neither did he do so, nor had 
the chorus any reason to suppose that he did so. dzreprov- 
tov (cf. Antigone 785), ‘oversea,’ would have suited the 
facts. 

It is one thing to show reason for regarding a passage 
as corrupt, another thing to emend the passage. 

There seem to me to be two possible ways in either of 
which zedayiov may have come into being :— 

(1) The original reading may have been seduévai, 
‘pale.’ Sophocles uses this word, Pollux tells us, of 
Tyro. Elsewhere (see Stephanus) zedvdves is corrupted 
into edaves, which fact goes a long way to show 
that wedvdval has claims upon our consideration in this 
passage. 

(2) It would be possible to read 

dv amomrodu elyouev tavTa (though surely these words 
are jargon), 

dvoxadexdunvoy ampévovoat 
/ a ” »OQ7 

Xpomov TeNapyav, idpies ovdéEv. 

I should translate : 
‘Whom we saw not at all in our land, while we waited 

for the storks’ hoarse sound, that sound which is not 
heard again till twelve full months be past; and nothing 
knew we of his fate.’ 

According to the Etymologicum Magnum redayos was 
another form of wedapyos. If there is anything in the 
conjecture which I suggest, the existence of medayés may 
have assisted the corruption. 

I cannot believe that Sophocles wrote weddyov, and my 
objection is not based on metrical grounds. I have no 
decided opinion as to what he did write. Perhaps on 
that point the data are insufficient to enable us to arrive 
at anything like approximate certainty. 
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Mr. Kaines Smith, agreeing with me that we are in 
the presence of considerable corruption, wishes to read : 

év, aTomrroAw, evyoper? avtTa 

dvokaloexadunvov appévovaeat 
xyopov Tédwpov, Ldpres ovdér. 

For edyopuec@’, he refers to the eighth Nemean. The 
IleAdpia is the name of the Thessalian festival of Zeus the 
god of harvest (see Athenaeus 639 F). Mr. Smith writes 
to me: “Zeus the Gigantic would be a good father for 
Heracles. Ares, mentioned only a couple of lines below, 
is often weAwpios in Homer, so that the word is suggested 
by its surroundings.” 

These suggestions deserve careful consideration ; but 
I doubt the probability of minute local colour of this sort 
in Sophocles. It savours more of Callimachus. 

Fiera Cxorvs (Il. 821-862). 

A 

The first portion of the eighth line of the first strophe 
is a dochmiac foot of the scansion vyvvvvve: the 
corresponding line of the antistrophe presents in the MSS. 
a long syllable in place of the two final shorts; but what 
ought to be the earlier portion of the dochmius has been 
corrupted so as to destroy correspondence between strophe 
and antistrophe. 

The lines are as follows :— 

(a) ll. 829-30. ére wor ér érimovoy éxou Oavev a- 

Tpelav 
(b) ll. 889-40. véoou (v.l. Néooov) 6 iro doivia Son0- 

pv0a Kévtp émitécavta : 

I give the Laurentian reading of the end of both strophe — 
and antistrophe. , 4 

oTp. 

SwdéxaTos apoTos, avadoyay TErEiy TrOVwY 

to Avos adromaids* kai Tad’ opOds 
éumeda xatoupive. mas yap av o pi NevoowV 
ére more [short gap| ér’ ésrimovov éyou Oavav AaTpeiar ; 
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> 

avT. 

mas 65° dv aédwov Erepov 7) Ta vov ior, 
Sevotato pév Udpas TpootTeTaKws 
ddcpatt; péedayxaita dupeyad viv aixifer 

/ > e / / / > b / 

vécov @ wo dhoivia SodouvOa Kévtp émifécavta. 

Seworato was originally in L Seworara. 
It seems to me clear that vécov is not, as apparently 

all editors assume, a corruption of Néocov, but of vocov, 
and that this vdcov should properly be read at the end of 
the previous line. This enables us to add to the unique 
and incomplete expression of the strophe 6 yu) Aetoowr the 
necessary words 70 das. 

ddpas dacwaqs is nonsense in the context, and in any 
case, if «évtpa is likewise taken’ to mean the hydra’s 
venom, there is an impossible tautology. But vocov 
removes this tautology. Sophocles, I maintain, is speak- 
ing of two separate things, the hydra’s poison, and the 
madness working in the brain of Hercules. 

Consequently, with complete metrical correspondence, 
I propose to read the two passages thus : 

OTP. 

Swdéxatos apotos, avadoyay Teéeiv TOVMDV 
“ A > / \ s~w™ 3 nan 

T@® Awos avtorrads- Kai Tad dpOas 
” , an \ RY e \ , \ a 
éumreda Kxatoupive. mas yap av 6 pn evTowV TO Has 

éte ToT ér émimovoy éyo. Oavwv aTpeiar ; 

> 

av. 
a > r 

TOs 08 ay aédov Etepov 7 Ta viv idou, 
Sewotatm péev vdpas mpooteTaKas 

’ / 

Thdcpate; perayyorov 8 appiyd vw aixifer vooov 
/ / / , b] / mupoppova Oorepovoa Kxévtp’ émilécayta. 

mupoppova and Oorepovoa are metaphors from fire and 
water respectively. I suggest that the poet is really 
comparing Hercules’ maddened brain to a cauldron seeth- 
ing over a fire. 

It is unnecessary to do more than point out the palaeo- 
graphical similarity that exists between NECOTOTMNO®O- 
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INIAAOAOMYOA and NOCOTMTPO®PONAGOAEPONOA : 

but I may be permitted to emphasize the extraordinary 
ease with which the final ONOA might pass into ONOA, 
the NOA of which would very easily be ‘‘ corrected” into 
MTOA. 

The various attempts on the part of editors of undoubted 
learning to restore the antistrophe seem to me to have 
been failures one and all, and failures because they have 
not been based on the assumption that Sophocles writes 
sense and logic. At the utmost the editors appear to 
credit him with a vague and indistinct meaning looming 
still more vague and indistinct through a mist of half- 
meaningless words. 

That kind of writing is no doubt a characteristic of 
many inferior lyrics in modern languages; but I venture 
to think that the ancient Greeks had a far different con- 
ception of the purpose and methods of lyric poetry. 

Gleditsch’s insertion of wovwr after érirovor is certainly 
very ingenious; but, putting questions of metre on one 
side, I would ask what real meaning z6vy can have in the 
passage. 

B 

The sixth and seventh syllables of the third line of the 
second strophe are two shorts: the second antistrophe 
substitutes one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 845. yrodpwas porov7’ oreOpiars (Triclinius é6reOpi- 

auc) Evvadnraryais (Wunder cvvadrayais) 
(b) 1. 856. tb Kedawd Aoyya mpowdxyou Sopds 

An attempt has been made to alter the antistrophic — 
line, but for my own part, I can see nothing suspicious — 
about it. a 

On the other hand, drcOpiatct cuvaddrayais is in the — 
context decidedly obscure. The passage runs thus : 

> / 

Ta pev ov Te TpocéBare+ Ta S am addOOpoU 
/ / >] ’ / a 

yvopwas podovt odeOpiatcs cuvadrdAayais 

Tov OAOa oTével. 
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As Sophocles is obviously contrasting the woes that 
Deianira had brought on herself with those that resulted 
from her meeting with Nessus, there cannot be much 
doubt that Nauck’s emendation adr) in lieu of od te is 
right, or rather that Blaydes’ further emendation avira 
is right; unless indeed the dative aita (which Jebb 
mentions obzter as a possibility) be preferred. 

But, as opposed to aira or air, dreOpiavor cvvadrdayais 
is a trifle weak. It is true that dm dddoOpov is sufficient 
to mark the opposition, but cuvaddayais without some 
more definite adjective than drcOpiaccr to back it up 
does not necessarily mean ‘at the meeting (with Nessus), 
but might mean, as Jebb points out (though he takes no 
exception to 6d«Opiaior) ‘by a reconciliation,’ or ‘ by con- 
junctures.’ Lach of these renderings has its supporters. 

This ambiguity, which must have been an ambiguity 
even to an Attic Greek, is removed, if, for dr¢Opiaicr, we 
read d6vetaicr. 

I translate: ‘at the meeting with the stranger.’ 
The adjective d6vetos is in classical Greek Kuripidean 

and Platonic. The fact that Euripides and Plato alike 
affect the use of this distinctly un-Attic word seems to me 

_~ to imply that it had a literary history now unknown to us. 
If Sophocles, who is somewhat of a neologist, employed 
the word in this passage and (as.may well have been the 
case) in one or two of his lost plays, we should have just 
the kind of history that is needed. Within due. limits 
the use of a word by Euripides is tangible proof that it 
was used by one or more of his tragic predecessors. When 
Plato falls into line with Euripides, the case seems to me 
to be a little strengthened. 

But I doubt whether many critics would venture in 
any case to affirm that it is impossible or even demonstrably 
improbable that Sophocles should have used the word. 

Hermann’s conjecture is orvyvaior, Wunder’s otAlavov. 
My suggestion is much more conservative than Hermann’s 
and appreciably more so than Wunder’s. Unless I am 
mistaken, I have also shown that it removes a blemish of 
style, which both of them have left in effect as they 
found it. 
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SixtH CuHorus (ll. 878-895) 

No instances. 

SEVENTH CuHoRvs (Il. 947-970) 

The seventh line of the second strophe begins with an 
anapaest: the seventh line of the second antistrophe 
begins with a spondee. 

The lines are as follows: 

(a) 1. 959. évet év SvoamadddxTos ddtvats 

(b) l. 968. ataz, 68 dvadvdartos péperas 

The MSS. vary between a? af af al and at at af ai. 
I am inclined to think that this fact poimts to the 

probability that the é7ei of the strophe is corrupt. Ifso, — 
the true reading has perished. 

But on the assumption that ai ai (bis), not ai ai ai ai 
(quater), ought to be read in the antistrophe, the text 
presents no real instance of our phenomenon, because 
éret év can be scanned éel vy by prodelision, and aiat 
can have the first syllable short. 

The example is valueless. 
This chorus presents an instance of a metrical 

anomaly, similar to others that I have discussed else- 
where; but by accident not coming strictly within the 
four corners of my investigation. 

The eighth line of the second strophe runs: 

1. 960. ywpety mpd Sopwv rAéyovow. 

The eighth line of the second antistrophe runs : 

1. 969. ti xpy, Oavovta viv 7 Kal’. 

The two lines are glyconic, and the dactyl comes in — 
different places. 

But if the reader will refer to the context of the | 
strophic line, he will see that apo Sduer is hardly © 
intelligible. 

bie tit—_édiZ _ i 
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| suggest that it is a mere mistake, under the influence 
of Eur. Hee. 59, for the intransitive mpodovra. 

This obvious alteration secures complete correspondence. 

EreutH Corus (ll. 1004-1043) 

A 

The fourth and fifth syllables of the second line of the 
second strophe are two shorts: the second antistrophe 
replaces these two shorts by one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1008. dzroreis p’, amroneis 

(b) l. 1029. 8s0r0de’ eas 

For aoneis pv’, azroneis, I suggest azroXeis bh atnros, With 

‘a play on words similar to that in ll. 1028-9 Sedalia 
Stor0dc’. 

ow, DD, £, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, aso N 

Interwoven with the fabric of this chorus occur at 
intervals three sets of consecutive hexameters, each set 
containing five lines. 

There being three sets of hexameters, it seems 
impossible to treat them as strophe and antistrophe of 
the ordinary tragic type. Neither does it seem possible 
to treat them as strophe, antistrophe, and epode; because 

the third set does not appear in detail to resemble the 
first set less than does the second set. 

The whole phenomenon is most exceptional; but I am 
inclined to regard the three sets of hexameters as three 
- non-antistrophic strophes, more or less after the model 
of a small minority of the Pindaric odes (cf. Eur. Cyel. 
IL. 495-518). 

It is absolutely plain that the hexameters as they 
stand do not present dactyl for dactyl or spondee fo 

spondee. | 
Excluding the fifth and sixth feet, which are naturally 

constant, we ought on the doctrine of chances (anyone 
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can work out the sum) to have exact correspondences 
of feet in all three sets, as against instances of non- 
correspondence in one of the three sets, in the proportion 
of one to three, if, that is, Sophocles was writing 
hexameters pure and simple without regard to exact 
correspondence. But we actually find, including two 
doubtful readings, that correspondences stand to non- 
correspondences in the proportion of two to three. 

This mathematical result is highly interesting; but its 
value as evidence is much reduced when it is further 
stated that the total number of actual correspondences 
against non-correspondences is eight against twelve, whereas 
the ideal number would be five against fifteen. 

The totals are too small in consequence to permit us 
to draw from them any very cogent conclusions. At the 
same time, the irregularity of proportion must be allowed 
its due weight, however small that weight may be. 

It would seem that we are confronted by the 
alternative of supposing on the one hand that originally 
correspondent verses have been corrupted wholesale, or 
of supposing on the other hand that Sophocles is treating 

— fie 

hexameters as if they were trochaic tetrameters or regular — 
anapaestic dimeters. It is common to find correspondence, 
but not syllabic correspondence, between the members of 
various sorts of non-lyrical compositions. But I gravely 
doubt whether it was lawful to embellish a tragedy with 
hexameters other than lyrical, though Comedy was certainly 
not subject to the same restriction. 

I cannot believe that Sophocles has made any jettison 
of lyric metre in the present series of passages. : 

First let me set out the three hexametrical series as 
‘they stand. 

1 

, bd / »” > = 
1010 #mrrai pov, ToToTol, 76 avO Epre.. mobev Ect, @ 

, / \ 

mavtov “EXXdvev adik@tato. avépes, ods 81) 
\ \ ? i; ? / , / 8 / / 

TONKA MeV EV ( EVL TOVT@L) TOVT@M KATA TE Opia TavTa 

kabaipov 
> / e / \ Le} oe, “A a 

@deKopav O Tadas* Kal vov éml TwedEe vooOodYTL 
a / / 

ov wdp, OvK eyyos TIS OVNoLMOY OvK emiTpEeYreL ; 
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2 

Tai Todd avdpos, Tovpyov TOde petfov avyKet 
Kat éuav popav, od b€ ctddaBe, col Te yap dupa 
(Jebb, apparently rightly, col yap éroiua) 

gumreov (Meineke és wréov) 4 80 euod ooferw. 
TA. Wavo pév éyorye, | 

Aabitrrovov & ddvvav (Musgrave oduvav) ov7’ edobev 
ovte Ovpabev 

gore por éEavicar Bidtov (Musgrave Biorov): rovadra 
véwet Levs. 

1018 @ 
: x 

”) 

3 

1081 tm Iaddas (Dindorf 6 Haadndas, Madras), rode pw ad 
7 AwBatar. iw Tai, 

tov divcavt (Campbell dvcav7’ without tov) of«reipas 
aveTipOovov eipucov éyxos, 
a ee (oe sh dd val 274 AON 

Taicov yas wo KAnidos (edd. taicov éuas sad 
a > a cen Ue 42 bees aS 

KAHO0s), axod & dyos, @ p eyddacev 
\ / ” a \ «> > / na ca pwatnp abeos, av (edd. trav) && eridore mecodcav 
” eon ” 4 > ” > \ > / 

avTas, @S altos, @ mw @drecevr. @ Atos avbaipor. 

At the end of the third hexametrical period the MSS. 
begin a choric passage in other metre with the words: é 
-ydunds “Aidas. Consequently editors transpose thus : 

avTws, WS avTws, Os bm Wrecevr. @ YAUKIS “AJLdas, 
9S \ > / @® Avos avlaipor. 

I will postpone the discussion of the scansion of & Avds 
av0aivov in its transposed position to the next section 

(Section O), where I shall give reasons for thinking that 
_ it is improbable, if not impossible, where the editors wish 
it to stand. 

1 Meanwhile I will for the moment confine myself to 
- the same unmetrical words at the conclusion of the last 
- hexameter, viz. @ Ads avOaipor. 

I suggest that these are not in any sense due to a 
transposition, but are simply a corruption of: 

e 

[aitas od aitas, d pw’ w@drecev|, drecev adta ivaTi. 
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I regard (vatim as an inept but not unnatural gloss on 
the adverb of manner, #s. autawearic: would easily become 
QUGAIUOON. 

It will be observed that the variations of reading 
between the editors and the MSS. do not affect the syllabic 
correspondence of metre (apart from this special instance) 
except twice. 

In the first line of the third series, the general reading @ 
Iladdas, HadaAds, stands for the MS. i@ Tadrds. Personally 
I should prefer the dactylic opening of IlaAdds, io Tladndas. 

In the second line of the third series the MSS. present 
tov dvoavt. ‘There Campbell’s simple dicav7’ seems to me 
preferable to Dindorf’s dactylic tov pirop’. 

But there is really a third instance, which seems to be 
of metrical importance. 

In the third line of the third series raicov éuas td 
kdjdos is assumed to be a mere graphic correction of ratcor 
nuas wTro KANiOos. 

But surely the right reading is taicov b76 Kdjidos pw’. 
This reading does not bring the third line of the third 

series into exact conformity with the third line of the first 
series. It brings it into conformity with the third line of 
the second series; but then the third line of the second 
series is in any case corrupt. It leaves it out of conformity 
with the third line of the first series; but look at the 
suggestive Laurentian reading of that line. 

I will now exhibit a conspectus of the scansion of the 
lines, not departing from more or less received readings. _ 

First line 

eo * * | i 
First series. -- -vu- - i- - I-ve|- = : 
Second series. be a ee eee —, or u, before succeeding 

Third series. -—|== eal — j-vul-- _— | 

Second line 

; F fa | | / ) 
First series, +] See l— izle = 
Second series; -vv |- - |-vul/-vel—vv!— » plus hiatus: mani- 

festly corrupt. 
oe Nad Third series. - - |- —|-v¥¥ at dS ic _ 
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Third line 

- ‘ [a * * 

First series. 9 -vv |- - |-vel-vel-ve|- - 
Second series. -vv |—-ve|— - |- - |-ve|- » 
Third series. 9 -vv |-vel-vel|-vul-ve l= - 

Fourth line 

. . * : 

MEE Soneg = wu |“ uele. — |= saleaut= 
Second series. -—vv |-vvul— — J—-vul—vul— uv 
Third series. - - |-vvl|—- - |-vej-vel- 

Fifth line 

. * * | # * ) 

First series. - - |- - |-vvl-vu -vel- - 
Second series. -vv |-vvul—-veel— -— -vul- - 
Third series. - - - - |- - -yvunrveyl—- - 

I have marked with asterisks the positions of doubtful 
correspondence. 

I can hardly bring myself to think that the identities 
in length of the final syllables of the various lines, as 
shown in the above table, can be accidental. It is this 
that in my mind turns the scale against the hypothesis 
that Sophocles here abandoned syllabic correspondence. 

The exceptions to the correspondence of the final 
syllables are possibly three in number. 

The first line of the second system ends with dvyxei, 
before 7 at the beginning of the next verse: the second 
line of the second system ends (according to Jebb’s very 
able emendation) with érotua, before an epsilon at the 

- beginning of the next line. I do not think these two 
instances of hiatus need surprise us in a context so 
manifestly corrupt. 

More important is the third line of the same system, 
which ends with éywye, though the last syllable should be 
long. 

histhoap & dédvvav begins the next line.  AaGirovor 
ddvvay . . . Bidrov makes no sense. Musgrave was wrong 
in reading Aadirovoy & dduvav Blorov. The obvious 

VOL. I Y 
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correction (taking the metre of éywye into account) is 
tractrovov § ddvvay . . . Budtov. The rr make position. 

As these passages form a very special branch of the 
investigation [ am pursuing, and have little reference, 
except indeed by way of a fortiorz argument, to the rest 
of my subject, I will proceed without further argument 
to furnish a possible reconstitution. 

1 

®@ fal 3 / > 

1010. farras ewod, of oi, d 8 ad& Eprer: rodev got, @ 
Tavtwv “EXAdvev adixotato. avépes, ods 87 

/ > : es / > a / / / 

TOAN €vl TovtTov app@® Kata Te Spia wavtTa Kabaipwv 
/ ¢ rn A 

@eKopav 0 Taddas* Kal vov éml TOdE VvoTodDYTE 
Bn ov TOP, pH OvK eyyos Tis Ovdouov ovK émiTpéely. 

2 
95 oo ral Pe rn 

1018. ® mdi tods avdpds, TodT Epyov petfov avyKes 
a Segey pes \ \ / \ \ ec / 

Tas amas pouas, od be cvdrAdaBe, col yap éroipa 

Kas TAéov 7 Set. euod aies; TA. diw pev éyoye- 
tracitrovoyv & dddvvay ovt Evdo0ev ovte Ovpabev 
4 \ ~ | A id > A / 4 éEcotiw pn ‘EavTd\joat, St@ oixTpa véuer Zevs. 

3 
> a n a 

1031. [laddds, io Uadrds, viv pw ad XwBatar: io, Tai, 
4 > 5) 

gpvoavt oiKtipas averipOovov eipucov é&yyos, 
a oh / 

Twatcov vo KAnidos p+ axéov 8 ayos © pw éyodwoev 
/ > a 

oa yevétetp aAOeos, Tav @S érridonus Tecodcay 
” SS BA ed > 4 4 > / 

AUTWS, WO AUTWS, WS fs WrETEV, WAETEV AUT. 

About O@vdoipov for dvicmor, at any rate, there appears 
to me to be a very high degree of probability. Also I 
have not much doubt as to @eorw pr) EavtAjoa. 

But Iam well aware that there is no cogency in my 
treatment as a whole. I can only ask such readers as 
have the time at their disposal to work through these 
hexameters for themselves, and, after so doing, to judge 
whether or no the assumption of strict correspondence 
throws light on what previously was dark. 

es ss 
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O 

In the first line of what is ordinarily called the third 
_strophe the second syllable, according to the ordinary 
reading, is a long. For this long the MSS. substitute 
two shorts in the antistrophe. 

The lines are these :— 

(a) 1. 1023. L & wat wai, rod wor ce; trade pe TASE pe 
R 6 wai, ® wai, mod wor et; Tade we TAdé pe 

Seidler and other edd. ® wat vod mor é; 

TA0E pe TAE pe 
(b) 1. 1041. ® yAuKds ’Aidas, edvacov eivacov p 

As we have previously seen, editors put @ yAveds 
"Avdas, at the end of the preceding hexameter, taking 
from that line the words # Avds avéaivev to begin the 
strictly choric line. Seidler led the way in this. 

I have already conjectured that ® Avds av@aiuwer stands 
for @recev aita iwatio, and that drecev aitrad is the proper 
ending of the hexameter. 

I also contend that @ yAveis *Aisas is absolutely 
uncorrupt. 

® Avos avOaiwov, in the place where Seidler puts it, 
necessitates the strophic reading ® wat rod mor ei. But 
there is not merely the grave doubt whether waz and Acds 
can be metrically equivalent: the second syllable of 
av@aivwv has to correspond with the short vor’. It is a 
matter of great difficulty to approximate to a statement 
of the circumstances under which a syllable may be 
anceps; but assuredly it awakes grave suspicion to find 
that a purely conjectural emendation combines in close 
proximity the two phenomena of a long equalling two 
shorts and of a long equalling one short. The result is a 
practical abnegation of metre. 

It seems to me that the fault lies wholly in the 
strophe. 

I read the whole strophe thus: 
7 mt > s Ags ads @ Tat, Omov Tot el, TaSé pe TASE pE 

/ val mpocraBe Kxovdicas: é@ &, iw Saipor. 
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I suggest that the Laurentian MS. contains an emended 
reading, and that Cambridge R is nearer the original. R’s 
second ® zai followed by od seems to me to be merely a 
diplography of ézrov. 

Let me repeat that, as far as I have ascertained, a 
lawful dochmius consists either of an iamb plus a cretiec, 
in which case any amount of resolution is permitted ; 
or else of a dactyl plus a cretic, in which case neither four 
shorts nor two longs may be substituted for the dacty]. 
@® twat évov mor ef is a dochmius: @ tai Tod Tor é is not. 

The remedy of transposition is no doubt needed now 
and then. I suppose that in the vast bulk of Greek 
literature instances of almost every conceivable kind of 
corruption are to be found. But there are common 
diseases and there are rare diseases, and it is the part 
of a prudent physician, when symptoms present them- 
selves which are equally characteristic of a usual and of 
an unusual ailment, to exhibit first those remedies which 
are appropriate to the more ordinary malady. 

It is especially unlikely that the copyists should have 
transposed two phrases, when the result of the alleged 
transposition is to make utter havoc of the familiar 
hexametrical metre. 

SUMMARY 

In the Trachiniae there occur approximately 185 lines 
that can be divided between strophes and antistrophes, 
including fifteen lines that seem to fall into three, as 
opposed to the usual two, sets of corresponding series. 
These 185 lines (or thereabouts) present eighteen instances 
of my phenomenon. But of the eighteen instances twelve 
occur in the fifteen lines just mentioned, which are hexa- 
meters. The whole eighteen seem to be accounted for on 
the supposition that copyists were well acquainted with. 
the permissible equivalences of epic and iambic verse. 

*! —— ee 

a 

i a alli ae ——— s 

wa. 

p hie ee 

a « 
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PHILOCTETES 

Frrst Cuorus (ll. 135-218) 

No instances. 

Szconp Cuorus (Il. 391-402 and 507-518) 

_ A anp B 

In the third line of the strophe the second syllable is 
a long, and the seventh and eighth syllables are two 
shorts: for the long the antistrophe substitutes two 
shorts and conversely for the two shorts it substitutes 
a long. 

The lines are these: 

(a) 1. 395. o& Kamei, patep ToT, ernuddpav 
(b) 1. 510. e 88 meKpods, avaé, exGeus “Arpetdas 

I will first reconstitute the lines, and then explain 
briefly how I suppose the corruptions, which I assume, 
arose. 

(a) TOTVL errnudopay KQKEL o€é baTep 

(b) ei 8& muixpods, dvak, eyOes *Atpeldas 

The process of comapere of the strophic line was, I 
contend, as follows : 

Kaxel ce was read as one word, xadxeice. It is very 
possible that learned scholiasts may have justified KaKeloe 
by the xatépwra of Sappho’s 

ai ToKa KaTépwTa 
a ” v >A / Tas Euas avdws aiotca, mHdUL 

EKAUES. 

Then, in order to correct this mistake, in the dexter 
margin was written oé Kdaxei parep, showing that xdxeice 
should be read as two separate words, and that the cé 
referred to patep. 
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Next, note and text became one line: 

oé KaKkel patep ToT émnuddpav KaKeloe waTEp 

Finally the concluding xdaxeice patep was omitted, as 
unmetrical and meaningless; and the vulgate assumed 
its present form. 

In the antistrophic line dva— was changed to dvaé in 
order to suit the corrupted strophe. 

THirD CHorvs (ll. 676-729) 

No instances. 

FourtH Cuxorus (Il. 827-864) 

No instances. 

Firra Cuorvs (Il. 1081-1217) 

A anD B 

In the second line of the first strophe the fourth and 
fifth syllables are two shorts: in the first antistrophe these 
two shorts are replaced by one long. 

In the same second line of the first strophe the seventh 
syllable is unmistakably a short; but in the first anti- 
strophe it is replaced by two shorts, so that for some 
inscrutable reason the short of the strophe must, if any 
pretence of metre is set up, be treated as a quasi-long. 

The lines are as follows :— 

(a) 1. 1082. Oepyov nal mayerddes, as o ovK Epeddov 
dp’, @ TdXas 

(6) 1. 1103. Kai poyOe AwBaros, ds 70n eT ovdevoS 

boTepov 

There are two Greek words, rayerwdns and anK«rwdns. 
It is obvious on @ priorz grounds that Sophocles could 
use either at will, although as a matter of fact I can only 
find mnxrodns once, and that in very late Greek (see 
Stephanus). 

a ai 
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If in iambics Sophocles had written wn«rddes, | am not 
at all sure that it would have been corrupted into rayerades, 
in spite of the fact that ayerédns is a very common word 

~ in late Greek. 
But, this being a chorus, Sophocles wrote ra«rédes, 

with a Doric alpha long by nature. I suggest that the 
copyists took the alpha to be short by nature, did not 
realize that they were dealing with a dialectical form of 
mnxrades, and consequently made the almost inevitable 
“correction ” tayeTades. 

In the antistrophic line, I am surprised that (as far as 
I know) no one has omitted the ds. It is a clear instance 
of dittography. 

Read : 

(a) Oepyov Kai traxTddes, ws o ovK Euedrov ap’, ® Taras 
(b) Kal poyO@ AwBatos: Hn pet’ oddevds Bortepov 

C 

In the fourteenth line of the first strophe the 
Laurentian MS. makes the fourth and fifth syllables to 
be two shorts, the latter of them standing in hiatu before 
a final long syllable. Of later MSS. some do the same: 
others elide the latter short syllable, making the former 
short syllable long (before a ty). 
In the first antistrophe the two shorts or one long in 
question are answered by two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1096. & Baptrotpé, ov 

or 

@® PBapvTrotp’, ovK 

(b) 1. 1117. 0888 océ ye 80ros 

Wecklein reads : 

9 / > 

@ PBapuTroTpe, KOUK. 

This disposes of the difficulty. 
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D anno E 

In the second strophe the second line is a glyconie of 
the type --|-v~|-~|-, whereas in the second antistrophe 
the second line is a glyconic of the type --|--|-vv]|- 
A distinguished editor remarks : 

“This example—where there is no doubt about the 
reading, either in the strophe or in the antistrophe—proves 
that the antistrophic correspondence of glyconic verses 
did not necessarily require the dactyl to occur in the 
same place.” 

Such observations darken counsel. 
The fourth and fifth syllables of the strophic line are 

two shorts: in the antistrophic line they coalesce into 
one long. 

The seventh syllable of the strophic line is a short, 
which (if a semblance of metre is to be preserved) must be 
treated as a long, because in the antistrophic line it is 
replaced by two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1, 1124. wovtov Oiwos édrpevos 

(b) ]. 1147. vm Onpav, ods 00° exer 

The three opening lines of the antistrophe are as 
follows :— 

@ Travail Ojpar yapoTrav T 
€Ovn Onpav, ods 88 eye 
Yapos ovpeci Boras. 

It is almost inconceivable that Sophocles wrote @npav 
after @fpac in the preceding line, especially when we 
consider that @npév is as much the genitive of Ojpa: as it 
is of @jpes. No such rule as that which (whether real or 
pretended) gives ypyorns a genitive plural ypyotav, to 
distinguish it from xpyordv, the gen. plur. of ypnoros, 
applies in this case. 

I read : 
yapoTav & 

Errxov Ove, GS ods EXEL. 

I believe that the @ did the mischief. @ é\A\ev was 

re 
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read @e\X\av, which was subsequently “corrected” into 
Onpav. This reading necessitated the insertion of a word 
meaning ‘and.’ Consequently + vn Onpdv was the 
result. Then, in order to keep the line a glyconic, though 
not a glyconic of the same kind, 68 ods had to be altered 
to ods 66. 

All this is not mere conjecture. There is evidence 
(valeat quantum) to show that Hesychius read: yapordv 
@ dav, or at least yapordy 7 A&rav. The Lexicon de 
Spiritebus tells us that édés, ‘a deer,’ is aspirated. 

Hesychius’ words are: éAdov, ayabor, yAavedv, xapoTor, 
évOaratTLov, Taxv, ahwvor, typov, EXahov veoyvor. 

I have not found any other passage to which Hesychius 
can be referring. 

F 

In the fifteenth line in the second strophe the sixth 
and seventh syllables are two shorts: in the corresponding 
line of the second antistrophe they are answered by one 
short, which must somehow or other do service as a long. 

Of course I could dismiss this kind of imstance as not 
being an example of what I am investigating; but I do 
not wish to shut out consciously anything that by any 
stretch might be said to fall within the just purview of 
the examination which | have attempted. 

The lines run thus: 

(a) 1.1138. pup? am aicypdv avatérrovO bc° ep piv 

Kak éunoat ‘Odvoceds 
(6) 1. 1161. pneére pndevds Kpativer dca réwrer Bi0dmpos 

aia 

For ’Odveceds Ziel very ingeniously reads otis, which 
is almost certainly right in view of the Odrs of the 
Odyssey. 

It will be observed that the strophic and antistrophic 
lines contain the further anomaly that the long first 
syllable of aicypav is answered by the trochee which is 
made up of the first two syllables of udevos. 

It will also be observed that the line preceding the 
strophic line in question contains the words aicypas amatas, 
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so that it is next door to impossible that dm’ aicypav 
should be sound. Besides am’ aicypav cannot really be 
translated. 

A form of aicyos is not open to the charge of being a 
repetition of the same word. The Greeks were satisfied 
with slight variations. 

I propose to read in the strophe a line which makes 
sense, and which exactly suits the antistrophic metre, viz. : 

/ > ¥ > J > / > >] ’ wn ’ 

Hupia fh aioye apditeivavl, bo ed iv Kak eunoar 
OUTLS. 

SUMMARY 

The Philoctetes has approximately 113 strophic, and 
113 antistrophic lines, in all about 226. These 226 lines 
present, on the highest computation, only eight instances 
of our phenomenon. Of these eight instances six occur 
in three lines. Four out of the eight occur in lines the 
reading of which any sensible scholar would suspect on 
other grounds. 

I could not wish for a much stronger confirmation of 
my views. 

It is obvious to me that the Philoctetes was never used 
in the schools to the same extent as several of the other 
plays of Sophocles. Otherwise we should have had our 
instances doubled. 

FRAGMENTS OF SOPHOCLES 

The extant fragments of Sophocles afford no material 
for the purposes of this investigation. 

SuMMARY OF SOPHOCLES 

The extant writings of Sophocles present in all a 
grand total of about 2043 lines in strophes and anti- 
strophes (the total being divided almost equally between 
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strophes and antistrophes, but not quite, as there is 
some tripartite arrangement). There are 107 examples of 
the phenomenon I am investigating. In other words, an 
instance occurs, speaking roughly, once in every nineteen 
lines. | 

Considering the corruption of the choric text, and the 
fact that ordinary copyists in postclassical times un- 
questionably regarded the phenomenon as legitimate, | 
think that this average is entirely consistent with the 
assumption that its occurrence is invariably due to some 
kind of depravation. 



CHAPTER VII 

EURIPIDES 

HECUBA 

THis play must be considered in conjunction with the 
Orestes and the Phoensssae. 

The Hecuba is one of the nine plays which repose on 
the amplest MS. authority. It is contained in Codex 
Marcianus 471 (known as A), Codex Vaticanus 909 
(known as B), Codex Havniensis (known as C), Codex. 
Parisinus 2712 (known as E), Codex Marcianus 468 
(known as F), Codex Laurentianus 32. 2 (Nauck’s C), 
Codex Abbatiae Florentinae 172 (which I call B (2)), and 
in MSS. of inferior importance. 

Sixteen lines are preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest 
of the tenth century. 

Moreover use, though not very free use, of the play is 
made by the compiler of the Christus Patiens. 

The Hecuba long ago attained, and still holds, a unique 
position as the play deemed suitable above all others for 
use in schools; consequently it has supplied no small 
part of the material that is the stock-in-trade of inter- 
polators and forgers: it has also left its legitimate mark 
on literature. 

A play, or indeed any literary work whatever, may in 
the course of time become subject to the influence of one 
of two widely divergent sorts of corruption. 

In the one case carelessness and lack of skill on the 
part of copyists, who have not the eyes of the literary world 
sufficiently fixed upon the result of their labours to keep 

332 4 
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them moderately accurate, may produce by slow degrees 
a text remarkably unlike the original prototype, and, in 
places, so unintelligible that even the most incompetent 
transcriber is now and then tempted to insert a conjectural 
emendation of his own. But on the whole the corruption 
is due not to misapplied attention, but to inattention. 
A fate of this kind has befallen, in greater or less degree, 
several of the plays of Euripides, treated as wholes, so far, 
that is to say, as the choruses are concerned, and parts of 
most of his plays. The process finds its culmimation in 
the Helen. 

In the other case attention, not inattention, is to blame. 
Certain selected plays are so well known and so habitually 
read, that it is difficult for the text to become seriously 
depraved as a result of mere errors of transcription. But 
it is in the case of these very plays that corruption is found 
most rampant. They are edited, they are modified, they 
are “improved,” they are adapted, partly by excision but 
chiefly by interpolation, to the tastes and requirements 
of various ages and of various stages. The best scholars 
of successive centuries try their hands upon them. Slight 
errors, when they do creep in by accident, are ruthlessly 
corrected according to the best expert knowledge of the 
day. The result is that the ultimate state of the text is 
far more different from the actual writing of Euripides 
than in the case of the plays that are corrupted through 
inattention: and sound emendation is rendered over- 
whelmingly more difficult, because we have to deal no 
longer with naked mistakes but with sophistications 
skilfully tricked out in an imitation of the trappings of 
the original author. The Hecuba, the Orestes, and the 
Phoenissae are the three plays of Euripides that have been 
treated in the manner I have described. Always the most 
popular of his writings, they are preserved in a plethora 
of manuscripts; but the preservation is nothing like as 
effectual as the preservation of those plays which exist in 
two manuscripts only. And, of the three plays in question, 
the Hecuba has been for ages the most widely popular. 
The results are disastrous. But in the Hecuba we come 
across a quite special kind of corruption. In my remarks 
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on the second chorus I shall suggest that this play has 
suffered from a great amount of intentional compression of 
its lyrical elements. 

In the case of these three plays it is not easy as a rule 
to rely on the possibility of exposing non-original passages 
by pointing to faults of diction. Over and over again, it 
is true, the diction breeds suspicion in the mind of a reader 
tolerably familiar with Alexandrian and post-Alexandrian 
Greek ; but the suspicion seldom hardens into such a 
shape as to admit of its expression as a logical argument. 
But nevertheless there are cases here and there where the 
Greek offends sufficiently to be pilloried. But, luckily for 
us, all except the most elementary knowledge of the 
principles of constructing a chorus vanished at a very 
early date. In particular it was forgotten that interlaced 
strophes and antistrophes had to be arranged so as to form 
a symmetrical whole. Moreover, the limitations on the 
use of the epode, limitations which as yet have only very 
partially been re-ascertained, but which certainly confine 
the use within narrow limits, passed out of memory to 
such an extent that cvotjuara abound all over the choruses 
of interpolators. Hence it is not in practice a matter of 
much dithiculty to detect the presence of interpolation ; 
but it is often a matter of impossibility to say exactly 
where interpolation begins and ends, especially when it is 
a question of interpolation versus ordinary corruption. 

To speak generally, wherever there are strong grounds 
for suspecting interpolation, such grounds, for instance, as — 
an asymmetric disposition of strophes and antistrophes, we 
find also a free use of the phenomenon I am investigating, 
in fact a much freer use than is ordinarily to be found even 
in very corrupt depravations of passages which Euripides 
himself really wrote. Therefore in the Hecuba, the Orestes, 
and the Phoenissae, I feel fully justified in adducing the 
examples of the phenomenon in question (in the Hecuba | 
they are practically confined to the first chorus) as types 
of late error proceeding from insufficient acquaintance with 
the true rules of lyrical composition. 

ol po /» | 
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First CHorus 

(Interwoven with a series of anapaests which extend 
from |. 59 to 1. 215). 

First of all we have regular anapaests extending from 
1.59 tol. 72. But these anapaests mix up Doric and Attic 
forms, and the first foot of 1. 63 is a proceleusmatic, a foot 
which my investigation of anapaests at large does not lead 
me to regard as a legitimate possibility. 

Then we have what seems to be a strophe, beginning 
with a hexameter, but continuing in a disputed manner. 

At 1. 79 anapaests begin again, and continue to l. 89. 
These anapaests also are written partly in Attic, partly in 
Doric. The ordinary rules are observed. 

Next comes what is obviously the antistrophe to the 
strophe above mentioned. 

Then follow (Il. 93-97) more anapaests, of the ordinary 
scansion but Doric in form. 

Up to this point Hecuba has been speaking. 
Then the Chorus delivers a long series of regular Attic 

anapaests, stretching from l. 98 to |. 153. 
After this Hecuba delivers herself of a number of lines 

(154-76), which are all Doric, nearly all anapaestic, but 
capricious as to the observation of the ordinary rule of 
diaeresis, and intermittently patient of catalexis. Hither 
we ought to divide this passage into a second strophe and 
antistrophe (in which case I should suspect that a good 
deal of diaeresis is due to corrupt assimilation to ordinary 
anapaests), or else we should obelize it as spurious. 

There follows (ll. 177-96) a Doric dialogue between 
Polyxena and Hecuba. This dialogue, with its general 
disregard of diaeresis, is evidently meant to be strictly 
lyrical; but it does not admit of division into strophe and 
antistrophe. It is either spurious, or at best a violent 
perversion of something that Euripides wrote. 

It is followed (Il. 197-215) by a speech in the mouth 
of Polyxena, which, while Doric in dialect, seems to be 
a compromise between ordinary anapaests and lyrical 
anapaests. I perceive no trace of strophe and antistrophe. 
I am at a loss whether to suppose that it is a perversion 
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of an Kuripidean original (probably in that case consisting 
of ordinary anapaests, and therefore written in Attic), or 
to take it as an addition by another hand: the general run 
of the metre inclines me to the latter view. 

As a result of this conspectus, it appears that I have 
to deal with one strophe and antistrophe. It is impossible 
to be sure, but I am disposed to think that the strophe 
and antistrophe are simply a portion of very extensive 
interpolations, and that they are modelled on the hexa- 
metrical lines which follow the anapaests of the parodos 
of the Agamemnon of Aeschylus. 

The strophe and antistrophe, on the most probable 
computation, present six examples of the phenomenon | 
am investigating. 

A, B, C, D, E anp F 

The first line of the strophe is a dactylic hexameter, 
with its first foot a dactyl, and its third foot a spondee: 
the first line of the antistrophe is a dactylic hexameter, 
with its first foot a spondee, and its third foot a dactyl. 

The second line of the strophe is a dactylic hexameter, 
with its second foot a spondee, and its fourth foot a dactyl : 
the second line of the antistrophe is a dactylic hexameter, 
with its second foot a dactyl, and its fourth foot a spondee. 

The third line of the strophe consists of three long 
syllables, wholly unanswered in the antistrophe and 
making no sense. The fourth line of the strophe is 
answered by the third line of the antistrophe. In the 
fourth line of the strophe the first two syllables are two 
shorts, and the eighth and ninth syllables are also two 
shorts: for each set of two shorts the third line of the 
antistrophe substitutes one long. 

The strophe and antistrophe run thus: 

(a) ll. 74-77. tv epi masd0s éuod tod cwlouévov Kata 

Opn«nv 
appl lorvEeivns te pirns Ovyarpos bu 

oveipwv 75 
be \ eldov yap 
hoBepav aWuv Euabov eddnv 
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(b) ll, 90-92. eiSov yap Bariav Edadov AvKov aipov 

yana 90 
d / > 3 9 n 4 la 

ohalopévav, ar’ éuav yovatav otacbeioay 

avayKa 
> n \ / lal / 

oixTpas* Kal Tobe Seiwa fot 

It is possible to follow Hartung in simply omitting 
elSov yap in the strophe. He also omits éyw éuafor, on 
the ground, partly, I suppose, that éyw is a mere repeti- 
tion of an éwWw, which is the antecedent to the # of 
]. 74. I quite agree that the repeated dy indicates 
corruption, but I cannot accept Hartung’s treatment. 
He does not account for the corruptions he supposes. 

I propose tentatively to read the strophe thus: 

iy wept maidds éuod Tod cwfouévov cata Opnenv 
adi TlorvEcivns te pidys Ovyatpds 8: dveipwv (2 &v 

dvElpor), 
eldwrov doSeporv, San. 

I think that cidorov has produced cidov yap, partly by 
confusion with |. 90. dw and éuafor are glosses on 
eld@rov and Sddnv respectively, but were understood not 
as glosses but as supplied omissions. The reason that 
they were so misunderstood is that eiéov yap was clearly 
superfluous, and was thought to be itself an interpolation. 
1. 77 was too short to match |. 92 unless the glosses 
were added. With the glosses added, and also with a 
free use of the phenomenon which I am disputing, the 
two lines fit one another. What wonder, then, that the 
glosses were misunderstood as supplied omissions ? 

My reading removes the two examples of the phe- 
nomenon which occur after the hexameters, but it leaves 
two examples in each of the two hexameters. On the 
assumption that the passage is unauthentic, the result is 
what might naturally be expected. Instances of the 
disputed phenomenon would much more readily find a 
place in hexameters written by a forger than in lines of 
an obviously lyrical character. It is worth noting that 
the forms of the strophic hexameters are Attic or Epic, 
not Doric. The antistrophic hexameters, on the other 

VOL. I Z 
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hand, have been Doricized. The most probable conclusion, 
to my mind, is that we ought to Atticize or Epicize the 
antistrophic hexameters. I would read yyry, chafopévnr, 
and avaykn. 

I consider that the occurrence of the non-Doric forms 
in the strophe is a matter of real importance, and tends 
to show a non-Kuripidean origin. Of course it is possible 
that the antistrophe is genuine, and that the strophe is 
not. 

SEconD CHoruvs (Il. 444-483) 

This chorus, which consists of two strophes and anti- 
strophes, presents no example (except a purely graphical 
example) of the phenomenon under investigation. But I 
am by no means assured that, at any rate as it stands, it 
is the chorus which Euripides wrote as the second chorus 
of the Hecuba. It presents too many analogies to the 
fifth chorus of the [phigenca in Taurrs. 

ll. 458-61 are virtually a repetition of ll. 1099-102 
of the Iphigenia. In the chorus of the [phigensa Greek 
maidens are bewailing their slavery in a barbarian land : in 
this chorus Trojan maidens are bewailing their prospective 
slavery in Greece. It is natural that in the hands of 
somewhat unscrupulous redactors, one chorus should 
borrow from the other. 

If the scope of this book were different from what it is, 
I should like to linger over this point. In my treatment 
of the Jphigenra chorus, I take the view that that 
chorus is a restoration to more or less classical metre of a 
paraphrase in versus politict. If that is so, this chorus 
might possibly help one back to the actual Euripidean text 
of part of the passage which was paraphrased. 

This second chorus takes us into a particular lyrical 
atmosphere which is quite different from that of the first 
chorus, but which is that of the remaining choruses of the 
play. In the first chorus we found six instances of the 
disputed phenomenon in close proximity: in the rest of 
the play, except for one graphical omission of a diaeresis 
in this chorus, we find no examples at all. This difference 
between the first and the following choruses is merely 
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typical of a general difference not so much of accidents as 
of substance. The non-iambic lines (of which at any rate 
a certain number are Attic anapaests) in which the first 

chorus, whatever its exact limits, occurs, are 157 in 
number. In the whole of the rest of the play we find only 
191 lyrical and 3 anapaestic lines, in all 194 lines that 
are not tragic dialogue. 

The conclusion seems to be that as regards the first 
chorus alone, with its adjacent anapaests, the Hecuba 
presents signs of the inflation to which the Phoenissae, 
and in a less degree the Orestes, appear to have been 
subjected ; but that the rest of the choruses have been 
submitted to a process of pruning, with I know not what 
incidental alterations. The pruners were manifestly much 
stricter metricians than the inflators. It may reasonably 
be suspected that they were members of the same school 
which reduced the Prometheus Vinctus (if indeed those 
scholars are right who think that that play has been 
recast) to its present form. 

Seeing that the Hecuba was for a very long period the 
play which was chiefly taught to the young, I regard this 
pruning process as extremely natural. Even to-day one 
is familiar with editions of plays of Euripides, for the use 
of junior forms, in which the lyrical passages are deleted 
because of their excessive difficulty. I think that an 
approach to this is the real truth with regard to the 
greater part of the Hecuba. 

The graphical example of the disputed phenomenon in 
this chorus, which I have mentioned above, is as follows. 

In the fifth line of the second strophe the first foot is a 
dactyl: in the fifth line of the second antistrophe the first 
foot is a spondee, which spondee, however, may by the 
superscription of a diaeresis be converted into a dactyl. 

The lines are these : 

(a) ], 470. dawdaréaior TOLKiANOUT 

(b) 1. 479. "Apyetov: éyo & ev Eei- 
-va 

Editors generally, and, I think, rightly, read ’Apyeiov. 
Perhaps some careful scholars may be led to dispute this 
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reading by the fact that Liddell and Scott are silent as to 
the existence of a form of the word bearing the diaeresis. 
But Choeroboscus (quoted in Dindorf’s Stephanus) says : 
"Apyetos, of Aloneis “Apyéios Néyouor Suctavres ro t. That is 
enough: a diaeresis in Aeolic is in such a case sufficient 
authority for Doric. 

Turrp CuHorvus (Il. 629-657) 

This chorus consists of a strophe and antistrophe and 
an epode. 

It presents no example of the phenomenon under 
discussion. 

Although the chorus is carefully composed and attains 
to a high standard of elegance, I feel almost sure that it is 
not, as it stands, the work, or at least the undoctored work, 
of Euripides. The laws of synapheia are twice violently 
broken, once at the end of |. 630 as compared with the 
end of 1. 639, and once at the end of |. 641 as compared 
with the end of 1 632. Neither of these breaches of 
synapheia can possibly be cured except by a process of 
rewriting. A little less suspicious, but nevertheless 
calculated to provoke questioning, is the language (cwrca 
1. 645) employed concerning the judgement of Paris. It 
is singularly reminiscent both of the second chorus of the 
Andromache and of the fourth chorus of the Helen (at 
least if my restorations, which were made prior to my 
turning to this chorus, are approximately correct). 

Fourtsa Cuorvs (ll. 684-721) 

This chorus, which consists of dochmiac and other lines, 
mixed up with iambic dialogue, cannot be reduced to 
strophe and antistrophe. Several of the dochmii are of 
very faulty construction. 

Firra Cyorvs (ll. 905-952) 

(ll. 905-938 are preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest 
of the tenth century.) 
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We have here two strophes and antistrophes and an 
epode. ‘The chorus presents no example of the disputed 

_ phenomenon. I hardly think that this fact is so much 
due to an accurate preservation of the original text, as to 
eareful revision by bygone scholars of considerable en- 
lightenment ; but of course it is possible that no instance 
ever crept in. The neglect of synapheia at the end of 
]. 909 as compared with the end of 1. 918 shows that 

_ there has been some amount of rewriting. But the re- 
writing, in that case, must have been intelligent. At the 
end of |. 918 there is a full stop. Now a full stop does 
not justify a breach of synapheia; but the rewriter may 
easily have thought the opposite, and there is no breach 
of synapheia elsewhere. 

The chorus in its essentials (it is the famous od pér, 
@® Tatpis “Ikds) is unquestionably Euripidean, and indeed 
ranks among the very finest lyrical efforts of the poet. 
That such a chorus should have been retained in no way 
militates against my general view of the choruses of the 
Hecuba. So exceptionally a fine piece of writing as this 
is could not be removed or very materially altered even 
in an elementary school-book without depriving the 
Hlecuba of one of its most famous gems; and this no 
editor would be likely to attempt. 

SixtH CuHorvs (ll. 1024-1034) 

This chorus consists of a series of dochmii, interrupted 
towards the end by a single iambic trimeter. There is no 
possibility of reduction to strophe and antistrophe. I 
suspect condensation of a longer original. 

SEVENTH CuHoRus (Il. 1056-1106) 

This chorus consists of two speeches of quite unequal 
length by the blinded Polymestor, separated by three tragic 
trimeters (the last of which is obviously interpolated, as 
editors recognize) in the mouth of the chorus. 

There are evidently no strophes and antistrophes, and 
indeed it would appear to be impossible for a newly- 
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blinded man to execute, with any regard to scenic pro- 
priety, a choric dance. 

This consideration leaves me in a great state of un- 
certainty-as to the proper treatment of the passage. It 
is certainly Doric, and the metre is partially dochmiac. 
Conceivably Euripides may have here departed from 
dramatic tradition so far as to introduce Doric poetry 
which is not lyrical, as he introduces an aulodic nome in 
the Orestes (see my discussion of the Orestes 1369-1502). 
The heavily spondaic metre of the first two lines of the 
chorus (Il. 1056-7), 

Hor eyo, Ta BO, 

TA CTO, TA KEXT ; 

makes for some such supposition, reminding one of 
Terpander’s 

Led Tavt@v apxa, 
TaVTOV aynTwp, 

Zed, col atrévdw 
TavTav vpvov apydy. 

In that case, conformably with the Terpandrian metre, 
we should have to adopt the Terpandrian, and not the 
post-Terpandrian, structure. 

The apy would extend from 1. 1056 to |. 1069, the 
xatatpomy from |. 1070 to 1. 1084, the doudareos from 
1. 1088 to 1. 1098, and the cdpayis from |. 1099 to 
1.1106. The technical division would admirably suit the 
natural division based upon the sense. But I hesitate to 
assume without very strong proof that we have here a 
genuinely Euripidean nome written in the style of 
Terpander. 

SUMMARY 

The Hecuba presents seven examples of the phe- — 
nomenon in question. One of the instances is merely 
graphic: the other six occur in three sets of two to 
a line. 

= a _ 
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ORESTES 

This play must be considered in conjunction with the 
Hecuba and the Phoenissae. 

This is one of the nine plays which repose on the 
amplest MSS. authority. It is contained in Codex 
Marcianus 471 (known as A), Codex Vaticanus 909 
(known as B), Codex Havniensis (known as C), Codex 
Parisinus 2712 (known as E), Codex Marcianus 468 
(known as F), Codex Laurentianus 32. 2 (Nauck’s C), 
Codex Abbatiae Florentinae 172 (which I call B(2)), and 
in MSS. of inferior importance. 

Moreover portions of it are preserved in the Jerusalem 
palimpsest of the tenth century. Also, a few lines exist 
in a papyrus fragment of somewhere about the first 
century A.D. 

Add to this the fact that use, though not very free 
use, of the play is made by the compiler of the Christus 
Patiens. 

First Cuorvs (ll. 140-207) 

(This chorus is preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest 
of the tenth century.) 

Although the Orestes belongs to the privileged class of 
Kuripidean plays which have manuscript authority apart 
from C and B (or B(2)), and indeed, with the Hecuba 
and the Phoenissae, is a member of a sort of special 
triumvirate, nevertheless its text, as far at least as the 
choruses are concerned, is in a highly unsatisfactory state. 
For my own part I am tempted to think that the 
apparent superiority of the text of the Hecuba, Orestes, 
Phoenssae, Medea, Alcestis, Hippolytus, Andromache, 
Troades and Rhesus is to a large extent superficial and 
fallacious. No doubt the readings in these plays are less 
erude than the readings in the other group; but crudity 
and comparative authenticity are not always opposites. 
There is such a thing as plausible and smooth, but at 
the same time destructive, correction. 
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One of the features of the choruses of the Orestes is 
the presence of unusually bold additions to the Euripidean 
text. Editors have noticed various instances of this fact, 
but they have hardly recognized the persistence with 
which the treatment has been applied. 
The second line of the first strophe of the first chorus 

runs at present (I. 141): 
al \ an 3 ; 

TiOeire, un) KTUTTEITe, NS EOTW KTUTTOS 
] a \ Cal Pee / 

(v. . Wodette, wn xTuTeire, und éotw KTUTOS). 

This is obviously an iambic trimeter: but Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus, who quotes not merely the line but the 
passage, writes simply : 

la \ a? 

TLEiTe, 2) KTUTELT , 

and continues at once with the next line, which is 
dochmiac, and begins with a vowel. It is plain that the 
line as it now stands has been doctored with the help of 
L387: 

yapeite, un rodelte, und eotw KTUTOS. 

Whether Dionysius’ tvOe?re should be altered to ridere 
(so Porson) or to the singular 7/@e, we will leave for the 
moment an open question. 

Let us turn to the corresponding line of the anti- 
strophe (l. 154). It now runs: 

/ ” 4 ” / \ / 
TWa TUYaV ELTW; TWA dé cupopar ; 

Hither tiva tiyav eirw; or tiva 8 cupdopdy ; must be an 
interpolation designed to suit the metre of the corrupt 
strophic line. As riva 8€ cuudopdv; will by itself make 
no sense in the context, we are driven to regard 

¥ 

tiva Toya elt ; 

as the remnants of the real original. 
But the words have been moved about in order to — 

suit what at one time or another must have been read in 

the strophe : 
ridere, pu) eTumeit (or poder’) «Tr. 

Yet the first syllable of ecizw is made to serve as the 

a 
7 
’ 

j 
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middle syllable of the cretie of a dochmius, and that 
although the corresponding strophic syllable is short. 
This substitution in dochmii of --- for -v- is a familiar 
trick of rather late copyists. 

Therefore we arrive by exclusion at 
Yo J ” 4 

Ti elT@ TUYAD ; 

as the only possible dochmiac arrangement of the words. 
This shows us that in the strophic line we must read 

not ridere but rie. The alternation between the singular 
and the plural presents in the context no real difficulty, 
but may well have presented a meticulous difficulty to 
transcribers. 

Again, in the fourth line of the second strophe (1. 169) 
the chorus say : 

evdew pev ovv edoka. 

As this is in answer to a reproach from Electra: ‘ By 
thy uproar thou hast awakened him from sleep,’ it is 
obvious that the words are meaningless. At best they 
can be translated: ‘Nay, I fancied he was asleep’ (a 
grotesque rejoinder): but they would more _ properly 
mean: ‘ Nay, I fancied I was asleep.’ 

Clearly we must read something dochmiac of the 
sense: 

Han evder pev ovr. 

Indeed I can think of no other words that will both scan, 
yield the required meaning, and sérve as the basis of the 
present text. I am half inclined to think that ofa is 
the result of some such marginal note as doypuos. 

Be that as it may, let us look at the corresponding 
antistrophic line : 

mpodnros ap oO TOTMOS. 

This must be a deliberate alteration and expansion, so 
as to agree with the corrupt strophe, of what Euripides 
wrote. 

The only Greek words that I know that seem to suit 
the circumstances and the metre are: 

Tpoonrov TEKLMP. 
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Yet once more. In the eighth line of the second 
strophe (1. 173) the chorus are made to remark : 

UTVYOOCEL, 

and Electra continues : 

Nevers ev. 

The division of the line between the chorus and Electra 
is a mere bungling attempt to make sense, as is proved 
by the fact that the chorus speaks the whole of the anti- 
strophic line. A more original version must have been : 

XO. trv@dccer. Réyers ev. 

This Kirchhoff and others actually read. But Electra ' 
had never said that Orestes was asleep. On the contrary, 
she has just been rating the chorus for awakening him, 
and has ended by ordering them out of the house. More- 
over the word ¢d is an impossible metrical superfluity, and 
the previous line ends with a diphthong that has to be kept 
long, so that the initial vowel of iwvécce is an offence. 

It seems to me that we should read : 
/ , > 2 cae 

XO. ti; Kvooces y eT ev. 

I translate: ‘What? why, he is still sound asleep.’ 
This is sense and metre. 

Let us turn to the antistrophic line (1. 194): 

XO. dina (v.1. dtcaia) pév, Kada@s © ov. 

Here I cannot doubt but that od has been added in order 
to match the end of the corrupt strophic line. 

I suggest that we most probably should read : 
/ nan 

dika viv Kanes. 

This alteration involves the change of 6 ®o7Pos in |. 191 
to & 78, and consequential emendations; but these 
seem to me in any case metrically necessary. 

I think that I have sufficiently explained the sort of 
atmosphere which in my opinion pervades the text of 
the Orestean choruses. It is not an atmosphere in which 
either critic or emender can move with freedom or with 
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certainty; but it is an atmosphere favourable to the 
development of more or less rank metrical growths. 
Therefore I ask the reader to discount beforehand the 
authenticity of such instances of the phenomenon I am 
investigating as may present themselves in the course 
of this particular play. 

In this chorus the phenomenon in question appears 
twice decisively (instances B and C), and once in a dis- 
euised form (instance A). 

A 

The second line of the first strophe appears in the 
guise of an iambic trimeter: the second line of the first 
antistrophe consists of a pseudo-dochmius plus a dochmius, 
the latter of the type »-v----. With the help of a 
slight emendation, suggested by Elmsley, but probably 
with a result less original than our existing strophic text, 
though almost certainly a stage necessary to account for 
the existing antistrophic reading, the last three feet of 
the trimeter can be made into a dochmius of the type 
v--v-. Hence we discover a disguised instance of the 
phenomenon that is our subject matter. 

The lines are : 

(a) 1. 141. riBcire (v.1. podeire), ur) KTuTeite, und eoto 
KTUTCOS 

(Elmsley reads at the end: ju) ctw Krvmos) 
(b) 1. 154. riva Tuyav eitw; Tiva Sé cupdopar ; 

With the fortunate assistance of Dionysius, I have 
shown above (other commentators have gone a good 
portion of the way) that the true readings are: 

/ \ a > 

(a) TiOeL, Ln KTUTTELT 
/, 

(d) tiv élmw Tvyar ; 

pnd éorw KxTvTos 1S an interpolation : tlva dé cupdopar ; 

is an interpolation made to match, with an example of 
the questionable phenomenon included in it. But it 
must have been made to match not pn éotw xtiros but 
ph orm xtiros. That fact seems to argue that some one 
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tried to put back the false strophic trimeter into dochmiae 
form. The attempt can only be inferred from the anti- 
strophic line. But what a vista is opened out by the 
disclosure of an effort to reduce even interpolations into 
a classically metrical shape, and that shape a dochmiac 
shape! Most editors, even those who are thought unduly 
suspicious, attach an exaggerated authority to the litera 
serupta of respectable codices. They forget that emenda- 
tion is not a new art. Vixere fortes ante Agamemnona. 

B 

In the sixth line of the first strophe the final dochmius 
is of the impossible form »-----; in the sixth line of 
the first antistrophe the final dochmius is of the form 
vvv-v-. Hence there is not only a divergence in the 
last halves of the dochmii, but in the first portions we 
have an iamb answered by a tribrach. 

These are the lines: 

(a) 1. 145. Aerrod Sovaxos, @ Hira, dover por 

(b) 1. 158. Savov yAveutatav pepopéve yapav 

As I am about to attempt a reconstitution of the 
chorus as a whole, and as the strophic reading is merely a 
portion of a much more general corruption, I refer the 
reader to what I shall shortly say. Meanwhile [| will 
content myself with tabulating what I propose to read, 
viz. : 

(a) Sovakos, ® ira, Povia pou voeis ; 

(b) yAveutdray ta viv hepouéve yapw 

C 

In the fourteenth line of the second strophe the first 
dochmius is of the form ~vv-vvv, and the second 
dochmius is mutilated in such a way as to be represented 
now by only four short syllables; in the fourteenth line of 
the second antistrophe, as it stands at present, we have 
an exactly identical consecution of syllables, except that 
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the solitary long of the initial dochmius of the strophic 
line is replaced by two shorts. But it must be observed 
that the first of these two shorts is common as regards 
quantity both in Doric and in tragic Attic, so that there 
is even prima facie, in view of the mutilated second 
dochmius, some ground, independently of the particular 
thesis which I am supporting, for regarding the syllable 
as long, and the want of correspondence as having arisen 
in the mass of subsequent shorts. Nevertheless it is 
sufficiently manifest that on the existing reading, as it 
stands, the syllable is short. 

The lines are as follows : 

(a) 1.179. tov "Ayapenvorioy él Sdpor 

(b) ]. 200. rope?” icovexves, droueba 

As in the case of B, and for the same reasons, I will 
for the moment do no more than mention my suggested 
emendations : 

(a) Tov "Ayapeuvoviov éridpopos Sdopov 
(b) droped” icovécv’, droped’, @ Kaos 

Porson first proposed the dual, but he made trans- 
positions. 

The instances B and C are of such a kind that I cannot 
deal with them in detachment from the larger contexts in 
which they occur, nor indeed have I any desire to do so. 
Usually speaking, corruption moves, no doubt on lines 
which exhibit innumerable variations, but still in certain 
well-known directions, and within limits which, though 
wide, can with the help of a little critical experience be 
determined with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes. 
Consequently the lines and limits of reasonable emendation 
may as a rule be for the most part taken for granted. 
But the choruses of the Orestes seem to me, as I have 
already indicated, to possess a textual history of an 
abnormal character, and therefore I make no apology for 
proceeding to deal with this chorus as a whole in order 
to obtain light as to the nature of the corruptions which 
it exhibits. 
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It runs: 

XOPO> 

ciya ciya, NerTov ixvos apBvAns 140 oTp. a 
tiOeire (B wWodeire for rtiOetre), pry xTumeire, pnd 

ETM KTUTOS. 

HAEKTPA 

? \ a? A > / > > an? > / 7] 

arompo Bar ( arrompoBar ) EXELO , ATTOTTPO LoL KOLTAS. 

XOPO> 

ioov, tetOouas. 

HAEKTPA - 

a& & cvpiyyos OTws Tv0a NETTOD 145 
Sovakos, ® hira, hover jor. 

XOPOS 

18, arpewatov (v.l. atpewatav) os stropodov (vl. 
ima@popov) pépw 

Boav. 

HAEKTPA 

val ovT@s. 
P , / BE hed > , ” 

KatTaye KatTaye, TpociO atpéwas, atpéuas Oc: 
royov (B inserts &) dddos ef’ 6 te ypéos eudreré 

TOTE. 150 

xpovia yap mecov (V.l. eumecav) 68 edvdberar. 

XOPO> 

Tas exer; Aoyou petddos, @ didra. avT. a 

HAEKTPA 

tiva tvxav cimw; Tiva 5é cupdopar ; 

ére pev éumvéer, Bpayd & avacréves, 155 

XOPOS 

ti dns; @® Tadas. 
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HAEKTPA 

; A / dreis, ef Bréhapa Kivyncets Hrvov 
yuxutdray depouéve yapdv (a corrector of E ydpw). 

XOPOS 

® (B and c omit 6) pére0s eybictwv Oder 
épypatov, 160 

takas (C & rddas: F & réddas) ged poxOar. 
(Seidler first assigned ded poyPwv to Electra.) 

HAEKTPA 

adikos aduca ToT ap édaKxev édakev, aTro- 
v3 : Le / / ee 297 -povov OT émt Tpimrods Péuidos ap edixace 

govov 6 Aokias éuas parépos. 165 

XOPO> 

opas ; év mémdovoe Kivet Séuas. . otp. 8 

HAEKTPA 

cv yap vw, ® Tddawa, 

Owitac’ (with a note in A yp. Kal é&\dcac’) eBanres 
é& wrrvov. 

XOPOS 
evoew pev ovv édo€a. 

HAEKTPA 

ovK ad Huov, ovK at olkwv 170 
/ 

Tadw ava Toba aov cidiEes 
4 

peOewéva KTUTOV ; 

XOPO > 
UTVMOCEL. 

HAEKTPA 

éyers ev. 
motva (C& rorya) rota vvé, 
imvodorerpa TOV TOAVTTOV@Y (Cod. Hierosol. ToAvoT Over ) 175 

Bporarv, 
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épeBobev 101, wore pore KaTaTrTEpos 
tov ’Ayapeuvovecov (a corrector of E writes 1 above 

the ev) émt Sopor. 
imo yap adyéwv bro Te cuphopas 
Scovyopuel’, oiyoueOa (ABcC’ Siovydper® oiyoper@): 

KTUTOV nyayeT* ovYL oiya 
ciya pvdrAaccopéva 
oropatos (C dua ordpartos) avaxédadov (A ava Kédadov) 

dro Néxeos 4)- 
-cuxov imvov yapav tapétes (AFcC insert o) dira ; 

XOPOS 

CHAP. 

180 

185 

/ / a \ / > , Opoe. Tis KaKa@Y TEhEVTA [MEVEL. avT. B 

HAEKTPA 

Oavetv: ti & addo (F adds v¥° eiras: ¢ y eta, and 
reads tiy’ for ti &) ; 

ovdé yap moOov éyer Bopas. 

XOPOS 

mpodnros ap (ABF dp’) 6 motpos. 

HAEKTPA 

é&éOuc’ 0 PDoiBos npas 
pédeov amrodovoy aipa Sovs 
matpodsvov patpos (watépos ABE). 

XOPO > 
/ / la 9 BA Sixaia pév, Karas 6 ov. 

HAEKTPA 

éOaves @Oaves, @ 
texopeva (the second hand of F adds pe) parep, azo 

& w@reras 
matépa téxva te (C omits te) rade céOev ad? aipatos 
6rdspeO” icovécves drdpeOa (B droped” dropel? ico- 

véxves). 

190 

195 

200 

a i i el i i il ii a i, i 

— 
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ov Te yap év _vexpois, ro t (EK rd &) epwov olyeras 

Biov ro (F ra) Tréov pépos év orovaxaict (A crova- 
xeoe: C orovdxaus) te kal yooust (ABF yoo) 

Saxpuci Tt évvvyioi.s: 205 
” »” 3 v ¢ / e 
ayamos, wid, atexvos ate Biorov a 

/ > \ \ / 

fédeos €s TOV aiéy EXKwW yYpovor. 

On |. 194 a scholiast writes : 

dixa éevtadda ypade, py Sixaa: 

oUTM yap éyel Tpos TO péTpoV OpOas. 

This is a couplet in the iambic trimeter catalectic metre, 
with “ technical” licences. 

I have not mentioned absurd distributions of parts 
among the characters: I am afraid | have overburdened 
the text with variant readings, even as it is. 

NortTEs 

1.140. It is obvious that ciya ciya will not begin a 
dochmius. The Attic genitive dpSvAys seems to indicate 
that the existing reading is only a poor attempt to restore 
to dochmiac form what had previously been corrupted into 
an iambic trimeter. I suggest ciya ot, siya. I suppose 
that, in order to suit ctya ciya, an antistrophic ras dp’ 
éxec ; has been altered to mas éyeu. 

ll. 145-6. As these lines stand, they mean nothing. - 
With dove? for dover, they would mean that the dovaké 
accompanying the chorus sounds to Electra as shrill as 
if it were a cipuyé. The expression of such a sentiment 
is impossible for two reasons. In the first place, the 
orchestral accompaniment is not mentioned by the actors 
in a tragedy; it is a conventional unreality, and no 
more to be referred to in the course of the play than is the 
presence of the audience. From this accompaniment must 
be distinguished an accompaniment of another kind, as for 
instance if one of the dramatis personae were a flute-player, 
and if he came upon the stage blowing his flute. An 
example of this kind is to be found in the music and 
odours, half of heaven, half of earth, which float round 

VOL. I 2A 
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the Oceanides in the Prometheus Vinctus. These are 
appropriately mentioned (for they are no mere conven- 
tional adjunct of the theatre) by Prometheus (ll. 115-6) : 

tis ax, Tis Oma TpocérTa mw adeyyns, 
Oedcutos, 7 Bpotesos, 7 Kexpapévy ; 

But there is nothing of the sort here. In the second 
place, Electra herself here takes part in equal degree with 
the chorus in the lyric song and dance. Consequently her 
own utterances must be as much accompanied by the dovat 
as those of the chorus. ‘Therefore it is absurd to represent 
her as objecting in a lyric song accompanied by the Sovak 
(as to the possibility of this see below) to the fact that the 
songs of the chorus also are accompanied by the same dova€. 
For my own part, I consider that an original od pyyvie’ has 
become cvpuyyos, and that, to suit ovpuyyos, the passage has 
been somewhat clumsily recast. 

Against any such reading I bring the further objection 
that there can be no question of a ddvaE accompaniment 
at all. The mere existence of ordinary strophe and anti- 
strophe proves practically, if not theoretically, that the 
accompaniment was on the lyre. 

ll. 148-9. vai odtws will not scan, and is not poetry 
but prose. Editors have seen that xdtaye xataye is a 
nautical metaphor. I wonder that they have not seen 
that vai conceals vai, which completes the metaphor. But 
vat xa&raye, with nothing to soften it, would be an intoler- 
ably harsh metaphor under the circumstances. Read: vai 
To. Kxadtaye Kataye, ‘bring, bring thy bark—I speak in 
proverbs—to the quay.’ 

ll. 157-9. «woes will not scan, and it seems to me 
well-nigh monstrous to suppose that the expression «ueip 
Brédapa can be used of a person who by mere noise and 
without physical contact causes another person’s eyes 
to open. Moreover, in any case, to ‘stir,’ ‘move, or 
‘rouse’ eyelids is a strange way of speaking. I think it 
is a question of rousing not Orestes’ eyelids, but Orestes 
himself. Therefore I read : 

dreis, Kav eXappa KiVHS Urvou 
yAukuTatay Ta viv pepomevoy yapw. 
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I suggest that «wis became Kuvjces because the meaning 

of depdwevov was misunderstood. It was thought to be 
passive (‘being carried’) and not middle (‘ winning’). 
Consequently an eis had to be inserted to complete the 
sense. Ultimately the real voice of Pepopevov was again 
recognized, and «ws eis brrvov . . - Pepopwevo xapw became 
Kwwhoes UTvov . . Pepopevov yapav. This involved an 
alteration of nav to xet or ed. Hither of these metrically 
necessitated Srédapa for érkadpa. Hence depopévo BrEhapa 
made «ei meaningless, so that ei alone remained possible. 
I regard the omission of ra viv as due to haplography. 

The rest of the alterations that I make have either 
been already explained or else are such as to call for no 
explanatory comment. Several of the latter class are no 
doubt very uncertain: what seems to me certain is that 
the existing text is impossible. 

I tentatively reconstruct the chorus thus : 

XO. ciya ov, ciya, NeTTOV iyvos apBvnras 140 oTp. a’ 
re 

Tider pn KTUTEIT. 
HA. amompo Bar éxeio’, amomTpo mot. KOoElT ; 

XO. idov, reiPopar. 

HA. pa pa: 
\ € a > ow \ e / 

ov pynyvuo OTS TVOaV ETTTATTVOU 145 

dovaxos, ® dira, poved pot voeis ; 

XO. 18, atpewaiov as tropodov dépw 
Boav. HA, vai trot 

/ / / , b] / > FF » 

KaTaye KaTaye, Tpocl) atpéwas, atpéwas iOc° 

Aoyov amrddos éh 6 Te ypéos eworeTE Tore. 150 
xpovia yap Tecwv 6d evvaterar. 

XO. mas dp ever; ROyou petddos, ® dpidra. avT. a 
tiv éimw TvYyaD ; 

HA. ére pév eurrvéct, Bpayd 8 avacréver. 155 
XO. ti dys; @ Taras. 
HA, a a: 

Oreis, Kav éXabpa Kivns Urvov 
yAukuTdtav Ta viv hepopevoy yapuv. 

XO. péreos éyPerar Ocdbev epypator, 160 
tdras. HA, ded poyor. ; 
” 7 i ae ae 5) b / adixos dduka TOT ap édaKevy edaKeEV, aTrO- 
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XO. 
HA. 

XO. 
HA. 

XO. 
HA. 

XO. 
HA. 

XO. 
HA. 

XO. 
HA. 

ANTI MIA> 

-povov 67 éml tpimrods. @éuidos ap’ édixace 
dovov 0 Aoklas éuas parépos. 
opas ; év mémdovor Kiet Séuas. 
. / / b] b] 7 wo 4 b] ov yap viv, Tara, €OwiEas ex T 

éBares && Urrvov. 
Man evder pev ovr. 

? Te Poe ae 4 1% ” / p Sod." / \ ovKk ap éuav am oikwv Tadd ava Toba cov 
éri€ers Kevod peOepéva KTUTOU ; 
TL; Kv@oOoEL y ET Ev. 

moTwa mTéoTvLa VUE, 
ig / a / lal 

brvodoteipa TAY ToAUTIOVoY BpoTaD, 
/ / 

épeBobev 101, wore pore KaTadTEpos 
‘ / 

tov “Ayapeuvoviov émidpomos Sopor. 
Sia yap adyéwv bro Te cupdopas 

/ / 

oiyoued’, oiyoueba. 
/ 4 4 >] > \ an ? > \ a ? 

ti xTUTov Hpat ; ovxi ciy’ odyl oy 
/ 

éXaccoupéeva oTopatos apa Kédadov 
amo ov Aiyéos aovyov Urvov yapw 
mapéees, pira ; 

Opoe, Tis KaK@V TedEUTA pévEL. 

Oaveiy tor Oaveiv: ti 8 Addr; OvdE yap 
/ a 

moOov éyer Bopas. 
mMpoonrov TéKpwp. 

/ 9 na 

é& dp EOvcas, ® PoiBe, véov amodovov 
>3? b \ / 4 

éd ai’ aiua Sovs matpodovov paras. 
Sika viv Kaneis. | 
” ” = eOaves eOaves, @ 

/ an > \ > ” 

Texoméeva pe matep, amo 8 wrecas 
/ / Pg / ws? @ ? BA >? 

matépa Téxva te Tade céOev ad aiw ayovT® 
>] / ’ > / ’ 3 / > s / 

drAouel icovéxy OrOUEO’, @ Kaos. 
na / 

av Te yap & veKpots, TO T éuov olyeTat 
/ U / 

TNELOTEPOV YE MEPOS 
al / 

éy otovayaiot Kal yoouiv te dda- 
> > 

-Kpuoiv T évvvyxyols. ayamos, érider, arTe- 
BA - ¢ / > \ > 

-kvos dpa Biotov a pédeos és Tov ai- 
-ev €\xw xpovor. 

Second CHorvs (ll. 316-347) 

CHAP. 

170 

175 

180 

185 

avt. B’ 

190 

195 

200 

205 

(This chorus is preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest. 
ll. 338-44, together with their music, are preserved in a 

a 

th es 
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fragmentary condition in a papyrus of about the first 
century A.D.) 

This dochmiac chorus does not present by any means 
as extensive a corruption as does the first chorus. But 

at the same time it exhibits numerous traces of having 
been edited in accordance with an erroneous theory of 
dochmiac scansion. ‘There are many examples in it of 
the substitution of three longs for the cretic of the 
dochmius. One of these, cupBadrrcc in |. 336, was got © 
rid of by Porson. He, to the improvement of the sense 
and with the support of an MS. reading cupBare., substi- 
tutes cvpBanrei. 

The chorus presents six instances of the phenomenon 
into which [ am inquiring; but the evidential value of 
this somewhat large number is lessened almost to vanishing 
oe by the fact that four of the instances are produced 
y the way in which two consecutive dochmii in the 

antistrophe correspond to two consecutive dochmii in the 
strophe. There is hardly any surer proof of corruption 
than the accumulation of a quantity of abnormalities, 
even if the abnormalities are not positively irregular, 
within the compass of one or two lines. 

A 

In the seventh line of the strophe the second dochmius 
is of the irregular form ---v-: in the seventh line of 
the antistrophe the second dochmius is of the equally 
irregular form v vv - - -. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 822. ravaov aidép’ auradrec0’ aipatos 

(b) 1. 338. parépos aia cas, 8 o dvaBaxyeve ; 

The strophic context is this : 
, 

perayxpates Edpevides, aite Tov 
\ > ' Me) > / >] vA 

Tavaov aidép apumadr«ec0’, aipatos 
Me / / 

Tivvpevat Sixav, Twtpevar ovov. 

Paley suggested that for aire tov we should read 
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ai mrepov. Porson read duradde0. I propose to combine 
these two improvements, and to read: 

/ > / a \ pedayxpwtes Kipevides, al mrepov 
, > / b] >? ~/ 

Tavuébepov autrarreT ef aipatos, 
Tivtpevar Sikav, Tiwvpevat ovov. 

‘OQ black-hued Furies, that poise on vibrant wings of 
wide-spread plumage over blood out-shed, ye that exact 
retribution and that avenge murder.’ 

I suspect a reminiscence of Bacchylides’ use of the 
word éepay as denoting the plumage of an eagle 
(Ode v. 29). I have discussed at some length the 
forms of the compounds of éep and of @€epa under 
heading D of the second Olympian Ode of Pindar. 

But if one admits that aire tov tavady aibép’ aumadrecO’ 
is a corruption of a? wrepov tavvéBerpov aymaddeTe (with or 
without elision), then some’ note of space must be intro- 
duced. It would be useless to describe the Furies as 
simply poising: where they poise is what matters. 
Therefore I put an é¢’ before aiuatos, and the comma 
after aiuaros. | do not think that AMNAAAETE® is 
unlike AMMAAAEC®. | 

Of course I am chiefly influenced by metrical con- 
siderations. 

If I have emended |. 322 correctly, it is a simple 
matter to restore |. 338. There Porson substituted 
avaBaxxot for avaBaxyever. After consulting the lexicon 
with some care, | have come to the opinion that this 
emendation is certain, unless Euripides employed some 
verbal derivative of Baxyos of which we have elsewhere no 
trace. It is true that dvaBaxywtv does not occur, but 
cataBaxyvodobe is found in the Bacchae (1.109). A form 
in xata- is good evidence of a form in dva-. 

But it is not enough to follow Porson, although he is 
generally a great deal more in the right than most modern 
editors are disposed to admit. A transposition of the 
dochmii is also necessary. 

Read : 
¢ 

5 o avaBaKxy.ol, patépos alwa cas ; 
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.This reading has a twofold advantage. It echoes 
aiwatos by aia in the same place in the line, and it yields 
a fine climax. 

No doubt transposition is a remedy not to be lightly 
applied. But the Orestes has been deliberately altered 
more than most plays, and indeed in any play there would 
be a temptation to the copyist (who presumably had little 
eye for a climax) to change the position of a relative 
clause that stood in front of the logical antecedent to the 
relative. 

It is very evident that the antistrophic context is 
extremely corrupt. However, I do not think that it 
would help my argument were I to attempt the some- 
what lengthy task of dealing with it. 

B 

In the thirteenth line of the strophe the first dochmius 
is of the type »---v-: in the thirteenth line of the anti- 
strophe the first dochmius is of the type »-vvv-. 

These are the lines: 

(a) 1. 328. ofwv, & rdras, dpexOels eppers 
(b) 1. 344. AadBpows drcOpiowow ev Kbpacu 

The strophic context runs: _ 

hed poxdar, 
olwv, ® Taras, dpexOels Eppecs, 
tpimoéos amo dati, av 6 PoiBos 

éXakev EXaxe, SeEapevos ava Satredov 
~ / / / 
iva pecouharo, Aéyovtar pvyxoi. 

ded poxOwv is an unmetrical phrase that seems to have 
captivated the copyists. Compare |. 161 of this play. 
The rest of that context is so very like this, containing as 
it does rdAas, an édaxev repeated as here, and the expression 
éml tpizoos, that no one can wonder that the corruption ¢ed 
p0x0ov also appears in both passages. 

I am disposed to regard ofwv here as exclamatory, and 
the beginning of the sentence. I think ged poyfov is a 
pure interpolation, partly designed with a view to give 
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ofwv an antecedent. If, as in l. 161, we were to emend to 
ged poyav, we should be carrying the resemblance between 
the two passages to a positively absurd point. 

But ofwy itself seems to me to be a corruption of ofay, 
caused no doubt by the proximity of dpeydels. I would 
read (except that the second of the lines and its antistrophic 
counterpart obviously require considerable emendation in 
the interest of metre) : 

olav, ® Taras, dpeyels Erpes 
tpimodes amo dati, av 6 PoiBos 
édaxev dake, SeEapevos ava Satredov 
iva pecouparos éyovTar puyol. 

I see no reason why dpeyOels should not be used 
absolutely to denote the posture of a suppliant (as dis- 
tinguished from dépéEacOar: dpexPAvac is said in the Helen, 
1. 1328, of a suppliant, though there it governs a genitive): 
but I admit that the word bears a suspicious likeness to 
"Opéc®. 

In any case, I see no ground to suspect & rddas. 
That being so, let us turn to the antistrophic line. The 

context of that runs: 

ava 5é aidos os 
Tis akatouv Oods tivaktas Saipov 
KaTéxAvcev SELVOV TOVeV, @S TOVTOU 

AaBpos orcOpiovcw ev Kipacw. 

The metre shows that there is any amount of corruption 
here. . 

I suppose that #s wovrov is an inept interpolation to 
balance ed wox8av. It seems impossible to deal effectively 
with the passage as a whole, if only for the fact that 
just before ged poyPwv the strophic counterpart has gone 
hopelessly to pieces. But the very enormity of the corrup- 
tions renders worthless the example of the phenomenon 
that I am discussing. 

Possibly the os of the interpolated os ovrov has 
destroyed a genuine @s at a later point. Therefore it 
would be possible to read : 

AaBpows ws OrCOpios KUpacw. 
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I think most readers will on consideration feel an 
objection to the juxtaposition of the two adjectives AdBpors 
and odg¢piovow without any word to separate them. ‘The 
insertion of és would remove this stylistic difficulty. 

This passage is partially preserved in a papyrus frag- 
ment, which cannot well be much later than the first 
century A.D. The papyrus exhibits not only the text but 
also the music. 

Unfortunately the text is so much mutilated as to 
leave us in doubt whether or no it originally contained 
the majority of the metrical anomalies which the passage 
now presents. It contained os ovrov, or rather oes 
movtov. In it catoropvpouas preceded parépos. This latter 
peculiarity fits in well with the suggestion I have already 
made that we ought to read : 

” oo a , ® a 
078 avaBakyvoi, MaTEPOS AlLULa aas ; 

A transposition may easily, at one stage, have extended 
to words to which the supposed rationale of the transposi- 
tion did not properly apply. 

The papyrus (which has been annotated at length by 
both Wessely and O. Crusius) runs, so far as it can be 
deciphered : 

Pb oS iP ose a 
®TPOMAIZMATEPOZ 

z at) ee Se 
AKXETEIZOMEIrAZ 

it "ee eee) Se 
ZEMBPOTOIZZANA 

poop a Ope oC. 
XTAKATOTOOAZSTINA 

oO on P it I 

KATEKATZEN 971D 

aS ro) 
ND" IDOOSNONT 

1C:C: PpyZ 

I XIN 

Tt will be observed that, by a strange coincidence, the 
molossian endings of the two dochmii, twdéas Saiwov and 
katéxhucey Sewav, are represented by lacunae in the 
papyrus. The molossian dochmius 6 o& dvaBaxyeve is 
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there, so far as -axyever is concerned ; but that is evidence 
of nothing, seeing that at the date of the papyrus any 
diphthong could easily be shortened ante vocalem. 

The point of real interest is the papyrus treatment of 
the molossian dochmius rover as tovtov. 

If this dochmius is (as I maintain) faulty, its fault 
consists in the fact that the short syllable of the final 
cretic has been converted into a long. We should there- 
fore, whether I am right or wrong in supposing the 
dochmius in question to be faulty, expect that the 
papyrus, in its musical treatment of the final molossus, 
would assign to it in some way or other the length of a 
cretic, or, in other words, would apply to it a process of 
irrational correption. 

But, when we come to facts, we find that exactly the 
opposite has occurred. Instead of irrational correption 
we are confronted with irrational protraction. We have 
before us, instead of as, the writing ows, emphasized with 
musical marks which leave no doubt as to the disyllabic 
scansion of the word. 

This is surely as much as to say that whoever put the 
music of the passage into its papyrus form, was unable to 
fit the words zdévwv os rovrov to the dochmiac measure, 
and therefore had by resolution to make the best of them 
in another way. 

It seems to me almost impossible that Crusius should 

be right in assigning to #as the value = The — 

duplication of the omega seems to me to be a most 
unnatural method of indicating such a scansion. das 
would be less unnatural. When the Athenians felt the 
need of writing their own contracted op# in such a form 
as would make it fit into places in epic poems where the 
uncontracted opdw had originally stood, they wrote not 
opww, but dpow. As far as I can see, the principle of 
so-called Homeric epectasis ought to apply equally to 
epectasis that is not Homeric. ws naturally implies -- 
So much for the first syllable of dws. With regard to the 
second syllable, I entirely fail to understand on what 
principle Crusius gives it the value of a quaver: it is 

a 

a a ee 

¥ — 
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as long as a syllable can possibly be, seeing that (even if 
the word be scanned oos) the next word begins with a 
consonant. 

The reader must beware of supposing that the music 
of the papyrus fragment is any more likely to have 
escaped corruption than the verbal text. It is necessary 
that, wherever verbal corruption disturbed the metre, the 
music should be adapted to the resultant new metre. In 
addition to this we have to bear in mind the possibilities 
of faulty transcription of the music itself. No one would 
maintain that the score of a piece of modern music of any 
length could be copied out some dozen times in manuscript 
without errors creeping in. The ancient Greek method of 
expressing music graphically seems to me to lend itself 
much more easily to corruption. 

And do not let anyone suppose that early papyri are 
immune from grave error. 

C, D, E anp F 

The fifteenth line of the strophe is composed of two 
dochmii, of the type vuvuve-, vevvuveve: the fifteenth 
line of the antistrophe is composed of two dochmii of the 
type vev-vuyv, vev-v-. Thus there are here four 
examples of the phenomenon which is the subject of my 
investigation. 

The lines are these: 

(a) ]. 330. €raxev @draxe, SeEdpuevos ava Sa7edov 

(b) 1. 346. érepov 4 rov ad Beoyovev yayov 

This does not appear to be a case for emendation. 
The true antistrophic line has utterly perished, together 
with two others. 

After saying that great prosperity is not an abiding 
possession, but that it is liable to be stript away like the 
sail of a ship, the chorus continue : 

/ \ 4 / 3 ” 

TWA yap ETL Tapos oiKov aXXoV 
4 x \ \ / 

éTepov 7) Tov amo Oeoyovwy yauov 
\ > \ 4 / / / 

Tov amo Tavtddov céBecPai pe xpr ; 
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There is a complete non sequitur of sense, the language 
is awkward to a degree, and in addition we have four 
examples of the phenomenon which I am investigating 
crowded together in one line, a proportion which not even 
its defenders can reasonably justify. 

Porson cast doubt on the passage as it stands. 1 will 
go a little further, and denounce it either as an out and 
out interpolation, or at least as so complete a distortion of 
the original as to be no better than an interpolation. I 
see no profit in discussing it further. 

But I will point out that the anapaests which follow 
it seem to be, some of them at least, in much the same 
case. They begin 

kat pay Bacireds be 8) oTEtxeL, 
Mevéraos advakt, jwoddH aBpoctivy 
dfros opacbau 
tov Tavtadidav é€& alpatos ov. 

But those lines were known, in at any rate something 
very like their present form (the text of Dion is uncertain), 
to Dion Chrysostom circa 50 a.p. It may be the fact 
that some of the main corruptions of the Orestes had 
found their way into the text before his time. 

Tuirp CxHorus (ll. 807-843) 

In the seventh line of the strophe the first foot is a 
dactyl: in the seventh line of the antistrophe for this 
dactyl appears, by patent corruption, a third paeon. 

These are the lines : 

(a) 818, mrvde Tavraridais 

(b) 1. 825. @avarov yap audi doBo 

Among various attempts at correction, the only one 
that can be said to commend itself in some degree is that 
of Kirchhoff, who reads Seva for Gavatov. He supposes 
that @avdrov is an explanatory note appended to ¢0fg. 
But I entertain two objections to his emendation. In 
the first place I consider it most unlikely that a note 
explaining what was the obvious object of the fear should 

ee ee ee res 

an wo ee — a 
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have been appended, especially when the construction of 
audi was much more the point calling for a note: in the 
second place, supposing that a note Q@avdrov actually 
existed, it would argue more than usual fatuity on the 
part of a copyist, if he so far misunderstood the meaning 
of the note as to suppose it to be a correction of ded, 
assuming, for the sake of argument, that Seva was in the 
text. 

On the whole, I am disposed to think that there is no 
means of recovering with approximate certainty what 
Euripides wrote: but of various possibilities that have 
floated through my mind I much prefer 

Onrv yap audl PoBeo 
Tuvdapis taynoe Ttddat- 
-va. 

I think that 6)Av might yield @avarov without the aid 
of any gloss, especially in virtue of its final v. I do not 
suggest that @Av means ‘with a woman’s cry,’ though 
that would doubtless here be its connotation as dis- 
tinguished from its denotation. On the contrary, I should 
assign to it the same kind of meaning as appears in @jAus 
eépon (Odyssey v. 467 and Scutum 395). I think we 
have an exact parallel in Odyssey vi. 122: 

@s Té pe Kouvpdwv audynrvbe OFrAvS avT7. 

There, as it seems to me, @fAvs literally means ‘ fresh,’ 
‘shrill,’ or the like; but from the context, not from its. 
own properties, it is tinged with something of its own 
alternative meaning. 

Is there such a thing as a sort of transposed echo, 
not of sense but of sound? If so, 64Av is such an echo- 
of #Av6-. 

Fourth Cuorvs (Il. 960-1012) 

The chorus begins with an obvious strophe and 
antistrophe, which take us as far as 1. 981. After this. 
point no strophic anti-strophic correspondence can, with 
the text as it stands, be traced. The last few lines are 
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dactylic. The passage which extends from 1. 982 to 
I. 1012 is much too long for an epode. I suspect some 
violent distortion of an original strophic-antistrophic 
arrangement, coupled very likely with interpolation. The 
lines which I have described as dactylic (and they can be 
nothing else, if they are genuine) look remarkably like 
attempts at anapaestic dimeters perpetrated in ignorance 
of anapaestic rules. That I am justified in gravely 
suspecting the integrity of the latter portion of the 
chorus, is proved by the extraordinary state of the text of 
the six lines, evidently either a genuine but corrupted 
anapaestic passage or else a forged would-be anapaestic 
passage, which come immediately afterwards. They run 
thus : 

XO. cal pny 65e ads Evdyyovos Eprres 
wipe Oavatov Kataxvpobeis, 
6 Te TioTOTaTos TavTwv IlvAdéys 
icddedghos avnp, iOvvev 1015 
vooepov KaAOV 'Opéatou 
Todt Kndoctv@ Tapacelpos. 

As it stands, the chorus presents two examples of the 
phenomenon I am investigating. | 

A 

The second line of the strophe is a lyrical iambic 
trimeter with tribrachs in the third and fourth feet and 
an iamb in the fifth foot: the second line of the anti- 
strophe is a lyrical iambic trimeter with tribrachs not 
only in the third and fourth feet, but also in the fifth 
foot. 

These are the lines with their contexts: 

(a) ll. 960-2. xatapyowar orevaypor, ® Iedacyia, 
TiWeica evKov dvuxya bia Trapnider, 

aiwatnpov atay 
(b) ll. 971-8. BéBaxe yap BéBaxev, oiyetar réxvov 

mpotaca yévva IléXoros, 6 7 eri paxapios 
a BA bd ” Eros @VY TOT OiKOLS 

SS ee 
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In order to clear away the prejudice which causes 
many scholars to see nothing unnatural in a_ lyrical 
trimeter in a strophe being answered in the antistrophe 

_ by another lyrical trimeter of not quite the same scansion, 
I think it will be sufficient to set out the lyrical trimeters 
which occur in this passage. It will be noticed that 
syllabic correspondence is carefully observed, through 
various complications of resolutions, in every foot of every 
such line, except in the fifth foot of the two lines with 
which we are dealing. 

1, 960 is exactly answered by |. 971: 

960. xatdpyopuat otrevaypov, @ Iedacyia 
971. BéBaxe yap BéBaxev, olyetar Téxvov 

1, 963 is exactly answered by 1. 974: 

963. «xtUmov te Kpatos, bv éday’ & KaTa xOoves 
974. dOovos vw cide Ocd0ev, & Te Svoperys 

]. 966 is exactly answered by I. 977: 

966. cidapov él Kdpa TiWeica Kovpimov 
977. vn rodvTova, Nevooes’, ws Tap édridas 

Hence, apart from, but in corroboration of, the general 
metrical principles on which I| chiefly rely, we possess 
special and, so to speak, local evidence, which tends very 
strongly to show that either apnidev or paxapiow 18 
corrupt. 

I incline to the opinion that 

6 7 émt paxapious 
fHros @VY TOT oLKOLS 

is an alteration, probably by way of correction, of 
e > b] / 

6 T €7mlKaLpLoLS 
lol ” > yy 

fHros WY TOT OLKOLS. 

émvxaipsos, in the sense ‘ important,’ ‘ influential,’ seems 
to me to go excellently with the idea of Aros. This use of 
the word is rather common in Xenophon. See for example 
Cyropaedia iii. 3. 12, and Anabasis vii. 1. 6. 

It is generally assumed that the non-Attic influence 
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at work in the style and diction of Xenophon was the 
result of his prolonged absence from Attica. I do not 
think that this was the case. He seems to me on the other 
hand to have deliberately rejected the Attic vernacular, 
perhaps because of his aristocratic sympathies, as a literary 
vehicle. I believe that he felt himself to be following in 
large measure the traditions of Thucydides. In other 
words, I regard him as having refused to discard the 
leaven of Ionism which at one time had been thought an 
ingredient necessary to Attic, if the latter was to rise to 
the dignity of serious literature. But it is precisely this 
same [onic flavour which does more than anything else to 
distinguish the dialect of tragedy from the dialect of 
later Attic prose. Therefore I do not think that I am 
doing anything out of the way in suggesting that a 
typically Xenophontean word should be read in Euripides. 

B 

In the sixth line of the strophe the second syllable is 
a long: in the sixth line of the antistrophe this long is 
replaced by what, if any kind of correspondence is to be 
preserved, must be regarded as two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 965. iayeirm (Porson iaxyeito) dé ya Kuxroria 

(b) 1. 976. (% id, mavddxput’ ébapépov 

Porson seems to have been right in regarding iayeitw 
as impossible. Antipater and Nonnus unquestionably 
used iayeiv. But in classical Greek iayeiy conceals either 
iaxyxeiv or axetv (Doric for jxeiv). Elmsley (on Heraclidae 
752) appears to have been the first to point out the con- 
fusion between iayeiy and ayeiv. 

It may well be doubted in any case whether iaxyeito 
is the true reading here; but the doubt is much increased 
when we observe that 1. 964 (which by the way is 
extremely corrupt) ends in the MSS. with the word @ed. 
The last syllable of @ea4 is shown by the antistrophe to be 
long. Consequently, instead of ‘axyeirw, we desiderate a 
word beginning with a consonant. This fact seems to me 
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enough to destroy the little evidence that exists in favour 
of our having here an actual case of the phenomenon into 
which | am inquiring. 

I would suggest that in this passage iayeirw conceals 
neither iaxye’rw nor the simple dyeirw, but the compound 
| diayeito. Svayeirw in its turn | regard as an explanatory 

substitution of the third for the second person of the 
- imperative. 

I would read the strophic and antistrophic lines thus, 
looking on the latter as having been deliberately altered 

_ to suit (more or less) the strophe : 

(a) Suayer 8é, ya Kukdoria 
(b) io, wavdaxput épapépov 

Of course this emendation is extremely conjectural. 
_ To upset the validity of the phenomenon in this case it is 

not necessary to proceed to the length of emendation. 

FirrH Cyorvs (ll. 1246-1310) 

This is an exceedingly corrupt dochmiac chorus. It 
begins with a strophe and antistrophe, the latter ending at 
J]. 1285. I do not think that either the strophe or the 
antistrophe would be acknowledged by Euripides as they 
now stand; but the manifold.corruptions have for the 
most part been so skilfully treated by the unknown 
emenders of some bygone age that the strophe and 
antistrophe have been brought into fairly close agreement, 
and in fact present only two instances of the phenomenon 
which is the subject of my investigation. 

I have no doubt but that the rest of the chorus, if 
that part be genuine at all, originally consisted of another 
strophe and antistrophe; but it is now a mere welter of 
unmetrical feet, among which true dochmil apparent rari 
nantes mm gurgite vasto. 

A anp B 

The first two lines of the strophe consisted originally, 
I suppose, of three dochmii: at present they consist of 

VOL. I 2B 
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the following syllables, vp- v v-v-|e-vuve-|uvu---= 
The first two lines of the antistrophe, which also I 
naturally suppose to have been once dochmiac, now run, 
Bie Viweiv Noh oe puHeuvvuvvv|yun-vur--e 

The lines are these : 

(a) ll. 1246-7. Muxnvides & diras, 

Ta mpata kata Iledacyov os “Apyeiov 

(b) ll. 1266-7. édricoeré vuv Brépapa (v.l. Bréapov) 
Kopatat, SiddoTe Sia Bootpiyav travrTy 

The scansion, it is manifest, is ridiculously unclassical. 
More grotesque still is the notion of using the pupils as 
instruments with which to twist the eyelids. If any one 
thinks that these two examples of the disputed phenomenon 
tend to do anything except to discredit it, I admit myself 
unable to find any Comat ground on ‘which to argue 
with him. 

It does not appear to me that the existing text 
approximates sufficiently to anything that Euripides can 
possibly have written, to afford a real foothold for even 
the most daring emender. 

Hermann was somewhat strongly of opinion that 
ll. 1247 and 1267 are corrupted senari. Accordingly 
he read 

Ta mpata cata IleNacyov “Apyeiwy eos, 

and. 

Kopatot Sidote Bootpvywv mavrn Sia. 

I object rather strongly to his accentuation déa: but 
quite apart from that I find considerable difficulty in 
supposing that trimeters can have been converted into 
pseudo-dochmii. The reverse process would not be so 
surprising. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that he may 
be right. 

ll. 1246 and 1266, if they retain any vestiges of their 
original shape, are most astonishing. As they stand, they 
are dochmii preceded by an anacrusis. This is almost as 
startling as if one were to light on a lyrical hexameter 
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preceded by an anacrusis (but see Stesichorus’ Helen, 
fr. 26, 1. 2). 

Not as an emendation, but as a mere guess, based as 
far as may be on the ductus literarum, at what Euripides 

_ may possibly have written, I venture to put forward : 

(a) Muknvides, to, 

Ta Tpata kata Tode IleXacyayv eos 
(b) édiccer’s eradpais 

Kopator Suidete dial Bootpiyov 

It must not be supposed that I stand alone in my 
suspicions, or more than suspicions, of the text of the 

_ choruses of this play. Editors have not formulated their 
views; but apart from formulation they have indicated 
them quite sufiiciently by their readiness to resort to the 
most violent emendations. What they do not appear to 

_ have grasped is the fact that given as much corruption 
as they generally assume, it follows that the choric text 
of this play can nowhere be regarded as even moderately 

_ trustworthy. 

SixtH CHoruS 

(ll. 1353-1502, with an outlying antistrophe, 
Il. 1545-1553) 

(This chorus, except Il. 1353-62 and 1548-53, is 
_ preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest.) 

| It is necessary to examine this chorus with some care. 
lt will ultimately be seen to exhibit no instance, except 

_ apparently as the result of interpolation, of the phenomenon 
which I am investigating, and that as regards the great 
bulk of it for a very peculiar and sufficient reason. 

It begins with a passage (ll. 1353-68) of mixed 
dochmii and iambic trimeters. There is here in reality a 
strophe and an antistrophe. That fact has been dis- 

_ guised by the occurrence of a slight interpolation in the 
__ Sstrophe, and still more by a serious later interpolation 
(il. 1361-5) of a more or less dochmiac set of lines, 
__ which are exceedingly feeble in sense, and contain metrical 
__impossibilities of the most glaring character. 
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The real strophe and antistrophe, with their iambic 
pendants, run thus in the existing text : 

XO. io io dira, 

KTUTOV éyeipeTe, KTUTOV Kal Boar 
Tpo méeNdOpwv, Sirws oO mpaxeis povos 

pn Sewvov ’Apyelorow éuBaryn oBor, 1355 
Bondpoujnoat mpos Sdpous TupavvcKods, 
mpl éTiums idm tov “EXévas dovov 
Kkabaimaxtov év Somos Keipevor, 
) Kal Noyov Tov TpocmodA@y TuOw@pEOa’ 
Tas pev yap olda cupdopds, Tas 8 ov cadads. 1360 

It is obvious that in 1. 1354 the word és can readily 
be dispensed with, as uw by itself in the final sense is 
quite regular after an imperative. If we suppose that 
é7ros 1s a more or less late addition, and that po perdbpwv 
has been prefixed to it for metrical reasons, that is to say, 
in order to manufacture a dochmius, we find that strophe 
and antistrophe fit perfectly, thus : 

XO. i@ io dirat, KTvTrov éyeipeTe, oTp. 
/ \ / ¢ \ / 

KTuTov Kal Boav, o mpaxGels ovos 
un Sewov “Apyelovcw éuBaryn doBor, 1355 
Bondpounoat mpos Sdmovs Tupavykovs, 

\ ae 51 \ e / / > mplv éTupws idm Tov “EXévas dovov avr. 
Ka0aipaxtov év Somos Keipevor, 
DY \ / / / 

7) Kat oyov Tov TpocTod@y Tuda@pcla * | 

Tas pev yap olda cuudopds, Tas 8 ov cadds. 1360 

It is worthy of notice that, although the dochmiac 
line, 1358, which closes the system, has its sense running — 
on into the succeeding tragic trimeter, nevertheless its last — 
syllable is common. It is usually very difficult to get 
evidence on points of this kind. 

The main portion of the chorus is that which begins 
at 1. 1869 and ends at 1. 1502. In the words of Paley, 
‘The introduction of a Trojan eunuch, as the narrator of — 
events done within the house, and that too in verses so — 
irregular as to be without parallel i in the extant tragedies, 
was a bold device on the part of the poet.” It is manifest — 
that no amount of ingenuity can reduce this long passage — 
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into strophic-antistrophic form. Hermann indeed thought 
that he detected signs of a sort of partial correspondence ; 
but his argument was based on little more than the fact 

_ that cretics occur at more than one point. He suggested 
the existence not of strophes and antistrophes, but of 

_ something more or less similar of a lax and indeterminate 

nature. 

But the real truth is declared by Euripides himself on 
the very face of the document. In ll. 1384-6 the eunuch 
expressly states : 

oTévo 
Gpyatelov apuaTerov 

/ / col 

pédos BapBapw Bod. 

Now, although very little is known of the dppdrevov 
pédos, it is absolutely certain that it was not lyrical at all, 

but aulodic. Plutarch (Mor. 1133 &) is precise in ascribing 
the invention of it either to Olympus, a pupil of Marsyas, 
or tO Twas apyaiovs avdAntas Mucovs. He also tells us that 

_ Stesichorus of Himera employed this genre, “ borrowing it 
neither from Orpheus, nor from Terpander, nor from 

Archilochus, nor from Thaletas, but from Olympus.” 
Therefore it is evident that we have here not a lyrical 
chorus but an aulodic nome. From which it follows that 

_ we must not look for strophes and antistrophes. On the 
contrary, we have to inquire whether the Olympian nome 
in the hands of Euripides was made up only of dpyy, 
KatatpoT7, oudaros and cdpayis, or whether it had received 

_ the Terpandrian additions of wetapyy, weraxatatpory and 
_ érridoyos. 

The song of the eunuch is divided into six portions, 
_ separated from one another by trimeters in the mouth of 
_ the chorus. It is fairly evident that these six portions are 

really the seven divisions of the developed Terpandrian 
nome, the odpayis and the ézidoyos, as being closely 
connected in sense, not being divided from one another by 
an iambic line. The ézidoyos begins at |. 1498: 

Ta & tortep ov Katowba (2 carotoa: vid. Sch. ap. Eur. Ale. 807). 

The dpyy (ll. 1369-79) contains 88 syllables. The 
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petapyy (ll. 1381-93) contains 116 syllables. Hence we 
see In dpyn and petrapyy a rough approximation to one 
another in point of length, which may be considered 
remotely similar to the relation between lyrical strophe 
and antistrophe. 

In like manner the xatarpory (ll. 1895-1424) contains 
284 syllables, and the peraxaratpomy (ll. 1426-50) 245 
syllables. These approximate equalities are especially 
interesting to observe, if only because of the fact that the 
extant portion of the Persae of Timotheus does not begin 
until too late a point in the nome to afford us any informa- 
tion on such matters. 

The dudaros (ll. 1452-72) consists of 222 syllables. 
The odpayis (ll. 1474-97) has 300, and the éiroyos 

(Il. 1498-1502) 60. 
Piecing together Plutarch’s statement (which he brings 

in as if it were a well-known fact) that Stesichorus employed 
the dppyatevos vopuos, and Stesichorus’ own statement in his 
Oresteia that he was employing the ®pvyiov péros (fr. 37), 
we may reasonably, in view of the Asiatic origin of the 
dpuateros vouos, assume that Stesichorus’ Orestera was a 
nome of that character. 

One fragment (fr. 42) of the Oresteva runs thus : 

Ta O€ Spaxov éddxnoev poreivy Kapa BeBpotapévos aKpor - 
<" > 7 n \ / PD] / 
éx & dpa Tod Bacireds TIerobevidas épavn. 

The occurrence of a complete pentameter seems to me 
significant. It is just like the occurrence in the eunuch’s 
song of all sorts of fixed lines of a formal type. 

The Euripidean passage exhibits one striking example 
of what, on the strength of Timotheus’ Persae, we must 
conclude to have been a trick or mannerism of the aulodic 
poets, at any rate of those among them who were influenced 
by the Asiatic tradition. That is to say, in both Euripides 
and Timotheus we have introduced a foreigner expressly 
and explicitly speaking as such. 

Timotheus writes (Il. 157-60) : 

6 8 apdl yovact trepuTrexels 
édNicceO ‘EXXad eurréxwv 
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"Aciads dovd Sudtopov 
odpayida Opatwv oroparos, 
‘Idova yradooay éEvyvevor. 

And then he goes on to put into the mouth of his 
Persian as desperate an example of pidgin Greek as ever 
fell from the lips of an Aristophanic Scythian. Surely in 
high poetry—and Timotheus’ Persae is meant to be high 
poetry—such a proceeding can only be justified on the 
ground of recognized tradition. 

; Let us turn to the Orestes. There tragic propriety 
- naturally triumphs over aulodic licence, but nevertheless 

we find the Phrygian chattering throughout in a way that 
has struck most editors as ludicrous, and in particular— 
though this is not ludicrous—we read (ll. 1395-7): 

aidwvov aihuvov apxav Bavarov 

BapBapot réyovow, aiai, 
"Acidds hova. 

I cannot regard as a mere coincidence the occurrence 
in both poems of the identical words “Acids ¢ovd. But 
then I do not understand how it can be denied that the 
song of the eunuch is demonstrably an aulodic nome. 

I agree that an aulodic nome is a most singular feature 
to introduce into an Attic tragedy. But Euripides tells 
us in so many words that he is introducing it. 

Of course, what I have said elsewhere as to the Doric 
dialect being a guarantee of lyrical construction, has no 
bearing whatever on aulodic compositions. Those com- 
positions stand altogether outside the sphere of poetry 
with which this tractate is concerned. Owing to an 
extraordinary innovation on the part of Euripides I have 
been compelled briefly to discuss what is in reality as 
remote from my natural subject matter as is the metrical 
scheme of the Divina Commedia or of a play of Shake- 
speare. 

It is possible that in the Hecuba we have a Terpandrian 
nome (see my remarks on the seventh chorus of that play). 

At the end of the aulodic song we come first to three 
tragic trimeters in the mouth of the chorus, and then to 
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a series of thirty-six trochaic tetrameters, interrupted 
however after the thirty-first tetrameter by a set of mixed 
dochmii and tragic trimeters which are manifestly intended 
as the antistrophe to an earlier supposed strophe, viz. to 
ll. 1853-68, which lines, I have shown some reasons to 
think, consist in reality partly of a strophe and antistrophe 
with iambic pendants, and partly of interpolations. 

The outlying antistrophe I regard as a forgery from 
beginning to end, and I also regard as forgeries the five 
trochaic tetrameters which immediately precede it. 

What disposes me most strongly to charge forgery is 
the fact of the complete want of symmetry displayed by 
placing the so-called antistrophe not immediately at the 
end of the Phrygian’s song, which position would harmonize 
with the position of the alleged strophe immediately in 
front of that song, but at some distance off in the middle 
of a set of tetrameters. What confirms me in my opinion 
is the diction and metre of the passage. 

Here are the lines, together with the preceding tetra- 
metrical speech of Orestes and the subsequent tetrameters 
uttered by the chorus : 

OPESTH> 

al b] a an \ / / 

M@pos, eb SoKxels we TAHVaL onv KaBaipa~ar Sépny * 
ovTE yap yuvn TwépvKas ovT év avdpacw av y él. 

nA \ \ a / \ e/ > Seen Fr 

TOD O€ fy) OTHOaL oe Kpavynv ovvex eEHAOoV Sopor- 
o€ yap Bohs axovoav “Apyos é&eyeiperat. 1530 
Mevérewy 8 ov tapBos Hiv avaraBeiv ciow Eidous- 
> Pe, a SS sm Lar U4 / arr’ itw EavOois ér’ wpov Bootpuyos yavpovpevos ° 
et yap “Apyetous éraker toicde Swpacw raBov 
tov ‘Enrévns povov Sioxav, Kaye ph cotew Oédy (v.ll. 

cace Oaveiy and cacn Gaver), 
auyyovov tT éunv Ivrddnv te Tov rade Evydp@vta pot, 1535 
mapbévoy te Kat Samapta dvo vexp® KaToweras. 

XOPO® 

im iw Tuya, Erepov eis ayov avr. 

érepov ad dopos 
poBepov audi rods ’Atpeidas mitver. 
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Ti Sp@pwev; ayyédapev és Tov Taoe ; 

 oiy éyopev; acodharéotepor, pirat. 1540 

ide mpd Swpatarv ise mpoxnpiocer 
| Poafwv 68 aidépos dvw Katrvos. 
“Gmtovet TevKas, @$ TupwcovTes Sdmous 
_tovs Tavtanrecious, 00d’ adictavtat dovov. 
Téros exer Saipov 

_ Bpotots trédos Stra Edy. 1545 
 peyara Sé tis & Stvamis: 80 ddacTopwv 
€mecev Erece pédabpa tade bv aipatov 
ba TO Muptinrov réonp’ éx Sidpov. 
ada pv Kal rovde AeVccw Mevérewv Sopwv rédas 

| o€brrouy, noOnpévov tov Thy TKynY 4) VOY Tapa. 1550 
ovKér av POavoite KAHOpa cvpTeEpaivovtes poxXois, 
@ kata otéyas “Atpetdar. Sewodv evtuydv avijp 
Tpos KaK@S TpdocovTas, ws av viv, ‘OpécTa, dvotuyets. 

At the end of this section I will proceed to tabulate 
_ the instances, such as they are, of the phenomenon | am 
investigating. Meanwhile I will state what I propose to 
read, and some of the reasons for my proposal. 

I read: 

OPE>TH> 

Ha@pos, eb Soxets pe TAHVaL onv Kalamata Sépnv* 
ovTe yap yun Tépuxas ovt év avdpacw at ¥ él. 

tod 8é py oTicai ce Kpavyny elven’ éEAAOov Sdpuor: 
0&) yap Bots axodcav “Apyos é&eyelperas. 
Mevédewv 8 od tapBos ijuiv avaraBeiv cicw Eidous. 

XOPO> 

ara py Kat Tovde AetIccw Mevérewv Sdpwv Trédas 
o€vrouv, yaOnpévov ov tiv TUynv 4) viv Tapa. 
ovnérT dv POdvoite KdjOpa cuptepaivovtes poyxrois, 
® Kata otéyas ’Atpeidar. Sewov edtrvyav avnp 
Tpos KAaKaS Tpdccovtas, ws od viv, "Opécta, dvaTuxeis. 

Among the positive advantages of this arrangement 
may be mentioned the fact that it provides us with two 
mutually balancing series of five tetrameters apiece, and 
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also, I think, the fact that the placing of the line in 
which the chorus speak of «ai révde Mevédewv immediately 
after the line in which Orestes speaks of Menelaus brings 
together statements otherwise much too widely separated 
in point of space, and by so doing imparts vigour to the 
passage. 

But there is also a wealth of negative arguments 
which impel me to excise what I have excised. 

In 1. 1582, strong and picturesque as that line is, 
ito appears to be used in an unclassical sense. Seemingly 
it can only mean ‘let him go’: sense requires ‘let 
him come.’ Paley, in support of itw, quotes Phoenissae 
521: 

\ a> »¥ \ la) oy] be / 
T pos TAVUT tT@ MEV TUp, tT@ € pacyava, 

But there the meaning is surely something like: ‘ Forth, 
fire: forth, falchion !’ | 

In ll. 1533-4 the change of construction involved 
in beginning with «& yap érd€e and continuing with Kapeé 
ph ootew Oédy is, | think, unparalleled. I can only 
regard the various readings as attempts to remove a 
solecism. But in Byzantine Greek there would be no 
solecism at all in the words. In that style subjunctives, 
without av, may be used as mere equivalents of indicative 
futures. Hence, I suppose, a number of false readings 
in tragedy, and dra én a little below (1. 1545). 

The general sense of Il. 1533-6 clashes with that 
of 1531. Orestes has just expressed his readiness to 
measure swords with Menelaus. It is ridiculous, in 
this particular context, for him to go on to say that 
his reason for not dreading Menelaus’ approach is 
that he has it in his power to kill Hermione as well as 
Helen. 

The clumsiness of 1. 1535 has frequently been remarked. 
IIvAddnv in a tetrameter could easily be brought in with 
the help of a tribrach, without recourse to an anapaest in 
the middle of the line. 

In 1. 1536 apOévov re xat Sdyapra has really to 
mean ‘not only his wife but also his daughter.’ Would 
not dduaprd te xal mwapbévov be the Greek for this ? 

: 
| 

: 
: 

/ 

. 
' 
| 
4 
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In the same line dvo vexpm xaroweras 1s a quotation 
from the Hecuba, |. 45, 

dvoiy S€ maidow S00 vexpo KaTorpeTat. 

It must be remembered that the Hecuba was specially 
well known to Byzantine scholars. 

To come to the dochmiacs, in |. 1537 we have a glaring 
and impossible hiatus after riya. 

In |. 1538 it is extremely difficult to assign a reason- 
able sense to the words dud rods ’Atpeidas. If they go 
with dyév’, they are extremely inelegant, because the dopos 
and the ’Avpeida: are one and the same thing. On the whole 
I rather suspect that the scholiast is right in taking ddyos 
apo tovs ’Atpeidas as equivalent to 6 Trav “Arpeddv oixos. 
But it would be ridiculous to pretend that the idiomatic 
uses of audi of which this would be a somewhat violent 
extension can date back to the time of Huripides. 

In 1. 1541 ie apoxnpicoe is not a dochmius, and 
hardly seems susceptible of emendation. 

In 1. 1542 aiépos dvw seems to be a quotation of 
aidépos dvw in |. 1092 of Sophocles’ Phzloctetes. There 
aifépos dvw isa palpable corruption of some kind (see 
Jebb’s note). Indeed I can discover no reason for sup- 
posing that ai@épos dvw could bear the meaning ‘high 1 in 
the heaven.’ Of course it could very well mean ‘above 
the heaven,’ which would make nonsense here. Liddell 
and Scott quote vis ixovr’ avo in Hercules Furens 616, 
as an instance of avo with the genitive in a partitive 
sense; but a reference to the context will show that it 
is not a question of Hercules ‘rising in the world’ but 
of his coming on to the surface of the earth from the 
lower regions. Liddell and Scott also quote Aeschines 
32. 42 yuKpov tpoayayov dvw tov Tpayuwatov. I agree 
that that passage employs tév mpayudtov in a partitive 
sense, but the genitive appears to me to depend directly 
ON piKpov mpoayayov and avw, as far as the construction 
goes, to be a supertluity. As a matter of fact Aeschylus 
actually employs dvw in the sense ‘high up in’ not with 
the genitive but with the dative. He writes (Niobe, 
Fr, 146): otpave xvpdv avo. 
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In 1. 1545 rédos eyes Saiuov is not a dochmius, the 
expression tédos éyes Bporois is not really intelligible on 
the assumption that éye has any one of its classical 
meanings, and é7a Oé\y seems to me to be merely an 
example of the Byzantine use of the subjunctive. 

In |. 1546 strophic correspondence demands that we 
should substitute, with Seidler, dddctop’ for ddacropar : 
this is an emendation of a corruption, and has no bearing 
on the question of authenticity. 

Similarly, in the next line we must read with most 
editors émeo’ érece for érecev érece. It is noteworthy that 
most MSS. present éracev éraice. I hardly think that 
at any time a composer of a pseudo-classical passage 
could have penned ézraicev in the sense of érecev. There- 
fore the corruption seems to indicate a sufficient antiquity 
for the lines to admit of their having been subjected to 
the usual orthographic vicissitudes. 

In ll. 1546-8 the triple 8a is intolerable. It is 
enough in itself to brand the passage as spurious. 

These various considerations are no doubt of various 
degrees of weight; but taken in conjunction they appear 
to me to constitute a case on which I may rely with some 
confidence. lam afraid that in matters of this sort it is 
hopeless to attempt any line of argument that is not to 
a large extent subjective; and subjective argument is 
necessarily an imperfect weapon. But I think it a 
mistake not to use it when occasion demands. 

The instances of the phenomenon into the validity of — 
which I am inquiring that present themselves on a com- 
parison of the so-called strophe with what I regard as its 
forged antistrophe are two in number. 

A 

In the sixth line of the alleged strophe the second 
dochmius is of the form »---™: in the sixth line of the 
antistrophe the second dochmius is of the form vwywy-v™ 

The lines are these: 

(a) 1.1858. na@amanrov év Sopors Kelpevor 

(b) 1. 1542. Oodfav 68 aiPépos avo Katrvds 

a a er ee en ee 
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I see no sufficient reason to suppose that the anti- 
strophic reading here fails to present what the forger 
wrote. 

B 

The tenth line of the alleged strophe anomalously 
consists of an iamb, a tribrach, a dactyl, and a long 
syllable ; but Seidler by a slight emendation has changed 
it into an iamb plus a dochmius of the type vovvve-. 
I accept Seidler’s emendation, but only as a restoration 
of the first state of a spurious line: I am not prepared to 
admit the existence of isolated sambi extravagantes in 
Euripidean dochmiacs. 

The tenth line of the antistrophe consists of an iamb 
plus a dochmius of the type vyv-v-. 

These are the lines (the traditional numberings of 
the assumed strophe and of the antistrophe are not in 
harmony) : 

(a) 1. 1362. Gedy véweois eis “EXévay (Seidler 
és ‘Enévar) 

(b) 1. 1545 bis. Bporots téXos oma Oénreu 

I look on both lines as forgeries. It is apparent that 
in order to restore any kind of correspondence Seidler’s 
correction of és for es is necessary. This in itself is a 
cause for serious suspicion. I will not go the length of 
saying that in Kuripides it is forbidden to use és before 
a short syllable; but it is well known that considerable 
doubt exists with regard to the possibility of the use. 

I think that I have done something in the direction 
of showing that the remarks which I made at the 
beginning of my treatment of this play are based upon 
a solid foundation. At any rate one artistic quality 
attaches to the text of the Orestes as it stands: it con- 
forms to the Horatian maxim “ Servetur ad imum qualis 
ab incepto processerit et sibi constet.” 
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SUMMARY 

The Orestes exhibits fourteen examples of the pheno- 
menon under discussion, and two others naturally emerge 
in the course of emendation. Of the fourteen instances, 
one is manifestly corrupt, and four others present them- 
selves within the compass of a single line. The nine 
which remain over, and the two which result from 
emendation, are in various ways open to the suspicion 
that they are non-original. 

PHOENISSAE 

This play must be considered in conjunction with the 
Hecuba and the Orestes. 

The Phoensssae is one of the nine plays which repose 
on the amplest MS. authority. It is contained in Codex 
Marcianus 471 (known as A), Codex Vaticanus 909 
(known as B), Codex Havniensis (known as C), Codex 
Parisinus 2712 (known as E), Codex Marcianus 468 
(known as F), Codex Laurentianus 32. 2 (Nauck’s C), 
Codex Abbatiae Florentinae 172 (which I call B (2)), 
and in MSS. of inferior importance. 

The Jerusalem palimpsest contains ll. 808-74 and 
1599-1698. 

First Cuorvus (ll. 103-192) 

This chorus consists of a dialogue between Antigone 
and the Pedagogue. Antigone speaks in various metres, 
including the dactylic hexameter and the iambic trimeter, 
but chiefly in what are obviously meant for dochmii, but 
nevertheless present at every point the wildest irregularities: 
the Pedagogue talks in trimeters. 

There is no possibility, that I can see, of a division 
into strophe and antistrophe. If there were a possibility, 
it would be most surprising, because at the beginning of 
the chorus Antigone is mounting a staircase or ladder 
leading to a tower, and during the rest of the chorus she 
is observing from the top of the tower the army beneath. 
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Under the circumstances a choric dance is impossible 
on the part of Antigone or of the Pedagogue, and the 
Phoenician women have not yet come upon the stage. 

Why then, if there is no question of dancing, should 
Antigone express herself in Doric dochmii? In the 
Orestes | have endeavoured to show that one chorus is 
not lyric at all but aulodic. No solution of the kind is 
here of any avail. Aulodic dochmii are unknown ; and, 
even if they were not, the divisions of this passage are 
altogether dissimilar from the divisions either of a prae- 

_ Terpandrian or of a Terpandrian nome. 
The argument of Aristophanes the Grammarian (I 

think that argument has received a long addition from 
another hand, but I am about to quote from the earlier 
and presumably genuine portion) says: Td Spada éore pév 
Tais aKnvikais dyreou KddNCTOY érel Kal TapamAnpwpmaTLKOY. 

_% Te ard tov teryéwv “Avtiyovn Oewpodca pépos ovK éore 
Spaparos, kai vTdaTroveos LloAvveixns oddevds Evexa TapayiyveTat, 
6 Te éml maou pet Bods abdorécyou ghuyadevopevos Oidizrous 
mpocéppirtar dia Kevis. 

Although Aristophanes does not say or openly suggest 
that the wapardnpopyata come from another hand than 

that of Euripides, nevertheless pépos on gore Spduaros is 
a strong expression. 

If Euripides included in a épaua something that was 
not a pépos Spduaros, then possibly our existing text at 
this point is a corrupted version of what he wrote. I 
prefer to believe that Euripides in his épduata only 

included pépn Spayaror. 
It has been often noticed that the abnormal length of 

_ the Phoenissae—1766 lines—is in itself an indication 
_ tending to show that non-Euripidean additions have been 
made to the play. | 

Euripides died B.c. 406: Aristophanes wrote circa 
B.c. 260. An interval of between a hundred and a 
hundred and fifty years is amply sufficient to account for 
considerable interpolations, especially if the interpolations 
are in the nature of cxnvixal des, for which, I suppose, 
the professional play-actor has always entertained a special 
fondness. 
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Stobaeus almost certainly knew the passage, as he 
quotes (ll. 198-201) the conclusion of the iambie speech at 
the beginning of which the Pedagogue advises Antigone 
to return inside the house. But as Stobaeus probably 
lived somewhere about seven hundred years after the time 
of Aristophanes the Grammarian, his evidence would be 
of very secondary importance, could we only be quite sure 
of the genuineness of the argument attributed to the 
earlier writer. 

Second CuHorus (ll. 202-260) 

This chorus, which is manifestly genuine and rises in 
parts to the higher level of the EKuripidean lyric, presents 
six instances of the correspondence that is under discussion. 
Five of these instances occur in close proximity; and | 
hope to show that four of, the five can be banished to the 
improvement of the sense and by means of very slight 
emendation. 

A, B, C, D, E ann F 

In the first line of the first strophe the second and 
third syllables are two shorts: in the first line of the first 
antistrophe the second and third syllables are a short and 
a long, combining by synizesis. 

In the fifth line of the first strophe the seventh and 
eighth syllables are two shorts: in the fifth line of the — 
first antistrophe these two shorts are replaced by one 
lon 

ie the seventh line of the first strophe the ninth and 
tenth syllables are two shorts: the seventh line of the 
first antistrophe substitutes for these two shorts one long. 

In the eighth line of the first strophe the sixth 
syllable is a long: for this long the eighth line of the 
first antistrophe substitutes two shorts (one MS. presenting 
a totally unmetrical reading). 

In the ninth line of the first strophe the fifth syllable 
is a long, and the seventh and eighth syllables two shorts: 
in the ninth line of the first antistrophe instead of the — 
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long there appear two shorts, and instead of the two 
shorts a long. 

__ Whatever the reader may think as to the occasional 
admissibility of the phenomenon I am investigating, | 
believe that my argument, or rather the simple enumeration 
_of facts, which I have endeavoured to let speak for them- 
selves, ‘has long ago reached such a point that it is 
unnecessary for me to insist any further on the impossibility 
of such a collocation of instances as that with which we 
are confronted in this passage. 

It seems desirable that I should set out the first strophe 
and antistrophe at full length. They run thus: 

XO. Tupiov oidua trode’ EBav | oTp. a 

axpoBivia Aogia 
Dowiccas ato vacov 

/ 4 / , 

Poi Bp Sovaa pedabpar, 205 
ivy vumo depact vipoBordors 

Hapvacod (v.1. Uapvaccod) xarevacbny, 
7 / 

loviov Kata tTovtov éda- 
4 ot / 2 2.f 
TO TAE€EVCACAa TrEPLPPUT@V 

¢e \ > / / 

vmép axaptictav Tredimv 210 

Luxerias Zepvpou trvoais 
immevoavTos év ovpave 
KaGANOTOV KEeAaOonLA, 

Torews extrpoKpileio’ ends avT. a 
Karmotetpata Nokia. 215 
Kaduciav & (F omits 8) éuorov yar, 
Krewav “Aynvopidav 
opoyevets (A has the note yp. cal cuyyeveis) éml 

(A émt) Aaiov 

meppbeio’ évOdde mipyous. 
ica 8 dyddpact mpvcarey- 220 

-KTOLS (AE Xpuseoreverous : F ypuceotixtois) DoiBo 
aT pis éyevomay (First hand of F yevoiwav). 

ére 8¢ Kactanéias bdwp 

trepiwever (B éripéver) pe xopas euas (ABE éyas) 
Sedoar mapGéviov ydLdav 
DoBeiaicr (FE PoiBiarcr) Aatpetass. 225 

VOL. I 20 
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In 1. 214 Musgrave changes odews into rodeos (prob- 
ably we should read 7dx0s). 

The chorus came from a Phoenician island, but from 
what Phoenician island there is nothing in the existing 
text to indicate. They are made to say that they passed 
bmép (which presumably must mean ‘by’ or the like) the 
‘unharvested plains of Sicily.’ I dispute this use of bép, 
and | maintain that ‘unharvested plains’ is an expression 
that any Greek would have considered nonsense unless 
applied to the sea. 

Consequently 1 in Il. 209-10 I do not hesitate to Briar is 
éhara into é« yas. This alteration makes sense of Scxedéas, 
and explains what Phoenician island it was from which 
the chorus had sailed. 

This seems to me, on palaeographical grounds, perhaps 
the earliest corruption that I have noticed. For é« yas 
to have become éddra it is necessary to assume a text 
which preserved Attic sandhi and sloped the top stroke of 
the gamma downwards. In other words, EMAC was, I 
believe, misread as EAATAI. 

TepippvT@v wmTép akapTictwy Tediovy remains unintel- 
ligible. It would be possible to suggest TepippvT@v wmép 
evcaprotatay médwv, and to translate ‘an offering on behalf” 
of the most fruitful, sea-girt plains.’ Compare Hippocrates 
p. 288. 49 xeépn edxaproratn. The objection to this 
emendation is that, contrary to a dictum of Elmsley’s (on 
Bacchae 585), one would be venturing to employ 7 éSov 
in the plural. Therefore I propose TeplppuT@V vmrep evKap-— 
motatwyv tediov (to be translated as above) in the strophe, 
and édaros for twp in the antistrophe. The actual MS. 
reading, which necessitates that the first syllable of d8ap_ 
should be long, harks back to a purely Epic quantity. 

The change of dxaprictwy to edxaprotdtwy involves a 

further alteration in the antistrophe; but the alteration 
is in the direction of sanity. It makes it necessary to 
read érz & ad instead of éru 68. 

This is a matter of considerable importance. The 
world of editors has been content to assume that the 
chorus of Phoenician women en route from some Phoenician — 
island or other, after passing Sicily on the way to their 
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destination, namely Delphi, actually got to Thebes before 
_ they got to Delphi, and had never been at Delphi at all 
_at the time of the action of this play. Whatever lines 
elsewhere make in favour of this view | unhesitatingly 
_ condemn as forgeries inserted in ignorance of the rudiments 
of geography. The chorus must have reached Delphi 
before they came to Thebes; and therefore éz. 8 ad makes 
far better sense than ér 8. Moreover this recognition 
of geographical fact removes all objection to the MS. 
‘reading catevdcOny in |. 207. Hermann’s widely accepted 
emendation «xatevdcOn (which was made solely on the 
ground that the chorus had not yet reached Delphi) will 
not scan: the next line begins with a vowel. 

In ]. 221 (and the sense of this line is germane to the 
point I have just discussed) the only moderately plausible 
emendation that has been suggested for Adrpis eyevouav is 
the transposition yevowav rAadtpis (Nauck). But this is 
open to the fatal objection that the last syllable of Adrpus 
‘would be short before the vowel at the beginning of the 
next line: nor is it easy to see why two such words 
should have been transposed. | 

It is clear to me that we ought to read Adrpus émddpar. 
EMAOMAN and EFENOMAN are strikingly similar. 

One instance of the phenomenon alone now remains 
unemended. I cannot attack it-as light-heartedly as I 
have attacked its four companions: it is by no means so 
manifest an impostor. Nevertheless ‘“ noscitur a sociis.” 
In 1. 206 the expression id Secpdor vidoBdros is, at any 
Tate at first sight, not calculated to arouse suspicion, while 
‘the antistrophic line (218) appears to be unassailable. 
But I am not sure that ‘snow-beaten’ is a reasonable 
epithet to apply to the Sepades of Parnassus. The 

- mountain itself is some 8000 feet in height. The normal 
_ snow-line in the 39th latitude is about 8750 feet above 
sea-level, Although, as a matter of fact, there is a good 
deal of snow, even in summer, on some of the very highest 
portions of Parnassus, nevertheless the Sepades are so very 
_- 

Ir 

. 
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much beneath the level of either of the peaks that it seems 
Strange to speak of them as wddBoru. At best the 
description could only be true for a very short part of the 
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winter months. Moreover the Greeks had very little of 
the modern affectation of admiration of sublimity divorced 
from comfort—witness Theocritus’ Harvest-home. I do 
not think that the chorus would have dwelt on so 
repellent a feature of their new home as the uncomfortable 
snows upon the hills, especially seeing that they were 
Sicilians and that, compared with Etna, Parnassus is little 
better than a mole-hill: one might as readily expect to 
find a Syracusan expressing astonishment at the size of 
Athens. On the whole, though I confess that metre is 
my chief reason, I should like to substitute for vudoBorous 
a word of much the same appearance but of a distinctly 
more genial significance. It seems to me that the v and 
the ¢ are the dominant letters of the first portion of the 
word, and that the -Aos at the end is probably original. 
Adhering to this ductus literarum, and restricting myself 
to epithets connected with things sacred to Apollo, I | 
venture to coin the compound dadvoyrocis, ‘green with 
bays, which I think would exactly suit the context, and — 
also be extremely likely to pass into mooBorous. But I 
must not be taken as suggesting anything more than a — 
possibility which appeals to myself personally. When I © 
attempt highly conjectural emendation of this kind, I am — 
under no sort of illusion as regards the extreme precarious- — 
ness of the tentative results. But I do not think that 
that precariousness is a sufficient reason for leaving 
matters alone. 

Let me now give the strophe and antistrophe as 14 
should like to read them. But first I must interpose the 
observation that I regard the enjambement of strophe and — : 
antistrophe as impossible, and that consequently I follow 
Nauck in putting a full stop at the end of |. 213, omitting — 
the full stop at the end of |. 215, and also omitting the 
& in |. 216. 

4s . 
XO. Tupsov oidua Arode’ eBav oTp. a 

> / / axpoBima Nokia 
Dowicoas aro vacov 
DoiBw Sovra perdOpar, 205 
iv bro Secpdor dapvoyxnrois a rn ae 

stihl 
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Ilapvacod xatevacOny, 
/ 

*loviov Kata tovtTov éx 
yas Trevcaca TepippuT@V 
¢€ \ > / / vmép evKapToTaTtay Tediov 210 

/ , al Luxerlas Ledvpov mvoais 
immevoavtos év ovpave 
KaAMoTOV KEeAaonMa. 

/ > (ee oe > / 

Todos exTrpoKpileia’ éuas avT. @ 
kardiotevpata Nokia 215 
Kadpciwv éuworov yar, 
Krewav “Aynvopidav 

4 omoryevets él Aaiov 
| Teupbeio’ évOdde muvpyous. 

ica & ayddpace ypucorev- 220 
-Ktos Poi8m AaTpis éAomar. 
ére 8 av Kaotanrias tdaros 
Tepyever me Komas éuas 
Sedoat trapOéviov xruLdav 
PoiBeiarct NaTpeiass. 225 

F 

In the ninth line of the second strophe the third 
syllable is a long: in the ninth line of the second anti- 
strophe, what are apparently two shorts (the two first 
“syllables of 6cd0ev) stand in place of this long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) l. 247. xKowvov aipa, KOLWa TEKEA 

(b) 1. 258. «at ro GeoBev + od yap adtKov 

It is quite arguable, on the analogy of @eds and its 
_declensional cases, that Oed@ev may be a trochee. But I 
am by no means persuaded of the possibility of this 

“scansion in tragedy. In real Doric it would be difficult 
_to set bounds to the use of synizesis, in cases, that is to 
say, where the fundamental laws of the Greek language 
render synizesis possible. But the Doric of the tragedians 
is another matter; and I am not disposed without clear 
proof to admit that the convention with regard to the 
substantive @ecs could be extended to the adverb GedGev. 
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The strophe, at the point where we are concerned with 
it, seems to me to run awkwardly. The whole sentence is : 

\ / 
KOLVOV aiua, KOoLVa TéKEA 

nr / / >. lal 

Tas Kepachopov rédpuxev ‘Lovs. 

aiwa and véxea, under the circumstances, cannot well 
be differentiated in meaning. Of the two words aia is 
somewhat the more forcible, so that the result is in a way 
a combination of hendiadys and anticlimax. By itself this 
combination would perhaps only show us that we were 
dealing with a passage which did not exhibit to us 
Kuripides at his best. But when to the combination is 
added the bewildering variation between the singular and 
the plural number, I think that we are justified in supposing 
that we have not the «psissema verba of the poet. 

I strongly suspect an early corruption, and that we 
ought to read . 

\ / \ / KoLWWa OlOULa KOLWWa TéKEM 
Tas Kepaaopou TEPUKEV Lovs. 

KOINAAIAYMA and KOINONAIMA have a_ strongly — 
marked palaeographical similarity. 

But it is chiefly the balance of the sentence on which 
I rely. The use of the adjective «owds, and especially 
its use twice over, demands the use of a balancing © 
adjective of the contrary signification, such as didupos. 
The mere fact that réxea is in the plural is not sufficient 
to balance the repeated «owos. And even such slight 
balance as the plural récea may afford is weakened well- 
nigh to vanishing point by the inartistic use of the 
singular aipa. 4 

I do not engage with any relish in this kind of stylistic 
criticism: the path presents too many pitfalls. But I 
think that in this particular instance I have a fairly clear 
case. : 

Turrp CHorvs (Il. 293-354) 

That at any rate some part of this chorus is of con- | 
siderable antiquity is proved by the fact that Plutarch 3 

a 

(De Eaxilio 606) quotes, and quotes in its present form, — 
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one of the most intolerable passages which it contains 
(ll. 347 et seq.). There the difficulties are of expression 
and construction. But throughout the chorus we are 
continually confronted with metrical impossibilities. A 
great part of the metre is evidently intended to be 

_dochmiac. I seem to trace the work of two different 
hands. ‘There are a good many quite correct dochmii, 
and dochmii that are very nearly correct: on the other 
hand there are a quantity of lines that can only by 
courtesy be described as dochmiac at all. 

There may, for all I know, be a substratum of Euripides 
underlying the composition: but, if so, it is impossible 
to separate it from the non-Euripidean elements that 
have been imposed upon it. 

Strophe and antistrophe are discernible at one point 
only. Hermann perceived that ll. 304-9 are a strophe, 
and ll. 310-16 the antistrophe to that strophe; but 

the second hand seems to have been at work here, for a 
good deal of emendation is necessary in order to make 

_ the strophe and antistrophe harmonize in detail. 
This strophe and antistrophe, in addition to other 

_ divergencies, present three examples of the phenomenon 
I am investigating. I am inclined to think that these 
examples may well be part of the passage as it was 
_ originally written. The language of the context cannot 
have proceeded from the pen of Euripides. 

A, B anp C 

: In the fourth line of the strophe the last syllable is 
along: in the fourth line of the antistrophe this long is 

_ replaced by two shorts. In the sixth line of the strophe 
the fourth and fifth syllables are two shorts, and the 

_ seventh syllable is a long: in the sixth line of the anti- 
 strophe instead of the two shorts we have a long, and 
instead of the long two shorts. 

Here are the strophe and antistrophe as they stand 
in the MSS. : 

i@ TéKVOD, oTp. 
/ \ v / > e / 

xpove cov dupa puplais év apepats 305 
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mpocetoov > audiBarr€ pa- ) 
-TOV wré€évaLoL parépos, 

Tapnioav Tt dpeyua Bo- 

-OTpUY@OV TE KYavOYpwTa yal- 
/ / / > / 

-Tas TRoKapmov, oxidfwv dépayv apdav. 
/ 

i@ (@, ports davels 310 avT. 
4 »Q/ \ b / dEATTTA KAOOKNTA paTpPOS wAéEVALS. 
TL $® oé; TAS aTavTa 

\ \ \ / 
Kab Yepol Kab OYyoLoL TroNv- 

A e \ > A 

-EXtKTOV adovav éxel- 
\ \ a / 

-e Kal TO Sevpo TeEpuyoped- 315 

-ovoa Tépriwv Taradv AGBw yappovar ; 

I do not think it is necessary for my purpose to enter 
on a discussion of various emendations proposed by 
Hermann and others. 

The non-classical nature of the passage is sufficiently 
proved by the expression dydiBadrrye pactov o@dévaioe 
patépos.  Kditors try to make this mean ‘ Embrace 
with thy arms thy mother’s breast, but as dudiBadre 
also governs Bootptywv kxvavoypwta yaitas TmAoKapov (an 
extraordinary accumulation of synonyms), it is almost 
impossible to translate otherwise than ‘Put thy breast 
around thy mother’s arms.’ 

Though I follow Hermann in regarding the above as 
a strophe and antistrophe, nevertheless the existing 
correspondence is so imperfect that I am not surprised 
at Nauck and others not accepting that view. 

Kven supposing that we have here a corruption of 
the genuine work of Euripides (which personally I can 
hardly suppose for a moment), no one could use as 
evidence examples of a metrical phenomenon extracted 
from the midst of so depraved a context. 

FourtH CxHorvs (ll. 638-689) 

This is a chorus of quite a different character from the 
last. Up to the end of the first antistrophe it is a fine 
piece of vigorous writing, and, save for a few stupid 
corruptions, is unmistakably the work of Euripides. The 
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first strophe and antistrophe present five instances of the 
metrical phenomenon into which I am inquiring. Of 
these, one disappears on the adoption of an almost purely 

graphical remedy, two others vanish together as soon as 
we remove a solecism of a non-metrical character, and the 
two left can be dealt with very easily. — 

A 

In the fifth line of the first strophe the first syllable is 
a long: in the fifth line of the first antistrophe this long is 
replaced by two shorts. 

These are the lines : 

(a) 1. 642. ypnopov, ob Katouxioas 

(b) 1. 661. woruvmrdvous émvcxoT Ov 

In the antistrophic passage corruption of a familiar 
kind has crept in. The copyists have objected to dividing 
a word between two lines. We now read: 

\ / / xrocpa Sepypatwv Kopator 
ToAUTAAVOLS ETLTKOTOV. 

We ought to read: 

\ : 4 / xoepa Sepywatwv Kopais To- 

-AUVTAGVOLS ETLOKOTOV. 

B anp C 

In the eighth line of the first strophe the ninth and 
tenth syllables are two shorts: in the eighth line of the 
first antistrophe for these two shorts is substituted one 
long. 

In the ninth line of the first strophe the first and second. 
syllables are two shorts: in the ninth line of the first anti- 
strophe those two shorts are replaced by one long. 

Here are the lines with their contexts : 

(a) ll. 643-648. (ob Kxatouxicat) 
media pev TO Oécharov 
mupopopa Somer éexpnce, 
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KarrTOTam“os VdaTtos iva TE 645 

votis émépyeTar yuias 

Aipxas yrXonpopous 
kat Babvoropovs ytas (ABFC 

yuias: be yeépas). 
(b) ll. 662-667. dv emi yépriBas poror 

Kaddpos addece papydpo, 
Kpata doviov drectOnpos 

onrévais (F, rightly, wrévas) Suxav 

Bondats, 7 665 

dias aparopos 
Iladrddos dppadaiar. 

In 1. 643 Musgrave emended pév into ww. Hermann 
altered pw to wv. I suppose Hermann was right; but it 
is by no means easy to obtain clear proof of the soundness 
of some of the canons which are nowadays taken for 
granted by all or nearly all of us ywroBduBuxes. 

In |. 644 Valckenaer was the first to perceive that 
douwv conceals ’Adcvev (manifestly an uncial corruption); but 
he unfortunately spoiled his otherwise brilliant emenda- 
tion by reading the whole line thus : 

ypiice tupopop *Advev. 

Kirchhoff put the matter right by proposing 

mupopop “Aovav éxpn. 

In 1. 646 Hermann convincingly changes yvias into 
putas. | 

Hermann also omits the «ai at the beginning of |. 648, 
thus making ll. 647-8 into a lyrical trimeter. 

In 1. 663 Hermann changes oAece to drece. If the first — 
syllable of *Aovey in |. 644 can be short, he is probably 
right. But there is no trace of such a quantity elsewhere, — 
and I am not sure that it is safe to argue from the fact of 
Euripides shortening long alpha before epsilon and iota 
that he felt himself at equal liberty to shorten it before 
omicron. At any rate the matter is improved. If the 
alpha must be long, then it is almost certain that we ought 
to read not dr¢ece but dreace. 
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In 1. 665 Sieav is certainly corrupt, because the same 
participle occurs again in|. 668. Paley curiously suggests 
teyov, “as some accounts made Cadmus to kill the dragon 

_ with a sword.” But this account does not. Surely we 
— ought to read «yov. Compare Iliad x. 370 ce doupi 
Kb nTOpat. 

As in |. 667 the termination by no means corresponds 
_ with the termination of |. 648, Hermann transposes and 
reads ¢padaic. Iaddddos. Thus ll. 666-7 form a lyrical 

_ trimeter corresponding to that which Hermann makes up 
out of ll. 647 and 648. I think that his treatment is correct, 

and that the insertion of «ai at the beginning of |. 648 
caused an inversion in the antistrophe designed to preserve 

as far as possible the corrupted strophic metre. 
Now that we have arrived at a fairly clear view of the 

strophic and antistrophic passages as a whole, it becomes 
possible to discuss the two instances of the questionable 
phenomenon. ‘The fault is manifestly in the strophe. 

KarruTOTapos datos iva Te 
votis emépyeTat putas 
Aipras ydonpdpovs Babvordpous yvas, 

is not possible Euripidean Greek. It is out of the question 
to give re the meaning of ‘and.’ ja te is evidently the 
epic adverb of place. Compare Jliad xx. 478-9: 

Aevxadiova & ere, iva te Evvéxovot Tévovtes 
> A / 

ayKOVvOS, TH TOV ye Pidrns Sua yeupos errevpev. 

Valckenaer proposed iva ye, which, if anything, is rather 
worse than iva Te. 

I am of opinion that #va re vorls is a mere corruption 
of dytros ois. The ofs became unintelligible, when its 
antecedent ’Acvwr was corrupted into douev. The copyists 
did their best to make sense while preserving as much as 
they could of the ductus literarum. 

_ Not only does this emendation remove both examples 
of the phenomenon I am discussing, and, together with 
those examples, the really monstrous epic usage, but it 
also introduces a pertinent allusion to the artificial system 
of irrigation which prevailed in the neighbourhood of 
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Thebes. I understand avtAos to mean ‘ pumped water’ as 
distinguished from water flowing in natural channels. 
Compare Plato, Zimaeus 79 a olov é« xpnvns ém dxerods 
émt tas préBas avtAody atta. | ; 

Dicaearchus in his prose account of Thebes (§ 12) 
informs us that the subterranean supply of water through 
pipes at Thebes was attributed to Cadmus himself. 1 
think this fact makes strongly in favour of the reading 
which I suggest. | 

Thebes is still remarkable among Greek towns for its 
water-taps. Even the trees in the main street are living 
stand-pipes. 

D ano E 

In the twelfth line of the first strophe, the first and — 
second syllables are two shorts, and the sixth and seventh ~ 
syllables are also two shorts: in the twelfth line of the © 
first antistrophe one long is in each case substituted. 

The lines together in each case with the line immediately — 
following are these : 

(a) ll. 649-50. Bpopsov &Oa réxetro (c téxero bis: C 

TéroKke) aTnp 

Avos yapouce 
(b) ll. 668-9. yarere?s Seedy dSovtas 

és BaOvordpous yvas 

Seeing that the meaning of the first syllable of yazrerets 
is to a large extent repeated in the word yas, and seeing — 
more particularly that 1. 670 continues édev éEavfxe ya, 
I consider that there are substantial stylistic grounds for — 
emending yazrereis. 

Suatretets Suka@v odovTas, 

‘flinging the fangs broadcast,’ would, I think, be much 
more vigorous. It is true that the adjective Svawerjs 18 
only preserved in Hippocrates, who writes (De Corde, 
p. 269. 44): tuéves oxoiov apayvar dvarerées Swoavtes TavT 
ta otdpata. But the existence of yaernys itself, together 
with dvarerys, Averys, Avoretys, Svomeris, evTeTis, Tepl- — 
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WeTns, porters, wmepteTys, etc., is quite sufficient to 

guarantee Svazver7js as a word that Euripides would not 
have shrunk from using. 

It is evident that récero parnp is corrupt, if only 
because the middle should be used not of the mother but 
of the father, and also that there is some sort of lacuna. 
téroxe may be dismissed as savouring of a late use of the 
perfect. 

Hermann reads: 

Bpopsov vO’ érixte trapOé- 
-vos Kopa Atos yapous. 

Metrically this suggestion is excellent. But the reason 
why the «xopa in question was burnt was exactly because 
she was not a tap@évos. 

There exist no sufficient materials for fillmg up the 
lacuna otherwise than in a most tentative manner. I am 
disposed to lay stress on the ATH of pdrnp, which letters 
are, | suggest, a corruption of the ATH of ’Aynvopls. 

Oppian (Cyn. iv. 237) writes : 

vntriayov yap "laxyov ’Aynvopis érpadev “Iva. Xov yap xX Pp Pp 

If Ino was ’Aynvopis, so also was her sister Semele. 
And I think that the allusion to the Phoenician grandfather, 
Agenor, and not to Cadmus himself, would be especially 
appropriate in the mouth of the Phoenician chorus, as 
indicating a claim on their own part to kinship with 
Bacchus. Moreover | do not understand how Oppian 
comes to describe Ino as ’Aynvopis, unless he found the 
epithet applied to her or to one of her sisters in the 
ancient classics. There is nothing whatever in the context 
to make Oppian’s use of "Aynvopis in any way natural. 
My contention is that he was copying a passage where it 
was natural. 

Therefore I think it well within the bounds of possibility 
that Euripides may have written : 

Bpopsov v0 etext? >Aynvo- 
-pis kopa Avds yapors. 

After the end of the first antistrophe the chorus in 
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our texts continues for fourteen more lines. Hermann 
saw that these fourteen lines consist of a second strophe 
and antistrophe; but neither he nor anyone else has been 
able to bring the earlier portions of the strophe and 
antistrophe into conformity, though the ends run all right. 
The sense is weak throughout, and the piece concludes 
with the platitude : 

Af > > an al mavTa © eviethH Oeots. 

I think that we probably have in these lines a forged 
addition to the chorus, composed originally with only an im- 
perfect adherence to strophic-antistrophic correspondence, 
and at a later date intentionally mangled by metricians 
who saw that as a strophe and antistrophe it would not 
do, and therefore determined to obliterate what corre- 
spondence existed, not indeed entirely, but to a sufficient 
extent to make the production pass muster as an epode. 

As the piece stands, it is only in one line of the strophe 
and antistrophe that it can be said to present examples of 
the phenomenon I am investigating. 

F anp G 

In the fourth line of the second strophe the first, second | 
and third syllables are three shorts: in the fourth line of ~ 
the second antistrophe these three shorts are answered by ~ 
two longs. If we apply the rules of strophic-antistrophie 
correspondence, we must, | suppose, take the first syllable 
as common, and the second and third syllables of the — 
strophic line as answered by the second syllable of the 
antistrophic line. 

In the strophic line just mentioned the fifth and sixth . 
syllables are two shorts: in the corresponding antistrophie 
line those two shorts are replaced by one long. 

The latter portions of the two lines do not fit one ] 
another. 

The lines are these: 

(a) 1. 679. éxdreo’ exdreoa BapBdpw Bod 
(b) l. 686. TAVTOV dvacca, wavrav b& La tpodds 
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As I suppose myself to be dealing with an intentional 
and far-reaching distortion of limes not the work of 
Euripides at all, and very likely in their original form 
admitting the phenomenon which I have under discussion, 
there seems to be no use in attempting any kind of 
emendation. 

If by any chance the existing text is a corrupt version 
of something that Euripides wrote, then an inspection of 
the passage will show conclusively that depravation has 
gone to such lengths that it is absolutely impossible to 
recover the original, and that no feature of the passage 
whatever can in any degree be relied on as evidence of 
Kuripidean usage. 

Firra Corus (ll. 784-833) 

(ll. 808-33 are preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest 
of the tenth century.) 

This is a remarkably fine chorus, conceived in a much 
higher mood than is usual with Euripides, and appro- 
priately couched in dactylic, and indeed very largely in 
hexametrical, metre. The diction is lyrical in the more 
ornate sense. Here and there the continuity of sense is 
broken in upon by serious and manifest corruption ; but 
the corruption is so intermittent that the ode as a whole 
is not gravely affected, The metre in particular remains 
for the most part intact, and the result is that we have 
preserved to us an excellent object-lesson in the true 
principles which govern the construction of dactylic and 
hexametrical lyric poetry. 

Paley remarks with great justice: ‘“‘ The metre, which 
is almost entirely dactylic, and is composed with studied 
antithetical accuracy, admits only here and there a 
spondee, chiefly in a proper name, though carefully main- 
tained in the antistrophic foot.” The pity is that he does 
not proceed to draw the true deduction from his observa- 
tions—namely, that it is corruption and corruption only 
that is responsible in any lyrical ode by any classical 
author for the appearance of a spondee corresponding to a 
dactyl, or of a dactyl corresponding to a spondee. 
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By a fortunate chance the corruptions that have 
affected the text of this chorus have produced one example 
only of the phenomenon which I am investigating, or, 
technically speaking, perhaps two examples—to be on the 
safe side I will deal with both of them. 

A AND B 

In the fifteenth line of the strophe, which is a tetra- 
meter, all the feet are dactyls, except that the first is a 
spondee, and that the third ends with the word eds before 
a vowel, so that, although the third foot is presumably a 
dactyl, it might be argued that it is a spondee: in the 
fifteenth line of the antistrophe (or rather in what would 
be the fifteenth line of the antistrophe, were the line not 
preceded by a short lacuna), which is a tetrameter cata- 
lectic, only the second foot is a dactyl, not only the first — 

3 

that something has gone so far wrong as to justify me in | 

foot but also the third foot being a spondee. 
The fact that the antistrophic line is catalectic shows 

describing this example of the disputed phenomenon as 
merely technical. 

The lines are these : | 

(a) 1. 798. 4 Seva tis "Epis Beds, & Tade 
(b) 1. 815. od8 of pr vopspor raides 

In the next line of the strophe the last syllable is a long: — 
the corresponding antistrophic line substitutes two shorts, 
and there is metrical redundancy earlier in the verse. 

These are the lines (with the next lines) : 

(a) 1. 799. pjcato ripata yas Bacwredour, 

AaBSsaxidais trodupoyOos ner 

(b) 1. 816. parph AOYevpa, placa TaTpos* 9 dSé oup- 

-aipovos (V.l. civapov) és réyos HAOev 

Hence, putting A and B together, we have the con- 
secutive antistrophic reading : 

ovd Of pi) voplpoe Tatdes : 
patpt Aoxevpa, placpa Tatpos: 9 dé our- 
-aipsovos és Aéyos HrOer. 
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This is obviously nonsense as it stands. The attempts 
at emendation have been rather wild. Personally I attach 
considerable importance to the appearance of the Attic 7 

instead of the Doric 4. Largely on that ground I propose, 
_ with the utmost tentativeness, to read : 

el? tunv viv évemev er “Ard., 
patpt royevwa pd, Tapds 7) cur- 

/ > / + -aijovos és Exos HAOEv. 

In the strophe I would substitute Paciredov. for 
Baciredou. 

| By the ‘common Mother’ I mean (I am not rash 
enough to write ‘Euripides means’) Earth. I trans- 
late: ‘To dwell in the womb of the common Mother.’ 

“RoxevecOa can signify not only ‘to be brought to birth,’ 
but also ‘to be borne in the womb’ (see the metaphorical 
use in Aristoph. Pax 1014). At any rate my suggestion 
is not more improbable than various others which have 

_ been made, and I claim for it one merit which none of the 
others seem to possess, namely that (at least as far as I 
can see) it is palaeographically possible. I hold that even 
great uncertainty ought not to deter one from doing the 
best one can with a passage. 

SrxtH Cuorvs (Il. 1019-1066) 

This chorus consists of a strophe and antistrophe of 
_ considerable length. The text appears for the most part 
- ina reasonably sound condition; but the extreme end of 
_ the antistrophe has become rather seriously corrupt, and 
just at this point occurs the sole instance of the 
_ phenomenon with which I am concerned. 

In the twenty-third line of the strophe the seventh 
and eighth syllables are two shorts: in the twenty-third 
line of the antistrophe, for these two shorts is substituted 
one long. 

These are the passages : 

(a) ll, 1041-42. Grote roreos adavicevev 

a& mTepodcca tapOévos Tw avdpav 
VOL. I 2D 
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(b) ll. 1065-66. 8Oev émécuto tdvde yap 
lal / 

aptayaic. Satovey tis ara 

To cure the want of correspondence between the end 
of the word adaviceey and ydv, editors have applied two 
distinct treatments. Porson leads one school with the 
emendation ddavice’, Hermann the other with the 
alteration yaiav. Hermann to-day holds the field; but 
personally I follow Porson. I do not think that there 
would be very much likelihood of yatav, obstante metro 
strophico, passing into yav. On the other hand, ddavice:’ 
would almost certainly be changed to ddaviceev. I can 
see no ground for the common belief that the epsilon of 
optative third persons in -ee is insusceptible of elision in 
Attic. The epsilon in question must, one can only 
suppose, have exactly the same origin as every other 
epsilon of the third person singular; and I fail completely — 
to see why, as érue is subject to elision, ruweve should not 
equally be so subject. The fact that letters of different — 
characters precede the two epsilons appears to me to be 
altogether irrelevant to the issue. I am of opinion that 
the sole reason why elided forms such as rier’ are not 
fairly plentiful in the text of standard authors is the 
circumstance that in post-classical times such forms were 
mistaken for indicative futures, a mistake which must in | 
many instances have involved a considerable amount of 
consequential tampering with the context. Similar - 
results occur sometimes in the case of elided third persons 
singular of the imperfect indicatives of verbs with a stem 
ending in a vowel. For example, if I am right, in the 
1472nd line of the Helen (see my discussion of that 
passage) Séoxev’ has been corrupted into dicxov. There, as 
here, it is a question of elision at the end of a choric line. — 

I do not think it can well be denied that dprayatcou 
in the antistrophic passage needs an objective genitive. 
Therefore I somewhat confidently propose to read dpza- 
yaiot Sanotav for dpmayaicr Sayuovwr. I believe that the 
reader will on reflection agree with me that this change 
may almost be called necessary. 

But if we make it, we leave ris dra as the whole 
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subject of the verb. Such an expression is barely Greek. 
_ ata@ tis would be the correct expression; but in dra tis 
_ the word zs would have no idiomatic meaning: it would 
simply be the rough equivalent of the indefinite article. 
On the other hand ts dra has all the appearance of being 
_the latter half of a complex subject beginning with an 
adjective, in which vs is inserted idiomatically. In 
Saiovev tis dra, Sayuovwv plays the part of such an 
adjective, but plays it rather inefficiently. Sa:povia tis 
ara would be much better, as far as sense goes. In any 
ease, we have removed Sa:pover. | 

It seems to me to follow logically that for tdvSe we 
ought to substitute a nominative feminine adjective 
agreeing with dra, in order to give vis a basis on which 
to repose. 

Taking the cue from the sense of rapidity inherent 
In éréovro, and paying strict attention to the ductus 
literarum of ravde, 1 suggest that we should read : 

O0ev émécuTO Tayéa yay 
aptayaios SapwoTay Tis ata. 

Seeing that a«éa exists by the side of axeia, I see no 
reason why Euripides should not have written rayéa. 

_ I have considered the possibility of an alternative 
System of emendation in this passage. At first sight its 
‘simplicity seems to recommend it, and I have hesitated 
a good deal before finally abandoning it. The reason 
why I definitely reject it is that it necessitates the assign- 
ment to érécvro of a transitive sense. It would produce 
the reading: 

60ev érécuTo TayvTatay 
apTayedor Saimovey tis aTav. 

' F 

; ‘ 

But as I write, my hesitation begins to return. 

SEVENTH CuHorRws (ll. 1284-1307) 

The chorus consists of a strophe and antistrophe, 
mostly dochmiac, but also partly anapaestic, and partly 
iambic. | 
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After initial interjections, the chorus starts off with 
three anapaestic monometers, exhibiting the diaeresis 
proper to regular anapaests, but written in the Doric 
dialect. In the antistrophe one of the anapaests in the 
second monometer is replaced by a spondee. 

After the monometers we have two dochmii, preceded 
by a tribrach, then some dochmiac attempts which it is 
dificult to analyze, then two short iambic lines, and 
finally a strophic line which seems to be meant to consist 
of two dochmii, and an antistrophic line which may also 
be meant to consist of two dochmii, but which also, 
owing to the presence of a common syllable, may be 
scanned as a highly resolved lyrical trimeter. 

All this, and especially the presence of the anapaests, — 
tends to show that we are dealing either with a 
monstrously corrupted version of a Euripidean original, | 
or else—and, I think, more probably—with an interpola-— 
tion. ; 

The chorus presents two instances of the phenomenon — 
under discussion. 

A 

In the second line of the strophe the second anapaestice 
monometer has an anapaest as its second foot: in the 
second line of the antistrophe the second anapaestic 
monometer has a spondee as its second foot. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1285. tpopepay dpixa tpopepav dpér exo 

(b) 1. 1297. Sidupoe Ofpes, poviac puxat 

There is no possibility of emendation, at least of a 
kind that affects the metre. I think there can be no 
reasonable doubt that the correspondence, such as it is 
is due to the original composer of the lines. He was 
indeed in a difficulty. Having elected to employ ordina 
anapaests as a lyric vehicle, and never having seen an 
ordinary anapaests so employed, he naturally enougt 
fell into the error of supposing that he had the same kind 
of liberty, as if he were composing non-lyrical anapaests. 
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That was an error; but his chief and initial error lay in 
fancying that ordinary anapaests, with their strict rules 
of diaeresis, could be used in lyric poetry at all. 

B 

In the fourth line of the strophe we have a tribrach 
followed by two dochmii, of which the first is of the type 
wvevvvv-: in the fourth line of the antistrophe we have 
a tribrach followed by two dochmiui of which the first is 

_ of the type vv v-v-. 
The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1287. eros ereos Euore warépos (MSS. plerumque 

patpos) Sevdaias 
(b) 1. 1299. wécea récea Sai’ adtiy’ aipaterov 

Here again I do not propose to offer any emendation. 
_ If Euripides wrote the real original, his writing has been 
so greatly overlaid as to have been for my purposes dis- 
placed. But I think that more probably I am dealing 
with a pure interpolation. In either case, the occurrence 
of the phenomenon in its surroundings makes, if anything, 
in favour of the attitude which I take with regard to it. 

EieutH Cuyorvs (ll. 1340-1351) 

At this point, a series of trochaic tetrameters having 
just ended, we have a mixture of dochmiacs and senaril. 
Not only are there signs that the dochmii have been 

_ tampered with, but also correspondence has been disturbed 
to such an extent that it is impossible to indicate the 
position of strophe and antistrophe—assuming, that is, 

_ that the passage is genuine, and, consequentially, that a 
strophe and antistrophe once existed. 

Ninto Cuorvs (ll. 1485-1581) 

This chorus may be divided into two approximately 
equal halves. The first half consists of a long speech by 
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Antigone, the second half of a series of much shorter 
speeches by Oedipus and Antigone. 

Considerable uncertainty exists with regard to the © 
proper arrangement into strophes and antistrophes; but — 
it is evident that the beginning of Antigone’s long speech — 
is a strophe, which finds its antistrophe in almost the whole 
of the much shorter speech of Antigone which ends the © 
chorus, and most editors agree that there is a strophe in 
the very heart of Antigone’s long speech, which finds its — 
antistrophe in the whole of the first speech of Oedipus. 

This kind of arrangement is essentially unclassical. If 
a strophe is only part of a speech, the antistrophe must — 
also be only part of a speech: wholes must be answered — 
by wholes, and parts by parts. And it is not enough to— 
answer a part by a part, if the result is that the surplus © 
portions are not equal. You cannot take twenty lines — 
out of a choric speech of twenty-three lines, and make 
those twenty lines into the antistrophe to twenty lines | 
out of another choric speech of twenty-five lines. 

Therefore | draw the conclusion that at any rate some — 
of the strophic-antistrophic arrangement at present dis- 
cernible is either not the original strophic-antistrophic — 
arrangement, or else has at least suffered from alterations 
of a character affecting the divisions of speeches. 

But there is reason to suppose that the end of chin 
play differs materially in its present form from the form 
in which Aristophanes the grammarian read it; and even . 
that form, so at least we have already seen ground to 
suspect, was not a form due to the pen of Euripides. 

Aristophanes tells us that 6 éml qwéow per eos 
adonéoxou guyadevopevos Oidirrovs mpocéppurtar Sid Kevijs. 
But in our present text it is not at all a lengthy or 
prolix ode that ushers Oedipus into banishment: indeed 
it is not an ode at all, but a lyrical dialogue of forty-eight 
lines (ll. 1710-57). This chorus, on the other hand, is 
adoreoxos. I strongly suspect that in Aristophanes’ time 
the two choruses made one whole, and that the inter- 
mediate remarks of Creon, some of which are necessary 
to the sense, were a portion of the chorus, and not couched 
in trimeters. This supposition would have the advantage 
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_ of relieving Euripides of the responsibility of the prodigious 
stichomythia which extends from ll. 1646-1706. 

Roughly speaking, the result of these considerations 
is that I regard all that portion of the ninth chorus that 

_ sueceeds the long speech of Antigone as either interpolated, 
or else as so much cut about as to be little better than 
an interpolation. Antigone’s first speech was, I think, 
answered by a speech of Oedipus of equal length. 

_ Antigone’s speech is much too long to form one strophe. 
_ Consequently I suspect a cross division. Probably the 
first half of Antigone’s speech was answered by the second 
half of Oedipus’, and vice versa. Then probably came 
some choric, most naturally dochmiac, interposition from 

~Creon, in which he gave orders for the banishment of 
Oedipus. Then Oedipus delivered himself of the 6) 
adorecxos (and note that ddoreryos in subclassical Greek 

_is only a polite word for ‘long’ as applied toa speech or 
song), and then perhaps came a final dialogue between 
_ Antigone and Oedipus, of which the existing tenth chorus 
‘is a very considerable distortion. 
e There is necessarily some guesswork about this view ; 
but the metrical impossibility of the ninth chorus as it 
stands is patent, and Aristophanes’ statement ought not 

_to be neglected. I suppose, on my theory, that it was 
_ the exaggerated ddorecyia of the choric ending of the play 
which led to its being rewritten. Perhaps also that 
_ rewriting may have been partly prompted by direct 

evidence not now accessible to us, but accessible 1500 
or 2000 years ago, to the effect that the text read by 
Aristophanes differed from the text written by Euripides. 

Under these circumstances I shall not do more than 
_ exhibit the instances of the phenomenon I am discussing 
_ that occur in the existing text of the ninth chorus as 

_ divided into strophes and antistrophes by the best 
scholars. 

Hermann marks off ten strophes and antistrophes, 
together with four unanswered cverjpara. Nauck, follow- 
ing Hermann in a sense, indicates four strophes and 
antistrophes, and leaves the rest of the chorus as a rudis 
indigestaque moles. 
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As compared with the first strophe, the first anti- 
strophe presents ten examples of the phenomenon I am ~ 
investigating. Seeing that I look upon this antistrophe 
as probably composed by some editor considerably later 
than Euripides, later, I suggest, than Aristophanes the 
grammarian, in order to match the strophic lines, this 
number of instances is not at all surprising, and there is 
no occasion to have recourse to emendation. 

A 

In the first line of the first strophe, a dactylic tetra- 
meter, the second foot is a dactyl: in the first line of the 
first antistrophe, the second foot is a spondee. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1485. od mpoxadrurropéva Botpuyadeos 

(b) 1. 1570. nipe 8 év "HrAketparor midaus téxva 

B 

In the third line of the first strophe, a dactylic tetra- 
meter catalectic, the first foot is a dactyl: in the third 
line of the first antistrophe the first foot is a spondee. 

These are the lines: 

(a) 1. 1487. rapOevias tov imd Breddpors 

(b) 1. 1573. Aoyyaus Kowvdy évvddrvov 

C 

In the fifth line of the first strophe, a dactylic penta-— 
meter catalectic, the third foot is a spondee: in the fifth 
line of the first antistrophe the third foot is a dactyl. 

The lines run thus : 

(a) 1. 1489. atSouéva pépouar Banya vexvov 

(b) 1. 1574. papvapévous ert tpavpacw, aipatos 

aiwaros seems to be written to match not Bd«ya vexvov 
but Bdeya vexpov, but in any case there is a neglect of 
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synapheia, as the next antistrophic line begins with a 
vowel. 

D anp E 

In the sixth line of the first strophe, a lyrical anapaestic 
dimeter (I am speaking conventionally, and imply nothing 
as to whether the line is or is not really a dactylic tetra- 
meter catalectic with a base), the second and third feet are 
anapaests: in the sixth line of the first antistrophe the 
second and third feet are spondees. 

| These are the lines : 

(a) 1. 1490. xpddeuva Sixodca Kopas am’ epas 

(b) 1. 1575. 48n woypavy rAowBav doviav 

F, G, H anp I 

| In the seventh line of the first strophe the fourth and 
fifth syllables are two shorts, the seventh and eighth are 

_ two shorts, the ninth is a long, and the tenth and eleventh 
_ are two shorts: in the seventh line of the first antistrophe 

for each of the aforesaid sets of two shorts is substituted 
_ one long, and for the long first aforesaid are substituted 
_ two shorts. 

The lines are of the following form : 

(a) l. 1491. oronrida Kpokvecoay aveica Tpupas 

(d) 1. 1576. ay éray’ “Audas, erase & “Apns 

tf It would be possible, if it were worth while, to read 
: *AiSas. ‘ 

That the first syllable of ”Apys should be long is an 
argument, though certainly not a conclusive argument, 

against the genuineness of the antistrophe, but it would 
_ be no argument at all in the case of Sophoclean lyrics or 
_ even Aeschylean senarii. 

K 

In the composite line, a dactylic hexameter, made up 
of the ninth and tenth lines of the first strophe, the fifth 
foot is by emendation a very odd-looking spondee: in the 
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corresponding line of the first antistrophe the fifth foot is 
a dactyl. | 

Here are the lines: 

(a) Il. 1493-4. & Tlondverxes, bus dp’ er@vupos, @por pwo1, 
@78a. (Hermann & por O7Bas) 

(b) L. 1578. capKos éBaev, ayer 5é Téxvav emer 
> \ / | appt TéKVvOLoLW 

At the extreme end the correspondence of strophe and — 
antistrophe breaks down, but not in such a way as to 
afford examples of the phenomenon under discussion. : 

Immediately after the first strophe (or rather those . 
lines which the existing text turns into a first strophe) 
come a very short strophe and antistrophe of three me | 
each, recognized both by Hermann and by Nauck. : 
think it is undeniable that the true intention of aa 
present text is to exhibit a strophe and antistrophe at — 
this point, and almost equally undeniable that the present 
text departs widely from anything that Euripides may 
have written. I can hardly doubt but that the second 
strophe and antistrophe form together a portion of a 
strophe the antistrophe to which has been eliminated. 

Taking the second strophe and antistrophe as they 
stand, I find that they exhibit one example of the disputed - 
phenomenon. 

L 

In the first line of the second strophe the fourth 
syllable is a long: in the fourth line of the second anti- 
strophe that long is replaced by two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1, 1498. riva mpoc@dov 

(6) 1. 1501. dvakaréoopat (v.l. avaxarécopat) 

After the second antistrophe comes what Hermann 
calls ovornpa a’. It certainly has nothing to balance it, 
even approximately, and it is difficult to see what. can 
made of it except on the assumption that it is part. ot a 
strophe the antistrophe to which is not in our possession. — 
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At the end of ctornwa a’ Hermann and Nauck part 
company. Hermann asserts that ll. 1508—18 (he numbers 
_ them 1513-24) consist of a third strophe and antistrophe. 
Nauck does not recognize the existence of the alleged 
strophe and antistrophe. 
On the whole, I am inclined to think that Hermann is 
‘in a sense right. There is too much correspondence for | 
accident; but there is far too little for persistent design. 
I strongly suspect that we have some kind of conflation 
of what Euripides originally wrote (which was strophic to 
an antistrophe now lost) with a strophic-antistrophic per- 
version of the original text. 

On Hermann’s arrangement, which involves a good deal 
of emendation, we have two examples of the phenomenon 
lam investigating, one of which he alters, but leaves the 
other. 

M anp N 

__ In the fourth line of Hermann’s third strophe the two 
first syllables are shorts (he emends them into one long): 
in the fourth line of Hermann’s third antistrophe those 
two shorts are replaced by one long. 
In the last line of Hermann’s “third strophe the third 
and fourth syllables are two shorts: in the last line of 
‘Hermann’s third antistrophe those two shorts are replaced 
by one long. 

The alleged strophe and antistrophe run thus: 

i@ mot, watep, 

tis ‘“EXAas 7} BdpBapos 7 
Tov mpoTrapo? edyeveTayv ETEposS 1510 
érAa KaKov ToTaVS 
aiparos duepiov 
Todd axea pavepa ; 

Tddaw as eneniter (v.1. anerite). 
tis dp dpvis 7 Spvos 7) édXdTas 1515 
axpoxopois audl Krdbo0s 
éCouéva povowadtopos dduppois 
€wols ayer svv@dds ; 

Some of this is unintelligible. In the intelligible 
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portion it seems difficult to understand the point of the 
remark about a bird, and in particular to see why stress 
is laid on the possibility of the bird’s perching on one of 
two specified kinds of trees. One is inclined to think that 
corruption has gone very deep. 

Hermann makes up the passage thus (I give his own 
- numbering) : 

atpopy 
ie pot, 
tis “EdXas ) BdpBapos 7 
TOV TpoTrap evyeveTav 1515 
dddos (the MSS. present not adros but érepos) 

étha KaKov TOTwVd ee 
aipatos dpueptov 
Todd ayea pavepa; * * 

> \ / 
avTiaTpopn 

Tadhawva, 
tis ToT ap Opvis édeArt- 1520 

\ xX / 

-Cer Spvos # éXaTas 
> / > \ , 
aKpokopois adil Kradols 

éCouéva povoma- 
-Twp émois ayer svv@dos ; 

Hermann and Nauck agree that there next follows a 
strophe (Hermann calls it ozpopy &, Nauck ozpody ¥): 
but they do not agree as to its length. They both find — 
the antistrophe (and inevitably, as the text stands) in the ~ 
first speech of Oedipus. But, whereas Hermann divides — 
Oedipus’ speech between his fourth and his sixth anti- — 
strophe, and ends his fourth strophe so as to suit that 
division, Nauck, much more elegantly (and rightly as — 
regards the existing text), makes the whole of Oedipus’ — 
first speech his third antistrophe, and consequently carries — 
his third strophe to a point beyond the end of the fourth — 
strophe of Hermann. 

What Nauck treats as the end of his otpod) vy, 
Hermann presents under the name of cvornya f’. 

In Nauck’s arrangement of the end of his third strophe — 
and antistrophe, which arrangement does not attempt to — 
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bring the passages even into approximate harmony, it is 
possible on the assumption of considerable lacunae to 
assert that there occurs one example of the phenomenon 
I am discussing. 

O 

In the sixth line of Nauck’s third strophe the sixth 
and seventh syllables are two shorts, and two longs follow : 
in the sixth line of Nauck’s third antistrophe for those 
two shorts a long is substituted, and the two longs are 
absent. 

The lines are these: 

(a) 1. 1524. tiv éxt mpadrov ard yaitas 
(b) 1. 1544. véwvy evepber y) 

Nauck leaves: the rest of Antigone’s long speech 
unanalyzed. Hermann, after his cicrnua ’, goes on with 
a otpod? ¢ and an avtictpody ¢ of two lines each. 

P 

In the first line of Hermann’s fifth strophe the fifth 
and sixth syllables are two shorts: in the first line of 
Hermann’s fifth antistrophe, for these two shorts one 
long is substituted. I think Hermann is right, as the 
text stands, in assuming that its true intention is to 
present a strophe and antistrophe at this point. But they 
are very comical little things. 

They run thus (Hermann’s numbering) : 
\ / 

oTpopn € 

patpos éuds Siddpoucs ydXa- 1535 

-KTOS Tapa pacTols, 
> \ / 

avTisTpopn € 

) Tpos adeApav ovrdpev’ ai- 
-xicpata Siccdv (most MSS. read not diccdv but 

veKpO@v) ; 

Editors have observed the strangeness of the phrase 
yaraxtos pacrtois, but, so far as | know, no one has pointed 
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out the absurdity of the underlying idea. None of 
Jocasta’s children were babes in arms at the time of the — 
action of this play. Personally I suspect that PAAAKTOC ~ 
is an uncial duplication of MACTOIC. 

After davtuctpop) & Hermann places ciornwa y, and 
then winds up Antigone’s long speech with ozpog) =, 
consisting of three lines. His avriatpopy =’ 18 the con- 
clusion of Nauck’s avtiatpody 4’. 

After the end of the first speech of Oedipus (we are 
now I suspect in a non-Huripidean portion of the play) 
Hermann and Nauck agree, and with every reason, in 
taking the second speech of Antigone as a strophe, and 
the third speech of Antigone as its antistrophe. Nauck 
calls these the fourth strophe and antistrophe, Hermann 
the seventh strophe and antistrophe: The MSS. present 
two examples of the disputed phenomenon. I suppose — 
that they are as genuine as anything else in this part of - 
the chorus. 

Q 
In the first line of Nauck’s fourth strophe (Hermann’s — 

seventh strophe) the last syllable is a long: in the first 
line of Nauck’s fourth antistrophe (Hermann’s seventh 
antistrophe) this long is replaced by two shorts. 

These are the lines : 

(a) 1. 1546. dvotuyxes ayyedias érros oice 

(b) 1.1555. ob« és’ dveidecw ot8 eri ydppacw 

R 

In the third line of the strophe aforesaid the fourth 
and fifth syllables are two shorts: in the third line of the 
antistrophe aforesaid those two shorts have a long sub- 
stituted in their place. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1548. aos odd droyos, rapaBaxtpous 
(b) 1. 1558. Eiheow BpiPwr (there is a manifest lacuna) 

The speech of Oedipus, which occurs between the 

ee Te ——— 
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- second and third speeches of Antigone, is left by Nauck 
- unelassified; but Hermann regards it as orpod) 7’, and 

finds its antistrophe in the speech of Antigone which 
begins with the words 8’ 6ddvas éBas. But he treats the 
words & ddvvas é8as themselves as not forming part of 
the antistrophe. Nauck leaves the alleged antistrophic 
passage unclassified. 

Hermann’s arrangement, which seems to be what the 
existing text really intends, involves four examples of the 
phenomenon we are discussing, of which, however, Hermann 
banishes one by emendation. 

S, T, V anp X 

In the second line of Hermann’s eighth strophe, 
apparently in theory a dactylic tetrameter, all the feet 
are spondees: in the second line of Hermann’s eighth 
_antistrophe the first, second, and third feet are dactyls. 
In the third line of Hermann’s eighth  strophe, 
apparently in theory a dactylic tetrameter, the second 
foot is a dactyl, which Hermann changes by emendation 
into a spondee: in the third line of Hermann’s eighth 
antistrophe the second foot is a spondee. 

_ The alleged strophe and antistrophe run thus in the 
MSS. (Nauck’s numbering) : . 

OIAITIOTS 

BA > A / / \ / ANS) 

amor éuav taléwy: Tdpa yap otevayev Tad, 
abreiy (v.l. cat ta8 aireiv). 1551 

tTpiccal vuyal roia poipa, 
al ” / 5 / A 

TOS EluTrov haos, @. Téxvov, avoa. 

ANTITONH 

(&:’ dddvas &Bas,) 
ei ta TéOpiTT@a y és apyata NevoocwY 1562 
aderiov Tad€ THpaTa vEeKpav 
dppatos avyais cais érrevapas. 
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Hermann reads : 

OJAITIOTS 

otpodi) 7 

® por euav twabéwv, map aireiv. 
Tpicoal vyuyal Tolga poipa 

Tas éurov pas (the MSS, present not das but ¢ddos), 
> / ” 
@ TEéKVOV, avoa. 

ANTITONH 

du ddvvas éBas, 

avtioTpogb? 1 

> \ / / > «wf iA 4 

et Ta TéOpirm@a y &O appara rAevoowr 
/ "4A 

déXlov Tad€ THMaTA VvEKPaY 

Oppatos avyais cats émevopas. 

After the third speech of Antigone Hermann, vida 
considerable probability, claims to have discerned a very 
short ninth strophe and antistrophe. He has to insert an 
3 to produce uniformity, and he has also to include in the 
aE indeed to make the antistrophe chiefly consist 
of, the 8 d8dvas &8as mentioned just above. In a classical 
composition such a division of a speech would be monstrous: 
but I think Hermann is right here. Only he did not see 
that his own treatment—the only treatment that appears” 
to answer—presupposes a non-Kuripidean text. q 

Hermann, after his dvtuctpog) 9, gives a cvoTnpa 8 
of two lines. 

After the end of this cvornpa or supposed cvoTnua We 

come to the concluding speech of Antigone. The latter 
part of this is clearly, as is said above, in the existing 
text the antistrophe to the first strophe. But the three 
first lines of the speech stand outside that antistrophe. 
Nauck leaves these lines alone: Hermann prints them 
as four, and divides them into his tenth strophe and 
antistrophe. 
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The MS. reading, disregarding inferior variants, is: 

ANTITONH 

ddxpva yoepa havepa Tac. TiWEpeva, 1567 

TéKETL LacTOV 
v v e / e / , , 

Edepevy Ehepev LKETIS LKETAaY Opoperva. 

¥ 

Hermann’s arrangement involves one example of the 
phenomenon | am investigating. 

In Hermann’s emended version of the first line of his 
_ tenth strophe the fourth and fifth syllables are two shorts : 
in the first line of Hermann’s tenth antistrophe one long 
replaces those two shorts. 

Hermann reads : 

ANTITONH 

otpod? vu 

Saxpva, Saxpva yoepa, yoepa 

davepa Tact TiWEpéva, 

> \ , 
avTiaTpogn 

Téxeot pacTov edepev, Epepev 1580 
ixétis ixtop dpoméva. 

I venture to ask for careful consideration of this chorus. 
It is not any particular theory, whether of my own or of 
others, to which I would chiefly draw attention. It is 
to the chorus itself, and to the insuperable difficulty, 
experienced by every editor, of dealing with it satisfactorily 

1 by the help of any of the methods that are properly 
applicable in the case of a classical composition. The 

_ instances of the phenomenon I am investigating that occur 
in this chorus occur in the midst of such a welter either of 
outrageous corruption, or, as I think, of interpolation, that 
I make bold to say that sound reason peremptorily forbids 
the use of them as permissible evidence. 

VOL. I 2E 
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Trento Cuorvs (ll. 1710-1757) 

I have already suggested that the senarii which 
separate the ninth and the tenth choruses are not the 
work of Euripides. Various editors have objected to odd 
portions here and there. To my mind a convincing proof 
that at any rate some of the lines are not genuine is to 
be found in the use (ll. 1590-1) of ete, in the sense not 
of ‘commanded’ but ‘said’ with an infinitive. But 
further than that I cannot in any way reconcile the 
genuineness of the lines with the statement of Aristophanes: : 
the grammarian. 

This last chorus appears to me to fall equally under 
suspicion, though I do not pretend to suggest whether | 
it is an adaptation of something that Euripides wrote, 
or an entirely new composition. 

ll. 1751 and 1752 are extremely significant. They 
run : | 

OI. 1@ ara Bpomsos wa te on- 
\ A yy / -Kos aBatos Opec pawdadwv. 

These words can only mean: ‘Go to that place at any 
rate where Bromius is and where upon the mountains is 
the untrodden shrine of the Maenads.’ : 

In the context, the idiomatic ddd, ‘at any rate,’ is, 
unless I am mistaken, quite meaningless; and it is 
surprising to find it used without a preceding ye. I am 
inclined therefore to suppose that adda is not here the 
idiomatic arrd ab all, but the ordinary add, ‘but’ or 
‘nay, put by a clumsy solecism second in the sentence, 
perhaps on the analogy of what it is possible to do with 
the Latin sed. ; 

But if adda offends, wa re offends yet more. We 
have to suppose an ellipse of the first wa, and to read the 
sentence in our minds as if it ran: : 

i adr wa Bpomos iva te on- 
-Kos aBatos dpect pawddov. 

Such expressions as Idpis yap obre cuvrerjs modus afford 
no excuse for violence of this kind. It seems to me 
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probable that the wa re of |. 645 (see my discussion of 
that line) was taken, in violation of any real possibilities 
of sense, as meaning ‘and where,’ with a previous iva 
supposed to have been understood, and that the fancied 
construction has been imitated here. 

Hermann has taken a great deal of trouble with this 
chorus, and comes to the conclusion that it consists of 
a strophe and antistrophe with a subordinate strophe and 
antistrophe, and also anomoeostrophic passages, inside and 
interrupting the course of the main strophe, and another 
‘strophe and antistrophe and also other anomoeostrophic 
“passages inside and interrupting the course of the main 
antistrophe, but not in identically the same positions as 
the elements interrupting the course of the main strophe. 

His final note (in his edition of the Phoenissae) runs : 
“‘ Hujus carminis compositio, de quo dixi in Elem. doctr. 

metr. p. 761, rectius exposita est in Epitome p. 295, 
relictis tamen quae nova cura indigerent. Constat stropha 

_atque antistropha, quae modo aliis numeris, modo anti- 
‘strophicis aliis interpellantur. Jllorum versuum qui 
pstropham atque antistropham interpellant, initia longius 
, ab sinistris marginibus removi, appositis numeris systema- 
tum, ex quibus numeris statim quae inter se respondeant, 
“quaeque careant responsione, nosci potest. Mira haec 
nobis compositio videatur necesse est, et cujus ratio 
impeditior sit, quam ut a theatro animadverti potuerit. 
_ At aliter opinor de ea re sentiremus, si noti nobis modi 
essent hujus cantici. Neque enim dubitandum videtur, 
 quin stropha illa atque antistropha alios habuerint modos, 
quam isti versus, quibus interpellantur, ita ut qui 
audiebant statim animadverterent, ubi a principali modo 
ad alios modos cantus abiret, et ubi rursus in relictum 

- eursum reverterentur.” 
Adhering entirely to Hermann’s arrangement, I should 

prefer to use different language from that which he 
employs. An interrupted strophe can better be described 
as a series of strophes, and an interrupted antistrophe as 

a series of antistrophes. 
If we employ this principle of nomenclature, which 

however is not Hermann’s, though I retain absolutely 
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the whole of Hermann’s arrangement while departing 
from his nomenclature, the following diagram will be 
found to express visually the choric organism. 

oTpopy a’ 

orpoph 8 Se 
avTioTpopy B 
otvoTnua a’ 

ra 
crerpebh sD 
dvriaTpopn a 
ovoTnua € 
dvrisTpopy €' j 

[¢ is well-nigh impossible to doubt but that Hermann 
has got at the actual facts. His arrangement requires 
only very slight emendations of the text. But when 
one has once exhibited graphically the net result of his 
arrangement, it is clear that the asymmetric character of 
the scheme proves that we are dealing with a chorus 
which is either a non-classical composition or at any rate 
contains in its present form important elements of a non- 
classical character. : 

I will now proceed, still following Hermann’s most 
able analysis, but at the same time still retaining m 
translation of his nomenclature into nomenclature of | 
more ordinary, and also, I venture to think, of a mor 
scientific kind, to approach the instances of the phe 
nomenon under discussion which Hermann has enablec 
me to bring to light. 

What I have styled the first strophe and antistroph 
present six examples of the phenomenon under investiga 
tion. 7 

A, B, C anp D 

The first line of the first strophe is a slightly corrup e 
lyrical iambic trimeter, of which the second and third fee 
are iambs, the fourth foot a tribrach, and the fifth foot 
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-an amphibrach, which amphibrach Hermann by a minute 
change alters into a tribrach: the first line of the first 
antistrophe is a lyrical iambic trimeter, of which the 
second and third feet are tribrachs, and ‘the fourth and 
‘fifth feet iambs. 

_ These are the lines (I adhere to Hermann’s numbering 
throughout this chorus) : 

(a) 1. 1720. i@ eis Guyav rddawar: Speye xeipa (Hermann 
xépa) pirtay 

- (b) 1. 1751. mwo@ewa daxpva mapa piraror rapbévors 

I can see no reason to dispute Hermann’s strophic 
reading. With his slight emendation both the strophic 
and the antistrophic line appear almost beyond question 
to be in the form in which they were originally written. 
The fact that this form involves four instances of the 
disputed phenomenon is strong cumulative evidence to 
the effect that we are dealing with a non-classical com- 
a sition. ‘Those readers who have followed the evidence 
presented in any forty or fifty pages of this book will, 
even if they do not agree with my conclusion that the 
phenomenon is altogether inadmissible, at least assent to 
the proposition that it does not present itself four times 
over within the compass of a single line—that is to say, 

the line be genuine. 

E anp F 

In the third line of the first strophe, which is an 
iambic trimeter catalectic, the third and fourth feet are 
jambs: in the first antistrophe the second and third lines 
have become transposed, but if with Hermann we restore 
_ them to their obvious order, then in the real third line of 
the first antistrophe the third and fourth feet are seen to 
_be tribrachs. 
The lines run thus: 

(a) 1. 1722. éyov éw aote vavoirowrov avpay 

(b) 1. 1758. Aurode’” arreyuw ratpidos arompo yaias 

Here we have more cumulative evidence. E and F 
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are not so strong a combination as A, B, C and D; but 
much the same may be said in either case. 

The second strophe and antistrophe present two 
examples of the phenomenon. 

G anp H 

In the first line of the second strophe, which is an 
iambic dimeter, the first two feet are iambs: in the first’ 
line of the second antistrophe, which is an iambic dimeter, 
the first two feet are tribrachs. 

The lines are these : | 

(a) 1. 1723. i80d opetouar, réxvov 

(b) 1. 1726. yevoueba yevoued”? dOrual (Porson in pursu-— 

ance of his famous canon changed - 
a@rvai into the necessary d&O)uoi) 

. Exactly the same can be said as of E and F. : 
The third strophe and antistrophe are difficult to 

follow, chiefly because of lacunae in the strophic passage ; 
but they present in reality two instances of the disputed 
phenomenon. . 

a: 

In the second line of the third strophe the fifth and 
sixth syllables are two shorts: in the second line of the 
third antistrophe is substituted one long. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1732. rade rade oda Tide 

(b) 1. 1755. eis watpos ye ouppopds 

The strophic reading is not quite certain ; but it would 
be a waste of time to linger over the passage. 

K 

In the last line of the third strophe the first syllab 
is a long: the last line of the third antistrophe substitutes 
for this long two shorts. : 
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Here are the lines : 

(a) 1. 1737. Sewa, Sev’ eyo Tras 

(b) 1. 1760. oKOTLA (so Hermann for cxotia) ya kadiro 

Here again it seems to me that we have not the work 
of Euripides. 

The fourth strophe and antistrophe (I have already 
attacked the Greek of the antistrophe) present four 
examples of the phenomenon under discussion. 

L, M, N ann O 

This strophe and antistrophe consist of two short 
lines each. In the first line of the fourth strophe, which 
is an iambic dimeter, the second foot is an iamb: in the 
first line of the fourth antistrophe, which is also an iambic 
dimeter, the second foot is a tribrach. In the second line 

of the fourth strophe, which is an iambic dimeter, the 
first foot is an iamb, the second foot is an iamb, and the 
third foot is a tribrach: in the second foot of the fourth 
antistrophe, which is also an iambic dimeter, the first foot 
is a tribrach, the second foot is a tribrach, and the third 
foot is an iamb. ‘Thus the ordinary conventions, even if 
they be nothing more, of lyrical correspondence are to a 
striking extent not so much violated as reversed. 

The strophe and antistrophe run thus: 

(a) ll. 1741-2. 68 eiui podcav bs éri Kar- 

-ivixoy ovpaviov éBav 

(b) ll. 1765-6. 1@ adda Bpdpios va te on- 
\ »” ” / 

-K0s aBatos bpeo. patvad@v 

It appears to me that the combined argument from 
language and from metre suffices to show that this passage 
is not classical. 

The fifth strophe and antistrophe yield only two 
examples of the phenomenon in question. 
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P anp Q 

In the first line of the fifth strophe the first syllable is 
a long, and the sixth syllable is a long: for each of these 
longs the first line of the fifth antistrophe substitutes two 
shorts. | 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 1745. zante’ asbee ge a dvELoos ; 
(b) 1.1770. iepov speow dvexopevoa 

l. 1769 ends with the word @iacov, and in order to 
improve the metre of that line various transpositions have — 
been proposed, which affect 1. 1770, but not so as to 
produce additional examples of the disputed phenomenon. 
I see no reason to suppose that this strophe and antistrophe — 
are any more original than their neighbours. 

The sixth strophe and antistrophe do not quite 
correspond as they stand in the MSS., but they present 
no example of the phenomenon which I am investigating. — 

Throughout the Phoenissae we have been breathing an 
atmosphere charged with suspicion; but towards the end — 
it has become apparent, at least to me, that we have 
come into a region where the ordinary principles of lyrical 
metre cannot be applied. 

I think that the conclusion is that the more favourite 
the play, the more open it lay to interpolation and 
intentional alteration. And of all Greek plays the 
Phoenissae, with the solitary exception of the Hecuba, 
had by far the greatest vogue. | 

SUMMARY 

The Phoenissae seems to exhibit (the identification of 
strophe and antistrophe is not always certain) fifty-six 
examples of the phenomenon | am investigating, an¢ 
three more result from emendation. Of the fifty-six, four 
present themselves within the compass of one line, thre a 
sets of three each within the limits of single lines, and no 
less than eight sets of two each within identical limits: 
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two examples are plainly corrupt, and one instance is 
contradicted by some MS. authority. The remaining 
twenty-four examples and the three that result from 
‘emendation are unable to establish a claim to originality. 
The leading textual feature of the Phoenissae is the 
interpolation which characterizes it. 

MEDEA 

The Medea is one of the nine plays which repose on 
the amplest MS. authority. It is contained in Codex 
Vaticanus 909 (known as B), Codex Havniensis (known 

as C), Codex Parisinus 2712 (known as E), Codex 
-Laurentianus 32. 2 (Nauck’s C), Codex Palatinus 287 
(Nauck’s B), and, as regards its first forty-two lines only, 
in Codex Marcianus 468 (known as F); also in MSS. of 
inferior importance. 

_ The first chorus is preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest 
of the tenth century. 

| Moreover use, though not very free use, of the play is 
_made by the compiler of the Christus Patiens. 

First Cuorvs (Il. 148-183) 

(This chorus is preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest 
of the tenth century.) 

Superficially these lines consist of a strophe, sung by 
the chorus (ll. 148-159), of a series of regular anapaests, 
divided unequally between Medea and the Nurse (Il. 160- 
172), and an antistrophe again sung by the chorus (Il. 

— 173-183). But the apparent strophe and antistrophe 
both begin with two regular anapaestic dimeters followed 
by a regular anapaestic monometer; which anapaests in 
both cases follow immediately on other anapaests, regular, 
and without antistrophic correspondence. 
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The regular anapaests that apparently form part of the 
strophe scan thus : 

Those that apparently form part of the antistrophe 
run as follows : 

et IO Det eld OO eel 

It is true that, if the anapaests were inside the strophe 
and antistrophe, they would supply two cases for investiga- 
tion; but it is also true that the beginnings of strophe 
and antistrophe proper coincide with the endings of the 
regular anapaestic systems. 

It is easy to confuse the results of the Greek fondness 
for balance of numbers, which may be observed right and 
left even in the lengths of iambic speeches, with the 
essentially different, though no doubt parallel, results of 
the application of antistrophic law. 

The chorus proper in this instance supplies no examples 
of the phenomenon which I am investigating. : 

SeconD CuHorus (ll. 409-444) 

No instances. 

Tuirp CuHorvs (ll. 627-662) 

The third and fourth lines of the first strophe together 
make up a dactylic hexameter, but a hexameter that lacks” 
the final short syllable of the third foot. Porson inserts a _ 
short syllable to cure the at any rate proma facie defect. 

The third and fourth lines of the first antistrophe 
together make up a hexameter, dactylic indeed except as 
regards the third foot, but with that foot a spondee. 

Hence, if Porson is right, we have an example of my 
phenomenon : if the MSS. are right, we have an instance of | 
another phenomenon. 
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The lines are these: 

(a) ll. 629-30. od8 dperav rapédwxav | avdpdow: ei & 

Gidus EOoe ny 
Porson reads: trapéd@xav év avdpaow 

(b) ll. 637-38. pndé ror apdirdyous épiyas aKopecta 
/ 

TE VELKN 

It is incredible that Euripides should have written Il. 
629-30, as they stand, with the intention of composing a 
hexameter. It is, however, not incredible that either by 
design or more probably by accident he should have placed 
in immediate consecution two lines of the kind which 
many scholars think were historically the origin of the 
hexameter. But in that case he has been guilty of extra- 
ordinary carelessness in writing in the antistrophe a 
hexameter pure and simple, without so much as a caesura 
at the point of junction. 

Therefore I am disposed to sweep all considerations of 
prehistoric scansion on to the dustheap, to accept Porson’s 
metre in the strophe, and to make a consequential emenda- 
tion in the antistrophe, namely ddpovs for dpyas. Unless 
I am mistaken, é¢povs much improves the sense; and I am 
not here ousting an example of the lyrical dpya (‘mood’), 
but of the ordinary dopyy (‘anger’), as is proved by the 
accompanying word veixn. 

But, although I accept Porson’s metre, I do not accept 
his reading. Here is the strophic context : 

»” e \ \ ” > / > > / 
épwtes vrép pev ayav érAOovtes ovK evdokiav 

ove apeTav TrapédwmKxav avdpdow: e€ 8 adrus €rAGor 

Kumpis, ov adda Oeds edyapis obTH. 

It is plain that in the apodosis of the latter of the two 
sentences éo7:, not dv ein, is understood. Therefore, seeing 
that neither a superlative nor a verb of obligation is 
present, the ei é\@0. of the protasis is open to much 
suspicion. We should expect éay éd@y. Add to this the 
fact that aus, ‘ enough,’ connotes (whatever it may denote) 
the exact opposite of the sense required. Alleged similar 
uses of dus do not breed in my mind the slightest 
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conviction. Not ‘enough,’ but ‘just enough’ (i.e. ‘enough 
and no more )} is the expression we want. In the protasis 
avépaow and év avipdow are alike unnecessary: the zap- of 
mapéSoxav supplies quite sufficiently the place of a datival 
object or of its approximate equivalent. 

On the strength of these reasons combined, and also 
on the strength of the ductus, | unhesitatingly read : 

” ¢e \ \ 4 / > > / Epwres vmép pev ayav édOovtes ovK evdokiav 
, 

ov apetav trapédwxav: éav 8 dcov eis dus EON 
Kumpis, otk adda Oeds edyapis obTo. 

That eis aus is good Greek is proved by Theocritus, 
Id. xxv. (written in the Epic dialect), ll. 15-17: 

> \ / / €mrel peAundéa Troinv 
a / c / b] / 

Aetma@ves OaréGovew trodpoco. ciapuevai TE 
els ANS. 

But, after écov and in view of the meaning, it would, I 
think, be justifiable in this passage on the strictest Attic 
standards. 

I wonder whether the Theocritean passage was written 
in the Euripidean margin, and, if so, whether tmddpoco. | 
helped to change éav 8 décor into aseihawr: The ends of — 
the two hexameters are not dissimilar. 

FourtH Cuorus (ll. 824-865) 

We come here to a crucial example. 
I will set out in full the first strophe and antistrophe. 

824. “EpeyOeiSar To tadaov drBi01, oTp. a. 

Kal Oedyv traides pakdpwv, tepas 
4 > / > b ] , 

xepas atopOyjrov Tt amropepBopevor 

830. Krewordrav codiav, del (v.1. aiel) Sia NaH Oran 

Baivovres aBpas aibépos, &vOa mo’ ayvas 
évvéa Isepidas Movoas déyovar (v.]. déyoues Moved 

835. EavOav “Appoviay puredoas ° 
TOD KaXALVdov T amo (v.1L. éml) Kndicod poas (MSS. “9 

except one corrector, poais) avt. a’. 
trav Kuimpw xrfovow ihimmabivn 
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xYopay KataTvetoat peTpias avéuov 
840. 7dvmvoous avpas: det & ériBaddopévav 

/ > 2 e / / by / 

yaitatow evodn podéwv TroKov avOéwv 
Ta oohia Tapédpous Téutrewy EpwrTas, 

845. mavtoias apetas Evvepyods. 

It is clear that the two initial shorts of codiav in |. 830 
are answered by the one initial long of adpas in |. 840. 

Mr. Verrall, in view both of the metrical anomaly and 
of the strange grammar of the antistrophe, reads in 
ll. 839-40: 

YoOpav KaTtaTedoat peTpiois avéuov 
HOvTVOOLS ddpots. 

I agree that something is wrong with the antistrophe ;. 
but I see no reason for going beyond a very slight altera- 
tion, namely : 

yepav KaTaTvedcaL peTpiats avéu“ov 
HOoUTVOOLS avpats. 

Heliodorus’ xatamveiy témov evwdia, when coupled with 

analogy, is amply sufficient authority for the use of the 
verb with the accusative and dative. 

As to édpows, | have shown myself no enemy of the 
word in question ; but I see no reason for it here. 

In fact I think that the long first syllable of atpas or 
avpas 18 perfectly genuine, whereas codiay in the strophe 
is almost certainly corrupt. 

The MSS. make the chorus say that ‘the sons of 
Erechtheus feed on the most famous wisdom of the holy, 
unravaged land, ever moving delicately though the bright, 
clear air.’ 

This combination of metaphor and plain fact, especially 
when the metaphor comes first, is surprising in point of 
taste. 

The substantive with which «Aevotdéray agrees ought 
surely to be some word denoting or connoting the fruit of 
the Morian olive. Then fepaés yopas arop@yrov 7 would 
bear its natural meaning, namely the Athenian Acropolis. 

I should say this quite apart from any consideration 
of the evimmov, Eve, chorus in the Coloneus. But, with 
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that chorus in existence, I fail to see how it is possible 
to maintain that this chorus is not in part modelled upon 
it. Therefore I find hardly room for doubt. 

What then was the word which codiav has supplanted ? 
Perhaps the scholiast gives us a clue. His note is: 

ovUT@ elTrev, @S avayKaias auto is ovans THS TALOEVTEDS, 

Kkadarep adds Tpodys. 
Is madetcews really a gloss on codiav? I am half 

inclined to doubt it. It would be more natural as a gloss 
on madeiav. But whether or no there was once a reading 
vravdeiav, afterwards altered metri gratia to codiay, is not 
very material. 

In either case I suggest that the truly original reading 
was eiav, ‘ food.’ 

ela, Meaning xdpTos, is catalogued both in Hesychius 
and in Suidas, and is also mentioned, somewhat confusedly, 
in the Ktymologicum Magnum. 

The fact that the word does not occur in Liddell and 
Scott seems to have blinded English scholars to its 
existence. I have little doubt that in 1. 129 of the 
Troades for Aiyirrov raéeiav (of the papyrus-plant) we 
ought to read Aiyirrou raiser eiav. 

Firta Corus (Il. 976-1001) 

According to the MSS., the second line of the first — 
strophe begins with a long syllable: the second line of | 
the first antistrophe substitutes two shorts, and later — 
omits a long syllable. | 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 977. otKére+ oreiyovor yap és ovoy Hdn 

[wérdov or wérAwv in previous line] 
(b) 1. 984. ypicedrevetov orépavov mepibécbar 

Elmsley has here, as often elsewhere, proposed an 
emendation that no later scholar has bettered, and I read 
with him : . 

TéT NOV 

xpucoTevKTOY Te oTépavoy TrepiOécOau. 
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SixtH Cuorvs (Il. 1251-1292) 

So far the Medea has been fairly free from corruption, 
but now, as we approach the end of the play, we begin 
to breathe a vitiated atmosphere. It is significant that 
instances of the phenomenon which forms the subject of 
my investigation are here, as usual, accompanied by other 
phenomena no less suspicious, 

The chorus is dochmiac. I am not prepared to say 
that it consists entirely of a series of dochmiac feet. It 
certainly does not do so, as it stands. But I am not sure 
that, were I editing the play, I should admit anything 
except strict dochmiac feet and perhaps an occasional 
unsupported cretic. 

]. 1255 runs in the MSS. : 

cas yap amo ypucéas yovds 

The corresponding antistrophic line is |. 1265: 

Sevhaia, Ti cor ppevav Bapds 

Whatever the corruption, there seems to be here no 
example of our phenomenon. 

Seidler emended the strophic line into: 

Tas oas yap amo ypucéas yovas, 

and Paley follows him. Paley’s note is: “‘ Here a resolved 
_ dochmius is answered by a pure one, followed by an 
iambic dipodia.” 
i What sort of a dochmius Seidler and Paley imagine 
_ the series ---~-to be, I am at a loss to imagine. 

A genuine dochmius is to be found in the MS. reading 

cas yap amo ypucéas yovas. 

Let me mark the quantities : 
_ vw vo v= v=o 

cas yap amd xpvogas | yovas. 

But the difficulty of this reading is that it leaves an 
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isolated iamb after the dochmius. Therefore I suggest as 
far preferable : ? 

_— Vv v=-— Vv -- vou 

cas yap amo ypuaeilas yovas. 

The isolated cretic is fairly regular (probably not in 
Euripides himself, but, at any rate, in the form which his 
text assumed in quite early times). 

An immediate reconstruction of the antistrophic line 
on this basis is easy. Read : 

deiNate, Th dpevav | cox Bapvs. 

For the Euripidean use of Se/dasos with short au see 
Euripides, Supplices 279. For Se/aavws feminine see 
Corpus Inscriptionum 6296-7 (I rely on Liddell and Scott 
for the reference: Dindorf’s Stephanus gives no instance). 

We now come to an instance of our phenomenon. 
The seventh and eighth syllables of the sixth line of 

the first strophe are two shorts: the first antistrophe 
substitutes one long. It is observable that the dochmiac | 
scansion breaks down. : 

The passages are these : 

(a) 1. 1256-7. &Bracrev, Oeod (Oedv Musurus) & alya 
(so B, but corrected from afar: and 
BC: Eabed atwars) rirveiv 

hoBos vm’ avépov 
(b) 1. 1266-7. xoros tpooritve, Kal Svoperrs 

povos apeiBerar 
' 

The probable meaning of the strophic words is: 
‘There is reason for fear that the blood of a god will be 
shed by men.’ irvew by itself is far from clear, especially 
in view of the fact that aiwa may mean either ‘blood’ 
literally or ‘issue.’ The addition of yayat would give 
clearness to virvew, and would determine the sense of aiua. 
The word would have a tendency to drop out after aiua. 

I therefore propose : 

(a) éBractev, Oeod & aipa yapat mitvew 
poBos vm avépar. 
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In the antistrophe I very doubtfully follow Weil in 
reading : 

(b) xOX0S Tpootitver, Kal Capyevns povov 

hovos apeiBerat 

I am tempted to wonder to what extent the constant 
recurrence in antistrophes of forms of words which have 

occurred in the same portions of their strophes may be 
due to copyists running their eyes constantly back to the 
“strophe in order to make sure of metrical correspondence. 
It is permissible to doubt whether wirvew and mpoomitvel 
are both genuine. The similarity of ¢0@os and ¢ovos is 
not altogether free from suspicion. Anyone who will 
read a number of tragic choruses, keeping his eyes open 
for such similarities, is bound to admit that there is 
a great deal in Professor Bury’s theory of echoes; but 
there may also exist widespread corruption of the kind 
that I have indicated. 

Before parting with this chorus and with the Medea, 
‘I wish to point out the proper strophic and antistrophic 
‘divisions of the choric portions of the passage which 
contains ll. 1271-91. Otherwise these lines might wrongly 
be taken as exhibiting examples of the phenomenon which 
IT impugn. 

1271 TIA. a. olua, ri dpdow; mot piywunrpds xépas ; : 
1272 ILA. 8’. ovk old’, ddeApe oldrar’ BAGueo Ba i Non-choric. 
1273 XO. dxovets Body dxovers Téxvwr ; , 
1274 ia tMadpov (TrARuov BC), & xaxorvyées yivar. tle ts 
1275 mapéhOw dduovs; dpnta pdvorv , 
ete doce? por Téxvo.s. sik a 
1277 ILA. a’. vai, mpds Oedv, dphtar’- év Séovre yap. : 
1278 ITA. B’. ws éyyds Hin y oper dpxiwy Eldovs. Non-choric. 
1279 XO. Tadhaw’, ws dp Roba mwérpos 7 cida- 
1280 -pos, dris Téxvwy dv érexes oTp. 5’. 
1281 dporov atréxeipt polpa xreveis. 
1282 plav 6) Krdiw ulay T&v mdpos ; ; 
1283 yuvatk’ év pitas xépa Bareiv réxvois, J adie of 
1284 "Iv paveioav éx Gedy, 80’ 4 Ards : 
1285 Oduap vv é&éreupe Swudrwv Bat Non-chorie, 
1286 mwitvee 0 & Tddaw’ és dduav phivy : 
1287 Téxvev dvaceBei, abit 
1288 axTns breprelvaca movrias wéda, l : 
1289 dvoiv Te suthos EvvOavoto’ dmréddvrat. f Non-chorie. 
1290 tl dr’ obv yévor’ dy ert Sewdv; & | 
1291 yuvatkGv éxos troNUrovor, avr. 5’, 
1292 boa 6H (C dé) Bporots épetas Hin xaxd. | 

It will be seen that this division secures complete 
VOL. I 2F 
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conformity between strophes and antistrophes. It leaves 
the four sets of iambic couplets without any further 
syllabic correspondence than that which is secured by the 
ordinary laws of the non-choric trimeter. And this is as 
it should be. If any reliance can be placed in the MSS., 
the Attic forms 7 (1. 1284), ad» (1. 1285), and ders 
(l. 1288) guarantee the non-choric character of the 
iambics. These Attic forms are not a little remarkable 
in view of trapov (1. 1274), cidapos (1. 1279), aris 
(l. 1280), & (1 1286), and Grpay (1. 1286). They 
are neenahle I think, unless the iambic lines are in 
strictness outside the chorus. I must again urge that 
equality of length does not by itself indicate any relation 
of strophe and antistrophe between metrical periods as | 
such, but only between metrical periods of a genuinely | 
lyrical character. 

The whole of the lyrical part of the passage I have set 
out consists of an uninterrupted series of absolutely regular 
dochmiac feet, with the sole exception that the second lines 
of the fourth strophe and antistrophe (Ill. 1280-91), 

t A 7 
-pos, ATS TEKV@V OV ETEKES, 

and 
yuvaikav éyos ToAvTrovOY, 

consist of a dochmius plus four short syllables. The 
possibility of this combination is in the highest degree 
doubtful. 

I rather incline with Seidler to read dy for dv. But 
that is not sufficient. Mr. Verrall’s ay érexes érexes will 
not scan, as the last syllable of the second érexes is short 
before a vowel. Therefore I propose to duplicate ré 
and to read in the strophic line: 

-pos, aus Téxvav TéKVOV OV ETEKES. 

This seems to me to involve a similar duplication in 
the antistrophic line; where I would read 4 

yuvaikav éyos Aéyxos 

followed by that form of zoddovey which has its firs 
syllable long and is appropriate to tragic chorus. I hay 
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elsewhere expressed a doubt whether wovdv- compounds 
ean be used in Doric lyrics, and whether woddo- forms 
ought not to be read. But that is a small point. 

SUMMARY 

The Medea presents three examples of the phenomenon 
I am investigating, and one other instance has been added 
by emendation. But of the three examples, one has 
some MS. authority against it, one is hardly more than 
graphic, and one only gives cause for serious consideration. 

HIPPOLYTUS 

The Hippolytus is one of the nine plays which repose 
on the amplest MS. authority. It is contained in Codex 
Vaticanus 909 (known as B), Codex Havniensis (known 
as C), Codex Parisinus 2712 (known as KE), Codex 

_ Laurentianus 33. 2 (Nauck’s C), Codex Palatinus 287 
- (Nauck’s B), and, as regards ll. 1-1234, in Codex 
~ Marcianus 471 (known as A); also in MSS. of inferior 
1 importance. 

A minute portion of the play is preserved in the 
i Jerusalem palimpsest of the tenth century. 

Moreover use, though not very free use, of the 
| Bippolytws is made by the compiler of the Christus 
 Patiens. 

First Cuorus (ll. 58-72) 

_ Although the chorus proper, which does not enter 
fill 1. 121, consists of the married women of Troezen, at 
_ this point we find a subsidiary chorus. Hippolytus in 
three lyric lines calls on his merry men to hymn the 
goddess of the chase, and in response they sing a short 
choral ode. 
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I give the passage as it stands: 

IMTMOATTOS 

érrecO adovTes érrea Oe 
\ \ > / 

trav Atos ovpaviav 
v @ / 

60 “Apreuiy, a peropecOa. 

@OEPATIONTES 

TOTVLA ToT VLA, cepvotata, LZavos yévebXovr, ) 
yaipe xaipé (xaipe semel ABCabedC ) fol, @ KOpa 

65 Aarods "Apteus xal Axzos, 

KaddoTa TOU Trapbévwv, 
& péyay kat’ ovpavov 
valews evTraTépetay avnrayr, 

Zavos (Znvos ABB) srorvypucov oixov. 
70 yaipé po, @ KaddoTa, 

Kadota tev Kat "Odvptrov . 
mapbévov (C Oedv for rapbévev), “Aptews (C omits 

"A pte). 

Other MSS. and Paley assign the last three lines 
(yaipé por “Tr.) to Hippolytus. Weil rejects them alto- 
gether. | 4 

Weil reads also : 
A / ’ > \ 

a peyadav Kat ovpavov 
/ 

vaiels evTratépetav avrdv. 

Cobet, instead of & péyav, reads aiyAnévta. of 
Weeklein, incorporating and correcting Cobet’s emen: 

dation, reads : aq 
aiydaévta Kat ovpavoy q 
vaiove’ evTatépeva 
ZLavos tjwodvypucov avday. 

I venture to think that these distinguished scholar 
have fixed their attention somewhat too exclusively a 
language as distinct from metre. 

Weil is no doubt right in rejecting Il. 70-2. 
are a mere paraphrase, imperfectly reduced to choric forn 
of ll. 65-9. 
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But it seems to have escaped observation that 

/ / , \ / 

ToTva ToTvia, ceuvotata, Zavos yéveOXor, 

is also an interpolation. Zavds yéveOdov is said over again, 
two lines later, in the words xa? Avs, and seems to have 
been put in because of the ray Acs in the invitatory. 
Moreover the effect of yatpe yaipé por, ® Kopa is much 
weakened, unless it stands at the very beginning of the 
respond. 

Hence (subject to further necessary alterations) we 
obtain : 

V. érec@ adovtes érecbe 
tav Avos ovpaviav 
"Aptemiv, & weouerOa. 

R. xaipe yaipé por, @ Kopa oTp. 
Aatots "Apreuws kal Atos, 
KadXriota Todu Trapbévwr, 

& péyav kat ovpavoy avr. 
vaiers evTaTépevay avrdr, 
Lavos TodvxXpuvcoy oiKor. 

The rudiments of antistrophic correspondence are 
plainly discernible. No instance of my phenomenon is 
presented ; but indirectly I shall strengthen my position, 
if | succeed in making the antistrophe completely corre- 
spond with the strophe, and that without violence or 
arbitrary emendation. 

The scholiast remarks : 

Tv KaddiaTHv Tod Tatpos Atos avrHv. 

This cannot be a note on edmarépevav only. tiv Kad- 
Aerny clearly shows that for «caddicra the scholiast read 
an accusative. evzarépeav aiddv is nonsense. The cases 
of kadrNiora and eirarépevay must be transposed. It is not 
enough, with Wecklein, to alter edzarépecav only. © 

But if we substitute an accusative for xadXiota, it is 
well-nigh impossible to read anything other than 

KaAMOTOV TOY Tapbevaver. 
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Strophe and antistrophe almost immediately fall into 
correspondence. Read: 

lal oy! / 

yaipe yaipé mot, Kopa oTp. 
fa v / Aatovs “Aptews kai Aros, : 

KaXMoTOV TOAD TapHEevOver 
& péyav Kat ovpavov avT. 

/ > / > ee 2 

VALELS, EUTATEPEL, AV AUA- 
\ Ns / y -av Lavos wodvypvacou oiKou. 

Two points strike me. 
KaddMoTOV TOAD Tapbevovov must have been intended 

as an oblique reference to the Athenian Parthenon, and 
Hippolytus must in consequence have been, though very 
indirectly, presented to the Athenian audience as giving 
to the goddess of the chase the honour due to the goddess” 
of wisdom. The Parthenon was dedicated in 438 B.c. The 
second edition of the Hippolytus was produced in 429 B.c. 
It therefore seems reasonable to assign the chorus to the 
first edition. | 

The lines beginning yaipé pou, xadriota were composed 
either after the corruption had taken place; or else in lieu 
of the rest of the ode in order to avoid what might be 
taken as a slight to the Parthenon. But they cannot be 
from Euripides’ second edition: they are clearly inter- 
polated. 

SEconpD Cuorvs (ll. 121-170) 

The fifth and sixth syllables of the seventh line of the 
second strophe are two shorts: the second antistroph 
replaces these two shorts by one long. 

The passages are these : 

(a) ll. 145-7. od & aydhi tav rorvtOnpov 
Aixtruvvavy aprraxiats 
aviepos abvTay TéedaVaV TPUYEL 

(b) ll. 155-7. 4 vavBatas tus emdevoer 
Kpytras é€oppos avipp 
Aipéva Tov ev€ewoTaToy vadtTats 

Professors Mahaffy and Bury translate dviepos abit 
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meddvev ‘unholy through unperformed sacrifices.’ But [| 
take it that the words must mean ‘ without the holiness 

_ of unsacrificed offerings.’ The negative a- of aévrwv can 
only be justified on the assumption that a@vtwr is predica- 

tive; in which case the literal translation would be: 

vo 

ori ie ile ae 

‘Without the holiness of offerings, because the offerings 
are unsacrificed.’ It is surely questionable whether 
Euripides ever complicated his diction to such an extent. 

Weil reads autos avipev twerxavov. Metrically this is 
unimpeachable, but dvipwry is open to exactly the same 
grammatical objection as a@vrar. 

There is another and more fatal exception to be taken 
both to the vulgate reading and to that of Weil. Phaedra 
has remained ” fasting for three days (see ll. 135-8), 
and the chorus are now speculating as to the cause of 
her aberration. On grounds both of metre and sense 
Lachmann’s ov yép in |. 141 and ov& in |. 145 (for od yap 
and ov & respectively) must be adopted. But the chorus 
cannot really say that the madness is not the result of 
sacrifices to Dictynna left unoffered by Phaedra, because 
at that point they have to say something else which has 
disappeared. 

The whole strophic passage (with Lachmann’s emenda- 
tions) runs: 

ov yap evOeos, @ Kovpa, 

elt’ é« Ilavos ei ‘Exdras 
7) cepvav KopuvBavtav 
potas, 7) paTtpos dpelas. 
ovd audi tay todvOnpov 
Aietuvvay aprraxiats 
aviepos abUTMY TeddvwV TpPUYEL. 

In other words the chorus detail a list of various 
forms of madness, and conclude that Phaedra is suffering 
from none of them. Why? Obviously because her 
symptoms are of a different nature. The word TpUXEL by 
itself does not bring this out; but if before zpdye, in 
lieu of dviepos abitav Tedavor, we substitute an expression 
meaning ‘owing to distaste for food,’ the sense becomes 
at once complete. 
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Two such expressions sa@utent aux yeux : 

” > / / 

avepos adixtwv Tedavar, 

and 
avepos a0vpwv tredavor, 

meaning ‘ without desire for the untouched (or distasteful) 
food.’ 

épos is not a common word; but see |. 337 of this 
very play : 

® TAHpov, olov, uAtep, npadcOns Epov. 

The way that writers in many languages have of 
repeating their own expressions after no very long interval © 
is familiar enough to readers, but I know of no attempt 
to treat the phenomenon systematically. 

I prefer a@tpov to a@ixrwr, because on the whole it is 
nearer to d0vrwv. d@vuos occurs in the sense ‘ distasteful’ 
in Humenides 770 : 

odors aOvpmous Kal tapopyias Tépous. 
“a a a, 

arroOup.os in the same sense is found in the Jlad, in the 
Works and Days, in Simonides of Amorgos, and in 
Herodotus, as well as in various late writers. 

If any one doubts whether the word zédavos can be 
used of human food, I confess I can only refer him to- 
Apollonius’ Argonautica i. 1077: 

Tavonpolo UANS TeAdvoUS émTradeTpEevoVaL. 

But wédavo. seems to me an appropriate term for the 
cates that would naturally be offered to tempt the 
appetite of the sick. 

For an example of an exactly opposite madness tal 
that of Phaedra’s see Callimachus’ Hymn to Demeter, 
where the victim of that goddess’ wrath was afflicted 
with such a hunger that he devoured F 

\ \ > / \ \ Saw A 

kat Toy aeOdohopov Kat TOV TroXeuHiov (ror, 
kal Tay alNoupov, Tav Etpewe Onpia puKKd. 
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Turrp Cuorvs (Il. 362-372 and ll. 669-679) 

(iL. 362-8 are preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest 
_ of the tenth century.) 

The division in this chorus of antistrophe from strophe 
_by “mountains and a waste of seas,’ in the shape of 
over 200 trimeters and the whole of the fourth chorus, 

_ is extraordinary in the highest degree: but still the heart 
of the antistrophe is true, and when Euripides (if it was 

_ Euripides) wrote it, he had a clear eye to the ‘“‘ Hebrides,” 
that is to the strophic metre. 

The system affords three instances of our phenomenon, 
two of them merely graphical. 

A, B anp C 

I give the strophe and antistrophe, marking the 
dubious correspondences in question (omitting variant 
readings that have no bearing on the discussion) : 

dies @, ExAVES @ aVHKOVOTA Tas oTp. 

Tupavvov mdea pérea Opeopuévas. 
ddoimavy eyaye, mplv cav, didra (sic Elmsley: 

MSS. ¢irav et ¢giriav), 
katavicat (sic Elmsley: MSS. xatavica, xara- 

Avca, et KaTaddca) dpevdv. 
ia) por, ped ed. 365 

® Tddawa TOVd adryéor" 

@ tovo. tpépovtes Bporovs: 
dronras, Eéhnvas és paos Kakd. 
Tis ge Tavapépios b5€ ypovos péver ; 
TeeuTdceTal Tt Kawov Sdposs. 370 
donua 8 ovKér éotly of POivea tiya 
Kurpidos, ® tddXawa tat Kpnoia. 
tdérxaves (sic Barnes: MSS. tddrawes) & Kaxo- 

Tuxels YyuVaLK@Y TOTMOL. avT. 
ti’ av (sic Nauck: MSS. non tiv’ ad sed tiva 

per se) viv réyvav éyopev 7) doyous 670 

chareioa xa0appa drvew (sic Monk : MSS. Avoewv) 
Aoyou ; 
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Ae o/s >\ a \ rn 

ETUXOMEY OClKAaS, LW Ya Kal Pos. 
lal ’ b] 4 7 

wa Tort é€advEw Tyas ; 
Tas 5€ Tha Kpiiro, pirat ; 

tis av Oebv apwyos 7 Tis av Bpotav 675 
mapedpos 7 Evvepyos adixav épyav 

pavein ; TO yap tap tiv mda0os 
mapov Suvoextrépatov épyerat Biov. 
KAKOTUXETTATA YUVALKOV eyo. 

It is evident that the difficulties in 1. 363 vanish at 
once, if we read 7d and Opevyévas (or if anyone prefers 
Opoupévas, he is welcome to it). a6 is not unlikely to 
have become wd@ea under the influence of pérea. 

The end of the strophe is a more complicated matter. 
|. 369 is wholly unintelligible. Monk’s emendation, 

tt for tis, is not much of an improvement.  avapépios — 
xpovos 1S simple nonsense in the context. 

In 1. 371 donua & ovxér éoriv has no previous statement — 
to balance it. What we desiderate is some such statement : 
as: ‘The upshot is doubtful, but the object of your 
passion is no longer doubtful.’ 

I have every confidence in proposing : 

Odwras: e&édnvas és hdos, Kaka 
fal > / 

Tis éTravapepot o. olde ypovos pev et 
/ 

TedeuTaGeTAL TL KaLvoV Sopmots’ 370 
” % } SRY Eat > \ / 4 aonua S ovKet éotiv of Pbiver TUXa 
Kvrpisos, ® Tddawa twat Kpyoia. 

I take évavapuepot as the causative verb from the 
adjective dvnpepos, ‘ wild.’ «da, the substantive, must be 
read for xaxa: the last syllable of the corresponding 
antistrophic line is long; and the Dorie rtvya of 1. 371- 
proves that the trimeters hereabouts are lyrical and 
therefore subject to syllabic correspondence. | 

Let us turn to the antistrophe. 4 
In 1. 676 Evvepyds addixwv epyov 18 an impossillal 

tautology. In any case the first syllable of gpyov should 
be short. Therefore I read épwv. Compare my discussion 
of 1. 147. | 

Moreover, if my emendation of the strophe is corre¢ 
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the last syllable of £uvepyds should be long. Therefore 
I cannot doubt that for AAIKON EPFON we should read 

_ MANIKON EPON. 
This involves a corruption in the uncial period. N is 

easily corrupted into A, but neither » nor » will readily 
pass into 6. 

But pavixdvy épov involves us in a complication. 
Aristophanes, Zhesmophoriazusae 715-6, undoubtedly 
parodies this passage. We there read: 

, 5 A , > a tis ovv cou Tis dv Evppayos éx Oeov 
abavatov @do. Evv abdixors Epryous ; 

There are three faults in the second Aristophanic line, 
two metrical, and one grammatical. é@o and épyas both 
present long first syllables, where the dochmiac metre in 
each case requires a short: and £v can hardly be defended 
(Meineke alters it to cos). I suggest that the v of fi» 
is the » of pamexois, and would read, incorporating ¢aveln 
from the Hippolytus : | 

> 4 / o 54 aBavatav havein pavixois Epocs. 

I do not mean that do £- is a corruption of davein, 
though the 7 of ¢avein may (in its uncial form) be the 
origin of the & (also uncial) of fy». davei- cannot have 
given birth to é\@0. But the dy Oedv of an interlinear 
tis av Oedv, written to indicate for facility of reference the 
first words of the parodied passage, would easily pass into 
€or, EXOovev, Ow, ddnOHv, or any similar -looking word 
that would apparently suit the context. 

On the strength of the v of &y in the Thesmophoria- 
zusae, | am inclined to suppose that pavixots épors was there 
first corrupted into -v adixous epyous, and that from daédicos 
épyos in the vitiated Aristophanic text adi/kwv épywv was 
introduced into the parent passage of the Hippolytus. 
It is dificult to assume in such a case two corruptions, 
independent, and yet identical. 

It is not a tenable theory that Euripides wrote Edvepyos 
adixov épywv. It is scarcely a tenable theory that the 
corruption in the Euripidean text should have come into 
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being before the production of the Thesmophoriazusae 
(B.c. 412). 

To compare small things with great, the fact of the 
existence of a reading, corrupt, and yet vouched for by 
the double evidence of the Euripidean and the Aristophanic 
text, has a certain similarity with the fact that the well- 
known passage in the Antigone, which is commonly 
thought to be an interpolation, not only has the authority 
of the Sophoclean text but also is cited in the Poetics 
of Aristotle. It is supposed (except by those who defend 
the genuineness of the lines) that the interpolation took 
place between the date of Sophocles and that of Aristotle. — 
I am not so sure of this. The interpolator (if there is 
interpolation) may have been subsequent to Aristotle, 
and may have taken liberties with the text of the 
Poetics in order to give support to his interpolation. 
It is no light matter to assume that Aristotle made a 
serious mistake. But for my own part I am inclined to 
think that there is no interpolation at all. Sophocles 
seems to me to be borrowing, here as elsewhere, a purple 
patch from Herodotus. Ill. 909-10 cause the chief 
difficulty. There I would read : 

/ \ bla / BUA > Tocwos pev av jor KaTOavovTos aAXos Hy, 
kal mais én adX\w, pwtds ei TOUS Huraxev. 

Compare Aristotle, Pr. 260 éml r@ mpét@ Erepov emitixrew. 
The genitive dards (‘ of light’) occurs twice in Plato. 

FourtH CxHorvs (Il. 525-602 or thereabouts) 

This chorus may, at option, be divided into two chori. 
First come two sets of strophes and antistrophes: then, 
after four stichomythic trimeters, follow a number of 
mixed trimeters and dochmiacs. It seems uncertain at 
what exact point the dochmiac metre finally ceases, as 
there appears to be ground for considering |. 597 (which 
appears as an iambic trimeter) as possibly a corrupted 
dochmiac; and, if it be a dochmiac, its antistrophie 
counterpart may possibly be concealed in any of the now 
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iambic lines 598-602. 1. 603 begins a regular iambic 
_ stichomythia. 
The non-dochmiac portion of the chorus presents no 
examples of the phenomenon I am investigating; but it 
exhibits so peculiar a phenomenon of another kind that 
TI cannot well pass it by in silence. It has evidently 
been tampered with by some person who was resolved 
to treat the first syllable of the word épws as metrically 
long. 

l, 525. "Epos “Epas, 0 KaT Oupatov 

‘is answered by 1. 535 
. GdXws GAXws Tapa Tt ‘Added. 

]. 528. ay poi werk avy Kako aveins 

is answered by Ll 538 
“Epota Sé Tov TUpavvoyv avdper. 

l. 534. "Epos 0 Avds traits 

is answered by |. 544 
Ovarois, Stav EdOn. 

Certainly the first syllable of a line may under circum- 
stances not clearly ascertained be common; but it is to 
be noted that all these instances occur in the first strophe 
and antistrophe, and that this strophe and antistrophe 
contain no other examples whatever of a common first. 
syllable. Add to this the fact that the second “Epos in 
1. 525 is not initial. Nevertheless it is answered by the 
second dAXas in |. 535. 

I am tempted to suspect that we have here an evidence 
of the existence of some ancient school of prosodists, who 
taught that a single liquid made position. 
Compare Oedipus Coloneus 512 (€payar?), and my 
discussion of that passage. 

| The dochmiac portion of the chorus (1. 569 and onwards) 
is in a state of considerable confusion. I will set out 
IL 569 to 602 as they stand, except that for clearness of 
reference I will put each dochmius in a separate line, and 
_ will number the lines-a’, 8’, etc. 
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@DAIAPA © 

id pot po, at ai (So be: AB ié poe ai ai ai ai: 1) 
po. a ai ai: B io pow po ai ai). a ih 

® Svotddawa Tov eudv Tabnpdtov (but adynudror, 
Christus Patiens 605). Bp’. 

XOPOS : 
tiva Opoeis avddyr ; 

tiva Bods Noyov ; 
&verre (évvere ABcd BC), ris poBet 
ce haa, yvvar, 

ppévas étiacutos ; 

DATAPA 

> / al > b] na 4 

atwrouecOa. Taicd émictacat tvdaLS 
akovoal ojos KédXabos év ddpuors tmitves (so B: AB srervet). 

XOPO® 

av mapa KrjOpa (so A: BCe kreibpa)+ coi 
pwérer TrouTipa 
hatis Swpatov. 
évere (So AB: CcdB évvere) & Gerd (so BCed: A 

évverre) 401, 

tl wot éBa Kakov ; 

DATAPA 

© Ths didimmouv mais ’Apwafovos Bod 
¢ / > lal \ ; / 

Immodvtos, avdav Sewa tpocmoXov Kaka. 

XOPO> 
iayav péev Kr, 

capes (capds abc) & ovk éyo 
yeyoveiv dra (Scholiast é7a). 
dua TUNaS emorev 
€wore col & * . 

DATAPA 

Kal pay capas ye THY KaKOY TpouvhnoTpLav 
thy SeomoTtov Tpodotdaay é€avdd éyos. 
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XOPOS (A omits XOPOS) 
do éy® KaKav. Ko. 
sta 

(A prefixes XOPOZ) | 

Be cdéBooas, gira. Ke’ 
Ti oot payricopas (so ABe: b pytiocntar: E prjoopar); xs’ 
Ta KpiTTa yap Tépnv- Ko 
e, dia 8 GdArvoaL. Kn’ 

q @PAIAPA 

at ai (d omits ai al) @ & (BCc omit é 2). «0 

XOPO> 

mpodotos éx didov. rv 

DATAPA 

amaorecty p citotca cupdopas éeuas, ra’ 
didws per, Kadds 8 od (Cod xards &) tHvS (C omits 
 ryvd) iwpévn vocov. r»B 

XOPOS | 
TOS ov; a, Spaces, @ Taboic apunyava ; ry’ 

@AIAPA © 

ovK oida may év, xatOaveiv bcov TaXOS le 
@v viv TapovT@y TnuaTov aKos eovor. re’ 

INMOATTO® 

) yata pirrep Hrtov T dvamr Tuya, As’ 
i vy A\Oyav appynTtov eicnxove Ora. ro’ 

It is manifest that lines 7 to «7 inclusive consist of 
fi four sets, of five dochmii each, in the mouth of the chorus, 
with three sets, of non- lyrical iambic trimeters, each set 
comprising two lines, in the mouth of Phaedra, interposed 

between the first and second, the second and third, and 
the third and fourth sets of dochmii. 
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The question at once arises whether all four sets of 
dochmii are a series of strophes of the kind found occasion- 
ally in Pindar and Bacchylides, or whether we have two 
strophes and two antistrophes of the ordinary tragico-lyric 
type. In the latter case the exact identity of the number 
of dochmii in the four sets would be remarkable. 

Obviously unmetrical lines are y (where the long first 
syllable of avédv is impossible), & (where the short final 
syllable of the line probably indicates corruption at the 
beginning of the next line), .f (where iayay will not sean), 
0’ (where for the unscannable da we should probably read 
with Weil ozo?, and alter the next line), xa’ (where the 
rade of Professors Mahaffy and Bury may well be adopted), 
and «f’ (where either Seidler’s ta xpirt dpa mépnv- or Ta 
kptrr ap wépnv- will make a good dochmius). 

The first lines of all four series come into correspond- 
ence, if we read : | 

(y') tiv’ avday Opoeis ; 
(c') ov wap KrAnOpa: col 
(co) iav (Weil’s reading) pév xrvo, 

/ D7 nr 

(x8) i poe Kaxdv. 

The second lines fully harmonize, if we read : 

(8) tiv’ apOpois Aoyov ; (with consonant at begin- 
ning of next line) 

(ca’) pérer TropTrbpt, 

(un) aapes S ov eyo 
(xe) mpovoia pira [mpodéSocar comes partly fro 

mpoooros 1n KO’ | 

In |. 8 the ABO of TINABOAIC is very like AP®. On 
that ground by itself I would propose riv’ apOpois. But 
I have other grounds. First, on the assumption that 
ll. y’ and 6’ originally ran 

tiv avdav Opoeis ; 

tiv apOpois doyov ; 

and on the assumption that, after riv’ dpOpots had passe 
into tiva Bods, the word dpOpois was written as a correctio 
over the word Bods, it is easy to see that apOpois so closel 
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resembles the @poeis of the previous line, that its super- 
se iption may have been mistaken for a direction to put 
ee Opoeis in front of atéav. Hence tiva Opoeis avdayr ; Secondly, 
= ad this is more important—as avdav Opoeis, ‘ utterest 
voice,’ suits the interjectional |. a’, so dpOpois Aoyor, 

“articulatest speech,’ suits the syntactically constructed 
entence which forms |. 6’: we have no tautology. 
epee, ‘to articulate,’ first occurs, as applied to speech, in 

X enophon. Lucretius (possibly translating from Epicurus) 
* ders it by articulare. 

_ The third lines are simple : 

( €) rey’, ef tis hoBet 
((8') aris Swpdrov. 
(.@’) ryeyeovely érrot’ (with vowel at beginning of next line) 
tec’) Ti GOL pyoopat ; 

In the fourth lines it is very possible that we ought 
read : - 

() ce poBos apa, yivat, 
(ury’) éverre 8 Everré ot, 

(x’) yore Sia vidas 
(xf) ra pid’ dpa répnv- 

__ As regards aya in |. s’, I understand the chorus to ask 
whether Phaedra’s cries are accompanied by any real 
cause for fear. 
{ ‘The fifth lines require only Professors Mahaffy and 
Bury’s filling up of the lacuna: 

(¢’) ppévas étriccuTos. 

(vS') ti mor’ éBa xKaxovr ; 
ah Sy 4 \ s (xa’) wore col Tade. 

(xn) -e Sia & dddVoAaL. 

Hence we obtain the reconstitution : 

XO. tiv avdav Opoeis ; oTp. 
| oe b a / 

tiv apOpois Xoyor ; 
héy’, ef tis hoBet 
ce PoBos aya, yvvat, 
hpévas etricautos. 

VOL. I 2G 
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a % n 

PAI. drwdopecba. taicd émictdcar ridais 
> / > e / > / , axovaal’ oios KéXados év Somos Tritver. 

XO. ov wap KrAjOpa- coil oTp. 
péXet Troptripa 
hatis Swpator. 
4 32 ev / 

évetre © Everré pot, 
/ oF / 

TL TOT EBa KaKov ; 
e a , a > / lal 

PAI. o tis hidrummov ais ’Apafovos Boa 
¢ U IQA \ s 4 
Immodvtos, avddv Sewa mpoomoXov Kakd. 

XO. jay pév Krvo, OTP. 
\ 2 > ” 

aahes 5 ovK eyo 

yeywvely omot 
éwore 1a TvUAAaS 
wv \ / Ewore ool Tae. 

PAI. cai pnv cafpds ye THY KaKOY TpopynoTpLay 
tiv SeatoTov mpododcay éEavda Réyos. 

XO. i pot Kaxer. OTP. 
/ / 

mperory Ping 

TL GOL pyjoopmas ; 
\ / > ” / 

Ta Kpupe apa mepnv- 
-e, dua 8 OAAVCAL. 

We now come to the outstanding lines at the end of 
the chorus, «@ ete. . 

An attempt has been made to treat Il «0’ and 0’ as 
antistrophe to ll. a’ and #’. In that case 1. a’ may be 
read in the form , 

@pmot, aiat aia, 

and |. «@’ in the form 
7 \ a 

MLOl EY@® KAKOD, 

as is done in the edition of Professors Mahaffy and Bury, 
who also take mpodoros ex Pirwv out of its place and inser 
it after mpodédocas ida. 

But I suggest that the explanation of the problem : 
to be sought on other lines. | regard the interjections™ 
ll. a’ and «@’ as extra metrum. 1. NX, 

mpodotos éx dirwr, 

calls for separate treatment. 
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It will be observed that 1. Ay’ is a single trimeter, in 
the mouth of the chorus, interrupting a series of sets of 
two trimeters each in the mouths of Phaedra and Hip- 
polytus. It seems to follow that there ought to be 
somewhere in the immediate neighbourhood another single 
trimeter in the mouth of the chorus in order to provide 
the necessary balance. It can hardly be maintained that 
an isolated dochmiac monometer and an isolated iambic 
trimeter are able to balance one another. Therefore I feel 

_ justified in regarding 

mpodotos ék didrwv 

as the remains of an original iambic trimeter. 
A careful consideration of |. A’ 

dirws pév, Karas 8 od THVS iwpuévyn vooov 

tends to strengthen the hypothesis that 1. \’ was originally 
iambic, and also affords probable evidence for the reconsti- 
tution of that line. 

dirws uév, Karas & ov is the unanimous reading of Codex 
Marcianus and the best MSS. Codex Laurentianus gives 
dirws pév, ov kards &. Some editors print giras, cards & 
ov. Surely Codex Marcianus is substantially right. The 
line originally ran: 

t , 5 9 A <9 9 , / 
dirws pév, ev 8 ov, THVS iwmpévn vocor. 

By haplography, on account of the presence of oi, ed 
was dropped ; and the line was more or less reconstructed 
with the help of cards. 

But if Euripides wrote ¢irws pév, ed & od, then those 
words would gain vastly in significance, were they a play 

on the word eddiryjs (or some form thereof) occurring in 
some previous line. 

Again, ll. \’ to 18’, as we have them, run: 

XO. mpddotos ek dirov. 
MAI. ara@recéy p’ citodca cupdopas éeuas, 

dirws pév, Karas 8 ov TiHVvd iwpévyn vocor. 

There is no subject, either expressed or clearly implied, 
to the verb drorecev. It cannot with any propriety be 
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gathered from ¢irwv, because Pirwy is plural. One misses 
a singular in |. W. 

On these three separate grounds, viz. 
(a) the lack of an isolated trimeter to balance 1. Ay’, 
(b) the lack of some form of edpiryjs to give point to 

the probable reading in 1. A’, and 
(c) the lack of a singular.to justify the singular in 

L. ra’, 

I propose to read |. »’ thus: 

ei mpodotos evgiiav bm evddideotarns. 

It seems to me that the double expression et@iardv ir’ 
evgpireotatns would give strong point to dirws pév, ed 8 od. 
evpiav once changed into é« idwr, it will be natural to 
regard vm’ evpirertarys as a gloss (explaining that the 
plural was used in a singular sense). ei would readily 
disappear after aiai (indeed it seems to be the parent of 
the subsequent é é presented by most MSS. ). 

I may add that the vulgate mpddoros é« didtov is 
without construction unless it continues that of éAdvoa 
in l. «yn; but it would be a most singular thing to 
continue in this way the grammatical construction of a 
choral system beyond its termination, and after an inter-— 
jected exclamation. 

What may easily have reconciled copyists to the 
unsupported dochmius is the idea, not unlikely to have 
occurred to them, that the corrupt dirws per, Karas 8” 
was really the dochmiac antistrophe to mpodoros é« didav. — 

Consequently on what I have said above, there appears 
to be no need to consider the remote possibility that 
diws pév, cards 8° od is a genuine dochmiac strophe, 
needing an antistrophe later, and without much hesitation 
I close the chorus definitely at 1. «7’. . 

It is perhaps necessary once more to point out that I 
recognize to the full the uncertainty of conclusions drawn 
from uncertain data: in the greater part of my discussion 
of this chorus I have been aiming only at probabilities, 
sometimes (I venture to think) of a fairly high, sometimes 
(I know) of a much lower degree. | 

For the sake of convenience I have so far deferred 
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marking of the instances of my phenomenon, which occur 
_ in this passage, and which I have attempted, though not 
by themselves, to cure. I will now set them out. 

A, B, C, D, E, F anp G 
/ a > / U tiva Opocis avdar ; oTp. ¥: 
, a / 

tiva Bods oryov ; 

évetre, Tis pert 

ae bapa, bp 

bpévas émliacutos ; 

ov Tapa KrAHOpa: col otp. y, Sis. 

mere Tomtripa 

datis Swpartor. 
” > ” / evevre © EveTré pot, 

, + (9 iy 
TL ToT €B8a Kakov ; 
> \ \ 4 / / 

layav mev KAVO, oTp. Y, Tpls. 
4 X 5) > ” cages 8° ovK exo 

yeyovely ora. 

Sia 7 TUAAS Ewonev 

Zuore gol * * 

@LOL eY@ KAKOV. OTp. Y, TETpPaKLs. 

mTpodédocar, ira. 

Ti Gol pHnoopa ; 
\ / \ / 

Ta KpuvTTa yap TEednp- 

-e, oua 48 rent 

xpéberos eK pin [orp. 8.] 

pido pév, Karas 8’. [avr. &.] 

A aNnD B 

In the first dochmius of the four times repeated third 
___ strophe we have at the beginning the first time a tribrach, 

_ the second time a tribrach, the third time an anapaest, and 
the fourth time a dactyl. The anapaest and dactyl com- 
pared present two examples. 
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C 

In the second dochmius we have at the beginning the 
first time a tribrach, the second time an iamb, the third 
time an iamb, and the fourth time a tribrach. 

D 

In the third dochmius we have at the beginning the 
first time a tribrach, the second time an iamb, the third — 
time an iamb, and the fourth time an iamb. | 

E 

In the fourth dochmius we have at the beginning the 
first time an iamb, the second time a tribrach, the third 
time a tribrach, and the fourth time an iamb. 

F anp G 

Also in the fourth dochmius we have at the end the 
first time a cretic, the second time a fourth paeon, the 
third time a first paeon, and the fourth time a diiambus. 
It will be observed that these variations present separate 
instances of the disputed phenomenon, one at each end of 
what is normally the cretic of the dochmius. , 

H 

In what may have seemed to some copyists to con- 
stitute a fourth strophe and antistrophe, the solitary 
strophic line begins with a tribrach, but its assumed 
equivalent begins with an iamb. 

Probable alterations in each case have been suggested 
in the course of my discussion. = 

Firra Cuorus (ll. 732-775) 

The ninth line of the second strophe has for its third 
and fourth syllables two shorts: the second antistrophe 
replaces these two shorts by one long. 4 
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The lines are these : 

(a) l. 760. érrar émi (so ABCEabe: BC érraro 

without éml) xrewas “AOnvas. 
(b) 1. 772. Saipova orvyviv (cruyvav A) xataide- 

(-c0eica). 

The strophic line stands in a distinctly corrupt context. 
The old correction was érrato krewas “APavas, but Weil, 
who has brilliantly emended the whole passage, saw that 
we must here read : 

értad ws Krewas 'AOavas, 

some word meaning ‘when’ being imperatively demanded 
by the sense. 

It is plain that #s was glossed with éel, and that 
émei has passed into éwl. We have had other instances 
of the glossing of #s in the temporal sense. Here it was 
especially likely to be glossed in order to prevent it being 
taken, although not before a personal accusative, as a 
preposition of direction. Hence there is a certain irony 
in the fact that é7et itself has been corrupted into another 
preposition of direction. That corruption was probably 
deliberate, and introduced in order to bring the line within 
the limits of what the copyists regarded as lawful metre. 
The great majority of the phenomena I am investigating 
would never have come into being, if copyists had not 
regarded the correspondence of one long with two shorts 
as strictly permissible in strophe and antistrophe. It is 
no wonder that they so regarded it, influenced as they 
were by the analogy of epic, of.iambic, and of various 
other metres. We have to remember that even anapaests, 
as regards synapheia, succumbed to similar analogies, 
until Bentley arose and rediscovered the laws of their 
composition. 

SixtH Cuoruvs (Il. 811-855) 

This chorus presents almost the same problems as the 
latter portion of the fourth chorus, and I will consequently 
deal with it in much the same way. 
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It is manifestly dochmiac from beginning to end. 
First of all comes the first strophe (Il. 811-6). This is 
answered at the very end of the chorus by the first 
antistrophe (ll. 852-5), which antistrophe, however, has 
been mutilated to such an extent that about half of it 
is lost. | 

Between the first strophe and the first antistrophe 
come the second strophe and antistrophe; the second 
strophe begins at |. 817, and proceeds in sets of four 
dochmii apiece with couplets of tragic senarii separating 
the dochmiac sets. At the end of the dochmiac sets comes 
another couplet of tragic senarii. Then follows an 
uninterrupted sequence of seven dochmii, and then again — 
a final couplet of tragic senarii. The second antistrophe 
presents the same features and is set in the same non- 
lyrical framework as its strophe, except that the final 
iambic couplet is missing ; but it has suffered considerably 
more obvious corruption, and at two separate points has 
been mutilated, once to the extent of losing a whole 
dochmius. Premising the fact that all the trimeters are 
written in ordinary tragic dialect and have nothing of a 
lyric nature about their structure, I will proceed to se 
forth the whole chorus as it stands. 

XOPOS 

i@ i@ Tddat- oTp. @ 

-Va PENWVY KAKO: 
4 > a érrades, eipyadow A 

TocovTov wate Tovade ouyxéar Sdopous. 

aiat (B ai ai) rorpas (BC & todas), 
> / nan? @ Biaiws Gavote 

avooi@ TE Tup- 

-fopa aas yepos (EK omits yepos) 
4 / 

TANALT PA pereas. 
, ” , / > 

TiS apa cay, Tada, 

apmavpot fwar ; (Monk foav: B inserts tadawe before 

fav) 
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OHSETS 

apo eyo tovev, ov (so CE: there are many 
variants) otp. Buf 

‘maQovy @ TONS (v. ll. réxas and Tddawwa), uy’ 

T paver (C pnxuot : B edutor') EMOV Ld. 
Ka DV. @ TUXAa, ve 

> por Bapeia kal domois éreatabns (A éhecraOns), us” 

emus adpactos é€ adXacrTopev TLWds. na 
Kataxova (v.ll. cataxovd, xataxova, kata xowd) pev odv uy 
4b WT OS (A aBiotos) Biovy — 10 
xaxav 8, 6 (a corrector of B &) rdXas, K 
Téhayos eicopa | Ka’ 
tocodrov wore (with v.ll.) prior’ éxmvedca (A éxrvetcar) 

Tau, Kp’ 

umd (ABC pr’) éextepacar xipa Thode ouppopas. Ky’ 
(E tere C interpolates éxrved dpyovs, as idw mixpav 

déav.) 
tiva Aoyov TaNXas, Ko. 

— Tuyav oéOev Ke. 
SapvTroT mov yova (B TAnpov for yuvat), Ks 

4 Bocabér TVX ; Ko 
Opus yap as tis é« yepov adavtos él, Kn, 
amnony és “Aiov xpaurvov (A xkpervov: BC mixpov) 
: opunoaca Hot (B zou yp. pow: C trov) KO’ 
aiat aiat (B ai ai semel) pénea rv 
pérea rade 7éOn (B gives TdOn rade without the second 

pérea, Which, however, is added by a corrector). a’ 
mpoowbev Sé obey rB’ 

dvaxopitoua (B dvarouitouat) ry’ 
toxav Sarpovwv (C omits this dochmius) | 6 
aGpTakiaic. TOV he’ 
mdpovbév twos. AS 

XOPO> 

ov aot 748 (BC 768’), ovat (AE dva€),| HrOe 
| (AB erie) 57) wove Kaka (BC xaxov), ro 
_ Toeav per arrwv 8§ (vl. omits &) @recas xKedyvov 
a A€éxos. da’ 

wt 
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@®HSET> 

TO Kata yas Oédm at. B 
TO KaTa yas Kvédhas 
peToLKely oKOT@ 
Gavav (B Oaveiv) 0 trduov (v.ll & TAjpor and o 

TAIWOV), 
THs ons otepnbels hirtatns optrias: 
aT@neras yap padrov 7 KatédOico. 
tivos 8) (C alone adds 67) crv 
mo0ev Oavacipmos 
Tuya, yova, cay éBa (AK éréBa: B éBa yp. éréBa) 
Tadawa Kapdiayr ; | 
elo. Tis av TO TpayOév, 1) waTnv dyrov 
otéyee (B aréyou: Ki ortyer) tipavvov Sapa mpoorddav 

EMOD ; 

* * # * * * ya 
dor pot (B id yp. & pot wor: C id por: HE @you wor: 

B id pou por) céOev- vp 
pédeos, olov e€io- 
-ov ddyos (B adyos cider) Soper, 
ov TANTOV ovde PNTOV. GAN aTodounr* 
Enos olKos, Kal Téxy’ ophaveveTas. 

XOPOX 

(Kirchhoff rightly gives the lines to Theseus.) 

bys 
* #« %* # €ALTTES 

éhutres, @ hira 

yuvatk@v apiot- 
-a @ omocas (BB omrocass ) epopa 

héyyos dediov 
TE Kal VUKTOS aoT- 

\ / B / 
-€pwmos cehava ( oednva). 

[(OHSETS 
Iambic trimeter. 
Iambic trimeter. ] 
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| XOPOZ| 

iw tadas (with v.ll.) dco avr. a Es" 
KaKov éyer Somos. Ee’ 

——-= ld FhUCU EhUC CU tC En’ 
_ lambic trimeter. £0’ 
. * * * * * * oO 

—o* £¢ * « « oa 
daxpvai pov BréEpapa of’ 
Kataxvbevta Téyry- 7 oy 
-€TAL (BB insert Ta) oh TUYa’ 0}. 

To 8 éml (A apparently Tobe él) Tw@dE Th- o€ 
-ua ppicow Tada. os 

ll. a—£e’ are assigned to the chorus by A; the rest 
to Theseus. 

ll. X8’-As" are presented thus in A: 

mpocwbev S€ Todev avaxoplfowar Tiyav Satpover TaV 
apTrakiarct TOV TapoLOéy Twos. Toppwbev 01 

Kal atpoodoKn- 
Tay 

The words trav réppofev por cat ampocdoxynrwv are a 
gloss. Owing to wéppofev being written under Saipover 
and the rest of the gloss being continued under dacpover 
tav, it looks at first sight as though damover itself were 
part of the gloss. The prototype of C must have started 
moppoder a little further back and presented : 

/ / > / / / fal 

mpocwbev dé molev avaxopifowar tiyav Saimovev Tov 
aumrakiaic, TOV Tapollév TLS. Toppwley pou Kal a- 

TpocooKnT@V :— 

Hence the copyist of C (as I suppose) imagined that 
Tixav Sayovey was part of the gloss; and that is why he 
left those two words out altogether. 

In IL. 18’ and wy’ most editors read 
/ 

@Mor ey Tovar * 
/ 

érraQov @® Trordts, ete. 

In IL pa’ and pf’ it is clear that oxotw (probably 
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derived from a gloss on xvépas) makes no real sense, and 
that o tAduev will not scan where it stands. Various. 
editors have made various alterations; but Professors 
Mahaffy and Bury, on the strength of the reading of the 
Christus Patiens ll. 902-3, restore with great prob- 
ability : 

METOLKELY TaVOV : 

0 Tapov Oaver. 

In 1. & Jacobs convincingly reads 
b] \ f 

aoTEepwToyv ceéXas, 

quoting Critias : 
/ pe \ > an , : 

TOF aACTEPWTOV OUpavou céXas. 

Since the chorus exhibits so much manifest corruption 
and mutilation, it will be well to confine ourselves at first 
to the soundest portion, that is to say those parts of 
strophe 8’ and antistrophe §’ which lie respectively 
between Il. 18’ and «f’ inclusive, and Il. x6 and vd 
inclusive. : 

Though the text even of these portions is visibly 
unsound, nevertheless, when reasonably restored, and that 
not on the basis of any theories of my own, it yields, a 
for example in the edition of Professors Mahaffy ane 
Bury, eight examples of completely corresponding dochmi 
in strophe and antistrophe, as against only three example 
of dochmii not completely corresponding, and one alone ©: 
the dochmii which do not correspond fails to correspon 
in such a manner as to transgress against the law of corre 
spondence for which I am arguing (though incidentally — 
condemn in dochmii any and every lack of correspondence) 

Hence the prima facie conclusion is not that we ar 
dealing with a system of dochmii composed in ope 
violation of my leading principle, but with a system 0 
dochmii which has been corrupted so as to present h 
phenomenon which | impugn. 

In the limited portions of the second strophe and anti 
strophe, which I have indicated, let us take the succeaa™ 
dochmii seriatim. 7 
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(a) In 1. «f’ we read 

” 9.2% ; 2 
@MOl EY@ TOV@V, WY, 

\ 4 

TO KaTa yas Géro. 

év is almost universally omitted because it makes no 
ense; but ®po still fails to correspond with the anti- 

strophic line. Exactly the same is true of the @pou in 
1. v8’ which fails to correspond with riva in 1. xe’. Both 
anomalies have the same explanation. In both cases oor 
is a corruption, probably an intentional emendation, of its 
own two last letters. 

oi is Ionic for ‘Alas, see Aristophanes, Pax 929 
et seq. : 

TP. ta 8) doxel cor Sfta THY ATaY; XO. di. 
P 

TP. of; XO. vai pa Av. 
Sir. Gra TODTO y eat “lwvixor 

TO phy. 

XO. éritnoes ovv, WW év THKKAHTiAa 
@S xpi) Torepweiv Aéywr Tis, of KaOjpevor 
e \ a / / ie al 4 ume Tov Séovs Aéywo IlwriKas oi. 

Read in 1. ¢§’ : 

: ol éyw Trover, 

and in 1. vf’ 
LAs > \ / ot éuol oé0ev 

‘3 vy’ corresponds completely with yp’. 
c) So does :&’ with pa’. 
(d) So does te’ with uf’ (as emended from the Christus 

_ Patiens). 
— (e, f, g and h) Il. oy’ to xa’ run: 

KaTAaKOVa pev ov 
, / 

aBiwtos (read aBioros) Riou: 

kaxov 8, ® Tddas, J ll 

/ > al 
TéeNayos elcopw. 
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The corresponding antistrophic lines (ye’ to wn’) present 
themselves in the form: 

Fa / Tivos 61 KAV@ 
/ / mobev Pavacipos 
/ 4 \ v 

Tuya, yuvat, cav EBa 
/ 

Tddawa Kapdiav ; 

Adopting a generally received emendation, I read tiva 
xcrvw; The whole passage I restore thus: 

/, i / 

Tiva KAVw@; ToGev 

Oavacipos Tvxa, 
4 \ wv 

yuvat, cav eBa 

Tadava Kapoiap ; 

Tékava agrees with xapdiav. I elsewhere discuss 
Euripides’ use of ra\as as of two terminations. 1 

For xataxovd (1. «n’) most editors read the v.1. cataxova, 
taking the word as an abstract substantive from «araxaive. 
Eustathius doubts whether the word is a substantive, or ; 
verb meaning xataOjyew. The ablaut involved in xaivo, 
kon seems to me impossible: ¢Oeipw, Popa is wholly a 
different matter. I read xataxova, which I take as the 
second person passive, addressed to Phaedra, of a verb 
xataxovaw, derived from axéovn, which verb actually occurs 
in Eustathius himself (Opusc. p. 295. 44 Sceppyyvuvto 
Oun@ Kal KatTnKoverTo). 

(2, k, J and m) IL. «8 to «f run: 

tiva Aoyov Tddas, 
tiva tuyav oébev 

Bapvrotpov yvvat, 

Tpocavoav TVYW ; 

The corresponding antistrophic lines (va’ to v8’) app oar 
with a mutilation, as: 

* * * eK * 
M4 / @por pot oé0er> 

/>. L péXeos, olov e€id- 
A / 

ov adyos Somwr. 
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No alteration is needed here except to read, as I have 
already suggested : 

>A, > \ / ot éuol oéGer. 

But the missing dochmius can be restored almost with 
certainty. 

As the rdadas of |. «’ is echoed by the rarava of the 
corresponding |. un’, so the second radas, occurring in |. «a, 
ought to be echoed in the corresponding 1. va’. Therefore 
I read the whole passage thus: 

24,3 / / 
ol €“ol, TaXas, 
3) > \ / ot éuot cébev: 
péXeos, olov e€id- 

»”. / 

-ov adyos Soper. 

The facility of these restorations seems to me to 
indicate that I am on the right track in thus dealing 
with these, the easier portions of the chorus; and | 
‘therefore proceed to attack the more difficult portions 
‘on the same principles. 

I will first approach the remainder of the second strophe 
and antistrophe. 

(a) lw: 
, A t. . 4 / 

ala aial, perea 

finds accurate correspondence in what is left of 1. vn’, viz. 
the word 2uzes. I propose to complete the antistrophic 
dochmius, partly on the ground of antistrophic echo, and 
partly because of the fact that the last syllable of the 
‘previous line is -ac, thus : 

Sie: 7, A +: 

aiat alal, EXLTTES. 
a 

____ As the scansion of a dochmius of this sort is quasi- 
' dactylic, I see little difficulty in the final syllable of the 
_ former aiat being short im hiatu, in what would be thesis 
_ in a hexameter, and in the final syllable of the latter aiai 
_ being at the same time long in Aiatu in what would be 
_ arsis in a hexameter. As I think I am employing the 
_ terms arsis and thesis for almost the first time (they have 

~ little to do with my subject matter), I should explain that 
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I use them in their popular modern sense, and without in 
the least committing myself to any theories. 

(b) In 1. Aa’ we read : 

pérXea Tade TAOn, 

and in the corresponding line (v7’) : 

édutres, @ ira. 

The strophic line has suffered uncial corruption. For 
MEAEATAAENMAOH we should read MEAEAPANIAOH, i. e. 

pére ayav wan. 

(c) In 1. Ap’ we read: 

epliraben Be robs 

and in the corresponding line (v6’) : 

Pn ey 

But in |. 46’ I suggest : 

mpocwbév tober &. 

(ad) In 1. dy’ we read: 

avaxopivouat, 

and in the corresponding line (£’) : 

-a @ omocas éfopa. 

In the strophic line a simple alteration, well suited t 
the sense of the context, is to read 

> / 
avTiKomifomar. 

But the end of the antistrophic line altogether defie: 
dochmiac metre, a short syllable being redundant. Conse 
quently I alter ehopé into ozopa, the third person singula 
of a verb omopaw. This verb does not elsewhere occur 
but Aeschylus and Xenophon use the verbal substantiy v 
otopntos, Which stands to oopdw exactly as dunros stand 

to dudw. This is the first of a series of connected emenda 
tions, which appear to me to possess some interest. 
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(e) In 1. \8’ we read : 

TUxav Saipover, 

_ and in the corresponding line (£a’) : 

péeyyos deNdiov. 

déyyos dehiov is plainly no sort of a dochmius. For 
reasons that will shortly appear, and need not be argued at 

length, I propose : 
te das aXiov. 

| I am afraid that adéov is spurious Doric. caFéduos 
produced dé\vos. Then, in virtue of the Greek rule against 
successive aspirates, aé\vos became dédvos. Finally, the 
medial aspirate was in its turn omitted, and in most 
dialects, including Doric, the word became dédwos. But 

_ Attic followed its own laws. cafés became in Attic 
first onFédvos. Then (the sigma of course becoming an 
aspirate earlier than the digamma) the word passed into 
the form 7évos. Next, by ordinary Greek rule, édcos 

became 7é\v0s. At this point a special Attic law asserted 
_ itself, and the aspirate of the non-initial vowel, instead of 
being dropped as in other dialects, was retracted to the 

initial vowel. The result was 7é\vos, which finally was 
contracted into #r0s. Hence the contracted Doric form 
ought to be not avos, but ddvos. aédvos is common enough; 
but I doubt the existence of such synizeses in Euripidean 
lyrics. Euripides may well have written ddlov. We have 
already arrived at a period at which the ubiquitous Attic 

_ has begun to corrupt the Doric diction. An Englishman 
could hardly be expected to write Scotch lyrics with the 
accuracy of Burns. 

(f) In 1. Ae’ we read: 
: apTrakiatc. TOY, 

and in the corresponding line (£8’) : 
; TE Kal VUKTOS aoT- 

For re wat we need a dactyl. re «ai surely stands for 
_réxe, and «al has been omitted before it. Read: 

KQl TEKE VUKTOS GOT-. 

VOL. I YH 
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(g) In 1. As’ we read : 

mapo.bév Tivos, 

and in the corresponding line (£y’) : 

\ / 

-EPWTOS owéeXava. 

It is to be observed that the final syllable of 1. A=” is 
common, because we have arrived at the end of a system. 

In ]. &y' ceddva has a redundant syllable, which (as I 
have said) caused Jacobs, with the assistance of a fragment 
of Critias, to read the clearly right adorepwror cédas. 

Let me now set out consecutively my reconstruction 
of these last seven lines of the second antistrophe. If I 
am right, my sequence of the ductus literarum has led to 
the restoration of a somewhat remarkable passage. Here 
it is: | 

aiat aiat> adures : 
ehurres & ira 
yuvatKov aplort- 
-a @ omocas otropa 
te das adiov 
Kal TéKE VUKTOS aoT- 
-epwmrov oédas. 

‘Alas, alas, thou art dead, thou art dead, my dear 
one; best of all women that have the light of the sun for 

their father, and for their mother the starry-eyed lustre of 
the night.’ 

I suggest that Euripides was primarily speaking of the 
divergent though excellent qualities that go to make up 
the character of a good woman. But at the same time it 
must be remembered that Phaedra (the ‘ Bright’) was ¢ 
grand-daughter of the Sun-god. I have not been able to 
find any statement that she stood, according to any legend, 
in similar relation to the Moon-goddess; but certainly 
according to one story, Hecate was descended from Pers 
(see Valerius Flaccus v. 582, vi. 495), who was Phaedra‘ 
grandmother by the Sun-god. I think it probable that, 
if we knew the legends, we should find that Phaedra was 
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descended not only from the sun, but also from some 
goddess of the night. 

I need not justify the present tense of ozopd. The 
usage is well known. 

I will not apologize for holding over until now my 
treatment of the first strophe and antistrophe. 

| Seeing that a considerable proportion of the antistrophe 
has been lost, I propose to set forth my emendations 
without argument. They are absolutely simple, and, if 
_ my leading theory is right, not indeed they, but at least 
some emendations or other, more or less like them, are 
necessary. 

| I read : 

iw i@, TddaL- oTp. a 
-Va pedov KaKaV* 
érrables, npydow 
TocovTov wate Tovade auvyxéar Sdmous. 
dyaye TOMA o, @ 
Biaiws Oavodc’, 
avooiw téyva 

_@ adopica, xepos 
_ Tdadaicp aipvras ; 815 

tis dpa ody, Tadat’, 
apavpot foap ; 
i@ io, Taras: ~ aQvT. a 
doov eye KaKOoV | 
Somos * * * * 

lambic trimeter. 
+ ¢£° &2 2 @ 
* *£ & #£ & & 

Sdxpuci por Bréhapa 
Kataxviévta Téyy- 

A / 

-€Tal oa TUXG* 
To 8 én rede i- 855 
-wa hpicow mddar. 

a This seems the best point at which to give my version 
of thé second strophe and antistrophe, which I have 
_ already discussed in detail, and which I have explained 
_ my reasons for altering in the manner which I suggest. 
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ol éy@ Tovey: 
4 5 4 

évraGov @ Tons 
Ta paKlioT éua@v 
KaKoV. @ TUX, 

[Two tragic senarii. | 
KaTaKOVa peéev ovV 
aBiotos Riou: 

a ? x / 

KaK@V 5, @ TaAas, 

mTédayos elcopa 
[Two tragic senarii. | 
Tiva Noyov Tddas, 
tiva TUyav oébev 
Baputotpov, yvvat, 

Tpocavoayv TVYw ; 
[Two tragic senarii. | 
aiai aiat: pérea 

/ ’ ” / péedke ayay man. 
tmpocwbév mobev & 
avTiKopivopar 
TUxYav SaLpmover 
> / a 
aT NaKialol TOV 

mdapovlév Tivos. 
| Two tragic senarii. | 
TO Kata yas bé\m 
TO KaTa yas Kvédas 
METOLKELY TaVOV 
e / / 

0 TAduov Oaveor, 
[Two tragic senarii. | 

/ 4 , 

Tiva KAUw@; ToOev 

Pavaciwmos tvya, 
4 \ ” 

yuvat, cav éBa 
/ / 

Tddava Kapdiar ; 

[Two tragic senarii. ] 
>\. + 4 > 

ot €m“or TaXaLy 
3). / ot éuor weber: 
péXE0s, olov €1d- 

A / 

-ov adyos Sopwr, 
[Two tragic senarii. | 
aiat aiai+ édures 
édXuTres @ ira 

CHAP. 

otp. B 

819-20 

824-5 

830 

834-5 

avVT. 

840 

845 
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yuvaiK@v apiort- 
-a 0 omdcas omopa 
Te Pas adiov 850 
Kal TEKE VUKTOS aoT- 
-epwTrov oéXas. 

[Two lost tragic senarii, unless 
ll. 834-5 are an interpolation. ] 

I will now proceed to tabulate briefly the instances of 
my phenomenon that have been cured in the course of 
this discussion. I trust that the reader will pardon my 
apparent digressions. It is next door to impossible in a 
chorus presenting such grave corruption to deal with any 
special set of peculiarities as if they were isolated from 
their context. 

A 

The sixth dochmius of the first strophe ends with a 
eretic: the corresponding antistrophic line ends with a 
first paeon. 

(a)l. ¢. dvociw te Tup- 

- pope 
(b) 1. 08’. Sdxpuct pov BrEhapa 

B 

The seventh dochmius of the first strophe begins with 
an iamb: the corresponding antistrophic line begins with 
a tribrach. 

(a) l. 7’. -hopa cas xepds 
(b) 1. oy’. xatayvbévta réyy- 

C 

The eighth dochmius of the first strophe ends with a 
fourth paeon: the corresponding antistrophic line ends 
with a cretic. 

(a) Et é. Tddaicpa péed€eas 

(b) 1. 08. -erau oa TUXa 
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D 

The tenth dochmius of the second strophe begins with 
a tribrach: the corresponding line of the second antistrophe 
begins with a spondee. 

(a) l. xe’. Tiva Tuyav oéOer 

(b) 1. v8". ef poor oeOer 

KE 

The fourteenth dochmius of the second strophe ends 
with a fourth paeon: the corresponding antistrophic line 
ends with a cretic. 

(a) l. Aa’. = pérca rade aOy 

(b) Lum’. dures, & gira 

F 

The fifteenth dochmius of the second strophe ends 
with a first paeon: the corresponding antistrophic line 
ends with a cretic. | 

(a) 1. AB’. wpocwbev dé mobev | 

(b) 1. v0’. yuvaredr apior- 

G 

The seventeenth dochmius of the second strophe ends 
with a cretic: the corresponding antistrophic line ends 
with what may either be scanned as a fourth paeon or, 
by synizesis, as a cretic. 

(a) lL. re’. Teyav Satpover 

(b) 1. Ea’. éyyos aediov or dediov 

H 

The eighteenth dochmius of the second strophe begi 
with a dactyl: the corresponding line of the second anti- 
strophe begins with an iamb. 

(a) 1. ro’. apTraKiace TOY 

(b) 1. EB. te kal vuKTos aor- 
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All these eight instances disappear on my treatment, 
and disappear (I venture to think) to the advantage of 
other things than metre. 

SEVENTH CHorvs (ll. 866-884) 

At |. 866 the chorus begin a series of eleven dochmii, 
all of which, except the first, fifth, and tenth, will scan 
without emendation. The passage is possibly the strophe 
or antistrophe of an antistrophe or strophe which we do 
not now possess; but in any case it is generally regarded 
as spurious, and in that opinion I concur. After the 
eleven dochmii, the chorus continues with three tragic 
trimeters (which, however, Kirchhoff rejects). Then 
Theseus delivers two tragic trimeters. At this point 
follows a metrically most surprising passage. 

XO. ri yphua, réEov, ei Ti por Aoyou pérTa. 
OH. Bod Bod Sérr0s Gdacta. Ta hiryo 

Bapos Kax@v; amd yap ddopmevos olxopar 
olov olov eidov év ypadais pédos 
Hbeyyopevov TAGpwv. 880 

XO. aiai, Kaxdv apynyov éxdpaivers doyov. 
OH. rode pév ovKétrs ctopatos ev TmvAALS 

KabéEw Suoextrépatov dXoOv KAKOV, ® TONS TOS. 883-4 
‘Inrmodutos evvas THs euhs érAn Ouyetv 885 
Bia, To ceuvov Znvos dup atipacas. 

| The speech continues in ordinary tragic trimeters. | 

The repeated tragic trimeter of ll. 876, 881, in 
each case in the mouth of the chorus, and in each case 
preceding a lyrical utterance in the mouth of Theseus, 
appears at first sight to prove that ll. 877-80 are the 
remains of a strophe, and ll. 882-4 the remains of its 
antistrophe. But in that case corruption has passed all 
bounds. 

The first line of the presumable strophe seems to 
consist of a mutilated dochmius, a real dochmius, and 
an iamb. The second line is obviously a lyrical iambic 
senarius. Then follows what is proma facie a trochaic 
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trimeter catalectic. Finally we are confronted with a 
dactyl and a molossus, perhaps representing an original — 
dochmius. 

On the other hand, the presumable antistrophe, if, 
with some MSS., we leave out the second onus of |. 884, 
and if we read iw for #, consists exclusively of five perfectly 
regular dochmii, so that it is seen that the lyrical senarius, 
|. 877, has nothing whatever to answer it. But the first 
line of the “‘strophe” seems also to be in reality a lyrical 
senarius. 

Bod Boa Sé\ros ddacta is an expression violent to a 
degree; and the gravest suspicion is aroused against it 
when we find at the subsequent point, where the climax 
ought to be (ll. 879-80) the weaker, though at the same 
time quite strong enough expression, pédos Pbeyyopevor. 

I suggest that déaros is an inept addition of some 
copyist. ddacra is the real nominative to Boa—‘ dread 
words ring in my ears. 

Read Bod 8 &7 ddacra. By this means we obtain 
a trimeter. 

The hiatus at the end of |. 878 suggests that in |. 879 
we should read rofov instead of ofov. This would almost 
necessarily result in 

afl a 5 ? na li 
Totov Tu Totov eidov év ypadais péXos. 

In that case we should have a third senarius. 
That tofos in the causal sense of ofos is markedly 

Kuripidean is sufficiently proved by the Ranae (1. 469 
et seq.): 

GANA viv exer péoos 
tola Xtuyos oe peAavoKkdpdvas Tétpa 
"Ayepovtios TE TKOTEOS aiwaTooTayi)s 
ppoupovar. 

In 1. 880 tdAdyor possibly stands for raviv. The 
message on the tablet had been silent while Phaedra — 
could herself speak, but now at last, when she had 
become silent in death, the written words took to them- 
selves a voice. 

But more probably, in view of the metrical context, — 
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]. 880 is the remains of a lyrical trimeter. In that case 
it would seem most natural to suppose that tAduer stands 
by haplography for words closely resembling it and one 
another that originally stood after $@eyyopuevoy : but, if so, 
haplography must have gone to great lengths, seeing that 
it has caused one word to stand, not, as is usual, for two 
words, but for three. The MSS. variously present tAduor, 
Thamov and tAjpov. Does this indicate that one of the 
original words ended in -#y and another in -ov? Any 
attempt at reconstitution is necessarily speculative. After 
making several essays on the tentative assumptions that 
éd\dov (‘dumb’) disappeared after POeyyouevoy because of 
the termination ENON, and that tAdyorv has replaced 
Aapviwy (in a line of some such sense as $0eyyouevov épya 
Aapviev iréprepa), and after failing, on the basis of those 
assumptions or of either of them, to preserve the ductus, 
I have come to the conclusion that one particuiar form of 
words (I do not say that there may not be other forms of 
words equally satisfying) would easily have given rise to 
the present reading, and that form of words is: 

/ > al e / 9-8 

POeyyomevov aav alwaTwv tarepov. 

Euripides uses aiwa in the plural not only in the sense of 
‘bloodshed’ but also in the sense of ‘race.’ 

With great hesitation I consequently read the strophe 
thus : 

Boa, Bod Sv @T aracta. Ta hiya 
Bdpos Kax@v; amo yap ddOpevos olyopat* 
tolov Te Totoy eidov év ypadais pédos 
Hbeyyowevov ayav aipatav iddepov. 

In any case the dochmii (if there be any) of the 
“strophe” cannot be equated with the dochmiu of the 
antistrophe for the purpose of manufacturing instances of 
the phenomenon that is the subject of this investigation. 

EicutH Corus (Il. 1102-1150) 

The first line of the second strophe is a hexameter 
with a dactyl in the third foot: the first line of the 
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second antistrophe is a hexameter with a spondee in the 
third foot. 

The lines are these (each hexameter being traditionally 
numbered as two lines) : 

a) Il. 1119-20. ovdnéte yap xabapav dpév’ eyo, twapa & p xabapay dpe’ exw, map 
éXrriba Aevoow 

(6) Il. 1131-2.  odKére cubuyiav TOOV "Everav émiBdaoes 

The three lines immediately preceding the former 
hexameter are: . 

padia & Oca tov avpiov . 
petaBardopéva ypovoy ael 
Biov cvvevtvxoiny. 

Hence it is impossible to attach any satisfactory — 
meaning to the word «a@apay. Paley considers it to be 
a metaphor from water, in the sense ‘clear, undisturbed.’ 
Professors Mahaffy and Bury understand it as ‘ orthodox, 
pure from the taint of scepticism.’ But neither rendering 
suits the causal yap. 

I suggest that we should read : 

oUKETL yap KaTdpap év ve, 

and continue (as editors have already done) : 

Ta Tap édTida AEvooD. 

It seems to me probable that, after the corruption 
xabapav dpe’ éyo had found its way into the body of the 
text, a supralinear correction, xatdpapa, was responsible 
for the alteration of ra map’ into mapa 8 owing to the 
almost complete identity of mapa with the two final 
syllables of xatdpapa. | 

NintoH Cuorvs (Il. 1268-1282) 

As it stands, this chorus is without structure. 
It runs: 

XO. od trav Ocdv akayrrov dpéva Kal Bpotav 
dryers, Kurpe: 

atv 8 6 mokidoTTepos audtBarov 1270 
@KUTAT@ TTEPO. 
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mwoTadta. Sé yaiav evayntov @ adwvpov éri 
TovTov. 

Oddy S “Epas, 6 pawopéva xpadia 
TTavos epopudon 1275 
ypucopans, pvow 
dpeckowy oKuAdK@V 
Twerayiov @ dca Te ya TpEéder, 
tav “Adtos aidouévay Sépxerat, 
dvdpas te* ocvpmravtor 8& (Dindorf omits 8) 

Baoirnida tipar, 1280 
Kump, tavde pova xparivers. 

But there is left quite sufficient indication of anti- 
strophic arrangement to justify us in reading something 
like: 

XO. od tav Ocdv S0cKayrtov dpéva, Kurpi, Kat 
Bpotav aryeus: oTp. 

civ © 6 ToiKidoTTEpos auduTOr@V 
@KUTATG TTépva* ToTaTat 
S¢ yaiav evayh 0 aduvpdv éml movrov. audiOéd- av. 
-yer 5 "Epos, & pawopev’ av Kxpadia 
TTavos épopudon ypvcavyys. 

The rest is epode. 
We detect here, in the process of curing, one instance 

of our phenomenon. The third line of the strophe has its 
last syllable but one long: the antistrophe substitutes 
two shorts. 

(a) ll. 1271-2. a@eutate wrepe. worara 

(b) ll. 1275-6. raves edopydon xpucopans 

For the transposition of Kvmp: in |. 1269 see my 
remarks on Rhesus 51. 

It is the practice of all three tragedians to put a stop, 
usually a heavy stop, at the end both of strophe and of 
antistrophe: Pindar, on the other hand, has a trick of 
occasional enjambement (eg. Ol. i. 80-1). But in the 
case of very short strophes, Euripides apparently felt 
himself at liberty to dispense with the final stop. Compare 
the first chorus of this play. 
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Trento Cxorvs (ll. 1370-1388) 

The dying Hippolytus at 1. 1347 begins a series of 
regular anapaestic dimeters, comprising two complete 
systems, which continue to 1. 1369. Then he exclaims 
aiai aiai, with which exclamation he had also begun the 
regular anapaestic system. ‘The exclamation is followed 
by an anapaestic dimeter of the ordinary kind, only in — 
Doric. Then follows another Doric anapaestic dimeter, | 
succeeded in its turn by an anapaestic trimeter, with 
apparently a caesura after the third anapaest. There 
follow three Doric anapaestic dimeters. Next comes a 
pure iambic dimeter. ‘This is succeeded by an iamb plus 
two cretics. Then comes an ordinary Sapphic line. We 
next have an iambic tetrameter, pure except that the first 
three iambs are resolved into tribrachs, There follows a 
spondee plus a cretic. After this we have two spondees, 
a dactyl, and a long syllable. Then follow an iamb, al 
trochee, a spondee, and a cretic. The next line is an 
iambic trimeter, pure except for the fact that the i 
foot is a spondee, and the first foot («i#e, and not part of 
a word such as avoyitwves) a trochee. The last line is an. 
iambic trimeter catalectic. : 

There is no antistrophic correspondence observable. 
In addition to the Sapphic line above mentioned, we 

can obtain another Sapphic line if we divide Il. 1385, 
1386 so as to read in the former (without any change in 
the text) : 

3 

fal ae 

TOs aTadrAd—w Buotav éwav Tovd. 

I suppose that the whole passage is a distortion of the 
original, and not an interpolation; but, as it stands, it 
reminds me of the metres of Seneca much more than of 
those of Euripides. It would be almost hopeless to 
attempt a reasonable restoration, and perhaps quite 
impossible to say whether instances of the phenomenon. 
I am investigating have or have not in some previo 
state of the text contributed to swell the tide of 
corruption. a 
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In taking leave at this point of the Hippolytus, I wish 
to record my conviction that the vulgate is radically 
- unsound from one end to the other. Iam almost tempted 
_ to suppose that the statement that Euripides issued two 
_ editions of this play is simply due to the fact that some 
- ancient authority had before him not only the vulgate 
_ but also a text only ordinarily corrupt, and noticed the 

difference between them. 

SUMMARY 

: The Hippolytus presents twenty-three examples of the 
_ phenomenon in question. Of these twenty-two, sixteen 
_ occur in highly corrupt dochmiac choruses, and three of 
_the sixteen are presented within the compass of a single 
_dochmius. Of the remaining seven, two are presented in 

one single line, and there is one example which is con- 
tradicted by some MS. authority. The four instances 
that stand over are of a most unconvincing character. 

ALCESTIS 

The Alcestis is one of the nine plays which repose on 
the amplest MS. authority. It is contained in Codex 
Vaticanus 909 (known as B), Codex Havniensis (known 
as ©), Codex Laurentianus 32. 2 (Nauck’s C), Codex 
Palatinus 287 (Nauck’s B), and, as regards a small 
portion, in Codex Harleianus 5743 (Nauck’s A); also in 
MSS. of inferior importance. 

Hence, although the play is one of the nine, it is 
apparent that it was nothing like as great a favourite as 
certain other members of the circle. Still, I am justified 
in saying that it reposes on the amplest MS. authority. 
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First Cuoruvs (ll. 86-131) 

A 

The sixth line of the first strophe is to all appearance 
a paroemiac consisting of a spondee, two anapaests and a 
long syllable. The sixth line of the first antistrophe is 
made up of a dactyl, a third paeon, an anapaest, and a 
long syllable. 

“Hence the second long syllable of the strophic line 1 
answered by two shorts in the antistrophe, which also 
shows a redundant short in the middle of the line. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 91. e& yap ) MeTaKUpLOS aTas 

(b) 1. 103. wévOeor rirver, od8é veorala 

[next line: Sovme? yelp yuvarxdr| 

The true reading vévev has long been restored in place 
of éveou, so that the doubtful phenomenon disappears ; 
but the rest of the antistrophic line has remained a great 
puzzle. 

veoraia, in the sense of ‘the young’ collectively, is 
rare classical word favoured by late Greek authors. 
will suffice to quote Heliodorus (Aeth. vii. 16): mdqjée 
veoraias evorrAovens. It even intruded itself in place of 

Nevrgais, as Boissonade acutely perceived, into the sixt f 

where we read: tais veodaiais éebadusrAros avra€Ew. 
Various very unsatisfactory emendations have bee 

proposed. For my own part I suggest ovdé vopaia. | 
make no doubt, in view of the corruption of Neck@ais it 
the Simocat, but that vowaia would have been still more 
liable to a similar fate. ‘ Accustomed’ suits the context. j 

B 

The last syllable but one of the seventh line of the 
second strophe is a long: the antistrophe substitutes two 
shorts. 
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The lines are as follows: 

(a) 1. 119. wuydv: popos yap ardTpos 

(b) 1. 128. wpiv adrov cfre 8:dB8o0rov 

Hermann saw that, for drotpos, arorouos should be read. 

C 

The lines are these : 

(a) ]. 120. ov« eyo ‘art Tiva 

(b) 1. 180. viv &e Tiva Biov, or viv 8€ tiv’ éte Biov 

It is customary to read : 

(a) oux éyw éml Tiva 

and 
(b) viv 8 tiv’ ére Biov 

or, with Hermann, 
a \ (2 

vov dé tiv émt Biov 

That final omega should stand im hiatw before initial 
epsilon, when that epsilon forms no part of a diphthong 

_ nor even of a syllable long by position (whether with or 
without a liquid), seems wholly impossible in an ordinary 
tragic chorus. 

It is impracticable in a passage of this kind to do more 
than suggest a metrical and grammatical reading that does 

_ not depart far from the ductus literarum. Consequently 
I venture to put forward : 

(a) otx éyw rapa tiva 

(b) viv 8& 8) tiva Blov 

Seconp Cuorvs (ll. 213-272) 

In the fifth line of the third strophe after two initial 
short syllablés the MSS. vary between one long, two shorts 
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and one short: the antistrophe in its corresponding line 
has unquestionably one long after the two initial shorts. 

The lines are as follows : 

(a) 1. 256. rade rot pe orepyopevos Taxvver, OF 

Tade Tola me oTEpYomevosS TaYvvEL, OF 
Tade TL pe TTEPKXOmEvos TayUvEL ; 

(b) 1. 263. oder a devtavoTata mpoPaive 

One may dismiss from consideration both rota and ri 
in the strophic line. oi makes very good sense, and raises 
no question of our phenomenon ; but the settlement of the 
true reading is rendered somewhat difficult by a variant in 
the early editions, viz. ta8’ @rouua for rdébe Tot we. On the 
whole I do not see sufficient reason to depart from rade 
TOL Me. 

Tuirp CHorus (Il. 393-415) 

The first line of the strophe consists of a dochmius of 
the scansion »--v-, and of a pseudodochmius of the 
scansion-v-v-. The first line of the antistrophe consists 
of a dochmius of the scansion »»v-v-, and of a pseudo- 
dochmius of the same scansion as that in the strophic line. 
Hence the long second syllable of the strophic line is 
answered by two short syllables in the antistrophic line. 

I will give these lines with some of the context : 

(a) ll. 3938-9. td pou tiyas. pata 8) Kato 

BéBaxev, odKxér eotw, & 

matep, Up darjio 

mpodtTovca 8 apov Biov 
appavicey TAGpOr. 
ide yap ide Brehapov Kal 
Tapatovous xépas. 

(b) lL. 406-12. véos eyo, marep, relropar piras 

MovoarToAOS TE paTpOS* @ 
axéTrALa 8 Tabav 
éya épya * av TE, 
avyKaci jor Kovpa, 
* * ouvétras* 
* * @ TaTep. 
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i® wor TUYas appears to admit of no emendation. 
pata 6) xétw can hardly stand for anything else than 

pata piry xdétw, Where $/A7y in its turn must be a corruption 
of an original ¢ida. 

What does this involve in the antistrophic line? It 
involves that véos éy® is corrupt, and that Aelroua has 

_ replaced a word of the scansion -vv -. 
Putting these two facts together I can only read one 

of two things : 
Y veooow, TaTep, NELTTOpEeDov didas, 

hee 

véw vo, TwaTep, ELTrOMEDoY diras. 

In either case I should continue: 

povocrorw Te (or, more probably, to coin a word, 
povorToNobvTe) paTpos: @ 

oxétMua 82) tabovT’ 
éy@ Epya * ov TE KTH. 

_ On the whole I rather prefer vém vw, because the 
scholiast seems very possibly to have read something in 
the passage that he thought referred to a ship(?). His 

words are: amo petahopds THY povorTedAOpévaV Toiwr, 

_ where the participle seems to point to povocrtododvte. 
| I maintain that there is nothing surprising in the 
_ occurrence of a first person dual in a tragic author, and 
_ also that there is nothing surprising in its disappearance 
from our texts. 
. One has only to consider how duals of the second 

person have fared. Elmsley’s contention that the Attic 
paradigm is éruarny érupdrny has never been overthrown. 
The well-known iS0vre cai rafovca is, as regards feminine 
_ duals, sufficient proof of the barbarity of ra@otca and all — 
- its congeners. Yet how few MSS. preserve either second 
persons like éruwdrnv or feminines like idovtre! The fact is 

_ that MSS. are as little to be trusted on points connected 
with the dual as they are on points connected with the 
pluperfect. dev, in the first person, is, I hope, taking its 
departure. Perhaps in a hundred years’ time ériwaror 
and maQovca will! follow its example. 

VOL. I 21 
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FourtH Cuorus (Il. 435-475) 

No instances. 

Firrn Cuorvs (ll. 568-605) 

No instances. 

SixtH CuHorvs (Il. 872-934) 

No instances. 

Seventh Cuorvs (Il. 962-1005) 

No instances. 

' SUMMARY 

The Alcestis presents five examples of the phenomenor 
in question ; but of the five, one instance has considerable 
MS. authority against it. The other four can be emend ed 
with great facility. 

ANDROMACHE 

The Andromache is one of the nine plays which repos 
on the amplest MS. authority. It is contained in Code 
Marcianus 471 (known as A), Codex Vaticanus 909 (know1 
as B), Codex Havniensis (known as C), Codex Parisim 
2712 (known as EK), Codex Laurentianus 32. 2 (Nauck’s C 
Codex Palatinus 287 (Nauck’s B), and, as regards I 
1-102, in Codex Ambrosianus (known as D) ; also in MSS 
of inferior importance. q 

Considerable fragments of the play are preserved 4 
the Jerusalem palimpsest of the tenth century. 4 
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First Cuoruvs (Il. 103-146) 

(This chorus is preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest 
of the tenth century.) 

Before the first of the two obvious and recognized sets 
_ of strophes and antistrophes, which make up the greater 
portion of this chorus, occurs a series of seven elegiac 
couplets. Such an occurrence is unique in extant Greek 
tragedy. 

It is to be particularly observed that the elegiacs are 
_ written in Doric, not in either Ionic or Attic. ‘l'o write 
any metre whatsoever in the Doric dialect is not the same 
thing as to subject it to the laws of strophic-antistrophic 
correspondence. ‘There are numerous examples of Doric 
poems in the elegiac metre which have nothing to do with 

- strophe and antistrophe. But if, in addition to a poem or 
_ a portion of a poem being composed in the Doric dialect, 

that poem or portion of a poem is also of a lyrical nature, 
that is to say, if it regulates by its quantities the music 

of the lyre and the steps of the dance, then it is assuredly 
subject, no matter what its metre, to the lyrical laws of 

3 strophe and antistrophe, so far as those laws extend, and 
without prejudice to the possibility of unanswered epodes 
or whatever other exceptions those laws may permit. 

The question then at once arises whether these elegiacs 
: are lyrical. 

On the strength of two considerations I answer this 
question in the affirmative. A general survey of the 
hexameters occurring in tragedy with which I deal from 
time to time in various portions of this tractate will show, 
im spite of occasional difficulties which I attribute to 

_ corruption, an overwhelmingly strong case in favour of the 
_ contention that tragic hexameters are strophic-antistrophic, 

_ and therefore not Dorico-epic but lyric: I argue from 
hexameters to elegiacs. Next, I contend that it would 
be an intolerable mixture of poetic genera if non-lyrical 

_ elegiacs were to be admitted into a tragedy: elegiacs are 
not, as such, known to the tragic metrician, but need the 

_ all-embracing cloak of the lyric Muse. 
This @ priori reasoning is much strengthened by an 
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examination of the elegiacs in question. For elegiacs, they 
present fully as unusual features as, for hexameters, do 
the hexameters of tragedy. 

In the hexametrical members of the elegiac couplets, 
the proportion of dactyls to spondees is, as editors have 
remarked, unusually large. In fact (putting the sixth feet 
out of account) there are thirty-two dactyls and only 
three spondees, and of these three spondees, one can by 
diaeresis be equally well scanned as a dactyl: the other 
two spondees seem to be indisputably sound. 

At this point I will set forth the lines, introducing 
provisionally the diaeresis of which I have spoken (Tpota 
for Tpota in |, 105), and will ask the reader to judge’ 
whether a strophic-antistrophic arrangement is not m- 
dicated, even apart from a priori considerations. ! 

Here are the elegiacs : 
> al 3 

Thiw aitewa Ildpus od yapov, adda Tw’ atav 
> / > > / > / € / ayayeT evvaiay eis Oardapous “Edévar. 

as évex’, ® Tpoia, dopt cai mupi dniddwrov 105. 
ig , \ v ethé a 0 xtdovavs “EANdbos Kus “Apns, 

\ \ pA ee / / 7 \ / Kat Tov éwov peréas moow “Extopa, Tov mepl Teiyn 
4 a / / etAxuoe Suppevov traits ddias Oéridos: 

> / lal / avta 8 ék Oarduyov ayouav érl Giva Paddooas, 
SovAoctvay aTuyepav audiBarodoa Kapa. 110 

/ Fee Cah 

ToAra b€ SadKpud por KaTéBa ypoos, avik éevrrov 
/ 

dotu te Kal Oardpovs Kal toow év Koviats. 
” ie / , > »> a M4 / CoA 6 @wor eyo pedéa, TL pm exphy ete héyyos opaclar 

¢ / / 

Eppcovas Sovr\av ; as tro Terpopéva 
/ a / \ a ca) 

mMpos TOO ayadpma Yeas iKxéTis Tepi yeipe Barodoa 115 
/ / 

Takoma, @S TeTpiva TidaKoecoa MPAs. 

Two points at once emerge. The non-dactylic hexa- 
meters, ll. 103 and 109, must, if we have here a strophe and 
antistrophe, answer to one another ; and the want of pause 
at the end of 1. 114 clashes with the metrical system of th 
rest of the piece. : 

' Let us put these two facts together. In all there are 
seven couplets, so that we cannot commence an antistroph 
with the fourth couplet, unless we suppose that a couple 
has either been lost from the strophe or interpolated im 
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the antistrophe. The abnormal ending of |. 114 suggests 
that the latter is the case, and that ll. 113-14 are an 
interpolation. I see an easy and satisfactory way of 

accounting for the suggested interpolation. If 1. 115 
originally began not with zpos 70d", but with zpos ras’, 
‘therefore,’ a@yadywa being governed by epi yeipe Badodca, 
mpos tad adyadua would almost inevitably have become 
mpos 70d dyadya, and then, there being no connecting 

: particle, a lacuna would naturally have been presumed, 
and the words supposed to be missing would as naturally, 
in view of the little knowledge needed for elegiac 

composition, have been supplied by a copyist. 
| These not unnatural assumptions leave us with a 
working hypothesis. Everything depends on the question 
whether it works well or ill. Let us see. 

We have now a provisional strophe and antistrophe 
_ presenting five instances of my phenomenon. 

A, B, C, D anp E 

These are the lines: 

a ? ” / 

‘Trio aitewa Idpis od ydpov, adda TW atap oTp. a 

ayayet evvaiay eis Oardpovs “EXévav. 

as évex’, ® Tpoia, Sopt cat mupt~ dniddwTov 105 

elke o 0 xLALOvas “EAAdSos w@Kds “Apys, 
Kal Tov éwov peréas Toow “Extopa, Tov epi Teiyn 

ethxvoe Sippevov trais ddias Péridos ° 
a b , 

avTa © é« Oardywv ayopav éml Oiva Oadadocoas, art. a 

Sovdocivay otuyepav audiBarovoa Kapa. 110 
/ | ee ” mora Se Sdxpud por KatéBa ypoos, avix €devtrov 

caf , dotu te Kal Oadapous Kal Toow év Koviats. 112 
mpos Tad Gyadwa Beas ixétis rept xetpe Banoioa 115 

/ , TaKOMAaL, WS TeTpiva TidaKoecoa LPas. 

There is almost the strongest possible confirmation of 
this division, and therefore also of the strophic-antistrophic 
nature of the piece, to be found in the absolute agreement 
in quantity of the last syllables of the respective lines of 
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the assumed strophe and antistrophe. The chances are 
very great against this being the result of accident. 

The last syllable of 1. 103 is long: so is that of |. 109. 
The last syllable of |. 104 is long: so is that of 1. 110. 
The last syllable of 1. 105 is short: so is that of 1, 111. 
The last syllable of 1. 106 is long: so is that of lL 112. 
The last syllable of 1. 107 is long by nature, but shortened 
before a vowel at the beginning of the next line: the last — 
syllable of 1. 115 is short both by nature and position. — 
The last syllables of a strophe and antistrophe seem to be | 
common, but as a matter of fact the last syllables of 108 | 
and 116 are both short. 

This corroboration of my assumption is of such import- 
ance that I proceed without hesitation to attack the 
examples of my phenomenon. In no case are they 
substantial enough to stand against the evidence of the 
last syllables, but an examination of their nature may 
yield further evidence. 

A anp B 

The discrepancies between ll. 103 and 109 seem to be 
due entirely to the similarity in the latter that exists. 
between @adrdyov and dyouav. I believe that Kuripides 
wrote : | 

éEayopav © avta Oadrdpor. 

This was miswritten in some such form as: 

éfarapov & avta Oaryopav. 

The necessary result was: 

auta & é« Oadrapov ayopuar. 

The existence of the similarity is a real argument in 
favour of my whole view; but I admit that it is most 
difficult to judge its strength or weakness. < 

C 

There is one want of correspondence between Il. 104 
and 110. In the former I take evdvaiav to be a mere 
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_ mistake for eivadiav. - The triple statement of ydyor, 
 evvaiav, and @adrayovs is not wanted. ‘In Helen Paris 
brought not a bride but a sea-bane to his bed.’ 

D 

In 1. 105 I have already suggested Tpota for Tpota, and 
that on a more general ground than the demands of strict 
correspondence. But it removes the discrepancy between 

"IL 105 and 111. 

E 

The variance in scansion between ll. 108 and 116 is a 
little perplexing at first sight, but need cause no real 
difficulty. The strophic line is manifestly not only sound 
but strong and expressive: the antistrophic line is almost 
unintelligible. etpiva Bas ought properly to mean ‘a 
spring made of rock.’ The extension of the meaning of 
métpiwvos from ‘made of rock’ to ‘among rocks,’ or the 
like, is only to be justified, if at all, by the 1326th line of 

métpwa Kata Spia trodvidéa. 

But ‘full of rocks’ is a very different extension from 
“among rocks’: indeed I doubt whether it is an extension 
at all, and not rather an equally legitimate original meaning. 
Here neither ‘made of rock’ nor ‘full of rocks’ will suit 
the context. 

It seems to me that all serious difficulty disappears in 
the light of ll. 533-4 of this play, and of ll. 3-4 of the 
sixteenth J/zad, upon which both that passage and this are 
based. 

Homer writes: 

Sdxpva Oepua yéwv wate KpHvn pedavUdpos 
Hre Kat aiyitutros métpns Svohepov yéeu Vdwp. 

The later passage in this play runs : 
/ 

otalm ALtcoddos ws TETPAS 
, 

MiBas avaddwos, a TdrawW’. 
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In view of the occurrence of both perdvudpos and | 
dvopepov in the Homeric lines and of the (possibly wrong, — 
but unmistakable) translation of them as dvddwos in 
Euripides, I here do not hesitate to read : 

/ e \ / / 
TAKOMAL WS TEPKVA TIOaKoEToA ALBas. 

If the general principle on which I am proceeding were 
false, this elegiac passage might reasonably be expected — 
to prove a serious barrier in my way. As it is, it turns 
out that it offers me so little impediment as either to 
make strongly in my favour, or else to show (an improb- : 
able supposition) that the long arm of coincidence can 
reach far enough to make a sound set of fourteen lines 
look almost as if they had been expressly written with 
the intention that they should be emended on the basis 
of a particular theory. ; 

To one particular point in my process of emendation 
prima facie exception can be taken. In order not to” 
hamper my main argument I have postponed for a few 
lines the discussion of the matter in question. It may be 
said that a somewhat material argument that I have 
employed depends for its validity on the possibility of 
the use of the words pds rds (1. 115) in the sense 
‘therefore’ without a succeeding verb of imperative 
signification, whereas usage demands such a verb. This 
possible objection is of importance, and must be considered 
in detail. . 

It is quite true that in tragic trimeters and tetrameters 
mpos tadra and pos tdéde are used to introduce imperatives 
only. See for instance Prometheus Vinctus 1. 917 and 
Persae |. 166. But this rule appears to have no applica-_ 
tion outside the limits of the tragic sub-dialect strictly 
so-called, though, as in ll. 540-5 of the Humenides, the 
words may of course be coupled with an imperative m 
any style. In Herodotus there is no requirement that 
mpos tavra should be followed by an imperative. Terpsi- - 
chore, chap. ix., furnishes the best instance: rods 6¢ 
immous avTa@v ecivat Raciovs amav To capa, éml WevTe 
Saxtirous To Bdbos TOY Tpiydv* apiKpodrs 66, Kak opots, 
kal aduvdtovs avdpas pépew: Cevyvupévouvs 5é tr appara, 

— 

/ 
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elvat ofuTadtovs: dpyuatnratéevy Sé mMpos Tavita Tos ém- 
xepiovs. ‘There zpos tadra certainly means ‘therefore,’ and 
is coupled with nothing of an imperative nature, unless 
indeed it be said that dpparndaréeww means in the context 
“have to drive chariots. But every true effect of a 
cause is a necessary effect. So tdxoya: in the Euripidean 
passage may be rendered ‘I can but waste away.’ 
Similarly with almost any other sentence, so that specula- 

_ tion as to the presence or absence of an implied imperative 
In dpyatnraréewy is for practical purposes unprofitable. 
Instances in the 88th chapter of Terpsichore and the 
163rd chapter of Polymnia are less to the point, because 
in both of them the precise meaning of zpds tadta may 
well be disputed. I leave out of the discussion altogether 
the 730th line of the Persae, partly because that line 
seems to have been corrupted under the influence of the 
166th line of the same play, and partly because, if it is 
genuine, mpos tad’ os appears most probably to mean ‘to 
such an extent that.’ ‘To sum the whole matter up, I 
can conceive no reason why lyrical elegiacs should be any 
the more subject than Ionic prose to the technical con- 
ventions of the style of Attic tragedy. But I admit that 
I should welcome evidence of a more positive character. 

In the second and third strophes and antistrophes 
(called by editors the first and second strophes and anti- 
strophes) of the chorus there are no instances of my 
phenomenon. 

Seconp CuHorvs (Ill. 274-308) 

A 

In the fourth line of the first strophe the fourth-syllable 
is a long: for this long the fourth line of the first anti- 
strophe substitutes two shorts. 

The lines are these : 

(a) 1. 277. tpiawdov appa Saipovev 

(b) 1. 287. Bay &é [ptapiday wrep- 

-Borais 
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I must set out the context. 

(a) ll. 274-80. 4 peydrov ayéov dp vmipeev, or 
"léaiav és varrav 275 : 

AAO 6 Matas re nat Avds ToKos, 

Tpit@Arov adpya Saimover 
ayov TO Karatuyes, 
Epidt aTuyepa KexopuOpévov evpop- 

pias 

ataQuovs éri Bovra. 280 
(b) ll. 284-90. ral & erred trAdKopov varos HrvOor, 

oupelay mioaKwv 285 
vapav aiykavta copata poais: 
éBav Sé IIpiapiday strep- 
-Borais Noywv Svadpovev 
TapaBarropuevat. Kurpis ere Xovors 

dorLozs, 
a“ \ > a 

TEPTVOLS MEV AKOVTAL, 290 

The existence of two corruptions is at once apparent. © 
The last syllables of ll. 278 and 288 are not of the same 
length, and in Il. 287 and 288 dAdywv and Adyous occur in 
impossible proximity. I cure both these errors by reading 
in the antistrophe : [ 

ba 

éBav 8é& retpay “léaiar, \q 
Borais orav dvadpoct 
TapaBarnropevat. 

I translate: ‘And they came to Ida’s test, ranging i 
themselves side by side with eyes that darted malice.’ 

I am inclined to think that in iep- we have a distor- 
tion of a correction back to the right reading, meipay. | 

B 

The eighth lines of the first strophe and antistrophe 
- are lyrical iambic trimeters. In the strophic line the 

third foot is a tribrach: in the antistrophic line it is 
an iamb, : 
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The passages are these (they fit on directly to the 
portions of the strophe and antistrophe quoted under A): 

(a) ll. 281-2. Borfpa 7 audi povotporov veaviav 
épnuov @ éatiodyov addrav 

(b) lL. 291-2. mixpav 8€ ciyyvow Biov Ppuvydv more. 

Taraiva tTepyauous te Tpoias 

In the strophe, partly because of the impossibility of 
understanding audi, and partly in view of the general 
ductus literarwm and of the context, I read without any 

hesitation : 
c a / > > } ” e n puTipa T apudiraimwov Etpevev aviadv 
épnmov els éEaTLovyov avdap. 

The antistrophic lines present a more difficult problem. 
It is hardly credible that an accusative “in apposition 

with the sentence” can also be in apposition with a dative 
substantive: yet that is what is involved in the reading : 

Kumpis cide Aovyous Soréors, 

TEepTrVols péev aKovaat, 
miuxkpav b€ avyxvow Biov Ppvydv Tone 

/ / / Tarawa Tepydpos te Tpoias. 

I conjecture that the word zixpay is in some degree 
_ responsible for the present state of the text. The 1105th 
line of the Orestes (“Erévnv xravopev, Mevérem AW yv TLKpar ) 

must always have been a familiar grammatical example. 
There is yet a greater cause of offence. It is sheer 

nonsense to say that the towers of Troy sustained a 
avyyvas Biov. 

I am much inclined to read : 

Tixpav Kpiow 5 éveyxe Bootpopos tora O 
ap “Ida trepyauous te Tpoias. 

I read Boorpodos in lieu of Biov Ppvyay for the sufficient 
reason that in the next line but two Paris is called wy, 
without any recent mention of him. The MSS. read there 
vw Udpw: but Hermann points out that the scholia make 
it certain that vw» Idpe is a corruption of vw popov. This 
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is an excellent instance of a gloss being mistaken for a 
correction, and therefore supplanting a somewhat similar 
word in the text. 

Assuming for the sake of argument that my anti- 
strophic emendations are sound (and except for the sake ~ 
of argument I dare assume nothing of the sort, though — 
I regard them as fairly probable), I would take the 
opportunity of indicating what has happened to the © 
original text. 

The xpi- of xpicw has disappeared in virtue of haplo- 
graphy, because of the presence of the -ccp- of mipav. 
That leaves -o.v unsupported before éveyxe. The result is 
that the letters ow were taken to be a correction of | 
éveyxe. éveyxe itself was a little altered: o was put at the 
beginning of it, and w at the end. The upshot was 
cvyyvow. & was omitted. From this fact (for the sake - 
of argument I treat it as a fact) I infer that the corruption 
was uncial. A is like N, but 6 is not like ». : 

I mention these details because, even if my emenda- 
tions be thought improbable, I wish to make it quite 
plain that I am emending not at random but with method. 
The method may not in my hands be employed with 
sufficient skill to produce satisfactory results ; but in that: 
case it is [ that am in fault, and not the method. Of the 
method I have no doubts at all: of my own capacity to 
use it I am less confident. 

In the second strophe and antistrophe of this cho 
there are no instances of my phenomenon. 

Turrp Cxorvs (ll. 464-536) 

A anp B 

The third lines of the second strophe and antistrophe 
are lyrical iambic trimeters. In the strophic line the third 
foot is a tribrach and the fifth foot an iamb: in the 
antistrophic line the third foot is an iamb and the fifth 
foot a tribrach. It is also to be noticed that the first 
foot of the strophic line is an iamb, that of the antt- 
strophic line a spondee. | 
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These are the lines: 

(a) 1. 481. copdv re trHO0s aOpoov aabevéotepov 

(6) 1. 489. xreiver S& rHv Tadawwav Trudda Kopav 

Nauck very properly (though on his theories, unless 
he covertly agrees with me, I cannot see why he should 
do anything of the kind) emends, in his notes, the anti- 

_ strophic line thus : 
Qn \ \ > , 

ktevel d€ THY Tddatvav ‘“IKiav Kopav. 

This still leaves a@pdov uncured. 
The strophic context is: 

copav te TAHGos aPpoov acbevéctepov 
avrotépas hpevos avtoxpatovs 
A a , ee / / / 
évos, & Svvacis ava Te wédAaOpa KaTa TE TOMAS, 
e / a 

omotav evpeiv OédXwou Karpov. 

The word a@pcov seems to me pointless. If the line of 
thought connected with dépdor is to be introduced into the 
passage at all, ‘dissipated,’ not ‘collected,’ would yield 
the more proper antithesis. But seeing that the opposition 
is to ¢pevds, which in the surroundings may fairly be 
translated by the word ‘personality, I am inclined to 
suggest : 

copav te TAHG0s adpov acbevéotepov 
davrotépas pevds avtoxpatods 
évos. 

In addition to the other well-known deficiencies of a 
corporation, such a body certainly lacks a ¢pyy, in the 
sense that it is unable to exercise volition. It is invested 
with personality in law only and not in fact. 

Though ¢pijv and ¢péves are no doubt capable of a 
good many shades of meaning, I think that the reader of 
the classics ought constantly to be on the look-out for 
their use in the sense of something like ‘will.’ vodv éyew 
kal ppévas (Ranae 534) is an example of a common 
combination. voids denotes the ratiocinative organ, dpéves 
the volitional. 
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C 

In the fourth line of the second strophe the seventh 
syllable is a long: the fourth line of the second antistrophe 
substitutes for this long two shorts. It is also to be 
observed that the last syllable of the strophic line is long, 
the last syllable of the antistrophic line is short. : 

The lines are these : 

(a) ]. 482. davrorépas dpevos avToKxpatovs 

(b) 1. 490. aida te dSvcdpovos épidos barep (the first 

word of the next line is aOeos) 

For épido0s itmwep Hermann reads é& épidos. © This 
reading seems to be improbable on account of the difficulty 
of supposing that é& &pwbos was corrupted into épiSos daep, 
and impossible, if adroxpatods is correct, because of i 
quantity of the final syllable. 

: Zo.dos Urep 18 So thoroughly characteristic of the style 
of the tragedians, that I do not think that it is in thosé 
words that the fault lies. 

Few passages offer so little foothold to the emende 
I am somewhat inclined to read : 

(a) havrorépas fpevds avtoxpatéos ap 
(b Talod TE Sucppovéove épidos vrep 

But it is open to anyone to suspect much wider 
corruption in the strophic line. ¢pevos and évds (I. 484 
are sufficiently similar to arouse suspicion, and (if m 7 
emendation under B is correct) it is extremely doubtf 
whether davrorépas can be allowed to stand. d¢avro ial 
would have to mean not ‘more ¢avara’ (for ex hypothest 
there is no other dpyv in question) but ‘ somewhat bathed 
I am not satisfied; but I can see no further light. 

FourtH Cuorus (ll. 766-801) a 

(ll. 777-801 are preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest.) ‘ 

No instances. 
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Firra Cxorvs (ll. 825-865) 

(Il. 825-30 are preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest. ) 
On this chorus Hermann has an interesting note: 

*Duas strophas atque antistrophas quum distinxisset 
Barnesius, non erat quod eum sequi Matthiae propterea 
vereretur, quod quae sequerentur non essent antistrophica. 
Nam adempto sibi mucrone magis perturbata Hermiona 
magis etiam inaequabilia loquitur.” Hermann, if I may 
presume to review his verdict, is right in insisting on the 
existence of two strophes and antistrophes (the second 
strophe and antistrophe are by no means generally re- 
cognized); but he is wrong in supposing that the rest of 
the ode is anomoeostrophic, and particularly wrong. in 
the reason he gives for that opinion. ‘‘The gods approve 
the depth and not the tumult of the soul,” and the 
tragedians would not have admitted emotion as justifying 
the abandonment of law. 

The first strophe contains ll. 825-8, the first anti- 
strophe ll. 829-32. The second strophe contains Il. 833-6, 
the second antistrophe Il. 837-40. 

_ The chorus is written in the dochmiac metre: which 
fact accounts amply for bewildering corruptions. 

The third strophe includes ll. 841-5, and a_ lost 
tragic trimeter (the tragic trimeters masquerade as part 
of the chorus) immediately after 1. 845: the third anti- 
strophe includes ll. 846-52. The fourth strophe embraces 
ll. 853-8, and the fourth antistrophe Il. 859-65. 

The limits of the last strophes and antistrophes are 
really not very hard to determine. The third strophe 
and antistrophe is fixed by the length of the various 
speeches, and we arrive at the fourth strophe and anti- 
strophe by dividing a set of lines in the mouth of 
Hermione into two equal parts. 

But as regards precise correspondence the dochmiac 
strophes and antistrophes with which we are dealing are 
as corrupt as the worst parts of the Helen or whatever 
play of Euripides may be considered more corrupt than 
even the Helen. 
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THE First STROPHE AND ANTISTROPHE 

The first strophe and antistrophe run thus : 

EP. ia pot pou: | 825 oTp. a 
oTdpayua Kouas oviyov te ddia 
pvypata Onoopat. 

TP. ® tai, ti Spaces ; TOpa cov KaTaLKiE ; 

EP. aiat aiat: avtT. a 
épp atGéprov mrAoKduwv euov ato, 830 
NerTomTov pdpos. 

TP. réxvov, xadurte otépva, cbvdnoar Tétdots 

(or qéAovs). 

It will be seen that these lines present no example 
of my phenomenon. Nevertheless the dochmii are sadly 
corrupt. 

It is clear that in 1. 830 wAoxdyor is wrong. F rom 
l. 832 we perceive that- Hermione bared not her head 
but her bosom. 

Tentatively I suggest the following reconstruction : 

EP. ié pol poe 825 OTP. a@ 
oT apary pov Kopas Ovuxi T avra, aie 
vonypiares Ono opas. 

TP. ® mai, ti Spaces ; cpa cov KaTavKeEl ; 

EP. aiat aiat: oTp. 
améppor peO@v TepiTrAOKNM Euor, 830 
NerToOpuTov pdpos. 

TP. réxvov, kdduTTe otépva, aivdnoat TétXouvs. 

The trimeters are extra-lyrical. 

Tur Seconp STROPHE AND ANTISTROPHE 

The second strophe and antistrophe are as follows : 

EPMIONH 

ri 86 pe Set (abed omit Sez) crépva Kxadvrrew a 
TETAOLS ; otp. B 

Sra Kal audipavh kal akpuTta ; 

SeSpaxapev Troow. 835 
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TPO®OS 

adyeis, povov (C’ popov for dovov) paaca ovyyduo 
: oéev ; 

EPMIONH 

kata wev ody orévw Saias (for daias b and ¢ give 
dixaias, and d Sepias) TOApas, av epee avtT. B' 

& Kxatdapatos (so B: épeEa Kxardpatos COC: épeé 7 
katadpatos Hi: épeE & xKatdpatos ceteri 
codices) é¢y@ xatdpatos 

avOparois. 

TPO®O> 
/ > cuyyvecetai cor THVSd apuapTiav Trocts. 840 

Metrical correspondence has disappeared in several 
places, but there is no instance of my phenomenon. 

I doubtfully suggest - 

EP. ri dé pe Sef oréyew xad’rrpa trémXov ; otp. 
dfjra Kax apdddav axpuTra Sedpa- 

| -Kapev éwov Toow. 835 
TP. aryeis, hovov payaca cvyyduo oéber ; 
EP. cata pev ody otéva: Saiypov yy dpe® avtT. B' 

e / x / Ud n 
a pep epares @ oe aa TE Ta- 

-ow ap onéOpios. 
TP. cuyyvecetai cor tHvd apaptiay Trocts. 840 

THe THIRD STROPHE AND ANTISTROPHE 

I cannot see how any reasonable doubt with regard 
to the identification of the third strophe and antistrophe 
can exist in the mind of a scholar who examines this 
chorus carefully. 

They run thus: 

EPMIONH 

Ti poor Eihos ex yeupos nypevoo ; oTp. ¥ 
am060s, ® dir, amrodos, iv avtaiav (for ® dir, @ 

diros, and ® ¢idry, also occur) 842-3 
, /, / / / ” 

Epelow Trayav* TL pe Bpoxev ELpyels ; 

VOL. I 2K 
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TPO®O® 

arr’ el a adelnv ph ppovodcav, ws Oavors ; 845 

EPMIONH 

olm“oL TOTMOU. 
Tov pot mupos dida ro€ ; avtT. ¥ 
Tov 8 eis mérpas depo, 

\ / x 5 et Sp 4 
Kata wovtov » Ka0 tray opéewr, 

iva Oavodca veptépoiow pero ; 850 

TPO®O> 

/ an a \ / TL TavTa poxGets ; cupdpopai OenraTor 
cal a Xx P35 9S x / 

Tacw Bpototaw % ToT HAGov 7 TOTE. 

The lines present four instances of my phenomenon. 

A. B, C anp D 

The dochmius of |. 842 of the type »»v-vvv (on one 
reading) is answered by a dochmius (szc) in |. 849 of the 
type vv-v-. They are: a 

(a) l. 842. azrodos, ® didos, am- 

(b) in |. 849. xara rovrov 7] 

The dochmius of 1. 843 is of the type vvv-v-, and 
is answered by a dochmius in |. 849 of the type »--v—= 
The dochmii are : : 

(a) 1. 843. -680s, & avratav 
(b) in 1. 849. xa” Dray dpé@v 

The first pseudo-dochmius of | 844 is of the type 
»----,and the second pseudo-dochmius of the type 
vvv---: inthe corresponding antistrophic line, 850, th 
first dochmius is of the form »» v-~- and the second 0 
the form »--~v-. These are the lines: . 

(a) 1. 844. épelow mraydy: ti pe Bpoywv eilpyes; 

(b) 1. 850. iva Yavodca veptépoow pero ; 
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It is fairly plain that the words assigned to Hermione, 
which form |. 846, are a mutilated fragment of the second 
line of the tragic couplet in the mouth of the nurse. 

I attempt the following reconstitution : 

EP. ri & && pou Eihos yepds aypetoa; add’ oTp. * 
> / = A, ? ? / | A A amroéos, @ itv, amodos, iv avtatay 842—3 
épeiow ohaydv. Ti yeipoiy mw eyes ; 

TP. Gar ei o adeinv yn hpovodcav, ws Odvois, 845 
fal x a a 

TOS ovK av env aitia Tod cod ToTpON ; 846 
\ / 7? 

EP. wupos mrouporvE mporeté épcdtw w, 847 avt. 
/ 7 

avd Te TOVTOv dua Kata Te yav Oéwr, 848—9 
“7? BA 

ivy avovoa veptépoacw pero. 850 
TP. ti tadta poydeis ; Evydhopal Oenrarou 

macw Bpotoicw % TOT HAOov % TOTE. 

® gid seems to be the origin of the three readings 
® dir, ® dire, and @ diry. Pidwos is quite regularly of 
two terminations. The reading @ ¢idgos is probably due 
to a momentary impression in the mind of some copyist 
that the tpodés was masculine; but Eustathius in his dis- 
cussion of didiwy, pidrvoros, seems to suggest, though he 
does not say, that there was a neuter abstract ¢édos, 
dirous, like ddyos, adyous. 

My suggestion is that the dap einy of 1. 846 has dropped 
out because of its similarity to the word da¢einv immediately 
above it. Similarly I conjecture that airia was dropped 
out because of the -eré of mpomeré immediately below it: 
it is unnecessary to dwell on the constant confusion of 
e and a. These omissions, I contend or rather guess, 
caused tod cod motpov to be ascribed to Hermione, and 
emended into oto: wotwov. As a consequence ras ovx« 
was left isolated, and was taken to be the beginning of 
l. 847, and was emended, presumably after considerable 
mutilation, into zod po. oudorvé, to which I have 
deliberately given its later gender, was not unnaturally 
written in some unintelligible manner. Finally an emender 
put ll. 847-8 into their vulgate form, with a repeated od. 

I must not be taken as arguing in favour of anything 
more than the possibility of my own emendations; but 
I think that I have shown—and this is all-important— 

VOL. I 2K 2 
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that, right or wrong, they form a whole consistent in its 
parts. 

THE FourtTH STROPHE AND ANTISTROPHE 

The fourth strophe and antistrophe run as follows : 

EP. édumes edutres, @ TaTEp, éTaKTiav otp. & 
€ \ ANA 5 > / , 
@oel povdd Epnuov ovoav evadXlouv KwTras. 854—5 

one? po OAET pes ovKéTe Tad (Seidler ras 
ovKéT) evoiknow 

/ / vuppioio oréya. 
, 5) , es ¢ a > _ 

TLVOS AYAAMATOV LKETLS oppaba, 858-9 avT. 6 
x / 4 / / F 

 SovrAa SovrXas yovac. Tpoctécw ; 860 
Dados éx yas 

/ v wf? oy 
KvavoTrTepos dpvis el0 env, 

) TevKaev ckados, & 
dua Kvuavéas érrépacev axtas 
TpwrToTAoos TATA. 865 

In the middle of |. 856, after ode? we, a gloss is inter- 
polated by all the MSS., except C. The gloss runs 8yradq 
moow, except that B presents Snrad) woow. What 
circumstance caused this gloss to be mistaken for a 
correction? Obviously the fact that if the ac is added 
to the text, we have a complete trimeter, viz. 

K@OTAaS. ONE pw Ore? pe, SNAASN TroGLs. 

This is the most violent interpolation of a gloss that I 
have observed in the writings of the tragedians; but it is 
to be noticed that even this gloss is not interpolated 
without an accompanying circumstance which caused it to: 
be mistaken for something other than a gloss. 4 

These lines, properly considered but not at first sights 
yield three instances of my phenomenon. 

K, F anp G 

The first dochmius of |. 853 is of the form vee vu vet 

the dochmiac 1. 858, which is really its antistrophie 
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counterpart, is of the form »»v-v-. These are the 
dochmii : 

(a) in lL. 853. édures umes, & 
(b) l. 858. rivos ayahparov 

The dochmiac |. 855 is of the form »w.vv---: the 
corrupted dochmius in the middle of 1. 863, which 
dochmius is really its antistrophic counterpart, is of the 
form---vv. These are the dochmii : 

(a) l. 855. -cav évadiov Kotras 

(6) inl. 868. mevkaev oKddos 

The strophe has been strikingly corrupted. It is fairly 
evident that Hermione is seeking yet some new kind of 
death. I have little doubt that she is asking for the fate 
which threatened Andromeda. In the antistrophe there 
is an interpolated line, and also a considerable amount of 
expansion, based on the fact that the cxddos of the Argo 
is, | contend, described as rrepoev (cf. ei@ dpeN "Apyods pr) 
Siudrrac0at oxddos), and that the Kudvea: rérpac are men- 
tioned, whence has arisen an extraordinary digression 
referring to a xvavortepos dpvis. 

With much more confidence than I feel as regards the 
rest of this chorus, I propose here to read : 

, 

EP. Aime ov, Aime ot p, @ TaTep, eraxtiav, oTp. 6 
a 4 e x \ 8 / 

fovad, Epnuov, WS av KaTa KYWOaOV 
Cal an / Sei’ Ordon pe. TAS OvKETL VdoTOpaL 

, / 

i. gy bck tivos Gv abavatwv iKkéTW apy ayot avtT. 8 
al / / 

DOid8So0s ex pe yas, 7) TTepoev cKados, 
al / 

To dia Kuavas é&éXacev rétpas . 
, 

TPWTOTAOOS TAATA ; 

I need hardly say that I regard this as the passage 
which Apollonius is directly imitating in his exordium : 

apxopuevos oéo, DoiBe, Twararyeveov Kréa PoTav 
pvncouat, of Ildvrowo Kata oropa Kal Sia wétpas 
Kvavéas Baoidjos ébnuoctvn Ueriao 

ypvoeov peta Kaas evfvyov Hacay "Apyo. 
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I imagine that the text became extremely corrupt, and 
that, recollecting the device (viz. the employment of a 
dove which lost its tail) by means of which Jason passed 
through the Symplegades, some emender combined repoev 
and Kvavas into a reference to Jason’s dove, and inter- 
lineated his emendation. Afterwards, I suggest, some 
other emender transformed the interlimeation into a wish 
on the part of Hermione that she might become a «vavo- 
mrepos dpvis (cf. Psalm lv. 6). 

@PO.ddos é« yds makes nonsense, unless some such 
emendation of Il. 858-9 as I have suggested be adopted, 
and unless—and this is a point of interest and importance 
—l. 860 be altogether omitted. That line has the appear- — 
ance of being a mutilated pentameter. It is probably a | 
quotation, slightly altered, from some elegiac poem dealing — 
with the Hermione legend. 

Sixra Cxorus (Il. 1009-1046) 

(ll. 1042-6 are preserved in the Jerusalem palimpsest. ) 
This chorus presents no example of the phenomenon | 

am investigating. It is interesting, however, as exhibiting 
in |. 1045 one of the two instances in which the Jerusalem 
palimpsest differs materially from the vulgate. The other 
instance is in 1. 1518 of the Orestes. Neither of them — 
concerns the present investigation. 

SeveNtH CuHorus (ll. 1173-1225) 

This chorus consists of two strophes and antistrophes. 
The first strophe and antistrophe are generally recog-— 

nized, and extend from |. 1173 tol. 1196. They contain no 
example of my phenomenon. 

This strophe and antistrophe consist of dactylic tetra-— 
meters and dimeters, spondees being admitted, but very 
sparingly, and the clausula is peculiar, being composed of 
an anapaest, a tribrach, and a spondee. 1 

After the strophe (ll. 1173-83), which is in the mouth 
of Peleus, as is also the antistrophe, comes a couplet of 
tragic trimeters in the mouth of the chorus. There is” 
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no corresponding couplet at the end of the antistrophe 
(ll. 1186-96). After the antistrophe the next words are 

uttered by the chorus. Hence it is impossible to assume 
the loss of a couplet in the mouth of the chorus. As 
Peleus and the chorus are alone on the stage, save for the 
presence of mutae personae bearing the corpse of Neopto- 
lemus, the Messenger having almost certainly departed at 
the end of |. 1165, there seems to be no character to whom 

__ a lost couplet can be assigned. 
I conclude that no couplet is lost, but that ll. 1184-5 

are an interpolation. Those two lines have not an 
authentic appearance. They run: 

odTOs 7 dv as éx TOVS état av, yépor, 
Gavev, To adv 8 Hv wd av EUTUXETTEPOV. 

The first of the two lines seems to me a reminiscence 
of the thought of ll. 309-20 of the Hecuba, and the 
second an adaptation of |. 377 of the same play : | 

Gavov & av ein paddov edtuyéctepos. 

After the first strophe and antistrophe come twenty- 
nine lines (ll. 1197-1225), which Hermann divides into 
four very short strophes and antistrophes. 

Hermann’s division may be indicated by a diagram. 
It will be observed that he treats the first strophe and 
antistrophe (above mentioned) as a system apart, and 
starts with a new first strophe, as if a new chorus began 
at this point. Here is the diagram : 

OTP. ) 
avr. a’ 
OTp. B 
oTp. Y 
arp. 5 

: dvr. 3 
av7. B 
avr. y’ 

More recent editors, while following Hermann in 
essentials, have seen that his arrangement admits of 
simplification. Since his strophe 7 immediately follows 
his strophe §’, and since likewise his _antistrophe ¥ 
immediately follows his antistrophe 8’, it is obvious that 
strophes 6’ and y' should be combined into one strophe, 
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and antistrophes §’ and y' into one antistrophe. Hence, 
as the real result of Hermann’s division, we arrive at the 
diagram : 

OTp. Ae 
avr. a’— 

orp. 8 
o7p. 
avr. Y; 
dvr. B’ 

But the whole arrangement is erroneous. This latter 
part of the chorus consists of one strophe and one anti- 
strophe only. 

A fact which has materially contributed to hiding the — 
truth is that one line in the strophe, which originally, — 
I think, was in the form 

w@peres Somov Aurreiy Epnuor, 

appears in two corrupted forms side by side as 

@® iros, Sopmov Edevtres Epnpor, 
@por mot, Tadaltwpov éué. 

A careful study of the ductus literarum of each of 
these two lines will show that there is a most surprising 
graphic similarity between them. I conjecture that 
corruption originally arose from a failure to understand 
that the sentence in question is interrogative, and also | 
believe that our text presents a contamination of two 
separate corrupted versions. 

Putting the disturbance, caused by this singular 
occurrence, on one side, we find that the latter portion of 
the chorus consists of a dialogue between Peleus and the 
chorus, which admits of division into two approximately 
equal parts, and that in each part the several remarks 
of the speakers correspond in length sufficiently closely to 
make strophic antistrophic correspondence almost certain, 
while emendation is so easy as to convert the almost into 
something very like an altogether. 

The passage runs as follows : 

XO. oTotot oToroi: 
Gavovta Seorotay yoous 
vom TO veptépwv Katapto. 
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IIH. orotot otoroi - 1200 
duddoya (al. Suddoya 8, & Heimsoeth duaviry’, 

@) Taras eyo, 
/ \ \ / yépov Kal dvotvyns Saxpia. 

XO. @eod yap aica, beds Expave cupdopc rv. 
IIH. & gidos, Sdpov erevrres (al. Edures) Epnuor, 1205 

@or for, Tadraitwpov eye 
yépovT atratda voodicas. 

XO. Oaveity Oaveivy ce, mpécBu, yphv tapos Téxvwr. 
IIH. od crrapafoua: Kopar, 

ovK émiOjncouar eu@ Kapa 1210 
, \ > / ° , , 

KTUTHMA YEpos ONOOY ; Ww TOoLS TONS, 

SiumrA@v Téxvav pe éeotépnoe Poi Bos. 
XO. ® kaka radar idov te dvoTvyis yépar, 

tiv ai@v eis TO dourrov e€eus ; 1215 
TIH. dtexvos Epnuos, odk Exav tépas Kaxdv 

SvavtTAnow Tovous és “Adar. 
XO. patny 56 o ev yaporow odABicay Oeoi. 
TIH. dyrrapeva dpovda ravta xeitac 

/ / & , / 

KOLTT@ pPETAPTL@ (Reiske KOLTT@V PETAPTOLWY, 

Lenting xovrd petapcio!) mpoce. 1220 
XO. povos povorcw ev Somos avactpéder. 
TIH. ovKér’ éote por rors, 

fol / 3 23:.¢ 7 ‘~ ~ ets’ lal oKnTTpa T éppétw Tad emi yaiav 
/ = - > ” / , 

ov T @ KAT aYTPa VUYLa (Hermann poywa) 

Nypéws xopn, 
mavorcOpov pw drpear witvovta mpos yar. 1225 

I have not troubled the reader with a variety of MS. 
readings : there seem to be no alternatives of any material 
importance. 

I propose to read : 

XO. ototrotot: Oavevta Searretay yoous otp. B 

vou TO veptépwv Katapto. 
IIH. érotorotot: duavduvy’ @ Taras éyw 1200 

yépov Kal dvotvyns Saxpio. 
XO. Oeod yap aica, Beds Expave cupdopar. 
IIH. aeres Sopov dAureiv Epnpor, 1205 

yépovt’ armada voodicas ; 
XO. Oaveiv Oaveivy oe, tmpécBv, xpi Tapos TéKVMV. 
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ITH. od orapafowar Kopar - 
> / lal 

ov Oncouar Taperav 1210 
, \ > , > , , 

KTUTH UA YEepolv odOOY ; W TOdIS TONAL, 

SutA@v Téxvov pp éatépnoe PoiBos. 

XO. Kak ® Tabov idwv te dvaTvxXns yépar, avT. B 
43 ee WR > \ \ ¢ tiv ai@v ets TO AoLTroY E€eELs ; 1215 

IIH. drexvos Epnuos, od Eywv tépas Kakov 

SvavTAnow Tovous és “Asap. 
XO. patrav Oé o &y ydporow @ABicav Geol. 
IIH. dABicay p> & hpodda tavta KetTat 

KOuToOV peTapoiov Tpocw. 1220 
XO. povos povorow év Somos avactpéder. 
IIH. ovxér’ ote poe ods: 

cKAaTTpoV pérrer Tadaov * 
av T, ® Kat avtpa piyia Nypéws xopa, 
TavoreOpov mu Oeat titvovTa. 1225 

I will only call special attention to my treatment of 
|. 1223. It seems to me impossible to couple with re an 
imperative to an indicative in the way in which é¢pfér@ is 
coupled in the MSS. to gor. Granted this, my emendation — 
follows almost as a matter of course; and, if it follows, 
then there arises a strong metrical argument in favour of © 
my division (which, I confess, seems to me obvious) into 
strophe and antistrophe. All that I assume throughout 
is that the latter portion of this chorus is rather more 
corrupt than most editors have liked to admit, although 
Hermann indeed, in order to secure correspondence — 
between his strophes and antistrophes, has had recourse 
to much more radical treatment than I have suggested. 

A 

If I am right, one instance of my phenomenon occurs — 
in ll. 1200-1 and 1216: 

(a) ll. 1200-1. drorot drorot+ Suadoya 8, & Tadas eyo — 

(b) 1.1216.  arexvos Epnuos, ok éywv tépas Kaxdv 

See the readings I suggest above, and Heimsoeth’s 
emendation. - 

—— es 
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B, C anp D 

_ Again, if I am right, three other instances occur in 
‘Wl. 1205 and 1219: 

(a) 1. 1205. & diros, Sopov dures Epnpov 
£6) 1. 1219. aumtdapeva ppovda mavta Keirar 

Here also see the suggestions I have made. 
It may be asked why the latter portion of this chorus 

has been corrupted, and not the earlier portion also. My 
answer is that very probably the earlier portion of the 

_ chorus has been corrupted, but has since been reconstituted 
by some copyist not unskilled in hexametrical composition, 

an art at no time rare. I[ very much doubt whether we 
_ have the words of Euripides as he wrote them: the metre 
_ of the clausulae seems to me suspicious in the highest 
degree. But if it is a case of reconstitution, I must at 
least compliment the unknown reconstitutor on one point 

_ of metrical erudition: he knew enough to present not one 
_ single instance of my phenomenon. Consequently there 
are hardly any joints in his armour. Emenders of this 
_ kind are as dangerous as they are few. 

SUMMARY 

The Andromache presents twenty-one examples of the 
_ phenomenon | am investigating. Three occur within the 
compass of one line, and no less than four sets of two each 
similarly present themselves within the limits of single 
lines. With regard to most of the remaining ten some 

_ consideration of the context is necessary. 

END OF VOL. I 

Printed by R. & R. CLark, Limitep, Edinburgh. 
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